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NOTE.
It has not boon possible personally to verify absolutely all statements of fact in this report. Copies of the report, however, were
submitted to the following-named persons with the request that all
such errors be pointed out in order that they might be corrected
before the report went to press.
Mr. George W. Gallagher, president San Francisco Board of
Education.
:Mr. Allred Roncovieri, superintendent of public schools.
Mrs. Jesse W. Steinhart, chairman San Francisco school survey
committee.
Mr. Robert Newton Lynch, vice president and manager San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce.
The suggestions resulting from this request have all been given
carcf ul consideration.

P. P.

CLAXTON,

Commissioner.
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PU~BLIC

SCHOOL .SYRTEM OF SA.N FRANCISCO,
C1\LJFO RN I.A.
INTRODUCTION.

During the m9nth of December, 1914, representatives of the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce conferred with the Commissioner of
Education in Washington concerning the possibility of a~ survey of
the San Francisco public school system under the direction of the
Bureau of Education. At that time the Commissioner of Education
drafted a statement of the ~o~¢litions under which the Bureau of
Education would undertake. a survey.
_
On April 5, 1915, a representative of the commissioner met with
the board of cduca tion in San Francisco and prcsen ted a copy of ·t his
statement of conditions, and discussed the subject of the survey
informally with the· board. 'the conditions stated were as follows:
1. An official invitation received by the Bureau of Education from
the San Francisco Board of Education.
2. Assurance of cooperation. of the California State Department of
Public Instruction.
3. The su~ey to be under the direction of the Bureau of Education.
4 . . Tli~ survey, to consist' of .a sympathetic· inquiry into condi~ions
they ,are, with com.rll.endation of what is good, and Sll,ooogCStions for
improvement and further development..
·
5. Report of the survey to be submitted · to the 'San Francisco
.Board of Education, and published (as submitted) by the Bureau of
Education.
6. The Bureau of Education to furnish the services of three :s pecialists ·(later increased to five) and to publish the final report.
7. The San Francisco Board of Education to furnish. (a) Traveling and subsistence expenses of thre~e specialist:s (later
increased to five) representing the Bureau of Education.
(b) Traveling and subsistence expenses, and oompensation, of four
members . (later increased to seven by mutual agreement) of the
survey commission, to be nominated by the Bureau of Edueatrion
from a list to be approved by the San Francisco Board of Education.
(c) Necessary stenographic and ~cl~ericalassistance.
(d) N ece8sary office supplies and mat.e rials.
T)lc necessary expense of the survey was est imated by the ·c ommissioner At $8,500.
.

as
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Under d~te of July 14, 1915, the secretary of the San Francisco
Board of Education notified the commissioner that at a meeting of
the board on·July 13 the following resolution was adopted:
Wherens the San Francisco Chamber of .Commcrce hae ·Qxpressed a wish to ·make
a survey of the school system of San Francisco~ a pa'rt of its plan to o'.,tain ac-curate
dat~ upon all questions affecting the comn:ierdallifo o£ San Francisco; and has asked
that. access to the departments under the charge of this l:oard 1:e granted; and has
stated that the purpose of the cham~1er of commerce is to secure outsi<le, impartial ·
experts for this work, for whose character and a~ility said cham1.:.er of commerce
undertakes to vouch: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the·Board of Education hereby e~press its ' villin;gness that a survey
of the school department b~ mad~ by the United States Bureau of Educatio:n, provided that lio person be appointed to conduct any part o.f the survey or make any
investigation of the department until approved by the Board of Education, and provided, further, that this involve no ·expense to the Board of Education.

Under date of October 8 the secretary of the board of education
I}.otified the Commissioner of ·Education that at a meeting of tho
board held October 5 it was resolved that the Comrriissioner of Education be invited to conduct a survey of the school department of
San FranCisco.
On November 20 Mr. Lynch wired the commissioner that $6,000
of the needed $8,500 had been raised and that he considered the
remainder of the amount assured. On December 28 Mr. Lynch
reported that the committee had raised within $600 or $700 of the
entire amount and that the committee would be responsible for the
remainder.
On January 3, 1916, the commissioner wired acceptance of the
finarrcial .arrangemcnt and advised that ·thc survey work woUld begin
early in February.
THE SURVEY COMMISSION.

On January 13 the list of names of the persons proposed .for the
survey commission was sent to the San Frnncisco Board of Education ..and · to the chamber of comme~ce. One or two changes were
made necessary later, and as finally made up the commission included
the following members:
From the Bureau of Education:
Mas. H'ENRIETTA Vi.'. CALVIN-home economics.
FLETCHER B. DRESSLAR--school architecture, sanitation; buildings and equipment.'
ARTHUR W. DuNN--civic education.
JoHN L. RANDALL--school and home gardening.
FREDERICK E. FARRINGTON-education for immigrants.
WILLIAM T. BAWDRN-manual training, vocational education~ director of field
work for the survey commission,
1 Spociat-9:gent o! the Bureau of.Education, not on regub1r:salary; henc.o roc.eived compensation lor serv·
lees on survey.
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Prom.outside the Bureau of Education:
'WILLIAM M. DAvrosoN---:-Organization, administration, fiD.ancial and , .fiscal . probof public scho.ols, Pittsburgh, Pa. 1
CHARLES A. McMURRY-elementary schools, courses of study, methods oi teaching-:-professor of elementary education, Peabody College for Teachers, Na~hvilie,
"l'enn.
JoHN W. WITHERs-elementary schools, courses of study·, methods of teachingpresident of Harris Teachers College, St. Louis, later elected superintendent of public
schools, St. Louis, Mo.
J. STANLEY Bn.owN-secondary education-superintendent Joliet Township High
School, Joliet. IlL
·
HENRY TURNER BAILEY-fine arts-editor of School Arts Magazine, Boston, Mass.,
later appointed dean of.the Cleveland School of Art, Cleveland, Ohio.
WILL EAHHART-mu~ic-director of music, public schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.
lem~r.-sltperintendent

On January 18 President· George E. Gallagher wired the commissioner that the names submitted were approved by the board of
education.
Eight members of the commission spent practically the entire
month of February in San Francisco; while the remaining members
visited the schools in August after the opening of the new· school
year. · Twelve members of the commission spent a, total of 347 days
in Sail }..,rancisco, an average of approximately 25 to 30 days each.
. Every elemcntary,school, every high school, and 16 evening schools
were visited by one -or more members of the commission. The number of visits to schools aggregated 443; visits to classrooms, 1,818;
conferences with groups of teachers and principals, 139. 'fhe details
of visits arc set forth in the following table:
Report of visits made to schools by 12 members of the San Francisco survey commission.
Number or schools \•fsitcd.
Elcmcntary.

r·~r:l ·~-:1 1·:·:l r~·:

11 1.1111.r

1

High. E• vcning. Total•.

:~

i i!

·1r1ri iiiiiii.rri·ir·i.·rril i ....... 1. ::::: iii ii i......1·

By 11 members ••••••••• ~--········································

Total........................................................

1 . •••• •• • .•••••• •• .

85

o

16

1

106

Number or members of commission reporting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~..........
12
Numhcr ors,·hools visited.................................................................. 106
Nun11Jer of visits to s<:hools.. •• ••• • •• • • •• •• . • • • •• •• •• • •• • •• •••• ••• • •• •• •••••• •• • •• • • ••• • •••• 443
Number of visit:. to (·lasses ..............................••............•......••.••••••..••• 1,818
Number of t·orlfcren<.cs held with groups of teachers and principals.......................... 139
1

Assisted by August Hillcr-.finance-chief accountant and statistician, public schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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The commission wishes to acknowledge its obligation to school
officers, teachers, various civic organizations, and individual citizens
of San Francisco for their courtesy, kindly consideration, and hearty
cooperation. The .work of the commission was facilitated in every
possible way by the members of the board of education, by the super..
intendent of schools and his deputies, by supervisors, principals,
teachers, and other school employees, by the mayor and other city
officials, and by many private citizens whose deep interest in the
improvement of the public schools was noted on every hand.
'rhe local school survey committee, under whose auspices the
survey was conducted, and its individual members rendered much
valuable assistance.

Chapter. I.
THE! . CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO.
As the largest city of the region west of the Missouri River, ·and the
principal seaport on the ~est .~oast of North America; San Francisco
has ·the distinction ofbeing the metropolis of the Pacific Coast of the
United States. Situated near the center of the coast of California,
San Francisco occupios .tho northern end of a peninsula which is approxima.t ely ao mUos long, surr()undod on t~e west by the fa~ific
Ocean, on the _.e ast by _the Bay of San Francisco, and on the north
by the Golden Ga to. ·
· .. . .
. · .
.
The first settlement in this locality dates from October 9, 1776,
· when two Franciscan monks, Palou and ()ambon, founded an Indian
nussion, which they called San Francisco do Asisi. After the Mexicans secured control of California, 1822,\a small village called Dolor~s
g;rew up about the mission. In 1836 tho village of Yorba Buena was
founded on the w~ter Jront near by, and from this the modern. city
developed.
·
. In 1846 California came into tho possession of .t ho United States,
and in the follo\ving year the · village of Y crba Buena changed its
·name to San Francisco. At that time its populati~n was about 450.
The discovery of ·gold in 1848 brought a !urge. influx of populn.tion
into California, ·a:nd by September; 1840, San Francisco is said to
have had a population of 10,000.
, ~
The city has been visited by a number of clisastrous conflagrations,
:five of which du:ting tho years · 1849-1851 destroyed property the
value of which is estimated at $l6,000,000.· An· eart4quako did
some damage in Qctobor, 1868. In April, 1906, an earthquake
s]loc.k wrecked a numbor of .buildings, and by rupturing gas and
water mains prevented effective measures for dealing with 'tho fi.ro
which ensue~. When the fire was finally subdued, it was found that
about a third of the city, including most of the business section, was
in ruins, with a loss of lifo reported at 452 and a property loss of
more than $200,000,000. . It is estimated that over -250,000 people
wero loft homeless, and most of these were wholly ruined fmancially.
Not\Vithstanding those reverses, San Francisco, with spiondid
spirit and recuperative po,vor, has each time set resolutely about
the · task of rebuilding. Tho . area , burned over in 1906 has been
almost entirely rebuilt with substap.tial modern buildings.
9
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The land aroa of San Francisco is 43 square milos, . tho terri tory of
tho city and county being coextensive. In laying out the· streets no
attompt appears to havo been made to plan oasy grades, and ~s a
consequence somo of tho streots, straight up the sides of steon hills;
are practically impassable for all kinds of traffic. Tho hills riso
abruptly from sea level to several hundreq foot in height. South~
wost qf the main portion· of the city, Twin Peaks rise to ovor 900
. feet above sea lovel.
• Several important. portions :of the site of .San Francisco, including
tho portion whore tho Forry BUilding now stands and part ·of · tho
Panama-Pacific · Exposition, grounds, have boon . roclaimod from
the bay~
POPULATION.

From a population of 10,000 in 1849, San Francisco grow to 416,912
in 1910~· a period of 61 yoars. The successive additions arid per
con t increases are shown in Tablo 1.
TA:in.E

1.--:Popu!ation of San Fmncisco, 1849-1915.

PQpulo.tlon.

Census year.

lnC'rcase m·t>r preceding census.

Number.
1849 l ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••

.1~;')2 2 •••••• ~ •••••••.•••••• ~ •·••••••••••••••••• ~.......... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

181111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1870••••••• ~ •••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l~SO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

18!10•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
1Uil0••••••••••••.• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1910••••••••• ·•••·..................·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1!)151 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••
1

Estimated.

J

. l~:m

' 56,802
149,473
233,959
29R, u<J7
342, 7S2
4Ui, 9\2
452,255

Per cent.

·····24:716· ·····24r1
22,02fi
92,1i71
84,4Sii
65,038
43, 7)(5
74, 130
35, 343

. li3.3
163.1
5ti.l)
27. 8
U. 6
21.6
8. 4

State census; .tho returns !or tho Federal census of 1850 were destroy~d by fire;

The populntion in 1910, by assembly districts, is shown in Table
.2. · See .also map, figure 16, page 30.
TA~LE

2.-Population of San Fran_cisco, by assembly district&, 1910.1

District numper.
PopuJntlon. District number.
Populo.tfon.
38~......................
27,925
28 •... ~ . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 11, 373
39 ......•.........._...... 51, 564
29.......................
5,537
30. . . • • . • • • . • • • . • • . . . . .
7, 558
I 40. • • •. • •.;, • •. • • •. • •. • • • •
23,075
31....................... 18,787
41 •...•.•......•• •t• . . . . . • 25, 372
32....................... 31,879
42 •• ·················-~-- ' 8,810
33 •...•.•... ~............ 44,688
43.......................
9,379
34 •.•.•.....•.•...•.•. ,.. 36,970
44 •• - . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 21, 307 .
35....................... 22,388
45 •.•...• .. •.......•.. ~... 22, 206
36 •....••.•.•. ~.......... 12,844
Total. ••.. ·. . • . . . . . . . • • 416, 912
37 •. ~----·~·-········~--- 35,250 .
1 See·map,

p. 30.
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Of eight cities in ·California haVing in ,1910 a ~ population of 25,000
91" over,. San Francis~q .shows the lowest~ r~te of incrcnse .for the. last
cens.us period, lDOQ-:-1910. The city's most rapid growth was made
d·uring the decades fro,m 1860 t.o 1880, its _population increasing. more
t~~n fourfold during that_ period, while during the 30 years from - 1~80
to; HHO i'ts ·population.increased only 78.1 per cent. The lowest rnte
of decennial increase was 14.6 per cent, for the decade 1890-1900.
The 'n ext lowest rate, 21.6 per cent, was for the last decade reported,
1900-1910. The disaster \Vhich befell the city in 1906 undoubtedly
retarded its development to an extent from which it has hardly yet
fully recovered.
With a land area of '26,632 acres, the population per aero in 1915
was estimated at 17. The basis for comparing San Francisco with
the other cities in the same population class is presented in Table 3,
·from .which it appears that it is fourth in tho list of these cities in
density of population. . Sun Francisco bas about two-thirds as many
inhabitants per acre as Newark and l\fihvaukce, but nearly six times
as many as New Orleans, and nearly seven times
many as Los
Angel~s.- Differences in average density in these cities is due largely
to the proportion of undeveloped territory within their corporate
limits; which is comparatively large ih ·San Francisco.

as

TABLE 3.-Density .of population, 9 cities hav·ing a population of 300,000 to 500~000,
.

1915. 1

City.

Newark, N. J ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
l:lilwaukee; Wts•••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •.•••••••••••••
1\utTalo, N . Y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••
SAN FRANCISCO ................................... .. .
Mlnnenpohs, Minn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Wnshin~ton, ll. C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Cincinnati, Ohio ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~·····
Senttle, \\"ash .••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
N e\V Urlt-aos, I.a•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Los AnJ;elas, Cal ....................................... .

Rank in Nnmh~r of
Area or
Ec;limaf:ed
density of inhal,itants cUy proper population
population. per acre.
in acres.
1915.
1
2
3

4
5
-.. 6'

7
8
9
10

26.2
25.8
18.3
17
10.7
9.3
~.9

8.4

2.9
2.5

L l!'inancinl statistics of c1tles haYing a population of over 30,000 m-1915;

14,858.0
16,215.8
24,~-t

26,632 .
32,069
3X.408. 4
45,:J58.9
37,-181
125,·1-'lO

lS:-1, 46-t

3R9,106
419;5X9
457,723

452,2.~

343,466
356,028
402,175

a1a.o29

36t,2n
452,140·

nw:enu ol tbe Census.

The total number of dwellings in San Francisco in 1910 was 65,025,
and the total number of families 86,414, there being 132.9 families to
each 100 dwellings. The corresponding figure for the State was 109.8
families to each 100 d:wellings. The average number of persons per
dwelling 'vas--San Francisco, 6.4; Culifornia, 4.6. The average number of persons per family,vas--San Francisco, 4.8; Californin, 4.2. 'fhe
facts concerning housing are still further analyzed in Chnptcr XVI.
For a discussion of tho distr~bution of the population according to
occupations, see Chapt~r XIV.
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RAOIAL COMPQSIT.ION OF · POPtiL.A,TION•

. In;1910 nearly 72 por cent of the populationof)5ari Franciscc)were
:foreign-horn or' of immediate foreign descent~ as m..ay ' he ;not-~d ip'
_T able· 4 ~nd FigJ.Ire 1. . The largest elements ·among the foreig~~borri
population are the Germans, Irish, Italians, Sdandlnavl.ans, and '~.'the
Englis}l-Scotch-Welsh. group. The Chinese nUm.bered •.10',582 and .

' RACIAL COMPOSITION

.&AN

OF p 'OPULATJON

fRANCISCO:' .1910.

NATIVE;.BORN WHITE
()NE, c;>R BOTH PA~fNTS fQ~fi~N

36.9% _

NATlVE-BORN WHITE
NATlVf-BORN PARENT~

2J.7

;, .

. FIGURE I.-San Francisco fs a cosp}opolftan city. Eleven different rooial groups . of foreigners are
represented tiy numbers suffit'icnt to coh;-;litutc from 1.1 to 5.8 rcr C'ent of the total population. Only
about one-fourth or tho population is native-born oC native wbl~o-parents~

the Japanese ·4,674, though, Rf? noted in · Cl:iapto.r. XV of this report,
since 1910 the Chinese have ·decreased in n,illnbe.rsund th_~ Japanese
have I;np.terially increased.
. · ·. .
· . : : .. . : · ·
·
Sun FranciSCO . is, therefore, distincti~ely
cosniopo1ita.n . ~hy.
Eleven different racial groups of foreigti~born: are represented by
numbers sufficient to constitute from 1.1 to 5.8 per cent of the total

a

n,m :. ciTY OF' SAN F~~ClSCO.

population . . :Only -about · on:e~fourth ·of thepopula_tiuri·· is· native-born
of native white pnrcrits.
.
.. .
.The presence within the city of considerable numbers of pe.rsons of
foreign descent, grouped :for the :most part in settlements more or less
clearly differentiated by language or racial characteristics, in~yitably
creates special difficul~ies ,. for ·the schoois. ·· These problems'. ar:e .fully
discussed elsewhere. .
. .
.

..

.

.

TABLE 4.~Distrib'(.ttiq~ of population of. San Francisco- by country of birth;:1910~
Cotpttry ot b¥'th.
Native white ":fth natiye pareri"~s••••••••••.•'.•.•••••.••••••••••• ~. ~.... •• •• • . • • • • • . •
Native white vdth QDe or.both parents toreign-b~rn··~··. .•• • ••••. •• ••• • ••• • • . • • •• . . .
Foreign-born .whjto••• ~·· ••••·•.• ••••.•••••••••••••.• ~..... •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

· · 27~ 7
36.9
· 31. 4

115,350
1!i:l, 781 .

rlo, 87'4 ,

u

1====:::=:!!1===

·f::l~~====::.:::: :::~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~=::::::::::::::::::::::: . u:m .·
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-ScandlnaYia......................................................................

13, AA.J..
1!1.8.''i6

Can1lda.................................... ..• . • • • . • • • • . • • . • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • . . . . • . .

6.16J
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1, 76:J
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'rABLE

. 1.1
2::'

~~: ~~~
·4_,6i4

1--.......:..-1------

100

416,912 .

5.~D~stribu.tion_

'!I poP_ulation by , aqe-period,<i-:-_San P.ranciscf! . compared witA
the ntne other c:ttus hamng a populatwn of 300,000 to 500,000 t.n 1910~
· Population at

_ Age-pet!~

.

: Btlf·

falo.

ClnLos
De<'frt· . troft~
An:
natl.
gelc9.

each ~gc-pctfod~ '

New
Mil·
wan- Mlnne~
orapl!)lis.
kee:
1~.

- -- -- - - Under 5 years •••••••.
5 to 14 years~ ••·•••••..
15 to 19 years ••••.•.••
20to 24 years ...... ~ ••.
25 to 44 years•••••••••
45 to 64 years •••. ~.~ ••
65 years and over
and age unknown.

12.257 29,172

.

.

New~ :

~rk.

Wash-

lng·
ton.

Ran

~otal

Francities. . cfsco.
for 9

--

715 22,Rt7 37,R14 2.5. 797 32,047 3R.42l 26,669 30\,729
77,449 55,825 77,65R 41,517 69;041 44,561 64,076 6-1,397 -19,{161 M4 ..~~'l
42.04? 3!i,2R.I) . 4:\,3Q2 2.5.600 3R, 520 2~,:n2 3:t,M:l :~2,800 2~. 1121 30i, 112.~
41),057 38,001\ 55,8~9 :l2,015 42,."i:ll !19,07:~ 3ll,i)R0 35.8X9 34' 424 . 359. 3-ifJ
13R, 731 124,.56.~ HiS,~~ 121, 7i5 118,8.13 106. 6'l5 no. 408 114, 7:16 119,3i61, 111,92"
65,476 63,103 65,100 59,6.'39 5:i;7lf\ 45,059 48,291 49,3:19 54,275 504,066
4~.

14~600 16,670 16,138 15,829 13,380 11,971 14,850 lt,S':'8 .1R,252

- - ---- - - - -- -

29,178
49, T.lO
32, •ns
46.~R9

li0,44t

68~ .643

r··

133,664 19,968

.
.
.
Total populatfon ...•.•••.. 423, 715 363, 591 465,766 319, 1~ 373,857 301,408 339,075 347,469
Total 5 to 19
331.
265...
912
years ...•••..• 119,498 . 91,110 121,050 67,123107,561 72,873 97,919 97,206 78,073 852,413 R2,195
Total 20 to 64
years•••••••.• 247,2641226,639 279,863 213, 4291215,0821190, 767 194,250 199,964 208; Oi5!1, 975, 342l~' 573

oo·r
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TAB~E

6.-Ptrr cent distribution. of pop'U,lat:ivn .bu age . perip~~Sa~ .F7JanC'i$co . ~ompu,r.ed
with the United Slates a.~ a 'whole, and with citi~s having .a populatiu·n ·oj800 ,000 to
500,000 in 1910. (See .Figures 2 and 3.)
· · ·
·
··.
Per cent or -total population · at each age

Age periOds.

Under .5 yenrs or age ••••
5 to N years••••. ~ ••••.•
1.; t.o 19 years•••••••••••
20 to 24 years•••••.••••.
25 to 44 year~•••••••••••
45 to 64 yearCJ•••••••••••
65 year!! and .over, and
age unknown •••••••••

:

period~ ..

Naw-~~~:-ton.

l-os- MilNew
nnr- Cln('fn- De- An- wau- Mione. Orralo. notl.
troit. geles. kee. apolis. leans. ark.

Total United Ran
for9 ·
Fran.:

cit.los. St.ate.C!. cisco•.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8
15.3

10
18.3
10.6
32.2
15.5

10.7
34.3
17.4

34.1
14

10.1
38.2
18.7

]0.1
1K5
\0.3
11. 4.
31.8
14.4

3.5

4.6

3.5

4.9

3.5

9.9

9. 7

10.4
7.2
16. 7 . 13

9.3
12

---too
100
Total ••••••••••••• 100

=I=

Totnl5 to 19years. 28.2
TotuJ 20 to 64
years.••••·••••.. 58.3

25

62.4

26
60.1

R

I

9• .J
lR. 9

9.4
1:J
35.4

14..9

10
10.5
32.6
14.2

11.1
18. 5
9. 4
10.3
33
14.2

4

4.4

3.5

12!1.8

24.2

28.9

27.9

57.6

63.3

5.7.3

57.5

. 100 !too .
21
66.9

d,!;

14.8

- -- lUU
100 . 100 . --

8

15.1
8.5

10.4
3.6 .1
16. i

5.5
10(1 .

=23.6

62.9

9.3
16. 7 ·

9.4
11
34
15.(>

11.6
:C.0.5
9.9
9.8

7

11.97.S

. 11.~

41·

29.1
14.6

16.4

4.7
- -·
-100- -100 . 100
4.1

4.5

26.1

30.4

60.5

53.5 . 68.&

=

19.7

I

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION.

According to the census figures for 1910, Tables 5 and 6, and
Figure 2, tho ago distribution of tho population of San Francisco
shows marked peculiarities when compared with that of the United
States as a whole. San Francisco has very much loss than ,hor share
of children undor 20 yon.rs of age, only· a 1i ttle more than half tho
average proportion of children 5 to 14 years of n,ge, and much mora
than her share of adults of the productive ages of 25 to 44 years
(41 per cent, as against 29.1 ).
Comparing San Francisco in this respect with the nine other cities
of tho .same populn.tion class, Tablo 6, and Figure 3, similar discrepancies of distribution appear, though they aro slightly l,ess pro~
nounced.
As shown in Tal>le 6, in tho nine . cities tho population from 5 to
10 years of ago oquals 43.1 per centDf the p~puhttion from 20 to 64
years; in San Francisco, 28.7 por cont. : In the nino citios, therefore,
the ratio of population of school age to popula.tion of 20 to 64 years .
of age is 50.1 per ~ont greater than in San Francisco.
The importance · of ·these facts for public education is manifest . .
With a much smaller proportion of children of school age tl1an the
average city and with a much larger proportion of productive Q.dult.
population, the financial burden of supporting a public-school system
rests much more Lightly upon the people of San Francisco . tho.ri
elsewhere.
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2S·To 44

20TO 24

1STO 19

.S TO 14

UNDERSYRS

AGE'S

IIJ9

0 PERCeNT 0
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z·o
~

30.

40

•''?>l'>>>t)}))1'>>'1'''>1''}'~)>)>)~'}'}~

'PH»~"

SAN FRANCISCO

4.3 1~ 6S..A"o·ove~ ~I 4.7

"fEC«tcccra

UNITED STATfS

41.01

'YfGlTRF.

2.-<'ompannl!' the a~f' dlstrlhution or the populati()D of San J4'ranctsco with that nf the r•nit~d ~tate!il, strlktn~ dlfl't'rences ar~ observtad. San Fmu~rn h~
:very mnch '"~s than hf'r share or children •mder v; yenrc; ofage-1~.9 per cent, as at,'Uinst 32.1 per ceut. in tlle U.Dlted Statos-and ~ery much more than her s1uU'e cr per.
sons 25 ~ 44 yoars ol age-41.0 per cont, ns agl\inst 29.1 per cent.
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SAN fRANCISCO. c·oMPARED WITH U.S..

AGe· DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL POPU_LATION:
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AGe DtsTRIBUTtoN oF ToTAL PoPuLATioN: 1910
SAN FRANCISCO ANO Nl NE CITif;S

FtmrRE 3.-Companng the a~e distrlhntion of th~ population of San Francl<;<'o wit h that of the total population of the nint> other Cities of the samA population <'la!l!
(300,000 to 500,000 m 1910), notable di!Terences are obsen·ed. San Francisco has less than her sha.re of chi ldren under 15 years ot age--1 1:!.9 per cen t, as against 2ti per cent in
the nine cities-and more than her share of persons 2.5 to 44 years of age--41 per cent, as against 34 per cent. The excess of adult population of producb.ve age should
make relatively light the burden of providing educational advantages for the children and youth.

40

34.0

......
0

1'1
·ILLITERAC't',

Table 7 sbows the figures for the per cent of illiterates in"the p,opulation 1~ years ~f ~~e and over, comparing S~n. Francis~o in -thi~
respect w1th the Urutcd States a.s a whole and ·wtth the nme otheit'
cities in the same population .class in 1910.
TABLE

7.-Per cent .o[illiterateiJ in, the population 10 years of age and over; tO citiu

having a population o/800,000 to 500,000'in 1910.

Per cent of illiterates.
Native white.

Cities.

Foreignborn
white.

1. SAN FRANCISCO, •..••.•.•••.•••.•.••....• ~· .................

Native
ForeJ!tn._.,
and' mixed
parentage. pareiltaiQ~

2. Minneapolis.....................................................
~: ~:st~~~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

6. 8
~.2

4. 7

0.2

.1

0.2
•2

~: ~~Fr~\~:: ~: :::::::::::::::::: ::·::::: ::::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::

9.5
9. 6

ft~

.1
1

:~

.3
:. 6

5. Milwaukee•••••••••••••.•••.•.•••.••••••••••••••••.•.••.••.• ~- ...
6. Cin<'fnnati. •••••••••••.••••.•.•••••.•••..•••••••-••.• .; •••.•••••••·

:~

:~

:g

9. New Orleans .••••.•••••.••••••••••.• .• ~ ••• .- ••••••• -• •• ~ ••••-••••• ~.
12.9
1
1.. 2
10. Newark~ N.J •••• ~···············································
14.2
.3
:o6
1-------1-------·~----Unitod Sta.tes.• "" ......................... ·............... ...,. .• ~.
12.7
3. 7
1.1

In respect to illiterates in the foreign-born white population, San
Francisco had a smaller proportion than any other city in the list,
4.7 per cent, which is less than one-third of .t he per cent reported for
the tenth city, while in the United States as a whole' the per cent
was 12'.7~
In :respect to illiterat~s in the native white population of native
parentage, San Francisco had 0.2 per cent. . Only 2 of the 10 cities
reported a smaller per cent, while it was 3. 7 per cent for the United
States'.
In r-espect to illiterates in the native white population of fo:r:eign or
mixed parentage, San Francisco had 0.2 per cent. No one of the 10
cities r.e ported a smaller per cent, while for the _United States it
was 1.1.
RESOURCES

AVAILABLE

FOR . EDUOATIONA.L

PURPOSES

AND

THEm

UTILIZATION~

In the following pages certain tables are presented, showing comparative figures for San Francisco andtheothernine citiesmthesame
population class, with respect to resources available for educational
purposes, and the extent to which these ;resources are utilized in
certain particulars. The tables are based _on data given in th~e
93815-17--2
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reports of the Census Bureau and the Commissioner of Education
Table 8 presents the facts from which the six tables following a·re
derived.
TABLB

8.-Some fact. coneerning 10 citiea having a population of300,000 to 500,000 in
1915.
Estf·
mated

po~ula.

Cities.

ton,
1916.1

Buffalo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••.
SAN FRANCISCO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Loa Anr;tos •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Mllwau ee••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CJnclnnat.J •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Newark •• • •••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••
:New Orleans •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Washington •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Minneapolis ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
Seattle ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• • •••••
Average ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••_••••••••

Estimated
true valuo
real and
personal

prtC1~~y,

467,723 6$598, 3.')6, 000
452,255 1, 083, 7AA, R78
452,140
950, 21iU, 080
419,5R9
683,931, 91i4
402,175
598, 925, 430
389,106
403,199,704
3li1,221
32ti,lJ89,413
356,028
tiUi, 74i7, 911
3-13,466 • 700, 5ti6, 41il
313,029
487, 943, i53
394,673

635, 073, 559

Children Matos21
61.019
.roars of
years
age and
ofaf!;o,
o\·or,
1915.1
1915.•

Total
revenue
ro,·owta

for~~~ '110

sf' tools,
1916-16.•

121l,OR9
89, lti3
95,0R1
120,718
100,7i9
108,854
104,!U4
83,959
83,042
63,068

138,417
100,Rti7
162,742
126,942
120,008
115, 604
103,352
119,999
13.J, 195

2,31iti,~
2,-184,03~

97,806

132,968

2,904,-tOS

111,5.~

f3,361, 768'
3,004,459:
· 5,2S3,7M
2,462,308
2,3ti3,46l
3,185,006
1,118,356

3,354,486

a Flnandat statistiC's of C'ltfes, 191/i, Dnronu of the C'ensns.
t

Based on Ogures or asilesscd vnluation and per tent basis of assessment reported, In tlnnncialstatfstlce

or cJtfes, 1915, Duroau of lhe ( ·enliUS.
.
l • Esthnoto Cor HH5 based on l1er 'ent age-distribution f1Jmr08 for 1910.
r • Exdush·e or loanc1, bon~ su os, unpaid warrants, sales or property, proceeds oflnsurance adjustments,
and other nonre,·onue reterpts.
·
tlndudos $-li,i~I,OOO of property 11 subjort to speC'fa) propl'rty taxes"; basis o( a!I808Smcnt not J't'ported.
• Includes 116,595,000 or pro,llCrtY "subject to spedal pro,llCrtY taxes"; basis of asseiiBDlcnt not reported.
T.A.BLB

9.- Value of property for each adult male in 10 cities, 1915.

1. Loa AngP1es ••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• $5,839.09
2. ){in neapolis •••••••••.••••••.•.••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 5,838.18
S. SAN V'RANCISCO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 5,678. 24

4. \Vasbington .••••••.•••••.••••••.•..••.••...••.••..•.. ••
5. Cincinnati ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••
a·. Alii waukee •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
7. Buffalo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••••••.•••
8. Seattle ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••.•.•••••.•..••
9. Newark ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••.•••.•••...••.
10. New Orleans•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••

5,527.43
4, 753.07
4,600.'0(>
4,481. 79
3,633.08
3,487.76
3,164.45

J.lve~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

4,776.12

Loa Angeles
IUnneapolia

•SAD PRABCISCO
Wasbi;ngton
Cincinnati
Milwaukee ·,
Buffalo
Seattle

Bewark
Bew Orleans

AVERAGE

16,839 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6,6'18

6,62'1
6,838
4,'163

~~~~~~~~~~~~~=:::-

4,600 - - - - - - - - - - - 4,481 ------ -. . .
3,633
----3,487
3.164

4,776------------

Flouu L-Valoe of property for each adult male.
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As shown in Table 9 and ·Figure 4, San Francisco ranks third in the
list of 10 cities in value of property for each adult male. The amount
in San Francisco is 79.5 per cent greater than that in the lo,vcst city
in the list, and 18.8 per cent greater than the average for the 10 cities.
TABLE

10.- Value of property for each child 5 to 19 years of age_in_tO cities, 1915.

1. SAN FRANCISCO .••..••.•..••.••...•••.••.••••.•••.• $12, 155. 14

2. Los Angeles............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. Minneapolis............................................
4. Seattle...............................................
5. vv~~hington...........................................
6. Cincinnati...........................................
7. ?tfilwaukee............................................
8. Du ffalo..................................................
9. Newark..............................................
10. New Orleans........... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jlverage............................................

9, 994. 28
8, 436. 20
7, 736. 79

7,346.06
6,942.96
4,837.16
4, 635. 22

3,704.04
3, 134. 66

6,792.26

~==============----

•SAB
$12,166
Los FRABCISCO
Angeles
9,994 •
Minneapolis
8,436 - - - - - - - - - - - Seattle
7, 736 - - - - - - - - - - Washington
7,346 - - - - - - - - - - Cinoinnati
6,942 ----~---Milwaukee
4,837 - - - - - - Buffalo
4,635 - - - - - - •
Newark
New Orleans

3,134 ·- - - - -

3,'704 - - - - - -

AVERAGE

6,792 - - - - - - - - - -

FIOUBE 6.-Value of property for each chJid 5 to 19 years of age.

Comparing the 10 cities in respect to amount of wealth for each child
of school age, as shown in Table 10 and Figure 5, Sun Francisco heads
the list with $12,155.14, which is nearly four times the amount reported for the lowest city in the list, and nearly twice the average for
the 10 cities.
TABLE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

11.- Value of property, by Slates, for each child 5 to 18 year(of age, 1913. 1

CALIFORNIA •.•••...•.•.•.••.•.•.•..•.................• $15,500
\\Tashington............................................... 10, 400
New York;...................................... . . . . . . . .. . . 9, 900
Minnesota....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 900
New Jersey.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 100
Ohio.....................................................
7, 300
;\\risconsin.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 400
Louisiana...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 800

Average................................................
- --

·--- ·-

8, 787

--- -- - -·-

·-·--

The States Included 1n this llst are those 1n which the ten cities in the population class of San Fran·
lfaoo are l~Jcated.
l
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Since a portion of the support of city school systems is derived from
State taxation, a comparison of the resourc~s of the States in which the
9 cities are located is of value (omitting t'4e District of Columbia).
·.As shown in Table 11 and Figure 6, California ran.ks first. among these

CALIFORNIA $15,500
Washington·
10,400
New York
9,900
Minnesota
8,900
Hew Jersey · 6,100
Ohio
7 .~o
Wisconsin
6,400
Louisiana
3,800
AVERAGE
FIGURE

============-

------------------

----------..-~---------

---------

-----------

8, 787 - - - - - - - - - -

6.-'--Value of property, by States, for each child 5 to 18 years of age, 1913.

8 States in respect to value of property for each child 5 ·to 18 years of
age. The amount in California is 59.2 per cent greater than the
average for the next 3 States, $9,733, and 76.4 per cent greater than
the average for the 8 States.
. TABLE

12.-Number of males 21 years of age and over, for each 100 children 5 to 19 i!eart
of age in 10 cities, 1915.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SAN FRANCISCO..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seattle ...................•. ·. .•.. . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . . • . . . . • . • • . .
Los Angeles .......... _........................ ·... . . . . . . . . . .
Minneapolis ...............................................
Washington ................................................
Cincinnati . .·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Buffalo .•.•...•..•..................••......•...•......•..
Newark ...... , ............ ·.- ..............................
Milwaukee.~........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Orleans...............................................

·

214. 1
212. 8
171. 2
144. 5
132~ 9
125
107.2
106. 2
105. 2
99.1

Average ............................:..... ·. .... . . . . . . . . . . . 141. 8

<\SAN FRANCISCO 214.1

Seattle
.
LoB Angeles
'iinneapoliB
Washington
Cincinnati
Ouffalo
Newark

Milwaukee
New Orleans
AVERAGE
FIGURE

212.6
171..2
144.5
132.9
125.0
107.2
106.2
105.2
• 99.1

-::!=:~~~~~=~==~~
•
--------------------------------------------------------------

141.8 - - - - - - - - - -

7.-Number of adult

ma~es

for cach)OO children 5 to 19 years of age.

As shown in Table 12 and Figure 7, San Francisco ranks first of the
10 cities in nu,mber of adult males for each 100 children of school
ag9. The number in San Francisco is·50.9 per cent· greater than tho
average for tho 10 cities, and is more than twice tho number reported
for the lowest city ..
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SUMMARY.

San Francisco is a young and vigorous city. In less than threequarters of .a century, withi~. t4e lifetime of many men and women
who now live within its bordors, it has from a small struggling village
become one of the'great and important cities of the world. Its location at one of the doors of t4e continent through which must pass
much of the life and tho business of the continent affects inevitably
its character, its growth, and its development. Its cosmopolitan
popUlation makes possible for it a rich and varied culture. Its open
climate arid its geographical environment contfibute to freed~m of
outdoor life, to lovo of pleasure, and to the development of ar~istie
temperament.
·
Few other communities in the world are so able to maintain their
schools and to supply them abundantly with all buildings, equipment, and teachers that may be needed for their highest efficiency, at
whatever cost may be necessary.
California is, in proportion to the number of children of school age,
one of the richest States in the world, probably surpassed in this
respect by only one, and the estimated value of property in San Francisco as compared with the number of children of school age is much
larger than in any other city of its class in the United States. It has
niore than twice the average in the other nine cities having a population between three and five hundred thousand.
Tho proportion of men and women of producing ago to children of
school age is very large in San Francisco. The proportion of men of
producing age to children of school age is more than twice as large as
theaverago proportion in the four cities of Buffalo,Newark, Milwaukee,
and New Orleans, and is 60 ·per cent larger than the other nine cities
of its class. Neither the city, nor the State in which it is located and
of which it forms a part, is burdened with debt, and both city and
State have considerable vested school funds and school lands of
increasing value.
Like other Western States and cities, California and San Francisco
have· adopted many advanced principles and methods in their politJcal government apd civic life which demand for their proper functioning universal intelligence and virtue of a very high grade, which
can be had only through universal education of an equally high grade,
just as the wealth and material prosperity of the State and city require
broad and sound culture and high idealism as protection against the
coiTUption of material wealth and death in the din and dust of trade.
Therefore, the people of San Francisco and thoir representatives
on the board of education and city council and in State logislatur&
may and shou1d, in planning for the future development of ·the
public-school systom of the city, take counsel of perfection. Tllis
city has tpe ability-if it. may only havo the vision and wistlom-to
make its schools models for the country and for the world.

· Chapter II.
A STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM• .
. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.

In 1010, of o.U children 6 to 9 years of age, 80 per cent were reported
.as hul"ing attcndt'd some kind of school at some time during the
echool year just ending; of those ·10 to 14 years of age, 92 per cent bad
-attt1ndcd; 15 to 17 years,49.3 percent; 18 to 20 years, 11.8 percent. .
Defore presenting the figures collected by tho survey commission,
certain comparisons based on school reports from the 10 cities are
of interest. The figures for total enrollment in the public schools
for the school year 1915-16 are given in Table 13.
13.-Comparative enrollment in public elementary and high 1chool1 o/10 citiu,
1915-16. 1

TABLE

Total enrollment.
EJcmeotury
schonls
and kfnder-

City.

gartens.

. E"tfm-.te4

. P9PUiatJ~·

.in Ull&.•..J

JTigh
schools.

~~~~kg~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

::~

11: i:~

Milwaukee ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :..........................
Wa~hlnl!ton. •. . ... . . . ... . .•....••.•...•...•...•••..••.•. .••...•••..

62,67.f
62,201

6,111:8
7. 2:l.'l

~!~n~W~!~;::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:~: ~~~

~: ~~~

30. i .fD

8, 420

402,175
31 3, 021

61,6t3

:a,:JOP

394,871

Dnlfelo....•..............•..•••••.....• ~ ••••• ••. . .• . . . . . . . • . . . •••.•

80, ~37

SAN FR•ANCISCO •••••••••••••••• ~...............................

ll1.2:m

Cint·lnnntl..........................................................

Beat tlo ••••••••.••••••••••·••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

43.211'1

From rt•ports to the Bureau of Education.

I

:~~: ::
457, i23

419,5~8

3r.R,028
4:t2.2.';5

4,864

:t:

4,92P

1-----------1---------t~---------

Average. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
t

·s, KiD ·

From reports or the Census Bureau.

From the dnta contniricd in Tnble 13 are derived the comparisons
presented in the following tables:
TABLE

14.-Number of elementary schnol pupil• (1915-16) per 1,000 population.(1915)
'in 10 cities.
1. Newark ••.•••••••••.•••••• ; .................·•••.••••.••.•••• 172.1
2. J.os Angeles •.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••• ; •••••• ~ •••••••••••• 151. ·6
3. \Vashington •••••••••••••• ~ •••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 146.9
4. ~linncnpolii .•• ~ •.•••••••.•.•••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 133. 3
5. Utaffalo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13L. 8

6. ~I il \\·au kco............... • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • •
7. NC\V Orh•nns. . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• . •
8. SAN 1-~RANCISCO •••••••••••••••·•••••••• ;. •••••••••••••••
9. Cincinnati .•••••••..••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
10. Seattle ••..••.••••..••.•••.••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

125. 5
123. 6
113.3
107. 5

98.2

Jlver.age ••••••.•.••••••• ~································ 130.3
:22
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Comparing Snn Francisco with the other 9 cities in the same population clnss, Tuhle 14 and Figure 8, only 2 other cities rank lower in
the uumlJer of pupils in the public elementary schools per 1,000 of
Newark
Los Angeles
Washington
Minneapolis
Buffalo
Milwaukee
~SAN
New

172.1---------------151.6-------------146.9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 133.3 - - - - - - - - - - - 131.8-----------126.6 - - - - - - - - - - - -

:===~=====~-

FRANCISCO
113.3
Orleans
123.6
Cincinnati
107.6
Seattle
98.2 - - - - - - - - AVERAGE

130.3 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ftoune 8.-Numbcr of elementary school pupils per 1,000 population.

tl1o total popu1ution. The nvernge for tho 10 cities is 15 per cent
gr·eatcr than th.c nurnbcr in Snn Frnncisco, nnd tho average for the
first 5 cities in the list is nearly 30 per cent greater.
15.-Number of high-school pupils (1915-16) per 1,000 population (1915) in 10
cilies.
1. T.os Angelos................................................ 25. 9
2. l\1 innoapulis............................................... 24. 3
3. Seat tIe . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20. 5
4. \ra;.hington. ....•.•...................•.•...•••.....•...... 20. 3
5. 1\f il \vaukco................................................. 13. 8
6. Ne"·ark...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 13. 4
7. Dttffalo .............................................•..... 12.8
8. Ciueiunati............. .. . .•. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. ... ... . . .. .. ... . .. .. 12. 3
9. SAN FRAN CISCO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 3
10. Ne\V Orlean~...............................................
8

TABLE

Average... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16. 1

As shown in Tublo 15 and Figure 9 only one city in the list ranks
)ower than Snn Francisco in number of high-school pupils per 1,000
of population. Tho average of the 10 citjes is 56.3 per cent greater
Los Angeles
Minneapolis
Seattle
Washington
Milwaukee
Buffalo
Newark

Cincinnati·
*SAN
New FRANCISCO
Orleans

AVERAGE

------w-----------======:.--

25.9------------------24.3
20.5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.3--------------13.8 - - - - - - - - - 12.8 _________..
13.4
•
12.3 - - - - - - - - 10.3
8.0

16.1 - - - - - - - - - - - Ft<lliRE 9.-Numbt·r

or high school pupll.s per 1,000 populalJon.

thnn the number in Sun Frnncisco. Washington nnd Seattle have
approxitnately twieo, and ~1inneupolis and Los Angeles two and
one-half tin1cs ns many pupils in the high schools, proportionately,
as San Francisco.
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'I.'ABLE . 16.-Number of high-school pupils per 1,000 elementary-school pupils (1915-16)
'
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

in 10 cities.
'seattle ....... ·.......·......................................
Miri.neapoHs .... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Los Angeles............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wasbington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cincinnati. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Milwaukee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Buffalo ..............................................·.....
SAN F~ANCISCO................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newark...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Orleans .................;·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

208. 8

182.'1
170. 8
138. 4
114
110. 3
97. 4
91
77. 9
64. 9

'

Average ......................... ~ ....................•... 125. 5

Comparing the number of high-school pupils in proportion to the
nl}mbcr of elcm~ntary school pupils, as shown in Table 16 and Figure
10, San Francisco again ranks low. Seattle and 1\finneapolis have
more than twice as many high-school pupils, on this basis; and the
average of the first four cities, ~75 per 1,000 elementary school
Seattle
Minneapolis
Los Angeles
Washington
. Milwaukee
Cinoinnati

208.8
182.1
170.8
138.4
114.0
110.3

--------------·

---------~~--

========

---------------------

=====~==:::=-

*SAN
FRANCISCO 91.0
Buffalo
97. 4
Newark
77.9
New Orleans
64.9 - - - - AVERAGE
126.6 _ _ _ _ _...,._ __

FIGURE

10.-Number ol high-school pupils per 1,000 elementary school pupils.

pupils, is 92.3 per cent greater than the number in· San Francisco.
The,averagc for the 10 cities is 37.9 per cent greater than the number
in San Francisco.
The comparisons presented in the following pages are derived
from the data in Table 8, page 18.
~ABLE ·17.-Total

·
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

revenue receipt$ for public schools (1915-16)/or each adult male (1915)
in to' cities.
Los. Angeles .. "............................................ $32. 47
Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 06
Newark ................................ ·. ·.·............... 27.55
Buffalo........................................ . ......... 24. 29
Minneapolis.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 72
Milwaukee ...... ;.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . 19. 40
Cincinnati. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 76
Seattle .~ ... ~ .. ; ..... : ... . .......................·.......... 18. 51
SAN FRANCISCO........................................ 16. 06
New Orleans..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 82·
Av_erage .•.................................. .·............

21. 7()
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Wfth available resources notably great·e r than the other cities,
San Francisco ranks next to the lowest in the amount spent on public
schools for each adult male, as shown in Table 17 and Figure 11.
Los ·Angeles· ' $32A7 ' ---lililliliiliilifllilllillilllillilillillilllilillilil_..-.-.._ _ _ __
Washington . . 30.06 . ~
- ~------------.....
Newark
27.66 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Buffalo
24.29
----19,
. 72
------19.40 --------~-

Mi,~nea_polis.

Milwaukee
C1no1nn&lti ·
Seattle

18.76 · - - - - - - - - - -

New -Or-l eans

~t~i :-~-~-:- :·~--=-~- ~-~--~···:·:--::-;--

AVERAGE

21.76 - - - - - - - - - - -

'*SAN FR.ANc·rsco

FIG~E

11.-Total s9hool revenue r~ceipts fQr each_adult

~o.

Tho average for the 10 cities is · 3·5~4 per cent greater, arid the ·average
for' the first 4 cities, $28.59, is '78 per cent greater, than· the amount
spent In San.Francisco.
TAB.LE

18.---'-Total revenue receipts for p~blic schools (1915~--16~ for each child 5 to 19 years
of age (19i5) iTJ,_t_
O'Cities.
_1. Los Angeles ............... ~. ~ ~ ~ ...... ~ .. _: .......... ~ ....... $55. 57
2. Washington ..............-.. ~- . ~ .... ~ --- ................:.. . . . . . . . 39. 95
3. Seattle ................ ~ . ~ _.... .-.7~ - ~- ~ ~
~
~
39. 39
4. SAN FRANCISCO ..... .. h ~"- • • ~. " · · ·· ,. ,~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . ~..... • . • • 34. 37
5. Newark ..................-.... ~ .... ~ ........... ~ ... ~ . . . . . . - 29. 26
6. Minneapolis ...... ~~ •.......-.............................. 28. 50
7. Buffalo ... ·- ...... -..............·.-.·- ·- .·.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . 26.-04
8. Cincinnati. -.·-" ...... -. •... -. . -.... ·...... ..... .......-.......... -. .... ~. 23.45
9. Milwaukee................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 40
tO. New Orleans ... ; ... -. ................. - ~ _... ; ......•.. " . . . . . . . - 10. 7-2
·"- .-

:

•

•••

•••••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30. 76

Comparing the amo~nts raised for public ~«hool purpose~ for each
child of school age, Table ~S a,nd Figure 12 ~how that San Francisco
js surpassed by only 3 cities. . The amount in San Francisco is above
$66.6'1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._.._.........._

Los Angeles
Washington
Seattle

~S.Al'i

FRAnCISCO

Newark
Minneapolis
Buffalo ·
C1no1nnati
Milwaukee
New Orleans
AVERAGE

...._

39.96 - - - - - - - - - 34.37
.39.39
29.26
28.60------26.04 - - - - - 23.46 - - - - - 20.40----10.72' -

~====~=~;;~

30.76-------

FIGURE 12.-Total school revenue receipts for each child 5 to 19 years of age.

the average -for the ib 'cities~ and more thanthreet~mes that reported
for the lowest city in ·the list. It is, however, less than 62 per cent
of the amount in Los Angeles.
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TABLE

19.-Total revenm receipts for public 1choola (1915-16) for .each 11,000 of
wealth (1915) in 10. cities.

1.
2.
. 3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Newark•.•.•..••.•• -. .......................................
Btt ffalo. . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .• • . . . . • . . . • . • . • . . •
Los Angeles .•.••..•..........•...........• :. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .
WasJ1ington ...••...•••.•..•..•..•.•......••...•..•..•.••.••
Seattle.•..•.• .. .••..•...••...•........·... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • •
llilwatakce..................... .• • . • . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • •
Cincinnati ....••.........•..•... ~ ... ~.....................
Ne'v Orleans••••.••••• :. .•.•..•....•...•..•.••.........•.....
}.finneapolis.•.••..•.••~••. _••••. .• . ~ .• . • . • • . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • •

$7.90
5. 62
5. 56
6.44
5. 09
4. 22
3. 95
3. 42
3. 38

SAN FRANCISCO........................................

2. 83

J\ve~e•..•.••..•..................•..•••..••..•.•.•••••

4.74

Table 19 and Figure 13 show thnt' Snn Francisco ranks conspicuously behind other cities in th:e -amount raised for public-school purposes in proportion to wealth. Proport ionately, \V ashington, Los
Newark
Buffalo
Los Angeles
Washington
Seattle
Milwatikee
Cincinnati
New Orleans
Minne apo 11 s

*SAN FRAlJCISCO
AVERAGE
FIGURE

$7.90----------------5 . 62 - - - - - - - - - - 5.56
5.44 - - - - - - - - - 5.09 - - - - - - - - -

4.22 - - - - - - - -

3.95 - - - - - - 3.42 - - - - - -

3. 38

-;;;;;.;;:;=:--

2.83 •

4.74 - - - - - - - - -

13.-Total school revenue roccJpts tor oach 11,000 or wcolt.h.

Angeles, and Buffalo spend nearly twice as much, -nnd Ncwnrk ncnr]y
three times as much. The a-verage for tho 10 cities is 67.4 per cent
greater than the amount raised in San _F rancisco.
TABLE

20.--Total revenue receipts for public Bchools (1915-16) per capita of total
· ·p opulation (1915} in 10 cities.
•·
1. Los Angeles ...•••.••..•.••..•....•.....••.....•...... . .••. $11.69
2. \¥ asl1ing-ton •.....•..•....•....••.•..............•..•...••.
.9 .42
3. Newark ..•.•............•••••...•..•......•......•..•..••
8. 19
4 ~ Seat tle .....••.•.....•.....••••.....•..................•••
7.94
5. Buffalo .••.•.••. .• .•••••..••...••••....• .• ..• •••••..•.•.•••.•••

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

7.34
6.89
6.78
5.88
5. 87

Minneapolis ............... ~ ••••.. .. •••...•...•...•.••.. ·.•••
SAN 1• RAN CISCO ....................................•..
Cincinnat i .•....•..•.....••..•••..•..•.•..•.• . ~ .......••.
1\lilwaukee ......••.•........................... ....• ~ .•••.•
New Orleans .......••.......•. . ..• .• ..............•.......

3 . 10

Average ..•...........•.•...........• . ...••••..••••.••.••

7.31

Comparing tho cities on the basis of amount raised for publicschool purposes per capita of to tal population, San }'"'rancisco ranks

A_, :.STATtiSTJC:&4l

seventh

S;IU~J}~·, ·OP,' :TIIE nSC.Ji-<>OL r :~irSTE'll~.

2t:j

·in the list, with.- .$p'.7· 2~--~s·,sbo'm. in ,Tul>Jc 20 arid ,Figure 14.

Th~ _ aY:erf\g~ : for

the J~

Los Angeles
Washington
Newark
Seattle

7-, 8 p,c,r

cQn~ . greator .

thJl.n .th_o 1\llJ.PlJ.lli

------------~---------------------

$11.69
9.. 94
4£ - - -....,
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-,.;,..
-'7
_____
__- - -

.

Bu:ff'alo
liitnneapolie
-.sAN FRANCISCO
Cincinnati
M-ilwaukee

New Orleans

AVERAGE
FIGURE

c,~t!~ ~

8.19

~--~--~~-.------~~-

'1.34 ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6.78
6; 89
6.88 ,

~~~~~~~~~~;;

6. 87 - - - - - - - - -

3.10 - - - - 7.31 · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

14.-Total school revenue receipts per capita or total population;

raised , in San Francisco, nnd the average !or tho firs.t A cities in the
list, $9~31, is 37.3 per cent greater.
TABLE ·

21.-Tntal re1Jenue receipt.~ for public schonlsfor eath chUrl r.nrolled'in public higll
schools, elementary school~, and ki_r,.dergartens (1915-16) in 10 cities .

. I._,. Seattle .•·....... . ... .. ......... ·.•·•......•........••.......•• ·$ 66. 83

2. Lps Ang~eles .••.••••••• ~· .••.. ,. ~ --- - ···················- ······ ·3 \Yashington.; .•.. ~ ~ ...•. ~ ........... -~ .· ~---. ~ ...•.. ~ ....... ~.
4. SAN FRANCISCO ........ - •...... .. ...........• •..... . . . . .
.5. Dul1alo .•.••••••.•..••.....••. - . ~ .•• .•.~....................
6. Cincinnati. ........ .. ·;, ~ -.-~ ~~- -; .: ....... ·. • ..... ~~· -···· ·· ····- ~7. Newark .•.•.••............ .'... :~.: - · --~---~---- ·-~---·······
8. Minneapolis·.•. ·•. ~~~~ •• ; ·..................•.....•.•.. -.....
9. ~lil\\'aukee ... ... ........ .. .."........... .. ......•..... ~.......
10. New Orleans .....•..................•............ ·•. ·• •........

Average ..•••

c• . • • • • • • • • • • • •

~ - -. • _ • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~

• • • ;.

·, 65.S3
.56. 35
'54 ; 82
. 50. 7'5
49.07

· 44'. 13

· 43·; 71.
·42~ 14
23. 52

-

50. 99

Table 2t nnd Flgu,r e ;15 show that 'san Francisco spQ~ds 'somowhat
·more than the' average for · the 10 cities for each chiid , enrolled in
Seattle
Lo·s ·A.ngalea

$66.8(3 ---~------------'6q .8_3 - ...---~-----------

lf:'SA!i
FRANC.! SCO . 64.82
washington
66.36 .
Buffalo· ·
60 • ...,6._
Cincinnati
49.07
Newark

.Minneapol~s
Milwaukee
New Orleans

-~===~=-=~~~~~~~·

--.a----------..-.a----

44.13 ---~~-..-----

43.71 - - - - - - - - - - 42.1.4 ~IIIJ!!II!IIIIiP.'!...--.111111!11!1~----

23~~2

60.99 . ..
. ~----------FIGURE

15.-Totaf school revenue receipts for each child enrolled In public schools.

the public schools, although tho average for tho 2 other Pacific coasi
cities, $66.33, is 20.9 per cent,. greater than the amount spent in San
Francisco. ·
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF SAN FRANCISCO.
SALARY OF SUPERINTENDENT.

That San Francisco ranks conspicuously behind other cities in
amount of compensation paid to the superintendent of public schools
is shown in Table 21a and Figure 15a:
21a.-Salary of superintendent of schools in 10 cities, 1915-16.
Cincinnati ......... ." ............ . ...................... . $10,000
8,000
Los Angeles ................................... - .. ·.. . .... .
8,000
Minneapolis .............. ~ .................... - .. - . - - - ..
7,500
Milwaukee ................................... . .......... .
7,500
Seattle ............. . ................................... .
7,000
Newark .........................................·....... .
6,000
Buffalo .......... ................. . .. ...... ~ ............. .
6, 000 ~
Washington ............................................. .
5,000 ·
New Orleans .......... ·............. - ......... ·........... -.
4,.000
SAN FRANCISCO ................. . ................... .

'fABLE

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Average . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ . . . . . . . ... . . . . . - . . - - - - . . . ~ - . . - - Cincinnati
Los Angeles
Minneapolis
Milwaukee
Seattle

6, ·900

$10,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8,000 -------------~-8,000
7 ,600 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Jlewark

.Buffalo
· Washington
New Orleans
•SAB PRA.NCISCO

AVERAGE

---------------------~--

7,600
7,000
6.000
6,000
6.
000
4,000

------------------------------------------------------ - - ------------•

-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===----

6. 900 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FIGURE

15a.-8alary of superintendent of schools.

The average for the 10 cities is 72.5 per cent greater than the salary
paid in San . Francisco. Two cities pay their superintendents twice
as Jnuch as . San Francisco, and Cincinnati pays two and one-half
times as much.
Cleveland
$12,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
Boston
10 .ooo _-_
____________________
_
10,000
-....
----------------Chicago
10,000 _______...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cinoinnat1
10,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - New York
Detroit
9,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Philadelphia
9,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh
9,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Los Angeles .
8.000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Minneapolis
9,500 _____...,..
_
8,000
-____________
-.....- - - - - - - - AVERAGE
• SAB FRABCISCO

4,000 - - - - - ·
FIGURE

15b.-Salary of superintendent of schools.

The inadequacy of the salary paid the superintendent of schools
in San Francisco is emphasized still further by comparison with the
amounts paid in the 10 cities reporting the highest salaries, shown in
Table 21b and Figure 15b.
.
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A STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE SCHOOL ·sYSTEM.
TABLE

21b.-Salary ofsuperintendent of public schools in 10 cities, 1915-16.

1. Cleveland ........ -............... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $12, 000
2. Boston ...........•................. _................... . 10,000
3. Chicago .............. -~ ................................. . 10,000
4. Cincinnati ...........................................•.. 10,000
5~ New York .• -•..........................................•
10,000
9,000
6. Detroit ..................... ~ .... ...·..................... .
1'. Philadelphia ........................................... .
9,000
8. Pittsburgh ............................................. .
9,000
8,000
9. Los Angeles .. ~ ... -.-~ .........................•..........
8,000
10. Minneapolis .......... ~ .......•.............•.•••...•....
-Average~ .......·......•.,....••..•..................
SAN FRAN CISCO ..................................... .

9,500
4,000

From this comparison it appears that San Francisco has not kept
pace with the tendency observable throughout the country in recent
years to magnify. the _dignity and importance of the work of the city
superinten:·dent of schools, as indicated in the salary attached to that
office. Of the 10 cities in this list the lowest pay twice as much ~alary
as San Francisco. Four cities pay two and one-half times as much,
and Cleveland pays three times as much.
The facts presented in ·the following pages were collected hy the
survey commission at the time of i.ts,visit to San Francisco and relate
to the first half of the school year ended December 17, 1915.
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL FACILITIES.

Th~

smallest unit of area for which the 1910 census reports the population of San Francisco is the State assembly district. In Figure 16
is shown an outline map of the c"ity with the approximate boundaries
of assembly districts, with the population of each.
As shown in Figure 17, the five high schools are located within an
area inclosed by a circle of approxi1nately 2 miles diameter in tlie
central portion of the city. Thqse children who reside within a reasonable distance of the center of this area are given their choice of
the several types of high-school curriculum which the city provides
under the prevailing system. Theoretically the same choice is open
to all children, but the distances to be traversed and the difficulties
involved in getting about in certain directions, because of topographic
features, operate to prevent the exercise of such choice.
Not only are many thousands of children thus practically denied
a choice of high-school work, but, as shown .by comparing Figure 17
with Figure 16, there are large portions of San Francisco's population
that have no high-school accommodations at all within convenient
reach. "To illustrate: The special type of service rendered by the
Polytechnic High School is practically deriied to most of the residents
of districts 32 and 33 because of prohibitive distances. These two
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2. Mission.
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5AH MATI!O COUNTY

3. Polytechnic.

---

4. Lowdl.

·---

5. Girls.

FlGt"RF. 17.-Th" nn~ hiJ:h ~chool~ nrf' IOCilt.cd wit hln nn arf'nlndo"«!ri ll\' a circl<> ofappro:dmnff'ly 2 miJot
dlamPIN lrt tlw Cf'lltral p11rli1111 of tho city. Cumparln.: thi:<
with 1-'ivurP 11\. il 1:< ci•!Dr thai lar~f' por·
tlons ,,r ~an Fnmd~n !I J)ltpul:tlinn art> nnl pmndc•rl w!lh lm: t ~chool :.~c-cummodnllun~. For t•xnmplo,
tbc qrwciull~ fW' nr Sl·rdCl• n•n•h·n~tl loy I Itt• Puh'fl'(·hni~ llil'h Sdll'lflli!' l'rurlimll\' dtmif't.ltn lnO!'I llflh&
rtoslrlt•nt•· or olblricl!' :i2 ttnri 13, 11('('811"''' nl pruhll>itht• dl,hlltt'~os. Tin·~ two •ll!'trlrt~ hJtvc> no hhd1 <~choot
within thrir huundnrit'll, ull hou.:h in IIIlO Llwy hurl II (tOJIIIIatillll or i'd,Sti7-a populalion larger tbun Pcuriat
Ul., .EiizallcLb, N.J., Schcn"octally, ;::.J. Y., or .l<'urL Wurth, Tex.

mal•
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distiicbf"have no high . school .w ithin .their· houndaries, ·· although in
19f0 they had a p9pulation oJ 76,567-..~ population larger than that
of peoria, Ill., Elizabeth, ·N .J..,. Schenectady, N. ·Y ., or Fort Worth,

Tex. ... .

.

As shown in Table 15, page 23-., San Fran~isco has 10.3 students in
her· high schools per 1.,000. of population. If the proportion is the ·
satric for these two districts, there were here 788 high-school students
to :b e accommodated in 1D10. The average enrollment of the five
high schools in San Francisco· was only 887 in 1915.
Figures 18 and 10 .afford a basis for comparing the distribution of
elem.eRtacy. schools ,·. with ~re!er.en.cc . to .the .di.stri,b ution of. . ,po.p .platio~
by · assembly districts. In 'studying the problem of distributio~ of
elementary-school facilities the fncts in Table 22 should be taken into
consideration.
TABLE

22.-Nu~ber of elementary schools containing specified gr11des.

Orndes.

Number oC!K'boola.

All grades, coeducational ............•..·...........•.. . ... .• .••••.••••
All grades, girls only........ . • . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . •
Grades 1, 2 ..••••••.....••...•.....•.............••..•...•.••••••••••
j' 2, 3... . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . •
1, 2, 3, 4 •••.....••••••••••••.•..•.... .· . ~ .•..•... . ~ ..•• .• • • • • •
1, 2, 3, 4, 5. .. . . ••• . . • • . • . . • • . . • . . • • • . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • •
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 .••••••••.•••.•.••. • •.•..•.•.••.•.. ~ ............
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 •••. .. .•••••••••.•••••••••••.•.•.•• •...........
1' 5, 6, 7' 8. ·• ...••.• . • . • . . • . • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • • . • . . . . • . . • • • • • • • •
4, 5, 6, 7' 8 .••...•••• • ••••••••••.••••••••• • . -•.. ~ . . . . . . .. • • • • . • •
5, 6, 7' 8 ..•••.•••••••. • .••••.••.••..••••. : • • . • • • • . . • . • • • . • • •
6, 7' 8 .•••...• ~·......... . • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • • . • . • . . • . . . • • • • • • •
Mixed grades (parental) .••••....••••.•.•••.•••••••.•...........••..•:
lJngradcd primary ••• : ..............................................

40
·2 .
· 1·
3
11
15'
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

Total ..•.•...• . .• . •.•••••••• ~. . • • • • . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • 82

It is to bo noted that of tho 82 clomentn.ry schools, only 42 ofior
work in all grades, and of those t\vo admit girls only. Work is
offered in both seventh and eighth grades in 48 schools only. This
· much would bo amply sufficient n.nd moro to put schools of this grade
Within oasy J~OflCh of all child r·on in tho city if tho schools Wore Well
distributed \vith due regnrd both to density of population and topographic fmiturcs; but unfortunately this is not tho case.
Thoro uro mnny instances of schQols located
adjoining blocks,
and other instn.ncos of spaces \vhore tho distances botwooD. schools
o.ro ·excessive. To illustrate: Districts 28 and 44, adjoining tho
ferry, with a combined population of 32,680 in 1910, contain·but two
schools-tho Oriental School, including all grt1des, but not admitting
wh~to children, and tho Rincon School, a t\vo-teachor s·chool, offering
work in tho first, socond, and t~1inl grades only. According to Tn.blo
9, Sun ·Francisco has 113.3 elomontary-school pupils per 1,000 of

in
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population. If the proportion is the same ~or these two districts,
there were here 3, 702 elementary-school pupils -to be accommodated
in 1910.
The problem of the proper location of school buildings atid distribution of school facilities is one requiring careful and expert study
and thorough knowledge of local conditions, and an outside survey
commission must approach it with caution. The problem can not
be solved by merely taking a map and marking off a symmetrical
and orderly arrangement of building sitos.
Certain definite suggestions relating to individual schools or districts are ofiured in appropriate chapters of this. report, but the
larger problems of the location of schools must be settlad by policies
of the board of education based on further detailed studies made by
its own experts. All that is attempted here is to suggest one method
of approach and to call attention to the fact that the fundamental
consideration should be the children and their needs.
THE CHILDREN IN THE SCHOOLS.

The first step in the study of the children in the school system is
to ascertain how many children thore are, of what ages, and in what
school grades. This is called an age-grade distribution and is presented in Tablo 23.
The data upon which this table is based were obtained by the
survey commission· directly from the principals and teachers. They
were requested to report the ages of pupils "computed as of September 1, 1915. Thus, a pupil6 years and 5 months old September 1,
1915, should be recorded as '6 to 6!'; similarly, a pupil 6 years and
11 months old September 1, 1915, should be recorded as '6! to 7 1 ;etc."
Theoretically, a child entering school' at the age of 6 years, and
progressing at the normal rate of two grades (A and ~) per year,
should complete the elementary course at 14 years of age. It is generally agreed that the latest normal age for completing the 'elementary·school course is 15 years, which requires that pupils in
the 8B grade shall not be more than 14! years old on September 1.
The corresponding normal nges for other grades are found by adding
or subtracting six months for each half ~7 ear of the school course.
This method of computation, therefore, allows a latitude of one full
year of age for each half year of the school course in designating the
children regarded as of normal age.
In Table 23, in each grade, the numbers in the columns to the
left of the heavy rules indicate the children who are ahead of their
grade (accelerated), the numbers set witbin the heavy rules indicate
the' children who are up to grade (of normal age), and the numbers in
9381C).;-17--3
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93 46 13 4 2 1 1 ...•........
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1
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3D.............. .. .. . .. .. . •••.
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17 02 217l_51~ 439~_.498 35-1 302, 221 177 128 87
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1 14 54 103. 27!1 42Q1_.~ 317, 221 195 125 110
6A.............. . . . • .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . • • .. .. .. •
1
4 10 74 l52J_337), 409J_ 435.. 3261 328 226 145
6D........... . .. .• .• . ... . . .. .. ..• .. ..••. ..••• •••••
1
1
o 39 1G3L208J. 306]..,.,308 304 214 no
7A.............. ..•. ...•. ..•.. ..... .••• • •••.• .••.• •••••
1 •.••.
9 61' lGOJ 315, 343) 350 291 1 251
7D.............. ..•• .•.•. ..•.. ..••• . •••• •.••• •.••• . •••• •••••
1
4 15 43-15GJ 2-19('318] 283 2i8
SA .•••.... •.....
-- ~ --........................ . .....
2
5 36 -114] 215[-214) 256
8B .••.•••..•............. - ~ ··· .......•...••.•••••.
1 10 i2 .-102} 243-337]

l - - l - - l - - 1 - - l - - l - - 1 - - l - - l - - l --

9

to

8!

Number of puplls of specified ages in each grade.

23.-Age-grade distribution of pupils in the public elementary and high schools, San Francisco, Cal., for the term ended Dec.17; 1915. 1

·- - - - l -- 1 - - l - - l - - 1 - - l --

Grades.

TABLE

I

·

I

I

I

I

I

I

103 313 396

617

.

1

I

1

· _ ______ _

1 Teachers and principals wcro requested to report the ages of pupils" computE'd as of Scpt.1, 1915." Thus, a pupil 6 years and 5 months old Sept. 1, 1915, should be recorded
as "6 to li~ '';similarly, a pupil 6 years and II months old Sept. 1, 1915, sboulrl be recorded as ''G~ to 7"; etc.
1'hoorctirally{ a child tlutcrlng school at the a~c or 6 years, and progressing nt the normal rate or two grades prr year, should complete the elemetary school course at 14 years of
a~e. It is genom ly agreed that Lhe lu.tf'st normal age for completing the elementary school course is 15 years, which requires that pupils in the 8B grade shall bo n Jt more than
14& vcars old on Srpt. 1. The corresponding normal ages for olJ'ler grodes arc !Jund hy adding or subtrar.tm~ six months for each half year of the school course.
·
}n Lhr ta hlo, in each grade, tho nmnhrrs in the colnmns to tlle left or tho figures ln hea\'Y rules indicate the children ahead of their grade (accelerated), tho numbers within the
beaYy rules inrlicato the children up to grade (of normal ago), and the numbers in the columns to the right or tho .figures within heavy rules indicate the children behind their
grade (retarded).

I

.

.: :.:.:.:. :.:. :.:~.:. :.:. :.:1.:. : .:.:.:. : .:.:.:. :.:. :.:1.:.:.:.:.:. :.:.:.:.:. :. :.:. :.:1.:.:.:.:. :. __5 ~~

Total, high
.schools ... =..::=.:::: .

~
:~

!<

'(Jl

~
~

1:"4

0

0

~

'(Jl

t;r;j

~

1:1;:1

0

~

~

>
~

0

1-3
!-1

w.

~

~H

'(j)

2\ 1\

>

1

Grandtotal. 68SI3,1212,586I3,4352,5Sll'3,2542,32ll3'083l2,1792,6582,119.2,480'2,1382,482.2,119l2,353(9622,0561,711l,G38I1,000 83G 564 488 31821ill3 j85 33 26 20 1750,744

3

----------------------------~-----

Special. ..••.•........•.........•....•.• ·~··· •••.•.••....•..•.••.••••. ·:···.................................................

2.···\ 1 5 4 41 23
529 5iR 460 429 306200107~~ 3.1 ~~~~ 4,252

I............................................................................... 5 11 27 101l...!.Sij1 3;=!1 4~21 297J,..239.LP:!l 871 411 17\ 81 1218 4~3 2\ 2,007
II .••....•..••...•..•••.......•.•........ ··•·· ..•.. •••.. ..••. •..•. ..•.. ...•. ..... ..... .....
1
2 2
91 1141 185, 22.011841 _146 __741 61 241 9, 7 3 . .. 3 1,198
III. . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1
4 28 4 93 991 122. 831 55 17 23 6 6 5 3 585
IV........... . .................................................. . .............................................
3
7 26-40] 73 106-00-56. 30 11 8 8 5 439
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the columns to the right of the heavy rules indicate the children who
are behind their grade (retarded).
The student of this table will observe at once(1) The wide spread· in years of age represented by the enroll.;
ment in individual grades. Grades 1A and 2A contain pupils rang:.
ing in age from under 6 to over 19 years; grade 6B contains pupils
ranging ip. age from 9 to 19 years; and so on.
(2) The wide distribution through the grades of pupils in individual age. groups. Pupils who are 13 to 13! years of age are found
in all grades from 1A to the second year of highschool; pupils 15 ;to
15! years of age, in all grades from lA to the third year of high
school and so on.
(3) The large number of ·children who are above the normal age
lor the grades in which they are enrolled.
·
·Table 24 summarizes the :figures of Table 23, showing the enrollment by years of the school course. Disregarding the 23 unclassified
high-school students, the same figures are presented in Figure 20~·
There are 9,058 children in the first grade, but only 2,007 in the
.first year of high school, and only 439 in the fourth year of high
school.
Passing from the first to the second year, the number of pupils
droppiD:g out is 19.7 per cent of the enrollment "in the first year.
. Passing from the eighth year of the elementary schoQl to the first year
of high schooL, the "elimination'' is 37.5 per cent of the eighth-year
enrol~ment. From the first year of high school to the second the'
elimination is 39.8 per cent, and from the second to the third year
the elimination is 51.1 per cent.
TABLE

24.-Number of pupils in eachy_ear of the public schools of San Francisco, AugtiBt:.
December, 1915. (See Table 23 and Figure 20.)
·Year.

Number of pupils.

Elementary school:
1 .................... ·.................................... .

9,058

2 •••.•••.•.•••.•••.• .• ..•.•••.•.•••.•.•••.••.•..•.•...•••

7,271

. 3 ·········-······-····-~·· ·························-·-· ···
4 ...................................................... .
5 ..•.....................................................

6--·------····-·---------------------------------------7 --------------···-·-········: .•.•...•..•..............•

8--------···----------············-·-·------------······

High school:

6, 703 .

5,965
5,546
4, 725 .
4,009
3,215

.

~ ••• - • ~ . - - . - - - - .. - - .. - - -·- •. - .• - .. - • - - •• - . - - .. - - - . -.- .. - - .

2, 007

II .•.................. . ...........••••...... ·_. . . . . . . . . . ..
IJI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IV ................................... . ......... ~ . . . . . . . . .
Special (unclassified) .............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 198
585
439
23

Total .... ·................................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 744
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FIGURE 20.-\Yith 9,058 children in the first grade, only 2,007 are found in the first year of high school,
and only 439 in the fourth year. This figure disregards 23 unrlas~ified )ligh-~>C"hcol students. A~ide from
the drop following the first year, the greatest elimination takes place after the eighth, ninth, and tenth
~ears.
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Table 25 summarizes the figures of Table 23, showing the number
of children in the public schools for each year of age, and the same
distribution is shown in Figure 21. The number of children 14 years
of age is 12.7 per cent less than the number 13 years of age; the number of 15-year-olds is 28.3 per cent less than the number of 14-yearolds; the number of 16-:year-olds is 44.4 per cent.less.than the number
of 15-year-olds; the number of 17-year-olds is 46.2 per cent less than
the number of 16-year-olds.

SAN FRA,NCISCO
AG.E DISTRIBUTION
PUBLIC SCHOOl. PUJ'ILS.
AUG·D.EG 1915
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FIGURE 21.-Arter 13 years, and especially after 14, 15, and 16 years of age, the elimination of 12_uptlsfro111
the public schools is very rapid.
.
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TABLE

25.-Age distribution of pupils in the publ·ic elementary and high school8 of San
Francisco, August-December, 1915. · (See Table 23 and Figure 21.)
Age.

Number of pupils.

Under 6 years ............................. ,.................
6 years ........... - ......•...................................
7 years ..................................................... .
8 years ........................................... _......... .
9 years ........................•................. ·........... .
10 years .................................................... .
11· years ....•.•.............•••..............................
12 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _. . . .. .
13 years .•................. ~ ..... _.......................... .
14 years ...............•..................... .. ...............
15 years ...... ·.·-······················-1···········.···········
16 years ...... ~ ............................................. .
17 years .................................................... .
18 years .................................................... .
19 years ...................................... _............. .
20. years .................. _................................. .
21 years and over .......................................... .

688
5,707
6,019
5,575
5,262

4,777
4,618
4,601
4,315
3,767
2,698
1,400
806
330

118
46
17

Total ........ ~ ...' ........................ _............. 50, 744

·As shown in Table 26 and Figure 22, however, the available figures·
f<-)r the ·composition of the population of San Francisco by age periods
do not afford an explanation of the rapid falling off in numbers of
children in the public schools after 13 years of age, nor of the rapid

SAN FRANCISCO
.DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDRt'N OF SCHOOL A6f

TOTAL POPULATION sl910

24,822

AGfS

22 076

IOTO 14

15TOI7

18TO ZO

25,000

PUPILS IN PUBLIC SCH001.6.191S

20,000

IS,OOO

10,000

.S,COO

~

0

0 NUMSER 0

4,904

494

6 ,000

10,000

15,000

~o.ooo

ZS,OOO

FIGURE 22.-The age <listribution of the total population in San Francisco, in 1910, for ages 6 to 20 years
shows no marked falling off in the numbers in t.he age periods followmg 14 years to correspond with the
falling off in numb~rs of pupils in school in 1915. The reader is cautioned against attempting a direct
comparison between the number of children in a given age group in 1910 with tho number of pupils of
these ages in school in 1915.

falling off in numbers of children after the eighth school year. The
age distribution of the total population of the city, in 1910, for ages 6
to 20 years, shows no marked falling off in the numbers in the age
periods following 14 years to correspond with the falling off in numbers of public-school pupils in 1915.
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TABLE

26.-DiStTibution of children of school age, San Franci.,eo: (1} Total popitlatio n,
1910; {2) pupils in public schools, 1915.
Pupils in
public
schools,
1915.

Total population,
1910.

Age.

6 to 9 years ••••••••••••.••..•..••.•••...•...•..•••••••.•••••.•..•.•.....•••..••..
10 to 14 years ..•• • •..••••••...•.•.•...•.•....•••••••..•••••... -• .•...•.•.•••.••.•.
15 to 17 years••••.·•.•••••.•.•..••...•...•...•••.•••••.•••.•...•.•.•..•••...•...•.
18 to 20 years .•...••••••......•...•.•.•.....•.••••..••••••.•••.•••...•••.•.•..••.

22,563

19,811
24,S122
17,842
22,893

22,078
4,904
494

SAN FRANCISCO AND OTHER CITIES.

Table 27 presents the enrollment figureS" for five other cities, for
comparison with the enrollment in the San Francisco schools. The
same fiooures reduced to per cent basis are shown in Table 28. Com-.
plete reports for the remaining four cities in the same population
class are not available.
TABLE

27 .-D·istributi.on of public-school pupils, by grades, in 6 c-itiea. 1
San FranWa.c::hMilwaukee
Seattle '
Cincinnati Los Angeles
eiseo
lngton
enrollment, enrollment, enrollment, enrollment,
enrollment, enrollment,
1914. .
Aug.-Dec.,
June,1914.
1914.
191'!-15.
1915-16.
1915.

Grades.

575
9058
1
7 2i1
6:703
5 965
5:546
4,72.')
4,009
3,215
2 007
I: 198
585
439

Kindergarten ••••...•••••.•••.
Grade 1 •.......•...•...••.••••
2 •.•••.•.••••••.•..••••.
3 ••••.•.•••••••••..•••..
4 •••••••••••••••••••••••

5••.•..•• -~ ....••••••.•.

6 •...•••.••....••.•..•••
7...•.....•...••..•..•. •
8 .•.•••.•.••..•••.•••••.
I .......................
II.......................
III ................ ~ ......

IV···················
....
Ungraded
•••....••••••••..••..

23

Total ••••••••••..•••••••
1

t

51,319

9,859
71 850
6 056
5:139
5,010
4, 733
4,577
4,096

3,217
1, 763
1,230
899
704
961

56,0941

602
5,097

3 298
2:810
2,409

3,836
8,851
6,665
6,576
6,215
5,944
5258
4'322
741

2,274

2 935

799

I:913
I, 17~
872

4 022

3:824
3 000

a:122

I,359
. I,079

a:

3 050
7' O.'>R
5:524
5,-:123
5,230
5,006
4,336
3,270
2,697
1,872
I, 112

1,891
12,798
8,028
8,406
7,983
7,154
6426
6:157
6,134
13,932
2,454
1,694
1,192

73R
685

-.... ,. ...... ··-----····- .............. .... ......-..
35,255 .,

58,3061

46,00I

1

80;255

From superintendents' reports.
.
.
The report or the superintendent states 10,439 in one table and 3,932 in another.

TABLE _28.-Per

cent distribution of p'ublic-school pupils, by grades, in 6 cities.

Grades.

San Fran- Milwaukee.
cisco.
I~ 1
17.6
14.2
13.1 .
II. 6

Kindergarten •••••.••••...•.•.
Grade! ...•....••.......•.....
2 •••••••••••••••••• · · -·.
3 •••••••••••••••••••••••
4 .•••••••••••.••••• • ••••

5 .. . ....... • ...•....•...
6 ..•.•.•....•••...•.....
7 •..•.•.•••.•.••.••• • •••
8 ................... • ...

10. 8

9. 2
7.8
6.3
3. 9
2.3
1.1

I.---.- .... --- ..... -- ...
IT ...•••........ . • . ..•...

III ...................... .

JV .•.•....••..• • ...•••...

(I)

Ungraded .•...................
Total ..•....••..•....•..

.8

100
t

17.6
14

10.8
9.2
8.9
8.4
8. 2
7.3
5.7
3.1
2. 2
1.6

1. 3
1.7

100

Seattle.
I. 7
14.5
11.4
10. 8
11.2
I0.6
9.4
7.8
6. 8

6.5
3.9
3.1
2.3

Wa.c;hington.

Cinci.nnati.

Los
Angeles.

I5.2
Il. 4
11.3
10.7
I0.2
9
7.4
6. 4
5
3.3
2

6.6

6.6
15.3
12
11.8
11.4
10.9
9-4
7.1
5.9
4.1
2.4
1.6

9.8
15.9
10
10.5
9.9
8.9
8
7. 7
7. 7
4.9
3
2.1

1.5

l.!i

1.5

.......... . . .. .... . ........ ................ ............. .

ioo

Less than one-tenth of I per cent.

100

100

100
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Of the six cities, San Francisco has the smallest per cent of enrollment in the kindergarten, but the largest in each of the first four
years of the elementary schools. in the fifth year, San Francisco is.
surpassed by one city in per cent of total enrollment held; in the
sixth year by two cities; in the seventh year by none; in the eighth
year by three; in the first and second years of the high school by
four cities; and in the third and fourth years by five cities. The
average percentage for the five cities in the last two years of the high
school is nearly twice the percentage for San Francisco; for the last
year more than twice.
Table 29 compares the age distribution of public-school pupils in
San .Francisco with that in -the three other ·cities· from ·which -reports.
are available.
TABLE

29.-Age distribution of public-school pupils in four cities. 1
San Francisco,
Sept. 1, 1915.

Milwaukee,
Sept., 1914.

Age in years.

Minneapolis,
1914.

Cincinnati,
June, 1914.

I

I

Number. Percent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.
Less than 6 years ..•..
6 •••...•.• • •••••••.••.

7•••..•••.•••.••.••••.
8 .....................
9 •••••••.•••.••••.••..

10 ....................
11. ...................
12 ....................
13 .•..••...•..•..•.•..
14 ....................

1.'} .................•..
16 ........ • ...•••..•..
17 ....................
18 .•..........•.....•.
19 ....................
20 ....................
Over 20 ... . ..........

Total .... . .. . . ..

688
5, 707
6,019
5,575
5,2tl2
4, 777
4, {)18
4,601
4,31.'}
3, 767
2,698
1,400

1. 4
11. 2
11.9
11
10.4
9.4
9.1
9.1
8.5
7.4
5.3

80()

1.6
.6
.2
.1

330
118

46
17
850,744

2.8

(2)

100

7,629
5,829
5,003
5,003
4,429
4,417
4,195
4,332
4,429
4,328
2,
71181
1,527
885
457

I

51
1941
18
56,094

1

13.6
10.4
10
8.9
7.9
7.9
7.5
7. 7
7.9
7. 7
4.9
2.7
1.6
.8
.4
.1

(2)

2,299
4,888
4,6(\4
4,407
4,386
4,108
4,128
4,181
4,050
3,798
3,186
2, Hi9
1,456
902
3Hi
138
91

100

49,167

4.7
9.9
9.5
9
8.9
8.4
8. 4
8.5
8. 2
7. 7
6.5
4. 4
3
1.8
.6
.3
.2
100

149

2, 6!il

4,242
4, 728
4,3S3
4, 151i
4,224
4, 216
3,940
4,394
3, 754
2,('32
1,2()4
744
377
105
32

46,001

0.3;

5.8
9.2:
10. 3.
9.5
9
9.2·
9.2:
8.6
9.6
8.2:
5.7
2.7
1. 6·

.8

.1
100

From reports of superintendents.
Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent.
a Exclusive of 575 pupils in kindergarten, wh@se ages were not reported.

1
t

San Francisco has the smallest proportion of children under 6
years of age, but the largest at each age from 6 to 10 years, inclusive.
In per cent of pupils 11, 12, and 13 years of age, San Francisco is surpassed by one city; in per cent of pupils 15, 16, 17, and 20 years of
age, San Francisco is surpassed by two cities; while San Francisco
ranks lowest of the four cities in per cent of pupils 14, 18, and 19
years of age.
These figures emphasize the fact, discussed elsewhere, that the San.
Frnncisco schools do not hold as large proportions of the children 14
years of age and up·ward and in the later years of the school course as.
they should.
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ACCELERATION AND RETARDATION.

Table 30 and Figure 23 show the number and per cent of children
who are under age, of normal age, and over age, respectively, summarized from Table 23. The elementary schools are evidently not
well adjusted to the capacities of children, since the grades show
unduly large proportions of pupils who are too old for their grades.
Even after making liberal allowance of one full year of age for each
half year of the school course in designating the children regarded as
of normal age, more than half of the pupils in grades four to e~ght,
inclusive, are over age (retarded). The normal-age group ranges
from 66 per cent in 1A to 32.9 per cent in 8B, with the minimum of
28.1 per cent in 6A.
Of all pupils in the elementary schools, 12.2 per cent are under age,
41.2 per cent are of normal age, and 46.4 per cent are over age.
Approximately two-thirds of the pupils in the high schools are of
normal age. vVithout doubt, the amount of retardation reported
is due in part to the presence in the schools of considerable numbers
of children of foreign parentage.
Figures rel~ting to the degree of variation from normal age among
public-school pupils are presented in Table 31. Of 5,652 elementary.
school pupils who are :under normal age, 4,573, or 89 per cent, are
"accelerated'' less than one year.
'rABLE

30.-1\Tumber and per cent of children ·under age, of normal age, and over age.
Under age.

1----------~--1-

~-

Over age.

'- - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

Per cent of
Per cent or
Percent of I Totalin
total in
total in
toLal in
grade.
Number. grade who Number. grade who I Number. grade who
are under
are of ncrare over
agl?.
mal age.
age.

Grades.

1A.........................

llL......................

2A........................
2B ........................
3A. •. . . . • . • . • . • . . . .. . • . . . .
3ll........................

4A........................

413 ........................

5A........................

5B........................

12
17
12.2
15.2
11. 5
12.9
11.7
13.5
9. 4
9. 7
9.1
10.1
10.6
12
10.9
14. 2

3,512 - - - 6 6 1
2,092
56 ·
2,038
51.4 1
1,5:35
46.7
1. 608
40.9
1,048
37.8 I
1,093
36 !'
918
31.2
955
30.3 ;
701
29.4 i
746
28.1 1.
634
30.6
658
30.1
567
31.1 ·
429
29.61
580
32. 9 .

5,652 .

12.2

I
41.2 I

144 1
108
73
76
1

7. 2
9
12.5
17.3

637
(;:36
4R2
500
452
358
356
394
296

6B........................

241
210

7A ........................

231

7B..... ... .. ... .. .. . . . . . . .

219
157
251

8 \........................

8n........................

Total, elementary
sehools...........
I.···.· .............. -....
IT........................
III.......................
IV........................

•

232

6A........................

S peel•~~~~;: ~;~~-~~~~~;;:

I

Normal age.

,.
19,116
1,3081
76'3
;n)7
301

I

:...... ;~; .!........ ~:;. ....~: ~~; .

GrandtotaL. .......

6,053 1

•.••...

1

11.9121,8911

65.2
63.8
6G.7
6R.5

1,161';v
1,0l6
1,4.'54
1,262
1, 879
1,358
1,.'i86
1,618
1, 903
1, 4;i7
1.672
1,222
1,2D6

9:35

22
27
36.4
38.2
47.6
49.2
52.3
5.).3
60. 4
60.9
62.8
59.4
59.3
57
59.5
53

5,314
3,744
3,974
3,297
3, !!~9
2,764
3,035
2,910
3 154
2:392
2,659
2,068
2,185
1,821
1,449
1, i68

21 . 724

· 46.4

46,492

55.5
327
115
62

27.6
27.2
19.6
14.2

2,007
1,198
585
439

1,0~8

86~

~;: ~ •••.• ; : ~;~

I

......
1

43.2122,7971

-.:ii

~: ~ .

1

44.91

50,744
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PF.RCENTAGES OF PuPILS

UNDER. AGE,

GRADE

Of "NORMAL AGE,

Wt1o ARE
AND OVER AGE.

OveR

NORMAL .

UNDER

A
B·

2

A
8

3
4
5

6

7

8

A
8
A

8
A

e
A
B

A
B

A

8
PERCENT

0

20

so

60

40

ToTAL,

ALL

GRAoes:

UNDER AGE.

OF

NORMAL AGE:

OVER AGE

100

12.2
41.2
46.4-

FIGURE 23.-The elementary schools arc eYidcntly not well adjuc;ted to the capacities of children! since
the grades show unduly large proportions of pupil~ too old for thr·ir grades. E ,·en after maldng the liberal
allowance of one f.nll year of age for each half year of the school course in dco;ignatin~ tht' children re~ardt'd as
of normal age, in grades four to eight, inclusive, mor~ than half of the pupils arc over are (retarded). Tbe
normal-age group ranges from 66 per cent in lA to 32.9 per cent in 8B, with the minimum in 6A, 28.1 per cent.
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OI 21,724 elemant~ry school pupils who are over age, 6,916, or 32
per cent, are "retarded" less tha.n one year; 8,511, or 39.2 per cent,
are retarded one year and less than two; 3,840, or 17.7 per cent, are
=retarded two years and less than three; 1,574, or 7.2 per cent, ar&
retarded three years and less than four; 883, or 4 per cent, are
retarded four years or more.
.
Of 404 high-school pupils who are under normal age, 263, or 65.1 per -~
cent, are accelerated less than one year.
Of 1,073 high-school pupils who are over age, 470, or 43.9 per cent;
are reta:Ned less than one year; 421, or 39.3 per cent, are retarded
{)ne yearr:- ·a nd less than two; 124, or 11.5 percent, .are retarded .two
years and less than three; 38, or 3.5 per cent, are retarded three-·
years andless than four; 20, or 1.8 per cent, are retarded four years or
more.
The figures relating to degree of VSl.riation from normal age, and
numbers of pupils involved, are shown in Table 31, and, reduced to
per cent basis,·in Table 32.·
'TABLE

31.-Di&trib-ution of public-school pupUs according to degree of variat·ion from
normal (tge.
Number of pupils under
normal age.

Grades.

Number of pupils over age.

Num1
ber of
1
2
3
year
Total
yeru-s years (
Less under nor2
Less year
and
mal
and
and
and
years less than nor- age. than less less less years
1
and
1
or
mal
than than more.
year. age.
more. than
year. than
2
3
2
4
years.
years. years. years.

Total TotaL
over
normal
age.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ____..__ - - - - - - - -

lA ••..••••.••••••.••••••.
lB •....•...••........•...
2A ••••••••••••••.••.••••.
2B .•.............••... •....
3A.•••••••••••••• ~ ••••••..
3B •••••.•.•••....•..••..•
-'A .•...•.......•.........
4B •••.••.•...•.•.•.••• • ••.•
~A .••.......•..•...•..•..
6B ••••..•.........•.•••••
6A .••.... . ...............
6B ••..•....... . ...•.....•
7A .••.................•..
7B .•............... . .·....
SA. •••••••.•.••••••.• • •• • •

.SB. ••·•············· .••..

Total, elementary
schools ...........
I .. ····· ................. .
1! ........................
IlL ......................
IV ...................·....

·.SpeciaL ........ ~ •........

....... ......

......
-.....

637 3,512
636 2,092
482 -2,0.'38
500 1;<>:i5
4._tj2 1,61'8
358 1,04b
35r 1,093
9l8
3"4
296
:-55
2:~2
703
746
241
'llQ
63
658
231
567
219
429
157
580
251

6.'37
594
423
423
342
303
255
309
217
163

-618

389

·a·ss

''15

474

101
148
172
276
244
304
306
398
320
371
285
319
235
147
139

19 1,060 4,573 5,652 19,116 6, 916 8, 511

~.840

-.....
1
.......
........
1

1
6
2
1
5
2
1

4!.

59
77

109
55
101

84
79
68
84
45
70
58
41
88

15~

163
160 ·
156
114
162

446

662
545
·' 407-- ,. 565
686 ·700
397
512
497
5.'32
4.~2

622

498
340

656

43.::

ff 4
518

vOR
3f.O

283
256
301

5~8

542
449
4:l7

32
28
58
60

124
115
149
169
215
200
159
89
71
60
28
17

51 11,165

5,31

9311,879

3,93

53 1,016 3, 7
41 1,454 3,97
58 ·1,262; 3,297
90

1,358

104
89
136
59
53
22
14
11
5
4

1,
1, 618

2, 7

5861·· 035

1, 903
1, 457
1,672
1,222
1,296
1,038
863
935

2, 930
3,154
2, 392
2,65~

2,066
2,185
1,824
1,449
1, 766

- - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -1,574

883 i'l, 724 46,492

- 3Q
- --- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -.I
5
144 1,308 239
221
1
1
3

.........

28
32
33

19

108
73
76
3

40

40

763
397
30f
6

146
55
30

135
40
19
6

58
20
33
10
12
8
13 ...... .. ....
8 ...........

11
3

·-...........
····

-- =

555
327
115
62
14

2,007
1,198
585
43~

23
. ...... .
-----Total, high schools. ----;o l:i12ii3(4Q4 2, ns 470) 421 .....,..- -.sj2;;-ll, 073 4, 252
=
= = =.= =-::==-======
Grandtotal. • . ••...
29 1,191 4,836 6,056 !21,891 7,38618,932 3,964 1,6121 9J3 ,22,797,50,744
3
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TABLE

32.-Per cent distribution of public-.~chool pupils according t.o degree of 1.1ariation
from normal age.

·----·---------

Per cent over age.

Per cent under normal age.

1
2
1
Per
year Less Total cent of Less year years
normal
and
and
years and
under
than less less
less than
1•
and than
1
normal age.
than
year. age.
year. than
more.
2
3
2
years. years.
years.

Grades.

2

I

,:ars

4
Total Total.
and
less y~~"'1 n~:~al
th:n imore. age.
years.

- ----- . - - -- --··7'- ----

-- -- -- - - --- -- -- -- -- --i-- --

A ...................

....... ........

B ................... ..........

2 A ................... ····-·
2B ................... .........

3 A ...... ·········· · ..

(1)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~::~!::::::
(1)

3
4
4 B ...................
5 /\. ... .. ............ ..
5B ...................
6 A ...................
6B ...................
7

·----(1)
0.2
.1

L:::::::::::::::::l

7

<'_l,

8 A...................
8B........ .. .........

.1
(1)

Total, elementary schools ........
I
I
I II ...................
I v ...................

i: :::::::::::::::::::

Special ...............
Total, high
schools .. .. ...

Grand total ....

1..1
1.5
2.3
2.8
2
3.3
2.9
2.5
2.9
3.2
2.2
3.3
3.2
2.8

5

12
15.9
10.6
12.8
8. 7
11
8.4
10.6
6.9
6.8
5. 7
7. 9
7.3
8. 5
7. 9
9. 2

12
17
12.1
15.1
11.5
13
11.7
13.5

9.4
9. 7
9.1
10.2
10.6
12
10.8
14.2

-,-

66.1 11. ()
55.9 11.9
51.3 16.7
46.6 12.4
40.8 I 17.4
37. 9 14.4
36
16.4
31.3 14.8
30.3 15.8
29. 4 14.2
28
16.4
30.7 14.9
30.1 16
31. 1 15. 5
29. 6 11. 1
32. 8 17. 1

I

7.3
10.3
13.7
17.1
17.8
18.51
17.6
21.2
20.8
22.5
24.6
25.1
24.8
24. 6
29. 5
26. 8

1.4
2.8
3.7
5.2
7

8.8

10

10.4
12.6
13.4
13.9
13.8
14.6
12. 9
10. 1
7. 9

~ 14.9 1 18.31~

0.6
.7
1.5
1.8
3.1
4.2 I

···I
5.8
6.R
8.3
6
4. 3
3.3
3.3
1.9
1

1
1.4
1
1.8
2. 4
3.2
3.4
3
4.3
2.4
2
1
(1.6
0.6
0.4
0.2

21.9
27.1
36.6
38.3
47.7
49.1
52.3
65.2
60.3
60.9
62.9
59.1
59.3
56.9
69.6
53

100
100
100
100
lOU
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

___:.:!_I~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - •-1.9
-1
3
5
7.2 65.2 'll.91_1_1-1 2. 9
.8
27.6
100
.1
.2
.7

2.3

2.3
5.5
7.5

---.2
.1

3.1
2.3

6.6
6. 8
9.1
13

9
12.5
17.3
13

~~ ~

===
9. 5

1

1

u. 9

3.4

1.9

46.7

100

.,_ 7 12. 2 11. ,
2. 8
.8
67. 9
9. 4
6. 8
2
1.4
68. 6
6. 8
4. 3
3
26. 1 ...... 126. 1 1 34. 8
--~ -65, 3 11
9. 91 2. 9 . .9

.2

27.3
19.6
14.1
60.9

100
100

=,=,==

--

100
100

--.5-~~~

I

43.2

14.5

17.61

7.8

3.2

1. 8 ,-

44.

91

100

Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent.

ELIMINATION, PROMOTION, AND NONPROMOTION.

Table 33 presents the figuros for enrollment, elimination, promotion, and nonpromotion for the elementary schools. Of the 47,454
pupils enrolled, 3,668 were eliminated during the term, more than
half of whom dropped out during the first three years of school. Of
43,786 who remained in class at the end of tho term, 6,045 failed of
promotion, of whom one-fourth were in the first year and nearly onethird in the second and tliird years.
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TABLE

33.~_Enrollment;

e.liniination, promotion, and nonpromo'tion, San Francisco
elementary schools, by grades, for the term August-December, 1915.1
Number in class
at end of term.

Number dropped during term and.not
retu]fning .beQause ofTotal .
enrollto
ment for Going
private Left the
term.
or~arocity.
c 'al
schools.

Grades.

1A •.•.•.••••••••••••.
1B •..•••.•••••••••••.
2A ...................
2B .•••••.••...•••.•••
3A ...................
3B •.•.•••.•••..•••••.
4A ...................
4B •...•.•••.••••••.••
5A .••..•.•.••••.•••••
5B •••.•••..•.•.•.••••
6A ...................
6B •.•.•.•..•••...••.•
7A ...................
7B •••...••...•....•.•
SA •••.•••.•...••· .•••.
8B ••••..•..•.•••..•••

5,043
3,712
4,048
3,535
3,867
2,940
3,345
2,823
3,141
2,517
2, 731
2,208
. 2,375
1,880
1;744
1,545

28
33
25
36
20
38
19
31
16
23
5
10
4

269
183
177
136
160
106
139
114
121
87
104
82
90
53
60
22

Total. .........

47,454

397

1,903

1

41
39

29

Absent
more
than
3 whole
days.

Numben
in class
Total
at end
dr1ped · ofterm.
an not
r.eturning.

254
108
104·
82
90
94
82
66
71

73
62
48
65
67
'55
47
1,368

564
330
310
246
283
225
257
200
230
179
.197
146
178
125
125
73
3,6681

Promoted.

Not promoted.

4,479
3,382
3,738
3,289
3,584
2, 715
3,088
2,623
2,911
2,338
2,534
2,062
2; 197
1, 755
1,619
1,472

3,511
2,840
3,202
2,773
3,045
2,323
2,656
2,322
2,573
2,067
2,258
1,841
1;906
1,575
1,466
1,383.

968
542
536
516
539
392
432
301
338
271
276
221

43,786

37,741

6,045

291

180
153
89

Includes 962 pupils not reported in age-grade distribution, Table 23.

Table 34 · and Figure 24 summarize the figures of Table 33 on a
per cent basis. Of pupils who remain in class tq the end of the term
the per cent not promoted is excessive (except in 8B), ranging from
21.6 per cent in lA to 6.4 per cent in 8B.
TA:SLE 34.~Per.cent

of elimino.tion a.n d nonpromotion, San Francisco elementary grade&,
for the term, August-December, 1915.
Per cent of Per .cent of Per cent of
total
number in
total
enrollment
class at
enrollment
dropped
end of
dropped
during the term not .
and not
term. · promoted. promoted.

Grades.

1A .............................................. ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1B •••..••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••.. ~ • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

11. 2
8. 9

21. 6
16 ·

30. 4
23. 4

~~::::::::::::::::: :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: ~

~~: g

~~::

g~::: :: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i::
~:. 5
~A::
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~:
~t 5
i~: ~
g~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~: ~
U: g
~~. 9
:~: :::::: :: ::::: :: :::: ::: :: ::::: :: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :
~: ~
fg: ~
~~: g
~~ :::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~: ~
ii: ~
~~- 7
~~:::::: :·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
!: ~
1g::
~~: ~
1----------1--------1-----------

.::::::::::::::::::::

r

fg~l ~: !: ~_:_:_::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!:!

!!: r

~: ~

I=======
I========
I=======
Grand total ..•••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••.·.•••••••.•••••••
1. 7
13.7
20.4
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An encouraging feature is the gradual decrease in the rate of nonpromotion from 1A to 6B. This is offset, however, by a substantial
increase in nonpromotion in 7A and 7B. The per cent of nonpromotion is 16.5 in grades 1, 2, and 3; 11.7 in grades 4, 5, and 6; and 10.1
in grades 7 and 8.
Including the pupils who drop out during the term with those who
fail of promotion, the total elimination from grade LA. is nearly onethird of the enrollment, from 1B nearly one-fourth, and from each
grade from 2A to 4A, inclusive, more than one-fifth. More than
one-fifth of all the children who enroll in the elementary schools either
drop out before the end of the term or fail of promotion.
PERCENT Of NU MSeR l!'! CLASS
AT f:ND OP TERM

PER CENT OF TOTAL ENROLMENT

~'-'NOT PROMOTE['
l,'.

/

~ '/

/\

177 /
I"/
V /.

GRADE. F.ZZZJ=-OROPPED AND NOT PROMOTED
_I

A I A

V /.

I

B

1"/,

~ --~

I

'A

;

A
A
2
B
~

· /f

i

B

J\ 3 A
B
8

[,

'/

3

::::1

(;

...,

r.

B
B

L

r ·/.

I
I

6

7

8

zo

40

60

eo

J

i-1

/_A_

=.:J
_::J

V//. '//,1

J

'/

A
Y/

'/1

:J

'A

A V // '//

8

A B A
B
8

IU1

0

A

I

'/A

\

I A

1-'//rA

B

-~

' / C.f

1 J\ 4 A t'LL'.
a
8 V//.
A S A

I

1/.

l:'L/~

rL Z

I

lr / /

I

V//-

//

'J
'/.

r/

V '/.'A

1-'l.....-:

'/

~//

)

'A

l
I

V/

100 PERCENT 0

20

40

60

60

100

FIGURE 24.-0f pupils who remain in class to the end of tho term, the per cent not promoted is excessive
except in RB ), ranging from 21.6 per cent in IA to 6.4 per cent in 8B. An encouraging feature is the gradual
decrease in the rate of nonpromotion from IA to 6B.
Including the pupils who drop out during the term with those who fail of promotion, more than one-fifth
of the total enrollment of the elementary schools is eliminated.

As shown in Table 34, 30.4 per cent of the pupils enrolled in grade
lA either dropped out during the term or were not promoted; 23.4
per cent of the enrollment in grade 1B either dropped out or were not
promoted; 20.9 per cent in grade 2A; and so on. At these rates, of
1,000 pupils enrolled in grade 1A, only 696 would be found in grade
lB, 533 in grade 2A, and 422 in grade 2B.
For various reasons the enrollment in the first year of the elementary school is usually considerably greater than tho number of pupils
entering tho system annually. In order to show the rate of elimination of chjldron from the schools, therefore, it is fairer to use the
enrollment of the second year as a base.
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Table 35 and Figure 25 show the number of pupils remaining in
each grade, for each 1,000 pupils entering grade 2A, on the _basis of
the per cent of the enrollment dropped and. not promote_d In 1915;
Approximately three-fourths of the 1,000 children have ~sappeared
by the time grade 5A is reached; only 6 per cent enter h1gh school;
and only 25 out of each 1,000 children are graduated from high school.

2B
791
2A 1,000
3A
620

-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::-----

3B

489 - - - - - - - - - - -

U

387 - - - - - - - - -

4B
6A
liB
6A
6B

3Q8 - - - - - - 163 - - - - - 207----170---U1---

7A

118 - - -

7B
8.A.

BB
I
II
III
IV

Gr

96-

ao67-

6044- .
32 27-

26-

FIGURE· 25.-Number of

·

pupils remaining in each grade for each 1,000 pupils who enter grade 2A, on basis
of per cent of enrollment dropped and not promoted in 1915.

It is true that not all of these ' pupils leave the school system per~
manently without completing the high-school course, since investigation shows many pupils who are o~e or more years behind the
grades in which they would normally he found. Nevertheless, the
figures disclose a serious situation, calling for radical readjustment.
35.-Nu-mber ~~pupils re-maining ·i n each grade .for each 1;000 p·u pils who enter
grad.e 2A, on basts of per cent of enrollment dropJJed and not promoted in 1915.

TABLE

Grades.

Per cent of
N um.b er 0 f enrollment
pu_p._ls r~dror)l6d
mamm)! m an( not
each tuade. promoted;
~

2A ••••..•..•.....••...•..•..•....•••.••..•••.••.••.•.•.•.•••.•..••.••••••.••..•.

1,000

2B ••••. •••........•....••..•.•...••.••••.••.••...•.... : · · ·······················
3A
3B •••••..••.... . .• ••··•·· .•. . .••.•..•.....•...••..• . .•.•..•..•...•...••..•••.••.

791
620

4A ••••• • •• - ....... - •••• ; ............ - .......... .. ............... . . .... .. .... . .. - ............. . . . .

489

4B·····················
· ························································
..................................................................................................
5A
5B·······················-·················································
............................................... -............................................................................· -····
.. .

387
308

6A .•••••••••............................ . ..•................•..•.......•..•.•.•.
6B
....................... -. ....... ............................. . . - ...... -. . . -....... -... - ...... -.............. .

7A

207
170
141
118
~

8B: :: ::::::::::: ::: ::: : :: :: : : : : :: : : :: :::: :: :: : : :: :: : :: : :: : : ::: :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :

80
67
60

~~1EU~~~HHH~ ~ ~) HH~) jj jj jj) jjjjjj jj jjj jjjjjjjjHH2jj

20.9
20.5
17.7
18
1U
17.3
16.6
19.7
16

253

7n·························································
······················.
.................................. -. ......................... . ................................................

SA

20:9
21.6
21.2

15.9

10.5 .

27.2
26.8

44

32
2i
25

15.4
8.2

....... ..
·

·~·
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While Table 35 takes irito account the pupils who dropped out
during the term as well as those who failed of promotion at the end,
Table 36 presents a study of promotion based on the per cent of pupils

2A
2B
3A
3B
4B
4A
6A
6B
6A
6B
7A
7B
8A
8B

1
II
III
IV

1.ooo ------------------------------------------------664
721
613
624
399
451

- --- ------- ------- --- -----------------------..
--------------------_..
-_
-_
-_
-_-__
_
_____- - - - ------------

363 - - - - - - - - - 312 - - - - - - - - - 276 - - - - - - 246 - - - - - 210 - - - - - 166----167
166 - - - 130--106
9894-

· FIGURE 26.-Number of pupils promoted from each grade for each 1,000 pupils in grade 2A, on basis of
per cent of pupils remaining in class at end of term who were promoted in 1915.

remaining in class at the end of the term who are promoted, on the
basis of the per cent promoted in 1915. See also Figure 26.
36.-Number of pupils promoted.from each grade for each 1,000 pupils in grade
2A, on basis of per cent of pupils remaining in class at end of term who were ptomoted
in 1915.

TAnLE

I Per
cent of I
number in

class at end Number
of term
promoted.
who are
promoted.

Grades.

2A •..•...•••.•.•.•••.• • ••..••......•.•..••.•••••.•..••.•••••••.•..•.••.•.•••••.•
'28 .•.•.•••••••.•.•••••••••••••••...•.•...•.••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•

:3A ...•..•..•...•.•••••••.•••.•.•. ·••••• ••• • .••.•.•••.•••••••••••..••••••••.•.•••
38 . ......... . .................... . ................................. . ........... .
4A ......••••.•.•.•••••.•••••.•••...•••.•••.•••.•.•••.•••• • .••••••••• • •••••••••••
48 . ........•••....•• • ..•...........•.•...•.......•.•.•••• • .••• . ..•.•.•••••.•.•••

.5:\. ..••.••••••••••••••••••••. • •••••••••••.•.•.•.••••••••••• • •••••••.• • •••.•••••••
.58 ......••••••...•.....•••.........•..•.......... • . . ..•.•• • .•.•.......•.•.•..••..

o6A. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'68 ...... . ........... . ......................... . ... . .. . ... . ....... . .... . ........ .

i i\ ..................................................... . ....................................... . ... ..
'78 •..•..••••••.• • •••••••• •• • • •.•.•.•.•••.•.•.••..•••••.•• • .••• .• .•..••.••• . •.•.•
SA .•••••.•••••••••.•.•••••.• . •.•. • ••••.• • •.•.•..••••••.•••.•••.•.•••.•••.•.••••.

8B ......••••.•...•••..••.•...••..........•.•.•...•.•.•.•.•.•••.•...•.•...•••....
! ................................................................... ............ .
!£. ........................................................................ . .... .
III .......................... .. .................... . ... ··························
lV . ..•.... . ..• . •............ . . . ...•...... . ......•·.........•.....•...........•.•..

85.4
84.4
85
8.'). 5
86
88.5
88. 4
88.4
89 1
89. 3
S.l. 8
88. 6
89. 6
9:3. 6
83.4
81.9

92.2
96.2

1,000
R[l4

721
613
524
4.51
399
3.'i.3

312

278
248
210

1S6

167

156
130
106
98
94

Of each 1 (\ )f) children pn.h'. lotcd from grade 1B to grade 2A,
less thTt Ol!P half are prornoted fro1n grade 4A; less than onefourth '"~e pron1oted from grade 7A; and less than one-tenth are
pro r11o t 8d fronl the third and fourth years of high school.
~3815-17--4
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Some students of public-school administration have · taken the
position that 92 per cent represents a probable minimum normal
rate · of promotion, based on number of pupils remaining in class
at the end of the term. 1 It will be observed that in December, .
1915, this rate of promotion was reached in only 3 of the 20 grades
in the San Francisco schools-8B, III, and IV (Table 34).
At a uniform rate of promg.tion of 92 per cent, out of each 1,000
pupils promoted from grade 1B to grade 2A, 223 pupils would be
promoted from the fourth year of high school, which is more than
two and one-third times (2.37) . the number reported for the San
Francisco schools (94) in Table 36.
Table 37 and Figure 27 compare the San Francisco schools with
those of Los Angeles and Newark in respect to per ce:dt of pupils
promoted, and number of pupils promoted from each grade, for each
1,000 pupils in grade 2A, on basis of per cent of pupils. remaining in
class at end of term who were promoted in 1915. · The date of
promotion reported for San Francisco is December 17, 1915, for Los
Angeles and Newark, January 29, 1915.
37 .-Per cent of pupils promoted, and number ojpttpils promoted from each
graile, for each 1,000 pupils in grade 2A, on basis of per cent of pupils remaining in
class at end of term who were promoted in 1915: Ban Francisco schools compared v;ith
the scho'Ols of Los Angeles and Newark. 1
·

TABL.E

Per cent of number in class
at end of term who were
promoted in 1915.

Number P!Ol!loted for each
1,000 pupils m grade.2A.

Grades.
· San FranLos
cisco.
Angeles.

~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2A ...........................................
2B ..................................................
3A ...........................................

3B ...........................................

4A ............................................
4B .............................................
5A ...........................................
5B ............................................
6A ..................................................
6B ...................................................
7A ..............................................
7B ...................................................
SA .................................................
8B ................................................
.

1

78.4
84
85.4
84.4
85
85.5
86
88.5
88.4
88.4
89.1
89.3
84.8
88.6
89.6
93.6

76.1
91.6
91.2
92.7
90.7
93.1
92.2
92.5
93.2
94.6
93.3
95.4
94.5
94.6
95.6
96.9

N

k San FranLos
ewar •
cisco.
Angeles. Newark.
81.1
86.1
89.1
88.3
90.4
89.2
88.9
92.2
. .87.3
89.7
90.2
91.1

.......... ···· i;ooo· ·····i;ooo

88.~

91.6
91.5
95.3

1,000
854
721
613
524
451
399
353
312
278
248
210
186
167
15()

912
845
766
713
657
608
567
533
500
477
451
427
408
395

891
787
711
634
.564
520
454

407
357
334
297
272
249
237.

Based on figures in reports. of superintendents.

For each 1,000 pupils in grade 2A, San Francisco promoted 156
pupils from grade 8B, Newark promoted 237, and Los Angeles, 395.
In this comparison the school system of' Newark is 51.9. per cent
1

For example, see Report of a Survey of the School System, of Butte, Mont., June 2, 1914, p. 28.
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more efficient th~n that of ~a:n. Francisco, and:the achievement of the
Los Angeles schools is mQ~~-·. than two and one-hal( ·times as great
as tliat of the San Francisco schools. The conditions in the San
Francisco schools are explainable in part by the large numbers of·.
Pranoieoo

SaD

2A
2B
SA
3B

1,000 ~------~~------~--------~--------~~----~
864
721
613
~------~~------~---------.
624 ,_
______

~------~~------~---------.--------~~------~~------~---------+----•

-+------t---•

4A
4B·.
u

~------~~------~-399 t~=====:::::::-•1
353·
·· 312
~=====~~
278 Ill
461

6B .
·6A
6B
7A
7B
8A
8B

248
210
186
167
156

~------~~
~----+
,__ ___
,___ __

I-------•

Los Angeles

2A

l,COO
912

2B

845

3B

713
608
667

3A

4B
4A
6A
6B
6.A
6B

7A
7B
8B
SA

766

667

~------~~------~---------.--------~.-----~
,_------~~------~---------.--------~--~------~~------~---------.--------~~------~~------~---------+-----~------~~------~---------.-----

~=============::r-

It-------~I-------~-------

636 I------~~-------~----600 ~---------~~-------+--477 t-------~~------~---

461

t------+----+

~----------~~------+-

42'1
396
_ _ _..,..._ _ _ _ _ 1
408 ,....
1-----~~-------+

liewark

1,000 ~-----~~-------+--------+--------·------t
2A

2B
3A
3B

891
787 ~-----~~-------+---------+--------+---t-------~------- ----~--~-------711
634 I-

..
t-::::::::=:::::::::=:::::::::=:----

4A . 664 1---------~~------~------620 jllillllll~li!llllllll----1.._
~------~-------. .....
----. 4B
6A -. ': 484·
__...._._._..
6B . 40'1

1-_.__ _.____...

6A
6B
7B
7A
SB
8A

.....

367 ~-------f------334 ~-------t--~

272
_ _....
_.__297 ,_.._
~-----

1--------+-

237
249 ..__ __.___

· FIGURE 27.-Number of pupils promoted from each grade for each 1,000 pupils in grade 2A on the basis ·
of per cent promoted in 1915. Newark carries 51.9 per cent more pupils through the eighth year than San
Francisco, and Los Angeles more tha.ntwo and one-half tim~s many. .
- .. .

as

pupih:; who drag behind their fellows and take two or more years
to do the work of one.
these figures are found one reason for the
act, discussed elsewhere in ·this report,. ·that although San Francisco
. spends much less than other cities for her public schools, her schools
cost ·s omewhat more per pupil enrolled.

In
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FAILURES BY SUBJECTS.

Furtherlight is thrown upon the problem of nonpromotion ,by an
examination of Table 38, which shows the number of pupils failing
in each subject in the elementary schools for the term ended December 17, 1915. A summary by subjects, for all grades, is .presented in
Table 39 and Figure 28.
TABLE

38.-Enrollment and number of failures reported, by grades and .subjects,
elementary schools, for the term ended Dec. 17, 1915~
Number of pupils falling in specified subjects.

Grades.

()
';l

s

~

<

lA .................
lB .................
2A .................
2B .................
3A .................
3B .................
4A .................
4B .................

.;A .................
oB .................
6A .................
6B .................
7A .................

7B .................
8A .................
SB .................

107
47
436
458
590
535
576
431
534
509
430
421
458
365
293
311

Q)
bll

as

&,
1il

~

~

~

~

i

~

Q)

{£

0

P-4

'ia

0

~

Q)

194
218
185
146
130
142
. 77
99
55

195
295
311
240
235
273
166
169
91

....

:a00 j
·c
~

::)

2
16
25
48
20
H
4

5
22
38
101
168
301
257

163

65

·~

"'
Joe

A

120 52
137 80
146 116
109 50
83 46
85 35
80 38
75 41
38 21

1- - - - -2,672·--2,393 133 1,122 1,507 843

Percent .•..• 31.6 24.6 13.0 111.6 .6

Total.

Joe

'

250
321
355
259
279
372
328
250
249

~I
....

tiD

- -- --- - ---=
...... 62 47
529
24 13
244 .... ~.~:::::: .... ......
84 51
341 ...... .. .. ......
307
87 47
289 ....... .... ......
186
...... 130 80
131
345
304
67
2 ...... 105 45
253
288
2
142 81
220 ....
232
292

Total ........ 6,501 4,854

TABLE

s&

5.417.3

_bll

d

'fil

::s

~

-

26
13
24
8
22
4
21
16
17
52
18
31
25
20
16
13

-I~

~.s
!:a
::a
-

21

j
0
0
t,.)

Q)

00

-

~
Gj
,0

~

.. -........

~
8

.... ,... ..

9
2

::::1::::

~

.... :::: i::::
5
2
10
10
17
10

326

91

.4

Enrollment.

P-4

-- --

799
346
1,252
1,077
1,602
1,299
3, .... 1,571
1,263
::::~:::: 1,624
2
1, 721
2
1,371
1,420
1 1,750
9 1,375
5
7
2 1,1461
• •• • 9
866

5

4.1 ,1.6

-I-

l
•

... -

....
... .. ....

....

3.9
1. 7
6.1
5.2
7.8
6.3
7.7
6.2
7.9
8.4

6. 7
6.9
8.6
6. 7

5.6
4.2

5,043
3,712
4,048
3,535
3,867
2,940
3,345
2,823
3,141
2,517
2, 731
2,208
2,375
1,880
1; 744
1,545

19j21 20, 482 100. 0 .J7,454
-:lj-:1 100.0 ,~

39.-Number and per cent offailures, by subjects, elementary schools, for the term
ended Dec. 17, 1915.
Subjects. ·

Ei~i~~~~::~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~:

~~~iiig:
:::: :::: ::::: :::: ::::::: :::: :::: ::::: :::: ::::: ::: ::::::: :::::: ::: :::: ::
~~ii:' States history.............. . ......................................... .
g ........................................................................ .

§:iKL ~ ~: ~:::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::~:~~::~:~::::::::::~:~~:~~~:~~~~~~~ ~
Total ..................................................................... .

Number.
19
21
91
133
326
8i3
1,122
1,507
2,393
2,672
4,854
6,501
20,4821

Per cent• .
o;1

.1
.4

.6
L6
4.1
5.4

7.3

11.6
13
2!.6 .
31.6 .

100

The first fact to be observed in connection with these tables is the
wide variation in the number of failures in the different branches of
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the course of study. The failures are not distributed evenly, butrange from 19 in sewing and 21 in cooking to 4,8~4 in language and
6,501 in arithmetic. These extreme variations are duo partly to the
fact that not all subjects are taught in every grade.·
It will be noted, however, that at least six subjects are taught in
every grade and that there are wide variations in the number of
failures reported in these. The six subjec,t s are arithmetic, language,
spelling, writing, drawing, music. Two of these subjects, arithmetic
and language, are responsible for more than half of all the failures in
the elementary schools, 56.2 per ::ent. The single subject of spelling
causes nearly as many failures (2,672) as writing, drawing, and music,
combined (2,676). It is clear, therefore, that even in the case of
studies taught in all grades the requirements are very unequal..
It is not contended that all studies in the elementary school should[
be considered as of precisely equal importance, or that they should!
Sewing
19
Cooking
21
Man-training 91
Physiology
133
Musio
326
Drawing
843
History
•1,122
Writing
Geography 1,507
2,393
SpellillF
2,6'12
Ari tbmetio 4.854
6. 601
Language

•
•
•
•
------.._....._,
___. . . _ _
_ ...._ _ _ _ __

=================-----

FIGURE 28.-Failure by subjects in elementary schools. Arithmetic and language cause more failures
'han the remaining 10 subjects combined.

count equally in determining the advancement of childrellt from grade
to grade. In fact, in the case of music, for example, from the point
of view outlined elsewhere in this report/ it is not clear that a
"failure" in music is necessarily of great significance as affecting a
pupil's promotion. Nevertheless, these reports raise the very practical question as to the wisdom of permitting the requirements of
any two or three subjects (of a total of 12) to cause such a disproportionate number of failures.
The facts in Table 38 should receive further careful study in con-·
nection with the discussion of the achievements of pupils in Chapter
VII. Obviously, some readjustment is necessary. Either the requirements of the various subjects should be modified, in order to
bring all more nearly in accord with the capacities of children, or
the methods of instruction should be adjusted to meet more successfully the special difficulties disclosed.
·
1

See Ch. X.
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FAILURES BY GRADES.

Table 40 and Figure 29 present a summary of the distribution of·
enrollment and of failures, by grades.
TABJ,E

40.-Per cent distributio-n of enrolbnent andfailU?~es, elementary schools, for tht ·
term ended Dec. 17, 1915.
.
Gra9es.

lA •••••••••••••••..•.•..•••..

lB. ~· ....••...... -.-. ·- · · · · · ·
2A •••••••••••••••••• ·-- • ·- • • ·

2B ••••••••••••••••.•• • - • • • · · ·
SA ••••••••••••.••••.••••••• -3B ••••••••••••.•.••• - •.•.••• ·
4A •• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••.•.•
4B •••••••••••.• ••.•••...• ····•
6A •••••••••••••••••••.••..•••

,oB •..........................

6A ••••••.• .••.••....•.••...•.
6B ••••••.••••.•••..••.•.•.••.
7A •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•

7B ••••••••••••••••..•••••.•••

'I

Enrollment.

Failures.

10.6

3.9
1. 7
6.1

7.8
8.5
7.4
8.2
6.2
7.1
5.9
6.6
5.3
5.8

4.6

5
3.9

Grades.
1 ...••..•.•.•....••.•..•.• ~····

2........... ....... ............

3 .•. -: ••••••.••••••••.•·.•••. ·•.•.

Enroll·
ment.

Failures.

18.4
16. ·9
14.4

5.6
11.3

14.1

5.2 4 .• •·•·•·······•·····•···•·· ...
·13
13.9
7. 8
~5:~
~~t
6.3
••••···•·······. ····~·········
7 .••••••.•••.......•.•.••.•....
8.9
15,'3
.7. 7
6. 9
9. 8 '
6.2 8 .•.•.•.... - •... - .. - .... - . -.- . -1 - -1--Total. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
100
ioo
7.9
I====I = = =
8.4
6. 7
6.9
1, 8 .......... -.- .... - .. - ..... -1--15_._8-·1-_ _25_.1
8.o
Total ................ . : .
100
100
6. 7

g-············· ................

!: ~: ~:::::::~:::::::::::::::::-

~~:~

~rs

SA ••••••••••• -• - ••••••••••••
3. 7
5. 6
8B • ••••••••••••....•••• ·.· .... i--3_.2-1---4._2_11

Total.............. . . . .

100

100

----,------___..!.._ ___:..._ _ _.::..__._ _ _ _ _ ________ ___________ -·--

If the demands of school activities were accurately adjusted to the
capacities of- children, the work of the fifth grade would be no more
and no less difficult for children of normal fifth-grade attainments
than the work of -the first grade is for children of normal first-grade
PER CENT DISTRiBUTION

o• ENROLMENT AND FAILURES

Enro1me~t ·Grade FailUres
18.4.·
16.9

14.4

13.0
· n.9
],0.4

1
2
3

6.6
11.3
14.1

4
6

13.9
16.3
13.6

8.9

7

16.3

6.9.

8

9.8

6

FIGURE 29.-Instead of being adjusted at all stages to the capacities of children, the requirements of.the
various branches of study become progressively difficult through ihe grades. With a rapidly diminishing
enrollment~ the. n~mber.offailures de>es not .doote~e in-p:roportion. .· ·Note that :the seventh grade; with only .
8.9 per cent of the total enrollment, reports 15.3 per cent of all the failures.

attainments. The figures presented indicate clearly that this adjustment is far from being realized.
Whereas the first grade contains 18.4 per cent of the total enroliment, it reports but 5.6 per cent of the total number : of failures · in
!ndividual subjects; the fourth grade, with 13 per c~nt of the total
enrollment, reports 13.9 per cent of the failures; while the seventh
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grade, with 8.9 per cent of the total enrollment, reports 15.3 per cent
of the failures.
Again, grades 1, 2, and 3, With approximately one-half the total
enrollment, 49.7 per cent, report less than one-third of the total
numb~r of failures, 31 per cent; grades 4, 5, and 6, with about onethird of the total enrollment, 35.3 per cent, report a lit.t le less than
one-half of the failures, 43.8 per cent; grades 7 and 8, with alittle
more than on,e -eighth of the total enrollment, 15.8 per cent, report
on~-fourth of the failures, 25.1 per cent.
The fact that failures by individual subjects or studies are very
.unequally distributed through the grades -is made clear bY' Table 41
and Figun~"730. An index of failures by grades is obtained by dividing
·the per cent of the total number of failures by pupils in each grade by
the per cent of the total enrollment found in that grade.
TABLE

41.-Endex of fa,ilures: Ratio of per cent of ·enrollment to per cenl of failures by
subjects and by grades.

Grades.

P er cen t f
total en~ollment
m grade.

°

· lA..................................................................
lB .......................................................... -. .......

10.6
7.8
8.5

2A.'... ~.............................................................
2B ............................. ~....................................
3A......... ~ ........ ;-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• ~-. •• . • ••• • • •
3B .......................... ~ ..................................... ~.

7. 4
8. 2

6.2
7.1

4A .. :~....................... •• ••• • . •• • • • •• ••• •• •••• •••••••• •••••••••

4B .. ·.............................. ~--· .••.••... -- .. ·•·••·· ·········5A .......... : •••••••••'..............................................

5. 9

6.6
5.3
5.8
4.6

5B..................................................................
6A ................................................. :.................

6B..................................................................
7A .. ~...............................................................

5

7B............................... .... .. .. .. . . .. .. ..... ..............

3.9

. SA..................................................................

3. 7

. 8B..................................................................

. . Total •.. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.. - .. -...... ~-- .......... - .... - ............. -.- .......... ------.-.2.................................... ;..............................

3.2

Per cent or
total number of fail- · ures, by
subjects.
3:9
1.7
6.1
5.2
7.8
6.3
7.7
6.2
7.9
8.4
6.7
. 6.9
8.6
6.7
.•5.6
4.2

Ratfo of
per ci:-nt of
enrollment
to p_e r cent
of failures.

..

0.368
. .218
.718
.703
.951
1.016
1.085
1.051
1.197
1.585
1.155
1.500
1. 720 .
1.718
1.514
1.313

1------------1---------~-1-----~~

100

100

...............

1=======1========,========
5;6
;304
18.4
16.9
14.4
13
11.9
10.4
8.9

3....................................................................

4... •.•. ~............................................................
5...................................................................
6....•.................................... -.-- .. --.- ......... -- .. --.
7...................................................................

8...................................................................

6..9

113
14.1
13.9
16.3
13.'6
15.3
9.8

.669
' .. 979
1.069
1.370
1.308
1. 719
1.~

1----------1--------·1------~~

Total................... .-....... ...............................

100

Total... . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

100

._.,.........

1========:=========1=======
31
49. 7
.624

1, 2, 3.................... - .......... - •............... - ....... - .. ---.- -·
4,5,6...................-.............................................
7,8.................................................................

35.3
15.8

43.8
25.1

1.241
1.589

1---------1--------·1---------

100

100

.............

any grade, for example, having 8 per cent of the enrollment,
reported also 8 per cent of the failures, it could be said to have precisely its proportionate share of the failures. In such a case, the
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quotient obtained by dividing the per cont of failures; by the pe~
cent of enrollment is 1. -If a grade rep~r~s loss than Its share _of
failures, the quotient is less than 1, and if 1t reports more than Its
share of failures, the quotient is more than 1.
.
Referring to Figure 30, therefore,_ the heavy line represents the
quotiQnt ob.tained when per cer:t of failures and p~r c~n.t of enrol.hnen~
are tho same. The grades which are represented by lines above and
lB

u

2B

2A

lA

.218
.868

.703

.na

;

.961

1.000
II
0
4A
6A
6A
8B
eB
8A
&B
VB

1.016
1.061
1.088
1.168
1.19'(
1.313
1.&oo
1.614
1.688
1.'118
'lA 1. 720

1
2
3

.304
.669

!

.979

1.000
1.069
1.308
6 1.370
8 1.420·
I. '119
4
6

.,

1,2,3

.624
1.000

~

~

;

4,6,6 1.241
7,8 1.689
FIGURE 30.-Index of failures. An indE)x of failures Is obtained by dividing the per cent of the total
number. or failures hy pupils ln each grade by the per cent of the total enrollment found in that grade.
T)le heavy line represents the quotient obtained when per cent of failures and per cent of enrollment are
th.Q same; that is. when a grade has precisely its proportionate share or failures. Grades represented by
li®s above and shorter than the heavy line report less than their share of f:.lllures, and grades represented
\lY lines below and longer than the heavy line report more than their share of failures. The first sectio)l
orthe graph shows the ranking by separate grades, the second section by years, and the third section·l>y
~roups or years combined.

shorter .than this line report less than their proportionate share of
failures, and those which aro represented by lines below and longer
than this line repor-t more than their share of failures.
The first soction of Figure 30 shows that of the 16 grades, 11 report
per conts of failur~s in excess of corresponding per conts of the >total
enrollment. It also shows that grado 6A roports a smaller proportion of failures than 6B; 5A ranks much highor than 5B; 8B ranks
highor than SA. A sharp break in the curve is observablo between
grades 2A ·and 3A.
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The second section of Figure 30 emphasizes the fact, discussed
elsewhere in this report, that pupils encounter nnusual difficulties in
the seventh year. It also shows that the proportion of failures
reported increases rapidly after the fourth year. The third section
shows the relative ·standings of th-e primary grades combined, intermediate grades, and grammar grades.
Another view of the problem of elimination and the holding power
of the schools is afforded by Table 42 and Figure 31.
·
TABLE

42.-Enrollmentjor the term ended Dec. 17, 191.5, compared with the actual att-endance reported on Feb. 24, 1916, in elementary sch,pols.
Actual attendant'e reported on
Feb. 24, 1916.

Grades.

Per cent of
necemher
1- - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - l 1915. enroll.
meut in
prect'ding
Jn"ade ln
attendanceDec.17,
Boys.
Total.
in each
Girls.
1915.
f!Tilde on
Feh. 24,
Enrollment
for the
term
ended

I

1916.

SB •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5,043
3,712
4,048
3,535
8,867
2,940
3,345
2,823
3,141
2,517
2, 731
2,208
2,375
1,880
1, 744
1,545

1,735
1,840
1,004
1,694
1,575
1,549
1,693
1,174
1,374
1,240
1, 12R
1,03-1
923
978
777
691

1,547
1,621
1,393
1,636
1,543
1,425
1,360
1,217
1,263
1,.220
1,095
1,115
956
1,051
838
854

3,282
3,4.61
2,997
3,330
3,118
2,974
3,053
2,391
2,637
2,460
2;223
2,149
1,879
2,029
1,615
1,545

Total. •••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.

47,454

21,009

20,134

41,143

lA •••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••
lB •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2A •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••

2B •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3A •••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••

as ..•.••••..•.•.••.••...•....•..•..••..•...

4A •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
4B •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SA.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SB ••••••• .• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• ••••••
6A •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
68 ..........................................

7A •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
7B •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SA •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

········68~&

so.~

82.4
8R.3
77

103.8·
71.5
93.2
78.4
88.5
79
84.~

85.6
85.~

88.5
182.&

1 The enrollment for the term ended Dec. 17, 1915, excluslYe of 8B was 45,909; the attendance on Feb. 24 p
1916, exclusl\'e of lA was 37,861; 37,861 is 82.5 per cent of 45,909.

The actual attendance on any given day may be expected to vary
considerably from enrollmen~ figures. Nevertheless, the comparison
is of value in showing tho relative holding power of the variou~
grados. So far as the promotions that took place at the middle of
the school year in 1915-16 are concerned, it appears that two grades, ·
~B and 4B, held much smaller proportions of tho enrollment of preceding grados than the system as a whole, while grade 5A held considerably more, and gradtl 4A ev:idently retained more than the usual
proportion of its own enrollment of the previous term, as well as that
of ~ho preceding grade.
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Table 43 presents the figures for enrollment, elimination, promotion, and nonpromotion for the five high schools for the half year
ended December 17, 1915. Of 4,252 pupils reported, 29 left during
the term to go to private or parochial schools, 99 left the city, 323
had been absent at the end of the term more than three whole days
consecutively. Of the 3,801 remaining in class at the end of tho term,
545 failed of promotion. More than half of those who dropped out
lA
lB

68.8

4B
3B

'11.6
77.0

6B
6B

78.4
79.0

BA
2B

80.9
82.4

TOTAL

82.5

7A

7B

84.9
85.6

SA
3A

86.9
88.3

6A

88.6
88.5

BB

6A 93.2
4A 103.8

FIGURE 31.-Per cent of the December, 1915, enrollment in' preceding grade in attendance in each grade
on Feb. 24, 1916. Grades 1B and 4B held much smaller proportions or the enrollment of preceding grades
than the system as a whole, while grade 5A. held considl'rably more, and grade 4A evidently retained more
than the usual proportion of its o:wn enrollment of the previous term, as well as that of the preceding grade.

during the term and more than half of those who were not promoted
were first-year pupils.
TABLE

43 .-Enrolbnent, elimination, promotion, and nonpromotion, San Francisco
high schools, by years, for the term August-Dece:mber, 1915 .

. ..

lINumberinclass
at end of term.

Number dropped during term and
not returning because of-

Total
enrollment Going to
for
private
term. or Karo-

Year in high school.

c ial

school.

-- -----·---- - --- --------

- --

1 •.........•.... . ..............•
2 •••••..• ·--·. · -· .••.•..••.•.•••
3 ••....•••.• .• •• . . .. .•.....••..•
4 •.•••.•. •• -· •.•.•••••.•.•..••••

2,007

1, 201

585

Special. .......•................

440
19

Total. .•.•................

4,252

17 1

Left
the
city.

-57

Absent _
more
than3
whole
days.
i

Numberin
Total class at
Not
dr1ped end of Proan not term. rooted. proreturnrooted.
ing.

--~,-.~

31
4
51

26
6

38 i

98 i

127

10

5 ;
2 •

20
2

29 1

99

-·-·-·-·· ... ·········

323

i

48

--.-1--- - 1,753! 1,461 .
87!l
495
420
404
17
17

1,07<
1
5:J7

451 1 3,801

I

3,256

292

195
42
16

--· ......

545
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44.-Per cent of elimination and nonprornotion, San Francisco high schools, by
years, for the term August-December, 1915.
Per cent of Per cent of Per cent of
total ennumber
total enrollment
in class
rollment
dropped
at end of
dropped
during
term not
anu not
the term. promoted. promoted.

Year in high school.

! .... ~..............................................................

••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
- 23...................................................................

4...................................................................

Special. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total.........................................................

12.6
16.6
10.5
18.1
8.2
7.8
4.5
3.8
10. 5 .•••••• -. . • . .

27.2
26.8
15.4
8.2
10. 5

10.6

23.4

1--------1·----------1---------14.3

Table 44 shows the per cent of elimination and nonpromotion.
Nearly one-fourth of all high-school pupils, 23.4 per cent, either
dropped out during the term or failed of promotion at the end of -t he
term. The proportions are especially heavy in the first and second
years-27 .2 and 26.8 per cent, respectively.
SIZE OF SECTIONS, AND FAILURES, BY SUBJECTS.

Table 45 shows the number of sections in the five high schools having specified number of pupils enrolled, average number of pupils per
section, and number of failures, by groups of subjects.

Subjects.

Total
numbcr of
sertions.
1 to
10

I1 1115to
116 to
20

I
25

21to

I
30

26 to

I
3lto
35

I 3640to

I
45

41tO

I

Number of sections having specified number of pupils.

50

46 to

I
Over
50

..

Ancient languages, total 1•••••••••••••••••••
First. year .......•.......•..........•...
Se"ond year ..........................•.
Third year ..••.........................
Fourth year ........................... .
Art and drawing, total• ................... .
First year ............................. .
Second year .........•..................
Third year ............................ .
Fourth year ........................... .
Commerein.l subjet!ts, total 3 ••••••••••••••••
}'irst year ............................. .
Se:-ond year ........................... .
'rhird year ............................ .
Englio;;h and ('Om position, total 4 ••••••••••••
First year ............................. .
Serond year ........................... .
Third year ............................ .
Fourth year ........................... .
History, total ............................ ..
Fir~t year ........ .
Second year ................ .
Third year ... .
Fourth year ........... .
Home e~onomics, totaL ...... ..
l'irst year .....•...•.•...•...•.....•...•
Second year ........................... .
Third year ............................ .
Fourth year ...........•...........•....
Mathemati"s, total• ........ ~ .............. .
First year ...
Sec·ond year •..•...........
Third year ........................•.•..
Fourth year .................•..........
Mechani"al and geometnral drawing, totaL.
Fir~t year .•.•.....•.•..................
Serond year ...........•................
Third year ................•...........•
)1QtU"tll ye~r . ~. , •• , , , •, . , , •• , , •••• , • , • , •

7

3

...............4.
6

1
1
1

1
3

~

1

85

I

4

7

4

4

1

1 •..•.. : ...•.....••..•...

! ....................... .

6 ....................... .

1::::::: :r .....i "1::: :::::1::::::: :t::: ::: :J::: :::::

1
1
1 .•.•..•.
6
1

1
. I ....................... .
1 .............................. .
7
26
20
11
1
5
11
15
10
1
1
8
5
1 ....... .

2 ........ ··•·•··· ............... .
1 ........................ ········

6
3
3
1 ...... .
5
1 ........
1
1
3 ........
1
1
1
5
1 ....................... .

6

10
6
11
19
17
15
6
3
6
14
14
8
3
1
5
5
.3
7
1
2 ········ ................ ·•·•····
20
18
17
27
17
6
.4
10
1:;!
13
8
2
7
7
3
7
6
4
2
6
2
6 .•..••..
1
1 •········
3
1 .... ....
15
~
11
8
7
3

1 ·•·•·•·· ···•···• ...... .

3R.::I

25
24

64

76

224

671
317

143

34.3

890

32
3,289
1,913

I

~-4

27-0

~2.4
15.~

24.4

22.4

~.

~

···········

35 ••••·•·•••
19 •••.•••.••
7 ..•...••••

6~

d)

~t"'l

rJl

t<l

~

~

1:1;1

~

b:j

0

~

~

rJl

rJl

t'"'

0
0

I:Q

a

a

'1-C

"d

~l;1

0

9

a

a1-C
·1· ·····is:a Ul

. ...... 2:4

10.5

10.3

...........

...... i7:o

·······a:s

........

12.7

1----

3 ......... .
9.4

~.8
15
28.5
32.0
34.6 ······so~
306
38.3
33.0
143
31.2
51

285
114

2't(}

24.0

9

34

34.3

111

117

287

2~

7
467
207
181.
56

151

4~3

591

13
1
4

3~

50

16.3
81
77
4
1

32.6

30.7
26.0
35.0
37.3
33.9

I

913
482

2,729
1,0R2
779
411
457

2R6

769

::16.4

2,029

1,4M

4,5~8

17.~
~5. 2

41.0
109

1,106

30.7
3R. 7

22.4

25.4

34.::1
31.2
17.8
17.0
25.9
26.'4

29.2

38.4

I

I

Average
number Number Per rent
of pupils
of
of total
per
failures. ruft!"ber
section.
a mg

3,4R2
2,267

92

1,42~

2 ........

~: :: ::::i:j. ·····~· :::::::: :::: ::i:

SIR
356
157

::::::

i !......~.
1,284
686
406
107

4
8
2 .•.••... ....•...
1
3
1
1
1 ······· ........ .
1 ........ ........
1 ............... .

1~

:a

4

7

5
6 ....................................... .
5 .•.•.... ........
1 ................ ········

2
3
1

5

1

10
4

7

30
13

11

3

5,5 .......
.
...•....

3 ......... ,...... ..

7

3
6
3
1
3
4
13
9
7
6
5
3
1
........ ........
7
13
2
5
"3
6

~

2
11

~

4
5

1 ........
2
4
1 ........
5
6
11

4
2
21
3
12
4
1
1 ........ ,........ ...•....
95
6
4
50
1 . . .. . . . .
27 . . . . . . . .•. . . • . . . .
3

38

14

12 .................

2-'l

78
29

2 ........

11

1 ...... .
1
5

..
1

········1········1········

13

2 ...... .
1

1

...... al···"2T"'''f

4

3

1

40
25

5~

129

27
4

59

1

......5.......5

1

4

6

1
3

1~

~ ..... '6'

2

1 1...... 3....... ~.

1

4
1
12

~

7

4
1

6
2

2

90 ::::::::~····"2'

7
3

14

6
5
55
31

1::1

~-

44

Total
number
of pupils
in all
sections.

45.-Nurnber and size of recitation, laboratory, and shop sections-Total number of pupils in all sections, and number of failures-High schools
of San Francisco, Cal., August-December, 1915.

------------------1---t---t---t---t---1---t---t---l---l---t---l

TABLE

1 ·····•·•· --·-----

8
12
1
2
-.- • -- . .
3
3
5
4
1
........
1
.• ••• •• .
6
•••••••· •••••••.
••••••··
2
·••••·••
3
···· •···
1
·••••·•·
1
·•••·••• •.••••..
••••• ••• ••• •• .• .

1

1

2 -······· --······

2.,1

10
5
5
4
12
9
2 •••••••• •·•••••• .••••••• •••·•·•• ·••••••·

3
11
3
1
7
3
3

4

1
1

7

2

5

? ·--·--6·1::::::::

J

·····is·
A

·

··

. -... -.········
···•····
········
~ ....... .
········

1 ........ ········ ........ ········ ......•.

3
2
4
5
4
2
1 ········
2 •.......
2
1
3
2 ....•.•. ··••····
3 ••••••• - .•• -• - -• . -. - • -• 3 ...................•..•.

1~

········ ........................ ········ ········j········

5 --- • - ••..• - ... - .•• - . - •••

2

1 .. --- .... -........... - ... - ..• -..

9

2

4 ··•····•
4 -•. ~-.--

9

8
7

2

16
10

9

14
9

2
2
1
12
2
3

24
12

20
9

16
2

4M

148
104
52

4.~5

362
739

5~6

107
213
2,590
972
720

25~

395
35
3,334
1,847
909

1

61.4
65.8
35.0
27.3
33.0
24.5
17.2
15.3
30.4
2R.5
33.5
25.7
25.5
27.8
24.6
27.2
24.7
20.8
17.3
~

..... ....

······ia4

1.1

77
77
65
15
22
13
9

.•••••••••
.•••••••••
.•••••••••
.••••.••••
3.0
•••••.••••
••••••••••

······2.34········9:o

8

24

120

225

377

5
4
1

6 Includes algebra, algebra theory, arithmetic, geometry, surveying, and trigonometry.
s Economics, educational guidance (280 first-year pupils in two sections), physical geography, and orchestra.
1 French, German, and Spanish.
s Includes biology, chem..istry, geology, physics, and physiology.

31.~

- --so: ·····;~-~~~····;~;r·· ;~; T····~~r ··;~T ····~~r· -~~ 05.422

5 .••••••. •••••...

122
56
37
15
7
7
91
29
28
21
13
30
16
6

1 Greek and I.atin.
s Includes applied art, freehand drawing, and history of art.
a Bookkeepfng, stenography, and typewriting.
4 Includes debate, drama, and oral expression.

Grand totaL ••••..•.....•.••...•.•.•. .1

7 ··•••···

~ :::::::: ·---~-~- :::::::: :::::::: ------~- ······-r -·----~- :::::::: ·:::::::: -·----~-

1-'

~

¥=

~

~

t"4

0
0

~

rn

td

~

.,:J

~

~
0

~

~

!1l

~

1-3

~

!]l

1»--
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This table necessarily contains many duplications, since the average
number of subjects taken by each pupil is 5.9. The number of _sections having fewer than 16 pupils is small--only 7.7 per cent of the
total. On the other hand, 390 sections, or 48.2 per cent, report
enrollment of 31 pupils or moro, and 194 sections, or nearly onefourth of the entir~ number of sections (23.9 per cerit), report enrollment of more than 40 pupils each.
Only three groups of subjects average fewer than 25 pupils per
section-home economics, mechanical drawing, and shopwork. Four
groups of subjects average 34 or more pupils per section-commercial
subjects, English and composition, history, and m~thematics. The
average for the "miscellaneous" group, 61.4, is accounted for by two
large sections of first-year pupils in educational guidance.
As shown in the last two columns of Table 45, a great variety of
conditions prevails in respect to the number and per cent of failures
reported. Five sections of third and fourth year home economics,
Miscellaneous
Home e~onomios
Shopwork
Art & drawing
Science

1.1

maD

2.4 ~
3. 0 - - 3.5 - - - 9.0 - - - - - - - - - -

Meob drawing
9.4 - - - - - - - - - English & oomp 10.3 - - - - - - - - - - B.1ator;y
10.6------------

.AVERAGE
Modern lang
Ancient lang

Commercial
Mathernatioe

10.9 •~~~~~~~~~~~~-12.4
12.7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
17.0
15.3

=================:..-

FIGURE 32.-Per cent of total enrollment failing, by subjects. With respect to per cent of failures, the
subjects fall into three well-defined divisions: (1) Four groups in which the failures range from 1.1 to 3.5
per cent; (2) six groups in which the failures range from 9 to 12.7 per cent; (3) two groups in which the
failures range from 15.3 to 17 per cent. Apparently pupils find it more than seven times as difficult to
satisfy the..demands of tl,e, c~m.rses in commercial subjects .as i,n horp.e ecenomic~ and nearly six times as
difficult as in shopwork courses.

seven sections of modern foreign languages, and eight sections of
third and fourth year shopwork, with a total of 515 pupils, report
no failures. At the· other extreme will be notod 59 sections of firstyear commercial subjects, having a total of. 2,267 pupils, which
report 433 failures, or 19.1 per cent of the enrollment.
With respect to per cent of failures, as shown in Figure 32, the
subjects fall into three well-defined divisions: (1) Four groups in
·which the failures range from 1.1 to 3.5 per cent-miscellaneous,
home economics, shopwork, art and drawing; (2) six groups in which
the failures range from 9 to 12.7 per cent-science, mechanical drawing, English and composition, history, modern language, ancient language; (3) two groups in which the failures range from 15.3 to 17
per cent.
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Apparently pupils find it more than seven times as difficult to
satisfy the demands of the courses in commercial subjects as in
home economics and nearly six times as difficult as in shopwork
courses.
Table 46 and Figure 33 summarize the enrollment and failures
reported, by years, of the high-school course. Although more than
half of all the failures occur in the first year, the per cent of failures
in the second year, 12.6 per cent, is higher than that in the first
yea:p, 11.6 per cent.
TABLE

46.-Summary of C'(b1'0llment in classes, by years, and failures, in San Francisco
htgh schools, August-December, 1915.
Failures.
Year in high school.

1 •••..•...•.......••..••.••..••...••• ~ ....•.•...•...•.• . .. • ...•.••• - .•.....
2••••• • ••••• - ••••••••••••• - ••••••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3. ••••••••• - ••••••••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
4•••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Unclassified ................ . ............................................. .
Total. .....•.......•.....• ,..........................................

Enrollment.

l---.,----

Number. Percent.

13,243
7,277
3,019
1,670
213

1,539
916
250
81

11.6
12.6
8.3
4.9·

25,4221

2, 7861

10. 9

b1. Year 11.6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2"- Year
Tear 12.6
---3d
8 .8
-------- -----4th Year 4.9 - - - - - - -

AVERAGE

10.9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·

33.-Per cent of total enrollment failing, by years. The per cent of failures is much higher in.
the first and second years of high school than in the third and fourth.
. FIGURE

INSTRUCTION OF SPECIAL GROUPS OF CIDLDREN.

Principals and teachers in the elementary and high schools were
requested to prepare statements showing the following facts:
(1) Number of deaf children enrolled in school, i. e., children so.
deaf as to require special attention or instruction.
(2) Number of deaf children not attending school, in the families
of children enrolled in school.
(3) Number of blind children enrolled in the schools .
.(4) Number of blind children not attending school, in the families
-.of children enrolled in school.
(5) Number of crippled children enrolled in the schools.
(6) Number of crippled children not attending school, in the families of children enrolled in school.
A summary of these reports is presented in Table 4 7.
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TABLE

47 .-Special groups of children.
Number
of
children.

---- ·n eaf children in school. ...•••• .. ................ -.........•...... .. .... ·. · · •. · · ·
:Deaf children in homes ..••..••......... .. ... .. .. -.................. -.....• . .. · ..
Blind children in schools ... . ..... . ... ·..... -......••..... -. .... •....•. . ...........
Dlind children in homes ...••................ . ........ . ..•........ . ....•....• . ...
Crippled children In school. ... . .......... . ..... -... . ...........•........ . .... . ..
(}rippled children in homes..••..... -..... . -....... . .. . .. . . : . . ... . ....••........ .
Total deaf children reported ..•...... .. .... . ...... . -..... . .... . ~ .......... .
Total blind children reported ....•... . ........•.. ; . . ......... . ...... ~ .•....
Total crippled children reported . . •.•.. . .... . ................ . ...•.... . ... Grand total. .•....... . .. . .. ·· .... . ........•....... . ..........••......
1

Number
of schools
reporting.

-139
24
13
13
297
92

24

17

9
13
68
49

63 .. ............
26
339 ············
-·-··· ··-···
478

74

Exclusive of 30 deaf children enrolled in the Oral School for the .D eaf.

The large numbers of children in these groups and the large number of schools involved call for special expert attention to a degree
not now afforded in the organization of the San Francisco schools.
Further discussion of this topic occurs elsewhere.
The survey commission had no facilities for a detailed study of
the problem of mental deviates~ This work requires special tech·nical knowledge and experience and laboratory and clinical equipment. Such observations as were possible indicated clearly the
·n eed of special provision for such study, as recommended elsewhere
in this report.
THE TEACHING STAFF.

Of 1,104 teachers and principals in elementary schools reporting,
-exclusive of- special teachers (manual training, etc.), . only 17 are
men, 1.5 per cent. Of 137 high-school teachers and principals·
reporting, 61 are IIJ.en, 44.5 per cent.
EXPERIENCE.

The teachers and -principals were asked to report on the. number
-of years of experience in teaching ·or supervising, or both, prior to
.July 15, 1915. A summary of these reports, by schools, is presented
in Table 48 and Figure 34.
The average number of years' experience for all tea9hers and prin·
.cipals is 16.6 for high schools and 18.2 for elementary schools.
There are 25 elementary schools in which the average number of
years of experience of principals and teachers is 20 or more and . 8
-schools in which the average is 25 years or more ..
There are only four elementary schools in which the average
number of years of experience of principals and teachers is less:
than 10 years and only 18 schools in which the average is less than
.15 years.
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Names of schools.
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6
3
·3
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1
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1
J
3
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3
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2
3
1
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1
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1
1
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4
1. .
.2
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1

40-44 ' 45-49 50-54

2
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0

•
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FrancJ.s Scott ~ey ...•••.•...•.......•....
2 .•..•.. .••••.•
Frank McCopp1n ........•.•.•.•..•,....... .. .•••.. .. ..... .. .•••• .••••..
Franklin,
•!•••••••
2 •••••••
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3

I

l

1

1

1

3

~

2, ..............................

1

J~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... ~..·· ... i' .... "2' :::::::
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0

2

2
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8

1

··-····
2
1··.
••••.••.•
1 ............................ .

3

~
!•.••• • ••

1

.•.• -~ •..•. -~. ::::::: :::::::
1 ..... , ..•.•...
.. • .... 1• • •••• •
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2 ........• !
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1

1
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1
1
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2
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Dudley·stone ............... ~ .................... 1....... ....... ....... .......
Edison...................................
3 .. • • • . .
1
1
1

~ ::::::: :::::::

1--·····

B~~:s~·-·.·.·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ······i·i

Cleveland~

·

I

I

I

I

7
18
15

11

13
16
13
5
20
26

10 .
13 !
12 I

1~ I

13 1
20!

11 1

1r I

I

19
2
15
18l
l7
. 71

136

·I

'.l7

35
20
31

~

289
171
347
218
205
115
448
452
133
86
334
241

113

270

3~

308
1l
314
298
439
g9
238
181
471
95

2.258
I

.......,.

17:4
12.1
12.3
18.6
16.1

~.4

22.2
14.3
26.7
13.6
15.8
23

11~ 4

zs:8
14.1
2t6
13;9
23.6
ts:8
18

1~.~

20.·9

;5~8

i9:3'
1(t2

--

~6~ 6.

.

17.~

12~9

20.2
15.2
19;3

__
-·

386
399. .
475

533

465

reporte<l. teach8r.

·

Average
Number · Tota1 numoer
number
te 1.ch~rs of ye irs of years
. reportmg.
· . .,
per

..• ·.. ·...._.... •. ·...... ·.................... i
2
2
. 2 .......
3· .......
1 ........
2 .......
1 .... .;..;.; ...... .
Columbia Cosmopolitan.................. .. .. .. . .
1 ............ ~;
2
1
3
5 . •. . . •.
4
2
2 ............ ..
Columbus ........................................ i....... .. .. .. . . . .. . . .
1
3
1 . • . .. ...
1 ................................. ..
Crooker Intermediate.. ....................
1 ..... ~.
2
1
2 .......
3
1
2
1·
2 1. . . . . . . . . . .,, . . . . . . . .
Daniel Webster..........................
3
1
1
1 ••..•••
3 .•..•..•• , ...• , ~·--··· .......
1 ............. .

~=:tY~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2
1
2
8
2.

2
2
7
2
23
36
19
15
= =i= = l - - : - = , _ : _ _ _ =

3 ·•···•·
2
T 1..... . . . . . . ::::::: .....
.••
B.a..Y VJ.ew ·······························!········~
1
2 ....... .......
2
2
Bei'nal··· ...... ~. ·:·~······················
2 .•.••••
1 •...••.
3
2
2
Bryant Cosmopolitan .......•...••....... ········:·······.......
1
1 ••.••••
4

Adams Cosmopolitan ....................•

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Total in high schools .. ~ . . • • . • . . . . . .

4 •..••.•
1 •••••••

10
8
4
7

1

_

---· -· . ------~---. -. ------~
· .........__
.·~
·

2
1
Commerce••............................... ········~·-···•·

Polytechnic.· .~---·························

1
8
2
7
5.

?

ortess. years. years ye>rs. ~ 10-14 .:::._ 20-24 25--9 ~ . 35-39

1 year

·

Number of persons reporting specified number of years of experience.

high schools; San Francisco.

48.~Number of years of experience in teaching or supervising, or both, prior to July: 15; irj15~· ~eacher$ and. :pTinCipiil8' .public ele~~ry .a'N,l;_

Girls' ....•.•.
•. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
Lowell ......•••.•.•...•...............·.. .. . . . . . . . .
1
1
1
Mission.. • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . .. . . . . . . • . .. ~ . . • • . .. ~ . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . ...

r

~
~
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~

0
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a

l:i;1

8

~
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~
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f

~

a
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~

8

"""'
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Names of schools.

I

I

1 year 1 2
3
4
or less. years. years. years.

I
5-9

,

,

ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS-COntinued.

~

: --·--a·::::::: ···--r ·--··r ..... r ::::::: ::::::: :::::::

~~~~t~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

~

::::::: :::::::

i

:. ··--·r

:

l .....~. ::::::: .....r ::::::: :::::::

Junipero Serra............................ • • • . . . . . . • • • . . .
1 . •. •. . .
3
3
5
1
2 • • •• •• •
3 •• •• • • •
1 ••••.••
Kate Kennedy . .· . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .
1 . • . . •. . • •. •. ••
1
4
2 . • . •• • •
3
3
1 •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••
Lafayette.. . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • .
1 • • •• • • • • • •• • • •
1 •• • • • • •
1
1
1 •• •• • • • • • •• •• •
2 ••.••••.••••••••••••.
Laguna Honda ......••..•.••.•..••.•••.• • • . • • . • • . • • • • • • . • • . • . • •
2 •• . •• • •
3
2 •• . • • . •
4
2
4
2 ••••••• :~ ••••.
Le Conte ....•..•..•.•... ·• . • . • • • • . • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • . • • • • • • . • . • • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
1 • • •• • • • • • • • • • •
1 . • • • • • • • •••••••••••••
Lincoln.................................. ; . . • • • • • • . • . • • • . • . • . • • • . • . • • . . • • . • • • •
1
1
1
1
4
1
1 • • • • • • • • •••••.
Longfellow. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . • . . • . . . . . • . •. • . . . . • • • . • •
2 •. . . . ••
1
2
1
2
1 • • •• •• •
1 • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••
Madison ........................................................ ·
1 •• •••••
1
4
5
1 • • • • •• •
1
1 ••••.•.••••.••
Marshall.... . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • •
4
4
1 • • •• • ••
3
1
2 ••.•••••••••••••.••••
:M.cK.inley ......................·•.•..•••... .••..••• ••••.••
3
1
2
2
1
2
2
4 •••••••
'2 •••••••••.••••
Mission.. . . • . . . • . • . . • . • . • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • .
1 •••• •..
1 •• •••• •
2
1
4 •• ••• ••
4
1
1
1 • • • • • • • • ••••••
Monroe...................................
6 • • •• • • •
1
1
3
3
5
1
2
3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Moulder ... · . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1
1
2 • • •• • • •
1 •• •• • • •
1 • • • • • • • • ••••••

~~::s~eii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ...... ~ ...... ~-1·····2·

Fremont . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • . . . • . • •
1·
1
3
2
2 • • •• • • •
4
1 •••• •••
1 • • • • • • • • ••••••
Garfield .. , .. .. .. ... ... • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . .
1 •••.• ;.
1
5
4
2
2
1 ••••• ••
1 •••••••••••••••••••••
George Peabody.......................... . • . . • . • •
1
1
1
1 ••• ••• .
3 • • •• • • •
1
2
1 •••••••••••••.••.••••
Glen Park ...............••......•.•.••..• ···r····
3
1 ••.•.••
3
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1 •••••••
· Golden Gate. -~ ~.· .. _.. _.. ~...... . . • . • . . . . • . . •
1 . •. •. •.
2 . • •• • • •
1 ••. •••.
2
1
1
1
5
1 ••.••••••.••••
G.r ant .............•...•..••.....••...•.. ~
2
1 . •. ••• . • •. ••••
2
2
3 . • •• . • . • • • • • • •
1 ••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••
· Grattan ......•....•..•.....•....·. . . . • . • . .
1
2
1 ••.•. ·• .
2
2
2
4
2 • •• • • • •
3
1 • • • • . . • • .•••••
Haight . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . . • . • •
2
4
2 •• . . • . •
2
1 • ••. ••• • ••••••
2 ••.••••
Hamilton Intermediate................... • • . • •. . . •• . . •••
1
1
2
1
3 • . • •• •.
5 • ••• •• • • • •••••
2 •••••••••.••••
Hancock......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • • • •
1
1
3
6
6 . •. •. . .
2 •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••
Harrison.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . • . .
1 . • .. • • • . • . • . • . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • .••. ~. • • •• • • •
· 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • ••••••
Hawthorne .........••....•..........•.•••...•.•.....•.•·. • • . • • • •
1
2
1
1 •• • • • ••
3 • • •• • • • • • • • • • •
1 ••••••••••••••
Hearst.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . .
1 • • •• •• . • • . • • . • . • . • . . .
1
1
2
4
2
3
3 •••••••••..•••••..••.
Henry Durant........ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . • •
1 • • . •• . • . . . • •. . . •. • . • .
1 •• •••• •
2
4
1
4
1 ••.•••.•..••••
Horace Mann Intermediate................ . . . . ••..
1
2 .• ....•
5
1
.4
1
2
2
2
1 .,. .•••.•••••••
Irving M. Scott...........................
2
1
1 . . • •• • •
1
1 ••. • •••
1
3 • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1 •••••••
James l,ick ....... ~ . • • . . • • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . .
1 . • •• • • •
1 .
1
. 5 • • •• • • •
2
2
2
1
1
1 • • • • • • • • ••••••. .
Jean Parker. . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . • .
1 • • . • •• • .• . • • • . . • . • • • • •
7 • • • • • ••
1
1
4
2
l ............. .

12

16

19
16
25
6

10
10
14
15

2

17
17
8
18
19
15
7
19

11

15
17
11
18
15
11
20
13
15
19
4
9
17
14
21

I

.50

3>6,.

233
134
476
59
288
118
298
284
372
314
321
147
265

371

319

17.2

18.1
13.2
17.3
18.6
23.7
11.5
18.4
21.2
20.3
13.7
19.3
19
23.6
27.1
17.3
. 16.3
16.5
21.9
. 6.3
17.7
19.5
15.6
19.1
25.1
29.5
28.8
11.8
21.3
18.9
19.6
19.6
12.8
24.5
16.6

1----

Average
number
of years
pehrer•
1 t eac

372

.2RQ

271
225
100
334
356
127
367
275
304
260
77
171
401
379
364
179

rep~rted.

T ota1 .
I Number
h
number
teat· ~rs ·of ·ears

10-14 I 15-19 I 20-24 I 25-29 I 30-34 I 35-39 I 40-44 I 45-49 I 50-04 lreportmg.\

Number of persons reporting specified number of years of e"-perienre.
. ·
. ·
.
.
.
.
.

48.-Number of years of experience in teaching or supervising, or both, prior to J'uly 15, 1915; teachers and principals, public elemtntary and
high schools, San Francuco-Continued.
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF SAN FRANCISCO.

Of 136 high-s~hool teachers reporting, only 13 had had less than
five years' experience; 28 had had from 20 to 30. years; and 17 had
had 3() years or more. The median number of years of experience
for the entire group is between 10 and 14.

OJST~IBUTIOH
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FIGURE 34~-0f 1,218clementary and high-school teachers and principals, only l93 bcga.n t:(m.cihin'g duriug
the 5 years prior t o July 15, 1911)-an average of38.6 teachers per yea,r, or only 3.1 per cent ·o fthest;aff. Note .
that 507, or 41.6 per cent, haye taught 20 year:s o r m ore; and of these, 236 !haye taught 30 years or more.

Of 1,082 elementary-school teachers reporting, only 180 had had
less than five years' experience; 243 had had from 20 t o 30 years;
and 219 had had 30 years or more.
Of the entire number, 1,218 elementary and high-school t eachers
and principals, only 193 began teachillg during the five yea1-s prior

69,
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to July 15, 1915-an average of 38.6 teachers per year, or 3.1 per
cent of the staff. If this rate of addition of new blood were to continue, it would mean that in a very short time the San Francsico
schools would be presided over by a staff of teachers and principals,
most of whom _have had 30 years or more of teaching experience;
that is, the children 'vould be taught by teachers who had secured
their own schooling for the most _part a full ge11eration before the
pe~iod represented by that in which the childre:q. are living.
That this figure is not far from the actual net annual addition of
new teachers is disclosed by Table 49, which is taken from the report
of the superinten'd ent of schools for the year 1915-16.
TABLE

49.---J.Vu-mber ojteachersl.eaving the system, and new appointments, San Francisco,
1911-12 to 191.5-16 .

Years.

. ---~~':-~~-:~~~~~ac~~rs ~::~~ ~;:: ---- ---- ·
system.
Total
new ap.
. - -- -- -pointResig:ned. l Died. lnropped. Total. ments.t

Net in·
crease.

---- --------------------- - - --·- --- ------l----l--'--- 1----l--~

1911-12 • . • ...... . .... ..• . . . . •.• . ...•.•.. . - •..••
1912-13 ••.. . . . ..... .... .. .. .. .. . . .. : . . . . .. . ... .
1913-14 . .. .... . . ....... ... ... . .. . ......· .... . . • .
1914-15 ..... . . ... .. .. .. ..• .... . .... . ... . .... - - .
1915-16 • . . . ... .. - ...... . . . .••..• . •.. .. .. . .. .. ..

33
38
' 38
38
41

Total in 5 years ... . . .. ............... :. -~---!
A n•rage in

.1)

- -- --- --- -

years .... . .... . ... . ........

·I

----- ----------- - - - -----'--1

,~I

52
51

13

10
4
7
4
2

49

27

9
9
14
4

116
86

64

35
24
61

59

46

sa

107

56

105

49

264

' 497

233

- - I - - 5.4
- - I -52.
- 837.6 - -9.8
46.6
99.4
- -'--- - - ' - - - - - - ' - -----'--- ·---- ---- - - - --

Includes day and evening, high and elementary schools.

The number of new appointments annually for the past five years
is only 99.4, or 7.4 per cent of the 1915 staff of 1,333; the net increase
annually is only 46.6, or 3.5 per cent of the staff.
EDUCATJO~

AND PROFESSIONAl, PREPARATION.

The facts concerning the amount and kind of education reported
by principals .and teachers are summarized in Table 50.
Of 138 high-school teachers reporting, 70, or 50.7 per cent, have
had less than four years of high-school study. Only 40 report
atten.dance at ·n ormal schools. Notwithstanding the small number
who are high-school graduates, 120, or 90.6 per cent, report some
college or university work-the great majority four years or more.
Of 1,163 elementary-school teachers reporting, 15 have had no
schooling abo.ve elementary-school; 620, or 53.3 per cent, have had
less than four years of high-school study; 865, or 74.4 per cent, have
had some normal school preparation (43 7 have had two years or
more); 213, or 18.3 per cent, have attended college or universities
(100 have attended four years or more).
The professional preparation of special teachers is discussed in the
chapters dealing with the special subjects.
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4.1 .. . .. .
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50.- Number of public elementary and high :rchool teachers and principals reporting specified amounts of education and average number of years
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Parific Heights ....•..• . •••....•...•..
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50.-Number of public elementary and high school teachers and principals reporting specified amou.nts of education and average number of years
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1·..... ... .. .
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A. '. STATISTICAL, STUD:Y .OF ·THE>SC1HOOL SYSTEM.

In Table 50 many teachers ·are col:mted-more than · once. ·In Tnbltf
51, however, duplications"·are eliminated.··. From this table it appears
.that~- of 1,333 teachers reportjng~ 111 have had no schooling beyond.
high school.; · of the remainder, 338 have had no other schooling
except one year or less of normal school; 9 have had only one year or
1
less of college, or university; 12 have had only one year or less of
other schooling (business college, etc.).
TABLE

51.-Numbe1' of teac/:ters having only minimum amounts of professional p1·epara-:t·ion.
·

- - -------- - -- - - -- - -- ---- .. ..

- --- - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - ' -·----- -- - Number of teachers who have had only specified amounts of prepat·ation.
·

Preparation reported.

Elementary-school
teachers.

I

I

High-

school
teachers.

Special
teachers.

I

Total.

I
- - - - - -----1----,----''--

None beyond elementary school.............. ·......... ·...
15
1
1
17
None beyond high scbool....................................
108
2
1
111
None beyond high school, except 1 year or less of normal
school.................................................. .
337
~ ,•..... ~ ••.• :
338
None beyond high school, except 1 year or less of college
or·univ.ersity .................................. ~ .. ~ .... t
9
6
2
1
None beyond high school except 1 year or less of other
·. 12
school (business college, etc.) ............-............... .
8
4 •••.••.••••••
Total number of teachers in classes enumerated l-----:~-----I-----~:----

474

T~~~~umber -o~· ieacb.ei-8-!ei><>I-iing:::::::::::::::::

1~g

1,163

3;

1,

~t~

SALARIES.

The distribution of salaries of teachers and principals, compiled
from the latest report of the board of education available · (school
year 1914-15), is shown in Table 52.
TABLE 52.~Number

of elementary and high-school teachers and principals receiving
.
specified salaries in 1914-15.
----·-·" ·- · - - -- - ·-

High schools.
Annual salarv.
.

.

!-----

.·

-

··- ··------·---- - - - - -

~j . Elementary schools.

I

j

·

• Prfucipals.JTeachers. !

Prfucip~ls.

·

Total.

Teachers.!
1---

1
1
3
6

14
2
20

·--·····s·
1, 464 ••....•...•••.••.. - ...• . ... - .• -.- ••.... - .•...... -- ....... - ... - ..•.••.•.. -....

2

I!,.I!H!l\ \~\1HH\\H\1 H~1HH;1YH\(<;;I >-~~ _~:!: ::::: : 1: 2~:
...........................................................................................................................................

~:~:::: :::::::::::::::::::·:':: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

2~~

24
22
55
36
10

32

2'

1
5
l

3'
6
9
1

12
13

287

74
TABLE
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52.-Number of elementary and high-school teachers and principals receiving
specified salaries in 1914-15-Continued.
High schools.

Elementary schools.
Total.

Annual salary.
Principals. Teachers. Principals. Teachers.
- -- -- - - - - · --

- --- - - - - l - - - - - l - - - - 1 - - - - - l - - - - 1 - - -

Sl, 200 ...........•............•............ _. _... . . . . . . . . . . . .

6 ............

107
217

1, 164 ...................... :.................... ............ •••••••••• ••••••••••.• •

t~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

'i

1,002........................................... ............ .......... ............

6

1, 080............................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

24

1,056 ••.•••••••••••••.....••• •••·••· ..•••.....•..•. ··•·•·•·• •••••••··. . ..•.•••.•..
1,032 ........................................... •·••·••··••• .......... ............
1, 020 .............................·... ....... •••. ............ .......... ••••••••••••
1. 008 ........................................................................ :....

18
15
18
30

9S4............................................ ............ .......... ............

11

006 ....................................................... •••••••••• ............
960 .......................... ·................. ............ .......... ............

1
42

1,~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

113
217
5
6
5
6

24

18
15
18
30
1
1
11
1

i

~:~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ll::::::1: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ----;::-

42
13
19
136
1

1,248

Of the 128 high-school teachers rQported, 114, or 89 per cent,
received salaries of $1,500 to $2,040.
Of the 83 elementary-school principals reported, 60, or 72.2 per
cent, received salaries of $1,800 or over; only 10 received salaries of
less than $1 ,560.
Of the 1,032 ele.m entary-school teachers reported, 611, or 59.2 per
cent, received salaries of $1,164 to $1,224; 209, or 20.2 per cent,
received salaries of $960 or less; 30, or 2.8 per cent, received salaries
of $1,500 or over.
The median salary for high-school teachers was $1,680; the median
salary for elementary-school principals was $1,800; the median salary
for the 1,248 teachers and principals reported 'vas $1,200.
The average salary of elementary-school teachers in San Francisco
increased from $926 in 1903-4 to $1,124 in 1912-13, an increase of
21 per cent. Table 53 shows the corresponding facts for six other
-c ities of the sanie population class. 1
TAJH.!E

53.-Ittcreases in. a'l>emge salaries of elementary-school t.eac.hers between 1908-4

· and 1912-13, in 7 cities.
------------------------~------~------~-----

Cities.

salary in

.AYeraKe

Average
salary in

1003--4.

1912-13.

----- -- -- - --

- - - - - 1 -··-- -

$.926 .

$1.124

726 :
699' i

'949
'931

1u

I

632 .

637
47'9 1
---

.

Per ·c entof
increase..

····-·-. -··--------- - - - - -- - - - - --'----- ·- --·-·- - -·-- ·
'Bu. of Educ. BuL, nns, No. 31, p. n o.

§I

21
31
34
29
39
25
37

- ---'-'-------
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In 1912-13 elementary-school teachers in San Francisco were paid
good salaries in comparison with teachers' salaries in other cities.
Comparing the earnings of teachers with earnings in other occupations, however; 'the value and importance of the service rendered
do not. appear to be reflected in salaries. Table 54 shows for six
cities the average yearly salaries of elementary-schoolteachers compared withearnmgs of wor~en in building trades in 1913. Actual
earnings of workmen are compared with annual salaries of teachers,
which are subject to reduction for sickness, absence, and other causes.
"Few cities :payteachers as much · as they do the workers~ w}lo ·build
the schoolhouses in which the teache.rS carry on their duties." ·1
TABLE

.·

54.-Average annual salaries of ~lementary-school teachers compared with annual
earnings of workmen in building trades, in 6 cities, 1919.2

- - - --·· --··-- -- ------ ----

San Fran- Denver.
cisco.
Plumbers •••......•.••••...••..•••.••..••.
Bricklayers ••••.••.••••. , ••••..•.••.•••••••
Plasterers •...•.•.•••.•• ~ •.• ·...•.•••••.••.•
Molders ..... ................................

Teaahers. •••••••••••••••• .-••••••••••• ~ ~ •••

Painters ••.•••...••..•.••.•.....•.•.••.•..
Carpenters .•...•.....• ••. ~ ••••••. ~.: .• ~ .•.
Machinists ••....••••••.••••...••...••.••..

$1,540'
1,390

t;309'

1,126
1,124
1,081
964
944

$1,054
~,OQ3

1,082
91l7 .
692
779
960
1,023

Baltimore.
$1,101
1,057
1,1G1
941
692
767
9rnl

824

Mtnneapo~s.

$1,044·
1,197
1,201
917
937

921

1,030
958

Clev~

land.
...

$1,219
1192
1:132
945

791

1,003

Seattle.
s1;611
1,174
' 1,259

. ..
.

~ ~i ~
1

02i
916

992

. '948

875

896

Bu. of E du. Bul., ·1915, No. 31, p. 14.
.
.
Salaries for workmen are actual earnings. (Bureau of .Railway Economies: "Earnings and cost of
liviiig of sfilled workmen in the East and in the West"; Wal:lhington, D. C., 1914·;, Exhibit No. 39.) ·
. .t
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Chapter III.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION.

The city of San Francisco and the county of San Francisco are
coterminous. The same persons constitute the population of both.
Under the school code of the State of California, San Francisco is a
eity and county school district and is organized as such .
. _1\s citizens of the county the qualified voters of the district, as
provided by the const itution of the State, elect quadrennially a
:s uperintendent of schools, who, under the State school code, appoints
such deputy superintendents of schools as may be authorized under
the law. Under the provision of the charter of the city and county
of San Francisco the county superintendent of schools elected by the
people, and the deputy superintendents appointed by the superint:endent , become the superintendent and deputy superintendents of
s·chools of the city. The charter of the city and county of San
Francisco places the schools of the district under the control and
ma~.agement of .a board of education of five members , four members
appointed by the mayor of the city and county, and the eounty
superintendent of schools, ,vho, by virtue of his office as county
:superint endent, is .a member of the city board on equal footing ,vith
the appointive members.
Out of the complications, uncertainties, and lack of proper subordinatii.op.s of this dual org.a nization and control come, dire::tly or
indirectly., many-perhaps most--of such evils as n~ay exist in the
public-+school system of San Fran~iseo. These evils can not beeradicated, ·a nd there is scant probability that they 'vill he per-·
m 'a nently lessened to any considerable d~gree until the dual org.aniza:t ion a n d control h as been abolished by amendment t o the St ate
·c onstitution and t h e eity ch arter.
INTERNAL ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

The internal organization of the board is not unlike t h at of boards
of ,e du cation in other cities. It has a president, a vice president, and
·a s ecret ary ; the treasurer of the cit y and county of San Franeiso(}
a nd the proper accounting and auditing officials of t h e city and county
and t he city and cou.nty attorney are in effect, by implication of th.erch:arrt er;, ex officio officers of the board. The internal orga.niza:tion
:c ons ists not only ·o f the above-named group of officers, but also of
76
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certai~

standing committees . appoip.ted. by 'the president, such (B.'s
committee _on schools, committee on supplies,.-committee on finanrra.
·In addition to these there are · certain special committees appointed
from time to time, and other stan.ding: com~ttees may be created.
Since the ·bo.a rd of education follows the method of transacting ·
its business· largely through its committees, th~e : comm.ittee8 ..have
come to fill a very important , place in the conduct of. the schools'.
It appears also that the .chairmen of the · several committees have
unusual ·powers, since , they can. transact .business directly with
supervisors, principals, and teachers in the schools, or. take the
initiat:lve in recommending appointments quite. independent of the
superintendent of schools. For example, under the . ~oard's . rules,
the chairman of the committee .on supplies approves. requisitions
for supplies without reference to the superintei,ldent of schools. The
chairman of the commi~tee on schools appears to have quite as much
to do with the direction and management of ~he edt;tcatio11al. affairs
of the schools as the superintendent himself~ This last described
situation has quite -certainly come . about through the ·f act that the
superintendent himself is, by vir~ue of his .office, a m~mber ,of -the
board of education, and the further fact of his being assigned to
membership on the committee on schools. But he:is not the chairman of this committee.
This position of the superintendent as a committee member tends
to destroy his function as an independent executive offieer of the
board and creates an unnatural relation between .the . board and the
superintendent of schools, who should be the board's executive pfficer.
The proper relf!.tion between the superintendent and the board of
education is made impossible by the fact that the superintendent of
schools is elected by the people as county superintendent and not by
the board as city superintendent; and this impossibility was confirmed
when the superintendent of schools was made a member of the board
by charter provision. The .very nature of a superintendent's work
argues against the policy of establishing such relationship. It 1s
.quite apparent that this experiment, unique in city school administration in the United States, has in practice proven itself an unWise
departure from the prevailing custom.
HOW THE BOARD TRANSACTS ITS BUSINESS.

The board of education, as already stated, transacts its business
largely thro.u gh its committees, each committee having the right to
take the initiative in any matter which may come directly before it,
and to make recommendations· thereon to the board for its immediate
action without such matter having been pr~viously presented to the
board. .The reverse of this procedure is, of course, often followed.
But even then in-the great majority of cases- the practice seems to be
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to refer questions coming directly to the board to the proper com;.
mittees for their consideration and report before action is taken.
The board is therefore a committee-working board.
It seems that the board does not follow the practice of printing
the transactions of its meetings so as to make the records of its
official acts available for distribution to its officers and the heads
of departments, who ought to be furnished with such information.
Since the board of necessity not only transacts the routine business
of the schools of the city but officially approves and declares from
time to time certain general and specific policies which affect vitally
the work of the schools, its official proceedings should be printed for
the use of all officers and heads of departments of the school system
and for the information of the public. At the end of the school year
bound copies of these . proceedings should be furnished to board
members and school officials; to be kept on :file for reference.
MEMBERS OF BOARD PAID.

The appointive members of the board are named by the mayor for
a term of four years, and each such member is paid a salary of $3,000
per year. The ex officio member of the board (the county superintendent of schools) draws no salary for his services as a board member
other·than that which he receives as superintenden~ of schools, which
is $4,000 a year.
It seems quite certain that San Francisco pays the members of its
board of education a salary, in opposition to the practice of all other
Amer~can cities, because the charter clearly intends that this board
shall be considered not only as the people's agency for the general
administration and management of the schools, as in other cities, but
also as a body of technical experts for the p~rformance of many
duties which in other cities are assigned to superintendents of schools
and other school executives . . Being paid a salary, the members of
the board are required to give their full time to the duties of their
offices. Probably this unusual provision of the charter was inserted
as a vague protest against the fact that the board of education has no
power of control under the State constitution and the State school
laws of California over the selection of the superintendent of schools
and nis deputies.
SOME EVILS OF THE DUAL , FORM OF CONTROL.

No matter how the present unfortunate method of school control
in San Francisco came about, the plan as it works out in practice is
unsatisfactory in the extreme. Proper relations between the superintendent of schools and his staff of deputies on the one hand and
the board of education on the other hand is impossible. They· can
hardly perform their official administrative acts without complica.:.
tion and misunderstanding, and without at times running counter to
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each other in the exercise of their authority. The· proper official
:subordination of the superintendent of schools and his deputies, arid.
through them the proper relation of an the educational forces 0~ the
board of education f:l.S a central .body of control, can ·il<>t be established. Because of the dual system of · administration which has
Un.avoidably arisen out of constitutional and charter provisions, the
entire supervisory force and teaching staff are constantty in uncertainty as to whether they should regard the superintendent and .his
deputies or the board of education and its committees as their immediate official superiors~ This ·situation has affected the supervising .
and teaching .forces and the entire community' as well. It is largely.
responsible for the "unrest" both inside and outside of the school
system. San Francisco can not reasonably hope that its schools will
do the work desired of them until the method of school board control
has been changed.
The board is nonpartisan, or more strictly spea.1nng, t;>lpartisan.
The charter requires .t hat "the board shall never be so constituted as
to contain more than two members -of the same political party.''
This provision, which of course has reference to the four appointive
members of the board, is wise, and the principle should be retained in
any revision of law or charter in regard to the constitution and functions of the board.
While the ~oard of education of San Fra.nc~sco has most -of the
powers usually granted boards of education, and while it performs
many unusual functions, its powers are unfo~tunately limited in two
important respects:
1. The board of education can not levy ta,xes for the support of the
schools. The power to levy taxes is delegated to the board of supervisors of the city and county of San Francisco, to which the board of
education submits in the month of April of each year an estimate of its
needs for the ensuing .fiscal year.
2. ·The board of education can not construct or repair schoolhouses.
This power is delegated to the board of public works, which, like the
board of supervisors, is a coordinate branch of the city government~
This means, of course, that the board -of education of San Francisco
is not an independent body. It has neither full and final power, nor
full and final responsibility in the management and control of the
public sch.o olsystem and of its business and educ-ational affairs. The
board of supervisors, having full power under the charter to revise
the estimates of the board of education before setting the school
levy, may or may not grant the amounts contained in the estimate.
,_The board of public works IIl.ay or may not see fit : to ·carry out the
plans of the board of education for the erection and repair of buildings. In either case the powe:r; of the board of' education to carry
out its plans for the extension of the school system and for the
im.provem:e~t of its efficiency depends on. the actio:p. of an independent
°
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coordinate body over which the board of education has no control.
The board of education, therefore, is unable to formulate any definite
policy of education with the certainty of being able to put it into
operation; and as a consequence it can not be held responsible for
the sufficiency or efficiency of the school system.
A. study of the school system in all parts of the country shows that,
for efficiengy of administration and for the promotion of all the best
interests of the schools, boards of education should be given full
control over the educational, business, and financial affairs of the
school system. In other words, boards of education should be independent of all other. branches of the city government; and this
should be the case in San Francisco. The board of education of
San Francisco ought to have, through it;:; proper officers, full control
and management not only of all its educational activities but of its ·
business and financial affairs as, well; it should not only make its
own budget, but it should have power to make the school · levy; it
should not only select and purchase school sites but, under the
guidance of its proper technical experts, it should plan and construct
schoolhouses and make all necessary repairs to the school plant. In
other words, the board of education should be given full power to
control and manage, through its proper officers, every detail connected with the management of the public school system. This will
tend not only to give the board of education power-it will tend also
to give it dignity in the sight of the people. Finally, such a plan
will make it possible for the pe6ple to fix responsibility for efficiency
or inefficiency in the conduct and management of their school affairs.
PRACTICE IN OTHER CITIES.

As alr.eady stated, each of the appointive members of the board of
education of San Francisco receives a salary of $3,000 a year, which
is contrary to the prevailing practice in the cities of the United States,
as is clearly shown in Table 55, which ineludes a majority of all, the
larger cities of the country:
TABLE

55.-Pmctice of dt1:es in regaTd to pay1:ng me·mbers of boards of education. 1
Name of city.

Population
(census
1910).

Board of education
paid or unpaid.

4, 766,883 UnJ>aid.
2, 185,283
Do.
1,549,008
Do.
687,029
Do.
670,585
Do.
560, 663
D.o.
558,485
Do.
533,905
Do.
465,766 1
Do.
423,715 \
Do.
416,912 · Paid $3 1000 per year.
1 Adapted from "A Study of the Salary Schedule of City School Systems," Research Bureau, Public
Education Association, Buffalo, N. Y., 1916.
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TABLE

55.-Prat;tice of_cities in regard to, paying m_embers of boards of education-Con.
Populatlon

Nam,~ ~!,city,

(ce~'Q.S

1910).

Milwauke.e •. - __._- ·- , •.• ~.- -- ~--, ~- •- ·-- -·.-- ~ --.-- -- ·- ·- ---- -----.---- ... .

373,857

. cincinnati.--····-.------ ..• ~ .... _: _.~-.--- ... -.-."-~ .. -- .... ~-.· .;; .. .

363,501
347,469
339,075
331,069
319,198

~::a6~ieans: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::: :_: :::
~~r::;:::·:~:
:~:.:: i ~:,:: :: ::::·: :,,:·: :::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::::: :,:
~lt?a?6\r;:_:_:::::: :::·:.::::: ::.::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :: :~ ::::: ::::: ~~ ::: : ·
ra~~ ~ ~ ~: ~:: :~:::::
:.:~~:::: ~;::::::: ~ i::::::··

::: ::::::

Rochester ..............•.................•.... ; ............. ~ .·•.•...

~~~r:.d: ·orag: ::::::::: ~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: ~:: ::::::::: ·

Colutnbtls •. ~- •... -~ ....~ ...•.. -~ .• ~ ·•..•..•.. ~ •.. _.. ·....... ~ ~~ ·. ~ .•..•·.·-.

6~~~d::::,::: :~. :: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: ::::.:::;:.:: ::.:: :::::: :::,:.:

301, 40S '
267,779
248,381

~7,194 .

Board of education
paid or unpaid.
Paid 13 each meeting;
limit, S100 per year.
.Unf)aid.
Do.
Do.
Do:
Paid SlO l'ach Iilecti'n.g;
limitl .$50 per month.
Unpaio..
Do.
·Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

233,650 ·
224,326
223,928
Do...
.
.
218,149 Salary $1,200 per year;
. 213,381 . Unpaid .
207,214
Do.
Do.
·18l,511·
168,497
Do.
150,174 Paid SlO per meeting;
~g~~~$40 per mO.~~~Paid $480 per, year;

president

Omaha. _... ~ .. -... -:... .' ....... ·... ~ .~· .....·...·..... ~· .' ..... ~ .
~~~i6.~:: :::::: :·::: :::::::::::: :·::: ~:: :·:::: :2:::::::,::·::: ;:.::: ~:·:.:: ··
t .•••••••

i&"~~~ ;~ ~·~: ~ ~ ~ ~:: i~: :~~; i~: ~~; ~·~ ~:: ~g~ ~ ~ ~·~ ~ ~: ~: ~~ ;.;~'~i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:
:a1~'¥!~e·city::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~f~~~~{: ~::::: ::::::::::::.:: :·::::::: ::::::::: ~': ~:::::::: :·~ ~· : ~::

Lawrence~ .. ·•..••..... ~ ............ ~ . ~: • ~ ... _. ... ~ . ~. " . ~ ~ .. ~ ... ." ~·~ .. ~ ·
,Kansas City, Kan_s ... .· .·........... ,. .. ~ ......•.. ~· - .·. ~ •... ·....... ~.,. ~ ...•

.

.

.

124, o96, · trK~~Iil.
116,577
Do.
;110. 364 '
Do. ·
100;294
Do~
104,402
Do.
96,~15

·96i614

96,071

$600

.

per

Do.
Do.
Do.

92,777 Paid $100 'per year.
92,104 Unpaid.
89, 336: · · Do.
86,368
Do.
· 85,892
Do.
82,3?1
Do.

In the above-named 46 Ameri~an cities . there are 39 unpaid and
7 paid boards o( edqcation. . San Franciscp pays the members of
its board of education each $3 1000 per year; Milwaukee pays $3
for each meeting; with a limit of .$100 . a year; Los Angeles pay;s
$10 for each meeting, with a limit of $50 per· month; Oakland pays
$10 for each meeting, with a limit c;>f $40 per month; Salt Lake
City pays $100 per year; ·R ochester, N.~ Y., pays $1,200 per year;
and Memphis, Tenn., pays $480 to each memb~r and $600 to the
president of the board.
The pay of boar4 members in each of these seven cities, with the
exception of San Fr~ncisco, . is evidently only nominal. The prevailing custom and weight of public opini9n are overwhelmingly
against the policy of paying real salaries to members of boards of
education; nor do, they favor the paying of nominal salaries or fees
for attending meetings. San· .Francisco, however, construes its pay
as a fixed salary, and in consequence requires that its board members
give their entire time to the duties of their office . .
9381~17~
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FUNCTION OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

From the preceding discussion it may be clearly seen that the
complex administrative situation as it has developed in San Francisco, and all its attendant evils, are due in the first place to the
fact that it has not been possible properly to harmonize the provisions of the State constitution, the State school code, and the charter
so as to produce a plan of unit ~ontrol whereby the full direction
and management of the schools might be centralized in the ·hands of
the board of public education with full power and responsibility as
the representatives of the people; and in the second place to a failure
on the part of those 'who framed the city charter to. understand the
proper functions of a board of education. But for these difficulties
and this misconception the schools of San Francisco would most
probably now be working under a plan of unit control similar to
that in vogue in the leading cities and would have an unpaid board
with the powers enumerated on page 120 of this report.
STEPS NECESSARY TO EFFECT UNIFIED, RESPONSIBLE CONTROL.

To make such a plan possible it will be necessary(!) To amend the constitution of the State so as to relieve the
county of San Francisco of the obligation to elect a county superintendent of schools.
(2) To amend the charter of San Francisco in such a way as to
provide for the creation of a board of education whose members
shall serve without -pay;· which shall be independent of all other
branches of the city government; shall have power to appoint the
superintendent of schools and to confirm or reject the superintendent's
nominations of all deputy or assistant superintendents, directors of
special departments, supervisors, principals, teachers, and such other
officers and employees as may be provided by charter or by action
of the board; and shall have full control and management, through
its superintendent of schools and his, assistants, of all matters relating
to public-school affairs of the city, whether in the educational, ,the
business, or the financial departments of the school system.
(3) To amend the charter. so as to establish beyond question the
proper relation between the board of education and the superin·
tendent of schools as its · technical expert and executive and of the
board's employees under him.
After the amendment of the constitution the revision of the charter
is the one vital question upon which the best thought of those interested in the improvement of the schools of San Francisco sho~d be
centered. They should make sure that the revision is based upon
those principles which have come to be ~ccepted as fundamental to
good· school administration. Otherwise the result must be disap·
pointing.
.
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PRINCIPLES OF SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT.

Probably no clearer or so~d~r statement of principles defining
the functions of a board of . education and its proper relation to its
technical experts has been formulated than that made by Dr..Franklin
Bobb'itt, of the University of Chicago, under the caption, General
Organization and ManageiQ.ent ·o f Public Schools; in the report of
the survey of the schools of Denver. Dr. Bobbitt· emphasizes the
fact that the ·best · principle~ of business management. applicable .to
a business corpor~tion and the principles ··that should govern the
business management of a school ·corporation-that is, of an incorporated . public school system. are the same. He points out that
the functions of a board of education or of school directors is in every
way identical with the functions of a board of directors of a business
corporation; that the principles of good management in the school
world are identical with the principles of good management in the
business world.
For purposes ·of comparison and to impress this analogy; Dr. ·Bobbitt has set forth in parallel columns the principles of administration
which should govern the two types· · of ·; c-orportitions-:_btisiness · ~arid
edueation-as follows:
PRINCIPLE's OF ADMINISTRATION TO GOVERN CORPORATIONS.

Manufactur·ing Corporation ·Employing
1,500 People.

School Corporation Employing .1 ,.500
People.

I.

I.

The owners, called citizens, select .a
The owners, ealled stockholders, select
a board of directors, whose function is . board of education, . whose function is
solely representative. Their only duty solely representative~ Their only duty
is to. serve the best interests of those whom is to serve the best interests · of those
whom they represent.
they represent.
II.

The stockholders are laymen with respect to the specialized labors to be performed, and the directors are also lay-·
men. Neither stockholders nor directors
are familia:r with the specialized tech··
nique involved in the work. They do
know the results that they want, and
they know there· are men familiar with
all the technical processes involved in
getting these results. They employ,
therefore, ·a trained and experienced
specialist of this character, the strongest that they can pnd, for their executive.
They call him their · general manager.

u.
The citizens are laymen with respect
to the specialized labors to be performed,
and the members of the board of education are also laymen. Neither citizens
nor board members are familiar with the
specialized technique involved in tne
work. They do know the results that
they want and they know there are men
who are familiar with all the technical
processes involved in getting these results. They employ, therefore, a trained
and experi~nced specialist of this character, the strongest that they can find, fm'
their executive. They call him their
general superintendent.
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III.

III.

The board of directors, after careful
consideration of conditions and possibilities, and in constant consultation with
their executive, make decision and an.;;
nounce to . their executive the general
policies that they wish adhered to.

The board of education, after careful
consideration of condit.ions and possibili.
ties, and in constant consultation with
their executive, make decision and an.
nounce to their executive the general
policies that they wish adhered to.

IV.

IV.

The executive draws up detailed plans
for every department of the work. This
covers the .general form of organization
of the personnel to be employed and
the series of processes to be performed in
each department.
The plans will showThe number of assistant managers.
The duties of assistant managers.
Special departmental.heads. ·
Specialists in technical processes.
The foremen to be employed.
The number and types of workmen.
The duties to be assigned to each . .
The series of processes . to be performed.
Buildings needed, and the building
plans demanded by the work and
the exact building equipment for
the work.
The machinery and other equipment
that Vvill exactly serve for the best
type of work.

v.

The executive draws up detailed plans ·
for every department of the work. This
covers the general form of orga~ization
of the personnel to be e~ployed and the
series of' pr~cesses to be performed in each
department.
The plans will showThe number of assistant superin·
tendents.
The duties of assistant superintend·
ents.
Special departmental heads.
·Special supervisors.
The principals to be employed.
The number and types of teach~rs,
engineers, etc.
The duties to be assigned to each.
Courses of study and methods of procedure.
Bulldings needed, and the building
plans demanded by the work, and
the exact building equipment for
the work.
·
The text-book;s, library, and supplementaxy books, supplies, shop
equipment, furniture, etc., that
will exactly serve for the best type
of y.rork.
v.

The board of directors will consider
the detailed plans presented by their executive to see so far as they can whether
the plans conform to the general policies
adopted. If they do conform, they approve. If they do not conform, they
point out the divergencies and ask their
executive to make amendments in his
plans. This process will continue until
the detaHed plans conform to general
policies.
If during this process there is serious
ftisagreement between the board and
executive, the board will call in a competent consulting specialist, whose competence can be approverl by their executive, to advise with them.

The board of education will consider
the detailed plans presented by their executive to see so far as they can whether
the plans conform to ihe general policies
adopted. If they do conform, they approve. If they do not conform, they
point out the divergencies and ask their
executive to make amendments to his
plans. This process will continue until
the detailed plans conform to general
policies.
lf d ming this process there is serious
disagreement between board and executive, the board will call in a competent
consulting specialist, whose competence
can be approved by their executive, te
advise with them.
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V.I.

VI.

The genera,! ,manager will nominate
men for his assistants and for li.is major
departmental heads. The boa~d ·may or
IllaY :p.ot pass upon these· nominations
before the men· are employed. If . the
board is assured of ·the. competence of' its
executive, it knows that he can choose
these · departmental heads wit4 greater
assurance of good judgment than can they.
· They realize that· they can not. even pass
rationally upon his nominations without
the aid of independent competent ·consulting specialists . . They · have placed
the responsibility upon their general
manager for results. · They will never
hamper him by refusing the men he wants
unless there is incontestable proof of the
unfitness of these men. . His recommendation .of such men is proof of his unfitness. The board will therefore never, or
practically never, veto a nomination
made by their generalll1anager. · Always
when they are called, upon to exerCise
such veto they must co:D.sider whether
they do not need a new general manager.

The superintendent will nominate
men for his assistants and for his
major departii_lentaJ heads. The board
will exercise its rights and duties of antecedent. ,in,spectioJ:l .of these nominations
before appointments .are made. This is
to make assurance doubly sure. If the
board is assured, however, of the.~compEr
tence of its executive, 'it knows that · hecan choose . these departmental heads.
with greater assurance of good judgment;
than can they. They realize that they
can not even pass rationally upon ·his
nominations without the aid of independent competent consulting ~pecialists.
They have placed the responsibility upon
their superintendent for · results. They
will never hamper him ·by refusing the
men he wants unless there is incontestable proof ·of tl:ie unfitness of these men.
His . reco:mrnendation of such men is
proof of his unfitness. The board will
therefore never,
practically never,
veto a no:rhination made by their superintendent. Always when they are called
upon to . exercise such veto they must
consider whether they do not need a new
superintendent.

or

VII.

VII,

·The general manager, in co~ltation
with his assistants, department heads,
and . specialists in processes, . employs
foremen and workmen.
The board of directors does no.t pass on .
these nominations. 'rt is a principle of
business management that responsibility
is ·actually placed upon general manager
and department heads only in so far as
they are given full control over all the
means to be employed in doing the
work. The qualifications of foremen and
workmen constitute one of the most importantof the means that is to be placed
under the full control of the overhead
management, as they are commissioned
to get results. Neither the stockholders
nor the board'of directors care who does
the work. Simply they want it done, and
done well. It is not a principle of business management for the board of directors to approve the names 'of the· individual workmen who are to be employed.
They do not consider even the possibility of a veto.

The superintendent, in consultation
with his ,assistants, department heads,
and . special supervisors, nominates principals, teachers, janitors, engineers, physicians, nurse~, clerks, etc.
Again to make assurance doubly sure
that no mistake is made, the board e::x ercises its antecedent inspectorial powers
and approves or disapproves all nominations before appointment is made. The
board conforms to the cardinal principle
of business management stated opposite
by never vetoing a nomination made by their
superintendent uhless there is evident and
incontestable proof of unfitness on the part
of the one nominated, as approved by a competent consulting specialist called in to
advise the board where doubts have arisen
as to the competence of their superintendent's
ability to nom~nate.
·At the .same session they will consider the
advisability of employing a stronger superintendent in whose. recommendations they
can place confidence.
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VIII.

VIII.

The board of directors places at the
disposal of their general manager all
funds needed for the conduct of the work
as embodied in the budget drawn up by
their executive on the basis of the plans
of work approved by the board. The
expenditure of the itemized funds of the
budget is left to the general manager and
hi,s assistants. Only in matters of large
moment will the board use its privilege
of antecedent inspection of budgetary
expenditures.

The board of education places at the
disposal of their superintendent all funds
needed for the conduct of the work as
embodied in the budget drawn up by
their executive on the basis of the plans.
of work approved by the board. The expenditure of the itemized funds of the
budget is left to the superintendent and
his assistants. Only in matters of large
moment will the board use its privilege
of antecedent inspection of budgetary
expenditures.

IX.

IX.

The general manager and his corps will
do the work according to the plans and
specifications approved by the board.
They Will operate and control all the
means that have been placed at their
disposal by the board.
The board will not interfere in any of
the acts on the part of any t;nembers of
the factory organization.

The superintendent and his corps will
do the work according to the plans and
specifications approved by the board.
They will operate and control all the
means that have been placed at their
disposal by the board.
The board will not interfere with any
of the act~ on the part of any members of
the school organization.

X.

X.

At stated intervals the board of educaAt stated intervals the board will
require of its general manager an account tion will require of its superintendent an
of his stewardship. They will ask for account of his stewardship. They will
reports on finance, equipment, materials ask for reports on finance, equipment,
purchased, materials consumed, mate- materials purchased, materials consumed,
rials on hand, stock manufactured and materials on hand, instructional results,
sold, stock on hand, cost accounting in attendance, promotions, failures, graduthe various departments, efficiency re- . ates, cost accounting in the various departments, efficiency reports, etc.
ports, etc.
The board will examine these reports
The board will examine these reports
and compare them year after year; com- and compare them year after year; com·
pare them with similar reports ·of other pare them school with school and with
factories if such are obtainable, etc.
corresponding reports from other cities.
If, as judged by these comparisons, the
If, as judged by these comparisons, the
board is satisfied as to results, they v ill board is satisfied as to results, they will
ask that the work continue as it has been ask that the work continue as it has b~en
going. They will not demand improve- going. They will -not, demand improve·
ments, though they will encourage inven- ments, though they.will encourage inven·
tions and discoveries that look to improve- tions and discoveries that look to improvement. With things thus going well, ment. With things thus going well, they
they will place all possible power in the will place all possible power in the hands
hands of their general manager, so that he of their superintendent, so that he can
can improve the work if he can find the .improve the work if he can find the
means.
means.
When the board finds shortcomings
When the board finds shortcomings
revealed in the reports, they will demand revealed in the reports, they will demand
explanations that explain. If satisfac- explanations that explain. If satisfac·
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tc,>ry, they ask for recommendati9ns from
their , :g eneral manager as, . to changes
. needed in general policy or in the details
ol pqlicy. They will grant what is
needed if it promises remedy; they will
back up his ·tabors. as fully as they can,
and then they will stand .aside and let
him bear the responsibilit¥ ;for: results·.
If he fails again; or if his :first faihire was
serious, after having been given sufficient
time and sufficient power for success, the
board of directors will let him go; and
they Will take on a ~ew. general manager.
. Their policy. must be to dismiss the
weak man and to hold on . to the strong
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tory, they ask for reconim~ndations from .
theirsuperlntendentas to changes needed·
in general policy or in the details of policy. .·They will grant what is Iieeded if it
promises remedy; they will back up his ·
labors as; fully as they can, and then they .
will stand aside . and let . him bear the
· ~~pons~bility for results.
If he fails again, or if his :first failure was
serious, after having been given sufficient,
time and sufficient power for success, the
board of education wiU let him go; and
they will take on a
superintendent.
. Their ·p olicy must be to dismiss the
weak man a11d to. hold on to the strong

n•w.

man.

man.
XI•

. XI.

. At stated times, or at a~y time whe~
·At stated , times, or at. any .time when
conditions appear_to demand it, th~ stock- conditions appear to demand it, the citiholders will requireof their representatiye zens will req~~ of their repr~sentative
board of directors an account of their board of education . an account of their
stewardship.
·' ·:e:t~aJTdship.
They will ask for reports as to the genThey will ask for reports as· to the gen. eral policies followed, the.reason for these eral policies followed, · the reasons· for
policies wherever serious questions may these · policies wherever serious questions.
arise, and for all inspectorial reports of all may arise, and for all inspectorial reports
kinds enumerated in the foregoing section. of the kinds enUmerated iri the foregoilig
· .This practice is not universal yet'in the section.
business·world~not even. co~mon. But
This . practice is not ·universal yet iri.
itisgrowingin extent and frequency~ and comnm.nity supervision of their boards of
is recogJ;lized as a necessary principle of schoot directors. It is not even common.
sotin:d management when the manage- But it is growing in extent and frequency,
ment is intended efficiently to serve the and is recognized as a necessary principle
interests of the·stockholders.
of sound management when the manageIf the stockholders approve, they will mentis intended efficiently to s.e rve the
sustain their board in all of its acts. They interests of the citizens.
'Will give it all the support that they can. ·
If the citizens approve, they will susIf the stockholders disapprove, they tain their board in .all of its acts. They
will ask for changes in the matters' disap- will .g ive it all the support that they can.
proved. The board will make itself cogIf .the citizens d~approve, they will
. nizant of their wishes as fully as possible, ask for changes in the matters . disap. accept all ~eans placed at their disposal proved. The board will make itself cogfor the .improvement in the work, and nizant of their wishes as fully as possible,
inaugurate the new policies required or accept all means placed at their disposal
make the necessary amendments to the for the improvement in the work, and
old.
·inaugurate the new policies required or
If, .after the wishes of the stockholders make the necessary amendments to the
are made known to the board, the latter old.
If, after the wishes of the citizens
continue negligent or derelict, or if their
failure to serve the best interests of the · are made known to the board·, the latter
stOckholders has been .serious; they will continue negligent or derelict, or if their
b~ prompt~y relieved of their stewardship failure to serve the best interests of the
and more faithful .representatives pla(!ed citizeris · has been serious, they will
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in their stead.' The policy of the stockholders must be to relieve only those who
prove negligent or unfaithful. They
must·not dispense with experience of the
right sort. But unfaithful directors will
be relieved ·of their responsibilities.
They will hold on to the service of
faithful board members to the last
extremity.

promptly be relieved of their stewardaaip
and more ·faithful representatives~:p!~cei
in their stead. The policy of the citize11
must be to relieve only those whoi,;reve
negligent or unfaithful. They mllst ..t
dispense with experience of the rig~'~trt.
But unfaithful directors will be re"l1evei
of their responsibilities.
'c
They will hold on to the servic'~ tf
faithful board members to the! ..la,t
extremity.

This stateme.tjt by Dr. Bobbitt will prove a safe guide to the · pe9~lt
of San Francisco in any revision which they may undertake to ,~*.ke
of that section of the charter relating to the public scho9ls.
ATTITUDE OF · THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.

The,same principles are embodied in the "Report of the Comii?:itttt
on the Relation between Boards of Education and Superintend·ente"
adopted by the Department of Superint~ndence of the Nt,.#••al
Education Association at its meeting in Kansas City in F~h~uary
and March, 1917.
·
The following quotations from sections 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9 «)f tAis .
report reinforce Dr~- Bobbitt's stateinent .in the report of the · l!e~Ter
survey and .bear directly upo~ the situation in San Francisco:··
SEcTION 3. The representatives of the people ~an not perform directly ~e,·. lar:e
duties of carrying on the school system. They must employ technically train~a •i·
cera to conduct the schools. To these technically trained officers they must · l~tk fer
proper information on which to base their decisions, and they must be prepire• tt
intrust to those officers the powers and responsibilities which attach to the·daiiy c••·
duct of school work.
·
. There is little doubt on the part of all communities that technical training ilfneceasary for the proper conduct of schools, but the exact definition of. the sphere•.\yitlli
which technical training is needed is not yet worked out in most systems.
A series of concrete examples may therefore be offered as illustrating the ,type ef
duty which board members can not properly perform. No board member :~heull
teach classes. No board member should act as principal of a school. No!' ~earl
member should negotiate with a publisher of textbooks, nor should pass on the :~vaila
bility of a given book for use in a school. No board member should examine ·t~'acAers
with a view to determining their qualifications for appointment. No board Ifiemler
should plan a school building. No board member should write the course . or~tucy.
Even where individual cases may arise in which p:uticular members of cert.a.in;, ~oarl•
would have the ability to perform these tasks, it is better that a well-edi\tli11bet
division of labor should be recognized. It is the duty of the members of the hoarc tt
see that technical officers do the work of the system, but the board should not tit tkM
work itself. It is a public board, created to see that a certain piece of public'~erki•
done, not a group of technical officers created to do the work.
.
The safe analogy in this case is the analogy of the board of directors in a<··h~i..u
corporation. No one can imagine a director of a railroad stopping a train aa«., :ivi•r
the engineer and the conductor orders about their duties. It ought to be po~~i~le tt
organize and · define the technical duties of a school system and to distmgu~~b. tAea
from the broad duties which reside in the representatives of the people.
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SEc. 6. The technical officers of the school sys.tem will be most harmonious in .t heir
activities if they are placed under the s~pervision of a single head or manager who is
the executive head of the system. This central supervisor should have the responsibilities and the rights which will make possibie a compact organization of the working force in the schools.
SEc. 7. The superintendent must be a man of superior trainipg. He must be prepared to rep<?rt plans of organization and to make a clear statement of .r esults. He
should organize the officers under him in such a way as to .secure from them in detail
an efficient type of organization, and he should secure fro~ them adequate reports on
which to base the statemente which he presents to the board.
SEc. s. In the performance of these functions the superintendent has a right to the
initiative in technical matters. Specifically, he should have the sole right to perform the following: (a) Recommend all teachers, all officers of supervision, and all
janitors and clerks; (b) work out the cotirae of study with the cooperation of the other
officers of instruction; (c) select textbooks with the same cooperation; (d) have a determining Yoice in matters of building and equipment; and (e) draw up the annual
budget.
These technical recommendations should always be reviewed by the board, and
the approval of the board should be a necessary step for final enactment. This will
insure the careful preparation of reports and the careful study of results. The superintendent is not to be authorized to con~uct the system apart from the board, but he
should be insured by definite forms of organization against interference which will
defeat his plans and divide his responsibility.
)
Public business suffers when these technical matters are improperly handled. Let
us assume two cases. In the first case the superintendent may be inefficient, arid the
board or some other active agency may cover over his inefficiency for a time by doing
his work for him. The result will be disastrous in the end. It would be better for
public business to bring the inefficiency to the surface as quickly as possible and
remove the officer who can not conduct the system properly. In the second case the
superintendent is efficient, but is hampered by lack of definition of his functions.
The school system will lack in unity of organization and in harmony of internal operation. The system will be defective in so far as it is divided against itself.
SEc. 9. In the relations of the board to all officers of the system it is essential that
appointment, reappointment, dismissal, and promotion be removed from the interference of petty influences, and that all such transactions be based on records which
are systematically organized and supervised.
There is no clearer indication of the condition of a school system than the attitude
of the teachers and other officers to their duties and to the results which they are
securing. The school system which is well organized exhibits cooperation on the
part of all its officers. The interests of the public suffer beyond measure when
appointments are the result of illegitima.te personal influences.

This argument in support of the underlying principles of proper
school control is so convincing th'at no further argument or elaboration of principles is needed here. It is clearly evident that the best
thought is rapidly crystallizing in favor of the application of these
principles to the management of city school systems. Practice is
following thought.
There can be no doubt of th~ desire of the people of San Francisco
for improvement in the control and conduct of their schools. The
members of the board of education, the superintendent of schools and
his deputies, members of the teaching staff, and a large group of
both professional and business men and women and a great body of
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live, wide-awake citizens are eager for the change. The school
authorities frankly admit that under present conditions it is next to
impossible to conduct the schools successfully and happily. No
doubt the majority· of the people will welcome such thoroughgoing
reform as will be necessary for the full application of the best and
sanest methods of busmess management. All must realize, however,
that no very valuable reforms can be brought about until San Francisco:is relieved of the present handicap of dual control and divided
authority produced by the conflicting laws under which the school
system has been organized.
THE SUPERINTENDENT AND HIS STAFF.

The teaching staff of San Francisco, including the superintendent
of schools, the deputy superintendents of schools, the supervisors
and directors of special work, and the principals and teachers in the
day and evening schools, numbers between 1,400 and 1,500. The
following outline shows the general plan of organization:
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
Deputy Superintendents of Schools.
Supervisors or Directors of Special Subjects.
Supervisor of Dra~ing.
Supervisor of Music .
Supervisor of Home Economics.
Supervisor of Manual Training.
Supervisor of Primary Grades.
Director of Physical Education, Athletics, Social and Lecture Centel'8.
Principals and Teachers.
Principals of Day High Schools.
Vice Principals.
Heads of Departments.
High School Teachers.
Principals of Evening High Schools.
Heads of Technical and Commercial Departments.
Evening High School Teachers.
Principals of Day Elementary Schools.
Vice Principals or Yard Assistants.
Grade Teachers.
Kindergarten Teachers.
TeachersManual Training Centers.
Teachers Home Economic Centers.
· Teachers Modem Language Centers.
Principals of Evening Elementary Schools . .
Heads of Departments of Special Branches.
Teachers of Evening Elementary Schools.
Principals (or Head Teachers) of Special Schools.
Teachers of Special Schools.
THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.

As already stated, the superintendent of schools is a constitutional
officer who is elected to his position by the qualified voters of the
city and county of San Francisco for a term of four years, the election taking place at the time of the election of the governor, whose
term of office is also four years. The superintendent of schools is
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required to perform certain duti~s imposed upon him by the general
statutes of the State and, in addition thereto, other duties imposed
by. the . charter. Among the latter duties the superinte11dent . of
schools is required .to enforce the rules and regulations of the board
of. education; to submit an annual report to the board, together with
such recommendations as he deems proper; to visit and examine,
with the assistance' of his deputies, all the schools of -the -city at least
twice a year with a view to determining their. standing and classifi~
cation; to recommend rules for the · promotion, transfer, and graduation of pupils; to recommend co-urses of study, textbooks, and
's upplemental books; and to recommend the purchase of such apparatus, books, and classroom supplies as may be required in connection
with the work of instruction; to report to the board monthly upon
.the standing of the .schools examined by him and his deputies; ·to
examine, in conjunction with his d()puties (who; .t ogether with the
superintendent, constitute a city board of examination), all a.ppli..:
cants for positions in the .public schools; to recommend the issuance
ofcerti:ficates to those persons who successfUlly pass such examination; and to recommend the revocation of such · certificates' should
occa,sion arise under the law.
While the superintendent of schools, under the law, has full power
to appoint his deputies, he has no power in the selection of others of
the supervising and teaching staff except the right, to vote upon their
approval or rejection when he is performing his function as a member
of the board of education. ~n ·practice, supervisors, directors, and
principals are, as a rule, appointed directly by the board, without
recommendation from the superintendent of schools. This is not in
accord with the best principles of school administration. If a school
·system is to be properly administered by the superintendent of schools,
tpe superintendent must have ap.thority to take the initiative in rec ...
ommending not only the members of his immediate staff, but also all
supervisors, principals, and teachers whose work he is to direct. No
appointme:r;tts should be made to any of these positions exoee.pt on his
written rec<:>mmendation. In spit·e of the fact, however, tha.t ·supervisors, principals, · and teachers are elected without the written recommendation of the superintendent, San Francisco is at the present
safeguarded against the appointment of incompetent teachers through
the pressure of social, political, and other influences. This is effected
by a rule of the board of education that requires all appointments,
except in certain departments, to be made -in the order of standing
from proper eligible lists which the superintendent of schools and his
board of examiners have established under the rules of the board.
The method of setting up these lists is similar to that in vogue in
other American cities. The operation of the plan as administered in
San Francisco appears to be satisfactory in every way.
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ANNUAL REPORTS 01<' THE SUPERINTENDENT.

At the time of the visit of the .survey con11n!ssion the annual report
of the superintendent of schools had not been issued in printed form
since 1913. At the request of the commission the superintendent
submitted typewritten copies of his reports for the years 1913-14,
1914:...:.15, and 1915-16. The latest of these reports, a document of
approximately 200 pages, included a synopsis of recon1mendations
' made by the superintendent since January, 1913, n1any of which
coincide with the reconnne11dations of the survey con1n1ission.
DEPUTY HUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS.

Deputy superintendents of schools are appointed to office for a
period of four years without confirmation by the board of educatioiL
There . are at p'r esent five deputy superintendents. By charter
provision one additional deputy may be appointed for each addi- ·
tional 8,000 children in average daily attendance over and above the
base attendance of 45;000.
The charter prov'l.des that a deputy superintendent of schools shall
have had at least 10 years of suc,cessful experience in teaching and
that he shall have been a resident of the city and eounty of San
Francisco at least five years preceding his appoint1nent to office.
The requirement as to experience is a very proper and wise one, but
the Tequirement as to residence is unfortunate in that it limits the
selection of deputy superintendents to the local field. It is doubtless
well to promote worthy principals to the position of deputy superintendent frequently enough to make this goal serve as a stin1ulus to
good work; yet it is well to bring in occasionally for this position m(ID
and women from other cities, and possibly from other educational
positions than that of principal. This policy may bring ne\v ideas
and new ideals and new life for the ~chool systen1 at the same time.
And it may happen ·also that at the time when a deputy superin. tendent is to be appointed there 1nay be no principal in the schools
of the city with qualifications needed for the office. To aid him in
securing results, the superintendent of schools 1nust have on his. staff
able assistants; but he needs more than this-he needs in these n1ost
important positions of leadership men and ·women not only of ripe,
scholarship, superior personality, and high qualifications of leadership, but also of successful technical experi_e nce in the particular line
of work which they 1nay be called upon to do. If there are in the
local syste1n men and wo1nen in who1n these qualifications are combined, they should be given the preference; if not, then for the good
of the schools appointments should be n1ade from outside of the
city. The charter of San Francisco should be amended as to per1nit
this policy. -
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Itjs-· the duty of deputy 's uperintendents to· assist the su_perintend~
ent iJJYthe ·administration of the ·public-school system, and ·at ·t ne
sameLtime to act as ~eileral supervisors of .the wor.k of instruction
throughout the city.. They visit schools and inspe-ct classro'o m work;
they make suggestions to principals and teachers for the improve,;.
ment of school management and cla8s:toom instruction; hold teachers'
meetings and perform such other··duties as may be assigned them · by
the superintendent . of schools. · At the beginning of the school year
the superintendent assigns to each deputy a certain number of schools
over which he is to have administrative and supervisory charge for
that year. These schools are, it appears, not grouped into districts,
but are scattered throughout the city. It seems quite certain that
the time of deputy superintendents may be better conserved and
that they .m ight do their work with·greater economy of energy if the
·city were divided into subdivisions in such a way that it would be
comparatively easy to go from ~ne building to another . in. any ·dis:.
trict, and a deputy superintendent assigned t-o each district~
In addition to the above duties each deputy superintendent might
well have assigned to him the· additional duty of. supervising certain
teachers of special work carried on in the·s·chools. For this work of
special. supervision one deputy superintendent might be assigned·· to
visit and inspect evening schools, another to visit and inspect high
schools, and still another to have charge of other work. · This special
supervision of the deputy superintendent is, however, but 1ncidentf:tl
to the general administrative and. supervisory duties outlined aboye.
Recommendations for a closer and more definite organization · of
the work of deputy superintendents will be offered later.
SUPERVISORS OF SPECIAL SUBJECTS.

Supervisors of special work are appointed by the board of education without recomniendation of the superintendent of schools; and
further, most, if not all, of the heads of departments look directly
to the board of education or the chairmen of its committees as · the
source from which they should receive official' instruction and direction. In practice, it has developed that the supervisors, broadly
speaking, do not feel responsible to the superintendent and his
deputies, and, what is not less unfortunate, many of the principals
and teachers in the schools do not consider themselves as officially
·responsible to the supervisors. As a result, the directions of the
supervisors · are, in many cases, not carried out in the schools. This
unfortunate situation can be remedied by statutory or- charter
amendment or by the adoption of a rule by the board of education
placing the heads of these departments wholly under the official
control of the superintendent of schools, and at the same time giving
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the· superintendent and all his deputies full power to require :work
of proper standards from all supervisors, principals, and teachers..
At the present time San Francisco has five supervisors of special
work and one director of special activities, classified as follows:
One supervisor of ·drawing, one supervisor of music, one supervisor
of home economics, one supervisor of manual training, one supervisor of primary grades, and one director of the following activitiesphysical education, athletics, and all social-center, community-centert
and lecture-center work. The supervisors neither have the aid of
assistants in their departments, nor have they clerical help. Their
field is so large and their work so important that these supervisors
should have both clerical help and the help of assistant supervisors.
The director of physical training and of the social-center, community-center, and lecture-center activities gives only part of his
time to the board . of education, the other portion of it being given
to the city government as its director of city playgrounds and recreational activities. This division of labor between the city and the
school district serves but to call attention to the fact that all playground work and all recreational activity under public auspices in
the city are educational in their intent and purpose, and shouldt
therefore, be under the full control of the board of education.
PRINCIPALS OF SCHOOLS.

Principals of schools are appointed by the board of education
without recommendation from the superintendent. However, under
the rules of the board they are required to report both to the board
of education and to the superintendent. They are held responsible
as the administrative heads of their respective schools and are
required to instruct all their teachers in all matters pertaining to .
the discipline and instruction of the children under their charge.
San Francisco employs the following classes of principals in its
public schools: Day high-school principals, evening ·high-school prin- .
cipals, day elementary-school principals, evening elementary-school
principals, and special-school principals. In the high schools andin the larger of the elementary schools there are vice principals.
In the elementary schools the vice principals are .also called "yard
assistants."
TEACHERS.

Teachers in the public schools are appointed to positions in most
departments from eligible lists established under the rules of the
board of education. A rule of the board stipulates that all appointments and ·p romotions shall be made upon merit.
EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS.

Under the charter the superintendent and his deputies constitute
a board of examiners whose duty it is to examine all applicants for
certificates and prescribe a standard of proficiency which will entitle
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the person examined to receive a proper certificate in any one of the
following-named .classes:
(a) High-school certificate, valid for six years, which shall authorize the holder,
if appointed to~ position, to teach in any primary, grammar, or high:..achool grade in
San Francisco.
·
(b) Grammar grade city certificate, valid for six years, which shall authorize the
holder, if appointed to a position, to teach in any primary or grammar school in
San Francisco. .
.
.
.
(c) Primary grade city certifi~ate, valid ·for two years, ·which shall auth~rize the
holder, if appointed to a position, to teach in any primary school (that is, in any
school composed of phpils classified in the :first,.second, third, or- fourth year grades
of the pu~ ; lic schools) in San Francisco.
(d:) Special certificate, valid for a period not to exceed six years, authorizing the
holde;r, if appointed to a .position in Sll.Il Francisco, to teach the apecialsu· ject named
in the certificate.
· ·
·

Eligible lists are set up by the board of education thrqugh the
means of a competitive civil-service examination. It is provided
that this examination shall be both written and oral -upon the theory
and practice of teaching and such other topics as may from time to
time be announced by the board. No one is pe:rmitted to enter. the
examination who does not first show a certificate f:rom a phy~ician
appointed by the board stating that the applicant is in both mental
ttnd physical good health. It is also stipulated that every: applicant
must be the holder of a teacher's certificate of a grade not lower
than the grammar grade certificate valid under the laws of the S.tate
of California. Each applicant passing the examination is entitled to
have his name placed on· the proper eligible list in the order of his
standing, and is held subject to appointment to a regular position
in the same order,. but final election to a regular position in the
schools can not be made until after satisfactory probationary service
of two years.
·
Tne setting up of eligible lists .from, which appointments shall be
made is not an absolute requirement in all departments of the schools.
For purposes of flexibility (and due no doubt also to t,h e nature of
the work and the limit in the supply of teachers) some of the depart- .
ments have not yet been placed und~r the eligible list rules . .
The teachers in the several departments of the public schools of
San Francis~p are classified as follows: Day high-school teach~rs;
evening high-school teachers; day elementary-school teachers, .com:prising the following groups-grade, kindergarten, manual-training,
home-eqonomics, modern-language teachers, and teachers of other
special subjects; evening elementary.:school teachers; and teachers of
special schools, including open-air schools, schools for the deaf, schools
for tubercular childrer;t, and corrective. schools. It should be noted
also in this connection that San Francisco follows the plan of establishing heads of departments in its public day high schools, and
maintains heads of dep~rtments of technical and commercial branches
· in its evening schools.
1
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RAISING THE STANDARDS OF THE SERVICE.

The survey committee believes that in the appointment of teachers
to positions in the schools of San Francisco the board of education
and the superintendent of schools are united in an effort to · secure
fhe best teaching service available. Evidence of this is found in
the raising, from time to time, of the requirements set for new appointments and in the further extension of the civil-service list.
T:i1rough this control at 'the point of intake, the character of the
teaching staff is strengthened. There .still remains, ho·w ever, the
necessity for the further improvement of the quality of the teaching
service through the elimination of those teachers 'vho, for any cause,
are not rendering efficient service and can not be made to do so. To
remove such teachers from the service is not a pleasant duty; yet. it
is a duty that should be performed kindly and firmly and without
fail. The schools exist for the service of the children and the com.:.
munity and not for the support of teachers. While in the service
teachers should be helped and encouraged in every way possible to
do their best work and to do it happily and joyously. When they
no longer can or will work in such a way as to make the schools perform fully their proper functions to the children and the comm11nity~
they should be removed and their places filled by those who both can
and will. The board of education should have power to remove
from service any incompetent. teacher on the recommendation of the
superintendent of schools and without a hearing. For the purpose
of such action and as a protection to the board and the superintendent, accurate records of the efficiency rating of the teachers should
be kept on file in the office of the superintendent. Fortunately, a
State retirement law, whi~h allows any teacher who is properly retired a retirement salary or pension of $500 per year for the remainder
of life, makes it easy to retire from the service most teachers who have
become inefficient through old age; and the board of education should
not hesitate to make full use of the provisions of this law when
necessary.
Still more important for the highest efficiency of the schools and
for the happiness of all who work in them, whether as supervisors, or
teachers, or pupils, is the constant improvement of the great body of
teachers actually at work. This is a matter of vital concern and all
possible means should be devised for inspjring the teach~rs in service
with the highest ideals and for giving them opportunities for professional growth and improvement and for encouraging them to- take
full advantage of these opportunities. Such means are not so common
in the schools of San Francisco as they should be; but the fine spirit
which the survey commjttee found among the teachers, principals,
and supervisors, and others connected with the educational work of
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the schools, and the desire frequently expressed for more opporturiities for professional improvement mak~ it quite' certain that all such
opportunities would be well used. The board of education, the superintendent, and his deputies should give this matter constant s
thoughtful attention.
ORGANIZATION AND OLASSIFIOATION.

As already noted;-the educational activities of the public schools of
San Francisco are under the immediate direction of the' board of
education through a standing committee called a" schools committee/'
and the superintendent of schools and his 'staff of deputies, neither
body being properly related to the other under the law.
The board of education on the one hand has certain definite, specific
duties with regard to the educational.work which it is called upon ~to
perform under the charter; on the other hand, the superintendent of
schools and his staff of deputies are called upon to do an identical
piece of work in directing the educational activities of the schools,
thereby creating the unfortunate double-headed plan of control
already touched upon in this discussion.
In the exercise of its powers under the State school code and under
the city and ·county charter, the board of education of San Francisco
has organized and is maintaining at the present time the following
classes and types of schools:
1. Kindergarten schools.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Day elementary schools.
Evening elementary schools.
Day high schools.
Evening high schools.
School centers for manual training.
School centers for work in home economics.
Special schools as follows:
(a) A deportment or corrective school.
(b) Oral .school for the deaf.
(c) Open-air school for tubercular children.
(d) Schools for mental deviates.

This enumeration shows the extent to which San Francisco has
tried to adapt the organization of the schools to ~he varying needs
of all the children of all the peopie of the city. Much remains to be
done in this direction. Other departments and other types of schools
should be established now and in the near future. This question
is treated more fully later in this report.
MORE KINDERGARTENS NEEDED.

Some of the types of schools named inthe above list are not being
expanded rapidly enough to meet the needs of the city's children.
This is notably true of the kind~rgarten department, which in
93815-17--7
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1913 had but 66 pupils enrolled, 575 in 1915., and 883 in 1916.
Several kindergarten schools are maintained by the Free Kindergarten Association of the city. In 1916 these schools reported 1, 760
children enrolled. So the schools are not so much without the influ~
ence of the kindergarten spirit in their work as the number of children
in the public-school kindergartens would indicate. When, however,
the total enrollment of 2,643 children in both public and privat~ kindergartens in 1916 is set over against the enrollment of more than 9,000
pupils in the :first year of the elementary grades, the fact is made.apparent at once that of the children of kindergarten age not more than
one in five has the benefit of kindergarten training The -board of
education of San Francisco ought to _m ake the kindergarten an integral
part of the public schools and give to all clllldren in the city between the ages of 4 and 6 opportunities for two years of training in a
kindergarten department properly articulated .with primary grades.
Through such a policy the kindergartens supported by the various
organizations of the city would gradually be absorbed into the publicschool system. The value of kindergarten training in the life of city
children and the importance of kindergarten instruction ·for young
children need not be argued here. The fact that there are now ~n
rolled in the public-school kindergartens of the United States nearly
half a million children bears eloquent testimony to the belief of many
co:inmunities that the value of kinderg:a rten instruction is a vital
factor in the proper training of little children.
The day elementary schools cover eight years of work, each year
divided into an A and a B grade. General promotions ar& made
throughout the schools on the semi-semester plan now in use in many
American c~ties. The departmental plan of instruction has been
introduced in the seventh and eighth year grades in a few of these
schools. The French language is taught as an elective in five of the
elementary schools; the German language in eight; the Spanish
language in two; the I tali an language in four of the day elementary
schools and in one -evening elementary school. ·
The offering of elective courses in modern languages is made
mandatory-under the State school law, b_ut the board of education
has the right . to _designate the particular schools in which each language shall be taught. Such schools are called ''cosmopolitan
schools," in the language of the school code. These schools tell the
story of California's cosmopolitan population; and the cosmopolitan
character of the population is emphasized in San Francisco.
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.

While the intermediate school is a common type of school in
the State of California, San Francisco has but three, and these three
are purposely maintained as elementary schools only. Two of these
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-. the Horace Mann School and the Crocker School-confine their
work to the sixth, seventh~ ·and ~ighth~year grades; the Hamilton
.Intermediate School has fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth year grades.
Neither of these schools is of the type commonly known as the junior
high schools, schools _of which· type usually include seventh, eighth,
·a nd ninth year grades, and constitute the fust three years ·of a high
school of six years based on an elementary school of six years. -· Indeed,
the desirability of organizing the schools on this plan does not seem
to have been senously considered by the responsible school officers
of San Francisco, although this plan of organization has received the
·- ·a pproval of students of education and important bodies of edu~ators,
including the Department of SiJperintendence of the National Educar
tion Association, and has been adopted fully or partially in many
cities. For convenience, many cities which have adopted· the 6-6
plan of organi~ation, ~vide the upper six years of .tlie course into
two groups of three years each, calling the two groups intermediate·
school and high school,· or junior highschool and senior high school.
Because of the comparative newness of this plan of organization _in
American schools, any city of the size of San Francisco will want to
try the .experiment of such organization ina few schools before adopting it generally. The three intermediate schools now in operation
in San Francisco offer an excellent opportunity for the beginning of
such an experiment by dropping the sixth-year grade at the Horace
Mann and Crocker Schools, and the fifth and sixth year grades at the
Hamilton School, adding a ninth grade to each school and revising
the courses of study. It would probably be wise to organize other
schools on this plan at once. The survey committee believes much
might be gained by adopting ·the 6-6 plan of organization with
junior and senior high schools for all the city, and that the board
should adjust its plans to ·this end as rapidly as possible if the experiments here recommended prove satisfactory.
CONGES~ION

IN HIGH SCHOOLS.

One reason-and a very important one-why this plan of organization should be carefully considered now is found in the fact that the
board must provide relief. in the immediate future for the present
congestion in both the high schools and the elementary schools, and
for this purpose must reconstruct _and enlarge many old buildings o:r
erect new ones.
.
That the high schools are much congested is shown clearly ·by
Table 56 and figure 35, which give the number of pupils per teacher ill
average daily attendance in high schools.of 22 cities.
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TABLE

56.-Number of pupils in average daily attendance in the high schools per teacher,
in San F1·ancisco and in 22 other cities, for the year 1914. 1
Pupils.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

SaltLakeCity ... .. ...........
Kan~as City ........... ·. . . . . . .
Rochester .............. , . . . . .
Los Angeles .. _" .. _... . ... . ..
Washington ....... _.. __ . . __ .
Milwaukee .......... . ... _.....
Pittsburgh ... ___ . __ ....... . .
St. PauL_ .. _..... . .. _. _.. __ ._
Baltimore ........ _. . . . . . . . . . .
St. Louis ........ _........ _.. _
Detroit ... _.. _..... _. . . . . . . . . .

Pupils.

11.3 12. Seattle .......................
15. 2 13. Omaha. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16. 9 14. New Orleans .......... _... _.
18. 1 15. Cleveland ...... .. _..........
18. 2 16. Cincinnati.. . ... . ............
18.6 17. Huffalo\ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.6 18. Indianapolis..................
18. 7 ·19. Jersey City ...................
19. 1 20. Portland ... _. ....... . . . . . . . . . .
19. 2 21. Boston . . .......... _. __ .. _. . .
19. 6 22. SAN FRANCISCO_ ... __ .. _. .
Average, 20.

19.8
20. 0
20.2
20.2
20.5
22. 5
22.9
23.3
23. 3
26. 9
27. 2

This table shows that in 1~H4 San Francisco had in its high schools
an average daily attendance per teacher ot seven pupils above the
average of the 22 cities na~ed; 11 more than the average of the
first five; nearly twice as many as Kansas City; and two and onehalf times as many as Salt Lake City. From this the inference can
Salt Lake City
Kansas City
Roobester
Loa Allgelea
Washington
Milwaukee
St Paul.
Pittaburgb
Baltimore
St Louie
Detroit
Seattle
Omaha
liew Orleans
Cleveland
Cincinnati.
Buffalo
Indianapolie
Jeraay City
Portland
BoatlRANCISCO
on
*~AB
AVERAGE

11.3
15.2
16.9
18.1
18.2
18.6
18.'1
18.6

---------•
-------------------------------------_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_.,._
-------------•

19.1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19.2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
19·.6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19.8--------------20.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.6--------------22.6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22.9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2~.3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
23.3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
26.9
2'1.2

============:::;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;.

20.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FIGURE 35.-Average daily attendance per teacher in high schools. Of the 22 cities, 13 report average
attendances of 18.1 to 20.5 pupils per teacher. Judged by the prevailing practice in the cities in tbislist,
the numbers of pupils per teacher in Boston and San Francisco are excessive.

safely be drawn that many classes will reach from 35 to 40 pupils
each in average daily attendance, and still higher in enrollment,
owing to the fact that the live enrollment in any school at any time
is in excess of the average daily attendance (see Table 33). This
means that San Francisco at present has practically reached the
limit of congestion in many of the high schools, an·d that the situa~
tion is such as to demand that a number of new teachers be employed
1 From "A Study of the Salary Schedule of City School Systems," Research Bureau, Public Education
Association, Buffalo, N. Y., 1916.
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at once and the congestion relieved.- Were the enrollment and
attendance in high schools anything like as large in proportion to
population as it is in many other cities (see Table 15), and as it should
become in the near future in San Francisco, the congestion would be
much greater still.
DESIRABILITY OF CHANGING PRESENT ORGANIZATION.

These facts of present congestion and probable increase in highschool enrollment and the desirability of reorganizing the schools on
the 6-3-3 plan should 'a li be considered in connection with the building program. The board of educati~n must, before undertaking any
new buildings for high schools and for schools with grades above the
.:first three or four years, answer for itself the following questions:
First. Shall the public schools of the city continue their present
organization on the 8-4 plan, with eight years of work -in the elementary grades and four years of work in the high-school grades~
Or,
Second. Shall the city take steps looking toward the gradual
reorganization of its public schools on the 6-6 plan or the 6-3-3 plan,
with six years in the elementary schools and six years in the high
schools divided into two groups of three years each, as already
described and as recommended by the survey committee~
If the board of education co:r:-.tinues the 8-4 plan of organization,
then, as stated elsewhere in this report, it must provide in the near
future for at least two additional four-year high-school buildings to
relieve the present congestion, and to bring high-school facilities
nearer the homes of the children, and thereby amend to some extent
the mistake which has been made in locating all the high schools in
the heart of the city. a mistake which is no doubt responsible for
the comparatively small high-school attendance.
If the board should decide to adopt generally the 6-3-3 plan of
organization, then it will be necessary to convert some of the elementary school buildings to the use of intermediate or junior higli
schools, making such changes in them as may be necessary for this
purpose; and to erect new buildings designed especially for this use.
These intermediate or junior high schools should be so distributed
over the city as to put them in easy reach of all the children.
The taking of the ninth-year (first year of high school) pupils from
the present high schools would relieve their co_ngestion to such an
extent as to make it possible to postpone the erection of other senior
high-school buildings for two, three, or four years; certainly, however, not longer if the high-school enrollment increases as it should.
The pupils remaining in each of these high schools in the tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth year grades would constitute a senior high
school.
.
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REASONS FOR REORGANIZATION.

In all cities in which the 6-6 plan or the 6-3-3 plan has been
introduced it is claimed that it has been possible to bring about a
decided improvement of the courses_ of study in all departments of
the school system, and particUlarly in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
year grades, in which the course of study in American schools generally has been lacking in that quality of vital interest which grips
and holds boys and girls of the ages represented in these grades.
Many other reasons for such a reorganization of the 12 years of
elementary' and secondary schooling have been given in much detail.
Thi'3 is not the place to rehearse them. The following extract from
Commissioner Claxton's introduction to the Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Education for 1913 sums up briefly some of the
more important of these reasons:
1. For moat children the beginning of adolescence, marking the transition from
childhood to youth, comes at 12 or 13. Moat writers on education have recognized
this and accepted it in making their plans for a school system. Bishop Comenius
suggested 6 years for the school of infancy or the school of the mother's .knee, 6 years
for the vernacl,llar school, 6 years for the school of languages or the high school, and
6 years for the college, university, and professional schools. Children entering school
and :attending regularly complete the work of the first 6 grades at 12 or 13 years of age.
2. ln moat of our schools children make little real progress in the seventh and eighth
grades. There has been much complaint that th:ia is a period of marking time. This
is esp~cially true when the subject matter and the methods of the elementary school
ate carried through theae grades, and when all the teachers are women.
S. Taking up the seventh and eighth years as a part of the high school makes it
easy to begin departmental teaching in these grades and to adapt the methods of
teaching and discipline to the changing demands of the children. It also makes it
much e~ier to begin work in foreign languages, constructive geometry, history, literature~ and elementary science where they should begin. We lose much by postponing t he study of languages to the later years, when children have grown out of the
imitative period of life, in whi-ch they can most easily learn. to understand, speak,
read, and write a new language. This division also makes it possible to introduce
vocational edueation two years ·e arlier than is now the practice, :and for many reasons
it is very deskable :that this should be done.
.
4.. Progress made by pupils in our Wgh schools now suffers in ·c omparison with fh:at
made by pupils of the Gymnasium and Realschule of Germany, the lycee of France,
and the public school of England, .a nd much of the work of our colleges m:usttherefore
be of a very elementa~y kind. With the rearrangement proposed here, bo-ys and girls
at the end of the 12 years of elementary and secondary s:c hool ~ht h.ave to their
credit a much l arger amount of effective work in languages, .mathematics, ,s cience,
and other subjects than they now havre_, and with a little more care in the selection of
high..school teachers, * * * one or two full years might be gained.
5. Only about on~fourth of the chiidren now enter the .h~h .schools. In most States
the compnlsory-attend-a nce period corresponds closely to that of the ·e lementary school.
Parente and children are ther~by confirmed in th~ belief tlla.t th-e educatio!ll of the
~lemen:taey :s chool is all that is needed. The break between the ,e lementary -echC!Iol
and :t h:e high: school, ·c oming at the end of the compulsory..;attend:ance period,, sugg,ests
qm~g school and makes it ea~y . If the break came at the em.d of Six :y"'ears of ·elem-entary Sdh()"()l wo~k, ~most of t he ·c hildren would a.t the end of the compul eozy-attendance
period al~ead.y have been. in high school two years., doing high-school work ui tile
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high-school wayt under high-school conditions, wi~ high-school teachers, in company
with those children who would under present cond~tiona ~ter and go through the high
school, and many more children than now enter the high school at all would_remain
through the entire school-year period.
6. In the larger cities the adoption of this plan would require:'"more high-school
bUild~ga and fewer elementary-schQol buildings than the present plan. The larger
number of high-school buildings would bring the high school closer to a large part
of the sChool population.
,
7. The division of the six -years of high school into t.wo sections of three years each
would make a second d!fferentiatj.on and readjustment of work possible and easy •

.Reorganization on this plan necessarily involves a thorough and
comprehensive reorganj.zation of the courses of study in bo~h elementary and high schools.
THE m >G H S<:JHOOLS.

Of_ the five _~ay high schoois in .S~iiFl;an~is~o _four_~e·coedu~atiC!nal;
one admits girls o.nly. They ate the Girls' H~gh School1 the ~o~~l,l
High School, the .M:ission High SchooJ~ the Polytechnic High School,
and the High School of Commerce. .·~ · . . .
· ·
· Tb:~ Gii:1s' . High School, the :Lowell High ·school, and _the Mission
High S~hool are ~odified academic sc"4ools, which sp~cial emphasis
is placed upon··.t he academic cpurses._ The Polytechnic High School
is, as its name implies, a school offering courses in a v:ariety ·of
technical arts. The High School of Conimerce, like the Polytechnic;
is a specialized high schoo.l placing strong emphasis upon its business
courses.
When these schools were first established it was evidently intended
that each should be limited to its own special field. But the schools
·of. each type hStve been gradually encroaching upon the field of work
covered by schools of other types until neither of them is now purely
academic, purely technical, or purely commercial. The tendency of
~ach school has been to e~tend i~ courses so as to make it cover a
broader field of work than it was intended it should cover when the
plan of special high schools was first agreed upon. This tendency
ghould be encouraged to the end that each high school may ultimately
he made a general-course high school, offering to its pupils a full complement of academic, commercial, and technical courses. - The same
policy should to some exteD:t apply to the intermediate or jUnior high
gchools when they are formed, and practical courses in agriculture,
horticulture, and floriculture should be offered in both junior and
senior high schools. While the present plan of organization continues,
prevocational courses should be offered in the higher grades .of the
elementary schools.

m

EVENING

SCHOOLS~

"San Francisco maintains both evening elementary schools and
evening high schools. The school year for evening schools and day
~chools . is the same. One corps of teacher8 is employed for the day
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schools and another for the evening schools. In these last two
respects San Francisco differs from most American cities. While
teachers in the day schools are not permitted to teach in the evening
schools and the corps of evening-school teachers is therefore entirely
different from the corps of day-school teachers, there is no director of
evening schools and no distinct group of evening-school superv-isors.
Certain of the deputy superintendents are detailed to visit the evening
schools and to inspect their work, but it is impossible to require the
day-school staff of supervisors and deputy superintendents to supervise both the day and evening school activities and at the same time
do equally satisfactory work in both arms of the service. As a result,
the supervision of the evening school$ appears to be inadequate and
the schools are not well organized. Other cities have met this situation by appointing directors of evening schools, who are required to
give their full time to the work of directing and supervising this
important department of their public-school system.
San Francisco ought to appoint such a director of evening schools,
or, in the absence of such appointment, place the work under the
direction and supervision of one of its deputy superintendents and
require him to give his full time to evening school work. (For a fuller
treatment ·of evening schools and their relation to the education of
immigrants see Chapter XV~)
THE MANUAL ARTS.

Instruction in manual training for boys and in cooking for girls is
given in some of the larger schools, especially in the intermediate
schools, for the pupils of those schools. For pupils in the other
schools work in these subjects is located in certain school buildings
called ''centers," to which pupils come for this work, which is given
by special teachers of these subjects. Instruction in these subjects
is given in one way or the other to practically all boys and girls of
the seventh and eighth year grades. Sewing, when given at all, is
taught by special arrangement and mostly by pupil teachers from
the Lux School. The work in manual training is under the direction
of a supervisor of manual training, who is held responsible for the
management and supervision of his department. The work in ho¥.Ie
economics is likewise under the direction of a supervisor of hg'Ine
economics, who is held responsible for the supervision and management of her department. Both these departments need to be better
organized and more fully supervised, and their work should be
extended down into the lower grades until all pupils in the elementary schools shall have some form of hand work. (For a fuller
discussion of the work of these departments see Chapters XII and
XIII.)
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SPEOIA;L -SOHOOLS.

The remaining types of schools which have not yet been discussed
come under the classification of special schools, of which San Francisco has four, as follows :
(1) A Deportment School (to use the language of the charter), called
the Ethan Allen SchooL-This is a corrective or parental school of
high class; the work being done t4erein is 'a credit to the board of
education, the school officials, and to the principals and teachers in
charge of the school. Whenever it shall be necessary to set up other
schools of this type in San Francisco; the city will be fortunate, indeed, if it can duplicate the splendid ~work now being done in the
Ethan Allen School, and above all duplicate the fine spirit which now
pervades that school.
(2) Oral School for the Deaj.-8an Francisco is likewise fortunat~
in the excellence of the work now being carried on in her Oral School
for the Deaf~ . The work being done in this type of oral instruction
at the Golden Gate School is of a superior order.
(3) Open-air schools for tubercular children. -8an Francisco has
made a beginning in the establishment of schools for tubercular children, and as far as it has gone the city has done well. But San
Francisco's health statistics show that there should be more of these
schools established in order that all children tubercularly inclined
shall be properly segregated in open-air schools, where they can· be
given proper care and attention under medical supervision. On
account of the mild climate San Francisco could easily establish a
large number of open-air schools for anemic children and at the same
time maintain fresh-air rooms in every school building in the city.
The buildings in which the schools for tubercular children are housed
are unsatisfactory with regard to both their location and their surroundings. This is a matter which should receive the serious attention of the school officials in cooperation with the health authorities
of the city.
(4) Schools for mental deviates.-8an Francisco has just begun the
establishment of schools of this type. The city has been fortunate
in obtaining at the very beginning good teachers, specially prepared
for this work, and the work of these schools is being conducted along
proper .lines. The segregation of the deviates into these special.
schools is accomplished under the able guidance of a member of the
medical staff of one of the leading hospitals in the city, who is especially interested in this type of humane education.
SPEOIAL SUPERVISORS.

In addition to the above types of schools, San Francisco has in her
sc~ool organization the following departments of special work:
(1) Drawing. (2) Music. (3) Home economics. (4) Manual train-
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ing. (5) Primary grades. (6) Physical education, athletics, social
and lecture centers.
Each of these departments has been placed in charge of a single
supervisor or director, .whose duty it is~ to manage, control, and supervise the work in his department. ·But notwithstanding this assignment to work, it was apparent to all members of the survey staff
that the supervisors are consciously or unconsciously. restrained froin
accomplishing their best work because of the limitations placed upon
them in the exercise of their authority, as noted elsewhere in this
report. Among these limitations are the following:
First. Under the dual plan of school control in San Francis.co the
supervisors do not have full power to .require good work. It Will
be recalled. that some of the supervisors take their instructionS ·from
the superintendent and his staff of deputies, while others look directly
to the board of education or the chairmen of its committees for
official direction. What is true of the supervisors is likeWise true :of
the principals who, in many instances, look directly to the members
of the board as their immediate official superiors. It will ·be seen
from all this that as a result of this confusion of authority the work
of the supervisors and directors of special subjects is made to suffer
in the schools a8 a whple. Now, to be effective in his work, a supervising principal not only mu8t have special-ability along his particular line, and those personal qualities of head and heart so essential
to good leadership, but he must have, in addition thereto, full
authority and full power to enforce his requirement for good work
upon those whom he is employed to direct. This principle is fundamental in proper supervision, and unless it be recognized by the
board and the superintendent, by principals and teachers, no super~
visor can do his work happilyor well.
Second. While the right of a supervisor to direct his special work
in the elementary schools is generally conceded in San Francisco,
still his right to direct" such work in. the high-school department has
not been: recognized. It was apparent to members of the survey
staff that some of the supervisors ·are so uncertain as to their authority on this point that they have failed to assume that the high-school
department is a necessary and important part of their supervisory
field; indeed some of the supervisors have been discouraged from so
assuming. ThiS state of affairs is due in large part to a spirit of
aloofness which pervades the high schools themselves. This condition, however, is not so serious an obstacle that it can not be
immediately removed through an official order assigning to both
elementary and high school departments all supervisors whose
special work touches these two departments. This spirit of aloofness, it should be observed, is not peculiar to San Francisco alone;
it grows up unconsciously in every school system in the country
unless it is constantly watched and counteracted by those in authority.
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Third. A. :third rea8on why ~ supervisor can not do his most
satisfactory work lies in: the fact that. the San Francisco field is too
large a field for a single ~upervisor in any ·one department to hope
to give definite and close supervision to aJ.l the work .of that depart~
ment. From the very nature of the case his superv~sion is obliged
to be general in its character. This means that that type of intensive
work on the part of a supervisor which is so essential to successful
supervision is pr~cticaJ.ly .unknown in San Francisco. This situation,. however, can be .remedied by assigning to each supervisor a
staff_of field assistants to aid him in his work and at the same time
assigning to him an office clerk to relieve him of all the. details of
deric~l work.
NEED OF MORE SUPERVISION.

Attention is called to the fact in this connection that San Francisco,
'when taken in comparison with other cities~ is undersupervised. · In
1914 the :city spent but 29 cents per pupil in average daily attendance -

.rr------------------=------------..
Roo hester.
Indianapolis - $1.64 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ittaburgh

1.69 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Salt Lake Citf 1.62
------- - ---- - ---l-.46
--Portland
1
.2
6
- ---- ---- -- Loa Angeles
1.21 - - - - - - - - - - Boston
.88 - - - - - - - - St Louis
.86 - - - - - - - Omaha
.84 ------~.....- Washington
·Detroit
.66 _ _....,;____
Buffalo
Cleveland
Kansas City
.68-----Jersey City
.46---Seattle
St· Paul
.42 - - - Milwaukee
.32
•SAlt FRANCISCO
.29 : ; ; : ; ; "
lfew-Orleans
.21Baltimore
.14 -

.78------.74------.59------

·.43-----

AVERAGE

.80 - - - - - - - -

FIGURE 36.-Per capita cost of supervision of special subjects.

for salaries and other expenses of supervision of special subjects in
itS schools. In that same year the following cities spent the amounts
set·opposite their names, as indicated in Table 57. See al~o Figure 36.
57.-Per capita cost of supervtsion of'special subjects. 1
1. Rochester. _. ___ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . $1. 64 12. Buffalo ............·......... . $0.65
. 59
2. Indian~polis .. __ . _..... ~...... 1. 59 13. Cleveland .... ~ ............. .
. 58
3. Pittsburgh ............ ~ . . . . . . . 1. 52 14. · Kansas City. __ ...... ~ ........ .
. 46
4.- Salt Lake City·. "... ___ .- ..... _. 1. 45 15. Jersey City .... ·.. ~ ........... .
.43
5. Portland ........ ____ ....... ;.. 1. 26 16. Seattle.~ .................... .
. 42
6. Los Angeles. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 1. 21 17. St. PauL ........ ~ ........... .
7_. Boston ...... __ ... _.......... __ . 88 18. Milwaukee ................... .
. 32
8. St. Louis ........ _._._._ ... _..
. 85 19. SAN FRANCISCO .......... .
. 29
9. Omaha...................... -. 84 20. New Orleans ................. . . 21
10. Washington. __ ._ .. ____ ........
. 78 21. Baltimore ........... -. -. ~ .... .
.14
11. Detroit_ .. _. ___ .. _... __ . _. . . . . . 74
Average, $0.80.
TABLE

1

See footnote, p. 80.
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In view of this comparison San Francisco ought not to hesitate
to increase the number of its special departments and at the same
time to assign field assistants and clerical helpers to .the heads of all
departments created by the board. It is recommended that the
following new special depart~ents be created in addition to those
already established.
(a) A Department of Evening Schoois and School Extension Work to include
the following: Evening schools; social, civic, community, and leCture centers; day
schools for adults; and vacation schools.
(b) A Department of School Gardens and Nature Study and City Beautification to
include supervision of the following: Instruction in school gardening; instruction in'
nature; agriculture.
(c) A Department of Attendance to have charge of thP.. following: Compulsory
attendance; the issuance of child-labor certificates; the taking of the school census;
the parental schools; and the juvenile-court schools.
(d) A Department of Writing to have charge of the supervision of the subject of
penmanship in both the high schools and the elementary schools.

In the event of the above-:-named new departments being created,
a reorganization of the work now being done in the present departments would be necessary, and some of the duties now being performed by certain departments would need to be · transferred to
other departments. And, too, some of the existing departments
would need to be so expanded as to make them cover a broader
field of work than they are now covering. In the recommendations
set forth below is indicated the number of new employees which the
survey cornmi ttee believes sb ould be assigned to eac.h department
in order that the work may be done efficiently and economically.
It is unwise economy, if not the very highest 'extrava,gance itself, to
organize a department and then fail to equip it with sufficient help
to enable it to obtain the full results for which it was organized. It
is not expected that all these additional employees should be appointed at once, but ra'ther that they will be appointed from time
to time as these departments under the direction of the superintendent of schools, following the wise policy of the board of education, may be so developed and strengthened as to enable them to
do their proper work and to justify their establishment and the
better organization and further direction and supervision recommended.
It is further suggested in this connection th{;tt the heads of the
several departments of special work shall hereafter be called "Directors of Special Work," instead of supervisors; that there shall be
assigned to each department a certain designated number of assistants to the director, who might be called "Supervisor," and whose
duty it shall be to assist the director in. the fieldwork of the depart~ent; and, lastly, that stenographer-clerks sha,ll be assigned to the
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office of each director in order that the director shall be relieved of
all clerical work and have his time saved for the more important
constructive work of his department.
·
REORGANIZATION OF SPEOIAL DEPARTMENTS.

The following recommendations are offered for the reorganization
of the departments of ~ecial work. The staff suggested is in each
case such as the survey committee believes _to be necessary for the
full efficiency of the department, with -an attendance in the schools
not much larger .than the attendance now is.
First: That the department of drawing shall hereafter be known
·as the "Department of Art Education," the staff of this department
to consist of the following: One director of art education, five supervisors, one clerk.
Second: That the department of music shall continue under its
present title, the staff of the department to consist of the following:
one director of musical education, five supervisors, one clerk.
Third: That the department of home economics shall hereafter he
c~lled the "Department of Home Economic~ and Vocation~l Sub:.
jects {or Girls," the staff of the department to consist of the following:
One director of home economics and vocational subjects for girls,
·four supervisors, one clerk.
·
·;; Fourth: That the department of manual training shall hereafter
n'e called the "Department of Manual Arts and Vocational Subjects
for Boys," the staff of the department to consist of the following:
One director of manual arts and vocational subjects for boys, two
supervisors of voca tiona I education, one field worker in vocational
guidance, one placement-secretary in vocational guidance, one
clerk.
In this connection attention is called to the fact that if San Francisco wishes to participate in the distribution of the funds made
available by the Federal Government through the enactment of the
law for Federal aid to vocational educaticn, the so-called SmithHughes Act, it will be necessary for the board of education to enlarge
the work of the two departments of home economics and vocational
subjects for girls and of manual arts and vocational subjects for
boys, so as to comply with the provisions of this act.
Fifth: That the dep~rtment of primary grades shall hereafter be
called the "Department of Primary and Kindergarten Instruction;"
the staff of the department to consist of the following; one director
of primary and kindergarten instruction; two supervisors of primary
instruction; one supervisor of kindergarten instruction; one clerk.
Sixth: That the department of physical education, athletics,
stlcial and lec.t ure centers sha.ll hereafter be called the "Department
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of Health;" that all work connected with social and lecture centers
shall be transferred to the department of evening schools and school
extension work; and that the function of the department of health
shall be enlarged so as to include supervision of the following:
(a) Supervision of physical training and athletics in the high schools.
(b) Supervision of physical training and athletics in the elementary schools.
(c) Supervision of physical training and athletics in the evening schools.
(d) Supervision of play grounds and recreational activities in all classes and types
of schools, and in the city as well.
(e) Supervision ·of schools for mental deviates.
(f) Supervision of open-air schools; .fresh-air schools; and schools for tubercular
children.
(g) Supervision of schools for deaf, blind, and crippled children.
(h) Supervision of medical inspection and medical examination of children in at.
tendance upon the public schools.
(i) Supervision of school nurses.
(j) Supervision of school clinics, such as dental, psychological, eye, tuberculosis.
(k) Supervision of sanitation of school grounds and school buildings, and of lightfug.
( l) Supervision of the health of teachers.
(m) Supervision of the health of janitors and others employees.

This is a full program, but it is none too full for San Francisco to
include in its department of health, a department whose work should
be of such vital concern to the physical and ·mental well-being of
the children of .San Francisco as to demand that no expense be spared
in making it a strong and powerful agency in the proper health
training of the children in the · public schools. Such organization
of this department will make it necessary to transfer the control
of the city playgrounds to the board of education, where it properly
belongs, and to amend the charter so that the board of education
may appoint its own school nurses and its own medical inspectors.
The board of education no\v has the right to establish and maintain
the school clinics called for in the above outline.
To do the work of such a department properly, the board would
need to include on the staff of the department of school health ·the
following: One director of school health; one supervisor of physical
training and athletics to have charge of the he~lth training of the
boys and girls in the high schools, in each of which there should be
employed one male instructor for the boys and one female instructor
for the girls; six supervisors of physical training .and athletics in
the elementary schools; one supervisor of play grounds; 10 fulltime school physicians to have charge of the medical inspection
and medical examination of all children in the public schools; 20.
full-time school nurses to do the follow-up work under the direction
of the school physicians; a chief for each clinic; one clerk.
The director of school health should be a physician of experience,
of recognized skill and standing in his profession, and a man possessing those sympathetic qualities of head and heart necessary for a
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position~wh~ch ha~

to -do so largely with the health of -little children
and of the youth of the community.
.
Seventh: That a department of evening schools and school extension work shall be established to have charge of the supervision of
the evening schools; of all social, civic, community, and lecture center work; of alrday schools for adults; of all summer~vacation schools;
·and of such other extensions of the school system as may be assigned
from time to time. This department should be placed in charge of a
director of evening schools and school extension work, one assistant
.director, and one clerk.
Eighth: That a department of school gardens and nature study and
agriculture and city beautification be established to have charge of
the work of instruction in nature study, -elementary science, school .
gardens, and agriculture. It is suggested th~t· the staff of this department shall include the·following: One director of school gardens and
nature study and city beautification; a sufficient number of part-time
garden teachers to be employed during the gardening season; and a
part-time clerk to be shared with the director of writing.
Ninth: That a departmeJ:!-t of attendance shall be established to
have charge of the following: Compulsory attendance in the schools;
the issuance of child-labor certificates; the taking of the school census; such parental and juvenile court schools as may be established
under the authority of the board; and such other work as may properly be assigned. to this department. The staff of this qepartment
should consist of· the following: One director of attendance; eight attendance officers, who should also be required to take the school census by school districts; and on~ clerk.
· Tenth: That a department of writing shall be established to have
charge of the supervision of the teaching of writing in both the high
·schools and elementary schools, the staff-of the -department to consist of the following: One director of writing; five supervisors; one
part-time ·c lerk to be shared with the director of school gardens.
STAFFS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS.

F9r clearness

th~se

recommendations are summarized as follows: -

PROPOSED REORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL WoRK.

I. Department of Art Education.
1. Director of Art Education.
(a) Supervisors of Art Education.
(b) Clerk to the Director.
II. Department of Musical Ed-ucation.
1. Director of Musical Education.
(a) Supervisors of Music.
(b) Clerk to the Director of Musical Education.
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III. Department of Home Economics and Vocational Subjects fo-r Girls.
1. Director of Home Economics and Vocational Subjects for Girls.
(a) Supervisors of Home Economics and Vocational Subjects for Girls.
(b) Clerk to the Director of Home Economics and Vocational Subjects
for Girls.
IV. Departme:nt of Manual Arts and Vocational Subjects for Boys.
1. Director of Manual Arts and Vocational Subjects for Boys.
(a) Supervisors of Manual Arts.
(b) Supervisors of Vocational Education.
(c) Field Worker in Vocational Guidance.
(d) Placement-Secretary in Vocational Guidance.
(e) Clerk to the Director of Manual Arts and Vocational Subjects for
Boys.
V. Department of Primary and Kindergarte:n Instruction.
1. Director of Primary and Kindergarten Instruction.
(a) Supervisors of Primary Instruction.
(b) Supervisor of Kindergarten Instruction.
(c) Clerk to Director of Primary and Kindergarten Instruction.
VI. Departme:nt of School Health.
1. Director of School Health.
(a) Supervisor of Physical Training and Athletics in the High Schools.
(b) Supervisors of Physical Training and Athletics in the Elementary
Schools.
(c) Supervisor of Playgrounds.
(d) School Physicians.
(e) School Nurses.
(f) Clerk to the Director of School Health.
(g) Chief of each clinic established by the board.
VII. Department of Eve:n·ing Schools and School Extension Work.
1. Director of Evening Schools and Schqol Extension Work.
(a) Clerk to the Director of Evening Schools and School Extension
Work.
VIII. Department of School Gardens, Nature Study, and Agriculture.
(a) Part-time Garden Teachers.
(b) Part-time Clerk.
IX. Department of Attendance.
1. Director of Attendance.
(a) Attendance Officers.
(b) Clerk to Director of Attendance.
X. Department of Writing.
1. Director of Writing.
(a) Supervisors of Writing.
(b) Part-time Clerk.
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF BUILDINGS.

In the preceding pages of this report attention has been called to the
fact that the board of education iri San Francisco is prohibited from
erecting its own school buildings and from making repairs on the same,
this work having been delegated in the charter to the board of public
works, which is a coordinate branch of the city government. The
board of education, however, does have the right to take the initiative
in the matter of the purchase of school sites, the erection of school·
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houses, and··the mt\lring of repairs on ,t he same, in that the charter
provides that the board of education may suggest to the board of
public works the necessity of such· work, .and to ask that plans and
specifications be submitted. for the school board's approval or ·rejee.tion; and the board of public works is prohibited -from -proceeding
with ~uch plans. until the same shall have been-··approved by the board
of education~·
·From the above it will be seen that the board of education is not
required to set up a·building department of its own, since all building
and repair work is now done outside of its own organization. Indeed,
it should be stated here that there can be no necessity for the creation
of such a department so long as the present plan -of school control
continues.
But it is the opinion.of the survey committee that the :presentplan
of school ·control in this respect .is wrong in principle. It ·divides au.;;.
thority and responsibility in the administration of the building affairs
of ·the school department. In other cities in which this plan has.b.een
tried it has not worked sat~fttctorily ·either to the school board or to
the board with whom the responsibility has .b een shared. . The plan
may work well for a while; but it can hardly fail sooner or later to
result in friction between the two boards.
It is therefore recommended that the charter be so amended as to
give the board of ·education of ~an Francisco the 'full control and
management of all its building affairs. Should this amendment to the
charter be made, then, of course, the board of education would be
Qbliged to create a new department 'to have charge of buildings and
grounds and all matters pertaining thereto, including supervision ~ of
the janitorial staff, and at the same time· to place such department
in charge of.a technical expert to be under the dlrection of the superintendent of .schools. Such technical expert should be assisted in his
work by a sufficient number -of office or other employees to meet the
needs of the department.
·Again, in the management of the financial affairs of the public
schools, the board of education is brought face to face with the question of dividing its authority and responsibility with still another
branch of the city .government, the board of supervisors of the city
and county of San Francisco.
THE SCHOOL BUDGE'r.

It has already been pointed out that in the matter of providing for
the school revenue, the board of education is limited to the taking of
~he initiative in the preparation of the school budget .for ~y ensuing
fiscal year; and the superintende:p:t of schools has the same right,
'Under the State school code, to sub.mit, entirely ind~pendent of the
98815--17-8
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board of education itself, a separate budget estimate to the board of
superviSors.
When ·these budgets are prepared, they are submitted to the board
of supervisors, which has a right to revise the same up or down and fix
the school levy as they may see fit. Thus again the board of educa~
tion ~s prohibited by charter from performing a function which ought
to belong to it, and to it alone-the duty of making its own school
levy within the limitations prescribed by State law. It surely ought
to be apparent to all .that the board of education, on account of its
intimate familiarity with the affairs of the public schools, is better
prepared than any outside body to determine the amount of school
revenue needed to maintain the schools at a high standard of efficiency.
To deprive it of its real right in this particular and require that it shall
submit a budget to a coordinate branch of the .city government for its
revision tends to reduce the· board of education to a mere clerical
body in one of the most vital questions with which the administration
of the public schools is concerned. The board of education should
have the power to make its own levy within the limitations imposed
by State law, and should have full, complete, . and independent
management of all the financial affairs connected with the administration of the public schools. The charter of the city and county should
be revised so as to give the board this power.
DIVIDED RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACCOUNTING.

The board of education now depends wholly upon the accounting
and auditing departments of the city and county government for
detailed information with regard to the receipts and disbursements
of the school revenues. This has a tendency to create an indifference
on the part of the entire school establish~ent toward questions of
accounting and of educational and financial statistics. It should be
said, however, that both the accounting and the auditing work is
well done by the city and county auditor and his staff of assistants.
At the present time this department uses the plan of school accounting suggested by the Federal Bureau of Education at Washington; so
that hereafter financial reports of school receipts and expenditures in
San Francisco can be compared, item by item, with all cities making
similar reports to the National Government.
·
However, no matter how well the work may be done by the auditing department of the city and county th~ department can not be
expected to carry its accounting to that point of re~nement ·which
the board of education needs in connection with its administration
of the school system. It is not the function of the auditor's office to·
perform this duty, nor sheuld such detailed work be required of it~
The auditor will of necessity classify his accounts along the broad
lines controlling receipts and expenditures of the school revenues,
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.his~ work heing general in its intent and. purpose;

but·if these' general
~accounts are to be made ,available for the purpose of oompa.ring one
type of schools . and school activities of San .Francisco with another
and for comparing costs ·in San Francisco with those of other cities,
then it : 'Y'~ll · be necessary for the board .of education to m~e still
further re:fuiements in accounting in every _branch .of· the service in
which:such comparisons are to be made. This work should be done
not by ·t he ·auditor but by the board itself.
.
, Boards of education quite ·generally throughout the country are
placing larger and larger emphasis upon the work of their accoun_ting
and statistical departments. It is recommended that San Francisco
:take .steps for the· creation -of su.ch a department in the scho~Is, · the
same:to be placed · in ·charge of a .technical expert who :s hall be under
th.e~ direction of the superintendent . of schools. The head of this
department should be responsi'Ple for: the· purchase .and distribution
of all supplies. 8LD.d equipment~ ~- He·: sho:uld ·have; charg~ of' all the
business activities of the hoard other than those assigned to the head
of the building and grounds department. There should.,._of course, be
a8signed to his office ·-a sufficient number ·of office and other employees
to permit him to do his work efficiently and well.
DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLIES •

•:~t· is refreshing to find tb.at there is one departme~t connected with
the business affairs .of the public schools in which the board ,of ed-q.~
~~ti()n has.full au..thority in all matters pertaining .t hereto.· .t:he depar1r;
;rne~t . of supplies. which, in the board's organization, is placed in
c4~ge · of its committee .on supplies. By provision .of t;he clfarter the
b~~d of education has full and independent powers with regard to
the ~ matter. of the purchase of all schoo4"oom supplies and of all furnjwxe and new equipment placed in the schools ... It also has charge
pf.:;the repall; of furniture, apparatus, and other equipment. ·The
chairman of t:he supplies COJI1mittee is the nominal head of the
d,epartment.
,
.
:;.,A general storekeep,er is: placed in charge of the store.or war~ho~se,
Q.P. unused schoo~ ·.building set fl.Side as a storage house for supplies.
T~ facilitate quick delivery of supplies, the b:uilding selected is located
ll~ftl" ~4e CeJ;lter ()f -t he city:. .
st9rekeeper has O:P, his staff ;a, bo9k~
k~~per and..<>ther clerical ~sistal.ltS. He also has, number :of.helpers
~~ l~borers.to. aid him in-handling the work of his, d~partment. : ', ,,,A:survey of the :storeroom showed that the stock of supplies on
hand was well -taken care of and that the.supplies.were being .handled
~ : ·an o;rderly . manner· through proper requi~itions.· made by:. the
principals of.the school$ Md by th~ -heads of the s~ver~ldepartments.
~o .requisitions. ar,e.filled .except. on the approval of the chairman,-o f
the ~ommittee_ on supplies. However, the chairman of. the com-

ne
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m.ittee on supplies states that the board of education is -handicapped
in this department on account of lack of funds with which to purchase
supplies in sufficient quantity to meet the just and proper demands
of the schools. This feeling was likewise in evidence in all departments of the schools themselves, and the shortage of supplemental
.t extbooks, library books, apparatus, and even of the general supplies
used in instruction was generally commented upon by teachers, principals, and heads of departments throughout the entire system. The
board of education· itself would no doubt remedy this matter if it had
the authority to increase the amount set aside from year to year for
this item in the budget.
In a'ddition to the above matters connected with the business
organization of the schools, there remain two or .three other topics .of
vital interest to the educational department of the schools which .
should not be omitted from this discussion:
(a) The place of civic and social studies in _
t he schools.
{b) The place of a department of research and efficiency in the
schools.
(c) The place of a department of coaching teachers in the schools.
SOCIAL PHASES OF EDUCATION.

The trend of modern education is to emphasize the social phases
of education, but such work, to be properly done in a school system,
needs to be fully and comprehensively done,· needs to be done in
such a way that the whole field of instruction will be brought under
the sweep of its influence. Social education concerns itself quite as
much with .the spirit as with the facts of instruction. The general
supervision of this vitally important work should be placed in cultured, sympathetic hands, and it is therefore recommended that its
organization and supervision be intrusted _to a deputy superintendent who by taste and inclination is best fitted to supervise such
work . . (For a full discussion of this subject see Chapter IX.)
It is further recommended that steps be taken at once looking
toward the establishment of a department which will concern itself
with work in the field of educational research and with a study of
the proper use of efficiency standards~ in connection. with every
department of the school system, educational, business, and finan·
cial. This work should be placed in charge of a deputy superin·
tendent especially qualified and fitted to carry on such work. The
importance of such a department in connection with the public
schools can not be overestimated.
··
Like most American cities, San Francisco finds itself facing the
problem of retardation ·in the schools. With a view to improving
the condition in this respect, a number of ungraded, or, more prop·
erly speaking, coaching teachers, were appointed to positions in the
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schools! some two or .-three -. years~ : ago.· But, . later on, owing, to:finan~
cial stress, the board found itself obliged to discontinue the services
of : these ·teachers, although at·-·the ·time ·there · was every- evid~nce
that they wer~ fully· justifying their appointment in, reducing appreciably the amount of retardation in the several grades of the schools.
o\ving to the different capacities of· children, and owing to the repeated absence of _many children on account of sickness or for other
c~-qs~s, there is ~-a.n iinperative n·e ed for just such a group of coaching·
teachers .in every ·school system in the country, and San Francisco
will:do well to restore at an early date the plan which two or three
y~ars ago 'had been so wisely begun. It is reconimended· that San
Francisco reestablish its . coaching-teaching department, that it
provide for the employment of at least _30 such teachers, and that
this work be placed under the supervision and direction of one of the
deputy superintendents.
. _
In this part of this report reference has been made to ·the necessity of San Francis~o's introducing !nto th.e· school system: still other
tyPeS of WOrk which it is .b elieved are needed for the good of the
children, and it is here recommended that steps be taken :for the
introduction of the following:
·
Oral hygiene, with a -staff of dental operators under the director of
healt_h; a school o;r schools for blind children; ·a school or schools for
crippled children;. a policy looking ·toward .a larger use of·· school
bUildings for social, civic, and community centers; a small gro;up of
trav~ling· teachers to work with stammerers : and aU children who
have speech difficulties-five teachers could do this work satis:factorily for the- ·entire city; . work in agri6ulture, school gardens,
nature study, and city beautification throughout all the city
schools; summer vacation schools; continuation schools for that
group · of chilfuen who have been so un:(ortunate as to· have to
leay~ school for economic or other causes; work in vocational
gui9ance in the. high schools·, · in · the higher grades of the
elementary schools:, and in the continuation schools; a :mental
specialist who should be on the staff of the director of health and have
supervision of the segregation of the men tal deviates and all seriously retarded c~es; and a Roentgen-ray clinic for the examination
of inCipient tuberculosis. This last should be in the department of
h~_altli.

OUTLINE OF PROPOSED ORGANIZATION.

These recommendations are for an organizatiQn based upon a plan
ofunit control whereby the entire management of the public-school
systeni of San Francisco shall be placed in the hands ·of a board ·of
education, the members of .which shall perform the duties of their
?flice without compensation, giving both their time and their servIce· as a freewill
offering to the cause of. public education in San
I
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Francisco. This will require constitutional ~nd charter amendments,
as stated on page 82 of this report.
The proper official relation of all the factors 'involved in the proposed new plan of school control is shown in Figure 37.
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It is recommended:
First.-That the school department of San Francisco shall be
under the control and management of a board of education composed
of nine members from the city at large, who shall be elected by the
people of the city and county of San Francisco or appointed by the
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and .confirmed ·by the board of supervisors or ·appointed by
the judges of the superior court/ and who shall give to the dll;ties of
their office such time as the business of the board may require; that
such board , members shall perform their duties without compensation; that they shall be not less than 30 years of age and shall have
been residents of the city and county of San Francisco for at least
five years prior to their appointment or election; _that the board shall
never be so constituted as to consist of more ~than four members of
the same, political pa~rty; that the term of office of the members shall
be for six years; and that those first appointed shall so classify themselves by lot that they shall, respectively, go out of office as --follows:
Three members ·a t the expiration ·of two years, three members a·t the
expiration of four years, and three members at the expiration of six
ye~s.

Second~-That the .· board of education shall organize by electing
one of its own ·m embers president, who shall serve for one year and
until his_ successor is elected; by electing a secretary, who -shall not
be a member o~ the board, and who' shall,receive such all:nual salary
the board may determine; by creating two standing committees-·
one to b~ called the committee on business; the other th~ committee
on education-said committees to be com~osed of four members each,
appointed by the :president of the board, who shall be ex officio _a
t;nember of each committee;. The city treasurer and the city attorney
should be the treasurer and the counsel of the board of education
and should perform the duties of their positions without additional
salary; and the board should have power to employ such clerical
and other assistants as the above-named ·officers may need to enable
theln _properly to perform such duties of their offices as relate to the
business of the board of education.
.
Third.. That the board of education shall hold regular monthly
meetings . and such other meetings as it may determine, and that it
shall establish rules for its proceedings. These rules should require
a concurrent vote of .a majority of its members for the transaction of
a~y business, and the ayes and noes should be recorded in the minutes of the board on all questions where a power of the hoSJ"d is exercised. under the charter or under State school laws.
Fourth~· That the board of education, as a corporate body, shall
have all the constitutional and statutory powers which are conferred
UPP:t:l ·similar corporate bodies by the c9nstitution and general laws
of the State of California. ·
· Fifth.--That in adrlition to the powers conferred by the general
laws o{ the State, the board of education shall ~ave full power within

as

1
The member of the survey staff employed to advise the commissioner of education on questions of
sChool admiliistmtion requested to be relieved from expressing an opinion on the method of creati.Jlg the
board.of education.
..
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the limits of the State laws to administer and conduct all the financial, 'Qusiness, and educational affairs of the public-school system.
Among these powers should be enumerated the following:
1. Power to control and manage, through its proper officers, all the educational,
busineBB, and financial affairs of the school district, independent of all other depart.
menta of the c.ity government. This should include power to make the school budget
and levy school taxes within the limits of the law, and power to issue bonds for school
purposes within the limits of the law and in the manner prescribed by law.
2. Power to legislate for the schools through the establishment of proper rules and
regulations.
.
·
•
3. Power to consider and determine all school policies, but no power to execute
these policies except' through experts employed by the board for that purpose.4. Power to elect a superintendent of schools as a technical expert and to confirm
or reject that officer's recommendations for appointments in the education, the business, and the financial departments of the schools, and to hold the superintendent
responsible for results.
5. Power to command results through a proper inspection of the work from time to
time, and the power to dismiss the superintendent and any of his assistants in any
branch of the service for malfeasance, incompetence, unfitness, or neglect of duty. :
6. Power to establish regulations for the disbursement of all moneys rightly coming under the board's control and to secure strict accountability in the expenditures
thereof in connection with the county auditor's office and the board's supervision of
the same.
7. Power to create an accoun~ing, statistical, and supplies department to have
charge of the work of further detailing the accounts of the auditor with regard to both
receipts and expenditures, so as to ma}re such details available for study and comparison, to the end that standards may be established, wise economies instituted,
and a higher degree of efficiency produced in all the work under the control of the
board.
8. Power to purchase school sites ~nd to conduct its own building operations, entering into contract for the erection of new buildings and for the repair and remodeling
of old buildings, and to create a department of buildings to have charge of this work
under the direction of the superintendent of schools.
.
9. Power to elect and fix the salary of the superintendent of schools, who shall be
the chief executive officer of the board, and who, under the board, shall have charge
and direction of all the employees and activities of the board connected with the educational, financial, and business affairs of the schools,
10. Power to ~onfirm or reject nominations made by the superintendent of schools
for appointment to positions in the educational, the financial, or the business departments of the school sys'tem. No appointments should be made to any position under
the superintendent except upon his initiative and written recommendation.
11. Power to establish, organize, and maintain such classes and types of schools
and departments of special work as the board may from time to time deem necessary
for the full efficiency of the school system, and to change, modify, consolidate, or
discontinue the same as the interests of the schools may require . .
12. Power, under the limitations of State law, to create and abolish positions :in
connection with the educational, the business, and the financial departments of the
school system as the board may determine; to fix the salaries and compensation of
all persons employed by the board, and to provide its own rules for the payment of
the same.
·

Sixth.-That the superintendent of schools to be elected by the
of education, reorganized as herein reGommended, shall not be

bo~rd
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selected from among the members of the hoard, and that: he shall not
be a member of the board. . As the chief exe·c utive .of the board, the
superintendent should have ·. charge.. of all the educational, financial,
and business. affairs of the schools. · He should be req:uired to. enforce
~provisions of.the State school law and aU.. rules, -regulations, and
orders r~lating to the management of the ·educational, £nancial, and
business affairs of the schools, and should have, under the board, .the
supervision and· direction of all officers, teachers; and other employees
of the board and of their activities, including the supervision and
direction -of: ~olirses . - of ·study,. -promotion of pupils, and all matters
pertaining to. medical inspection, playgrounds,- recreation and -social
centers, school gardens, libraries, and lectures. connected With the
schools. The superin.tendent_. should be required to. attend all meetings of the_board of .education and.should have a,right to spe·akon all
matters · considered by it, but-no right to vote. His term of office
should be for a period of not less than four years ·and cat such -salary
as-the board of education may determine. ,S;e venth.. The :board 9f educ.ation, ;()n the written recommendation
of the superint~ndent of schools, shall elect five deputy superintendents, who may. be called, assista:nt ~·superintendents or . associate 'superintendents, as; -the board may determine. That the board ( of
education shall Jtppoint one -additional de,Puty superintendent· for
e~ch -,20;000 children in: ~average - daily attendance over and above the
base number of 45·,ooo children; that one deputy shall be · placed in
charge:<>f .·all activities . coiinected with the· department of buildings_
and grounds; that one deputy superintendent shall be placed in charge
of the department of accounting, · statistics, and supplies, .an~ that
the remaining deputy' sup.erintenden_ts and such other deputy· super...
intendants: as may hereafter be, appointed· .shall be placed in charge
of the educational ·a ctiyities· :of the scho~ls, to be assigned to such
administrative,- professional, and supervisory work as the. superin-'
tendent of schools may determine • .· (Some of these are indicated onpp. 93 and 125.) The term of. office of the deputies shoUld be for
at least four years, at such salary as the board may determine~
.Eig-h th.-That -the following -classes of employees necessary -to a
pro_per carrying on of the work in all' departments of the public-school
system shall be elected by the l?oard on the -initiative· and mitten
recommendation of the superintendent of schools: Directors 'of ' special departments or of special work, supervisors of. special 'W-ork~
principa~s of scho()l$, t.e ac4ers, 'medical . ipspectors, sQhool nurs~s,
attendance officers, accountants, clerks, bookkeepers; engineers, jani.,.
tors, and all other· persons under the direction of the superintendent
of.schools.
Ninth.-Tb.at the board of education shall havEr the right to dismiss
anyschool officer or other employee for insubordination, immoral or
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unprofessional conduct, provided the charges against any officer or
employee shall first be formally presented to the board by the super"'
intendent of schools after due investigation; and provided further,
that these charges shall be passed upon finally by the board of education after due hearing. The board shall also have theright, on the
written recommendation of the superintendent of schools, to dismiss
any officer or employee for evident I unfitness to perform the duties
of his office or position, and such a dismissal may be made without
a hearing. 1
If the school laws will not permit th~ board of education to take
action in the type o:( cases last named above, then the laws should·be
so amended as to per~t the board to dismiss for pedagogical incompetence and unfitness without granting a hearing. Obviously, the
facts involved are of a nature \vhich can not be subjected to the
processes of hearing; and therefore the courts have decided that
boards of education have full authority to dismiss for pedagogical
incompetence and inefficiency without according the dismissed party
a hearing, the. courts holding that a hearing is without avail, since
in the end the judgment of the board's experts must prevail. 2
Tenth.-That standards of qualifications to be required of candidates for examination for positions in the educational departments
of the schools, and a detailed specification as to requirements for the
several educational positions in the schools, shall be adopted by ·the
board of education on the recommendation of the superintendent,
and when adopted shall become a part of the rules and regulations
of the board.
Eleventh.-That the board of education shall create a board of
examiners whose function it shall be to examine and certificate all
teachers and other persons in the educational department of the
schools who are required by State law to be holders of proper certificates before they shall be elected to positions in the public schools
of the State. The said board of examiners should be composed of
the superintendent of schools and his deputy superintendents of
schools.
Twelfth.-That the superintendent of schools shall establish
eligible lists of teachers from which appointments should be made in
accordance with the rules and regulations of the board of education.
Thirteenth.-That the board of education shall, upon the recommendation of the superintendent and subject to the limitations oi
t Probably few cases will arise in which It will become necessary to dismiss employees for unfitness during
the progress of the school year, and the school law of California P.rovides (sec. 1617 (b)) that no board of
education shall enter into any contract with any emplo.yee for a period extending beyond the close of the
next ensuing school year, and that a teacher is to be deemed reelected for the next ensuing school year only
when the board or the governing body of the school district fails to notify such teacher on or before the
lOt~ day of June that his services will not be required for the ensuing school year.
'See case of Mary E. Nalle v. James F. Oyster et al., pp. 826-827, vol. 38, Washington Law Reporter;
decision rendered by Justice Van Orsdell, court of app~als. A similar decision was rendered in the case of
W. B. Evans v. Henry P. Blair et el., Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.-- ·--·--
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the;-laws o£ the State, adopt a definite policy in regard to the election,
te:t'.ln of office, promotion,· and assignment of 'd uties of ·teachers and

This

other employees of' the ' b'o ard.
policy should provide for a
probationary period for employees · of sufficient length to ·.test their
ability; 'for such permanency and security of tenure as will encourage
a wholesome degree of ·independence and freedom of ·initiative; for
the recognition of professional ability and faithful service in 'promotion, and for the elimination of employees who have become incapable of the proper performance of their duties. All employees should ·
be subject to assignment to auty by the superintendent of schools~
and all assignments made by him should be reported to the bo~rd
for record.
SUMMARY.

The public .schools of San Francisco can not be happily .ot successfully administered until the present me't hod of admill.istration makes .
way for .a plan of c()ntrol which will pe~t· the educational forces of
the city to do th~ir work properly, efficiently, ,and well. '' The recommendations which have been discussedin·thischapter are here brOught
together.in brief sUinlilary.
Changes in State constitution and .c ity .charter.' The State constitution of .California shoUld be ame11-~ed ·so as to relieve .the courity of
San Franoisco from the obligation of electing a ··county superihtend~
~. ~~hoo~.

·

· ·

.· ·The charter of ·San Francisco should be amended to ''provide for

the creation of a board' of education which ·s hould. be independent of

aU other branches of the city gov.ern~ent, .: and .w hich. should have
the full control and ma.nagement, .' through its· ' superintendent of
schools .'a nd his assistants, ' of all matte~· 'relating : t'o public-school
affairs in· San Francisco :in the educational, busin~ss, and financial
departments of theschoolsystem, the members 'o f the board to
sepre without compensation.'
. .
.
.
. The proposed amendment should include, among othe~, a proVision'· empowering the board {)f educa tioit to make its ·budget and .·io
deterniine t!le amoun.t of the school-tax leVy under the lirilltation of
the .State law.
·:·:The charier of San Francisco should he amended; further,to establish beydnd' question the proper r~lation between the board of edu(}~~ioii an<f·the superintendent o.f schools;· as its' technical expert; and
all of the board's employees under him. The proposed amendment
should make ~t clear that the board of education must not atteinpt to
perform directlythe duties ,ofb'arrying on the schoofsyste~~ but that
they ~ust employ technically tramed officers for this purpose~ . This
f"Uriction of the board of educ.a tion· should be considered as analogous
to th~t of the board of directors of a 'business 'corporation.
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The task of amending the charter and reorganizing the publicschool system should· be undertaken independently of personal considerations or expediency, and solely in the light of fundamentally
sound principles of organization and administration.
General.-The board of education as a corporate body should have
all the constitutional and statutory powers which are conferred upon
similar corporate bodies by the constitution and the general laws of
the State of California.
The charter should be amended to permit the tax levy to exceed
the minimum tax provided by State l~w under the diacretion of the
board of education in the meeting of proper emergencies.
!f the proposed reorganization of the school system is effected, it
will be necessary to create a new department to have charge of buildings and grounds (including planning, erection, maintenance, and
repair) and supervision of the engineer and ja:p.itorial staff.
The board of education should reorganize its system of accounting
to correspond with the increased responsibilities with which jt will be
charged under the new plan, as proposed, by c.reati;ng a department
of accounting and statistics, which should also be responsible for
purchasing and distributing equipment and supplies. At the head of
this department ·should be placed a technically trained expert, who
should act under the direction of the superintendent of schools, and
who should be one of the deputy superintendents.
All pl~yground work and ali recreational activities' under public
auspic.~s in the. city are educational in their intent and purpose, and
should.be under the full control of the board of education.
ThE3..,Official proceedings of the board of education sh.o uld be published and made available for the inspection and reference of all
officers and heads of .departments of the school system and for the
information of the public.
The board oj' education.-Members of the board of education, nine
in number, representing the city at large, should be elected .b y the
people of the City and .County of San Francisco, or appointed by the .
mayor and confirmed by the bo~rd of supervisors, or appointed by
the judges of the superior court, should serve without compensation,
and should give to the duties of their office such time as the business
of the board of education may require. Members of the.board should
be not less than 30 years of age and should have been residents of
the City and County of San Francisco for at least five years prior
to their appointment.
The board should never be so constituted as to consist of more than
four members of the same political party. The term of office of
members of the board should be for six years, three members being
appointed every two years after the first organization.
The board should organize by electing one of its members president,
by electing a paid secretary, who shall not be a member, and by creat·

ing':two 'standing committees' 0~ four membets .each, one on, ;b usiness
and one on education. The board should have the power 'to employ
such clerical and other ·assistants ·as i:nay be necessary.
·.The board .should'hold' regular :meetings once each ·month,. ·and at
such· other times as ·it may determine;; it should e-stablish .rules for its
proceedingS_,;but the concurrent .vote of a majority of the members of
the board should be necessary to transact business -; the ayes and noes
should be recorded in ~the minutes of the board on ·all questions·.where
a· power of the board is exercised :Under the charter or under the
State school laws.
The board of education :should elect a superintendent· of .schools
aiil:d determine 'the amount of ·. his salary. . . The term . bf .office . of: the
superintendent should be for at;least .f our years, and his duties and
r~lationship to the board.and to the:schools and·to the other employees
of.the board should follow •the plan outlined in this report.·
:The ·board should elect · :fi.~e deputy superintendents ori. rthe written
recdmmendation ·of the- superintendent, · and ; one additionai deputy
superintendent · for each 201000 pupils ·in average daily att~ndanGe
over and above the base number of' 45,000 plipils~ Onei · deputy
should be placed in charge of all activities conhected·With the department of bUildings and grounds; one deputy should be placed in charge
of the department of accounting, statistics,·and supplies; the remain ...
ing deputies should be assigned to such ·administrative, professional,
and · supervisory work ·a s the superintendent may· determine. ·'The
te'rm of office of the deputy superintendents should be for. at least
four,years, and they should receive such;salarry as the board of educa~
tion rnay determine~
All-oi}ler persons in the employ ·of the·board ;of education, in·.such
numbers as may be necessary to ·a proper carrying on of the :work·'in
all departments of the public school system, should be elected by the
board, on the initiative and written recommendation of the superintendent of schools.
·
The board.of education should have the right to dismiss any school
officer or <any other employee ·of the board· for insubordination or
immoral or unprofessional conduct, provided the charges against suc:h
officer or employee shall fl.rst be formally ·pres:e nted to the'board by
the superintendent of schools, after due i-pvestigation·,.,and provided
further that such charges sh·a n be passed upon finally .b y the :board
after due hearing. The·board should also have the right, on th~ written recommendation of the superintendent of schools, to dismiss
without a hearing any school officer or other employee for evident
unfitness to perform the duties of his office or position.
!he·board of'·e ducation should have the power to establish;organize; an~ maintain such classes and ·types of schools and departments
of special .work as it may deem' necessary, and· to change, modify,
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consolidate, or discontinue the same as the interest~ of the public
school system may require.
The board of education should have the power to create or abolish
positions in connection with the educational, business, ·and financial
departments of the school system as it may determine under the
limitations of the State law, and to fill such positions on the initiative
and written recommendation of the superintendent of schools.
The superintendent of schools.-The superintendent of schools
should be definitely and officially recogni~ed as the technical expert
of the board of education, employed by the board as its adviser and
chief executive officer, and charged with complete control of and
responsibility for the conduct of the school system under the board
and for carrying out the policies d~termined upon by the board. .
Upon the recommendation of the superintendent of schools, the
board of education should adopt such rules as may be necessary to
define clearly the stat11s of deputy superintendents, directors of
special subjects, and other representatives of the superintendent, in
o~der that there may be recognition of their authority to enforce
proper standards of work throughout the schools from all supervisorst
principals, and teachers.
The superintendent of schools should be free to determine the
assignment of duties among his deputies and other assistants as the
best interests of the service may require from time to time.
New activities..-The board of education, in accordance with plans
prepared by the superintendent of schools, should provide for the
introduction or further \extension of those newer types of publicschool activities which have not yet received full practical recognition
in San Francisco, including· kindergartens, departmental regganization of the last six years of the course, revision of courses of study,
manual training, home economics, schools for special classes of
pupils, open-air classes, vocational classes, the social phases of education, and a department of research and efficiency.
The following new special departments should be created: (1)
Evening schools and school extension, in which should be included
also the social and lecture center activities now carried on in connection with physical education and school athletics; (2) school
gardens, nature study, agriculture, and city beautification; (3)
attendance, which should have charge of enforcement of compulsoryattendance laws, issuance of child-labor certificate~, taking of the
school census, supervision of parental schools and juvenile court
schools; (4) writing. The functions and activities of these departments as proposed are outlined in the report.
Existing special departments should be continued or .reorganized,
as follows: (1) The department of drawing, to be called the "Department of Art Education"; (2) the department of music, as now; (3)
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the department of home economics, to ·be called the .''Department of
HomeEconomics and Vocational-Subjects for Girls"; (4) the department of manual training:, to be called ,the "Department of Manual
Training and Vocational Subjects for Boys'~; (5) the -department of
primary grades, to be called the .''Department of ~ Primary and
Kindergarten Instruction"; (6) the department of physical education, athletics, social and lecture centers, to be called the ''Department .of Health}' Activities of the social and lecture centers should
be transferred to the new ·department of evening schools and school
extensio~. . The function · of the new department . of health · should
be enlarged so as to include supervision and direction of the following:
Physical training, athletics, playgrounds, and recreational activities
in day, evening, and vacation schools of all classes and types, and in
the city as well; schools for mental deviates; open-air schools, freshair schools, and schools for the tuberculous; schools for deaf, blind,
and crippled children; medical inspection and medical examination
of children in the schools;. school nurses.
The functions and activities of the .departments referred to in. the
preceding paragraphs are outlined ifi the report. Each of these
departments should have at its head a capable, technically trained
officer, called director, who should be given such technical assistants,
called supervisors, and such clerical assistants, as may be necessary
for the effective performance of the duties assigned. An outline of
the personnel suggested for these staffs is presented in the report.
Efficiency of the staff.-The board of education should have the
right, on the recommendation of the superintendent· of schools, to
set the standard of qualifications to be required of those seeking
positions in the educational department, and to refuse to admit to
examination any person who does not fully meet the requirements
established.
The board _of education should create a board of examiners, consisting of the superintendent of schools and his deputies, the function
of which should be to examine and certificate all employees who are
required by law to be holders of proper certificates before being
eligible to employment in the school system.
The superintendent of schools should establish eligible lists of
teachers according to rules and regulations of the board of education.
A plan of tenure of office of employees on the educational staff
.should be adopted by the board of education, upon the recommendation of the superintendent.
The superintendent of schools should have the· authority to recommend, and the board of education should have the power to ·confirm,
the appointments of persons best qualified for the service to be performed, irrespective of the places of residence of appointees.
.
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A record of the efficiency ratings of all employees should be kept
on file in the office of the superintendent of schools.
Upon the recommendation of the superintendent of schools, the
board of education should make full use of the State law providing
for those employees who, on account of long service or advanced
years, have reached a state when they should be retired from the
schools.
The superintendent of schools with his staff of deputies and special
directors should provide that educational and inspirational leadership which will insure the continued training and professional advancement of teachers and other employees while in the service ..

Chapter IV.
THE FINANCES OF THE SCHOOLS.
San Francisco derives its moneys for the support of its public schoo:
system from two classes of receipts, revenue receipts and nonrevenuE
receipts.
,
The board of education derives its revenue receipts from · the fol·
lowing sources:
(1) From the. apportionment of State .school _funds distributed at
st~ted times in the year by the State superintendent of public instruction.
·
(2) From moneys raised by direct · taxation on all the assessable
property in the school district through a tax levy made by the board
of supervisors of the city and· county of San Francisco.
(3) From rentals of property owned by the board of education.
(4) From interest on school moneys ·deposited in banks.
The board of education derives its :nonrevenue receipts fr.om the
following-named so:urces:
,
.
. (1) From the sale of school bonds which it is authorized to issue
. on the vote of the qualified electors of the school district· under the
limitations of State law.
(2) From the sale of property and from proceeds due to insurance
·
adjustment.
(3) And from other nonrevenue sources not included in the above.
The following summary of rec~ipts, classified as above, for the.nine
Jears, 1908 to 1916, inclusive, ·has been compiled by an expert accountant directly from the auditor's books in San Francisco.
TA~LE

58.-Revenue receipts. Showing amount of moneys received from (1) the State
8Moolfund, .(2) local taxes, (9) rentals, (4) other sources (interest), for the y~ars 1908 to
1916, t.nclunve.
Years.

l~: .: :)j·:~·:·~: j.·-!·:·:!~j:·.~: ~:!

State

funds.

Local
taxes.

1564,804 $1,009,627
674,194:
1,120,599
615,536
1,266,929
737,038
1,208,492
586 215
1,384,933
670:762
1,533,125
694,431
1,686,712
662,412. 1,781,447
718,406
1,933,507

Other
sources
(interest).

Re1:1tals.

$477
49,324
50,322
50,888
52,854:
54,222
97,531
97,441
98,143 I

0
$33,925
9,170
20,900
5,686
4,593
9,520
260
73

Total.

$1,574,908
1,·878,042
1,94:1,957
2,017,318
2,029,688
2,262, 702
2,488,194
2,641,560
2,750,.179

I
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59.-Nonrevenue receipts. Sho1Jling amount of moneys received from (1) sale of
bonds, (2) sale of property and from insurance adjustments, (9) other nonrevenue sourcu
for~ years1908 to 1916, inclusive.
'

TABLE

Property
sales and
Other
insurance noilrevenue
adjustsources.
ments.

Sale of
school
bonds.

Years.

$3,486

1908•.••••••.•••••.•••......•..•.•....•..•.•.........•••

0
1909 ••••••••.•.•.. - ••. - .•••...••.•.•••••.•.. - ....... . .•• $2,170,723
961,470
1910 .••..••.••.....••..••....•.......•........ ········••
1911 ••.•.•.•••.••••...•.....•••••.•...................•• 1,125,828
714,688
1912 .•••...•. - ..•••..........•....••.•.... - ............ .
607,218
1913 •••.•.••..•••....•••..••... -~ •.•..............•...••
81;i2,121

i~ig::: :: :::::: ::: ::::::::: :::: :::: ::::: ::::::::::::::~:

1916 .••••..••••..•..•...••.....•.............. .. ........

805

300
553
100
568
173

$28,849
15,072
456
693
590

$31,976
2,186,600
002,226
1,127,074
715,37&

608,336
853,006

550
711
509

164

1,500
8,300

Total.

2,17a

646

0

8,946

60.-Summary of Tables No. 58 and No. 59. Showing (1) total ,revenue r!·
ceipts, (2) total nonrevenue receipts, (9) grand total of revenue and nonrevenue receipta,
for the years 1908 to 1916, inclusive.

TABLE

Total
revenue
receipts.

Years.

Grand total

Total
revenue
nonrevenue and nonreceipts.
revenue
receipts.

. 131,975
1908 ••••••••....••....••.••.....•••••.•..••.••...•.•••••••.••. :..... $I, 574,908
$1,606,883
2,186,600
1909... •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. ••• . . • . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . I,878,042
4,004,642
1910 •.••••...............•• ~ ...••........•.......... .. ....... ·......• I, 941,957
962,226
2,904,1&
·1911 ...•••...•.. -........................................ ... ........ 2., 017,318 1 I, 127,074
3,144,392
1912 ..••..........•••..•............ . ...................•.... '......• 2,029,688
715,378
2, 745,066
1
1913 ..••.•..••..•.••.•.......•...•....... - . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .2, 262, 702
608,336 1 2,871,038
1914. •.•..••••••.•...•.•.•............................... .........•• 2·, 488,194 1
853,005
3,341,19t
1915 ••••••.•••...........••.....•......•..........................•. 2,541,560 i
2,I73
2,543,733
1916 ••••••••••...........•....•••............ -...................... 2, 750,179 i
8,946
2, 759,125
I

61.-Showing (1) number of pupils in average daily attendance at all schools, (2}
number of teachers employed, (9) average attendance of pupils per teacher, (4) number
srhool buildings in use, (5) average attendance of pupils per school, for the years1908 to
1916, inclugive.

TABLE

Pupilsin
Years.
-100_8_______-___-.•.-...-..-.. .--..-...-...-••-.. .---~--...-...-..-.-.
1909 ........................ -- .... -~..... . .......
1910 •..••......................... -. . ............
1911. ....................... - ... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
1912 .......................................... ·...
1913.............................................
1914.. ... ...... ........... .. .. ...... ........ .....
1915..... .. ......... .. .. .. . . ............. .... ....
1916 ................................. -...........
------··-··--------

----

I

School
Teachers Average
attendance b 'Jdi
d&ly
em
of pupils
Ul
ngs
attendance . ploy;d
at all
.
· per teacher. used.
schools.
ave~age

-

-

1

Average
attend•
ance per
school.

----33-,-93~1,r---1-,09--5·l-----30-.-91-----~-l---3-81-.2
35,541
36,774
37,736
40,448 ,
42 830 '
44:388
46,562
46,862
,1·

1,195 1
1, 198
1,227
1, 308 I
1, 423
1,478 I
1,485 1
1, 520 I

-------~---------- ---'----

29. 7
30. 7
30 7 1
3o: 9
30
30
31.3 1
30. 8
-- - --------'--1 - I.

92
386.3
95
387
100
377.3
1o5
s85.z
105
407.8
104
426.8
1o4
447.7
105
445.9-----

I

A study of Table 58 (revenue receipts) reveals the fact that within the perioo of the nine years listed in the table the amount of money
apportioned to San Francisco from State school funds reached its
highest point in the year 1911, $737,038; that in 1912 there was a
decrease from the preceding year of $150,823; and that after that
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year there was a gradual increase each year until the $700,000 mark
was again passed in 1916, the exact amount received in that year
being $718,456. This indicates that the State of California is doing
its share in the support of the public school system of the State.
This table on revenue receipts also shows that the amount of
moneys received from local taxes increased from $1,009,627 in the
year 1908 to $1,933,507 in the year 1916, nearly $1,000,000, or
91.4 per cent, in a period of less than 10 years; that rentals increased from practically nothing in 1908 ($477) to $98,143 in 1916.
This is due to the fact that San Francisco has some very valuable
p:uperty in the heart of the city which has increased not only in
property value but in rental value as well. The highest amount
received in any one year for interest on money on deposit was received in the year 1909, and the second highest in 1911. This was
due to large issues of bonds in these years. It should be noted further that the total amount received from revenue receipts gradually
grew from $1,574,908 in the year 1908 to $2,750,179 in the year 1916,
an increase of 74.6 per cent.
A study of Table 59 (nonrevenue receipts) shows that for the nine
years listed in the table San Francisco issued school bonds (for _the
erection of new school buildings, in the main) to the total amount of
$6,441,848. No issue of bonds was made in 1908, but an issue of
$2,170,723 was made in 1909; an issue of $961,470 was made in 1910,
and an issue of $1,125,828 in the year 1911. This was followed by
issues of $714,688 in the year 1912, of $607,218 in the year 1913, and
of $852,121 in the year 1914. The sale of bonds for the years 1915
and 1916 \vas negligible.
·
These bond issues, covering in all a period of 6 years (from 1909 to
1914, inclusive), tell the story of the disaster of the Great Fire in San
Francisco and her successful and triumphant effort at a full and
complete recovery from the same. But as a result of the stress and
struggle quickly to recover from the great disaster, the city now
finds itself at the point where the question of a further issuance of
school bonds is in danger of being stopped beca;use San Francisco is
approaching the limit in the amount of bonds (that is, in the total
of both school and municipal bonds) which cities of her class are permitted to issue under the State laws of California. This is a question which will require careful handling on the part of the board of
education on the one hand and of the city government on the other
in order that the forward progress of the schools with regard to the
construction of necessary school buildings shall not be retarded.
The demands soon to be mado upon the board of education with
regard to a comprehensive building program will be imperative.
There is needed even now funds for the construction of necessary
schoolhouses to provide for the increased gro·wth of the schools
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and to replace certain Un.desirable buildings now in use, which can
only be procured through the further issuance of school bonds.
It must be further noted in this connection that as a result of its
bonded indebtedness the school district of San Francisco is at the
present time paying out each year interest on bonds to an amount
approximating $300,000, the exact amount of interest in 1914 being
$284,920; in 1915, $296,197; in 1916, $285,074. Since interest must
be paid out of current funds, the board of education, therefore, must
include its "bond interest" item in the estimate of school ~xpendi
tures for each :fiscal year. Thus it has resulted that the board of
supervisors in setting the school levy has been obliged to exceed
the limit of the tax rate as set in the city and county charter in order
to procure sufficient revenue to support the schools. This the board
of supervisors has assumed it has a .right to do under an emergency
clause in the charter and under the implied power granted to the
supervisors under a State law which permits a higher rate to be
levied than that set in the city charter itself.
The above situation has resulted in an unfortunate discussion
with regard to the taxing power of the supervisors of San Francisco
in connection with the setting of the school levy. The situation
created by the charter is fair neither to the board of education nor
to the board of supervisors of the city and county of San Francisco.
It can be remedied by an amendment to the charter which will permit the levying of the minimum tax permitted by State law, and at
the same time be made flexible enough to permit the taxing power
to go beyond this amount under the discretion of the board of education in the meeting of proper emergencies. Such an amendment
to the charter is recommended elsewhere in this report.
In connection with the above discussion of the school revenues,
and particularly with regard to the matter of their gradual increase
from year to year, attention is directed to Table 61, which shows
that the number of children in average daily attendance upon the
public schools of San Francisco in 1908 was 33,931, while in 1916 it
was 46,862, an increase of 12,931 children, or 38.1 per cent. This
increased attendance has called for an increase in the number of
teachers, and hence an ·increased payroll for the same, as is shown
by the fact that the number of teachers in the year 1908 was 1,095,
while in the year 1916 it was 1,520 an increase of 38. 8 per cent.
Again, the number of school buildings maintained and supported in
in 1908 was 89; in 1916 it was 105, an increase of 17.9 per cent.
These and other statistics, taken in connection with the gradual
increase in the school budg0t: mnphasize the fact that the growth of
the budget has no more than kopt pace with the increase in number
of children to be educated. During this period school expenditures
in the country as a whole have increased much mo~e rapidly than the
number of children. The school budf.{et increase is due to increase
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in the school attend~nce, increase in the number of teachers, increase
in the number of new schoolbuildings, increase in the amount of
interest paid out on account ofnew .b ond issues, increase in teachers'
salaries, to the necessity of spending a large amount each year upon
the repair and upkeep of buildings and grouildf;J .(this item alone has
averaged about $125,000 for each of the nine years named above),
and to other necessary expenditures. There is no indication of
extravagance. The board of education within . these years appears
to have .expended the school revenues .wisely, and there is now need
of large increase in these revenues to enable the board to round out
an educational and building program which will give San Francisco
the type of public-school system to which its people are justly entitled.
The next question which naturally will be asked is, How did the
board of education spend its revenues in each of the nine years
named above~ The tables setting ·forth the expenses of the. school .
department for the years 1908 to 1-916, inclusive (p. 129 ff) ;will be helpful in the consideration of this question./ These tables are based on
the system. of accounting reconimended by the United States Bureau
of Educ·a tion which is now being· generally adopted; an outline of
which follows:
CLASSIFICATION OF SCHOOL ACCOUNTS.

[NoTE.--The Arabic numerals used below number different accounts, and run from No. 1 to No. 67,
consecutively.]
(A)-ExPENSES

oF

GENERAL

CoNTROL

(OVERHEAD

CHARGES),

INcLUDING .

EXPENSES OF-

I. Business Administration.
(I) School elections .
.(2) Board of education and secretary's office.
(3) Finance offices and accounts.
(4) Offices in charge of buildings and supplies.
(5) Legal services.
(6)' Operation and maintenance of office buildings in which the board of
education meets.
(7) Other expenses of business control.
II. Educational Administration.
(8) Office of superintendent 6f schools.
(9) Enforcement of compulsory education, truanc.y laws, and census enumeration.
·
·
(10) Other expense~ of educational control.
Total expenses of general control.
(B)--:-EXPENSES OF INSTRUCTION DAY SCHOOLS, INCLUDING EXPENSES OF-

I. ·supervision of Day Schools.
(11) Salaries of supervisors of grades and of subjects.
(12) Other expenses of supervision, including clerks, office supplies, etc.
(13) Salaries of principals.
(14) Salaries of principals' .clerks and office assistants.
(15) Other expenses of principal's office.
(16) Other expenses of supervision.
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II. Teaching.
(17) Salaries of teachers.
(18) Textbooks.
(19) Other supplies used in instruction.
(20) Other expenses of instruction.
Total expenses of instruction for day schools.
(C)-ExPENSEs OF INSTRUCTION IN NIGHT ScHOOLS.

I. Supervision.
(21) Salaries of supervisors of grades and subjects.
(22) Other expenses of supervisors, including clerks, office supplies, etc.

(23) Salaries of principals.
(24) Salaries of principals' clerks and office assistants.
(25) Other expenses of principals' office.
(26) Other expenses of supervision.

II. Teaching.
(27) Salaries of teachers.
(28) Textbooks.
(29) Other supplies used in instruction.
(30) Other expenses of instruction.
Total expense!- for night schools.
Total expenses instruction both day and night schools.
(D)-ExPENSES OF OPERATION OF ScHOOL PLANT, INCLUDING ExPENSES OF-

(31) Wages of janitors and other employees.

(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

Fuel.
Water.
Light and power.
Janitors' supplies.
Other expenses of operation of plant.
Total expenses of operation of plant.

(E)-EXPENSES OF MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT, INCLUDING EXPENSES OF-

(37) Repair of buildings and upkeep of grounds.
(38) Repafr and replacement of equipment.
(39) Other expenses of maintenance of school plant.
Total expense of maintenance of plant.
(F)-EXPENSES

OF

AUXILIARY

AGENCIES

AND

SuNDRY

ACTIVITIES,

INCLUDING

ExPENSEs OF-

(40) Libraries (excluding books).
(41) Books.
(42) Promotion of health, including medical inspection, school nurses,
special clinics, etc.
(43) Transportation of pupils.
(44) Care of children in institutions.
(45) Proyision of lunches.
(46) Community lecturers.
(47) Social centers.
(48) Recreation.
(49) Other auxiliary agencies and sundry activities.
(50) Payments to private schools.
(51) Payments to schools of other civil institutions.
Total expenditures for auxiliary agencies.
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(G)-E~ENSES

OF

~~ED

CHARGES,

I~CLUniNG

EXPENSES OF-

(52) ,Pensions, or ''retirement salaries.~~
(53) Rents.
(54) Insurance.
(55) Taxes.
(56) Contributions and con.tingencies.
Total expenses of fixed charges.
Total current expenses, including all of above subtotals under
headings numbered (A); (B); (C); (D); (E); (F); (G).
(H)-EXPENSES OF DEBT SERVICE, INCLUDING EXPENSES OF--

(57.)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)

Redemption of bonds.
Payments to sinking fund.
Redemption of short-term loans.
Payment of interest on bonds.
Payment of interest on short-term loans.
Refunds (tax and tuition).
Total expenses of debt service.

(I)-EXPENDITURES IN CAPITAL OuTLAY (AcQUISTION AND CoNSTRUCTION), INCLUDING
EXPENDITURES FOR-

(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)

Land for school sites or playgrounds.
New buildings constructed.
Alterations of or additions to old buildings.
Equipment of new buildings and grounds.
Equipment of old buildings and grounds.
Total expenditures in capitaJ outlay.
Total payments for the year. .
Balances at the close of the year.
Total payments·and balances.

l'he statistics in ·these tables were compiled from the books in the
office of the city auditor in San Francisco, and have been recast for
the purpose of making them conform to the plan of school accounting
set forth above.
·
62.-Expenditures for conducting the schools in (A) gmeral control, (B, C)
instruction, (D) operation of school plant, for the years 1908 to 1916, inclusive.

TABLE

I General
Years.

control
(overhead).

1908 ••• ... : ..• ~ .•. . . $73,981
1909 •••........••.
64,296
1910 •• •... . . ......
65~ 896
68,139
~~g
68, 126
..... ...... ... 1

............ ..

I

t·
Instruction (day I 0 yera lon
and night o school
schools).
plant.
$1,245,938
1,364,525
1,353,016
1,462,830
1,518,315

$87,260
95,541
100,722
112,467
132,250

Years.

General
control
(overhead).

Instruction (day oyeration
school
and night oplant.
schools).

1913 .•• •• .........
1914 ..............
1915 .. . ...........
1916 ... ······ .....

$62,651
61,668
62,772
66,198

$1,554,002
1,623,164
1,674,572
1,183,67~

$140,387
135,692
170,875
164,632
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63.-Expendituresfor maintenance of school plant, auxiliary agencies, and sundry
activities, fixed charges-Total cost of conducting schools.
·

-·- --- - - - ---

----

I

AuxiliMain- aryagenTotal cost
tenance cies and Fixed
of conof school sundry charges. ducting
plant.
activischools.
ties.

Years.

--- -

I908 ........ .
I909 .........
I9IO .........
I911 ... .. ....
I9I2 .........

AuxiliMain- aryagenTotal cost
tenance cies and FLxed of conof school sundry charges. ducting
plant.
activii schools.
ties.
i
- -- - -1-

Years.

- - - -- - - - - - -

$83,673
I34, 375
14,877
I52,530
116,545

$350 $11,562 $I,502, 710 II I9I3 ......... $119,459
I914 ......... I28,498
0 I3,534 I,672,271
0 25, I48 I,559,659 I915 ......... I68, I 59
226 25,264 1, 821,456 II9I6 ......... 145,960
95 22,557 1, 857,888

I

$886 $19,0281$1,896,413
I, 73I I8,647 I,969,400
0 I8, 769 I 2, o9s, 147
1,957 19,045 2,181,466

:

I
TABLE

64.-Expenditures for (H) debt service, (I) capital outlays, and total debt service
and capital outlays combined, for the years1908 to 1916, inclusive.

Debt
service.

Years.

Ca~ital

out ays.

Total debt
service and
capital outlays combined.

Years.

Debt
service.

Total debt
service and
capital outlays combined.

Capital
outlays.

1- ---- ·1908............ $119,659
1909 ............ I 146,516
I9IO ••••.••••.•. 223,773
I91L........... 274, I97
1912............ 310,670

$289,039
1,032,868
I, 681,559
I,426,8261
1,376,276

1913 ......•..... $343,323
1914 ............ 399,720
1915 ............ 610,997
1916 ........... . 599,874

$408,698
I,179,384
1, 905,332
1, 701,023
1,686, 946

$640,507
470,030
616,979
313,232

$983,830
869,750
1, 227,986
913,106

1

65.-Summary of Tables 63 and 64, showing (1) total debt service and total capi·
tal outlays combined, (2) total costs conducting the schools, and (3) grand total all
school expenditures, for the years 1908 to 1916, inclusive.

TABLE

Isorviceand
Total debt I
Grand
ITotal cost I total
all

[[
,
· total capi- conducting school 1.
tal outlays
schools. , expendi- I
combined.
tures.
1
· ---- - - - - - - - -- _
_ ,
1

Years.

I

1908
1909
1910
1911 ........... ,
1912 ...........

$408,698
1,179,384
1,905,332
1, 701,023
1,686,946

:::::::::::1
,

I $1,911,408
2, 851, 655

$1,502,710
1, 672,271
I,559,659
I, 82I, 456
1,857,888 i

I

3,464,991
3, 522,479
3,544,834 1

Years.
. ·-·--··- ·

1913 ...........
1914 ...........
1915 .••.•.••.••
1916 ...........
----------

TABLE
- ---- · -- -

Total debt
Grand
service and Total cost
total all
total capi- conducting school
tal outlays schools.
expendi·
combined.
tures.
-----

$983,830
869,750
1,227,986
913,106

$1,896,413
1,969,400
2,095,I47
2, 18I,466

$2,880,243
2,839,150
3, 323,123
3,094,572

I

--- ·-------- -- ---------- - -

66.-(1) Grand total ol school expenditures, (2) average daily attendance, (3) cost
per pup~l, for the years 1908 to 1916, inclusive.
-- ---··-

· - - - -:

--------- -------;1------,,,---------,------ --~~-

Grand

Years.

tsoc~~o~f

expenditures.

Average I
daily
Cost per
attendpupil.
ance.
!

Grand

Years.

t2c~~o~f

i Average

I daily
expendiattendtures.
ance.

I

Cost pier
pup1 .

1

1908 .............. $1,911,408
1909 •. -............ 2,85I,655
1910.............. 3,464,991
1911.............. 3,522,479
1912..... ....... •• 3,544,834

33,931
35,541
36,774
37,736
40,448

$56.3311913 .............. $2,880,243 1.
80. 24 1914.............. 2,839,150
94.221! 1915 .............. 3,323 1 123 I
93,35 1916...... ........ 3,094,572 1
87.64

- · ·· ----- - -- ··-·- - - - ----- - - - -- -·

I

~~~~~~~ ---;;,;
44,388
46,562
46,862 I

. _____ _:__ ______ ______ ____ _..!____ _ __

!

6U6
71.37
66.03

-~----
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TABLE

·

67.-Total cost conducting schools; cost per pupil, for the years 1908 to 1909,
.
inclusive.
·

-

Total cost
conducting Cost r.er
schools.
pupil.

Years.

1908 •• ··"··········· •• •••• •• $1,502,710
1909......................... 1,672,271
i910.. ................. ...... 1,559,659
1911 .•••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 1, 821,456
1912 ••••.•••••••••• ~....... •• 1,857,888

$44.29
47.05
42.41 ~
48.27
45.93

68.-Total expenditures for debt
· strvice and co~t per. pupil, for the years
1908 to 1916, ~nduS?-ve.

TABLE

1913 ........................ $1,896,413
1914........................ 1,969,400
1915........................ 2,095,147
1916..... ................... 2,181,466

1908 ................... ·•••••
1009 •• • •••••••••••••••••• .• •
1910 ...••• : • •••••••••••••.••
1911 ..••••••••••••••.•••••••
1912 .•••••••••••••••••••••••
1913.·, ..................... .
1914 •••• •·•·• •••••••••••••••••
1915 ....................... .
1916 ••••••••••••••••••••••••

$119,659
146,516
223,773
274,197
310,670
343,323
399,720
610,997
599,874

$3.53
4.12
6.08
7.26
7.68
8.01
9.00
13.12
12.80

$44.28
44.37

45.00
46.55

69.- Total e1:penditures in capital
outlay and cost per pupil, for the · years
1908 to 1916, indusi'L'e.

TABLE

Total
expenditures capi- Cost per
tal outla:y:s. pupil.

Years.

Total cost
conducting Cost per
schools.
pupil.

Years.

Total
expendi-: Costner
tures cap1.-.
tal outlays. ·. pupl1·

Years.

1908 ........ .. ............. .
1909 •... ··················•·
1910 •.................•. . ...
1911 •.......................
1912 .. ~ .. : . ................ .
1913 .. ·..... .. .............. .
1914 ....................... .
1915 •.• - .• - - .. ..... -. - ..•...
1916 .. .. •.. -- .. • .• ........... .

$289,039
1,032,868
1,681,559
1,426,826
1,376,276
' 640,507
470,030
616,979
313,232

$8.52
29.06
72
37.81

45~

34.02

15.00
10.59
13.25
6.70

70.-Cost per pupil based on (1) grand io·tal of school expenditures segregated into ·
{2) total cost conductinv schools., (9) total expenditures for debt service, (4) total expend~tures capital outlays, for the years 1908 to 1916, ~nclusive.

TABLE

Years.

1008 ••••.•..•••••• - .•••••••••••.•.. - .....•........•.••..
1009 •• •• •••••• • ••••.••••.••••••••.•.••• ·.• • •...•.•.•.• • ••
1910••••••.•.••••.•• - •••••.• ••••.••••••••••••.•. • ••• . .•• •
1911 .................... ••·••• •.•••..•••••.•.•..•...••.•
1912•••.••.•• •••• ••• -- •••••••••••.••••••••••.•.••.•.•..•
1913 •. ••••.•.••••••.••••••• ••• •••.•.••••••••• • •.• -.-.--1914 •.• -- .••••• -.- •••••••••.•.•.• - •.• - .• - •••• --.--.--- .•
1915 ••••• -•••••.••••• -.-.- ••• - ••• --.- ••• - •.. -- .. - - .- -- •.
1916 •••• ---.- •• - •.•.•••••• -.-- ••• -- ••••• -- •• --- - ---- •. --

Cost per
Cost per
Cost per
pupil based pupil based pupil based
on grand
on total on total extotal of
cost con- penditures
scllool exducting
for debt
penditures. schools.
service.
. $56.33
80.24
94.22
93.35
87.64 1
67.25 1
63.96
71.37
66.03

$44. 29
47.05
42.41
48.27
45.93
44.28
44.37
45.00
46.55

$3.53
4.12
6.08
7.26
7.68
8.01
9.00
13.12
12.80

Cost per
pupil based
on total expenditures
in capital
outlays.
$8.52
29.06
45.72
37.81
34.02
15.00
10.59
13.25
6. 70

71.-Expenses general control-'-Showing total expenses general control segregated
tntn business administration general control, educational administration general cQntrol,
cost per pupil total expenses general control, for the years 19tJ8 to 1916, ~nclusive.

TABLE

Years.

Total cost
general
control.

$73,981
64,296
65,896
68,139
. 69,126
62,651
61,668
62,772
661198

Cost of
Cost of
Cost per
business educational pupil total
adminisadminisexpenses
.
.
general
trat10n.
trat10n.
control.
$51,315
44.479
39,143

50,824

49,741
431490
42,730
43,994
43,070

·$22,.666
23,817
26,753
17,315
18,835
19,·161
18,938
18,778
23,128

$2.1S
1.81

1.79
1.81

1.6S
1.46
1.39-

1.35
1.41
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72.-Expenses of instruction-Showing total cost of instruction segregated into
cost of suptJrvu;ion, cost of teaching, cost per pupil on total cost instruction, for the years
1908 to 1916, inclusive.

TABLE

- -- ···- - ·- - - - - - -- - --

- - - -- -- --

--c-------,-

Years.

S~J?Elr·

tion.

VISIOn.

$161,774
207,075
191,040
185,888
221,918
217,680
220,080
220,475
232,558

1908.----.-----------.---------.-----.----------.---.--- $1,245,938
1909.- ------ . - -. ---- ---.------- . -----. -. ------ ---- .. ---- 1, 364, 525
1910.-- ..... - ...... ---------------- .. - .. -..... -.--...... 1, 353,016
1911 .......... - ..... --- .. -.-.-.-------- ........... ----.. 1, 462,830
1912 ..••...... - ...... -.. - ... -.-. ~- ............. --.- .. -.- 1, 518, 315
1913 ..••.... --.----------- .. -.-- ............ -... -.--.--. 1,554, 002
1914.- ..•. --- ... --.- ........... ----- .. --.-.----- ... ----. 1, 623,164
1915.- . ----.- -- . -- .. - . - ... -- . - ---- -.-- -- .. - .. - .. -.- .. -.. 1,674, 572
1916 ....•••.......... --- ...... ---- ........... - .. -.. .. . . . 1,783,674

73.-Expenses of optJration of school
plant-Showing total cost of operation
and cost per pupil, for the years 1908 to
1916, inclusive.

TABLE

Total
! expense
' of opera-

Years.

I

Cost per
pu~U on
t~~oriP:t

---------1~~:_~--p-Ian_t.
1

$87,206
95,541
100,722
112,467
132,250
140,387
135,692
170,875
164, 632

'
1
1
I
1

1

$2.57
2.69
2.74
3.00
3.27
3.28
3.o6
3.67
3. 51

Cost J>er
pupil on
total cost
instruction.

$1,084,164
1,157,450
1,161,976
1,276,942
1,296,39.7
1,336,322
1,403,084
1,454,097
1,551,116

$36,72
38.39
36.79
38.77
37.54
36.28
36.57
35.96
38.06

!

74.-Expenses of maintenance of
school plant-Showing total cost of maintenance of school plant and maintenance
per -pupil, for the years 1908 to 1916, in-

clustve.

'

I'

Total cost
of mainte-

Total cost
Years.

1

__ lil _----

1908 ..... . . . ............. , ,
1909 ...................... [
1910 ...................... ·
1911. ..................... :
1912 ........... . .......... ·
1913........ . .............
1914......................
1915 ...................... :
1916 .... - .. --.--.- ...... -- :

Cost of
teaching.

I TABLE

-------------------:-------,-------1
J

- - - - , - - - -----,--- -

Cost of

Total cost
of instruc-

---- - · ···· -·-··

of mainte-

- - - ----1 --n-an_c_e_._l_n_a_;_~~_i_r_r

1908......................
1909......................
1910......................
1911 ......................
1912......................
1913......................
1914......................
1915................. . ....
1916 ...... -- .. - ---. -- .... -

$2.46
3.78
.40
4.04
2.ss
2.79
2.89
3.61
3.11

$83,673
134,375
14,877
152,530
116,545
119,459
128,498
168,159
145,960

i

75.-Expenses of auxiliary agencies and sundry activities-Showing total cost of
auxiliary agencies and sundry activities segregated into community lectures, social
centtJrs, total cost per pupil on auxiliary agencies and sundry activities for the yeara
1908 to 1916, inclusive.

TABLE

I
I

Total exTotal cost
erpupll
pens~ of Expenses Expenses lor auiil·
auxil:u~ry of com- of social iary agen·
agenc1es
munity centers.
cies and
and sundry lectures.
sundry 00•
activities.
tivitles.

Years.

$350
0
0

1908 ... ----.--.-.--- ...... -- .•••.••• - ..... ------- •••. - .. - ..•

1909 ....... -- .... ---- ·-········· ........................... 1910 ..... - ..... ---- ·-·-····· ............................... 1911 .. -- . .. - .....•.. ---- ............ - .......... ---.--------.
1912 ............... --.- .................... -----.---- ... ---.

iii~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~I

226
95
886

1, 731

0
1,957

$350
0
0
226

95
886
I, 731
0
60

0
0
0
0
0
0

$0.010

0

0

.006

0

.020

0

.038

0
$1,897

.041

0

I

N OTE.-A reference to the classification of accounts given in preceding pages of
this report shows that there are 12 accounts under the schedule heading, "Expenses
of Auxiliary Agencies and Sundry Activities.'' These accounts are as follows:
Libraries; library books; promotion of health; transportation of pupils; care of children
in institutions; provision for school lunches; community lectures; social centers;
recreation; other auxiliary agencies and sundry activities; payments to private schools;
and payments to schools of other civil divisions.
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Attention is called to this for the purpose of emphasizing the fact that the exhibit.·
·i n the table shows that San Francisco has not been carrying any of the burdens that
.some of these accounts might have imposed upon the city; nor has it been availing
itself of the opportunity to expand its high-school librarief\1, to promote its health
11 ~tivities, to develop its school lunches, to provide fer proper recreatio.Q., and to expand its community and social center work. It will be noticed that the 2last-named
.accounts are the only 2 out of the entire 12 where the city has spent anything at all. ·

76.-Total expenses of fixed charges, and the same segregated into cost of pensions,
of rent, of insurance, taxes-Cost per pupil, based on total cost of fixed charges, for the
years 1908 to 1916, inclusive.

'TABLE

Total cost
of fixed
charges.

Years.

1908 ••• ••••• •••••• ••• ••••••• • ••••••••••

1909 •.•• •••••• •• ••••••..•••••••.•••••••
1910•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•. . .•

!it::::::::~~:::~::::::::i:::::: ~:-:::I
1916 •...•••••••••••••• • •••••••••• -.- ••••

Cost of
pensions .I

$11,562
13,534
25,148
25,264
22,577 19,028
18,647
18,769
19,045

$3,000
6,020,
15,316
15,849
16,405
16,657
15,350
15,959
16,570

Cost of
rent.

Cost of

$8,167
7,514
9,607
9,044
5,800
2,168
2,866
2,408
1,596

$395

insurance.

Cost fJer
pupl.

Taxes.

$0.34

0
0
0
$48
0
0
66
112
0

0

225
323
353
203
365
290
879

.38
.66
.67

.56
.44

.42
.40

.40

1

• Consists of deductions from tea.Chets' salaries.

A similar table for the debt service account is not available, since
the items are not segregated in the syst~m of accoUn.ting.
77.- Total ·expense in capital .outlay, and the same segregated into costs of land,
of new buildings, of alterations to old buildings, and of equipment-Cost per pupil
based on total expenditures in capital outlay~for the years 1908 to 1916, inclusive.

TABLE

Years.

1908 ..•••••••••••••••••••••• ~ • • ••••
1909 .•••••••••• •• ••••••••• • •• • • • •••

m~::::::::: :::::::::: ::::: :::::: :

1912•.•.••••••••••• • ••••••••• • •••••
1913 •••••••••••••• •• ~ •• •• ••••••••••
1914 •••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• ~ ••
1915 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1916 •• .-•••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••

Total cost
of caraital
out ay.

Cost of
land.

$289,039
1,032,868
1,681,599
1,426,826
1,376,276
640,507
470,030
616,979
313,232

$39,725
376,811
272,593
82,450
185,298
82,682
5,000
21,938
47,814

Cost of
Cost of ·alterations
new
to old
buildings. quildings.
$225,714
- 631,806
1,272,378~

1,274,130
I, 179,911
542,183
453,566
564,440
216,Q94

0
0
$118,070
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cos~er

Cost of
equipments.

pup on
total expenditures
in capital
.outlay.

$23,600
24,252
18,518
70,246
11,067
15,642
11,464
30,601
49,324

$8.52
29.06
45.72
37.81
34.02
15.00
10.59
13. 25
6.70

78.-Bhowing amount per pupil, (1) grand total school expendituru, and of the
same segregated into the following accounts: (f) general control, (3) instruction, (4)
operation of school plant, (.?) maintenance of school plants, (6) auxiliary agenciesand sundry activities, (7) fixed charges, (8) debt service, (9) capital outlay.

TABLE

Years.

1908 .••••••••••••••••·

lm:···············w

~~~-~:::::: ·:[.. ·[ ~
-

Amount Cost per Cost~er CostJer .CostJer
per pupil P~fil pup1l pup· of pup· of
of grand'
of
mainte~eratlon of
nance
general
intotal
school of school
expendi- construcplant.
tion.
plant.
tures.
trol.
$56.33
80.24
94.22
93.35
87.64
67.25
63.96 .
71.37
66.03

$2. 18 $36.72
1. 81
38.39
1. 79 . 36.79
38.77
1.81
1.68
37.54
1.46
36.28
1.39
36.57
1.35 . 35.96
38.06
1.41

$2.57
2.69
2.74
3.00
3.27
3:28
3.06
3.67
3.51

$2.46
3. 78
.40
14.04
2.88
2. 79
2.89
3. 61
3.11

Cost-Jer
Cost per Cost per
pup· of
auxiliary Cost per pupil
p~il
of
agencies 0 pupil
fixed debt capital
and sun- charges.
servdry activ· ice. outlay.

ities.

0
0
0
$0.005
0
.020
.038
0
.041

- -- - -$0.34
.38
.68
.67
.56
,. 44

$3.53
4.12
6.08
7.26
7.68
8.01
.42
9.00
~40 .. 13.12
.40 12.80

$8.52

29.06

45.72
37.81
34.02
15.00
10.59
13. 25
6. 70

1,672,271
146,516
1,032,868

1, 502,710
119,659
289,039

35,541
$80.24
$47.05
$4.12
$29.06
1,195
30
92
386

Average daily attendance .........................................
33,931
Cost per pupil, all schools .•.......................................
$56.33
Cost per pupil conducting .........................................
$44.29
Cost per pupil for debt service .....................................
$3.53
Cost per pupil capital outlay ...•..................................
$8.52
Number of teachers ...............................................
1,095
Average daily p1sils per teacher .••••••......••.................••
31
Number ofschoo s •••.•..•..•.................................••.•
89
Average daily attendance per school ........... . ...................
381
Estimated ~opulation of San Francisco ... .. ..............•......•. ...............
Cost of con ucting schools per inhabitant .......................... ..............
1

1910

.

3,522,479

1,821,456
274,197
1,426.826

$68,139
1,462,830
112,467
152,530
226
25,264

1911

36,774
37,736
$94.22
59.3.35
$42.41
$48.27
$6.08
$7.26
$45.72
$37.81
1,198
1,227
31
31
100
95
387
377
416,912 . ............
$3.74 ...........

3,464,991

1,569,659
223,773
1, 681,559

$65,896
1, 353,016
100,722
14,877
0
25,148

Estimated.

............
.............

2,851,655

1,911,408

Grand total disbursements ..................................

$64,296
1,364,525
95,541
134,375
0
13,534

$73,981
1,245, 938
87,206
83,673
350
11,562

General school control .•.........•.................................
Instruction, all schools .•.•.•.•.........•.....•...... ; .............
~ration school plant ••..........................................
aintenance school~ant ...•.•.......•.........••.............. . .
Auxiliaries and sun ies ...........................................
Fixed charges, all schools .............•.......•..................•.

1909

1908

42 830
$67.25
$44.28
$8.01
$15.00
1,423
· 30
105
408

44,388
$63.96
$44.37
$9.02
$10.59
1,478
30
104
427

2,839,150

1,969,400
399,720
470,030

$61,668
1,623,164
135,692
128,498
1, 731
18,647

1914

............ .............. ............
............ ............. .............

40,448
$87.6{
$45.93
$7.68
$34.02
1,308
31
105
385

3,544,834

2,880,243

1,896,413
343,323
640,507

1,857,888
310,670
1,376,276

95
22,557

~16,545

$62,651
1,554,002
140,387
119,459
886
19,028

1913 .

$68,126
1,518,315
132,250

1912

1915

46,562
$71.37
$45.00
$13.12
$13.25
1,485
31
104
448
452,255
$4;63

3,323,123

2,095,147
610,997
616,979

$62,772
. 1,674,572
170,875
158,159
0
18,769

79.-Comparative s·ummary of disbursements jot the years 1908 to 1916, inclusive, for all accounts itemized.

Total cost.

TABLE

.. ............

.... -.......

46,862
$66.03
$46.55
$12.80
$6.70
1,520
31
105
446

3,094,572

2,181,466
599,874
313,232

$66,198
1, 783,674
164,632
145,960
1,957
19,045

1916

~

~

~
9

1-4

0

~

~

b;j

~

>

U1

b;j

0

~

~

U1
~

~

0
0

~

~

~ttl
t:
0

~
t;j

0
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TABLE

80.-.Assessed valuation, rate of taxation per $100, .school-tax rate pe:r $100, estimated value of all !Chool property, for the years 1908 to 1916, inclusive.
.
Municipal
and State
assessment.

Years.

1!108•••• ~ ••••• • ••••••••••• ~ .. . . .. ......................... $429, 611, 618
454, 334, 160
492,867,037
515, 028, 100
545, 064, 347,
604, 813, 249
623,847,729
647,207,514
1916••••• • ~ •••••• •••••·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 656, 344, 229

1909.. . . . .... .. . . ...... ~............................... . . . .

1910... , ..........·.............. ............ ..... .........
1911..................... t....... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1912........... ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1913... :................................. .......•.. . . . . . . . .
1914....................... ................. ..............
1915.. ....................... ... ........... .... ... .........

·
City-t ax Schoolrate per tax rate
$100.
per $100.
$1.415
1.50
1.60
1.647
2.00
2.05
2. 20
2.25
2.26

EstUnated
value all
school
property.

,

$0.205
.209
.1838
.1747
.235
·.224
. 208
.222
. 255

$6,379,000
7,206,575
8, 733,285
10,161,492
12,536,929
11,983,657
12,600,202
13,721,169
14,'020, 943

PER OENT INCREASES FROM 1908 TO 1916.
I

From the tables found in the preceding pages certain items have
been selected and reduced to a per cent basis in order to show .the
relative increases from 1908 ·to 1916. These- figures are presented
in Table 81 and Figures 38 and 39, and show the per cent increases
in: (l)'Average daily attendance of pupils in public schools in San
Francisco; (2) number of teachers employed; (3) number of schools;
(4) total cost of conducting the school system per pupil (exclusive of
debt service and capital outlay); (5) total receipts for school purposes; (6) total expenditures for school purposes; (7) estimated
value of school property; (8) municipal and State assessment of
property in .San Francisco. In each coluln.n the figure for 1908 IS
use~ as .100 per cent base.
I

TABLE

81..-P e:r·cent increase in certain items, San F1·ancisco, 1908 to 1916 (with 1908 as
the standard) .

I

Years.

1908... .. . . .........
1909... .. .. . ........
1910.... ... . ........
1911 .. ... . . .... . ....
1912•••••• •••• ••••• •
1913 •••••• •• ••••••••
1914 ••• •••• •• ••• ••••
1915...... . ... . .....
1916 ........ . .......

Average
dail~tten
ce
of p upils.

100
104. 7
108.4
111.2
119.2
126. 2
130.8
137. 2
138. 1

Number Number
of teach- of school
ersem.. buildings
p lay ed.
used.

100
109. 1
109. 4
112. 1
119. 5
130
135
135.6
138. 8

100
103. 3
106.7
112.3
117.9
117.9
116. 8
116. 8
117. 9

MuniciTotal cost
Total
Eatli1aland
Total
expend!- mated
of conducttate saing school rece~ts
for value of sessment
s ool tures
system per for
school
school
within
purposes. purposes. property. city and
pupil.
county.
100
106.2
95. 7
108.9
103.7
99.9
100. 1
101. 6
105.1

100
253
180. 7
195.6
170. 8
178.7

207.9
158.3 1
171.7

100
148.1
181. 2
184. 2
185.4
150. 6
148.5
173.8
161. 9

100
112. 9
136.9
159.3
196.5
187. 8
197. 5
215.1
219.8

100
. 105.7
114.6
119.8
126.8
140. 7
145.2
150.6
152. 7
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF SAN FRANCISCO.

· A st~dy of Table 81 and Figures 38 and 39 brings out clearly the
following facts:
·
(1) There have been steady increases in average daily attendance
of P11P~ and in number of teachers employed since 1908.
(2) Xhere have not been corresponding and consistent increas.es in
total receipts and total expenditures for school purposes.
(3) In only two years since ·1910 have the total receipts equaled
the sum reached in that year, and the general tendency since 1910
has been retrogressive.
(4) The total expenditures for school purposes show oruy slight
increases in two years subsequent to 1910, and the general tendency
since 1.912 has been distinctly retrogressive.
(5) As a corollary to these conditions the cost of conducting the
schools per pupil has remained practically stationary since 1908.
General increases in prices of commodities during the past nine years .
and adjustment of the school system to a reasonable degree of
improvement in methods and equipment should have caused a
greater increase in the cost per pupil since 1908.
(6) Although the estimated value of school property has increased
over 100 per cent during the nine years (inore than twice the increase
in assessed valuation of property in the city and county), it is to be
noted that the number of schools has increased less than 20 per cent.
The extent to which the board of education has acquired incomeproducing property, unimproved building lots, and -other property
not devoted directly to instructional uses must ·b e made clear before
the real situation as to provision for the needs of the school children
becomes apparent. A :fluctuating basis of estimate may account in
part for the discrepancy between the increase in number of schoo1s
and value of school . property. The survey commission lacked
facilities for complete analysis of this problem.
SAN FRANOISOO COMPARED WITH OTHER

OITI~S.

To assist in an understanding of the problems of school finance in
San Francisco, the tables presented in the following pages have been
prepared. San Francisco is · compared with the nine other cities
having a population of 300,000 to 500,000 in 1915 in respect to
certain selected items of municipal expenditures ~nd public-school
control.
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82.:- Value at close of fiscal year o.f land, buildings, and equipment employed or
held for specified .P.urposes, total for all general departments and fo~ certain general
departments, 10 ctttes, 1915.1

TABLE

Cities.

Total.

Soa!Ue •••••. '·· •.•••••••. . ••••••••••• - ~

$49,804,616
56,437,500
29,229,614
23,436,2I5
32 I50, 785
28:689,331
15,712,251
24,927,007
23,559,472
23,152,077

Average •••... .. . ..........••.• •. •

28,709,886

Buifalo ...... --- :- --- ·- · -- · •. ·. • ·-- . • -.
San Francisco •••...•.....••.......•••.
Los Angeles ••• .• •.. •. ...••. ••• •..... •.
Milwaukee ••• •.•.. ..... •.•... . •.•.....
Cincinnati ......••..........••.•..•.•.•
Newark •.• •... . ..........•.•...•.•....
New Orleans •• ••..... ........... . .....

::n~~fo~~:

::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fire department.

\ Public
schools.

Recreation.

$570, 765

$1,530,902

748,570
I, 498,720
395, 812 I 1, 988, 262
567, 338
1,491, 610
I21, 487
I, 295,000
403, 541
1,,273, 835
I20, 034
I, 169, 460
63,439
I,693,270

$9,717,614
12,585,000
10,162,830
6,139,669
10,739,804
10,I91,384
3,556,000
I2,I24, 738
7, 789,556
6,803,289

$11, 158,867
19,644,500
10,910,8W
7, 708,890
7,302, 732
9,541,459
. 5,645,950
4,513,253
7, 761,050
9,040,622

2, 18l,I82

8,980,988

9,313,812

I 1,8, 342,763
528,000
269,194

I, 678,000

493,818
I

1 From

Police department.

1
I

Financial Statistics of Cities having a Population of over 30,000, I9I5, Bureau of the Census.

Table 82 shows the value at the close .of the fiscal year 1915 of land,
buildings, and equipment employed or held for specified purposes for
certain departments of the general departmental service, for io cities.
From this table are derived the comparisons presented in the following pages.
'
'
83.- Value at close of fiscal year of land, buildings, and equipment employed or
heldfor specified purposes, total for all general departments, 10 cities, 1915.
1. · SAN FRAN CISCO. _. _.. _........ _. _.·....... _. ~ _.•.. · $56, 437, 500
2. Cincinnati. _................ : _.... __ . _........ " . . . . . 32, 150, 785
3. Buffalo ................ ..... ....... ~.... .............. 29, 804, 616
4. Los Angeles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29, 229, 614
5. Newark................ . ............................ 28, 689, 331
6. Washington • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 24, 927, 007
7. Minneapolis ......................... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 559, 4 72
8. Milwaukee .................. , .............·......... 23, .436~ 210
9. Seattle .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 152, 077
10. New Orleans ........................ ~ ........ ... .... 15, 712, 251

TABLE

Average ..................... .. ....... ... ....... . . ~

28, 709, 886

San Francisco possesses more municipal property devoted to general governmental purpos~s than any other city in the list, and nearly
twice 'as much as the average for the 10 cities, Table 83.
84.- Value at close of fiscal year of land, buildings, and equipment employed or
held for use of police department, 10 cities, 1915.
1. SAN FRANCISCO ................................... $1, 678, 000
2. Milwaukee .................... , ................. .!......
748, 570
3. Buffalo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
570, 765
4., Newark ...... ·........................................
567, 338
5. Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403, 541
6. Cincinnati ................... _................... ~ . . . .
395, 812
7. Los Angeles ................................ _...... ~ .
269, 194
8. Ne~ Orleans ................... ~ ........... _........
121, 487
9. Minneapolis....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120, 034
10. Seattle .... _................... ·..... .· .... .· . . . . . . . . . . . .
63, 439

TABLE

Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - · · - · · · · · - · · · ·
93815-17--10

493,818
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The value of property employed or held for the use of the police
depar.tment in San Francisco is nearly three and one-'P.alf times as
much as the average for the 10 cities, Table 84.
85.- Value at close of fiscal year of land, buildings, and equipment employed or
held for use of fire department, 10 cities, 1915.
1. SAN .FRANCISCO .......................... ~ . . . . . . . . $8, 528, 000
2. Cincinnati. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 988, 262
3. Seattle....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 693~ 270
4. Buffalo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 530, 902
5. Milwaukee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 498, 720
6. Newark...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 491, 610
7. Los Angeles........................................... 1, 342,763
8. New Orleans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 295, 000
9. Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 273, 835
10. Minneapolis ................................. ~.. . . . . . . 1, 169, 4~0

TABLE

Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 181, 182

The value of property employed or held for the use of the fire
department in San Francisco is nearly four times as much as the
average for the 10 cities, Table 85.
86.- Value at close of fiscal year of land, buildings, and equipment employtd or
held for use of public;.school department, 10 cities, 1915.,
1. SAN FRANCISCO .................................. $12, 585,000
2. Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 124, 738
3. Cincinnati. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 739, 804
4. Newark............................................. 10, 191, 384
5. Los Angeles ............................... , ... :. . . . 10, 162, 830
6. Buffalo.............................................
9, 717, 614
7, 789, 556
7. Minneapolis..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. Seattle....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 803, 289
9. Milwaukee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 139, 669
10. New Orleans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 556, 000

TABLE

Average.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 980, 988

On the other hand, the value of property employed or held for
public-school purposes in San Francisco, while greater than the
amount in any other city, is only 16.4 per cent greater than the
average for the\ next 4 cities, $10,804,689, and only 40.1 per cent
greater than the average for the 10 cities, Table 86.
87.- Value at close of fiscal year of land, buildings, and equipment employed
or held for recreational purposes, 10 cities, 1915.
1. SAN FRANCISCO.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19, 644, 500
2. Buffalo.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1, 158, ~57
·~ Los Angeles ............... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 910, 809
4. Newark.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,, 541, 459
9, 040, 622
5. Seattle...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Minneapolis.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 061, 570
7. Milwaukee ................................ :..........
7, 708, 890
8. Cincinnati. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 302, 732
9. New Orleans ................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 645, 950
10. Washington..........................................
4, 513, 253

TABLE

Average............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9, 313, 812
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In value of property .employed or held f'Or recreational purposes,
San Francisco ranks· first in the list, the amount being more than
twice the average·for the 10 cities, Table 87.
TABLE

88.-Funded and special assessment debts at close of fiscal year, total for all purposes, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Cincinnati ....... . ........ .......... ~ ... . .... . .... • . $74, 082, 532
2. Newark..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 829, 808
3. Los Angeles.................................... . ..... ·46, 638, 330
4. SAN _FRANCISCO..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42, 635, 800
5. Sea~tle ...................... . .. -. ·. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42, 031, 032
. 6. Buffalo ............................... _. . ... _....... 38, 822, 434
7. New Orleans. .. . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38, 729, 138
8. Minneapolis .. .-............... . .. . .. .. . ... " . . . . . . . . . . 25, 699, 841
9. Milwaukee... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 704, 250
10. Washington .... . ........................ _-_......... .. · 6, 518, 000
Average ....................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

37, 969, 116

San Francisco ranks. fourth in the list of cities in total amount of
indebtedness for all purposes, Table 88_and Figure 40. The amounts
Cincinnati
374,082,532 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Newark
48,829,808 - - - - - - - - - - - Los FRANCISCO
Angeles
46,638,330 =~~~~~~~~~~•SAN
42,635,800
Seattle
42,031,032
Buffalo
38,822,434 -_
-_
-_
-_
-..._.
New
Orleans
38,729,138
____

Minneapolis
Milwaukee
Washington

26,699,841 - - - - - 15,704,260 - - - 6,518,000 ....-

AVERAGE

37.969,116 - - - - - - - - FIGURE

40.-Municipal indebtedness, total for all purposes.

reported for 6 of the 10 cities are includ~d between $38,000,000 and

$49,noo,ooo.

·

capita funded and special assessment debts at close of fiscal year,
total for all purposes, 10 cities, 1915.
Cincinnati ..... . .. .... ... ..... _.- .- ........... . ......... . $159.34
Seattle .... ... ..... ·___........ ------.-------.--------- ·- --· 134.27
Newark ..... . ... . ..... .. .. ... . . .. .. ............ .. . . . ... . 125.49
JS' ew Orleans ......... ................ . .. . ..... .. - . - - - - - -. 107.21
Los Angeles .............. .. ........ . - . ..- . . . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - 103.15
SAN F~ANCISCO. _. __ . _____ . __ _. ______ . __ . ___ .
94.27
Buffalo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . - . - . - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - 84.81
Minneapolis .. ~ ... _.... . .. . ...... -·.. . - .. - . - - · - - . - . - - - - - - - 74.56
Milwaukee .... . .......... . - ..... . . - .. . - ... ----------. -- .-. · 37.42
Washington ... __ ._ ... ." . . .. ... . - . .. ·. .. ..... - - - - - . - : .. - - - - - 18.30

TABLE, 89.-Per

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

i- _ _ _ ___ _

Average .... . .. . .......... .. ..... . ...... - ..... - - . . - - - .

96. _20
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Comparing the cities on a per capita basis, San Francisco ranks
sixth in indebtedness for all purposes, Table 89' and Figure 41. The
Cincinnati
el69.34
Seattle
134.27·
Newark
125,49
New Orleans
107.21
Los Angeles
103.1&
'*SAN FRANCISCO 94.27
Bui"falo
S4.81
Minneapolis
74.56
MilwaUkee
37.42
Washington
18.30
AVERAGE
96.20

FIGURE

----------------•
-------------·
------------------------------------------·
---------------·
----

-

_ _ _ _ _ __.._ __

41.-Municipal indebtedness for all purposes, per capita 'ofpopulation.

average for the first three cities in the list, $139.70, is 48 per cent
greater than the amount in San Francisco.
TABLE

90.-Funded and special assessment debts at close of fiscal year, total for school
buildings, 10.c?,ties, 1915.
·
1. Newark .................. ·............................ $8,698,200
2. Buffalo.............................................. 6, 988, 723
3. Los Angeles.............. .. ............... . ........... 6, 562, 050
4. SAN FRANCISCO................................... 6, 060, 100
5. Minneapolis.......................................... 6, 030, 000
6. Cincinnati .......·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 155, 618
7. Seattle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 904, 000
8. Milwaukee ............. . . ... .......................... · 2, 954, 178
9. New Orleans........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 590, 305 ·
10. Washington .....................................·................ .
Average........................................... . .

4, 894, 317

Newark

.8.698,200 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6,988,723 - - - - - - - - - - - - *SAl PRABCISCO 6,060,100
Jlinneapolia
6,0!0,000
6,662,060
Cinoinnati
5,166,618---------Seattle
4,904,000 - - - - - - - - Jlilwaukee
2,964,1'18 - - - - - :New Orleans
1,690,305 - - Bu:ff'alo

===========~-

Loa Angeles

Faahington
A"fE!lAGE

4,894,317 - - - - - - - - FIGURE

42.-Municipal indebtedness for school buildings.

San Francisco ranks fourth in indebtedness for school buildings,
the amount reported being 23.8 per cent greater than the average
for the 10 cities, Table 90 and Figure 42.
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TABLE 91.-Per capita funded and special assessment debts at close of fi scal year, to tal for
school buildings, 10 cities, 1915.·
1. Newark .. . .... .. ..... . . .. ...... . . . ....... . .. . ......... .. . $22.35
. 2. Minneapolis . .. . ... ·_ .... .. . . . ·.... . .......... . . . ........ . . 17.53
3. Seattle ... . ............. . ... ~ .... . . _.. ________ . _...... . .. . 15.66

4.
5.
6.
7.
.8.
9.
10.

Buffalo ........ _..... ~ . . . . ... . .. .. . .. .... ; ......... .. . . . .
Los Angeles .. . ..... . ....... . .. .. ... . _. .... . .. . ... .. . . .. .
SAN FRANCISCO ............. . . . .... . . . . . ...... ... ... .
Cincinnati . . .. . ·. . . . . . . ........ - . - . .· . - - - . - - - - - - .. . ·-· · · · · i ·
Milwaukee ... .. ....... . .. . .. .. .............. . .... . .... . .
New Orleans . ..•.... .. . . ...... . .........................
Washington . . ....... . ..... . . . ... . .. ~.- . . ..... . . ... . ..... .
Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15~27

14.55
13.39
12.81

7.04
4.40

--12. 40

Newark
Minneapolis
$22.36 ----------------------------------Seattle
15.66 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17.53
Buffalo
15.27
Los Angeles
13 •.39 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •SAN FRAllCISCO 14.56
12.81
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
7.04-----4.40
New Orleans
Washington
AVERAGE
FIGURE

12.40

43.-Indebtedness for school buildings per capita of populat ion.

On a per capita basis, however, San F rancisco r anks sixth in the
list, Table 91 and Figure 43 . The average of the first two cities in the
list, $19.94, is 49 per cent greater than the amount in·San Francisco.
92.-Funded and special assessment debts at close of fiscal year, total for all purposes other than school buildings, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Cincinnati .. ... . . •. .. . .. ...•... . .....•.•.•.•..••.••• $68,926.914
. 2. Newark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • 40, 131, 608
3, Los Angeles ..• . .....·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 076, 280
4. New Orleans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 27, 138, 833
5. Seattle • .• .. •.. . .. . .... . .. . ... . ........... . . . •. .. .. 37,127, 032
6. SAN FRAN CISCO..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 36, 575, 700
7. Buffalo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 31, 833, 711
8. Minneapolis... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 19, 669, 841 _
9. Milwaukee .... . .. . ....... ~ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 12, 750, 072
10. Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
6, 518, 000

T!BLB

Average . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cincinnati
~W4rk

Los Angeles
Bew Orl eans
Seattle
*SAN FRANCISCO
Bu:ff alo
Minneapo li s .

-$68 . 926.914- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - 40, 131,608
40,0 7 6, 2 8 0
37 , 1 3 8 . 833 - - - -- -- - - - - -- - 37,127,032

Washington

36,575 ,700 ~~~~~~==~·
3 1 ,83 3 , 711 19 ,6 6 9, 8 41 - - - - 12 ,7 50 ,0'12 - - . 6,518 ,00 0

AVERAG3

33, 0 74,799 - - - - - - - - - - -

Milwaukee

FIGUR-E

33, 074, 799

44.-Municipal indebtedness, total for all purposes other than school bufldfngs.
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Eliminating school buildings, San Francisco ranks sixth in the
amount of indebtedness for all other purposes, Table 9~ and .Figure
93.-Per capita funded and special assessment debts at close of fiscal year, total
for all purposes other than school buildings, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Cincinnati ......... _... _.. _... _.. . .... _.__ ._. ___ . _______ _ $146.53
2. Seattle ........................... _... _. _.......... ~ .... . 118.61
3. Newark ...... . ......................... _. . ......... . ... . 103.14
4. New Orleans ......... _....... _... _................ _... _ 102.81
5. Los Angeles ..... _....... _.... _............. _....... . . _.
§8.60
6. SAN FRANCISCO ....... _............... _._ ........... .
80.88
7. Buffalo ....... _... _..... _._ .. _._ ... __ . ____________ .. _._.
69.54
8. Minneapolis .......... _.... _.............. ~ ............. . 57.03
9. Milwaukee ....................... _................... _.
30.38
10. Washington .... _.............. _........ ___________ .. ___ 18.30

TABLE

Average ............................ _... _.......... .

83.80

44. Only one city, however, reports indebtedness of more than 10
per cent in excess of the amount in San Francisco.
Cincinnati
$146.53 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Seattle
118.61 - - - - - - - - - - Newark
103.1~ - - - - - - - - - New Orloa.ns
102.81 - - - - - - - - - Los .Angeles
88.60--------•SAN FRANCISCO
80.88
~~~~~~~.Buffalo
69.64Minneapolis
57.03 - - - - - Milwaukee
30.38 - - Washington
18.30AVERAGE

83.80 - - - - - - - -

J'IGtJBB 45.-Ytm!cfpal indebtedness, total for all purooses other than school buildings, per capita of

population.

San Francisco ranks sixth also in per capita indebtedness for all
purposes other than school buildings, Table 93 and Figure 45. The
average for the first two cities, $132.57, is 63.9 per cent greater than
the amount in San Francisco.

1,723, 701

Total instruction, day schools
{Bi'+II) •••.••••••••... ... . .. ' 2,080,865

2,888,200

457,049
635,877

3, 981,126

Total current e~enses (A+B+
C+D+E+F+ ) ...............

H. Debt service •••........... .... ......•.
I. Capital outlay •.•.............. . .... •.

Grand total expenses (A+B+C+
D+E+F+G+H+I) .........
3,138,487

605,960
325,615

2,206,912

171,074
137,485
18,508
5, 520 ·

1, 797,576

73,875

6,540
67,335

7,401,952

.. 2; i67; oos-

5,234,944

352,633
216,759
88,583
448,624

3,903, 786

128,~

12,497
116,145

3, 775,144

403,824
3,371,320

224,559

$176,413
48,146

Los

Angeles.

3,269,191

719,374

............

2,549,817

256,133
224,338
41,479
19,368

1,945,004

63,805

15,212
48,593

1,881,199

199,350
1,681,849

3,068,247

306,346
303,743

2,458,158

210,760
223,441
5,653
46,525

1,906,516

............

............

.......... ..
.. .. .... ....

............

3,696,817

611,341

.......... ·-

·3,'085,476

293,874
66788
47:402
6,413

2,.544,516

108,475

12,585
95,890

2,436,041

126,483
240,262
2,195,779

$65,383
61,100

65,263

$36,138
29,125

Newark.

... ..... .... .

63,495 •

$28, 077
35,418

Milwaukee. Cincinnati.

·206,041
123,647
19,902
31,586

2,012,178

18,576

3,393
15,183

1,993,602

134,124
1,859,478

43,984

123,758
20,226

ton.

Washing-

1,950,117

6,054

718,~

3,708,459

1,238,350

.

. 32,771

1,225,197 . - 2,437,338

84129
48:126
6 855
23:896

1,029,913

17,618

1 865
15; 753

1.012,295

127,106
885,189

32,278

$14,988
17,200

New
Orleans.

·2,672,193

327,352
330,584

2,014,257-

208,498
75,820
19,022
83,017

1,553,370

26,314

2,684
1.3,630

1,527,056

146,698
1,380,358

74,530

$47,840
26,600

Seattle.

- - - - - - --- - -

3,348,906

665;446

3 600

2,679,860

296,939
221,751
28,433
2,106

2,036, 721

~,524

2,570
21,954

2,012,197

175,743
1,836,454

93,910

$49;269
44,641

MinneapoUs. ,

3,623,549

245,194
700,339

2,678,015

247,103
151,473
33,789
. 68,182

2,089,607

60,829

7,542
53,286

2,046,900

197,417
1,851, 704

87,859

$50,750
37,108

. Average.

From reports made directly to the United States Bureau of Education. The figures for Sa.Ii Francisco differ somewhat from those presented in Tables 58 to 79.

----

390,951
176,584
62,057
14,767

D. ~ration. of school plant •.•..........
E. amtenance of school plant . ..........
F. Auxillary agencies .••.. .. .. •....... . . .
G. Fixed charges•. ... ..• •.• ........... .. .

1

2,166,499

Total, instruction, day and
eve$g schools {B+C) .••

"' '

85,634

Total, instruction, evening
schools (Cl+II) .••••. . . ... . ..

,

10,539
75,095

Supervision, ev~ning schools .. 7 • • ••
· II. Teaching, evenmg sChools ••••.....

c { I.

172,099
1,551,602

177,554
1,903,311

B { I. Supervision, day schools..• ~ •. ... ..
· II. Teaching, day schools.···· · ·-·· ···

76,749

77,342

Total, general control {AI+II).

$48,137
28,612

San
Francisco.

$17,504
59,838

Bufialo.

94 .-Expenditu.res of public-school department, by principal items, 10 cities, 1915-16. 1

A { I. Business administration ..• . ••....
· II. Educational administration .......

Items of expenditure.

TABLE

01
1-'

1--1

~

0
0

~

~

t;j

1-'3
~

b;j

0

t;l
~

0

z

zp:..

1-"!'1

b;j

~t;l
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TABLE

95.-Expemes for general control of public schools, 10 cities, 1915-16.

1. Los Angeles .............. ·.............. ~ ..............·.. $224,559
2. Newark ..........·......... " ........ ,................ ~ .. . i26,483
3. M~nneapolis ........................................... .
93,910
4. Buffalo ......... ~ ....................................... .
77,342
5. SAN FRANCISCO ..................................... .
76,749
6. Seattle ...................... , ...................... .· .. .
74,530
7. Cincinnati ............................................ .
65,263
8. Milwaukee ... -:- ......................................... .
63,495
9. Washington ................ ·............................ .
43... 984
10. New Orleans ...... . .................................... .
32,278
Average ....................... . ....... - .. - .. - - - - - - - .

87,859

San Francisco ranks considerably below the average of the 10
cities in cost of general control of public schools, Table 95 and Figure
Loa Angeles
$224,559
-------Newark
1 2 6 ,483------Minneapolis ·
93,910------Buffalo
77,342 ~~~~~~
76,749
>~<SAN FRANCISCO
74,530
Seattle
Cincinnati
65,263 - - - - Milwa"'kee
63,496 - - - - Washington
43,984--New Orleans
32,278 AVERAGE

87,859 - - - - - - FIGURE

46.-Expenses for general control of public schools.

46.- Newark spends 64.8 per cent more than San Francisco for this
-p urpose and Los Angeles nearly three times as much.
TABLE

96.-Expemes for imtruction, day schools, 9 cities, 1915-16.

Los Angeles .............................. . ............ $3, 775, 144
Newark.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 436, 041
Buffalo.......................................... . ... 2, 080, 865
Minneapolis..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 012., 197
W aehlngton... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 993, 602
Milwaukee ..................... ~ .......... " . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 881, 199
SAN FRANCISCO .................. ~- .......... _...... 1, 723, 701
8. Seattle....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 527_,056
9. New Orleans ...................... ~ ....·............... ~' 012, 295
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 2, 046, 900
Loa Angeles
$3,775,144--------------Newark
2,436,041 - - - - - - - - - Buffalo
2,080,866 - - - - - - - Minneapolis
2,012,197
Washington
1,993,602
Milwaulcee
1,881,199 - - - - - - *SAB FRANCISCO
1,723,701 =~~~==:Seattle
1,627,066
New Orleans
1,012,295 - - - AVERAGE

2,046,900 - - - - - - - -

l"'G17Kii 47.-Expemes for Instruction, day schools.
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San Francisco ranks seventh in the list of cities in cost of instruction in day schools, Table 96 and Figure 47. The average for the 10
cities is 18.7 per cent greater than in San Francisco, and the average
for the first 3 cities is 60.3 per cent greater.
' TABLE

97.-Expensesjor instruction, evening schools, 9 cities·, 1915-16.

1. Los A~eles ~ ...... .. . . . .... ·_........ .. .. : ...... . .. . .. .. . . $128,642
2. Newark ..... . ............................................ . 108,475

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Buffalo ............ . ... .... ....... .. ....... .. ......... . . .
SAN FRANCISCO .... . ..... . ............... . ...•... . ...
Milwaukee ... . ...... . ... .. .. . .... . .. . .....•... . ..... ...
Seattle . . .........•. . ... .. . .. .......... . .. ... .... ... .•..
Minneapolis ....•. . ................ .. .... ... .. . ...... ...
Washington ....... . . . .... .. .. . ...... .. .... ... ... . . . ..... .
New Orleans .............. . . .... .. . ...... . .............. .
Average. ~ .... .. ... . ...

: . .. .. .......... . . .. ...... . . . .

85,634
73,875
63. 805
26,314
24,524
18,576
17,618
60,827

As shown in Table 97 and Figure 48, San Francisco ranks .somewhat above the average for the 10 cities i~ cost oLinstruction in
Los Angeles
Newark

Buffalo
*SAN FRANCISCO
Milwaukee
Seattle
Minneapolis
Washington
New Orleans
· AVERAGE

$128 ;642 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 108,475 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 85,634 ....- - - - - - - - - - - 73,875 -~~~~~~~~~~63,805
26,314---24 ,524 - - - 18, 57 6 - - 17,618 .
60.827 - - - - - - - - - -

FIGURE

48.-E:xpenses for instruction in evening schools~

evening schools, but the aver~ge for the ~t 2 cities, $118,558,
60.4 per cent greater than the amount in San Francisco.
TABLE 9~.-Expemesfor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

imtruction, day and evening schools, 10 cities, 1915-16.

Los Angeles .......•.•...... ... ........................
Newark. : .. .. .. ... ... ............. . .. .. .. .. ... ·.... _·. .
Buffalo ................. .. ............... .. ...... .. .. .
Minneapolis ....... . .... ......... . ................... .
Washington .... . .... ....•......... .. .. .... ... .. .......
Milwaukee ... . ................ .... ........ . ......... . .
Cincinnati .......................................... ..
SAN FRAN CISCO ....•..•................... . ..... ...
Seattle ...... . ~ ...................................... .
New Orleans . ........ . .... ........... ~ .... ·...... . .... .

$3,903,786
2, 5_44, 516
2,166,499
2,036,721
2,012,178
1,945,004
1, 906,516
. 1, 797,576
i) 553, 370
1, 029,913

Average ................. . ........ ...... ..... . . . .. .

2,089,607

IS
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In cost of instruction in day and evening schools combined, Table
98 and Figure 49, San Francisco ranks eighth in the list. The averLos Angeles

Newark

$3,903,786 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,544,516
--------

Buffalo
2,166,499
Minneapolia
2,036,721
Washington
2,012,178
:Milwaukee
1,946,004
incinnati
1,906,616
SAN FRANCISCO
1,797.576
Seattle
· 1.563,370
Now Orleans
1,029,913

U

AVERAGE
FIGURE

---------------------

=~=~==~

----

2,089,607 - - - - - - - -

49.-Expenses for instruction, day and evening schools combined.

age for the 10 cities is 16.2 per cent greater than the amount in San
Francisco, and the average for the first 3 cities is 59~ 7 per cent greater.
TABLE 99~-Total

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

c-urrent expenses for public schools, 10 cities, 1915-16.

Los Angeles __ ...... _..... _............ __ ... _.. _...... . $5,234,944
Newark ............ __ ... _............ _.. _........... . 3,085,476
Buffalo ............ _............. _............. _.. _. _ 2,888,200
Minneapolis ........................ _- ... _.. - ...... _.. 2,679,860
Milwaukee ...... - . - . - ... - ... - ... - - - ... - . - .... - .. - . - .. . 2,549,817
Cincinnati. . _..... _.......... _.. _...... _. _. _.. _. ___ . _ 2,458,158
Washington ............ __ ... ___ . _. __ ... _.... _.. __ .. _. _ 2,437,338
SAN FRANCISCO ................. - ......... - ...... . 2,206,912
Seattle .... _............. __ . _. _......... _. _......... _. 2,014,257
New Orleans ................................ _........ . 1,225,197
Average ................................... _.. _.... .

2,678,015

In respect to total current expenses for public schools, Table 99 and
Figure 50, San Francisco ranks eighth.
Los Angeles

Newark

Buffalo
J!Unneapolis
Milwallkee
Cincinnati
Washington
*SAil FRANCISCO
Seattle
New Orleans

AVERAGE

The amount spent in

$5,234,944
-,-------3,085
476- --- ------

==========-

2,888,200
2,679,860
2,549,817--------2,458,158---------

2,437,338 ~~~~~~~::;2,206,912
2,014,257
1,225,197 - - - - -

2,678,015---------FIGUBE 50.-Total current

expenses for publfo schoolS.

Newark is 39.8 per cent greater than that in San Francisco, and the
amount in Los Angeles is more than two and one-third times as
much.
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TABLE

100.-Grand total of expe:nsesfor public schools, 10 cities, 1915-16.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

LosAngeles . ...... . .. : .......... . .. .. ....... . ........ . $7,401,952
Buffalo ..... . ............. . ................. __ .... _. _ . ·3, 981,126
·Washington .................. . . . .. . .............. __ ._. 3,-708,459
Newark . ........... . ... .. .................. _. _______ _ 3,696,817
Minneapolis ............. . .... . ..... . ..·..... -. . __. ___ .. - 3,348,906
Mi:lwaukee ................ .. ................ _.. _____· .. 3,269,191
SAN FRANCISCO ..... . ........ . ........ .. ........ . . 3,138,487
Cincinnati ...... . ............ . .. _... .. ....... _______ _ 3,068,247
Seattle ......... .. ........ . ..... _._ .. ___ ....... ·.. __ _.. 2,672,193
10. New Orleans ......................................... . 1, 950,117
Average ...... . ................. . ..._............... .

3,623,549

As shown in Table 100 and Figure 51, San Francisco ranks seventh
in respect to total expenditures for public schools. The average for
the 10 cities is 15.4 per cent greater than the amount in San Francisco, and the amount in Los Angeles is more than twice as great.
Los .4ngelee
Buffalo
Waebingto n
Newark
Minneapolis
Milwaukee
~S'AN FRANCI SCO
Cincinnati
Seattle
New.Orleans

$7,40 1,952
3 , 981,1 26
3, 708,459
3 ,6 96, 817
3, 348,906

~~~~~~~~~

33,138
, 2 6 9 ,,191
4 87
3, 0 6 8 ,247
2 ,6 72,193 - -- -- - 1, 950,117
3,623,549

AVERAGE

FIGURE 51.-Total expe~ for public schools.

101.-Per capita governme:ntal cost payme:nt for expe:nses of ge:neral departments, by principal divisions of the ge:neral departme:ntal service, 10 cities, 1915.
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$22. 84 $2.53 $2.46 $2.42 $0. 46 $1.11 $1.50 $2.92 $1.88 $5.28 $0.86 $0.86 1().61
.17 1.10
24.15 3.56 3. 41 3. 76
.42 1.30 2.52 2.12 4.61
.59
.60
.34
. 79
26.30 3.32 1. 73 1.57 ' .87
.24 1. 49 4.60 1.32 9.22
.82
.28
19.82 .2.00 1. 58 1.68
.51 2.23 2.16 1.62 5. 76
.96
.32
. 72
.28
.34 1. 26 4. 19 1.42 5. 88
.30
.45 1.04
22.38 3. 37 2.04 1.81
22.32 2.67 2.61 1.83
. 24
.31
.95
.86 1.51 1. 92 2.21 6.83
.38
.47 3. 02
13. 46 1.88 1.24 1.45
.28
.10
.24
. 37 2.56 1.66
.19
.18 1.19
26.91 2.27 2. 72 1.86
.80
.43 1.95 3. 11 4.64 6.94
. 81
.94 6.43
.47
18. 57 2.04 1.23 1.65
.64
.36
.29 1.16 2.88
.48
.91 5.42
20. 15 3.27 1. 72 2.58
. 28
.55 .58 .46
.53 1.62 2.23

-.29- ---- --2. 72--2.11- -2.08--.46- -.52--1.65- -2.86- -1. 76- -6. 04
. 79
.61

Average •••.... 21.89

1 Includes payments for inspection of buildings, plumbing, weights and measures, electric wiring, boilers,
elevators gas, and other service.
1
Includes operation and maintenance of museums, art galleries, zoological collections, conservatories,
general recreation, parks, trees, and quasi-productive park enterprises.
a Includes payments for objects that can not properly be assilmed to an'y of the other principal divisions
of the table, iricluding soldiers' relief and burial administration of public trust and investment funds,
expenses of public commissions, pensions and gratuities, judgments and claims, and other payments.
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102 ....:.,---Per capita governmental cost payments for expenses of general departments-Total for all departments, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Washington . . . . ........................................ . $26.91
2. Los Angeles ........................... - - - .. -.... - ...... . 26.30
3. SAN FRANCISCO ..................... -- ............... . 24.15
4. Buffalo .................................................. . 22.84
5. Cincinnati:. .......................... --.-- ...... - ....... . 22.38
6. Newark ............................... __ .............. . .. . 22.32
7. Seattle ................................ - . - ...... - - - ...... . 20.15
8. Milwaukee ..................................... - . - . . . . . . · 19.82
9. Minneap,olis ............................................. . 1~.57
10. New Orleans ........................................... . 13.46

TABLE

Average.............................................

21.89

In per capita total cost of municipal government, for all departments, San Francisco ranks third in the ·list of cities, Table 102 and
Washington
$26.91
Los Angeles
•S.O :rRAl'ICISCO 24.15
B~falo
22.84
26.30
Cinoinnati
22.38
Newark
22.32
Seattle
20.16
JUlwaukee
19.82
Minneapolis
18.67
l'lew Orleans
13.46

AVERAGE
FIGURE

--------------------

~============~~======~========~=----

---------------------------------

-----------------------------

--------------

21.89 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

52.-Governmental costs, total for all general departments, per capita of population.

Figure. 52. It costs 10.3 per cent more to govern San Francisco
than the average for the 10 cities, and 34.1 per cent more than the
average for the lowest 4 cities in the list, $18.
103.-Per capita cost payments for expenses of general government, 10 cities,
1915.
1. SAN FRANCISCO ............. . ........................ . $3.56
2. Cincinnati .............................................. .
3.37
3. Los Angeles . . . ......................................... .
3.32
3.27
4. Seattle .................................................. .
5. Newark .................................................. .
2.67
6. Buffalo ................................................. .
2.53
7. Washington. . . . . ....................................... .
2.27
8. Minneapolis ............... _............................. .
2.04
9. Milwaukee .................. _.......................... .
2.00
10. New Orleans ...................... _...._................ .
1.88

TABLE

Average .................... _........................

2. 72

-=================~

Cincinnati
3.37 •
»SAN
FR.ABCISCO $3.66
Los Angeles
3.32----------------Seattle
Buffalo
Newark
Washington
Minneapolis
Milwaukee
New Orleans
AVERAGE
FIGURE

3.27

2.63 ___________. __2.67
2.27
2.04 - - - - - - - - - - 2~00 - - - - - - - - - al.88 - - - - - - - - - 2.72

53.-Cost of municipal government, department of g~neral government, per captta of population.
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It costs more per capita for the depar~ment of general .city government in San Francisco than in any other city in the list, Tabl~ 103
and Figure 53. The amount iri San Francisco is 30.8 per cent greater
than the average for the 10 cities·, and 80 .p er cent greater than the
average for the lowest B cities, $1.97.
·'TABLE

104.___:.Per capi ta governmental cost payments for expenses of police department,
·
10 cities, 1915.
.
1. SAN FRANCISCO ........................... ~ .......... . $3.41
2. Washington . ... . .. : ... . ...... . ............. . .. ·....... . . . · 2~72
3. Newark ....... .-.... . .... . ........... . ...... _....·....... __
2. 61
4.. Buffalo ...... . .......... _....... _......... __........ __ . __ ..
2.46
2.04 .
5. Cincinnati ........ . ......... ·- . . ........... . ............. .
6. Los Angeles ............................................ .
1. 73
7. Seattle .................... ~ ...... , ~ ........... ·_.... . .... .
1. 72
8. Milwaukee ...... ~ ...... . .. . .... . . . . . ..... . ...... .·...... .
1.58
9. New Orleans·..... ·.................. . .... .• ..............
1. 24
10. Minneapolis ..... . ........................ . ..... _. _...... . .
1.23

Average .......... . ................. . . . ........ . ..... ~

2.11

The per capita cost of maintaining the police department in San
Francisco is 61.6 per cent greater than the average for the. 10 citie!3,
•SAB
PRANCISCO $3.41
Washington
2.72 ~~~~~~~~~~~~=~--·
•
Newark
2.61----..--------Buffalo
2 . 46 ---------~-Cino1nnat1
2.04 - - - - - - - - - Los Angeles
1.73 - - - - - - - Seattle
1.72 - - - - - - - Milwaukee
1.68 - - - - - -- 1.24 - - - - - New Orleans
Minneapolis
1.23 - - - - - AVERAGE
FIGURE

2.11----------

54.-Uost of police department per capita of population.

and more than two and three-fourths as much as the average for the
lowest 2 cities in the list, ·$1.235, Table 104. and Figure 54.
105.-Per· capita governmental cost payments for expenses of fire .department,
10 cities, 191,5.
1. SAN FRANCISCO •................. . .................... $3.76
2.58
2. Seattle ....................... ~ .... ·.... ~ ... . ..... - ....... .
2.42
3. Buffalo .....................,........... - ......... . ....... .
4. Washington .... ~. ·...... _............................... .
1. 86
5. Newark ................................................. .
1.83
1.81
6. Cincinnati ......... '................ " ..................... .
1. 68
7. Milwaukee ...................... . ·....................... .
8. Minneapolis ............................................. .
1.65
1.57
9. Los Angeles. . .......... .. .................. - ............ .
1.45
10. New Orleans .............. .' ............ . . - ......... -----

TABLE

Average._................ . ................. . ........

2. 08
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The per capita cost of maintaining the fire department in San
Francisco is 80.7 per cent greater than the average for the 10 cities,
~~<S.All
PRANCISCO
Seattle
Washington
Bu:ffalo
Newark
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Jiinneapolia
Loa Angeles
New Orleans
AVERAGE

$3.
'76 -:~~~~~~=~~~~~----2.58
•
1.86
_____..____ --2.42 1.83 - - - - - - - - 1.81 - - - - - - - - 1.68 - - - - - - - 1.65 - - - - - - - -1.57 - - - - - - - 1.45 - - - - - - 2.08 - - - - - - - - - -

FIGURE

55.-Cost of fire department per capita of population.

and more than two- and one-third times as much as the average for
the lowest 4 cities in the list, $1.58, Table 105 and Figure 55.
TABLE

106.-Per capita governmental cost payment8 for expenses for recreational pur.
poses, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Washington .•............................................ $1.19
2. SAN FRANCISCO ............................-......•..... 1.10
3. Milwaukee .............................................. .
. 96
4. Newark .................................................•.
. 95
5. Buffalo .................................................. .
. 86
6. Los Angeles ............... ~ ............................. .
. 79
7. Minneapolis .............................................. .
.64
8. Seattle ................................................. -. . .
. 58
9. Cincinnati ........................... _................... .
• 45
10. New Orleans .............................................. .
• 24
Average·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 79

San Francisco ranks second in the list in per capita expenditures
for recreational purposes, Table 106.
TABLE

107 .-Per capita gove:rnmental cost payments for expenses of public-school department, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Los Angeles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9. 22
2. Washington ........................... _............ ·. . . . . . 6. 94
3. Newark...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 83
4. Minneapolis..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 43
5. Cincinnati .....................·........................... 5. 88
6. Buffalo ............................................... ~ . . . 5. 82
7. Milwaukee ............................... _............... 5. 76
8. Seattle .•............. _.................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 5. 42
9. 'SAN FRANCISCO ............ .................... ·......... 4.61
10. New Orleans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 02
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. 04
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In comparison with relative costs of other principal departments
of city government, San Francisco's rank in per capita cost of maintenance of public schools offers a remarkable contrast. The average
for' the 10 cities IS 31 per cent greater than the amount in San
Los .Angeles
Washington
Bewark
Minneapolis
Cinoinnati

$9.22
6. 94
6.83
6.43
5.88
Buffalo
5.82
Milwaukee
5. 76
Seattle
5.42
•S.All
FRANCISCO 4.61
New Orleans
3.02
AVERAGE

-----------------------------

---~---------

------------------------------------------

=~~~~~===-r-

6.04 ~----------

FIGURE 56.-Cost of maintenance of public-school department, per capita of population.

Francisco, which ranks ninth in the list, Table 107 and Figure 56.
Los Angeles spends twice as much' as San Francisco, and the average
for Washington and Newark, $6.88, is 49.2 per cent greater than the
·amount in San Francisco.
TABLE

108.-Per cent of total govsrnmental cost payments devo'ted to expenses of general
government, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Seattle....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 1
2. Cincinnati............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15. 1
1
3. SAN FRANCISCO ........................................• 14.7
4. New Orleans. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 14. 1
5. Los Angeles •.............................................. 12. 6.
6. Newark...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 11. 9
7. Buffalo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 10. 9
8. Minneapolis .............. :·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 10. 9
9. Milwaukee ....... _. __ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 10. 2
10. Washington .................. ·............................• 8.5
Total, ten cities ............. _._ ........................ 12. 5

San Francisco ranks third in the list in per cent of total governmental expenditures devoted to expenses of ge:t;1eral government,
·16.1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Seattle
Cincinnati
•SAN FRANCISCO
New Orleans
Loe Angeles
Newark

Buffalo

Minneapolis
Milwaukee
W~shington

TOUL

14.7
14.1
15.1

=~~::~=====~===:;;-

12.6 - - - - - - - - - - - - 11.9 - - - - - - - - - - - 10.9 10.2
____
-_
-....
-_
-_
-_
- _- 10.9 - - - - - - - - - - 8.5·--------12.5 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FIGUBE 57.-Per cent of total governmental expenditures devoted to expenses of general government, 1915.

Table 108 and Figure 57. The amount is 17.6 per cent greater than
the average for the 10 cities.
I
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109.--,-Per cent of total governmental cost payments devoted to expenses oj(k
police department, 10 cities, 1915.
1. SAN FRANCISCO ...................................... ~ .. 14.1
2. Newark .......... .- ................ _........................ 11. 7
3. Buffalo .................................................... 10. 8
4. Washington ..................·............................• 10. 1
5. New Orleans ..................... _._....................... 9. 2
6. Cincinnati ....................... ·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 9. 1
7. Seattle........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8_. 5
8. Milwaukee ........... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
9. Los Angeles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 6
10. Minneapolis ....•......................... ~...... . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 6

TABLE

Total, ten cities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

9. 6

San Francisco ranks conspicuously ahead of the other cities in· per
cent of total governmental expenditures devoted to expenses of the
llewark
)fSJ.N
FruillCISCO
Buffalo
WashingtonNew Orleans
Cincinnati
Seattle
Milwaukee
Los Angelea
Minneapolis

TOTAL
FIGURE

==================~--·

11.7
14.1
10.8 --~------------10.1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9.1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8. 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - 8,.0 - - - - - - - - - - - 6.6 - - - - - - - - - -

6.6 - - - - - - - - - 9.6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

58.-Per cent of total governmental expenditures devoted to expenses of the police department,
-

1915.

police department, Table 109 and Figure 58. The amount is 57.2
per cent greater than the average for the 10 cities.
TABLE

110.-Per cent of total governmental cost payments devoted to expenses of tht

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

fire department, 10 cities, 1915.
SAN FRANCISCO .........................................
Seattle ............................... _. _............... _. . .
.New Orleans ........................ _._._ ........ _..........
Buffalo ......... .. .. _................. _.....................
Minneapolis ...... _........................................ .
Milwaukee ................................................. .
Newark .............. _. _............ _..................... .
Cincinnati ................................................ .
Washington .. ~ .................................. _,_ ......... .
Los Angele~ ....... ~ ... : .................................... .
Total, ten cities.·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
•SAX

FR.ABCISCO

Seattle
New Orleans
Buffalo
Minneapol1s
Milwaukee
Newark
Cincinnati
Washington
Los Angeles

15.6
12. 8
10. 8
10. 6
8. 9

8.5
8.2
8. 1
6.9
6

9. 5

-===~======---

12.8 ' 16.6

~0.8
10.6

- ---- ---- --- -----8.9 - - - - - - - - - -

8.5 - - - - - - - - 8.2 - - - - - - - 8.1 - - - - - - - - 6.0-------

6.9-------

TOTAL
.FIGURE

9.5 ------------------59.-Per cent of tota.trgovemmenta.l expenditures devoted to expenses of the fire department, 1g15,
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San Francisco also ranks conspicuously ahead of the other cities
in per cent of total governmental expenditures devoted to expenses
'of the fire department, Table. 110 and Figure 59. The amount is'
64.2 per ~ent greater than the average for the 10 cities.
TABLE

111.-Per cent of total governmental cost paymenta devoted to expenses of the
·
public-school department, 10 cities, 1915.
1. Los Angeles ................................... _,_..·.... . . . . . . 35
2. Minneapolis ..................... ~ ............ ~ .......... .~ . . . 34. 6
3. Newark..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 6
4. Milwaukee ................. : ...... ~ .... ~ ............ ~ ........ 29
5. Seattle ..................................................... 26.9
6. Cincinnati. . ~ ~ ....... .· .............................. : . . . . . . 26. 3
7. Washington ...........................•...·.....· .~---·-······ 25.8
8. Buffalo ....................... ~ .............. ............... 25. 5
9. New Orleans .................................. .. .............. 22.4
10. SAN FRANCISCO ............................ - .~ ........... 19. 1
Total, ten cities ............... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·- -- .--. 27. 6

If one city exceeds others in per cent of total governmental expen~
ditures devoted to general government, police department, and fire
department, it must necessarily balance these excesses by ret~e~ch
ment elsewhere. ·In per cent of the total devoted to expenses of the
Los .Angeles
Minneapolis
Newark
Milwaukee
Seattle
Cincinnati
Washington
Buffalo
New Orleans
*SAN
FRANCISCO
TOTAL

===============--

35.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
34.6
30.6
2
9_
.0
--_
--_
-_
--26.9
__
__
__
,....__

26.3-----------25.8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25.6· - - - - - - - - - - - 22.4
19.1

=========;:--

27.6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...__ _ __

FIGURE 60.-Per cent of total governmental expenditures devoted to expenses of public-school department, 1915.

public school department San Francisco ranks lowest in the list,
and Figure 60. The average for the 10 cities is 44.5 per
cent greater than the per cent in San Francisco; and the average
for the first two cities in the .l ist, 34.8 per cent, is 82.1 per cent greater
than the per cent in ·San Francisco.

~able 111

SUMMARY.

1. The necessity for making a comprehensi'\Te building program

will soon make heavy demands on the board of education. There is
need even now for funds for the construction of necessary schoolhouses to provide for the increased growth of schools and to replaca
certain undesirable buildings now in use. The needed funds can bA
procured only through the further issuance of school bonds
9381~17--ll
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2. The board of supervisors in setting the school levy has been
obliged to exceed the limit of the tax rate as provided in the city
and county charter in order to procure sufficient revenue to support
the schools. The situation thus created should be remedied by
amendment to the charter, as recommended elsewhere.
·
3. The gradual increase in the school budget has no more than
kept pace with the increase in the number of children to be educated,
whereas such expenditures in the country as a whole have increased
much more rapidly than the number of children.
4. In comparison with other cities, San Francisco has assumed
almost no financial burden in connection with such auxiliary agencies as school libraries, library books, promotion of health, provision
for~schoollunches, community lectures, ,and social centers.
5. The,. . cost of conducting the schools per pupil has remained
practically stationary since 1908. General increase in prices of
commodities during the past 9 years, and adjustment of the school
system to a reasonable. degree of improvement in methods and
equipment, should have caused a greater increase in the cost per
pupil than has actually taken place.
. 6. Comparing San Francisco and the 9 other cities in the same
population class, San. Francisco possesses more municipal property
devoted to general governmental purposes than any other city in
the list; the value of property employed or held for the use of the
police department in San Francisco is nearly three and one-half
times as much as the average for the 10 cities, and for the fire department nearly four times the average, while the value of schoo)
property in San Francisco is only 40.1 per cent greater. than t.he
average.
7. San Francisco ranks fourth in the list of cities in total amount
of indebtedness for all purposes and also in school indebtedness,
although sixth in per capita indebtedness in both cases. ·
8. San Francisco ranks considerably below the average of the
10 cities iri current expenditures for public schools, alt~ugh outranking all the other cities in cost of maintaining the city government,
fire and police departments.
9. San Francisco ranks conspicuously ahead; of the other cities in
per cent of total governmental expenditures devoted to expenses
of both police and fire departments, but is lowest in the list in per
cent devoted to schoollexpenditures.
·

Chapter V.
SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

lNTRODUOTORY STATEMENT.

Many things connected with the care, upkeep, and use of the school
buildings of San Francisco could be m~de better at slight cost, bul
for the most part these defects are obvious to teachers, principals,
superintendents, and others concerned, and it is not the purpose of
·this part of this report to ·point out these defect~ in detail. . Closti:r
supervision, a more practical cooperation between the school authorities and those who supervise the construction and repair of school
buildings, or, better still, the putting of the construction and repair
of buildings under the direction of the board of education, as recommended in Chapter III of this report, and a more generous financial
support of the schools will make it possible to correct many of · these
deficiencies at once, without further recommendations. Many caD
not be corrected until old buildings and buildings intend.e d only
for temporary use are .replaced by new buildings constructed on
modern scientific plans.
While it will be necessary to point out certain conditions that.
should be corrected in the buildings now in use, more service can be
done by directing attention to those established general ru1es and
. principles which should guide in the construction, equipment, and care
of the buildings to be erected in the future, than by merely reporting
on conditions as they now exist.
LOCATION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

The school authorities of the city of San Francisco have an unusually difficult task in securing pr~per sites for school buildings,
because of the peculiar topography of the land upon which the city
has been built. For the· most part the level land is low and lies
nearest the bay. But here, of necessity, are located the large manufacturing ~ndustries. Here also are the steam railways, and all the
noise, smoke, and dirt incide~t to these conditions. In addition, the
great wharves and the busy traffic of a great world port are contiguous.
Congregated about these sections are the homes of many of the
workmen employed. Altogether there are few sites in these districts which are sufficiently high, dry, large enough, and sufficiently
163
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removed from the noise, smoke, and danger of traffic to. warrant
the location upon them of good school buildings. However, the
children in these sections must be accommodated. Therefore, ·the
sooner the board of education can select sites now needed and those
that will be needed in the near future, the better they will be able to
serve the children under their charge.
Boards of education ought to have power under proper limitations to anticipate needs and secure sites of sufficient size and in
strategic locations before the actual n~eds drive them to the market
to take what is left, often ~t an exorbitant price; or to be compelled
to institute condemnation proceedings at large expense.
The main residence portiQns of San Francisco are hilly regions,
where hillsides are the only available sites for school buildings. This
renders the problem of orientation and lighting very difficult, and
makes it almost impossible to secure playgrounds of sufficient size in
connection with schools. But even under these untoward conditions, certain demands can be met and definite errors can be pre.vented by using caution in the selection of sites.
In the first place, sites selected should permit the planning of
· buildings in such a manner as to command east or west light in al1
the classrooms, or at least in as many as possible. This will save
almost endless trouble.
In the second place, the site should be removed from street-car
tracks at least one block, and as far as possible from all noisy factories and other objectionable or troublesome environments. Frequently tall buildings interfere with light, and a congested tenement
district renders the fire hazard much greater. Moreover, the possibility of securing thorough drainage both from the building and of
the lot is a matter of prime importance.
The Francis Scott Key School offers an illustration of the serious
mistake of locating a building on a lot which is fairly well situated,
but not large enough. At the time the building was constructed no
street sewer had been laid. This of itself should have called for the
utmost care in placing the building so as to take advantage of every
possible eventuality. But instead of placing the building on the
east side of the lot, which is much higher than the west, the latter
position was selected. As a consequence, the septic tank which was
constructed has given much trouble, and it is reported that when
the sewer was finally laid in the street, it was placed at a level higher
than the basement of the building. C<;>nsequently, either the whole
building will have to be raised or connections made with a lower
sewer at a greater distance.
At the time of the inspection the toilet seats in one part of the
building were overflowing, due to the height of the water in the septic
tank. In addition to this serious trouble, the drainage of the lot is
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toward the building and not away from it, as would have. happened

if the building had been placed on the east side. Mistakes like this
are very serious.
Another instance. of lack of proper foresight in locating a building
on the lot, or at least in planning the building so as to minimize
difficulties, is seen at the Polytechnic High School. It would have
been better in almost every particular to place the recitation or
class rooms of this building on the upper side of the slope, away from
the noise of the street cars, and if need be t~ put the shops near the
noise on the lower side. This would have saved endless difficulties
with noise and dust and also made it easier to install the heating
plant. The building might not have made as impressive an appearance thus arranged, but appearance is secondary to us~fulness. As.·
·it now is, the part of the building most used is in the worst place.
· It is a serious matter to locate a school building constructed to
serve the children and the cause of education for a hundred years,.
and no pains should be spared to anticipate every possible difficulty.
Certain buildings must in · time be enlarged to meet the demands
of increasing attendance, and the sooner the board lays out a program toward which to work the ~ore satisfactory will be the result.
For example, the Commercial High School must soon have more
.room, else it can not accommodRte the students or serve the interests
of the city successfully. · The lot upon which the prese~t library
building is located, and that part of the block 1ying east, should be
set aside for future extensions of this school. It will not be many .
years until the whole block will be too small for the buildings needed ..
The Starr King School is handicapped unnecessarily by privately
owned lots cutting into the playground in al). awkward and troublesome fashion. These lots have on them buildings in bad repair, and
their surroundings were ill an insanitary condition when the inspection was made. A stream of foul water breaking from this higher
ground was running across the playground, hindering the children
at play, rendering the sch~ol premises unsightly, and possibly introducing septic material. These lots rightfully belong to the school.
ground and should be acquired for school use. These are only
examples of :Q.1any similar situations.
PLAYGROUNDS.

If all the classrooms in the San Francisco schools were combined
into one great room; and if all the playgrounds about all the school
buil'dings were combined into one large playground, the square feet
of classroom floor would greatly exceed the square feet of playground. In other words, the floor surface of the classrooms of San \
Francisco schools is much larger than the playground surface. It
is very clear, 'therefore, that there is practically no opportunity
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offered for the free and unhindered play of the school children. In
a few places there are handball grounds and some playground apparatus, but for the most part the playgrounds are covered with
·asphaltum cement or boards, and there is little opportunity fo~ the
freedom and abandon that children need in play.
To this there are some exceptions. It is a great delight to se~ the
joy of the children playing in the sand at the Laf'ayette School. A
few other schools might be mentioned where fair opportunities for
play are offered, but practically nowhere surrounding the public
schools of San Francisco are there playgrounds worthy of the name.
They furnish some opportunity for the children to get an airing and
for a few possible games, but if the boys wish to play a real ball
game, they 1pust go elsewhere.
The movement for closer correlation of public playgrounds and ·
the city schools is to be commended, and it is to be hoped that through
it larger playgrounds may be obtained for all schools. Opportunity
for out-door games under wholesome conditions tends to prevent
truancy and juvenile delinquency. The parks and various public
grounds now open to the children of San Francisco are serving to
lessen the the criminal tendencies of the growing youth of the city
more than many people appreciate. But these opportunities are
meager and are completely out of reach of many children who need
them most. In the future no permanent buildings should be erected
on grounds too small to afford proper opportunities for p1ay. If
choice must be made between two sites, one centrally located in the
section to be served but with no room for playgrounds, and one less
centrally located but with good ground for the building and also
for outP.oor playgrounds, the latter should always be chosen.
For example, th~ Parental School could be of far more service to
the boys if it were ·placed on the outskirts of the city, away from the
very environment which is partly responsible for their delinquency, ·
where they. could have their own playground, plenty of space for
gardens, and that access to nature so intJeresting and necessary to
all boys.
The saving in the cost of land would n1ore than compensate for
all the extra outlay involved. It is a much less serious matter for
grade children to be compelled to walk a mile or t'vo in the mild
climate of San Francis~o than to be cooped up night and day with
no chance for real unhindered play with their fellows. A certain
blindness slowly acquired with the years prevents adults from seeing
child life as it is, and judging of real values for them.
LIGHTING OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

The problem of lighting school buildings in San Francisco offenr
in the main less difficulty than that of most eastern cities, because
of the preponderanee of hright and sunny days. If, therefore,
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proper precautions are taken in the orientation of school buildings
and the amount and setting of the glazing are carefully considered,
there should be comparatively little difficulty in securing ample
light and of the best quality.
.
·
In all the newer buildings of San Francisco this principle of unilateral lighting is applied. In older buildings1 especially those that
weJ,'e built some 30 or 40 .years ago this principle was disregarded, ~
tWd as a result many of the classrooms are dark and improperly
lighted. 1 In the days when these buildings were erected, the problems of school hygiene had not been carefully considered.
The next problem having to do with lighting depends upon the
orientation of the building. If the sehool building is so plaeed on
the lot and so planned as to receive the light into the classrooms from
the east or west, the best conditions, other things equal, will prevail.
No argument is necessary to prove to Californians the value of sunshine in the climate about the bay, both' for health and for comfort.
Hence no classroom for the elementary grades should receive its
light from the north. On the other hand, because the light from the
south .is the strongest light, and in a 'Yay most cheering, and in addition has the advantage of keeping the room warm in cold weather,
many have jumped to the conclusion that the south light in classrooms is the best light. This is a serious error, because of the difficulty of keeping the direct rays of the sun from falling upon the desks
of the children while they are at work.
South light on sunny days is one of the most disturbing problems
the teacher has to deal with in the latitude and climate of San Francisco, for it is necessary to shut out the direct rays of the sun for
the sake of the children who sit in the first and second rows from the
windows. But when this is done, those who sit on the opposite side
of the room are debarred from sufficient light to make it possible to do
their work in the most hygienic manner.
Furthermore, when the windows open on the south, the rays of
the sun never stream entirely across the room, as happens in early
·morning ,or late afternoon when the windows open to the east or
west; ·therefore, the classrooms are not as thoroughly purified by the
south sun as by the east or west sun. The best disinfectant known
to science is direct sunshine, and classrooms should be so constructed
as to be flooded by it some time of the day.
When classrooms open to the east, the, early morning sun sweeps
e~tirely across the room, if there is no hindrance· from tall buildings
and foggy or cloudy weather. Within an hour or so after school has
begun, the east sun has practically disappeared from the classroom,
md the shades. can then be rolled up for the day and no· further
·attention given to them until the next morning. This insures .the
I

1

For example, in the Horace Mann, the Moulder, the Fremont, and similar schools.
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advantages p1entioned as well as the value of the early sun in warming such classrooms.
·
·
On the other hand, those classrooms which receive their light from
the west have no trouble. with direct sunshine until shortly before
the close of school for the day, and in ·fact in the primary classes it
does not disturb at all, for the children are dismissed before the west
sun comes .into the windows in a disturbing way. Hence, in classrooms receiving their light .from the west, there is comparatively
little difficulty in handling shades and furnishing the children the
best possible light. No.shade has been in:vented, nor quality of glass
made, which will prevent the disturbing effects of direct sunlight,
and at the same time permit the passage of sufficient light into a
classroom to satisfy all the demands of health.
The board of education and all those who ha.ve to do with planning
and constructing school buildings should make an especial effort to
apply health principles in the selection of school sit.es, in the planning
of school buildings, and in the placing of windows. These problems
have b~en solved .in some of the newer buildings of· the city in an
admirable manner; in others they have been entirely neglected. The
·s arah B. Cooper School, in which each classroom gets either east or
west light, is an illustration of good · lighting. While this building is
on a steep hillside, the west exposure is not interfered with ·to any
serious extent, save by the higher horizon line resulting from the hill
further to the west.
In contrast, the Columbus School is so planned that all the classrooms get the south sun. This makes it very difficult for the teachers
to care for all the children properly and does not permit as complete
sunning of the rooms as would prevail if the building had been set
so as to get east or west light.
Practically all the old buildings are improperly lighted; but except
in a few instances the board will not deem it wise to go .t o the expense
of making extensive changes in .thes.e buildings for the few years they
will be kept in the service. Some of them, however, could be made
more acceptable at comparatively small expense, and should be
changed at once.
·
The principles thus stated are meant to apply chiefly to the classrooms of the elementary ·schools, though the same holds· true for the
ordinary classrooms of high schools. However, provision must be
made for offices, l~nchrooms, libraries, manual training shops, eto.,
and in high schools, laboratories, art rooms, and other rooms for
various purposes. · It is evident that south sun in libraries is not so
troublesome, because the readers can adjust themselves to the light
in an easy and satisfactory way. So, too, in laborateries for physics,
·Chemistry, physiology, and biology. Not only is ~t admissible, but it
is better, to have such laboratories receive the south sun. For
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example, in the Girls' High School, t~e biology room js placed on the
north side, where the plant an<;l animal life necessary for the work in
bioiogy can ·not be developed properly without sunshine.
Iw tbe same way, the physics room opening to the north would
handicap the experiments in light, in addition to rendering the room
less wholesome. The south light in laboratories is. therefore not only
admissible, but many times very· helpful. Plainly the principal's
office and th~ lunchroom could also be pl.anned to receive .the south
\light without serious objection, and in fact often advantageously;
but this is not true of classrooms.
The investigation failed to show a single classroom in the latitude
of San Francisco sat~sfactory when lighted from the south or the
north. Special inquiry was made of the teachers who were using
such rooms. Many teachers said the room getting light from the
south was .cheery and bright, but when asked if any trouble had
arisen in handling shades and preventing the direct rays .of the sun
from falling on the d~sks of the children, they invariably admitted
that there had been difficulties. Not infrequently the children on the
side opposite the windows were found suffering all day long because
the shades had been pulled down to shut out the sun.
In the climate of San Francisco, if the glass surface for windows
equals one-fifth of the floor surface of the classroom, and the windows
are properly placed, sufficient light can be usually secured without
difficulty. This is true, however, only when the windows are properly
placed. The bottom of the window should be 4 feet above the floor
in all classrooms, except those designed especially for the primary
classes, and should be set as high in the ceiling as safety of construction will permit. All light should come from above a line on a level
with the eyes of the children when they are seated at their desks, so
that their eyes may be adjusted for the work at hand rather than for
the light that would come directly into their eyes from without.
Never should there be more than 6 inches between the top of the window and the ceiling .. This insures that the light will carry well
acro~s the room, and at the same time receive the best exposure from
the sky. One foot of light surface at the top is worth two or three
feet at the bottom.
In the next place, the windows should be grouped as closely
together as possible, and set to the left and rear of the children as
they are seated in the classroom. This is one of the hygienic requirements that architects are incline~ to neglect, on account of the
difficulty of securing balanced effects in elevation. The difficulty is
not to be denied, but children's eyes are worth more than tradition[of
architectural effects.
If Windows are extended alo:r;:tg the whole side of the classroom from
the left rear corner to the left front corner, the windows in front near
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the teacher will be worse than useless. To be sure, the room as 8
But the light that comes into the
front of .t he room will seriously handicap the children as they •are
seated at their desks, especially those seated in the rear, for this light
would shine directly into their eyes, and thereby automatically adjust
the eyes to an amount of light greater than that reflected from the
page of the book; hence, there would be a constant co:r_rllict between
the demands of the light on the work to be done and the light that
comes in from the window and shines directly into their eyes.
Special attention was· given to noting the location of the windows
in all classrooms in the newer buildings as well as in the older ori.es,
and it was a rare thing indeed to find the windows properly placed.
The prevailing custom is to group the windows ·and place them in the
center of the room, giving equal space to the rear and to the front in
which no windo~s are placed. It is far more satisfactory from the
whole would receive more light.
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SUGGESTED ARRAN&EMENT OF WINDOW SPACE

FIGURE 61.-The windows Jn a schoolroom should be grouped as close together as possible, toward till
rear 1of the room, with sills 4 feet above the floor level.

standpoint of the health and convenience of the children to put the
rear window as near the back of the room as the construction will
permit, and to leave the front outer side of the room with as muob
unglazed space as possible. Again and again in classrooms having
windows all along the sides we tested the children and the teachers,
tJ.nd invariably found that it was much easier for them if the shades
were drawn over the front window than it was to leave them all .
open.
The architects who plan future buildings should therefore be
required as far as possible to place their windows in the rear to the
left, and to leave such dead space as will result in the outer wall in
the front end of the olassroom. Figure 61 illustrates the proper
tJ.ITangement of the windows in a room 24 by 31 feet with a 12!-foot
ceiling. The architectural diffioulties involved are problems for the
architect to solve, and no architect should be excused from meeting
these conditions in a satisfac.tory way.
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lt was observed throughout all the newer and better buildings of
the -city that the architects J:ave been striving to find a kind of
window sash which will make it possible for the classrooms to be
turned into open-air rooms, or at l~ast to afford the best possible
window ventilation. This is a com~endable effort. In no case,
however, was the new patented sash found entirely satisfactory.
[n the new Denman School and in others where the windows are
hung ~on pivots, some of the windows were blown in during a recent
~torm, and the buildings were damaged as a result of the heavy rain.
The only sash to which objection was not urged, and which did not
offer serious difficulties, is the old-fashioned, double-hung sash.
Naturally, by the use of these only half of the window space can be
open at one time, while with the pivoted sash it is possible to open
the whole window space for free and easy ventilation; but this pos~ibility is more theoretical than practical, for in many cases there
was no one · about the school building who was able to handle them
properly because of one difficulty or another. The windows a~e
large and the sash is heavy and ~omewhat hard to adjust, especially
to hold in place. A few instances were reported where children were
tmrt as a result of the pivoted windows being blown in and striking
them.
In this connection it n-Pght not be out of place to say that as long
tt.8 ·s an Francisco· schools are so completely managed by womenprincipals, teachers, and janitors-it is necesary that architects plan·
to use only such windows as it is possible for women to handle safely
and easily. Notwithstanding some of the difficulties involved, therefore, the old-fashioned, double-hung windows will p_rove more satis- .
factory than any patented sash now in use in the city, except it be
m ;high schools, or in other buildings where men are at hand to
manage them. This is simply a matter of adjustment to physical
~trength.

The patented sash also offers certahi special difficulties with shades.
With double-hung w~dows, it/ is better to have two shades fastened
two-fifths of the way from the bottom of the window to the top, the
11pper to pull up and the lower to pull down. A similar use· of
.;hades in the newer buildings with the . various forms of patented
window sash was not generally satisfactory.
The shape of a window has much to do with its effectiveness as D
means of transmitting light. A windo~ arched at the top, with
heavy cross bars dividing it into an upper transomlike window and
mto an ordinary window below, is apparently more ornamental than
11seful. An arched window cuts out an appreciable portion of the best
light, and hence, other things equal, should not be used. !. mistake .
in this regard is especially serious in a one-story building like the
Lincoln School. With a window· 8 feet high, as suggested, there is
no need to divide it into two parts, except by the sash, and this wil1
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not only reduce the expense ma.t.erially, but will also make it inuch
easier to keep the building clean and neat.
Many of the windows of the schools in the city during the month
of February, when this part of the survey was being made, were
exceedingly dirty. Inquiry showed that these windows had not
been washed since the summer vacation, and, furthermore, that the
janitors were not permitted to wash them, as this part of the school
service was being done under contract by a ·window washing company.
1
The windows on the east side of the Garfield School, for example,
were not only sufficiently spattered with mud and dust to make
them unsightly, but they were so dirty that the light was appreciably
lessened. The windows of many other buildings were also very
dirty, inside and out. It is difficult to see how, under the present
system of window cleaning, it would be possible for the principal
to have the windows washed promptly when they are actually in
need of it. It was reported that a certain amount of money was
subtracted each month from the janitor's regular salary and paid
to this company for keeping the windows clean. The plan is certainly a failure, because the windows were not clean, and so far as
could be ascertained not over half of them were washed more than
twice a year. Naturally it is difficult in some of the-larger buildings,
and especially in tall buildings, for women janitors to wash windows,
or even men janitors who are not supplied with ladders and sufficient equipment to make it comparatively easy and safe to wash them.
Some method or p~an which will insure better results sho\Ild be devised immediately.
BLACKBOARDS.

In the long run slate blackboards are the most. economical boards
to use in all well-constructed permanent buildings. It is justifiable to place composition boards in temporary buildings, and in
repair work in old buildings, but even there they are never satisfactory.
So far none of the n1anufactured blackboards have overcome the
difficulty incident to the reflection of high lights, especially after a
period of use. They all become glossy after they have been used
for a time, and hence increasingly reflect the light. In addition,
they do not take the chalk so readily, can not be washed safely, and
do not give as good quality of line as slate. Many of the blackboards
now in use in San Francisco are so badly worn and so glossy that
they should be replaced at once.
A good illustration of the false economy of using a poor quality
of material for blackboards is to be seen in the Garfield School, a
"special construction" building ·costing over $100,000~ which has
been in use less than six years. The blackboards in this new build-
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ing are already in bad condition and should be replaced at once.· In
many other buildings, both new and old, the same general condition of
blackboards may be found.
It is th'erefore recommended that in all future "permanent"
buildings a good quality of slate be used for all blackboards, arid
that special supervision be given when these are set. This will
prove both economical and far more satisfactory to the health,
comfort, and educational progress of the children.
After proper material has been specified for blackboards, the next
thing of vital iniport9'nce in securing the most satisfactory use ' of
boards is to set them properly. When slate boards are used, the
walls must be properly prepared to receive them, so .that they will
rest firmly arid solidly against the walls; panels must be matched
so that .the joints will be even and regular. This requires skill and
specialized labor and can not be safely intrusted to the ordinary
plasterer or cement worker. If a slate board iS set on an uneven
backing, it will withdraw or warp and become noisy when in use.
Perhaps the most serious mistake made in locating the blackboards
in nearly all of the new buildings is that of bad placing with reference to their height above the floor. Less than 10 per cent were
properly set to meet the plain demands of the best use. For example, in the Madison School, a new "special construction" building,
the lower part of the blackboards is placed less than 20 inches above
the floor. Practically the same mistake was mad~ in the great
majority of the newer buildings. This is ,far too low for even the
first-grade children.· No child of school age can , write comfortably
on the lower part of a blackboard .thus set without kneeling on the
floor and soiling his clothes, and what is probably more serious from
an educational point. of view, he is absolutely unable to do his best
writing in such a position.
·
Many experiments were made with the children to test this point.
They were sent to the boards to write a column of figures or words
each beginning at that height on the board where the writing could
be done most satisfactorily. The attention of the teachers was
then cailed to the fact that the writing degenerated toward the
bottom of the column, and that when it got below a certain point,
varying as the height of the childreD: varied, it became clearly impossible for them to write easily and correctly. Consequently, for the
most part all the work done on a blaekboard below the height at
which a child can write well is such as to establish habits of poor
writing, or at 1east to interfere with th_e very habits the teachers
are striving to establish.
.
Therefore, to prevent the children fron1 soiling their clothing by
kneeling on the floor and gathering more chalk dust on their c1oth~
iug than they would otherwise gather, and also to save them from
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establishing bad habits in writing, it is recommended that in all
school buildings to be constructed in the future blackboards be set
approximately as follows: For first and second grades, 26 inche8
above the floor; third and fourth, 28 inches; fifth and sixth, 30
inches; seventh and eighth, 32 inches; high schools, 36 inches.
There is no reason in setting the boards for all the grades at thf
same height, on the theory that each child can then select that part
of the board which will be most satisfactory. The facts of practict~
show that this theory is rarely if ever intelligently followed. Besides,
when blackboards are properly placed, there is in general little need,
except for the teacher's directions, for making them over ,42 inCheE~
wide instead of 4 feet as was usually found. Hence, here is not onh
a saving in light absorption, but a reduction in the cost of materiai. ·
Moreover, when boards are too wide the chalk troughs catch less of
the dust falling from the upper part, and this adds to the difficulty
of keeping the room tidy and sanitary. Work written on the
bottom of a low set board can not be seen readily by the pupilll
~hen seated at their desks.
HEATING AND VENTILATION.

The general method of using low-pressure steam for heating aU
the newer buildings is to be commended, and the use of oil as a fuel
renders it possible to keep a more uniform temperature and to adjust
the heat better than can be done when coal is used. But when the
furnace room is so placed as to cause the noise of the burning oil
to disturb the classrooms above, a definite mistake bas been made.
[n planning for the future, especially when oil is -to be used as e
fuel, this question of disturbance should be considered very care·
fully and the furnace so placed and the blower so arranged as to
minimize the noise.
· Where conditions permit, it is always better to place the heating
arran gem en t as far from the center of the building as possible, and
to remove it from the main structure if sufficient space is at com·
maud. Especially is this true in case high-pressure boilers are used.
In the Girls' ·High School the disturbance from the fans and the
furnace be1ow is exceedingly annoying, both as to noise and vibra·
tion. A better placing here would have saved a great amount of
disturbance and difficulty as well as have rendered the building and
the students much safer.
The prevailing present practice of using fans to drive the fresh
air over steam coils, and to introduce this warrb. air into the building
by the plenum system, can be satisfactory only in cold weather, and ·
this is rare for San Francisco. To be sure, if ducts leading from the
plenum to the various rooms in the building are properly adjusted,
so as to equalize the pressure in the various rooms, and the radiation
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surface is of sufficient exteD:t to·warm the air, the rooms can be kept
heated without difficulty; but only on condition that the windows
be. kept closed; and this introduces another difficulty. It is not onl:v
important to have the proper temperature in a classroom, but in
this climate it is of greater importance to have good ventilatio11.
This can not be accomplished with the fan system unless amplP
fans and ducts are provided and so placed as to equalize the pressurP
and introduce a sufficient amount of air to keep it moving in thP
classroom in order to meet the health requirements.
It is a common thing in the new buildings to use one small fan to
drive. air into 15 or more classrooms, plus offices, halls, and other
·rooms. This 'makes adequate ventilation an utter impossibility .
Every classroom which depended entirely upon fans for ventilation
· was ei.ther too warm, or too impure, or both, to be wholesome for thE>
children.
Fans should be supplied with sufficient power to deliver at least
2,000 cubic feet of air an hour for each child and teacher in the
building, to say nothing of- halls ·and other spare rooms, or else the
fans should not be used, and heat be obtained from direct radiation
in the classrooms themselves and ventilation secured through the ·
proper use of windows. The purpose of this statement is not necessarily to condemil. the plenum system of ventilation, but to condemn
the use of inadeq_uttte jan power and improper adjustment of the
ducts leading from the plenum chamber t~ the various rooms.
During the month of February the weather was in the main very
mild, and on many daysit was not necessary to have a fire at all.
On such days the fans were not running and the teachers depended
upon the windows for ventilation. Through close observation and
experiment it was determined that under these conditions the air
was more wholesome in the classrooms than on those days when fire
was needed and the fans were running and the windows closed.
If the plenum system is to be used at all, ~t must be adequate to
supply every possible demand when fans are running at a medium
speed, and should be used whether there are fires or not. But invariably it was found that when the janitors ceased firing, they stopped
the fans. This was usually about noon time, and when teachers did
not immediately open the windows children were compelled to breathe
•
•
I
unpure arr.
In some building~-for example, the Star King-direct radiation in
the classrooms from low-pressure ·steam is proving entirely satisfactory, and the teachers depend upon the windows for ventilation.
In a few other buildings depending upon ·direct radiation it was
evident from the complaint that the teachers offered of not being able
to get suffi.cien t heat in cold weather that insu:fficien t radiating surface had been provided. In these cases especially the wall type of
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radiators had been used, and these, as is well known, do not afford
per lineal foot as much radiating surface as the ordinary type of
radiator resting upon the floor. Such errors need not be made, for
it can be determined by he~ting engineers exactly ho'v much radiating
surface will be required in a given-sized classroom to meet all conditions of San Francisco weather.
It is always well to demand adequate heating equipment to meet
the needs of the most severe weather rather than of milder weather
only, and then by the use of various automatic adjustments to
regulate the temperature to suit the demands in the classroom.
It was very interesting to note the condition of the air and the
regulation of the temperature in the old buildings heated entirely l?y
small coal stoves in each classroom and to .compare the conditions
with those in the modern buildings depending upon a central heating
plant and fans. It was really surprising to see how much better the
old buildings were in this respect than the new. It was seldom that
there were found classrooms in the old buildings depending upon
stoves for heating and windows f9r ventilation in which the air was
. not fresh and pure and the temperature at approximately 65° ~ On
the other hand, rooms were found in the new buildings with the
temperature above 80° and the air stuffy and the children drowsy.
This does not indicate that. the newer buildings should be heated by
stoves in each room. A much more thoroughgoj.ng study of heating
and ventilation requirements for San Francisco climate should be
made by engineers before other buildings are constructed. There is
nowhere else in our country a climat~ exactly comparable to that of
San Francisco, and these conditions must be met.
This can be done in many ways. A system of plenum ventilation
and indirect heating can be devised that will prove entirely satisfactory if properly handled; but it is far better not to attempt to
use this system unless it ..is entirely adequate t{) meet the -needs. One
small fan is not .enough for 20 classrooms, and one small fan, or even
one large fan, se.t in the center of the room with ducts leading to the
remote rooms in the building makes it very doubtful, because of the
prevailing winds, that all parts of the building can be properly heated
and adequately ventilated. Winds are much greater disturbing ele:ments in this system of ventilation than is ordinarily supposed, even
though the walls of the building be made of brick or concre~e.
On the whole, taking all co~ditions into consideration, b6th as to
expense and more especially as to the welfare of the children; -·~ properly-installed system of direct radiation and · a conscientious use of
the windows for ventilation will yield better results than any fan
system observed in the city.
It can not be stated too earnestly that anything that is worth
doing is worth doing well. If it is worth while to install a fan system
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as to wash the air and ins'Qre both clean and pure air to classrooms,
then no . expense must be spared , to inst.a.U an apparatus that. will
insure it and to secure intelligent and co.m petent mechanics. to
manage, supervise, arid keep suchsystems in order.
'
_ It stands to reason that -it is entirely po~sible to make .aJ:l almos"t
perfect s~stem of ventilation by the-use of fans, air washer, and th~
p~oper · adj1.1stm_
e nt of inlets and exits; but it is equally rea~onable
that these must be ~djusted so as to meet demands in an easy way
and to be subject to the control of thosE:} who know what they are
supposed to do, how they work, how they can be properly corrected
when out of adjustn1ent, and tested out frequently so as to see ex~ctlY,
what they are doing.
..
.
.
U1;1less a system of mechanical ventilation is in~tlill.ed ~orrectly,
and is entirely adequate to .meet the demands at all t1mes wheD. run~
ning at- a reasonable rate, then .it is better not to install it at ~
Nowhere in the city were the teachers satisfied wj.th , the,_system of
plenum ventilation installed in the newer buildings, because · t}).ey _
were directed to keep the windows - closed, and yet the fans were
insufficient to give the adequate amount of fresh air needed. Thq8
it became necessary for the teachers either to disobey these require~
ments .fqr the sake of the health of the chil~en or to allow many ()f
them to suffer. ·· As one principal told me, "In direct opposition ;t()_
orders, it is absolutely necessary to open windows for fresh air,
classrooms become ~o foul.''
-·
.
It must not be inferred that this criticism is directed against the
plenum system per se. It is only against an improper, an incpm~
plete, and inadequate use of the system. One of the school office~
stated that the system has pr<?ved unsatisfactory except in the cases
of the Lowell High School and the Girls' . High School, .w here the
plants are ~ run by well-qualified engineers: It is certain that better
res~ts can be secured by such engineers than by those who know
very little about the machinery used and possibly nothing about
the adjustments necessary. . B:ut even a _good engineer can. not
qnyein a sufficient amount of air with insufficient fan force back of it.
·_.The thermosta~ ~ystem is·· a necessary part of centrally heated
school buildings. The thermostats in use in San Francisco have
given a great deal of trouble, because they have not been properly
un~erstood and hence are not properly supervised by the janitors . .· · ft
was rare indeed to find the therroosta t · in any bUilding properly
adjusted. -Responsibility for this condition was not definitely placeq,
b~t clearly no m.echanic w~o is not in the building all the time could
he expected t~ give as close attention to .t hese as the janitors ough,t
to give.
·
80
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When a classroom on the south side of a building is registering
70° Qr 75° and a classroom on the north side is registering 60°, it'is

evident that either there is not enough central heat to keep the
north side of the building warm, or that the thermostat on 'the south
side does not regulate the temperature needed; or, in brief, that the
system of thermostats is not giving proper service.
Necessarily, if a teacher has to open windows under such cond}.
tions in order to relieve her children from the undue heat, the roolll8
in the cooler parts of the buil4ing will suffer still m'ore. Again ·it
needs to be emphasized that as long as the plenum system is used to
distribute the heat through the buildings the thermostats must be
kept in perfect order and must be examined daily in order to see i1
troubles exist and where.
This suggests one thing about which architects and enginee~
should be cautioned. In many of the newer buildings the con.
trolling apparatus connected with. the thermostats is so badly placed
that it can not easily be inspected and corrected when out o~ order.
Some buildings were found in which it was necessary to creep through
small doors into dirty and windy places in order to find the controls.
In others the controls were placed very high in the ceiling, thereby
making it difficult to examine them frequently and correct them
when out of adjustment.
In general, the schools of San Francisco are to be commended on
the fact that the children have been taught to demand a lower tem·
perature in schoolrooms than is generally demanded . in the East.
A number of classrooms were observed where the temperature registered but slightly over 60°, and t1ie children were riot only contented
but entirely comfortable . . The teachers expressed themselves· as
thoroughly satisfied if th(lY could command at all times a temperature of 65°. This is ample. Overheated classrooms are among the
most effective agents for disturbing the health and killing the in·
terest of the children.
Another condition connected with the air supply of all buildings
depending on the plenum system should be pointed out. The fresh·
air intakes leading to the fans are practically all too near the grouild,
and ·many of them open toward dusty streets or other sources from
which much dust or foul air is draWn into the building. When the
air washers are in operation much of this dust is eliminated befort~
it is driven into the classrooms~ but when they are not in operation
the opposite is necessarily true.
If the fresh-air supply ·were drawn from a higher level, say above
a level with the basement ceiling, or even from above the roof, it
would be much easi~ to keep the classrooms and the building as a
whole freer from dust.
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1'here; are ~any things connected with ,the ventilation of school

mildillgs still in doubt, and no attempt has been made to .go into these
ntricate and unsettled problems. The climate of San Francisco;
>ecanse of prevailing winds and general mild .weather, introduces
octdi ,difficulties · that should ·be thoroughly stvdied by competen•
~ngineers and school ·officers.
It might not be out of place to say in this connection that many of
Ghe janitors, in whose buildings a cen~ral system of heating and
ventilation is installed, do not appreciate the necessity of keeping
the chambers, through which the air from the outside passes, absolutely clean. · In many cases the plenum chamber contained paint
cans, oil cans, and mops, and in one case a great pile of kindling was
in the chamber. Thi~ of course means that not only the air in passing
from the .f ans to the various rooms is impeded in its movement by the
friction thus paused, but more especially that all o'd ors and :dust .and
dirt 8Jlowed ttJ collect here are blown directly into the schoolroom,. , ·
.Any sort of careful thinking would make it plain that these roo~
should be kept spotlessly clean and as free from ,any leakage from
other ·parts of the basement a8 possible. In a number of cases the
doors leading toward the fan do not· fit closely, and a perceptible
portion of the .air is thus 'sucked out of the ·basements and carried
into the schoolrooms. On the other hand, if the plenum chamber
permits a leakage, this of course Will detract largely from the efiectiv.~
ness of the fan in ventilating the schoolrooms.
;
The heating system (it can not be properly called a ventilatiilg
sy8tem) at the Mission High School is of . the old hot-air, furna~e-,
gravity type. That is to say, air is heated as it passes over a furnacer
and is de~vered to classrooms (if it can get there) solely by the fo;rce.of
gravity. When air is heated it expands and volume for volume
he~omes lighter than colder air. . For this reason the heated .air is
Pushed upward by the heavier~ or colder air. It therefore stands to
feason that in a climate where the temperature of the outside air is
r~r~ly a~ lo~ as the freezing point, and for the tp.ost part during the
~rdjlla:ty col<;! weather less than 20° .F. below what it should be in the
q~~sroo~s, .the movement of the air through the ducts to classrooins
~ill be ' sluggish unless heated far ~hove the temperature needed~
Hence this system can not be d~pended on to give anything approxi~ating adequate ventilation.
·
.;
;.·..~lll'thermore, the rooms can· be heated evenly only by . careful
firiri.g 'and proper damper control. The air is likely .to be dry and
harsh, especially in cold weather. There will never be adequat'e
ve~tilation in crowded classrooms unless window,s . are opened, · and
this ~~y serve to draw off the heat supply designed for other rooms
in which the windows are kept closed. But windows must be opened
when fresh air can be secured in no other way. This ·s ystem should
be,abandoned and a modern hea.t ing system installed. .
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We are of the opinion, taking everything into consideration, .that a
system of low-pressure ·steam heating with sufficient direct radiation
in each room, and a frank and complete dependenc'e on windows :for
ventilation, would be the most economical and practicable method
of meeting the demands of this building. It is an utter impossibility
with -the present plant to command the proper sort of heat, and at the
same time to insure even a reasonable degree of ventilation.
ASSEMBLY ROOMS.

The school board is to be commended for supply--ing to all the newer ·
buildings some form of assembly room. . In the grammar schools
these rooms are almost invariably in the basement; they seem,
however, to be very little \lsed. Many of them are used for parent
teachers' associations and for some evening gatherings, but their
value could be multiplied many times if th~y were used. daily for the
upper grades. It may be that the location of these rooms in basements has directly or indirectly operated to prevent their general use.
Comparatively few of the assembly rooms are sufficiently lighted to
justify their use as class rooms or study rooms. They should be used
more frequently for chorus work, for lantern work in connection with
history, geography, literature, nature study, and for other regular
school' studies in 'vhich illustrations could be used to advantage.
An assembly room can be made the spiritual center of the school;
but to accomplish this, regular programs, exercises, and illustrated
lectures must be arranged. These rooms can be used for extension
classes and evening entertainments for community purposes with
good effect, and this part of the educational work of the city should
be more systematically developed.
Those who investigated the city's schools were disappointed in the
location; size, and general a~rangement of the assembly room in the
Lowell High School. In a school of this kind, ~hove all, there is need
for adequate and commodious assembly rooms, not only for regular
morning exercises, but also to afford opportunity for student organizations to work together for the cultivation of those graces and social
activities which wiV. make lasting impressions, as 'vell as give a certain
useful training to those who must soon become leaders in social and
public affairs.
·
Assembly rooms should be carefully planned, well located., and
attractively constructed in order that they ma,y make such an appeal
as will deinand their regular and intelligent use.
BASEl\IENTS OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

In the newer school buildings, the ·basements are generally free
from dampness and well lighted. In the older buildings, with central
heating and ventilating plants the basements, where any exist, are
1
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usuaJly in bad1' 'c ondition,.\ ~ , BrQken - school fur.nituve, -kindling, oil
barrels, ·and other materials are often found stored in the~, . and· the
resUlting risks offire 'a nd disease constitute a real -menace~ · :' -This ,was
strikingly true of the Horace .Mann Intermediate School, a wooden
structure badly overcrowded: and :surrounded by >other. inflammable
buildings. The basements of such-buildings should be cleaned out
and· rendered as bare ·and safe as possible. All useful material not
needed in ·the school should be removed to some central warehouse
for distribution. The useless stuff .should be burned-.
In: some of ~ the·· older buildings; such as .t he Em~rson School, the
Hearst School, and others of this. type, classrooms have been fitted up
in :basements that :are entirely.too dark for . use. Portable blPJdings
fubrish ·far better classrooms, even though the lighting is imperfect7 ·
than these · basement rooms. Unless basements are well lighted and
have ample opportunity for sunning, and unless the :·floors -are set· on
cement, they can ·not be dry and! sanitary· enough. for use ·as s:chooi:. .'
roolilS .
.. The prevailing policy· seems to be to put the 'primary children:in
these rooms. These - are just the children _'\\rho ought to hav-e the
brightest, most attractive, most comfortable and most. sanitary
rooms~ · In the newer buildings rooms in the hasements are fitted up
for domestic science and manu.altraining worJb Some of these rooms
are fairly good, but most of. them are imperfectly lighted and poorly
ventilated. Fewer difficUlties :and niore advantages follow .· from
putti:ng manual training in the basement 'than from putting domestic
science there, but even manual training rooms must. have ·ample
light, and it is difficult to furnish ·as good-light . in basements -as in
roonis above ground. Special care should, b~ takeri to see ·that. the
manual t:t~ining rooms ' are as free from shavings and other in:flam..
mabie -material as possible.
TOILETS.

· The location of toilets in the modern elementary school demands
. the most careful and painstaking · .-consideration. · In the newer
buildings of San Francisco, the toilets are principally in the •basements~ This is, in · the main, a very satisfactory arrangem~nt,
provided only that the basements are so lighted and ventilated and
so;:readily accessible both to the playgrounds and to the rooms above
that they can be kept strictly sanitary and acceptable to the children
and teachers.
N~ - room in a school building demands ~ore light and sunshine
and better ventilation than the toilet room, and no part of the school
building constitutes a more accurate index of the general conduct of
the schools . . Conditions are bad in some of the older buildings,
where·-toilets .are located in the yards. The Buena Vista and Irving
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Scott Schools, for example, should receive attention at the earli~t
opportunity.
The following general recommendations are made in regard to
the toilet systems:
l. When placed in basements, they should be situated so as to get
all the sunshine possible.
2. They should be ventilated through windows not in any way
connected with the rest of the building.
3. Both the seats and the urinals should be placed around the
walls, so as to face toward the sunlight if possible, leaving the central
part of the room open. The placing of two rows of seats back to
back across the center of the room to save plumbing is not often
justifiable, for thi" arrangement cuts off much _light and, possibly,
sunshine, impedes ventilation, and renders the supervision of the
toilets very difficult. On the other hand, if the seats and urfuals
are placed about the walls, the center of the room is free, and 8
glance by the person in charge will suffice to see that things are in
good condition; otherwise; because stalls are hidden one behind
another, it is exceedingly difficult to keep these rooms sanitary and
preserve a high standard of morality and decency.
4. Almost invariably it was found that the partitions separating
the stalls are needlessly high, sometimes 3 feet higher than they
should be. This means, of course, an unnecessary expense, besides
cutting off light and ventilation. The only excuse for surrounding
a seat with partitions and doors is privacy, and walls 7 feet high are
not necessary to insure privacy for a small child. The partitions and
doors should b~ as low as possible consistent with their purpose.
5. It is especially urged that whenever toilets are reported out of
order, they should be attended to immediately. A great many of
the seats were found out of order, and the information available was
that they had been reported frequently but had not been repaired.
This is inexcusable. If the board of education had direct control of
repairs on school buildings, as recommended in this report, such
repairs could be made more promptly.
6. Old-fashioned trough urinals have been installed in new build·
ings of eertain types, and so far these have been fairly \vel1 cared for,
but it is only a question of time when the acid will gather in these
troughs, corrode the underlying me.t al, and cause trouble. Besides,
it seems to have been thought unnecessary to set these troughs at
different heights. In many schools the small boys ·c an not use them
with any degree of comfort or ease, while they may be too low for
the largest boys.
The proper adjustn1ent of sanitary fixtures of this sort to suit the
different ages of the children will operate to segregate them, an
excellent thing both for physical and moral reasons. It is earnestly
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-~~ended, therefore, .tb.;a~ if · .a~y, ~ore of thi~ltype. qf ~rii1~1 . ~~
~ed, they be ~e.t to n1eet<col). veni~ntly .the · d,emands .o( the chilqre!l,
~nd that those that are now set should be changed to meet -the.se
demands ... . The glass urinals use9 in .oth~r . buildings~ _so1lletimes . set
~gainst the _waU, . and more _generally in ~ouble rows in the center.o f
the room, are not proving _satiE~factocy. :- ·In the :first place, it was
V.~ry rare to f,ind the .fan, _~n~taHed t·o create .a draft th_rough t~es~~
!'lJllD,ing. In one building the janito~ did not . know the . fan was
t4ere, although he had been in charge . of the building ~our years,
.These fa-p.s a..r~ not necessary if the toilet rooms are properly equipped,
HleaD;ed, flushed, anq .lighted, constantly · ventilated by .means o(
~do~s, .and su:ffi~iently isolated from other. parts of the, ~llilding,
A good illustration of the evils of poor v~ntilation in toilets can p~
ieen _in . the Mission . High .School. .The~ · bqy!3' toilet in this . buHdiiig
r~si~ a ve.ry ~s~rd:tary con~~ion, ~nd: sp poorly v~il,ti~~t~<t~lt~t, ~~Jt
~d~r was annoying. Such c()ndi tions as. were. seen h~r~. are' p.~t only
11nhygienic, but productive of immorality.
· ·
. '[14e urinals in best. condition were those fur:r;1isheq ..with porcelain·
~;~dis .a-qtomatipally flu~hed. -The only .sugg,estio,n _· necessary ~on 1
ooprlng thes~ is that ;special pains should be taken in set.t ing th~m.~
~nd that ,no part should be higher than ; the surroundiilg :floor ..
~t :Would be a good plan to-:surrou:rid the lower part of th~ front ·of
~bJs .type of urinal with a ' strip of tiling instead of' cement .. . Th~
re,a.,son for this recommend~tio:p. is obvious.
'
.;
;-.
·; 7• .:Ill few cities is the number.of toilet ·seats so small as compareq
tp the.number of, .children as it is in San Francisco. · !n' the . (}:r~~
Sohool there were only 7 seats for 300 boys and 12 seats for 250
girls; in the Madison School, ·7 · seats for 350 boys and 12 for 350
~rJs; . ~nd :o thers in . tike proport~o;r.t . . Speqial inquiry - ~~~s . ~~de
c,onc~rning. the need ~Q.r ID:Ore, but the princip~ls , generally: Jiep~~))~~
~hat they hac;l no.t felt .any urge:r:tt ne~d for_. an increase in n~m:Pe,r.~.
., It would . be ,unjustifiable . tq. install a greater numbe~ of seA~~
$an are _.actually .needed, but it is still. more unjustifiable to caus~
mcoij.venience by reason of. the need for more. : . Observation showed
that.there were times when children had to w~it, to their disad"Y,"antage;
f9r l&ck of a sufficient number of both seats and urinals, more espeei~
AlJy for .lack of. seats . . It was noted, however, ~hat the teachers ~q
~anaged the classes that th:e children were dismissed at different
~mes, and this of course obviated some of the difficulty. Th~ con.:
gestion at recess and noontime was, however,-. espec'l~lly marked in
~ome sohools.
.
·
. . .. .
8. With very few exceptions, the toilet seats are· all too high forth~
primary children. This is a matter that· no one, seems ·to have
~nsi<lered carefully. In ~he future, when. n~w buildings · are to · b~
sp.p:plied with these necessary _fixtures, ·a... d~te pro.portio~ of the sea.t s
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should be of the proper s~ze and height for small children, and they
should be set in such a way as to a·c commodate them easily and
readily.
No argument is necessary to sh<l'\\'" the importance of this recom.
mendation, but it may be of value to emphasize the point a little
and say that if adults had.to use seats almost as high as their waists,
they would realize how the little folks are handicapped. It' would
indeed be a striking lesson if some one would equip a school (and
especially the sanitary arrangements about a school) with appliances
as much too large and out of proportion for adults as many are now
for children. Such an illustration would not only surprise those
who equip school buildings, but would be a reminder to those who
install plumbing in their homes.
With rare exception no obscene or indecent ·w riting or drawings
were found in the boys' toilets; the few instances observed were in
those old, outer buildings, which of their very nature invited such
indecencies.
With very fe'\\'" exceptions the janitors have apparently done their
best to keep the toilet rooms in good condition, and since they are
not allowed to do any repvJir work at all, when things get wrong they
oftentimes have to wait too long before the repH,ir man puts them in
order. This ph~,se of the division of l~bor in the schools of San
Francisco represents an extrem.e which a.t times becomes most
irritating. Frequently a slight adjustment which any intelligent
janitor might be able and willing to make must wait until the one
whose ·generfl.l business it is to look after such things comes arouild.
DRINKING FOUNTAINS.

The problem of supplying sufficient drinking fountains · of the
proper type, and of locating them· in the proper place in sufficient
numbers and in such a way that the children can use them, has not
been solved in San Francisco. Most of the drinking fountains are
placed out of doors. Since the weather is never cold enough to
freeze the water, this is justifiable; but the fountains are likely to be
interfered with by the general public outside of school hours, and it
is sate to say that fully half of the drinking fountains in the school
yards were out of order, or at least were not serving the children
properly, at the time the schools were visited.
It is a seriou~ error to set all drinking fountains so high that the
little folk who .make up the larger part of the school population can
not get to them without climbing upon boxes o~ upon the plumbing
fixtures. The method of setting these drinking fountains, and the
type selected, illustrate how little thought is given to actual child
needs. Little folk need to drink oftener than older children, and
they are less able to help themselves, and why these fountains should
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be'placed · ahnost out of their re~ch in so many casesis beyond com:~
prehension. It is earnestly recommended that in the equipment of
future buildings more' ~ttention be given to selecting drinking fol.mtains·which are least easily broken Or put out of order and which are
at the same time sanitary, and that a sufficient number of ·them be
set to ·accommodate in the · proper way the smaller, children.' It
would be better to make them all low than to make them all high~
but it is not necessary to do either.
·
The use of the ordina-ry faucet ·as a drinking fountain is probably
more to be ·condemned than the use of the common dri~king cup;
because cups will be washed occasionally, but ordinarily fixtures are
never washed except by the children themselves with dirty hands. ·
The general provision made in most :new buildings to filter water
for drinking purposes is to be commended. So far as it was possible
to deterinine, t~e San Francisco school children have access to' whole-:sdme water. _
PORTABLE HOUSES .

.S~n .Francisco has had ~n }lnl1sual _experien6e with temporary·.·()r
portable school buildings. 'Many of these were installed . direc~ly
after the fire, and some of them are still doing service. One of the
striking thi~gs in. -the investigation ~as · the wholesom~ co:riditi~:ri . 9f
most _of these . temporary -b¢ldings. The impression of the averag~
observ~r is that the children' in such temporary buildings are not as
well cared for ' as they would be behind the walls of some- e~e~siV:e
b¥ding; but.as: ~ 'inatt(;)r
fact, the temperatu,re and the ' ~~fll-0~
pheri,c conditions in ·many of t4e temporary structur.es were better
than i~ the newer b~ldjngs . ._Tbi,s _was chiefly because _the teachers
made a speeia1 effort ·t;o· ventilate carefully, and to .care for the firef:},
these portable buiidings ' be~~g' heated by stoves placed in the elas~~
rooms.
' ,Qne serious bl;under ~as made, however, in plaiilling thesebuildings. The windows were placed on the left as they s~ould be, but
iristead of being ·to the rear of the classroom, in most cases they . are
toward the front. _ This mak~s the light from 't he two front windows
faU _ahnost directly into the eyes of the children as they sit at th{}ir
de:sks: The .windbws s}l<;uld all he to the rear _on the left, so - ~~-. to
leave,as large an ungla~e.d space as possible in the wall t'o the front.
In m~ny'_ ~ases these rooms would be better lighted ifthe front. window,
a~d somet~mes the two front windows, were darke:q.e,(i 'by ' shades.
Ifthese bmldings are'.to. be 1used much l<?nger,. this mi~take i.:q. the
placement of the windows should be corrected. . .
' . .
When portable btiildings are grouped in a noisy place, or too near
outbUildings, or in low ground, or in the shadow of other buildings,
they are, of course, not satisfacto~y. The co.n ditions at the Fair-
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mont Schoo~ are especially bad, and should be corrected at the earliest
possible moment. 1
1
The main buildings, about which these portable buildings ate
grouped, generally occupy the best part of the lot; and hence some of
the disadvantages of these buildings arise from the fact that they
are placed too near the street or in some other unsatisfactory location. When these buildings are properly constructed, when the
classrooms in them ·have good light and ventilation and are kept
with as much care as are classrooms in the main buildings, they are
proving quite satisfactory for school purposes~ They have served
the city well, but should be used now only as temporary quarters to
A.ecommodate an u~expected increase in school attendance.
OPEN-AIR SCHOOLS.

Although the climate of San Francisco renders it an ideal. place
for open-air schools, little in this direction has yet been done. The
work being done on the portable buildings in connection with the
Sarah B. Cooper School promises well. The work of the Society for
the Prevention of Tuberculosis is to be conimended for its efforts to
·interest the city in this work.
Very few places in the country offer such splendid opportuni~.es
for open-air schools as San Francisco. The expense of clothing
and equipment for open-air school children in the mild climate ·of
the western coast will be much less than in the severer climate of
the inland and the East. In · all the new grammar schools to be
erected provision should be made for one or more classes i_n the open
. air. Provision cou1d be made easily for such classes in some of the
bW,.ld~ngs now ~n use.
For example, the roof of the Sarah B. Cooper
School offers splendid opportunity for open-air classes both for the
b.ealth of the children and for their general welfare. It would cost
little to ·make the necessary arrangements.
We are coming to realize that it is poor policy to wait imtil
children contract tuberculosis or become dangerously anemic before
they are put into open-air dlasses. When removed from ·stuffy,
crowded schoolrooms to open-air schools, growing children show not
only the effect in good health, but a considerable advantage in mental
alertness and interest. If it were not for traditio.n and the unnatural
demands that people have fastened on themselves for an indoor life,
San Francisco would no doubt soon teach more than half of her
children in open-air schools. One of the most astute and intelligent
American physicians has· predicted that the time is approaching
when all schools will be ope.a-air schools, and that we shall learn for
all time that fresh air and slinshine are necessarv elementS in our
educational procedure.
~
· .
I

It is understood that a new building for this school is shortly to be constructed.
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FIRE ·PROTEOTION. ·

At the time this part_of , the s1J!v~y wa,s co~ducted there \vas': 'a
marked agita-tion .among the people of the city regarding greater
prepaution· against fire hazards ·in the schools~ · · This :was·. doubtle~s
p·ar.tly stimulated ·by the exper~ence of th~ gre~t fire some years ago·;
also by s.ome recent tragic experiences iri the ~ast. · The board of
education had golle to a good deal of expense in erecting SQmewhat
elaborate fire escapes from the various buildin•gs, and ·were · beilig
called on for ·' further work in this direction. There is n·o more ~eri<n:ts
duty devolving upon boards of education in large··cities than that ;of
taking' ·avery p9ssible precaution against 'the danger of fire·· ~hil~
gcliool is in session, as well as after sc4ool hours . .,
.
.
· It was noted that ·some of the recent· fire , escapes cons·truct~d at
the schools ·were so steep, and so pecUliarly placed; that' the poss~
bility of using them as successfully as t~ereguhtr ~~airw,a~ Jor gett~g
ohildr~n out of th~ : buildings; . should· lt . ~fir~ s"Uddertly deyeldp;,'would
he''questionable. : The .e;xcellent fue drills ' org'a+tized and pdicticed
everywhere in the city ·a re to be comniended, however. Th~se .
drills were tested on numerous occa3ion~·, . and in every ' inst~rice the
teachers were definitely prepared to handle the ~hildren i,n fi · Yecy
·~atisfactory fashion . and . to . empty 'the.· school ~uildings · in · a remark~
~b1y short t~e · without· al).y hurry or rush. If' mo'r e careful_atten. ·tionwere given to makittg. the basements of ·a n new buildings entirely
fireproof from · within, especially in and abd:ut those rooms : wh~f~
'the h~eating plant 'is located, to making 't he' stairways :fireproof, lind
'to•constructing sufficient number of stairways with proper e:xits",
,the danger to the lives of the children wheri in school buildings
woUld be very slight indeed.
.
. In the long run, therefore, it is safer · and better to spend :p1ore
money on fireproof protection rather than more money on fire
escapes. To be sure, in the old wooden buialdings, au'd in those ·m ore
recently constructed in which there are possibilities of danger from
within, it is necessary and important to furnish every possible
opportunity to get .the childr~n out of the building and out of the
way of danger should a fire break out. Some of the fire escapes
connected With the wooden . buildings are so placed that .when the
c4ildren are brought out into a restricted playground with no adequate exits therefrom. they ~ght be ea,u ght in a trap after gett~Jig
out of the building. This danger is especially noticeable in th~
Sherman School. . Some provision should be made ·in the rear of :the
playground for the .c hildren to get away from the building quickly ·
~n case of. fire, for the building itself almost . covers the front of the
lot, and the narrow passages between the building and adjoining
properties on the east and west might be blocked in· case of actual
fire. Doors .in the back fence facing Green Street might be opened
I

a
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at small expense, making it possible for the children to escape much
more safely and readily.
Janitors and principals need to be emphatically cautioned concern-:ing the use of basement rooms for the storage of all sorts of inflammable material. Rooms in whieh kindling and coal are kept should b.e
thoroughly fireproofed and should not be a part of the furn~ce · room.
As indicated elsewhere in this report, dangerous conditions were
observed in son1e of the schools. l(indling was stacked up entirely
too near the furnace. Barrels of floor oil, waste paper, n1aps, etc.,
should be kept as far from the furnace as practicable, a:rid everything
that would tend to produce spontaneous combustion excluded from
the building. In the attic of the Mission High School were found
many buckets partly filled with paints and oils, and overalls saturated
with oil and paint. Oily Inops and the lint from these are especially
dangerous.
In practically all the buildings, except a few . of the older ones,
special fire hose is provided in ample amount; but inquiry showed
that in a number of instances the janitors did not know how to get
the hose down and use it in case of fire. The janitors in every
building should be sure that all fire hose is ready for any emergency
and should lmow how to handle the hose without hitch or hesitancy.
A number of the older buildings are still using coal stoves in each
room for heating purposes. This naturally increases the danger from
fire, and makes it very difficult for the janitors to care for the building.
These buildings will doubtless be displaced at the earliest possible
moment. Such buildings as Hamilton Gram1nar School, Horace
Mann Gran1mar School, the Everett School, the Emerson Sehool, and
others of this type, while often in a fair state of repair, because they
were well construeted, still are so badly adapted to modern school
conditions, and so poorly lighted, and have so large a fire hazard that
they should not be toleri\ted any longer than is absolutely necessary.
Three-story buildings, such as many of these old structures are, should
not be permitted, especially for ele1nentary grades.
The matter of fireproofing against the danger of fire from ·without
is a matter that the board of education and the con1missioner of buildings and grounds should consider. San Francisco· thus far has been
very fortunate w1.th reference to fires 'in school buildings, aside of
course from the great disaster of some years since; but this should
not operate to beget a carelessness in taking every reasonable precaution against this danger.
There is far more danger fro1n possible earthquakes to poorly constructed buildings than fron1 fire, for in the forn1er case little time
is offered to escape. Every school building in the city should be so
constructed as to be 1nore than reasonably safe from damage by
earthquake.
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·There are certain buildings which should be -thoroughly examin~d;
and special precaution should be taken to prevent the outb~eak of
fire. This is notably true of,_the Mission High School. One small
fire Qccurred··there recently, and it is very. ~ortunat~ indeed. that it
was discovered before it had m~de any serious progress. There are
great opportunities, through shafts that are not fireproof and through
openings .to the roof, .for a fire once thoroughly started in ·the base...
ment to. run through the whole building at an alarming rate~,; Imme.:.
diate attention needs to be given to this building to render it safer
and to prevent the p.ossibility of serious disaster.
The same· may be said of manyof the older grammar schools of the
type already .menti,oned, but these dangers are so obvious that no
special recommendation is needed in regard to them. The people of
San Francisco owe to the children of their city a large outlay for, a
large number of new school buildings thoroughly. constructed against
the danger of earthquake and also made entirely safe from. fire. A
city with the population and wealth of San Francisco, and ~ith its
comparatively small E;chool population, should set the w.orld a standard in the construction of safe and satisfactory school buildings.
During the course of the survey the investigators .examined with
interest the· kalamein doors set in wired glass partitions. separating
the· halls £rom the stairways in a number of the newer building~, ·
such as the Adams School and the John Swett School. 'These doors
were planned as fire- protection devices. Clearly when. school is not
in session these doors might be kept closed to so~e advantage, but
in not a single school were these doors found closed during school
time, and in no instance save one were teachers ·or principals found
who could say that they had ever been closed during school hours.
If the~e doors are no.t kept closed they are of no use, and hence represent a useless expense. If they were kept closed during school hou~
the children could not get out of the building without stopping .to
open them. Hence, they must be kept openin order that the school
may .. escape if fir~ occurs. The . stairs . in this building are made
fireproof from within, and if the children were on the stairways thE}
doors could be closed, but the doors would then have no V:fl,lue.. as
protection to the children. With doors and partitions stretched
across the halls, as here indicated, i~ would be difficult for the children
to,get to the stairways, and a ja,min the halls would ·be much more
likely than otherwise. On the other hand, where doors of this typ~
are used to cut off the basement from the stairways, they have real
value.
JANITOR SERVICE.

In so far as ordinary sweeping, cleaning, and. scrubbing is concerned, it would be difficult to find a more thoroughly cleaned system of school buildings than was observed in San Francisco at the
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time the schools were visited. But in the matter of control of the
somewhat delicate and complicated apparatus connected with the
ventilating and heating plants, as well as with the various devices
that could be IJtade to render general conditions more acceptable,
the showing was less satisfactory. •
It was evident everywhere that satisfactory relations existed
between the principal and janitor service. There was no outward
sign of insubordination or unwillingness to do all within their power
to meet the demands of the school; but the janitor of a modern,
well-equipped, thoroughly up-to-date school building must of necessity know a great deal about mechanics and the operation of machinery, even though he be not expected to keep these in repair:
but. emergencies will arise in which a janitor who knows what to do
can be of very great service. Besides, it requires ever more intelli.
gence and ever a better understanding of the l.u,ws of health for s
janitor to meet · the conditions now imposed upon schools.
Vacuum systems are installed in the new buildings, but these
seem to be rarely used, many of the janitors declaring that they are
used but once a year-during vacation period. Others used them
occasionally to clean the rugs and carpets in the principal's office.
In a few exceptional cases the vacuum equipment was used regularly
in the classrooms.
There are' two reasons for this Jack of use of the vacuum systems
installed. First, with the exception of a very few of the newer buildings, the only openings · to which to attach the suction hose are in
the halls, one opening designed to serve from two to four rooms,
necessitating a long heavy hose, entirely too hea·vy for women to
handle, and in fact too unwieldly for a man to manipulate with
any degree of satisfaction. Second, by reason of the lengt}l, the
friction in the long hose is so great as to reduce the suction to such
an extent that the vacuum is not great enough to gather
the
sand and dirt from the floors satisfactorily.
Many thousands of dollars worth of vacuum-cleaning machinery
installed in the schools of San Francisco is not used sufficiently
often to warrant the expense of installation. It is therefore recom·
mended that vacuum systems be not installed except where it is
possible to get the janitors to use them freely and easily and to get
satisfactory results. Two hose attachments in each hall are not
sufficient.
Most of the floors of the schoolrooms of San Francisco have been
treated with oil dressing, and the sweeping is done by broom and
prepared sawdust. In some of the schools, however, the floors have
not been treated with oil or wax since they were. lttid, and they are
in need of immediate attention. As an illustration of this condi·
tion may be cited t.he Junipero Serra, a "special construction" build·
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ing, which has been -occupied a little more than five years. The
boards in the floor are separating and warping. Here the janitor
waa :found sweeping ·without sawdust, and to protect himself had a
great thick cloth hung over his nose and mouth. The inspection
was made during the process of sweeping after school, and everything was covered with dtist.
·Much has been said for and against the use of dustless floor oils.
[n some cities boards of ·education have forbidden their use, becausP
·of the requirements of underwriters; in others ·because of complaints
from teacherS and children. In other cities their use is continued
wd found very helpful. Floors can be almost ruined by indiscriminate and unintelligent use of oil preparations, and from such
carelessness most of the criticisms have arisen. Before floors arP
oiled they should be thoroughly cleaned, and the oil should · be put
on in a very light coating after they are dry, so that it may be completely absorbed into the pores of the wood. There can then be very
little objection on the part of either the underwriters or teachers and
children, and the floors can be kept clean much more easily.
fu ,any city as large as San Francisco there should be established
janitor schools for the instruction of. janitors in regard to their very
important duties having relation to the health, decency, and general
welfare of the children. Instruction should be given in these school~
by superintendents, :engineers, experienced janitors, and others who ,
have given special attention to· school sanitation.
The work of janitors is-not limited to sweeping, building fires, and
keeping all thlngs in order. They come in direct contact with
school children during the most impressionable years of their lives,
and if prepared for their work · they can be of very great moral
servico to the school as a whole. They need knowledge of the principles underlying their work~ The rule of thumb does not enable one
to adjust· oneself to varying conditions, and therefore breaks down
when conditions change.
.
.
There are many things about the school buildings of San B""ran-1
~isco of which · the janitors are not well informed, and in fact of
which. many of them are wholly ignorant. Apparently no one ha~
taken any special pains to instruct them and to follow up · their
work to see that intelligent service is rendered. Still it is not un -,
reasonable to ask that those who undertake to do a definite and s
serious public service make thoroughgoing preparation before
doing so.
A school for janitors, as here suggested; should be adapted to the
limited time at the disposal of those engaged in it, and should be
held at several centers rather than at one place. The expense
would be very small in comparison with the good to be accomplished
and would be ·more than saved in the more economic and effective
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service rendered. A slight improvement in the oiling of floors and
in dustless sweeping compounds, and the methods of working them,
would be of very great value to the health of the children and the
general esthetic side of edueation.
HEALTH INSPECTION.

·The health and physical development of children are of the greatest
importance and must be provided for in · the schools. Health inspection of school children is becoming common in all progressivr
countries. It does not need to be argued that this phase of school
work influences directly and indirectly the progress of general edu
cation. Mental growth and development are so interrelated with
physical well being and so dependent on it that teachers can not
reasonably hope for satisfactory progress by phy~ically defectivr
or undernourished children. The best heritage and asset which any
child can acquire is sound health and a well-nourished, well-developed body.
The schools of San Francisco are not now giving sufficient attention to the subjec.t of health. 'rhree physicians and 14 nurses can
not possibly know the special physical needs of each and all of the .
school children and n1inister effectively to them.
Each child when entering school for the first time should have a
thorough physical examination, so that the teachers may have the
necessary information to deal with all intelligently. A certain percentage of the children are mentally backward, and these should be
discovered by mental tests or measurements, and segregated for
their own good as well as for the benefit of the majority.
But these initial examinations and measurements are only the
beginnings. Annually, thereafter, all t.b.e children should be reexamined and those who show the .need of special attention should be
examined oftener. The mere examination of school children and
the tabulation of normalities and abnorn1alities, however care,fully made, 'vill do no good unless plans, programs, and exercises
are adjusted to suit their needs. This follow-up work devolves on'
teachers and nurses. The teachers have the children under their
instruction daily and can adjust their work and study their' progress as no other school officers can. The nurse can visit the home,
study the outside environment of the child, and in many ways bring
the home into cooperative relation with the school to the advantage
of all concerned. The n1edical inspectors can suggest methods and
means in special eases, organize and deYelop clinics, and cooperate
with the school officers in all matters pertaining to personal hygiene,
school hygiene, and sanitation.
All the ne·wer buildings in San Francisco are provided with special
rooms for the school nurses. These rooms are for the most part
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sufficiently equipped for all ordinary purposes. The number of
nurses should be increased, however, so that all may have .more time
to devote to .the follow-up work, both ·in the school and the home.
It would also be to the general welfare of the school children if all the
activities · of the department of medical inspection were under· the
control of the board of education rather than under the board ·of
health. Such.a change would coordinate the work;of supervision and
render cooperative work more general and effective,;' and is .recommended.
. To be sure, any system of medical inspection, whether under the
board of health or the school authorities, should be in close touch with
the board of health and should work for the general health of the
comm~nity. Certain rules and regulations made by boards of health
must apply to schools as well as to any other municipal · activity.
Still; the experience of the past 10 years shows a decided preference
for the organization here suggested. Whether this change is made
or not, more health officers should be assigned to this work in the
schools. It -would be good economy to use at once the full time of
five well-trained physicians, of one specialist in mental hygiene, · and
.a sufficient number of dentists to direct in a thorough way the health
work involved.
.
· San Francisco has many advantages in climatic conditions, but as a
great world port she lias to meet the dangers of contagion both from
within and without. The population is strikingly cosmopolitan; 'and
the ideals of health and sanitation are accordingly varied and di'\ferse.
The schools are doing wonderful work in-molding the mass of children
into a more unified and composite intellectual 'type. The health
department has the opportunity of setting up standaras ·of cleanliness
and health that m1n become one of the city's best safeguards.- For
example, if all the money which is now wasted annually in the city
for dangerous patent nostrums could be saved through proper health
education, it would many times ove~pay all the expenses of health
supervision.
Good health has a direct and definite bearing on good citizenship
and means much for the State as well as for individual happiness and
prosperity. Health inspection and medical · attention in the schools
are therefore fully justified in every way. A sound mind and a sound
body are twin elements in the process of character formation and can
not be divorced without danger to 'the individual and to the State.
Mental deficiency often grows out of physical deficiency, and often
the tnost direct means of improving moral and mental conditions is
through the relief of .bodily ills and the establishment of a sound and
wholesome physical life. The criminal classes are recruited to a
surprising degree from the defective classes.
93815-:t7-13
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The present attempt at segregation of mental defectives from
normal children, and the development of special schools for these
unfortunates, are mere beginnings. The most expensive citizens in
general are those who from one cause or another are handicapped
intellectually, morally, and physically. It would therefore be good
public economy for the municipality to require the school authorities
to make a much more careful search among the school children for
those who are in need of special help and training, and to classify and
provide for them according to their needs. There are imbeciles and
weaklings scattered about through the schools who can never do the
intellectual .tasks set them. They will always be children from the
point of view of mental development. Many such may be saved from
a life of crime by training designed to fit them to perform in a satis.
factory way some of the useful occupations of life.
There are some children now in special schools who properly belong
inState ins"bitutions. These·should be removed from the schools both
for their own sakes and for the safety of society. If such suggestions
as are here implied are followed out, the police and courts will in the
near futlire have less to do than now.
It is impossible not to note in this connection the miserable accom·
modations now furnished an '' -q.ngraded '' school in two temporary
rooms on Union Street. Here a number of backward children have
been segregated that they may be given special attention. The
rooms are badly lighted, the lot is unattractive, and conditions are ill
adapted for outdoor .exercises. There is no provision for gardening
or nature work, the toilets are in an outside shack near the front and
in bad condition, and the whole environment is unfavorable.
Climatic and other conditions make it possible for those who have
charge of the health work in the school to develop high standards, but
for . this are needed additional help, more time for health teaching,
more regular physical examinations of all the children, and better and
fuller provision for such corrective treatment as those who are unable
to command private help shout. . have.
Clinics, both general and special, are needed, and these should be
arranged for at the earliest possible tinie. It does no good to find that
a child has a bad case·of adenoids and then let it go on without help.
If parents will not or can not have a child's teeth treated when a report
from the school health office shows this to be urgently needed, then
the schools should provide for it. School dental clinics are found in
most progressive cities and should be established in San Francisco.
They can be made self-sustaining at small cost, if this seems necessary.
Finally, health inspection should include more cooperative work of
teachers, janitors, principals, .and superintendents in regard to school
hygiene and sanitation. This would be easier if the health inspection ·
were undAr the direction of the board of education as recommended.
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Those corinected directly with the 'h ealth inspection and all school
officers and teacheni must more and more interest themselves in health
and in keeping children fron becoming ill, in prevention rather than
cure.
The services of the nurses in the schools of San Francisco are much
appreciated by the teachers, and, considering the number of children
. apportioned to each, tne nursing work is being well done. The
nurses are prepared for their work and exhibit a lively and intelligent
interest in all that has thus.far been assigned them to do.
·
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

L The board of education should be given power to anticipate.

'needs and purchase.school sites of sUfficient size and in strategic places;
before actual need drives them into the market.
2. Especial care should be exercised in selecting sites upon which~
it will be possible to erect buildings with east and west exposure forthe classrooms.
3. Larger playgrounds are seriously needed. It is better, if a choice·
· is necessary, to have less expensive buildings and more playground ..
San Francisco is able to supply both good buildings and ample playgrounds and should do so.
, 4. Some exceedingly poor construction work has been perml.tted on'
some of the new buildings. The roof of the Lowell High School iscited as an illustration.
5. Good fireproofing and better and safer stairways would lessen
the need for fire escapes. The fire escapes now in use are not satisfactory.
·
.
6. More fan power than that now generally in u~e is needed to-·
insure proper ventilation in classrooms when windows and doors are·
· closed.
7. Unless sufficient fan power is supplied, it would be better to·
heat the buildings by some form .of direct radiation and depend on
windows for ventilatio:a.
8. Thermostats should be more carefully supervised, and .all parts:
of the control apparatus connected with them should be installed in·
places easily accessible:
.
.~ 9. Plenum chambers and all air passages must be kept scrupulously·
clean.
. ·
·
10. Vacuum cleaners should be so installed that they can be used!
easily and effectively, or not Installed at all. The plan of installation .
_now in use is wholly unsatisfactory, and these sanitary helps are thus practically useless.
· 11. All basements should be cleared of all inflammable materials ...
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12. A central warehouse should be used for stor11.ge, and allsupplie~
and furniture distributed therefrom as needed, and returned when
not in use.
13. Drinking fountains should be set at the proper height· for
children, and kept in order.
14. Toilets. (See specific recommendations concerning toilets .in
section under this headirig.)
15. Assembly rooms .shoUld be placed on first floor above the base""
ment, and lighted from two sides. The attempt in grammar schools
to use one large room in the basement for an assembly room, gymnasium, and overflow classroom operates to curtail assemblies and
eliminates gymnastics. Such rooms are unsatisfactory for class..
rooms.
16. Basement rooms should not be used for classrooms unless
properly lighted, free from ground air and moisture, and lighted from
east or west. Such basement rooms as t~ose fitted up in t~e Hearst,
Emerson, and other schools of this type are insanitary and unfit for
occupancy by school children.
17. Domestic-science rooms should be on the top floor rather than
in basements.
18. Transoms in school buildings are troublesome and should be
dispensed with.
19. There should be slate blackboards in all permanent buildings.
20. Many blackboards are in bad condition and need ·immediate
attention.
21; Blackboards should be set as follows: First and second gr~des,
26 inches above floor; third and fourth grades, 28 inches; fifth and
sixth grades, 30 inches; seventh and eighth grades, 32 inches; high
schools, 36 inches.
·
22. Blackboards should not be over 42 inches wide, except for the
teacher and for an occasional special room.
23. As far as possible · all classrooms should receive light from
either the east or west side. and from no othex: direction.
24. Art rooms should have the north light. Laboratories, offices,
and libraries, may receive light from any direction_.
25. Assembly ·rooms should be lighted from two sides, but not
from the front or rear.
26. The bottoms of windows in classrooms should be at least 4 feet
above the floor.
27. Windows, properly placed, should have glass surface equal to
.one-fifth the floor surface.
28. The windows should be kept clean.
.29. Double-hung sash are the easie8t for women to handle.
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30. Rounded or arched tops and other architectural ornamentations
of windows introduce difficulties in lighting. Rectangular windows
set as high as possible give the best results.
31. The medical or health inspection should be under the control
of the board of education, rather than the board of health.
32. The full time is needed of 5 physicians, 1 specialist in mental
hygiene, 20 nurses, and an efficient staff of dentists.
33. More open-air schools should be established. In all new grammar schools to be erected provision should be made for open-air
classes.
34. More careful segregation of defective children is of immediate
importance, and a more thoroughgoing attempt to train them
properly should be instituted.

Chapter VI.
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
THE POINT OF VIEW.

In passing judgment upon the efficiency of a n1odern school system
·we should keep in mind a comprehensive and ideal aim, with direct
reference to the actual conditions and needs of modern life.
The school course should be conservative in the best sense, giving
full recognition ·to the old standard school subjects, and likewise
progressive in the best sense, receiving hospitably into the sc~ool
course those new studies which the conditions of modern life demand,
We realize al~o that our schools are now in the very process of
sweeping changes and readjustments between the older and newer
. :forces in education and that. a reorganization of our curriculum is
·now demanding our serious attention .
. Many of our larger and smaller cities are making such rapid and
jmporta::p.t changes that it is difficult to deter¢ne just what .the
.accepted standards for courses of study are and to find a basis of
-comparison between courses in different cities. Under these cir-cumstances a modern school system must be judged not only by its
past standards but also by the progressive spirit of its teachers, by
their dynamic energy in pushing forward to solve new problems.
The following statements will serve to show our point of view·in.
judging _a school system:
The purpose of the elementary school is to qualify boys and girls
-to satisfy the demands of right living under modern social and
industrial conditions.
The course of study and all the school activities should be so
·selected and organized ·as to pr~mote the all-round develop!llent and
.efficiency of children, both while they are growing up and coming in
-contact with their life surroundings and also for later service.
The course of study should be strongly organized throughout its
-total length and in its mutual correlation~, so as to give a natural and
vital continuity in the whole process and a steady growth and organization of right habits.
The school should provide for a harmonious development of the
physical, mental, and moral powers of children with a constant view
to their life uses.
.
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This part of this report will deal with the following topics in the
<>rder named: Organization ·of schools; course of. study; discipli.D.e
and instruction; supervision; selection, promotion, improvement,
and tenure of teachers.
ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS.

The organization of the elementary schools of San Francisco is in
respects peculiar. Day and night schools are provided with
separate corps . of principals and teachers. Besides those schools
which are provided for special types of children, such as the deaf, the
feeble-minded, and the incorrigible, the regular day schools are of
:five types: The primary school, including children of the first three
grades usually, but sometimes also of the IV and V grades; the.
grammar school, provided for children from the V to VIII grades
and sometimes including also the IV grade; the ''all grades '' school;
the cosmopolitan school, which provides in addition to the regular
~ourse of study jnstruction in one or more modern foreign languages;
and the intermediate school which, with the exception of the Hamilton
Intermediate, which includes the B grade, enrolls children of the VI,
VII, and VIII grades oniy and furnis~es instruction in manual train- .
·ing, domestic science, shorthand and typewriting, bookkeeping, and
one or more foreign languages. Schools of these various types are
~cattered more or less promiscuously throughout the city. Four or
five schools are sometimes found within a few blocks of each other.
The city is not districted for elementary education, and a child living
in any part o{ the city is in general recognized as having the right to
.attend school in any other part to which his parents choose to send
him. This, coupled with the fact that principals' salaries are determined by the number of children of primary and grammar grades
enrolled in their schools, furnishes an interesting but obviously
undesirable situation. It opens the way, for example, to possible
rivalry and bad feeling among the schools in bidding for the attendance of children. It permits and en~ourages unnecessary shifting
<>f pupils from school to school and allows a considerable number to
be lost sight of altogether. The actual amount of such shifting
varies in different parts of the city, being considerably greater in
some districts than in others. In the John Swett School, for example, the number of pupils at the beginning of the school year was 838,
the number of entrants from July 26 to February 2 was 589, the transfers to other schools during the ·same period was 242, and the number
<>f children who left without notice was 342. This is perhaps an
extreme case, but it shqws a failure to keep in touch in any definite
way with the children of the city.
.
When these types of schools are compared on a basis of their per
eapita cost, some interesting questions arise which ought to be
~ome
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~wered by the school authorities of the city. The following tq,bl&
gives the number of .p upils enrolled, the number per teacher, th&
number of teachers, the average salaries of the teachers, and
cost per pupil of instruction in 33 schools chosen at random ~d.
arranged in five groups according to the number of pupilS enrolled.

·the

TABLE

112.-Somefacts concerning elementary schools in San F1·anllisco.
Total
number
of pupils.

Schools.

Average
Pupils
per
Teachers. salary of
teacher.
teachers.

I cost
Perp~
of •
sti'uctiori.

GROUP 1. SCHOOLS HA~G 700 OR HO:RE PUPILS.

Ada.m.s (cosmopolitan) •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Agassiz (primary) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bay View (all feades) ••••••••••••••••••••• o. o••
Befnal (all gra es).o •• o
o••••••• o. o• •••
Bryant (cosmopolitan) o•• o••••••••••••••••••••
Fall' Mount (al grades) •••••••••••••••••••• o•••
Franklin (all grades) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Garfield (primary) ••••••• -• •••••••••••••••••••••
Grattan (all grades) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Horace Mann 3ftermediate)•••••••••••••••••••
Jean Parker ( grades) •••••••••••••••••••••••
McKinley (all grades) .•••.•••••••••••••••••••••
Portola (all grades) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Everett (all grades) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
0

••••••••

704
856
713
803

718
1,109
708
873
813
869

775
808
879

44
42
43

47
42

46
44

46
48
35
46
50
46

854

47

510
530
639
558
618
518
622
522
653

42
29
34

16
20
16
17
17

$1,221
1,084
1,114
1,140
1,168
1,106
1,035
1,083
1,185
1,140
1154
1:102

24

16
19
17
25

17
l6
19
18

985

1,198

130.1XJ

27.~
28~27

27.04

80.~

.25.4G
25;1XJ

26.04
27.»

85.63

2,8.33

24.61>
.22;!1'
28.~

GROUP 2. SCHOOLS HAVING FROM 500 TO 700
PUPILS.

Cleveland (~rima-g) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Crocker (in rmediate) •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Hamilton (intermediate) ••••••••••••••••••••••
Oriental (all grades) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Paciftc Heights (all grades) ••••••••••••••••••••
Grant (all grades) •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Mission (grammar) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Yerba Buena (all grades) ••••••••••••••••••••••
Hancock (grammar) ............................

51
38
43

44

43
87

12
18
19
11
16
12
14
12
18

1,032
1,191
1,204
1,108 .
1,210
1,053
1183
1:157
1,145

27;6l

44.8i

39,47

25.0T
85.3&

'lUI

30.1t

30.()5.
34.92'

GROUP 3. SCHOOLS HAVING BETWEEN 300 AND '
500 PUPILS.
Burnet~ri~) ...••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Daniel ebster primary) ••••••••• . - •••••••••••
Denman (grammar) •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••

GROUP

41

489

44

10
10
11

1, 150 ~
1,018
1,189

31.17

202

188

84
38

6
5

1,202
1,182

.38.~

78

39

2

1,242
1,320
1,320
1,272
1 080
1:320

435

44

~81)

4. SCHOOLS HAVING BETWEEN 100 AND
300 PuPILS.

B uena Yista (primary) ••••••••••••••••••••••••

Columbus (pnmary) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
GROUP

26.~

4{Y1

5.

SCHOOLS HAVING · LESS
PUPILS.

THAN

36;7&

100

Andrew J'ackson (primary ) ••••••••••••••••••••

Ethan Allen ~parental) ••••••••••••••••••••••••
p aul Revere Bll grades) ••••••••••••••••••••••
R lncon (primary) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
p arkside (_F,rlmaryl ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
H unter's oint (al grades) ••••••••••••••••••••

86

43

2
1
2

17
77

17
39

44

22

2

18

18

1

at.•
so.:e
77.~

33.04

49.~
73.~

;

The average cost per pupil for instruction in all schools hafing

mor~ than 700 pupils each is $27. 76.. The average cost per pupil of
"all grades" schools having ?OQ or more pupils each is $26.39. Thlt

average cost per pupil of cosmopolitan schools of over 700 pupils _is
$30.79 and the per pupil cost of the one intermediate school having
more than 700 pupils is $35.63. Are the cosmopolitan schools of this
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size worth 17 per cent more per pupil and the intermediate ~chool .
35 per cent more per pupil than the "all grades" schools of the same
number of pupils~
The average cost per pupil of schools having 500 to 700 pupils is
$32.80. Are schools of this size · worth on the average 18 per ·cent
more. per pupil than schools of 700 or more pupils~ The average
cost per pupil in '' all grades'' schools having between 500 and 700
pupils is $29.57, or 12 per cent more than the same type of schools
having 700 or more pupils. The average cost per pupil of the intermediate schools in this group is 18 per cent more than .for the same
type of school in the other group and nearly 43 per cent more than
the "all grades" schools of the same group. They also cost nearly
30 per cent per pupil more . than the gran1mar schools of the same
group.
Why should the Pacific Heights School having 618 pupils and a
f'Chool of all grades cost 41 per cent more per pupil than the Oriental,
having 558 pupils and being. also an "all grades" school~ Why
should it cost 27 per cent more per pupil than the Grant, also an "all
grades" school having 518 pupils~ Is the Crocker Intermediate
School (530 pupils) worth 49 per cent more per pupil for instruction
than the Mission Grammar School (622 pupilS') ~ It costs so .muc~
more. Is the Hancock Grammar School (653 pupils) .worth 16 per
cent more per pupil for instruction ·that the Mission Grammar
School~ It costs 16 per cent· more. ·The average per pupil cost of
instruction in five schools having less than 100 pupils each, not including in this list the Ethan Allen Parental School or the ungraded
primary for mentally defective children, is $52.95, and in two of these
schools enrolling l~ss than 20 pupils each and taught by men. the
average per pupil cost is $75.49. · Just why these two schools are
maintained as separate schools at such great cost it would be hard
·to say.
Obviously great waste would be eliminated (1) by a thoroughgoing study of the actual results secured in the various types of
elementary schools now in qperation, to ascertain which type is the
most efficient and economical, and (2) by the ultimate reorganization
of these sch~ols in accordance with the results of this study. This
is a thing not to be done by outside surveyors, but by the school
authorities themselves.
The ge~eral movement in city schools toward the separation of
children into homogeneous groups for the purpose of improving ·
instruction has· not gone very far in San Francisco. A small but
good beginning has been made, however, especially in the instruction provided .for deaf and feeble-minded· children. In the case of
the ungraded primary school for feeble-minded children located on
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Telegraph Hill, the "Quilding and environment are exceedingly bad.
It is ·indeed hard to realize that a wealthy modern city ·like San
Francisco would permit the use of such a building for any s~h~~{
purpose whatever. We found there 24 feeble-minded chil~en in
care of an intelligent woman conscious of her problem, deeply inter.;.
ested in these unfortunate children, devoted to her work and doing
it well. She had just been given an assistant who also appeared
be well trained for this kind of work and generally interes.t edin it.
There is also a room for feeble~minded children at the Buena Vista
School, so that altogether 37 feeble-minded children are provided for.
How exceedingly inadequate this provision is appears when one considers that by the most conservative estimate there must be at least
250 feeble-minded children in the city who~ if they are in school at
all, are enrolled in schools provided for normal children. There is
great need of a well-equipped psychoeducational clinic in charge of
an expert to discover these children, place them in schools suited to
their needs, and provide for them the right kind of instruction. An
unfortunate backward step was taken when the ungraded classes
formerly provided in some of the schools were abandoned. There
is great need of an ungraded room in every large school, or, better
still, of ungraded centers of two or three rooms conveniently locat~d
so as· to be easily accessible to the children who are to be senf·to
them. This 'latter plan permits of more handwork and better grouping of the children for instruction.
To these centers three types of children should be sent: (l}Menta~y
backward children who are not sufficiently backward to be classed
.as feeble-minded; (2) borderline cases, or children concerning whoa~
proper placement the clinicist is for the time being uncertain; and
(3) restoration cases, or children who are mentally normal but peda~
gogically backward in some of the regular school subjects and who
need to be quickly brought up in these subjects and returned to th~
regular schools for normal children.
Three rooms in the Golden Gate School were found devoted to the
·education of deaf children. The work observed in these rooms was
.exGellent from every standpoint, but · ·here again the number of·
children provided for must be but a small fraction of the deaf children
-of the city, and no provision is made for stutterers, stammerers, and
those whose speech is otherwise seriously defective.

to

TIME ALLOTMENT.

The present time allotment gives to the various subjects the following percentages· of the total time of the elementary course of study
(Grades I to VIII inclusive):
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·Time allotment.
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Per cent.

Calisthenics ...........•........... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Art ........... -.---.--.-- .... : .. -.- .... -.- ............... -.·.....
Music_ ........ - .......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Domestic science or manual training ............ __ ....... _... _. . . .
Nature study ... -.. - -................. ~ ............ - . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physiology and hygiene .. .......•..... - ...............·.. . . . . . . . . .
Penmanship .......... - ... --· ........ .................... -........
Reading and literature.-.- ..........•................. -- .. -.- ..
'
• . .. .................................... _
an d compositiOn
Language

4. 1
5. 4
5. 5
1. 7
3. 2
1. 4
3. 9
30.3
8. 8

~~~~g ~~-d ~i~~~--- ·_ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ · ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~: ~ '

Geography': ............... - ... - ............................ ~ . . · 8. 1
Arithmetic ...............•.......... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 0

A glance at this distribution shows that the group of subjects
inCluding reading, literature, language, composition, and spelling consume nearly one-half the total time devoted to elementary education.
To reading and literature alone nearly one-third of the time is given.
Comparison with the average . distribution of time· in New York,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Cleveland, and St. Louis shows
that San Francisco gives nearly 15 per cent more time to reading.and
language work, including spelling, about 14 per cent more to arithmetic, and nearly 33 per cent more to geography, history, and civics
combined than the average of the other cities named. Supplementary
material of all kinds-books, maps, pictures, ·lantern slides, stereographs, museum collections, etc.-for the most effective teaching of
reading and language, history, civics, and geography is not to~
abundant in any of these cities, yet in some of them the average school ·
is supplied with 10 times as much supplementary material as was .
found in some of the best-equipped schools in San Francisco. When
<>ne considers the almost complete absence of such material in some
of the schools visited, it is evident that much time must inevitably be
wasted and even worse than wasted when we take account not only
of the .meager content of knowledge, the monotonous repetition arid
drill; but also of the unfortunate attitude of mind and the undesirable
habits of thinking, reading, and study that must result.
THE COURSE OF STUDY.

Sources of injormation.-The latest complete published course of
study for San Francisco schools is that of 1911, and on account of
eertain changes that have been made 'it is partly out of date. We
found that copies of. this course were scarce and difficult to obtain.
On account of a shortage of funds for printing, the teachers have not
been supplied with. a fully up-to-date course which is authoritative
in its directions to principals and teachers. A well-defined course
of study in the hands of every teacher, giving general directions
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without over-exacting details, is a fundamental requirement of a
good school system. The outline of . a supplementary course was
published in 1915, which makes a few changes and gives more precision
to the .course by outlining the year's programs according to the
adopted textbooks.
These two reports on the course of study for 1911 and 1915 are
kept in mind in the following survey of the course of study. Th&~
outlines and suggestions for other special subjects are issued separately.
General character.-This course of study was laid out with much
wisdom and acumen with reference to the older standard subjects.
Many of the general proposals are well conceived, but the work observed in the schools falls short of their well-phrased theoretical
statements.
The 1911 course, combined with the supplement, suggests a minimum outline, stripped of nonessentials and capable of being enlarged
and enriched by . suitable supplementary material. The suggested
eliminations are appropriate, such, for example, as a reduction of
technical grammar, simplification in the interest -of -a more concrete
and practical arithmetic, more descriptive and less memoriter geography, choice readings in history and literature, and an effort at simplifying phonetic elements in primary reading.
The continuity of thought work and drill exercises running through
the studies of the eight grades is emphasized. Each teacher is c~ed
upon to connect up closely with the studies of previous grades and
to cooperate with other teachers in giving unity and strength to the
whole process of education. . All depends upon the thoroughness
with which such ideas are carried out in the various school exercises.
The general introduction to the course of study lays special stress.
upon knowledge, and, in particular, upon "_recallable" and "recognizable" knowledge. To. secure this knowledge "cumulative reviews" are required. These are well-established forms of repetition
and drill.
.
These and other statements in the course of study betray a marked
preference for definitely memorized facts and summaries as expressing
the final rP.sult of training in various studies. This emphasis upon
formul drills and reviews shows an evident neglect of the higher spirit
of training and culture implied in such familiar expressions as self·
activity and independence in -thinking, initiative, mental and motor
activity in working out problems, practical adjustment to community
life, and appreciation of literature and art. Training for efficiency
a~d for service under life conditions is a much higher conception of
the purpose ·of education than mere knowledge of more or less dis-connected facts.
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The main general criticism to ·be offered on the curriculum of the
San Francisco schools, as shown not only in the printed course. but
also in the classroom teaching, is the fragmentary and 4i.sconnected
character of the knowledge materials. The knowledge gathered in
the course consists of a collection of more or less importa\lt facts
which are not well organized into continuous thought movements.
In other words, there is a lack of developing continuity of thought,
of rational organization of ktl<?wledge materials.
'
Even before teaching begins, in the general framing up of the
course ofstudy, we should have a definite provision for strong organizing lines of thought, continuous through the grades. The connections from topic to topic and the correlations should be organic and

. vital.
In the absence of such connectedness of thought, such rational
organization, drills, and so-called "cumulative reviews" are resorted
to to make good the deficiency. But mere drills and reviews, while
they may fix the facts in memory, do not s~pply thought connections,
and the whole tendency of the class work is to drop down to the level
ofroutine, of formal drills, with a minimum of sound, vital thinking.
The big problem, then, is how to bring into the original structure
of the course of study such a progressive thought developmep.t,
such a steady organiza.tion o'f facts around tliought centers that
teachers in the classroom may have, to · start with, a good basis of
organization, proad avenues along which to travel in this journey
through the course. Then the teachers in the different successive
grades can get together, compare notes, and cooperate in working
out this close connection of thought. Our present course of study is,
to a large extent, miscellaneous and multiplex in its knowledge
materials. We have a large collection of more or less incongruous
facts and data. The whole thing needs to be simplified and organized. When this has been once well done, teachers in the grades will
have a, plainer roa.d to travel and may learn to guide children into a
strong~r thinking and organizing process.
To secure a better basis for a simplification and closer organization of studies, the following proposal is offered:
Sift out and select from the present course a few big, important
·topics to take the place of a multitude of little topics and of mere
iacts. Lift into prominence a few big teaching units as centers of
-organization. As a natural consequence, a large number of little
topics will drop out and disappear, or they will reappear in subordina-tion to these centers. ·This will give opportunity for a fuller, richer
:study of a few important units and will furnish ·time to reflect and
think out the relations between the facts, to see also the connections
irom topic to tqpic, and the correlations with other studies. Two
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significant improvements are involved, first a much richer concre~
description -or treatment within the big topic and second a groupllig
of all the facts with definite reference to a problem or controlling idea.
An example of this steady continuity of thought running through
many lessons· and connecting closely from grade to grade through
the course is offered in the treatment, a little further on, of San
Francisco and the west-coast cities.
As a prelude to this topic we offer the list of names frequently
presented in the geographies as important facts, With but little
thought of their being tied together by strong thought relations.
The important cities of the west coast of the United States are
San Francisco, on the Bay of San Francisco; Oakland, Berkeley, and
Alameda, on ·the east shore. Farther south on the coast, or near it,
are Monterey, Los Angeles, and San Diego. To the north is Eureka,
on Humboldt Bay. On the Columbia is Portland, and along the
coast of Puget Sound are Tacoma, Seattle, Everett, and Bellingham,
In a'' cumulative review" the list of narnes in the above order would
be repeated and drilled in.
The following is offered as a better treatment of the same topic:
San Francisco has long been recognized as the chief gateway of the
United States toward the Pacific and the trade of the Pacific. A
few years before the completion of the Panama Canal the people of
San Francisco began to look for a large increase of trade with the
opening of the canal. Why~ How were they to meet this situation
and take advantage of it~ They at once decided to build a lot of
new docks on both sides of the ferry station. At an expense of
several million dollars they greatly increased their docking facilities.
New lines of steamers from the Atlantic (from Europe and the eastern
coast) would require ample dockage. What steamship lines with
Pacific coi.mtries were already using San Francisco docks? Across
the bay from San Francisco, Oakland, although it had · a shallow
swampy shore, began to spend large sums in dredging out a deep
water frontage and with the aid of the United States Government
soon had a big harbor. Because of its advantage on the east shore
Oakland begins to rival or at least hope·· for rivalry with San Francisco in Pacific trade an~ shipping.
San Francisco, Oakland, and other towns on the bay have very
great natural advantages. But in order to really secure these advantages they have had to spend vast sums in man-made improvementsdredging, wharves, dry docks, warehouses, lighthouses, etc.
Other cities along the Pacific coast have been seeking and working
eagerly for this trade with all the world; Los Angeles, for example,
found it possible to build up a good harbor 35 miles south of the
city on the coast. The Government built a huge breakwater extend·
ing 2 miles into the sea, and there, under this protection, Los Angeles
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has developed a harbor that within a few years has built extensive
docks and is already doing a vast business in 9cean tonnage. ·
San Diego, 100 miles farther south, has naturally a deep and
capacious harbor, which has been greatly improved and is now the
terminus of one of the great continental railroads, and is beginning
a world business.
North of San Francisco 150 miles Humboldt Bay has dredged
out its entrance channel to the sea, protected by jetties, and is
developing a fine harbor 22 · miles long, and already is shipping
$12,000,000 worth of lumber yearly.
In Washington and Oregon the coastal cities are quite as energetic
in planning and spending millions on river and harbor improvements
so as to share in this coming trade with the world. Portland now
has a good outl~t over the dangerous bar at the mouth of the Columbia, costing our Government millions for jetties. Portland has great
docks, and the canal at The Dalles, connecting the lower and upper
Columbia, has recently opened up what is known as the "inland
empire.''
Seattle, on Puget .Sound, has been building docks and growing a
great harbor. It has some peculiar advantages for Pacific trade
that rank it with San Francisco. In fact ·Seattle and Los Angeles
are very pronounced and successful rivals of San Francisco for inland
and world commerce.
This suggests that it will be wise to compare San Francisco with
these other cities in respect to great railroads reaching into the
hinterland and eastward across the mountains to St. Paul, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Chicago, Memphis, and New Orleans .
. If we only let the thought grow, this topic develops in a marvelous
way. It brings together and organizes around a central developing
idea a large amoun~ and variety of important knowledge.
San Francisco and the western coast cities have been working out
a great problem, under given geographical conditions, and it is
interesting and thought-provoking to the children to study these
·conditions and think out these problems, the difficulties to be met,
the relative advantages of the differen~ cities and the part that man
with his wealth and ingenuity plays in determining important results.
We have suggested thus far the outline which is the basis of a
much richer and fuller treatment than can be given here. It is
observable that all the. facts hang together around one center or
idea, and this .a growing, expanding idea. This is merely one
example, .suggestive. of a center from which knowledge grows, or
.around which many facts group and organize themselves. A variety
of similar examples of big topics can be given in history, science,
geography, civics, literature, and industrial arts. The advantage of
dealing with such organizing centers, rather than with miscellaneous
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collections or catalogs of facts is apparent. This plan if carried oU.t~
would enormously simplify and enrich the course of study. TlieiJ·,:
growing, expanding ideas worked out as problems illuminate bi'<fgd·
fields of knowledge.
·
But thus far we have told only half our story about the citre8':
The idea involved in the foregoing series of lessons on San FranciSco ·
has a much broader scope than we -have thus far suggested. If we:
allow ourselves to think a little further; we shall notice that New
York has had a long and interesting history ofharbor improvements;
the deep dredging out of the ocean entrance to the Narrows (2;ooo
feet wide, 40 feet deep), the dynamiting of Hell Gate and clearmg.hf
the passage into the sound, the building of extensive docks
th~ '
Hudson, on the East River, and at Brooklyn, Staten Island, . etc~, - f6r
various purposes, the navy yard, the lighthouses, the fortificationf
A comparison of the extent of natural and artificial advantage 'of
San Francisco and New York would be instructive. At prese~t
New York is far ahead of_San Francisco. What is the future likely
to bring~
Boston:, likewise, has an interesting historic harbor, not so deep '88
New York but adequate for most ocean vessels. How do its shipping
and docks compare with San Francisco~ The improvements · at
Boston have been extensive and growing.
_
Philadelphia, on the Delaware, has also a valuable ocean t:rade:
The river has been deepened and needs deeper dredging for still
larger ocean shipping.
Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston, and Savannah have had large
improvements, jetties, etc., added to their interesting natriralad:.
vantages. What are they~
New Orleans with its jetties at the delta, and Galveston with'its
sea wall, and Port Arthur are well worth studying and comparing
with San Francisco. Chicago, Cleveland~ Buffalo, and other cities
on the lakes have created for themselves great and extensive harbors for lake shipping on a grand scale, and ar~ planning .greater
harbors.1
·
·
In our progress through the grades a few of these large cities, s~eh
as San Francisco, Chicago, New York, New Orleans, will be treated
as complete teaching units (big units). With a treatment of eaoh
later city comes the opportunity for a thoughtful comparison with
each of those previously studied.
.
By means of these comparisons we get a complete and i~teresting
reyiew and a strong organization of the whole developing body ·of
knowledge. These are not formal, static, memoriter reviews; but
a thoughtful, discriminating ~urvey, a weighing out of relative valu~,

on

• At Cleveland the harbor builders are just now recommending an expenditure of $7,000,000 tor deep8Dfal
and straightenin.g a part of the river.
· ·
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a discovery of interesting contrasts and si:inilarities, a genuine under:~tanding of important cities and traffic routes in their present setting, in their past growth, and future .possibilities.
·
·.
Our organizing idea has thus grown to national proportions, and yet
this is only the beginning of its growth.
· The geographies usually give these coastal and lake cities in several
lists, uflrelated to one another, a:p.d stripped largely of distinctive
and significant features.
For example, the Atlantic coastal cities are named in two or three
separate groups, as (1) . Boston,- Port~and, .Providence,. ~nd Fall
River; (2) New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore; (3) with the
treatment of South Atlantic States, Norfolk, Wilmington, Charleston; (4) Savannah and Jacksonville are named as important seaports, and still later (5) the Gulf cities, Pensacola, Mobile, New
Orleans, and. Galveston. The large lake cities form a group by
themselves and are not related to the others.
·
In a later grade, where we come to a study of a few big central
European cities, the ideas involved in our study thus far of American
cities will spring into a new illumination. Liverpool has built up
vast harbor improvements, in spite of a tidal shift of 32 feet each
12 hours. Hundreds of acres of artificial harbors have been dredged
out deep enough for ocean vessels. ·
Manchester spent $85,000,000 on her ship canal to bring ocean
vessels inland 34 miles to the great cotton market.
Glasgow spent $100,000,000 during the lapse of a century in deepening the little River Clyde and much more in building up later along
this artificial ·s tream the greatest shipbuilding center the world
. ~~~

.

Havre, Antwerp, Hamburg, Marseille, and Naples present , new
problems on the same developing line of thought, mainly vast harbor improvements. ·
Paris, Berlin, and Vienna are all inland · cities, not ocean ports.
How comes it that they have grown into such world ·importance
without close contact with the sea~ Notice the contrast! In our
own country we have few great cities not located on tidewater or
on the Great Lakes. Why~
In Asia, Mrica, and South . America we find important harbor
cities. Calcutta, Canton, Melbourne, Alexandria, Rio Janeiro, which
we shall continue to interpret and measure upon the standards developed in all our previous studies.
What is the outcome ~
. An intelligent, growing interest in the present problems and future
growth of our own coastal cities and in close comparison with foreign
ports. All the later studies reflect back a new light upon the prob93815-17--14
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of our American seaports. In other words, we have a w:~U~.."
organized, naturally developing line of thought running like a br9iid;·
highway through_the course, of study and projecting itself clearly:
into the city problems of the -future . .. It is a thought movement'
that begins in life projects and ends in life situations. .
·
In · the growth of such a continuous line of thought based on ·a'
succession of big units of atudy, arranged like stepping stones through .
the grades; we find a second kind of organization which deals with
the cross connections or correlations between the studies.
·A big topic freely elaborated keeps the teacher and children passing
across the boundaries into other subjects. ·A big city finds it neces~·
sary to deal not only with important phases of geography, physio-:
graphic, comrp.ercial, and industrial, but it encroaches constantly on
history, because it deals broadly with the growth and importance .of
harbor improvements in the past and looks well into .the future. It
would not be out of place to call the whole topic a hlstorical topic,.
since it· reviews the causes of the growth and improvement of cities
in Europe and America for a century and more. The development
. of railroads and ship lines in recent times with relation to ports
comes clearly into view. The Panama Canal project, upon which
the San Francisco topic is partly based, is itself a great historical
evolution.
Modern applied science plays widely into these big projects ~ from
an engineeriBg point of view. The excavation and construction of
great harbors, the machinery for handling goods on th~ docks, the
applications of electricity, steam power, and hydraulics to harbor
problems are many-sided. The mingling of native and foreign ideas
in big seaports and their relations to foreign lands are wide reaching.
The exchange of products and merchandise -with foreign lands .brings
the children in -contact with a, great variety of the earth's fruits,
forests, metals, and other products. Big civic. ideas- and interests·
find direct expression in these costly improvements; and government,
in its powers of taxation, expenditure, etc., is fully tested.
Mathematics is in constant use in measuring relative values :in
cities, harbors, imports and exports, expenditures for improvements,_
etc. It furnishes the best use of statistical data. Supplementary
reference books of history, geography, and science are fully used.
Language lessons could not be based -on better thought materials.
But underneath all this is the constant need for utilizing daily in
class work all the local experience and knowledge concerning ~heir
own city, ~ts harbor, etc., and environment that. the children have
gathered at home and in the school. The daily, perpetual falling
back upon previous knowledge and incorporating it into the new
topics is the strongest form of correlation and of organization. To
reaoh back in every lesson to the home experiences and neighborle~s
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hood knowledge of boys and girls, and even to take excursions in to
this .neighborhood to freshen and clear up these topics, gives a still
more definite and vital growth in knowledge. To this end undoubtedly the teacher herself should make a purposeful study of all thes·e
home things and acquire as definite information &s possible of the
previous topics studied in earlier grades.
·
In conclusion it may be said that the purpose of good teaching, on
the knowledge side, is to accumulate and:- organize information along
the main highways of study, so that this knowledge will best function
in a quick and clear interpretation of the many on-coming problems.
Such vital organization would grow into a system of knowledge not
easily forgetable, vital, and organic. A big topic like this, or series
of closely related big topics, cuts a big swath through the whole
elementary course of study and gives the child a practically valuable
and usable kind of knowledge in the end. It is the basis of interpretation now and in the future as he looks out upon the world. It
gives him positive help in th~ duties of a citizen.
What may be called the distinctly modern phases of education are
relatively neglected in the course, such as the industrial and household arts, music and drawing, nature study and applied science,
prevocational studies, and special provision for defective classes.
Other large cities, like Indianapolis, Chicago, Pittsburgh, New York,
and Boston, have taken up these modern problems in a serious and
thoroughgoin_g fashion that makes San Francisco's efforts seem
trivial. Cleveland, Chicago, and other cities have elaborate reports
outlining these modern · studies and discussing principles and
methods.
To comprehend the real meaning and value of a course of study we
must keep in mind its relation to several other things upon which
the course is directly dependent: First, the textbooks used, which
often mainly determine the course; second~ the supplementary books
and reference libraries, upon which the real execution of the. course
largely depends; third, the experience, equipment, ari.d prevailing
methods of the teachers; fourth,-· the adjustment to the local needs
and peculiarities of the community. Unless the course of study is
brought into close relation to these things, it will amount to very
little.
Arithmetic.-The introduction to arithmetic in the co:urse of study
is a clearly defined statement of correct principles governing subject
matter and method in teaching arithmetic. In the actual teaching
observed in . the ·schools, the course in arithmetic is as well carried
out as is the course · in any of the studies. The work in primary
grades is systematic, and the devices for illust!ating and concreting
the number exercises are good. The card drills in the hands of
the children are also, as a rule, well carried out. The board work
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a:q.d seat work of the children in intermediate grades is usually w.ell~f
planned and put on in good form. The standard units of meastJ.r~\
ment, such as quart, foot, pound, etc., could be used more extensively
'as a means of concreting number concepts. Incidental number::
work in primary grades, as related to other studies and schoot
activities and to games, does not seem to find ·a place in this course;
The .. course of study covers the usual .topics and follows a given
textbook adopted by the State. Great emphasis is laid, in the .gram~
mar grades, upon a careful formal review at the beginning of each
half year. Not much stress is put upon the thoughtful, independent
. -work of solving problems, and of applying arithmetical processes to
·s ubjects which come up in other studies.
The general plan outlined in this course would secure a good
mastery of the facts and processes of arithmetic, but would not
·d evelop strong thought power in dealing with new problems and new
situations. Possibly the metric system occupies . relatively too
impo~tant a place in grammar grades. As compared with other.
. cities in the United States this course in arithmetic may be callbd
a standard course.
Geography.~The course _in geography is somewhat elaborately
planned and has excellent features. The home geography for early
grades is properly emphasized, and following that, the plan provides,
for the study of the physical features, climate, and products of the:
State of California.
In very few of the schools did we find this plan of home geography
fully worked out. In certain of the schools the State geography of
California was well developed and illustrated with sand maps,
product maps, and des·c riptive materials, pictures, etc. The plan
of using product maps in the upper grades, showing on outline.maps,
the distribution of products by different colored crayons, an excellent
plan, we found in use in ·o nly a few schools, although specifically
-called for by the course of study.
The plan presented in this course offers a combination of textbook
·s tudies with assignments from supplementary readers. These lessons
are further strengthened by map studies and by the so-called '' cumu~
lative reviews."
·
The cumulative reviews are strongly emphasized in the. course of
study. They occupy several weeks at the beginning of each term
and are designed to repeat and reiterate the essential facts till they
are thoroughly fixed in mind. In practice, such reviews often degen•.
erate into routine drills, which are lifeless. In fact, the outline of
leading facts given in the course of study for the upper grades recommends such almost pure memory drills. Example: Lists of moun·
tains in Asia for cumulative review-Caucasus, Himalaya, Kinghan,
Hindu Kush, Altai, Sinai, Ararat, Everest.
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In the later grades the course outlined gives an undue ·e mphasis t~
the bare names _and locatiQnS of places in geography. This in connection with the cumulative reviews overemphasizes the .formal side
of the study. The big important topics in geography should serve
more as centers of organization, and the facts should be grouped
around these .centers. The improved course of study in other cities
calls for a more careful selection and fuller treatment of large topics
and a curtailment of mere facts and location of places.
The close relation between history and geography is scarcely
referred to, another illustration of the isolation of studies which should .
be kept in close and constant relation. The course of study should,
do mor~ than merely mention correlation as a principle. It should.
group the topics in any grade so as to contribute directly to a closer·
connection. When properly provided for in the course, the interconnections between the different studies are very numerous and profitable and teach the children how to connect and organize their thoughts
in a more rational manner.
Reading and literature.. In the course of study the general introduction to ureading and literature" is a first-class statement of thepurpose and plan of teaching these subjects above the primary·
grades. We hardly see how this introductory statement could be·
improved upon in the space given to it. We may add also that we·
saw in some of . the .primary grades good teaching and in grammar·
grades some excellent work in reading.
The effort of the course to subordinate the formal side of reading·
to interesting content and to make literature primarily a Cl,].ltural.
and moral influence appealing to the · high~r sentiments and resthetic:
tastes is well conceived.
To put this choice material into the course of study is one thing,.
but to make this sort of teaching of literQ.ture a reality, with a large·
corps of teachers like that of San Francisco, is another and very
difficult thing. It requires unity and harmony of effort by · the·
whole teaching force, including deputy superintendents, principals,
special supervisors, and particularly the· superintendent of the city·
schools. A large portion of the reading ex~rcises at present is
rather perfunctory and dull , For collateral readings a much larger ·
equipment of well-selected libraries is indispensable. In this respect
the course of study in San Francisco is too · much a thing on paper ·
only.
The introductory statements bearing upon· the proper use of
literary classics -in the grammar grades are excellent and set up a .
high standard. The selection of pieces for memorizing throughout .
the grades is admirable and should be enlarged by an introduction.
of more prose passages.
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In conn?c~ion wi.th.literature the San Francisco ~ourse is gUilty
of one striking onussion-the regular and systematic use of story
telling in the three primary grades. No such list of choice stone~
is given, and the fundamental importance of good story telling by the
teacher and of oral reproduction by the children as a basis for language
training is overlooked.
·
This oral story work is one of the most striking improvements
in modern education ·and is commonly recognized in the courses of
study in our larger and smaller cities and in our educational ·litera:.
ture generally. The failure to give an important place to story
telling in primary grades as an introduction to literature · and as a
means of bringing joy and life into primary schools marks ,the San
Francisco schools as old-fashioned and decidedly behind the times.
In connection with literature and reading through all the grades,
the course of study should make ample provision for dramatization
in its various forms and a broader and richer use of the language in.
oral composition. A failure to develop the dramatic activities
of children seems to us a marked defect of the San Francisco schools.
Even those schools which have good facilities in the form of assembly
halls seemed to make little use of them for this purpose.
·
Language, composition, and grammar.. The course of study 88
outlined for language and composition is well planned for intermediate and grammar grades and is somewhat systematically carried
out in the actual programs of the schools. The demand for interesting and suitaple thought material from story, history, geography,
and ~ature study as stated .in the course of study is. a fundamental
need. The keeping of a neat composition book or· folder in which a
few compositions carefully worked out are regularly inscribed is .a
standaFd requirement, but easily drops into formalism.
The course of study in language and composition gives excellent
suggestions touching the main difficulties in making improvements
in language. First is the correction of common mistakes in oral
speech by watchful and kindly criticism. ..A.. definite list of- the
more common mistakes for each grade would give greater precision
to this work. Second the ·choice of ·topics for . composition and
instructions as to outlines, correct sentence . structure, punctuation,
etc., are well treated. The importance of imitating good mod~ls 88
observed and studied in standard authors could be still more emphasized.
The general statements :relative to the value of grammar and
method of teaching it are clear and practical. In spite of these
.excellent recommendations technical grammar as .outlined. in .this
.course begins in the middle of the sixth grade and continues through
the seventh and eighth grades. The consensus . of opinion in our
·best city PPhools would delay the beginning\l.of technical grammar
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to the seventh ,grade, and many would confine it to the ·eighth grade
or push -it up into the high school. Many of our State courses of
study, like that of Illinois, do nothing ~th technical grammar below
the seventh grade.
· History and civics.-The course of study in American history is well
planned, with a proper regard to the choice of materials suitable _to
ehildren in the successive grades. This course is supported by a full
list of supplementary readers (although the actual supply of ·adequat~
·books is ·not .provided). The course of study also emphasizes the
special ways of using these materials. For example, in intermediate
gre.des the oral use of biographical stories is provided. In grammar
grades a combination of textbooks and reference materials, with an
emphasis upon the larger movements ih history, is duly set forth and
emphasized~
.· ,
It is probable that the oourse of study outlined in history is too
extensive and it could hardly be carried out successfully Without
infringing on the time that should be allotted to other studies, especially as civics is rather fully treated in the same connection.
As compared with the history course in other cities, the general ·
plan is excellent. The main emphasis is placed on American history,
while European history deals mainly with the biography of a few
leading characters without any effort to trace the development of the
larger movements of Europe.
This course of study could be still further reduced and simplified by
<>mitting a considerable number of the less important topics, thus
providing for a fuller and more descriptive treatment of the more
important ones.
The Close relation between history and geography is but 's lightly
touched upon. A proper correlation between history and geography
would lead to a marked economy of time and a much better understanding of both subjects. Such a close correlation between history
and gepgraphy is now recommended in many courses of study.
The work of civics is provided for in the course of study, first, as a
part of the history, and secondly, as a substitute for history in the last
half of the eighth grade.
There is always ~anger, in teaching civics in a separate textbook, of
making the treatment abstract and general .rather than special and
concrete . . The exploiting .of · important topics in geography and
history in the interest of civics training seems to us a mo:re practical
and effective plan for teaching civics. In any case topics in civics
need to be abundantly illustrated in the conc~ete.
The study of local government in its concrete phases is ·p erhaps the
best means of saving this subject froni meaningless abstraction.
The curriculum of the Horace Mann School, in. New York City,
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introduces a full study of the City of New York as a means of concrete
illustration for civics, geography, etc. 1
Nature stUdy and elementary science.-The nature study course a8
outlined in the 1911 course of study does not amount to much. .It
urges strongly the "naturalizing" of the other studies by providing
a more realistic treatment of all studies. This is well in itself, .but
does not provide a nature-study course. The supplementary course
of 1915 tries to make good this deficiency by outlining a course based
on the Murche Science Readers to be used rather freely by the teachers.
Under the circumstances it is probably well to have such an outline.
But the assignment of a set of science readers as the basis of the course
can not be regarded as any adequate solution of the problem of science
in the grades. A bookish approach to science is wrong. This problem
will have to be taken up more seriously and a real nature-study course
provided, based· on a first-hand contact ,with and study of soils, climates, trees and other plants, birds and animals, and outdoor nature
and its forces and phenomena. A more definite outline of topics in
· applied science also should be provided for the upper grades.
The outline of lessons for physiology and hygiene, which is closely:
related to the science cow:se, is well based on the idea of the practical
v~lue of ~uch study. · It should be a means of promoting personal
health, and also social and municipal sanitation. The lessons suggested are good, but the whole series of important topics should be
more.carefully worked out. The books named for study and reference
are also practical and well chosen.
City courses of study over the country show a wide variation in
selecting topics for elementary science. There is at present strong
teJ}dency to emphasize the school an<l home garden and simple forms
·of agriculture.
Spelling and penmanship.-The remarks on spelling are prudent and
the plan outlined is, on the whole, practical. There is probably an
overemphasis of the use of the spelling book, and the work is· based .
on the r~gular use of the speller from the second grade on. The words
coming up in the reading, language, and other studies should form a
part of the regular spelling exercises, and the application of spelling
to these studies is of equal importance. The correlation of studies in
this course is, in theory at least, well provided for.
The course in penmanship holds too closely to static chart forms
and copy-book models. The free-arm movement developed properly
can dispense ·with the copy book. But it requires well-trained
teachers who have themselves passed tP,rough the drill.
Music.-The subject of music in the elementary ·and high schools
of San Francisco is discussed extensively in Chapter X.

a

1

See Ch. IX of this report.
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Supplementary materials .-The great ins-q.fficiency of supplementary
materials of all sorts was to the survey committee ~striking cha:r-acteristic~of the San Francisco schools. .A full list of all the supplementary
books and libraries at hand in-12 representativ~ g~ammar schools and
elementary schools of San Francisco was furnished by the principals
of these schools at the suggestion of one of the officials.
The Jean Par~er School is the best supplied of these 12. · Its list of
suppl~mentary materials for geography runs as follows:
Copies.

California The Golden ........ ~ . . . . .
HowWeAreFed ...................
RowWeAreClothed ...............
Carpenter' aAfrica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Asia ........ ~ . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • •
Australia ............... ~ ..... .
Europe ........ . ................ .
South America. __ _............ .
North America ... _.. .. ......... .

19
17
9
3
3
3
4
5
4

Copies.

Coe's Modern Europe ... _...........
3
Winslow's Earth and its People.. ... .
9'
Winslow'sEutope ............... ~.........
S
United States.~................. . 9·
Distant Countries ...... _........ : S.
Our American Neighbors...........
g. ·
Total supplementary books ·in
geography ................. 113

.This gives for the use of about 400 children (:fifth to eighth grade,.
inclusive) 113 volumes.
If the plans outlined in the course of study are to be carried out,.
:five times as many supplementary books will be needed. Te:ri times
a.s m.any would not be excessive.
This school, like the others, is supplied with regular -sets of readers
from the first to the fifth grades. · In addition to the supplementary
readers in geography, history, and nature study, the Jean Parker
School has a general library of 211 volum~; also reference books
(dictionanes and encyclopedias).
A general library of 211 volumes, e~en if well selected, is very small
for a school of 775 children. A weir-selected library of 1,200 books
would be of genuine value to both teachers and children in carrying
on the studies of such a school. The other 11 schools which reported
their full list of books are not so well supplied as the Jean Parker
School. The Hearst School, for example, with 671 children of all
, grades, reports only 60 volumes of supplementary books in geography,.
and a general library of 400 books (names of books not given).
The Jefferson School, with eight classes of children of all grades,.
has no geographical readers, and a general library of only 150 books.
In spite of this handicap, the Jefferson School, by reason of the energy
and spirit of its principal and teachers, was working well. Help and
equipment are ne·e ded. ·
None of these schools ar~ properly supplied with supplementary
readers and oth~r library facilities~ Teachers and schools can not do
effective work under these conditions. A liberal allowance of money
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for supplying needed reference books and librt;tries throughout the
entire system of schools is strongly urged.
The following tabulated list gives the number of books reported
for each of these 12 schools:
Number of books in schools.
Readers.

Schools and classes.

General reference.

-

History Geogra- Science
:~
volumes: vof~es. volumes. Diction- Cyclo- in li
Sets. Volumes.
aries.
pedias. brary.

1---;-----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ! - - - -!---- - - - -- - - - - - - Jean Parker, 17 classes........... 26
552
Hearst, 16 classes................. 35
748
Emerson, 14 classes, 5 grades..... 33
877
Jefferson, 8 classes, all grades..... 24
447
Franklin, 17 classes.... . . . .. .. . . . . 38
840
Henry Durant, 17 classes......... 36
802
Bryant, 15 classes.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 36
793 1
Glen Park, 18 classes... . ......... 32
624 I
Mission Grammar, 16 classes .................... - 1
Washington, 18 classes ...... _. .. . 11
236 .
John SwettJ..19 classes............ 32
705
Columbia vosmopolitan Grammar, all grades. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
32~
-

-

--- ----·--------·· ------ -- -

- -------

239
325
54
60
175
49

113
33
60
30
30 ........ .

...... 65 ....... 2o·

1 .........
2

7
6

243

90 ······· ..
34
138
20 ........ .
108 • .. ·-····

22

287

. 55

80

215
100

43

164

3
1 • • • • •• •••

42 ...... 42'
51

140

1
- --- --- .. ·- - ·- ' - - -1

6
3

9
1

211
400

463
150
218

200
709

8

22
310
21 ...... ..
24
320

29

125

4

62

168

17
15

- -----'- -------'--

-----'--

Also 1 atlas.

The movement toward the establishment of an -educational museum
should be encouraged, necessary supplies of all kinds, such as lanterns,
pictures, phonographic records, gymnasium apparatus, globes, maps,
etc., should be supplied much more liberally to all the schools, and a
fuller, more effective cooperation between the schools and the public
libraries should be established. The capacity of the public libraries'
for service to the schools will soon be very greatly increased and
should be utilized to the fullest possible extent. The library officials
manifested eagerness to cooperate with the schools·.
In Boston, St. Louis, Chicago, and other cities well-formulated
plans have been carried out to supply the schools with pictures and
other illustrative materials, and even with lanterns, lantern slides,
and moving pictures. School museums of natural history, geography,
and other subjects are not only opened for class excursions, but for
the distribution of illustrative specimens to the schools.
The teachers of San Francisco made a notable beginning toward
the establishment of a school museum when they gathered together
a collection of materials at the close of the recent Panama Exposi·
tion, derived from the various departments of that great exhibit.
But these collections need to be put to the direct service of the
schools.
The following quotation from the annual report of the superintend·
ent of the Boston schools (1913) applies to the school course of San
Francisco and of many other cities:
A course of study should be open to yearly' revision, and occasionally, as often as
once every five years,-it should be given .a critical revision in detail. The revision
should be frequent, both to keep the course abreast of current educational though
t
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and to revitalize the .teaching. A·course of study that becomes static loses step with
life. It trains children in the traditions of subjects instead of exercising them in
those aspects of subjects that are of importance in the world of to-day and to-morrow.
It accumulates archaic material and loses sight of the purpose of e<lucation to ena' le
the pupil to get experience in real situations and to learn to adjust himself to conditions around him. It b ecomes a::- stract and remote from the life of the child, instead
of seeking to develop an interest in current civic activities, and through these domi. nating interests to give him training in life and for life.

Discipline and instruction.-lti general our observations discovered to us ·a wholesome and .hearty spirit in the .s chool life. Between teachers and children there was good will and COOJ>€ration.
The boys and girls were happy, and very li~tle scolding or nagging
was seen. The severity and harshness of the old.:.fashioned school
have disappeared, and there is a genuine social life. At the same
·time there was orderliness and prompt obedience to required standard.s
and full recognition of authority and a quiet polite behavior resting
on mutual respect.
The rel~tions also between principals and teachers as showm in
the school buildings and in social meetings at noon were cordial
and displayed a fine spirit of harmony and cooperation.
The children showed a healthy, hearty physical aspect, due perhaps to the fact that they live so much out of doors. While the g~n
eral temperature of the rooms (during February) was often not above
65° F., both children and teaehers seemed to enjoy the freshness and
to suffer no inconvenience. The massed exercises given to the whole
school in the open air under the leadership of the principal or of the
physical director offers an inspiring spectacle and an exhilerating
physical training. These superior outdoor· exercises were observed
under the direction of the principal in t he Hancock School, also in
the Bryant Cosmopolitan School, under the direction of the supervisor of physical training, · and in a few other schools.
In several respects the prevailing methods of instruction do not
come up to the standards set forth in the course of study. The
course of study itself and later circulars of instruction sent out by
the department of superintendence set up high standards along definite lines. The question is not whether they have fully re.a ched these
ideals, but whether the teachers and superintendents are working
definitely, consciously, and steadily toward them ..
The genera;L average of practice in the schools aims at a formal
proficiency in reading, arithmetic, language, and writing, and at the
acquisition of a definite quantity of information in geography and
history, as outlined in the. course. Teachers in many cases carry
out this plan reasonably well, and are. satisfied with the results. ·
Long experience has given them clearness and definiteness as to the
results desired and a regular plan of work for securing these results.
Evidently the teachers have much confidence in what they are doing,
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but their standards are not high enough nor broad enough. The
standards set up are formal and commonplace rather than dynamic
and progressive. They are not strongly cultural. The schools of San
Francisco have not developed strongly along what may be called
modern lines. The emphasis is still mainly given to reading, writ~
arithmetic, and language, and to the mastery of the formal arts con~
nected with these subjects. As a consequence the methods of study
and teaching which have beem developed elsewhere in connection
with the newer subjects in the curriculum have been relatively
neglected.
The tendencies toward too much formalism are illustrated in t~e
following points ·:
1. In teaching writing the static chart forms (hung upon the walls
for guidance and imitation) are still largely adhered to as a basis,
while .-the more recent development of writing on the basis of freearm movement is introduced in only a few schools. These few cases
demonstrate how the writing should be developed under strong and
effective supervision. In the Madison School the free-arm movement
was carried out with excellent success in the departmental work of the
upper grades. The same excellence was noticed in the writing
exercises of the Hancock School under a specially expert teacher of
writing.
2. The excessive use of phonograms in primary reading as a drill
on meaningless forms has become a routine habit with many teachers.
A simple phonetic device has been carried to an extreme and has
become the basis of a method in primary reading. In one room
were counted 180 of these separate phonograms arranged on the
upper blackboard. They \were being successively drilled upon.
These long lists of phonograms to be drilled upon are very common.
This was a noticeable feature in a large number of schools.
3. In the reading lessons of intermediate and grammar grades
there was a great deal of old-fashioned, monotonous reading, pronouncing words with little thought or expression. It is mere
reading on and on, repeating words without setting up higher standards of expression, \vith but little dramatic interest or stimulus.
There were exceptions where lively thinking and strong expression
were clearly shown, but in the main the reading was ~omewhat
lifeless. There was necessity for greater variety and originality
in method of getting at and expressing thought. Problems should be
~et up, discussions started, parts dramatized, and other reading matter drawn in. Both teachers and ·children stick too close to the
book. Some notable exceptions to this rule of monotony may be
named, as, for example, a first-grade room in the Monroe School
where a beautiful spirit prevailed, and efficient reading. An eighth·
grade class reading Evangeline in the Jean Parker School was doing
very superior work.
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.The lack of dictionaries in many schools hinders a proper training
in word study.
4. Technical grammar, as in all schools, has a tendency to become
diy and theoretical. Even in fifth and sixth grades there was . drill
on the definitions of the parts of speech, although tP.is is not the
intent of the course of study. It requires lively teaching to keep the
language work out of formal ruts . . Formal grammar should not be
attempted in the fifth grade.
5. The geography lessons showed an unmistakfl,ble tendency
toward map questions and the ordinary drill on names and locations.
_This tendency is emphasized by the "cumulative review~,'' which,
even in the course of study, are tab~ated as niere lists of names.
The geography lessons were of the condensed textbook order. The
history tends to run into a similar mold of brief summary statements
and memorizing of leading facts, with frequent repetitions and drills.
In a fifth-grade geography class the children memorized a bare list of
names and locations. In a fourth grade a list of cities, products, and
mountains was named and repeated. This kind of drill was often
~arried too f~r.
fh these various ways the general tendency of the teaching to drop
into formal lines and into narrow methods of drill.work is manifest.
On the other hand, the schools of San Francisco, generally speaking,
have not been progressive and diversified in concrete modes of instruction, in the use of graphic and lively methods and materials for illustrating topics. They have not taken up sufficiently into the treatment
of studies, the great enrichment of interesting thought materials
which is one of the most striking features of our modern· education.
This failure to appreciate and make use of the enriching elements of
study is shown in several ways, as follows: .
·
1. There is a meager use of skillful storytelling in the primary grades.
The graphic· presentation of good stories by the teacher and the
reproduction of them by the children exercise a most stimulating,
healthy, an'd practical influence in primary work. Dramatization
is also important. The child learns much from both the conscious
and the unconscious imitation of the language· of others, but he does
so chiefly because he appreciates what they say and he desires to
express it himself. This he does in the case of story telling only when
the story really interests him. He also has experiences and originates
thoughts of his own which he desires to express so that he will be
understood and appreciated . by others, and this kind of language
~eaching is of great importance, since it encourages originality in
thought as well as in expression. School children get too much into
t~e habit of expressing merely the thoughts of others. Dramatiza~
tion that furnishes a real dramatic situation, supplies the materials
necessary to work it out, and encourages the children to find ways and
means of expressing their own notions of what should be done, is one
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of the best means of language instruction, but one which is too often
neglected .
. 2. The oral presentatio~ a_nd disc~sion of _topics in geography,
history, and nattire study 1n Intermediate grades afford opportunity
for the best kind of skill and influence in these grades. Skillful oral
concrete teaching of this sort is not made a feature of the San Fran~
cisco schools.
3. Teachers use the blackboard very little for illustrative sketching,
for rapid drawings and diagrams, and for various modes of graphic
representation. Where teachers fail to do this, they fail, of course,
in cultivating the same habit in children. And yet, one of our best
established theories in education is that children should be encouraged
and developed in all modes of expressing their ideas, in drawing, constructing, and acting out their thoughts. Teachers should cultivate
freedom, flexibility, and ready skill in all modes of mo_tor expression.
In the actual classroom teaching we saw very little of this. It is a
striking wealmess.
.
In the Jefferson and a few other schools were found a good molded
map of California and excellent local maps draw·n by the children on
the board.
The regular drawing lessons, which should make teachers and
pupils facile in the use of chalk or pencil in the varied graphic modes
of expression, seem to fail of their proper result. They do :riot carry
over into other studies. In other words, the drawing lessons do not
function in the other studies. Many other schools besides those of
San Francisco show the same w:eakness; that is, the failure to bring
practical results. But San Francisco schools are particularly lack·
ing in this practical correlation of studies.
In a few cases children were seen sketching freely at the board,
but this was exceptional.
4. Home geography, although ~mphasized in the course of study,
is poorly represented in the actual teaching. ExcursiOJ?.S are very
unusual. San Francisco is marvelously rich in local scenery, in
varied commercial and industrial activities, and in .striking objects
interesting in themselves, and suggestive of foreign countries and
of far-reaching relations to the o.utside world. No general use is
made of this remarkably rich and varied local material. · Teachers
were holding to the usual -routine of book ·w ork as if they were living
in the flat prairies of Illinois. The magnificent harbor, girt in with
mountains, the docks piled with foreign goods, the great ships at
anchor in the bay or alongside the wharfs, the variety of ocean-going
ships, sailing vessels, steamers, and _battleships, the forts and batteries guarding the entrance to the harbor, the ocean itself, and sea
beaches, the islands, the crowded ferries and ferry station, the foreign
populations with their peculiar dress and modes of living, the fac·
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tories and. shops, the parks and buildings of San Francisco, all these
and. other striking objects of interest .·furnish an almost unequaled
richness of geographical local material. But the schools, · as such,.
scarcely notice these .thing8. On mention of this matter to several
of the teachers, they seemed astonished at the richness of local material they had overlooked.
·
During the present year a well-organized plan w:as carried out for
class visits to the Panama Exposition, including de:fi:nite surveys of
the buildings and a study of the main exhibits. This was an admirable use of a fine opportunity. But San Francisco itself, with its
harbor, with .its parks and public buildings, its shipyards, ferries,.
terminal stations, factories, and · truck gardens, with its mountain
scenery and ocean views; is a daily and permanent exp~sition to be
observed and used in many ways.
5. Classroom instruction is too closely limited to textbook matter• .
The textbooks are entirely too meager to offer a satisfactory mental
diet for children. The richness of thought that has come into our
modern studies is not found in textbooks but in local objects, in supplementary readers, in larger bo6ks of history, in narratives of biog-.
raphy and travel, in fiction and stories, in invention and science.
Holding rather closely to dry and dull textbook material, teaching,
as a whole, lacks richnes~ and spirit. Teachers somehow do not feel
the· necessity for getti:p.g out into the world of real life, of struggle
and conflict and romance, and of awakening the children to a stronger
and ke.ener mental life. The lack of library equipment emphasises
this narrow and meager sort of instruction.
,
In a fourth-grade class in geography, the . teacher held strictly tO:
the book. questions. In a seventh-grade class the whole class recited
the definitions in grammar in concert in a formal manner. In a
fourth-grade geography class there were drills on names, but no
thought questions.
The schools studies in San Francisco do not reflect enough of life.
The teachers fail to bring into their instruction the full flavor and
relish of experience. Strong, active· leaders are needed to turn the
children into libraries, into shops and gardens, and into home and
world activities.
In a few cases we found the National Geographical Magazine and.
other similar fine illustrative material in use. · Such material should
be made a decisive feature of history and geography. San Francisco,.
so far as the schools are concerned, is unusually poverty striken in
these essential particulars. · The schools and teachers are suffering
from a dearth of thought materials. Schools can never be of a high
~rade with such meager outfit of study materials. The best teachers
m the world would be seriously handicapped by such conditions.
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On the other hand, the school studies do not call forth in children
sufficiently strong effort. In some cases the tasks are made too easy,
In reading lessons, children in all grades should learn to pronounce
new words for themselves. They should become self reliant in interpreting new difficulties. They need constant help, but they should
be frequently thrown back upon their own resources. In one seventhgrade class the teacher -pronounced the new and difficult words for
the children without requiring them first to make an effort to pronounce them for themselves.
·
The work in grammar grades especially is too easy. Teachers interpret an~ explain to such an extent that boys and girls do not develop
self-reliance and willingness to meet and overcome difficulties. Children
at this age should encounter real thought problems and struggle with
them without the intrusive help of the teacher. A science lesson on
levers in a seventh grade was elaborately explained where no explanation was needed. In arithmetic, grammar, history, and literature
children should become self-reliant thinkers. There were some fine
exceptions, showing strong masterly teaching and vigorous independent thinking, but in general difficult. problems were too much predigested.
Possibly the introduction of more men into the teaching force as
principals would lead to more rigid standards of thinking and to
·s everer requirements. In any case· more men-tal stamina should be
developed in grammar-school pupils.
The growth of this independent thinking power in children calls
for a high order of skill in teaching and for strong character in .
teachers. With a fully developed course of study, strong supervision, and schools well equipped with libraries and apparatus,.there
is no reason why a force of experienced teachers like those of San
Francisco should fail to satisfy these superior standards.
Departmental teaching.-In a few grammar sehools departmental
teaching has been developing vigorously and with good results. It
is a phase of specialization in teaching which deserves to be fully
tried out. In some of the schools where departmental instruction
was being tried the work seemed scattering and superficial.
A more systematic plan for developing and organizing departmental
teaching, eneouraged by the superintendent and directed by strong
progressive principals, is needed. The value of such instruction
should be tested out under better auspices, with close supervision,
with n full equipment of libraries, reference books, and maps. De·partmental teaching offers a chanee for intensive work in organizing
and enriching sehool studies, and it may well improve and advanc.e
methods of teaching throughout the whole system. The teachers
and principals of the San Francisco schools deserve to be·encouraged
:and supported in such efforts to improve instruction. In every

d~p·ai'tnrerl.t :of 'tho school: system, every phase of _ w?~~,· specialized
skill anH cfficien~y should bo r·ec-ognized arid· rewarded. At· present
there is .littte· of such encouragement~
·
1
Supervision. ~(1) · Geiieral.-.Thd,re.····are a't .· present five . deputy
silpcrintcndents, only. four-·of whoni a.o. any' supervisory work . .~-The 
city is _ divid~d' into :four districts, and each ' deputy is in. 'c harge of -one
of thcsc''dist.ricts, whose schools 'he visits on an average·· once in fJ:vo
six weeks.' [t:is decided by lot at the beginning of~adh: tcrnl which
of the four :distric~s e·a ch 'deputy.is to suporvis~.· :. Changes; :therefore;
may, and: ·u sually:· do occur every tc'rnr. · It'-is evident; that under
such· a plan ·HO 'consistent policy of supervision: caii be 'worked <>-u t,
followed 'ilp from term to term, and the results def1Ilitely'·<ietc· tmincd~
In f:a ctthcre· appears to ;:be no 'weJ.l.:.:defuied polioy.: or;supervis'iori, ;·n6
aim 'clearly -Cbnc_e ivcd' -a nd consistently worked'iout: ' "• :conSequcntty;
wh~:rr asked ~what: real 'p rofessional1ielp1anifl \stimulation they received
froiD: ·the ·superintell:den·t s in charge · of-their· work,;· principals :rrel
·qlieiltly replied~ "Very little" and <some ·said; J~None · whatover;~i
Thi~ condition is -partly to ; be a/ccoillrted Lfor·~-by · 'the ·f aot :·:that:· the
deputy superintendent feels that he hasiti reality 'v·e ry little.authhrtty.
Under the·charter; thesuperinteridentis :elbctedby -v ote :of -thep~opto
and is cmpo,vered to select and api:>emt hh~· · dep.uties: tega:rdless·.- of. ·· the
appr6vat or·disapproval of the board of educa·ti<Yn:~, · ·
· · ··
~The members ' of the· hoar_
d of ·. edu~tt tion· are appoirtted·· .hy the·
mayor for aterm of :four years a:tid,·tlle ·board .has :ful1 ·authotity·:to
appoint the pripcipals of ·the · schools i\vithout ·t.egard:to; thc·.recoml
menuations :· of . the· i superintendent, •·ahd-.this:'' W"eTworeL-t old>:is: not
infrc,quently done. Consequently, the school principal stands a little
nearer to,tbe·rcal s·eat' ofnutiiori'tv irt San·:Franeisco schools thn.n ·aoes
the deputy superintendent and tnay, it -:he .- chobs~es · to -do ,so, igUore
th~· latter's reeommendtttions 'or foltow :them ·o nly JliSt '·so fat as .he
pleases.· Moreover, the charter provides - tllaftno. orie' can ' he ap:P?inted deputy superintendent' who has.·not re&iddd ,in San Francisco
:five ~car8 immed!ateJy ·preceding·his appoin.tirte:ht, making it inlposs;..
ib~l for-the ' superintende-tlt to go ~bcyond the ,city :for the best avail.;.
able men in the coUJit.cy for.: this ~·positfon . . H·e:ro one.: moets with>a
fact · that impressed the ·surveyor .. again' and · agaih-~ that·. the". San
Francisco public-school system is not' planned nor is it operntcd .: pvi~
·marily for ·the good of the children who Iieed 'to he educated·, but
~athe~ '_ for · San Franciscans wh'o! need positions~- · ·For·. :instande~ -~
married .·:woman otherW-ise :. propetly qualified-· can not' now he <ap-. :~ointed' 'to! a p·osit1on in :the 'schools tinloss ·sh'e .can .show that.: he\r

or
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husband is unable to support her. If she can show. this, she may be
appointed. Whether she may or may not be appointed is not, therefore, determined by her ~.. bility to teach little children, but by n
condition which has nothing to do with such ability.
(2) Principals.-In charge of the elementary schools there are in
all 73 women and 10 men. Three of the men are principals of the
intermediate schools and · 2 are in charge of 1-room schools havirig
fewer than 20 children. The male principals are 12 per cent of the
whole group and are in charge of 12t per cent of all the pupils in the
elementary schools. Their average salary is $2,008 and their average length of service in the San Francisco schools is 3 7. 6 years. With
one exception none of them entered the service of the schools within
the last quarter of a century, and with four exceptions all of them
began work either as teachers or principals in San Francisco more
than 40 years ago. Eleven other men are now employed as teachers
in the elem~ntary schools, 7 of whom are teaching manual training
in the intermediate schools. Of the remaining 4, only 2 hold hig~
school certificates. If the present policy of ,the . school board · to
appoint all elementary principals from the corps of elementary
teachers is to be continued, it will evidently not be many years until
all the elementary principals will be women.
Of the women principals no one has entered the service within the
.last 10 years, 11 were taken into the system between 10 and 20 years
ago, and 16 between 20 and 30 years ago. One has served the schools
for 53 years and 15 between 40 and 50 years. Their average period
of service is 32 years, and their average salary for 1914-15 was
$1,906.

There appears to be very little effective effort on the part of. t'b:~
higher school officials to stimulate the professional growth of the
principals or to increase their practical efficiency in the supervision
and management of. their schools. · They are not urged or even
encouraged to study the work of other schools either within the ci~y
or outside of it, or to attempt to gain a better understanding of the
actual social and industrial conditions of the city and the impo:r~ant
edueational needs to which these conditions give rise.
Principals' meetings presided over by a deputy superintendent are
held once a month, but these meetings are not regarded by many of
the principals as having much professional value. The past year
the following were among the subjects discussed · at these meetings:
·,,'The new law," "Visits to the fair," "Making registers," '~Lists of
:!dofect1ve children," "Supplies," "Adjustment of desks," "Number
·.~': cards,' .' ','Music charts," "Vaccination certificates," ''Record cards,"
~~·~;,,'..1l~feq~ir~· vision," "The content side of reading." These topics are
all more or less important, but they deal chiefly with routine matters
and administrative details that might have been e_qua.lly well handled
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by official bulletins issued .from th~ supe_rintendent's office as. occasion

required, thus reserving the principals' meetings for the vigorous
study ·and discussion of. the larger, more vital, problems of expert
school supervision in the present meaning of that term. On account
of the absence of vigorous coordinating leadership exerted by the
central office, every school principal in San Francisco is practically
a law unto himself. If a principal is too old or too well satisfied with
matt.~ as they fl!re to t,}llnk out or venture upon anything new for
the improvement of his school, _one is .certain .to find him putting into
operation practices and ideas that have long been discarded elsewhere as being out of harmony with . modern educational theory~
On the other hand, where there is a principal of vigorous mi.nd.,.stimulating personality, optimistic in temper, deeply interested in .his
work, and an independent studen~ of education, ·one finds a splendid
school reflecting this spirit and influence of the principal in every
aspect of the work. We found so:n1e such prin~ipals.in San Francisco
~ ;charg,e. of schools th~t . would, if they were fully . provided with
supplemeJ1tary and other materials needed for instruction, take very
high rank in any ·city.
(3) Special supervisors.-The great outstanding need of the San
Francisco scho·o~s everywhere apparent is that of expert professional
leadership, of stimulating and constructive supervision .. . There is no
auth<;>ritative head of the E;ystem having the final responsibility for
the work in instruction and given liberty and opportunity commensurate with .this responsibility. . The board of education itself too
often assumes bu~dens which should belong to the superintendent .
.,The school .s ystem is ala~ weak in special supervision. 9pecial
SlJpervision is provided for music, art, manual training,. home 'econon;tics, physical education, and for the primary grades. The number
of .supervisors in each case is wholly inadequate for the work they
~re s1,1pposed to ·do, and there are other subjects needing supervision
for which none is now supplied. The need of expert supervision in
the special subjects mentioned ia especially great in San Francisco
for two reasons: . First, the present method of selecting new teachers
for the elementary schools does not guarantee that those who are
chooen will have had sufficient professional training in these subjects
to teach them; second, no provision is now made for the training-of
teachers in these subjects after they are appointed and while they are
~n .the service of the schools. The system now provides one superyisor each for the manual training, home economics, physical culture,
and the primary grades; four for drawing; and three for music.
!n music and drawing, for which the greatest amount of supervision
Is provided, there ia one supervisor to every 15,000 children in the
former and one to every 11,000 in the latter. The .3upervisor's
'Visits, therefore, are of necessity very infrequent to any school, and
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there arc some schools, for example · the Jean Parker, to which the
drawing supervisors arc not permitted to go at all. Assu;m.ing that
the board has becnfor~unate in every cnse in its choic~ of the present
supervisors, it is evident that work of exccllcn~ quality can notbe
done unless the supervisors confine their efforts to a small number of
schools.
SELECTION, IMPROVEMENT, PROMOTION, AND .·TENURE OF TEACIJ;ERS!!

All now teachers of the elementary schools are now selected by
competitive examination, which is both oral and written, and requires
that tho applicu.nt should be a graduate from a State normal3chool or
have been in attendance as a regular student for two years in an insti~
tution of collegiate grade or have had two years of actual teachlng
experien~o subsequent ·to graduating from an in3titution of ·highschool grade. The applicant who is successful in the written examina~
tion must make a grado ·of at least 75 per cent in each of tho following
subjects: Arithmetic, American history (including American institu~
tion3 and current events), general science, personal and public hygien~;
and methods of teaching and school management.
Thoro i.s no formal examination in English o~ in any other subj'ect
contained in -tho elementary course of study. The oral examination
is conducted by the board of education and i3. designed chiefly to test
tho applicant's personality and general in:telligence. · Applicants
recei;v ing a grade ·of less than . 75 from three members of the board
are rojeeted, ·regardless of tho averages made by them, ·in the written
or in ·the oral examination. ·Tho successful applicants are lister in
tho order of their averages iii the written and oral examinations; and
all assignments to teaching positions are made by ull.animousvote of
tho board of education from the three highest on tho list at the timo
tho choice is made. AU applicants thus list~d mi1st serve during a
probationary period of at least two years before they can he ·appointed
as regular teachers~ · · · Finally; appointments are made by tho board of
education upon tho recommendation of ·the superintendent and are
practically for life.
This plan is an excellent one in many ·r espects, hut i~ weak in others.
Under tho present charter it makes possible political manipulation
in the · mn.nner of conducting tho oral cxamina~ion and in the final
appointment of teachers. It also fails to determine the teacher's
fitness to teach such subjects a3 dra·wing, physical training, inusic,
etc. It seems to ho operated honestly and justly by the present
board of education and to be securing in general a com potent corps of
teachers. The majority of those recently appointed appear to be
intelligent, capable, and professionally well trained.
1 Discussed here with special reference to their etiect on the elementary schools.
For admin~tratlve
phases of these subjects see Ch. III.
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fa;ct ., that tho s~laries paid to element~ry teach~rs
ifl.'8an.Franc:isco are relatively :high,. and that the ap-pointment is
pr~~tically forJife, the ra~io 9f desirable applicants at the competi7
H~.e examinations to. the J1UlJ1ber of new teachers needed is a decreasing ; O~lC. From present indications it: will·not be long 'before this
method of- securing s_a tisfactory ~qachers by going into the- open
market for them will prove inadequate and other means will have
be employed. .Either the .board of equcation :will need to maintain its own training school for teachers. or else a better adjustment
hetween the San Francisco State .N ormal School and the public-school
~y~tem th~n now prevails will have to be made.
· ·The remarkable opportunity of the San Franci~co State .Normul
School to renqer. professional service .of the highest .order to the
p~pli,c ~chools of San Franciscot Oakland, Berkeley, and Alameda is
at. Pr,esent almost \Vho~y lost, for · the lack . of earnest coopcratio:q.
b~twecn tho man~gement c;>f . the J~ormal .school and of the public~
schpoJ !'ystems of these citi~s. No State.normal in the United States
has a b~tter opportunity, so far at leas~. as loGation is concerned, tq.
study .and to influence profoundly modern city education than the
s·~:n Francisco N or~al,·. and yet we found there almost no disposition
o~ ~~sire tocoopera~e with the city school system in the training of
tqachers and in tho ~olution - of the many complex and difficult problen;ls. of ·modern city education. ,,The Normal School makes very
little'use of the city schools for observation and ;prac.tico teaching, and
i:t~·. ex~r~_~e advocacy of individual instruction affords its students,
p~act~~ally no opp<?rtuJ:!ity to . observe or to practice c,lass teaching
s~c)l . as they_will inevitably 'b e called upon to do "~hen they become
t~~chers in the city pul;>lic. schools. There is in fact no·where : any
s~t~qultic effort, ·. by .extension .courses or other means, to promote
tfw·professional and cultural improvement of teachers while in the
service. The absence of any such plan results in one of the greatest
weaknesses of tho San Francisco sehool sys tern.
Teacher8 of the>"e lementary schools nrc not distinguished by differep,~jn ..rank. Promotions are made by an increase in salary which
isd~(}complhhed by changing: the grade in which the teacher is e.mplqycd~ Those t<;>, whom tl;l.e highest salaries are paid aro placeu in
tho:nrst, seventh, or eighth grade; . teachers in the fifth ap.d ·sixth
gra,dos. fl,re also paid slightly more than those in the second, third,
and' fourth . . This arrangement is bau for two reasons. It provides .
~e :poorest i~str)lction in the middle grades, where in all the schools
t.~9re is the gr.eut'est amount of retardation and discouragement of.
P\lpils, and it tends in practice to place the smallest classes in charge
ol .the ·best teachers. These evils, however, are not so great in San
Fran,cisco as they would be if more accurate means were used to
determine the actual efficiency and merit of teachers. Impersonal

to·
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tests are seldom used to measure the efficiency of instruction. Princi..
pals· are required to report twice a year on the efficiency of their
teachers in instruction and discipline, but we found no clear and
general understanding among them as to just what should be I.aeant
by the grades "excellent," "good," etc., applied in estimating these
two aspects of the teacher's work. Moreover, the slight importance
attached to the judgments of principals as to the actual merits of
teachers is shown by the fact that these judgments are not recorded
on the teacher's permanent card in the superintendent's office. The
card contains a space for such record, but it is never transferred from
the lists sent in by the principals. The special blanks used by the
principals in recording their judgments are kept in packages and filed
under the name of the school from which they come. Examination
of one of these packages showed that all the teachers of that particular school had been marked ~rom the first, and without exception,
as excellent both in discipline and instruction. In justice to those
teachers who by their zeal and actual efficiency 'deserve to ba called
excellerrt and as a means of encouraging excellence in others, a much
more accurate method of determining the real merits of teachers ought
to be worked out and put into effective operation.
As shown in Table 48, about one-third of the present corps' of
elementary teachers received their initial preparation for teaching in
schools more than 30 years ago, when the great problems of city life
and education were hardly thought of. Since there has been no
stimulating effort to improve the teachers in the service except
through the customary forms of supervision, which have been very
inadequate, there must be many teachers on the pay roll who can
not be called modern in their ideas and methods and who have long
outlived their usefulness to the schools. Such teachers should be
pensioned and retired from the service as soon as this can in justice
be done.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. School organization.-!. The fundamental purpose and concern
of the public schools·is the education of the children. This must be
recognized, practically as well as theoretically, and everything else
must be subordinated to this end. The one· problem of the board of
education is to make every dollar of the people's money spent on the
public schools accomplish as much as possible in this direction.
2. A careful study should be made of the actual results obtained in
the various types of elementary schools now in operation in the city,
to ascertain which type is the most efficient and economical and why.
3. Division of the city into elementary-school districts, artd re·
strieting the attendance of children to the school of the district in
which they reside in so far as this can be done, is recommended.
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.. . 4; · Small schools (are expensive and should be abandoned as rapidly

as new buildings·.can be erected. , The most efficient and economical
schools are those enrolling from 800 to .1 ,000 pupils. As far as practi;..
cable it should be the policy ·of the board to provide schools of this
size.
·. 5. The proportion of men principals shoUld be increased, and the
present unwise pol~cy of app~inting ·all principals · from the San
Francisco corps ·of teachers should be abiindoned. The aim should be
to secure the ·strongest possible principals, both men and women,
regardless of where they may be found. Tliis applies also to the
selection of deputy superintendents, directors, and supervisors, and
other school offici,a~s. (See chapter on ·.~d~i~istratio.n.)
. .
.
6. Fuller proVIsion should be made ~ f,~r. ., superVIsors of ' special
departments and subjects. (See chapter - on administration.)
7. }.{ore ·adequate provision should be· made for -the education of
feebl~-minded and · backward c:P,ildren and other: special classes.
B. Oourse of study.-8. The int;r9ductory statement of principles
in the course of study·should be ·revised in the interests of the newer
ainis· bf education.
9. A more complete · up-to-date course of study, covering the
modern as well as the older standard subjects, should be prepared and
printed for the use of officers and teachers and the information of the
public. The entire course needs to be revised and adjusted to· modern
life and community needs. It should cease ~o be formal and static
and become dynamic and progressive. It should emphasize less the
memorized forms of knowledge, and lay .greater stress upon selfactivity, initiative, and appreciation. A wiser allotment of time
should be made among the general subjects, and the content of each
subject should be apportioned to the several grades in accordance
with the developing ability of -the children.
10. In literature and language, story-telling and dramatization
should be systematically developed.
11. The unusual .advantages for the study of home geography in
San Francisco and its environment should be fully ut1lized.
· 12. The .cumulative reviews provided for in the course of study
at the beginning of each half year should give way to a richer treatment of topics, to comparisons, and to reflective thinking.
13. As a support to the course of study the schools are in pressing need of far larger and richer libraries of reference and supple-·
mentary materials.
'
14. As a whole ·t he school subjects should be closely correlated.
, The separate studies in fact should be leas isolated. Viewed in its
entirety, the course of study should reveal a strong continuity of
thought running through the grades in ·the various school branches.
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0. · Discipline -a nd ·instruction.-15. In· primary grades the m9 re
lively and graphic forms of instruction; including drawing, story.
telling, dramatization, and outdoor .e xcursions, should be employed
-m uch .more than they are.
16. ~n intermediate and grammar grades, on the basis of an · eli~;
rich~d course -of study, there should be more stimulating thought
and less memoriter w·o rk. This ·need .- appears in the .monotonous
reading of the middle and .upper grades, in the' map questions and
drills in history and geography, in the concert recitalof grammar
rules, a_n d in the unr·eal nature study. ·
17. There should be a systematic development of free oral dis-:
cussion in history, geography, nature study, and literature.
18~ The free and constant us_
e of the blackboard by teacher and
pupils as a clear and graphic means of . expression has been very
mu,ch neglected and should receive positive encouragement ..
Hl. IIor_ne _geography, with exc-ursions and later .discussion of the
snrue, should be made a very important means of enrich~ng all studies.
20. School studios should _everY'vhere reflect more of real life.
21. The meager outlines of textbooks should be greatly enriched
by material from other sources.
22. l\1oro strenuous effort in solving problems and in self~reliant
thinking should be required of grammar school children.
23. Departmental teaching should receive more of careful direction
and encouragement. It . should have better organized and richer
subject matter. ·
. 24. More -definite means for securing growth and improvement of
,teachers in classroom method should bo provided by helpful criticism,
by meetings for observing and discussing. model lessons, and ·by op~
portunitios of visiting and observing good teachers.
25. Thoro should be a reduction of the size of' many classes, so as to
allow more individual instruction. .
D. Supervision.-26. For -proper direction and administration of
the schools a new and more comprehensive determination of the
policy of public education \Vith reference to the aims to be realized;
the place and function of the public school in the total education of
tho child, its relation to other educative agencies, and the proper
methods of cooperating with them and its O'Wn proper work id needed,
nnd a more vigorous, stimulating, and consistent up-to-date leader·
ship in all departments of the work. This lai?t is apparently the
greatest need of the system.
27~ Facts and results \vhich should be known for the efficient
administration of the schools should be kept and published in accoruance with present usage in the best city school systems. Tho
.recorda found by the survey-commission were extremely meager and
of such o. nature as to throw scarcely any light whatever upon the
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most important problems. of administration and supervision. There
were, for instance,· no records by which one · could ascertain how
well or how poorly the present course of study in its practical working throughout the grades is adjusted to tho capacity and needs of
the children. No records of the rate of progress through tho grades,
of the actual amount and lo.c ation ..of :acceleration, retardation, and
elimination of pupils.
E. Sel~ction, ·promotion-, improvement; · and tenure· of teachers.28. There is need for a more satisfactory, just, and accurate method
of .determining th~ a9tual ~erit p~ tea~hers an? for their promotion
~nd retirement . ., ($eo ,c,hapte~ Oil~ adln.inistration.)
.
·' ·. 29. There is .:q.ced for _ rri.O~C3 . eff~ctive measures for the· imp\ovell1ent_
of te.achors in service, such as extension COUrses, systomatiestinil.UUtJ
ir!g supervision, .le{t ves _o f ,a_b~e~ce_ fo! :f.uttJJ.er professional e:~ucation;
orga~iza.tions, and·' ril~etings · ,!or . profess'iorial .study and discussion.
To this _en_d the city -s4quld eith_e;r ll,lniptain· its own teacher's college
~~ estS,blis4 . clw;e~
tip~~- : ~i-~h ·- ~4e '_ S~n -._ Fran~is_co· · St~te Nori?~
School; Unive:rSity of' CaJiCornia, and Leland Stanford University ~

rota

Chapter VII.
TESTS OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF PUPILS.

On Tuesday, February 29, 1916 1 in acc.ordn.nce with detailed
instructions furnished to principals and teachers, certain tests were
gi vcn to the pupils in the Snn Francisco public schools in penmanship,
spelling, reading, and arithn1ctic.
Two classrooms of different grades in each of the 81 elementary
schools were given a test in some one of the four branches, Table 113.
The grades, classrooms, and tests were selected at random; and no
principal or teacher knew in advance what test was to be given.
TABLE

113.-Summary of schools and grades in which tests were given.
I

Number
of rooms
tested.
Number of schools tested.......................... . . . • . • . • . • . •
Number of rooms tost.ed. ....•. ... •. .• •.. . ..•.•.•.. .•.•.•.•.•..
Second grn.do. . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . .
1 18
Third grade. . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .
26
Fourth grade...... . . • • . . . . . . • . • . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . • . .
20
Fifth grade........................................
28
Sixth grade... . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . .
24
Seventh grade... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • . .
21
Eighth grade......................................
24
1

Penl!la.n· Spel_ling. Reading. ] Arith·
me tic.
ship.
29
57
11
10

8
8

7
5
8

28
55

I) 1

18

16
32

1g9 .····---6·11::
.::::::::
3 ......... .
9

:

3

~I

8

!

In one school two tests, penmanship and spelling, were given to the same grade.

In giving the tests the instructions to the principals were as follows:
The test is to be given in one room only. in each grade indicated. If your school
has more than one room in either of these grades, select the room taught by the teacher
whose name appears first in order alphabetically.
If a room contains pupils of more than one year (as 4B and 5A together), the room
is to be regarded as belonging to the higher year. If possille, select a room containing
pupils of one year only in preference to one containing pupils of more than one ~ear.
The test is to b e given on the morning of the first school day following the date of
the distri, ~ ution of these papers. Please arrange to have it given immediately following the first regular recitation or study period in the morning program.
After the completion of the test the papers should be carefully preserved and carried
to the principals' meeting, which will 1.e announced later.

The purpose of giving these · tests was to measure the achieve·
mcnts of the children in the Sun Francisco schools in those phases
of school work in which objective measurements arc possible ns a
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means of verifying and supplementing the observations .of the survey
commission with respect ·to the work doric in the schools.
In tho four subjects referred to, students of education have developed standardized tests and scales for ·measurement, nnd by using
these it is possible to make comparisons of the ·achievements of the
pupils in San Francisco with thoscin other cities.
It was impossible to test ·all of the pupils in t'4e San _Francisco
schools, but a suffiCiently large random selection of children ' -w as
tested to make possible' certain conclusions. ·
. It is hoped also that principals and teachers will become sufficiently
wish to make
interested in the tests, their methods and results,
usc of them themselves in further and more complete measurement
of the achievemen~s of the pupils under their charge. · .

to

RATING THE TEST PAPERS.

The tests were given in the. San Francisco sch~ols under the general
direction of a member of the survey commissio:r;t. The papers writtc11,
by the pupils were examined an~ rat~d,_ the results analyzed, and the
reports prepared ~y the departments _o f education in the institutions
indicated in the following table:
·
Preparation of test papers.
Test pape~ in-

Report prepared by department of
education in-

Penmanship...... University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.....
Spelling......... University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Reading.......... University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. .....
Arithmetic. • . . . . Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.

Under direction of-

Prof. Frank N. Freeman.
Dean L. D. Coffman.
· Prof. N. L. Garrison.
Prof. Carter Alexander.

In preparing the reports of the tests, individual schools arc referred
to by number. The office of the superintendent of schools has been
supplied with a key by which the schools may be identified.
PENMANSHIP.

In giving the penmanship test the instructions to the teachers
were as follows:
At the beginning of the period assigned for this test, the selection below is to be
copied on the blackboard where it can be seen easily by all the children in the room.
It may be copied in more than one place if necessary.
See that each pupil is pr_o vided with a half sheet of the regular ruled foolscap writing
paper. * * * Beginning on the third line, the selection is to be copied as written
on the blackboard. Instruct the pupils to copy the stanza as carefully as they can.
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All-ow sufficient time for each child to do his -(or her) best-one attempt, -on·· one
sheet of paper, onl~. Then collect the papers and deliver to the principal.
Land of the forest and the rock,
or dark blue lake and mighty river,
or m~mntains reared on high to mock The storm's career and lightning's shock,
My own green land forever!

The recent surveys of handwriting have commonly included a "test
of the speed and of the form of the writing of the pupils. The _test in
the San Francisco schools was made by requiring the pupils to copy
from certain texts. No account was_ taken of the time -required.
The comparison between the writing of the San Francisco pupils ariq
those in other schools can .be made, therefore, only on the basiS~ ' tit
form.
A further limitation .upon the report is that complete comparisons
can n~t be made between tho results in different buildings, since only
two classes were examined in each building. The _comparison, then,
w:ill be _confined chiefly to the general excellence of the ·form of ·:the
writing in San Francisco as compared with certain other citieswhich
have been surveyed. 1 Table 114 pr~sents the scores made by each
class which \Vas tested and the average results from all of the pupils
of each grade. The scores of the individual classes are given as totals
rather than as a\erages, in order that the general averages might not
be afi'ectcd by the variation in the number of individuals in the various
classes.
In order to draw a comparison these average results are presented
in Table 115, together with the scores in form of the pupils.in 55 cities,
and also the form of .the wri t1ng as determined in the surveys. of
Denver, Grand Rapids, and St. Louis.
1 L. P. Ayres: Scale for the Quality of Handwritfug of School Children; Russell Sage Foundation;
NewYork. ·
·
.
.
.

114.-Scoru inform in the individual classes and the average IJCf?'re8·; P>y:·gra&s ~·

. ~B

.

3A

I
3B

4.A
4B

5A

5B

6A

. 6B _
7A_

.!J-;13

11
390 8
290
8
44 .1,.715 43 2,060 39
16 . 685 15
545 37
41 1,620 ........... 31
38 1,440 ........... 21
30 1,300 ........... 38

350 37 1,675 35 2,245'" .· 49 3,420
1,960 45 2,430 33 1,830 8
385
1,950 2
85 36 2,080 21 1,190
1,970 ........... 41 2,115 . ... ..... ...
1,075 ........... 41 J,-.825 ...........
1,8.10 ........... 3.3· ' 1,565 ...........

34 2,165 15
935 15
52 3,215 12 . 715 ?,3
44 2,860 38 2,6.~5 13.
?8 2,460 37 1,860 41
I6
870 ........... 33
20 1,140 .............. ,

. - -- 1· - 1 -·- - 1-

SB

Rank.INo.l Rank,

I.

11
.20
14
46
9
25

670 '38
10
17
3,000 . 8
685 - 4
1,700 22

1,3~5
8~5

2,595
6:_:15
1,165
555
305
1,550

1-·-· ··· -. t··· -. .1 - · 1: - i - -·-·

885 14
·925 44 2,905
1;485 1
80 10 .. 510
8'l5 43 2,060 5- 3~5
2;620 ........... '16 J,235
2,165 .... ... : ... . 3 ·us
.............................

~ ----1-1--1-• 1 --- 1 -1--1-1--- ~-- - l - - -1
- 1 - - - l- 1 -·- - l -l-

8A.

Average .........

Total. . •.•.. ,154

1

5,525 221 8,9W 1 66 , 2,895 2i5 13,250184 4,190 219 11{660 78 4,995 , 23S 14,420- 102 6,145 125 71 990 58 3 065 ,78 ~,160184ll,4.95 125 8,260
35.9 .... 4~~ 4 . .... 43.4 " f' 48.2 .... 49.9/ ... f·2 .... 64.~ ·:--· 6D.~, .... -.60.2 .. ~ . . ~~.9 .• . . 52.8 ... : __ 66.2 . ,_:· ~2.5_ ...._ 66, _1
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TABLE

115.-Comparison of form in handwriting in San Francisco and in certain other
·
cit1:es.
Third
grade.

Second
grade.

Cities.

Fourth
grade.

Fifth
grade.

I

Sixth
grade.

Seventh Eighth
grade. grade.

--- --- --- ------

-

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
35.9
40.4
35

S~- F. ranCisco
· •••.....•••••••.•••••
.
{A
••
B •.
5a C1t1es .•.••••••.••...•••••••.•••••••..
Denver ...•.•.•.•••••••••••••••.•••••.•
Grand 1-~apids •.••.••••.•••..••••.•••.•
St. Louis •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••

43.4
48.2
39.5
26
34.5
31.7

29.4
29.9

49.9
53.2
45.6
31
44.4
36.8

60.2
63.9
56.6
43
58.3

64
60.6
50.1
38
51.7
52.1

57.3

52.8
66.2
62.3
51
61.4
62.8

62.6
66.1
65.8
57
68••
74.2

A comparison of the scores by grades indicates that in general, so
far as form is concerned, the San Francisco pupils rank high. This is
particularly true in the lower and the intermediate grades. In the
eigh~h grade, ·while they are superior to Denver, they are about equal
to the average of the 55 cities and slightly below Grand Rapids and
St. Louis.

RESULTS OF PENMANSHIP TE~T

AVERAGE ScoRES BY GRADeS
ScoRE

AYRES)
( Sc.qa.e

Sc.HOOL.S

= -------

AVERAGE For:t 55 CITIES ~

------------

SAN fRANCISCO

70
65

60
55

50
45

40

35

s

A
GRADE

2

A

8

3

ABA

4

8

5

.q

BAB
6

7

A B

e

FIGURE 62.-As judged by the schools tested, San Francisco children make rapid progress in penmanship
up to the fifth grade, but practically no improYcmont from that point on. The fact that in this and three
other tests there is a marked drop in grade 7 suggests a problem for further study.

A graphic comparison of San Francisco With 55 cities is presented
in Figure 62. The peculiar form of progress from grade to grade is
well brought out by this chart. The improvement is rapid up to the
filth grade, but there is practically no progress from that grade on.
It may be that this peculiar type of progress is to be interpreted as
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indicating that there isless emphasis on speed in the lower grades and
more in 'the upper grades, but this can only be a guess.
In the other cities which have been- surveyed in detail it is found
that there is considerable variation in practice in the relative emphasis
upon these two qualities of writing in different parts of the school.
This is a problem for which we have not at the present time a complete
solution, but it is highly desirable that the supervisors in a school
system should be alive to this problem and should work out experimentally the relationship between these two qualities which·seems to
be the roost desirable.
· Besides this general form in the curve, the fluctuations also deserve
.some comment. From the beginning of the fifth grade to the eighth
there are several deviations from a regularly advancing · progress
curve. The most marked fluctuation is the drop in grade 7A. It
would be unsafe to assume that this drop represents the practice in
the system as a whole, for the reason that the record is based upon
. only 78 pupils, who are distributed among three schools~ This fluctuation is in all probability due to the deviations among the schools
and to the fact that low classes happened to be selected to represent
this grade.
·
,
·
In order to draw such comparison as the data furnish between
similar classes in different schools, and by this means to throw some
light on the matter of variations, Table 116 was prepared. Only
those classes were chosen in which the membership is 20 or more.
The averagt3s at the bottom are for all the pupils who were tested.
In order to get some measure of variation, the number of classes
which deviate from the average for their grade by an amount equal
to·the average · progress made during a school year were counted.
This amoup.t is 5 points. The scores of those classes which deviate
5 points or more are .italicized. Twenty-eight per cent of all the
classes deviate by this amount from the average. Su,ch deviations as
these make it highly desirable that tests be made for supervisory and ·
administrative purposes 'vhich shall discover · the strong and the
weak places in the school system and serve as .a basis for increasing
the efficiency of the schools or grades which are below standard.
·sUMMARY OF . CONCLl:!SlONS.

rhe results are sufficient to indicate that so far as form alone is concerned, the writing of the pupils ill San Francisco is good. Whether·.
this excellence is attained at the sacrifice of speed or in company with
the attainment of a satisfactory speed is .not established by the
results of these tests.
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1 HL-Penmanship test: Compan"son of the standings of classes in di.ffereni
schools u:hir:h are represented by a membe1·ship of 20 pupils or more, with the average for
all classes of same grade.

TABLE

NOTE.-Thlrtccn cl:l.Sscs out of47, or 2S per cent, deviate by fi'\"e points or more from the grade average
The standings of such classes are itahclzcd.
·

S~aodI Grado .
mg.

School.

Grade .

ff:::::::::::::: . g~
Its...........
.....
39

2 A . -- .. 21. ....... ; ~ ~ • .

35 .

Average...

35.9

4. .............
9...............
Hi. .. ~...... . ..
2B ••••• 11.............
8. ~ •••••••• ···A vcragc ... ·
.

{22 .••••. ; .. _.. _. .

3A.....

=

Average...
2 ........... ;. ~

7............ . .

1 1~:: :::::::::::
113
.............

3D ..... 2.............. .
10 ..•......•.. .
19 ••• - ·~- •••••• •.

Average ••.
4... • ...... ....
. 21 ••••• ~ ···· .···..
{

50
53
53
51
48
51
38

52

~~~:::::::-::::::

.

45

47

5.1.2
___:_
70

~·

6B .•••., 10~ •• • .-........ ~

na. 9

. .· Average...
17 •••••••••• ~..
7A. . ... {
· A vcrage...

48

= 62..8

Average •... : 64

3 •.••••••••• "--- ' . 64
22 ..... ~ ------62
1......... . ......
65 '
..
65 ':
5B ..... 18...........
11. - .. ~ --. .. . . .
57
18...... ~-------~
·
A vcrage... · 60. 6

12.............
"..
U.Lt......

{
.

=

64

55
58

Stand;
ing. .

School. ·

Grade .

.57 . 7B.....
.
{14. ··· · ···. · . ··~· -.- 06
5A .•. • . ll •••_. -.·········· _:___
'{

40. 4

43. 4:

. log.

7 ••• • ••• -·· •••••

38
43
·'43

48

Stand-

3 .•.••• ~ ...... ...
15 .••• • .•••••••
'4B • __ • • ·J3 · • • · · • ~ • • · · ~- 9 ............ ..
16 ............ .

39
40

---

A vcrago. __

..

School.

=

69 .
19. •. • :.. .... .... - 60-

Average. . .

4S. 2

. 60. 2

Average...

20- •• - ••.•• - ... :
G•• ·•••• ;·•••••• ;
8A .. .. ·. 12 ........... ~ .
23.. ............

1

00.2

07
65
68'

66 :

14 ..~~~~~~~~~: :·5

12.. ... .... . ...
71
8B ..... 1
1{17 ..... ~ •. ," . • . .,....!i_

\.

Average . ..

66.1

I

I

It-?

---- I

4A

M

A vcrnge... · 49. 9

The particular type of p·r ogress in form needs to be studied,:and
since it deviates considerably from the practice represented in other
cities it should be viewed rather critically. Deviations from :one
school to another are sho,vn to exist, while they can not be analyzed
completely. These also require. careful study.
SPELLIN.G.

In ·giving the spelling, test the instructions to the teacher included
the following:
Pronounce the words in the enclosed list, allowing sufficient time for the pupils to
write en.ch one in order. Each word should be pronounced at least twice; the word
may be used in a sentence, if desired, and any explanation given that may be neces·
sary for its proper understanding by the pupils.
After the completion of the test, please go over the papers, place a check mark after
each misspelled word, and mark the number of words spelled correctly. Use a blue
pencil or red ink .

The words used in the test were taken at random from the Ayr~'
List B of "One Thousand Commonest Words. " 1 The words for
t

L. P. Ayres: A Measuring Scale for Ability in Spelling; Russell Sage Foundation, New York.
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each grade represent words which have ·been·· spelled correctly by 73
per cent of the chil?ren in that grade i-? tests conducted in numerous
cities. The following- are the word lists · used:
Third grade.

Second grade.

Lnioe
2. got 3. spring
· 4. stone
5. fall
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

put

Monday
take
its
sold

Sixt~

catch
ahle
fell
sonp
express
table
road ·
-s~ power
9. another
10. church

grade.

1. often
2. total
3. examination
4. marriage
5. opinion

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Fourth grade.

witness

theater
supply
course
doubt

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

eight
aboard
restrain
population
figure
everything
farther
knew
fact
public

Fifth grade.

l. sometimes

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
lO.

Seventh grade.

L meant

2.
· 3.
4.
5.
6;
7.
8.
9.
10.

distinguish
assure
probably
respot;1sible
difficulty
develop
material
senate
agreement

period
firm
crowd ·
relative
serve
due
ledge
information
present
Eighth grade.

· l.
2.
3.
· · 4.
. 5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
lO.

organi:mtion
emergency
appreciate
sincerely
athletic
extreme
practical
proceed
cordially
character

All papers have beeri ..carefully rechecked, and a few papers have
been discarded, where an. irregularity was apparent; as in the case
of four papers in the 7A grade from one school, where the words from
the sixth grade list had been spelled.
In the computations, no recognition 4a8 ·been taken of ~ivisions
of a grade, as 4B arid 4:A; e~ g.,_~U papers from a fourth-grade room
have been regarded as fourth grade, whether 4A, 4B, or both.
, In Table ·:11 t the results of the test are sho'\vn in the avernge number of words spelled'· correctly for each school and each grade. The
average standi;ng of all the pupils tested in ·any school is given at the
foot of the cohim.ir for that school. The ·average standing of all the
pupils tested· in' any grade is given in the right-hand column.
93815---17--10
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1'ABLE ' ll7.-Results· of spelling test: Per cent of words spelled correctly; averages by

. . :

schools and grades.
SCHOOLS, BY NUMBER.
1

2

3

5

4

6

7

8

9

- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

g~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::.:1 .. ~~--~-- --~:·.~-""42."2"" --93:5-- --. ~~--~-- :::::::: --~~--~-- ::::::::
Grade 4.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78. 6
79. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94. 9 . . . . . . . . 65. 7
78. 9
8~:~: g:::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ..86:4-- : :: : : :: : : : : : : :: :1.. ~~--~- ... ~~--: .. : : : : : : : : . -84: i" . : ::::::: ...88."7"

g~:L;~~:::::::::::::::r~~~~~~~~~~~
10

= = = =1---;-; = =
11

· 12

G-r-a-de-2-...-...-..-..-.•. l-------------.
Grade3............. 82.8
71.8 ......••
Grade4............. ........ ......•. ........
GradeS •............ 91.7
76.2
73.9
Grade 6............. ........ .•...... ........

13 .

• .

1

15

16

17 .

18

~

19

~

.....••. ...•.•.. 83.04
96.05
78.3 ...•............
........ ...........•...•. ........ 93.8 .•...... 87.2
........ 91.0 /····--······--·····----····-·-··········
........ 84.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.3 ....... .

8~:~:r:::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: .. ~:-.~-~ ~xJ
Average.......

14

:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: --86.~8-- ::::::::
1

-88.09
- - 74.13
- - -76.68
----·- - - -,- - -84.85
- - 84.92
, 81.4
88.88 j 70. 77 J 85.52 I 86.16
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

.27

28

Aver·
age.

------·1-~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gradc2 ..•...........•••..•.....•••....••••. 41.0 ..•.•••......•.......•..•..•.....••••. ~. '72.0
Grade3 ..•...............•.. 92.0
85.4
85.7 .••.•.....•.•.....•.•... 84.7 .. : •••.. 75.14

8~~:t:::::::::::: ::;i:6:: ::~~-:~:: ~~~-~~~t::::::: :::::::: --~~:-~-- :~~~-:~:: ~~~~-~~~~ ::~~:i:: .

::::::::

fH

8~:~: ~::::::::::::: --~~--~-::::::::1:::::::: g1:~ :::::::: --~~:~ .. ,:::::::: ··ss:1·· ~g
Average ....... 66."67J'""""8D.06 84.39T49.23f89.15 75.65 81.5of-78.45 89.74f79.36

From this table it appears that the second-grade classes tested
ranged from 41 to 87 per cent of words spelled correctly, and averaged
72. The third grade ranged from 42.2 to 96.05 per cent, averaging
75.14, and so on. These facts for each grade tested are shown in
Figure 63, together with the average for the schools tested by Ayres,
73 per cent.
The average standing of the fifth grades is 0.9 per cent lower
than that of the fourth grades. The average of the seventh grades
is 8.2 per cent lower than that of the sixth grades, 3.3 per cent lower
than that of the fifth grades, and 4.2 per cent lower than that of tho
fourth grades.
In Table 118 the results of the test are shown, in the average
number of words spelled correctly for each school and each grado
boys and girls separately.
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RE5ULT·s OF ·SPELLING TESTS ·
Pf_Rc.eNTAG~s oF W.oRos .SPeLLED GoRR.E cTLv

5v ·G-RAD!!$
PfRCfNT

100

---,--.,.----,r--,--"'"'r.---,

-AVERAGE

FOR
$C.HOOLS lN

AYRES. LJ.&.T

20

1 - - - + - - t - - - -·t - - - + - - + - - - - t

0 . ----~~~~~------~~

2.

3

7

FIGURE 63.-0n one vertical line for each grade is shown the amount of variation from the average·to the

lowest and highest scores in spelling. In every grade except the second the average score is oboYe the
standard, 73. Following the high average of the sixth grade, the drop in the seventh ~s particularly
noticeable.
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TABLE

!lB.-Results of spelling test: Per cent of words spelltd correctly,· average8 by
schools and grades-boys and girls separately.
SCHOOLS, BY NUMBERS.
2

3

5

4

'Grades.

-

6

I

1-

-

Doys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. ( Girls. Boys. Girls. Doys. Girls. Boys. Girls.

-------1--------- - -----------------------Grade 2. • . • . . . . • . • • • . . . • • • • • . . 75. 0
80. 0
RS. 5
R5. 9 . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . 80.8 ~-0
Grade 3 •..••.••.•.••......•••.••......•.•.•.•..•.•......•. 48.0
37.0
92.0
96.0 ............ .
Grade 4......... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 75. 0
SO. 9
72.8
85. 9 .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . • . 93.7 96.2 '

i§~~EL~:-:,~~~l0W-~tl0WI~~il0~il0#~
7

Grades.

8

9

I·

11

10

12

Boys. Girls. Doys. Girls. Boys., Girls. Boys. 9irls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls.

- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - --- ~ --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8~!~~ t:::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :~~~~:: -~~:;. :~~:i::l,:;~:~:: ~~~:~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~:~~~ ~~~:~~~ :::::::::::::

Grade5 ................................................... 88.0
95.5
74.8
79.1
70.8 78.2
Grade fl ..... ~ .. . RO.O
87.8 .............. 82.3
96.4 ..... ,................................... ..

g~:~~~::::::::: 'fi7:o·~ ·-;7:39· ::::::~ ::::::: :::::::!::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..:~:~. -~~:~.
Average ... , 73.65

82.59

67.50

13

69.74

82.17,82.33

14

9~78

84.83

69.41

81.97

15

16

17

I

I

'

74.75 78.56

18

Grades.
- - - - - -l-n-oy_s_. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls.
Grad<> 2 ................................................... 60.0
Grarle3 ..................................... 83.0
81.0
70.0

71.0
68.4

......................... ..
7!l.5
~3.0
........... ..

l§i~ L~:::~~ :;~~i:: :;~:i:: .~T :~:r ~:~~~:: ~~~~~~~ ~~~~:~~ ~~:~~:~ ?tf~L :~x: :~:~:

Gmd•:,::~~~:::,~~T~I~~,~(ii~~~~~~~~~~fi
Grades.

19

1

I

,.

20

21

22

1

23

_

24

1

Boys. i Girl:::. Boys. Girls. Doys. Girls. Boys. Girls. , Boys. Girls. ~oys. Girls.

= =

-G-ra_d_e_2_______-_-_-_---~I--82-.-0- j-~~-;-~=
Grade 3 ............... .1 ....... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 0

=~ ~~~ =~~
f;G. O

84.0

87.0 I 84.0

32.0 .............
90.0

............ .

~~~~lvoi..?i~~~~;.;~~~~~~~'~0~l~~
25

Grades.

Boys.

I

r '

Girls.

26

Boys.

I

-~
Girls.

27

Average.

28

1

Boys. l Girls.

Boys.

Girls.

Boy~~

g~3~ L::::::: ::: ::;;_:~l ~6: 6~~~~~::
:y:::: :£:~~:•: :': :83:•: :,:::::::: :::::::: ~:~ ~~
1··.:· ....

Grade 5.............

73.3

i

76.6

I........

72.40

J

78.05 j 79.57

j

71.3

74.4

, ................ 74.~

:

88 3
Grade 6 ..................... 1..... . .. , 1R. 0 1 86.1 .. .. . .. . . .. ... .. 90. G
90.8
82.
80· 2
7 .................... ·l ........ i 82.2
';Q. 4
..................... ~ .......... 76.~
86 12
Gtade8 ............. .:.:..:..:..:.:!~l~i~-~~~- 91.:>3 ~~~___:,_
G~ade

Average.......

83.00

78.39 .

-~~·-~~j_ -~1_:_~~- · --~~~~~-_:-~
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·From this table it appears that 13 g~oups of boys and 5 groups of
girls fall .below the standard average, 73 per cent, set by the Ayres
investigation.
·
In 11 of the 24 schools tested the difference between the average
for boys and that for girls is 6 per cent or more (in four cases, 12.5
per cent or more). In only 2 of the 24 schools is the average standing
of the girls lower than that of the boys.
.
.
Summary of concl7-ts·i ons.-The results are sufficient to indicate
that the city as a 'vhole ranks considerably above the standard
average for a large· number of cities jnvestigated by Ayres.
Of 24 schools tested, 5 averag.e. below 73 per cent . . All the others
are well above that mark, ,vi£h an average for the entire number of
schools of 79.36, which is 6.36 per cent above the standard for the
lists of words. used.
The fact that the girls seem to spell uniformly ·bettor than the
boys should suggest to . principals, and teachers certain possible
modificati0ns in emphasis and methods of instruction.
Further tests should be made in all the schools of the city to determine the causes of the wide variation;; in the achievements of the
pupils, and especially the reasons for _the relatively inferior standing of the seventh grades ~
RE.ADIN.G .

In giving the reading test the teacher was furnished a quantity
of forms published in the series entitled: "Scale Alpha 2, for Measuring
the Understanding of Sentences,'' by Prof. E. L. Thorndike. 1 Sets
I and II were used in grade 3. . Sets III and IV were used in grade 4
and grade 5. Sets IV and V were used in grade 6, grade 7, and
grade 8.
The following extracts will indicate the character of the tests ~
SET I.

Real this and then write the questions. Read it again if you need to.

John had two brothers who were both tall. Their names were Will and
Fred. John's sister. who was short, was named Mary. John l iked F red
better than either of the others. Alf of these children ex cept Will had red
hair. He had brown hair.
1. WM John's sister tall or short? . . . . __ . . .. . ........... _...............•• _
2. How many brothers had John ? .....................................••
· 3. What was his sister's name? .... . ... .. ...... . ............... .. ....••••
1
E. L. Thorndike: An Improved Scale for Measuring Ability in Reading; T eachers College Record.
Nov., 1915, Jan., 1916,.Columbia University, New York.
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SET IV.

Read this and then write the answers to 1, 2, 8 and 4. Read it again if you need to.

You need a coal range in winter for kitchen warmth and for continuous hotwater supply, but in summer when you want a cool kitchen and less hot water,
a gas. range is better. The x -y-z ovens are safe: In the end ovens there is an
extra set of burners for broiling.
1. 'Vhat effect has the use of a gas range instead of a coal range upon the temperature of the kitchen? ........................................... .
2. For what purpose is the extra set of burners? .......................•...
3. In what part of the stove are they situated? .................•..........
4. During what season oi the year is a gas range preferable? ....•..••..••.•.

The instructions to

th~

teacher incluqed the following:

Instruct the pupils to "follow the directions as printed on the sheets." Give
no other instructions or assistance. Allow sufficient time for each pupil to
do his best, but not more than 4.0 minutes in any case. Then collect the papers
and deliver to the principal.

The ability in reading recorded for each grade from the various
schools was determined by the results from the set which most
nearly measured the grade or by the average from both sets where
each test seemed about equally valid in testing ,the grade. Scoring
and grading were made according to the regulations given in Teachers
College Record, November, 1915. The figures in the tabulations
given below represent the difficulty in reading which the pupils·of
the grade can handle, based on the assumption that the standard
difficulty for average pupils in these grades is as follows, determlned ,
by Thorndike:
·
Grade ..............•.•............. IV
Standard .........••............... 5.25

V
5.75

VI
6.50

VII
7.00

VIII

7.50

A summary of the results of the tests is given in Table 119.
TABLE

119.-Rcsulls of reading tests: Average standings by schools and grades.
Grades.

Schools.
IV
VII
VIII
III
v
VI
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -- - - - - - - - - - ): o. 1.................................. - •••••••••• -.....

No.2..................................................
No. :L . . . . .. • . • .. • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • •

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.

Per ct.

Ptr ct. Per ct.

4. 25 . • • • • • • •
7. 70 .•••.•••.•••••••••••.•..
5.16 .••••••• .•••.•••
6.96 ............... .

5. 25 ••.•.• ·. • • • . • . • • • . . • • . • . •

6. 21 ...... ..

~~:~::::::::::::::::::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... ~--~~. ···s:si· :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

~:~

No. fl .•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••.•••• ~.... . • . • .. . • • •• • . • • •
8. 08 .••• •...
No.7.................................................. 4.85 .•...... 6.62 .•..••.....•.....•......
1\0.8 .•.•..••.........•••.•.....••••••••••.••••• ~ ••••••••••.•.•
5.59
6. 04
6.14 ••·•••· .· ·•·•·•·•

No.9..................................................

(')

6. iO

••••••••••.•••••.•••••••

~ine schools 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4:9(}~~~"'6.59 6.537.38!7-i
J f:f'ts T and JT did not prove o test for the {;rade.
t The OpurE1s rl'portf'd here as rcprt'sE'ntativo ability for £\ach grade, all nine schools taken as a unit, were
-calculated from original data and do not represent averages from individual schools.
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. In view of the fact that only .two tests each for grades four; six,
seven, and eight arc available to represent work for ·aJI schools of tho
system in these· grades, and that t~e results in the entire 18 rooms
tested sho\V such striking and extreme variations, the investigator
does not feel justified in reporting the "nin.e ·schools" record (sec
Table 119) as the Sun Francisco standard. For this reason comparison of this standard with the Thorndike standard would be misleading
in determining the quality of work for the system as a whole. However, a study of these summary "nine schools" records wou~d demand
a further tostii1g to explain ·the exceptional record of the fifth grade,
and to find out ·if the true San Francisco standard were also superior
to the Thorndike stnndard at ouch point.
Although the tests reported for the indindual schools nre too
limited to justify specific con'clusions concerning the work being done
in each, the data as secured arc hero\vith reported in a compnrative
manner to m·akc thcrri ·as suggesti vc as possible in the hopo that a .
comp~ete investigation of the problems involved may b.e encouraged
thereby.
Tho variation among ·schools and among grades within a single
school suggests that the teaching of reading in the Snn Francisco
schools presents a sei.'ious ;situation. The third grade in one school
is linub}e to handle Set II, because it is too difficult, while in another
school it is no test for the third grade, being too oasy. In School
No. 1 tho ·children in the third grade made lower records than any
other school, being represented by difficulty 4.25; in the fifth grado
of. the sn.mei. school the pupils did work of difficulty 7. 70, which
is bettor thari the stan'd ard for the eighth grade· set · by ·Thorndike.
·This monns that in two years · the, . pupil~ make · about · twice tho
normal advancement for such years·. Sufficient data ·might justify
such a variation. On tho other hnnd, .$c}lool No~ 3 makes the
highest record of all third grade~ t~sted, reaching the standard for the
normn.l fourth; in tho seventh grade of this school the record is less .
than the standard for the normal sixth grade. · This means thnt the
pupils in this school have made relati.v ely little progress in read!ng
from tho third to tho seventh grade; harclly two years' progress in
four yours, or one-half the normal advancement.
This variability among the grades is graphically represented by
figure 64. By com_paring tho maximum and minimum recordM
for each grade, this variation is seen to be greatest for tho fifth and
seyenth gradQS and indicates thnt the pupils as a unit in one school
arc throe years ahead of those of another in reading ability, yet they
are in the same grade.
.
An interesting and significant comparison in this respect is that
between pupi!.s in different schools, but in tho same grade, at the sam"
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stage of progress in the syste;m. This is shown in figure 65, where five
schools are compared on the basis of records made by grade three in
each school, on the same tests. . Here it is evident that there is
as much difference between the
extremes a's between the standRe:sut.Ts oF ReAOINGTc:sT •
ards for the sixth and eighth
AvE~A.GE Sc.o~es, 9 Sc.ttoou.
grades. That is, some rooms of
the third grade are two years in
SCORes
(TII.SCA.L&)
advance of other rooms of the
9
same grade in reading ability.
The results from Set IV give
AVfRAGoC
LOWeoST
another striking examp!e of varying standards, as this test was givon
in the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth grades. Since each
grade was dealing with the same
test, we should e·xpect a rather
4 1----+---1--+----+--t
uniformly increasing record from
the fourth to the eighth grade in
31----+----1-~+---f---t
all schools. Reference to Table
120 and :figure 65 discloses . the
irregularities. The fifth-grad~ records of Schools Nos. 7 and 1 rank
abou,t ·equal to that of the eighth
0
grades
in Schools Nos. 4 and 5.
3
4
S
6
7
B ~RAOES
An average pupil from the seventh
FIGURE 64.-0n one vcrtic>al line for each grade . grade of School N q. 3 could be
fs shown the amount of variation from the average
io the lowest and highest scorcg in reading. In placed in the fifth grade of Schools
some of these cases the .scores were obtained by Nos. 1, 7, 8, or 9 and be well classiaveraging the results of tests with two ~ets . or fi.ed . in. reading; if he were transquestions, and, hence, differ som:e\vhat from · the
ferred to School · No. 6 and . conscores shown in figure ()5.
tinued work in the same grade,
the seventh, :P,e would be working with pupils whose reading abi~ty
is at least t'\Vo years in advap.ce of his.
·

..____.____.__-L--.1--j

TADLE

1'20.-Comparison.of schools by grades on same test, Set IV.
Qro.dcs.
Schools.
IV

., V

VI

VII

. VIII

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - -

~: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :·: : : :: : : : : : : : : :: :: :: : : : : : :: : : ... :: :~. .. .6:95. :: :::::: ::::::::

t ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i: ~~: :::::::::::::::::::~: ~-~: ..;·n~
6 ............................. ·. ................................ ........ ........ ........

7.48 ....... .

i~: :::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::: :: :::: :::: ::::::: ::: :: :::: :·:: .-. 5:7 4. g: ~g .. 'i:;: i 4. :::::::: ::::::::
Eight schools.: •.•................. : ..................... 5:89 ~ ~ ~ --;.40

-
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In _any school system one :would expect individual pupils to overlap
grades to a great extent, and beyond a certain point it is impossible
arid undesirable to secure uniform progress in aU schools- in ·tho same
grades; but when the variations :in achievement of pupils for the
grade as a whole involve the overlapping of three or four grades, the
schools of the system are not giving their pupils the equality of
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FIGURE 65.-Thc scores in the reading test m!ldc by the various gradc.s in different schools arc arranged in
groups for <'omparison • . A\tbough grades 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were all tested on the same ~et or q nl'stions, Set IV,
one fifth grade made an average score .(7.70) higher than any sixth or seventh grade, and higher than the
average or the two eighth {,'fades tested (7 .40).
.

opportunity or tho uniformity of trailing in ' reading which might
reasonably be demanded of them.
· ,
Oonclusions.-These facts indicate that tho most significant problems in instruction · in reading confronting:. the San Franci::;co public
schools aro:
1. . Tho standardization of the work in reading for the system ns a
whole, so that the achievements of pupils in each grade will represent
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a rather definite ability, and ability which is reasonably graduated
from year to year.
2. Reasonable uniformity in progress for the individual schools
.
'
since the variation in reading ability for the same grades in different
schools and for different grades in the same school seems so great as
to present a serious problem in transferring and promoting pupils.
It is recommended therefore that reading tests be conducted on a
much larger scale to determine the standard for the system which
should characterize the reading ability in each grade. The results
of tests throughout individual schools would enable the respective
principals to locate irregularities and to tnake the adjustments which
would produce proper graduation of work in tho several schools and
restore reasonable conformity to the standards in rea'd ing for the
system as a whole. By such means the solution to these problems
can be definitely and correctly determined.
ARITHMETIC.

In giving the arithmetic test the teacher was furnished a quantity
of forms published in the '' Courtis Standard Research Tesfs" series/
entitled ''Arithmetic, B."
THE COURTIS TEST.

Identically the same test was given in grades five, six, seven, and
eight. Tho following extracts will indicate the character of the tests.
Preceding each part of the test were printed instructions similar to
tho follo,ving:
You will be given eight minutes to find the answers to as many of these addition
examples as possible. Write the answers on this paper directly underneath the
examples. You are not .expected to be able to do them all. You '\\i.ll be marked for
both speed and accuracy, but it is more important to have your answers right than to
try a great· many examples.

The test in addition consisted of 24 examples in adding three-place
numbers. Each example contained nine numbers to be added. The
time allowed for this~ part of the test was eight minutes.
The test in subtraction consisted of 24 examples in subtraction of
eight-place numbers. The time allowed was four minutes.
Th(, test in multiplication consisted of 25 examples in multiplying
a four-place number by a t'vo-plucc number. The time allowed was
six minutes.
The test in division consisted of 24 examples in dividing a four or
five plnce number by a two-place number. Tho time allowed was
eight minutes.
1

S. A. Courtis: Standard Tests; 82 Eliot St., Detroit, Mich.
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One ·example selected from .each test isgiven below:
Addition.

Subtraction.

Multiplication.

927
379
756
837
924

107795491
77197029

8246
29

Division.

25 )- 6775 .

no

854
. 965
344

Each pupil was given a small eight-page pamphlet containing tho
examples to~ be worked, so arranged as to provide spaces · for the
answers and necessary figuring, and detailed instructions.
THE STONE.

TES~.

In addition to the foregoing tests in the four fundamental oper~
tions, a fifth test was given, using a set of problems involving reasoning. The time allowed was 15 minutes. Tho . problems used for
this purpose are given below~
. In parentheses. following each problem is stated the a.m ount o~
credit given to each in soaring the a,nswers. By "credit" is meant
a certain weight assigned to each problem according .to its degree
of difficulty as determined by the number of children failing on it
in Stone's investigations. 1
PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC.

1. If you buy 2 tablets at 7 cents 'each and a b~ok for 65 cents, how much change
should you· receive from a two-dollar bill? (1)
·
2. John sold 4 Saturday Evening Posts at 5 cents each. He kept ·! the money and
with the other ! he bought Sunday papers at 2 cents each. How many did ·he ·buy?
(1)

3. If James had 4 times as much money as George, he would have $16. How much
has George? (1)
4. How many pencils can you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 for 5 cents? (1)
5. The uniforms for a baseball nine cost $2.50 each. The shoes cost $2 a pair.
'What was the total cost of uniforms and shoes for the nine? (1)
G. In the schools of a certain city there are 2,200 pupils; ~are in the primary grades,
i in the grammar grades, l in the high schoo~, and the rest in the night school. How
many pupils are there in the night school? (1.4)
7. If 3! tons of coal cost $21, what will 5! cost? (1.2)
8. A newsdealer bought some magazines for $1. He sold them for $1.20, gaining
l> cent8 on each magazine. How many magazines were there? (1.6)
. 9. A girl spent l of her money for car fare, and three times as much for clothes.
Half of what she had left was 80 cents. How much money did she have at first? (2)
10. Two girls receive $2.10 for .m aking buttonholes. One makes 42, the other 28.
How shall they divide the money? (2)
1

C. W. Stone: Arithmetical Abilities and' Some Factors Determining Them; Teachers College, Columbia

University, 1908.

•
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11. Mr. Brown paid one-third of the cost of a building; Mr. Johnson paid one-~lf
the cost. Mr. Johnson received $500 more annual rent than Mr. Brown. How much
did each receive? (2).
12. A freight train left Albany for New York at Q o'clock. An express left on thesame track at 8 o'clock. It went at the rate of 40 miles an hour. At what time of
. day will it overtake the freight train if the freight train stops after it has gone 56 miles?
(2)

The instructions to the teacher included the following:
Follow the "Jnstructions to Examiners," as given in the printed folder, beginning
on page 2, and ending with paragraph 13, on page 7. Omit paragraph 12, and paragraphs 14 to 19, inclusive. Allow a brief resting space after each test.
SUMMARY.

1. Findings.-The results indicate that, in general, tho San Francisco children made an unusually good showing in speed, except in
the reasoning problems. This statement is based upon comparison
of their achievements in these tests with standards in speed that
have been worked out by experts, and with the records of similar
tests in other cities.
In accuracy, \Vi th similar comparisons, the San Francisco children
did not do so well. The results for accuracy in the various grades
a:re too low. They do not show the usual increases in accuracy
with progress through the grades.
San Francisco children did not use all the four fundamental
operations equally well. They did very well in subtraction, fairly
well in addition, but not so 'veil in multiplication and division.
The children did not reason fast or \Veil in the reasoning tests.
The increase in ability in the various tests was not uniform. The
seventh grade is below the sixth in practically everything. ·
Many chil(lrcn were found in the eighth grade with no more ability
to solve problems than the upper half of the children in the fifth
grade showed.
The tendency of the children in the grades to vary in their ability
to solve problems increased as the grades advance.
There was wide variation in the sho,vings of different schools.
In all arithmetic work too much time and emphasis have appar·
ently been placed on speed rather than accuracy.
2. Recommendations.-~1ore emphasis should be placed on accuracy
in all phases of arithmetic work.
There should be a,n extended study to find why the seventh gr.ade
drops in everything.
There should be a study of individual schools to find out why
certain schools so far outstrip others.
There should be a study of individual pupns to see if some may
not be excused from arithmetic, or from drill at least; \vhercas certain others probably ought no.t to he promoted in the subJect.
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'More emphasis is needed on:c'e rtain fundamental operations.
Mtichmore emphasis should be placed ·on reasoning work.
These ·are ·general st atements. There are many exceptions 'to be
. found in the individual grades, which 'will be ;pointed 'out later ih this
report.
THF NATURE .OF THE TESTS USED .
.1. THE COURTIS TESTS.

These tests aim at ·finding out ·such things as whether or not the
chi:ld' or 'class has le·a rned: (1) F undamental operations, (2) ~ columh
adding, (3) carrying, (4) working at the' proper speed, (5) ·w orking
with sufficient accuracy, etc.
· ·.
· In this series of tests Dr. ;Courtis,--by' testing thousands of children
in the grades all over the country, has worked out a 's tandard which
each grade should attain in both . speed :and·' accuracy in a certain
number of minutes.
The . standards of t.he test are that each pupil ~ of :the grado shall
·solve correctly within the given time a number of problems~ as follows:
Grade.

v......................................·........ ~ -. ..... ~ ...... . --~

VI .... . .......................................... . ..... ~ •••••••

~lli:::::: ::::::::::::::::: :·:: ::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~: :::::: :·:::

· Addi· · ·subtrac- Multfplf· ntdsiorl.
tion.
t ion.
cation.
7
9
11
12

8
10
11

12

7

9
10
11

6
8
10
11

Only problems correc~ly sol~ed arc counted~
The tinie given to addition was eight minutes, to subtraction four
·minutes, to multiplication six minutes, to division eight minutes.
These standards may be used as follows: 1
1. To make comparisons of: (a) The work of this and other .school
systems; (b) the work of individual teachers 'vi thin a system.
2. To define an aim in arithmetic work for the fundamental operations. For example, ~ighth-grade pupils should be drilled in addition until they can add correctly in eight minutes 12 examples, each
example three columns wide and nine figures long. Similar aims or
standards are set up for each grade in each operation.
3. To set a limit of training or d1;ill; as, as soon as an eighth-grade
.pup11 reaches the above standard, he should be excused from further
drill or practice in addition. The same principle applies to other
~ades and operations.
_
.
· 4. To specialize training; ·as, the pupil that is up to standard in
addition but below in subtraction should be given increased drill in
subtraction.
·
·
1

Manual of Instruction, Courtis Standard Tests, p. 74 (language adapted to context).
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5. To diagnose and remedy individual defects; as, if the child's
scores do not rise · with the class practice, he should be ~tudied individually, his symptoms observed, his difficulties discovered, and the
proper adjustments of his work made.
2. THE STONE TESTS.

For testing the ability of the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
pupils to r~ason accurately in the solution of simple arithmetical
problems, the Stone reasoning tests were used. These tests were
worked out by Dr. C. W. Stone some years ago primarily for sixthgrade children, but they have been successfully used in various places
for testing all grades from the fifth to the eighth, inclusive.
These problems aim to embody the following conditions:
1. Iten1s equally familiar to all children.
·
2. Difficulties increasing gradually(a) As to arithmetical thinking.
(b) As to familiarity with the situation presented.
3. The omission of-(a) Large numbers; (b) particular memory
requirement (as of tables, terms, etc.); (c) catch p-roblems; (d) all
textbook material except whole numbers, fractions, and United States
money. 1
TADLE

121.-Distribution table for attempts on Courtis tests.
ADDITION (TIME 8 MINUTES) ATTEMPTS.
Number of examples worked.

Total
papers.

Grades.

0 1 2 3 4
--~

VIII. ......•
VII .........
VI ..••...••.
V ...........

5

6

7

819

10 11 12

----

219 •• .... 1 1 3 8 9 19 21
276 .. a·.. 6 10, 131 25 19 as! 31
2fi9 .. 111 11 71 8, 9 141 40 42
297, .. • • 21101 241 321 35 34j 54i 251

~~~ 151~~~~~~~

2122 23 2-l

----

26 22 24 15, 10 15,13 7 5 5 5 1 2 2 5
10. 14 9 8 1.1 2 2 1 1 1 .. 1
39
35 25111
17 30 17i 10 9 10! 5 4 2 · 4 3 .• • • • •
•• ..
27 24 4 41 3 61 91 21 2,.•••

·+·

SUBTRACTION (TIME 4 MINUTES) ATTEMPTS.
VIII. .......
VII ••..•..•.
VI ..•....•••
V .••..•.••••

........
··H··

219, ..
1 11 3
27:) 1 ... 3 9
2fi9 .. 1,.. .• 1
2 11 15 12
294'
1 l j 6 12 16 251 43
1. .

11
15
24
38

11
26
33
35

!Median
score.

20
29
2R
33

26,14
35 34
181 28
25, 14

8111

219
29 24 11 1814 8 6 7
22 20 10 13: 813 4 5
21 10 7 2! 21 .. •• 1

2314 18 121

t·

9
1 1 1 3
3 21 •• 7
2 --~--

..

11.98
9. 77
10.33
8.21

13.93
12.57

11.40

9.18

MULTIPLICATION (TIME 6 MINUTES) ATTEMPTS.

v III ........
v II .........
v I ..........
v . . . . .. . .. ...

. ..l.l

219
21 s[
271i I 1 .. 2 4 16,
21i9 .... ' 2 1 9 20
29·1 .. 1 3,14 20 1 oo'
I
I I

··I"'

32 17 13
10
,,
31 15
421 3-1,46
34 32 18 7
26 45,38 45 27 20 17 13
61 53 31,24113 9 ••• 3

141

8

2 4 2 1 1..
1

1.. • •
441 12 1 .•

2,•••

... ,..

.

......

.,..

10.54
9.15
8.83
Ul

DIVISION (TIME 8 MINUTES) ATTEMPTS.
VIII •.......
VII •..••....
VI .••.••.•.•

v ...........
t

""
276 --1
1 ..~!--i
2 ,4
2fi9 11 1
8

6J19j2o\ 10!31j29 12115 29 14 11
21 27 301 46 45 . 31 21 17 16 7 2
13 4 3
18 33147 35 40 27
297 4 23 4{.JG 451 ::!6 4711l i 211 5 7 3 1 2 1
I I I
!l·

21111

3 1 •• 1
91
1 32 •• 2 •• 1
21 2
1 ••
31 ...

·-

.. .....

Stone, C. W. "Arithmetical Abilities and Some Factors Determining Them."

9.62
8.15
7.67
4. i6
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FINDINGS ON THE COURTIS TESTS.

(1) A.ttempts.-(a) Absolute figures.-~ablo 121, which s.h ould be
largely self-explanatory, shows the distribution of children with
respect to the number of examples attempted in the Courtis tests .
By the term "attempts'' is meant the number of exam.ple3 solved
through t.o an answer, whether correctly solved or J?.Ot. Partially
solved examples are not counted. The table is read as follows: In
the eighth grade addition, one child attempte-d to a finish three problems; one ~hild, four problems; three children, five problems, etc.
This table gives us the basis for finding the median score for
attempts for each grade for each operation (last column on right).
The median is the place or point in a series such that the same number of cases fall above the point as below it. To illustrate, in ·a
spelling class of 21 pupils ranked according to ·a bility the eleventh
pupil is the median pupil, throwing 10 children above and 10 below ·
the median~ ·From ,tl;le top :figu;re jn ~h~ righ t-:-h~n.d: colq.mn we s~e
that ,in the Courtis test for addition, Grade VIII, the median number of problems attempted is 11.98. This means that 109 pupils out
of 219 tried more than 11.98 problems, and that 109 pupils from the
same 219 pupils tried less than '1 1.98 problems. The fractional
number of problems is given because all the pupils solving 11 problems are assumed to range in real ability from barely 11 up to just
short of 12. The median thus comes close enough to 12 to be called
11.98.
(b) Comparisons by per cents inside San Francisco.-The preced-

ing has dealt only with tho absolute number of children making each
score on attempts. As the numbers in the different grades are not
the same, these numbers have been turned into percentages in
Table 122, which shows the distribution of children with respect to
th~ per cent in each grade making each score, the median score, and
the per cent of variability. 1
·
·
Explanation: Five-tenths of 1 per cent of the 219 children in
Grade VIII made a score of 3. This means that five-tenths of 1 per
cent of the 219 children attempted and solved through to an answer
three examples; it does not mean that the three examples were solved
correctly.
1

Seep. 284

1

!

VTU ••.•........ Ii
Vll .•........... .,
\'1 ............ ..
V ............... \

I

I

VII ............. !

VTTI ••

=~r
~~:::::::::: ::::j

'v~ ~::::::::::::: I
'v -····-··-···-··!

I
III. ........... \

V ••... . .........

VTTL •.......... I
Vll~- .. ··-······ i
VI. ............. :

Grades.

---

-~

o. 4

-

.4
1.4

5.9

3.312.9
3.4 3.7
2.0 3.0

6.9

.6

1.8

3.2
.4

1

•

4

3. 7

5. 0
2.9
1.1

o. 9

9. 6
12.3
3. 2 7. 4 9. 7 16.7 18. 1
6.8 ,20. 4 20.7 18.0 1o. 6
I

12.

116.0 115.5 114.6 7.8
jl6. 7 112.3 .11. 6 6.5
116. 7110.0
4 6.3
8. 2 4. 4 3. 0 .•.•.
3.9,6. 4
2.511.5
4.S 1.5
1.0 .3

.4

3. 7
.7

8.7
9.3
.4 1.1 12. 9 6.9 12. 3
7.8 13.8 15.5 15.2 12.0
I

8. 7

:: 1::::: ::::: ..:~.

.......... ,..... ····-

, I

!l.2J4.fi 14.0 13.0
10.9116.7 16.3 11.3
17.5 13.0 14.9 10.0
15.8 3.7 7.0 1.7

5.5
7.6
6.8
2.4
4.0
1.0

4.8
.3

6.7 13.3
6.2 5.8

1

6.4
2.5
1.5
.7

5.0
.7
1.1
.3

--

..•..
..... ,
.....

---

5. 5
1.0
2.6

1.4 0.5 ..... 1 0.5i .. •••i•••••i······l·····
.7 . . . . . . 7 ..... 1.4 ................... .

1.4

-

0. 9
.4

.....
..... ..... .....
.7

0.5
.4

I

21.0
14...
16.0
17.0

16.8
16.0
18.7

19.6

21l.O

12.0
Hl.O
21.0

9.62

12. 0
13. 0
13. 0
12. 0

8.15
7.67
4. 76

9.15
8.8.1
6.80

---~-

13.93 1
12.57
11.40
9.18

11.98
9.7i
10.33
8.21

...... ..... ..... ··--·110.54

.7

1.1

.4

4.1

.8 ...•. ····· ..... ··-·· ................... .
.1 --··· .......... 0.3 ·--·· ..... ···-· ····- ...•.
.

.4
.8

4.1

0.5

EACH SCORE.

o. 9 j t. 8 o. 9 o. 5

MAKI~G

DIVISION: ATTEMPTS. PER CENT OF CIIILDREN MAK-ING EACH SCORE.

i 4. 8

5. 5
6.6
4.8

1

I'

2.312.3 2.3 0.5 0.9 0.9 2.3
.7
.7
.4
.4
.4 •.•..• 4
1.5 .7 1.5 1.1 ...............
.6, ............... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

I
I
I 4.0 I 5.0
2. 2 u
3. 7
2.9
1.8 1.9
14.6,12.9,11.-~,1~21~1~~ ~) _:·~~j~---~--~ ··~·· __.3

s. 2

MULTIPLICATION: ATTEMPTS. PER CENT OF CHILDREN

..... o.8
. 3 1. 0

~

4.6
5.0
3.7
1..0

5. 0 9.1 :11.9 6. 4 10.5 6. 4
9.5 110.6 I:12.7 12.5 10.618.7
12.~ 10.4 I 6. 7 10.4
8.8 7.4

II

1. 4 5. 0
3.3 55
4.5 R.!)

··---1----·1
····· 0.913.6 4. 6 6.9
0.4 1""'1 o. 7 1. 5 5. 8 11.3 15.2

----

2!~ 1""'""1
0.5 1···-·11.8 ~-8
0.4 ..... 0.7 1.5 1.6

21!)
269
297

219
27fi
2fi9
294

-- ·

o. s[ o. 5

""'!""' .........

1... . .

0.5
1.0
0.4 .....
2b!l ......
4 ... ~ . . . . . . . 7,4.0 5. 6
294 ... - . • 3
• 3 2. 0 4. 0 5. 4 8.9

21n . . .. . . . . . . .. ...

·~·

1.4
4.7

3.7 4.1 0.7 1 0.6 11.9 10.1 11.0\6.9
3.6
9.1 6.9 13.8 .1!.8 i1.L2 9.1 6.2 3.6
2. 6 2.9 3.4 5.2 14.9 1<>.6 ·13.0 6.3 11.2 6.3
8.1 110.8 11.8 11.6 18.2 , 8.4,9.1 8.1 1.2[1.3

0.5

1

I

Per
Median cent of
score. \"ari:l-

__I'l_~! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- bility.

SUBTRACTION: ATTEMPTS. PER CENT OF CHILDREN MAKING EACII SCORE.

219 ............••. j O.!l
2i6 j---·· 1.0 ····· I 2.1
269 ' ··-·· .4 0.4 I .4
297 , .......•.. j .6 , 3.4

1

6_1_7_ _8_1_9_

Number o! examples worked.

ADDITION: ATTEMPTS. PER CENT OF CHILDREN MAKING EACH SCORE.

122.-Per cent of children making each score on attempts in Oourtis tests.
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TESTS OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF l"UPILS.

(c) Comparison with other cities.-Theso showings for San F:~·
cisco, however, mean very little until they are compared with the-·
results of such tests in other cities. Accordingly, Table 123 is appended, making such comparisons.
C()mparison by grades of the median attempts in the fundamental
processes, according to the Courtis tests, series B, of the schools of
San Frtt.n~o with the cities of Boston (May, 1015), Detroit, Salt
Lake City~ 20 Indiano. cities, a group of other smaller cities, the Iowa
cities, and Kansas City. All tests were made in 1915, except those
of San Francisco, which 'vere made in 1916. Tho figures ·arc taken
from Bulletin No. 1 of the Bureo.u of Research and .Efliclc:p.cy of Kansns City, page 30. ·
TABLE

123.-Shou·ing comparative stan(Nngs, by per cents, of the San F~~iii:isco schoola
with other systems in problems attempted ( Courlis tests). ·
Addition.

Mul tiplico.tlon.

Cities.

v.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

- - - -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Boston.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• I
Detroit .•.•••.••••.•••••••••••_•••••• -~
Salt Lake City •••••••••••••••••••••••
Indiana cities ..•...••••••••••••••••••
SAN FRANCISCO •••••••••••••••••.
Iowa cities ..••••••••.••••••••••••••. ·I
Other cities 1••••••••••••••••••••••••• i
Kansas City 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••• ·J

9.4
8.4
6.9

11.0
9.G

7.9
7.4
10.3
8.8
8.4
7.0

G.6

8.2
8.2
6.3
5.9

12.0
10.3
9.1
8.1

9.R
0.5
9.2
8.3

-~~bt~~ction.
_________________ !__::__ ~ VII.
- - -- --

Cities.

Boston •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Detroit .•..••.••••••••••••••••••••••.
Salt Lake City •••••••••••••••••••••••
Inc! lana cities •...•.•••••••••••••.•••.
SAN FRANCISCO ••••••••••••••••••
Iowa cities ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••
Other cities t ••••••••••••••••••••••·•••
Kansas City 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••

-

13.4
12.0
9.9
9.0
12.0
10.4
10.2
8. 7

7.5
7.4
6.6
6. 3
6.8
7.6
6.2
5.3

11.0
10.1
8.5
8.!)
11.4
9.!)
9.2
7.G

12.0
11.2
10.1
10.2
12.6
11.1
10.7
9.5

10.3
9.5
8.5
8.6

11.4
11.5
10.8
10.2
10.5
11.6
10.7
9.7

9.2

10.4
9.0
8.3

D lv is ion.

_ __

1

9.3
9.4
7.5
7.3·
9.2
9.0
7.8
6.2

9. 2
8.9
7. 7
7·. G
7.8
8.8
7.9
6.9

VIII. __::__
13.3
13.6
11.8
1 I. 2
13.!}
12.8
12.3
10.4

0.3
5.7
4.4
4.5
4.8
6.6
5. 4
3.8

~
8.6
8.5
6.7

5. 7
6.7
7.6
7.1
5.4

VII.

I VIII.

10.0
!>.4

8. 7

...
8.5

9.1
8.1
8.5

,

12.0
12.1
10.3
10.6
9.6
11.9
10.6
10.6

t A group of smaller cities tested hy Conrtis and called "Other cities."
1 Kansas City has only se\·en gmdes in the elementary school. 'l'ho fourth grado is comp:ll'ed with the
!Uth of the other cities, tllo fifth with the sixth, etc .

. It will be observed that in addition the fifth grade in San Francisco
is exceeded only by Boston and Detroit, by Boston in tho sixth, by

Boston and Detroit in the seventh, by Boston in the eighth. In
subtraction San Francisco cxcells all other cities compared, except
Detroit, which exceeds it by only two-tenths of 1 per cent in the fifth
grade. In multiplication San Francisco does not show up so well,
being exceeded in median atton1pts by Boston, Detroit, and tho Io\va
cities in the fifth grade; by Boston, Detroit, and "Other ci tics" in
tho sixth and seventh; by Boston, Detroit, Salt Lake City, tho Iowa
cities, and the" Other cities" in tho eighth. In division it is exceeded
by Boston, Detroit, the Iowa cities, and the "Other cities" in the
93815-17--17
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fi.(~A. -t\nd sixth; by all, except "Other cities," in the seventh; by all
hi .tlie eighth.
It should be noted in passing that the high showing of Boston and
Detroit may be due to the fact that children there have had more
testing and drill on the Courtis tests than those in other cities. The
Courtis tests were first worked out by Dr. Courtis in Detroit. They
have .been given a number of times in Boston and Dr. Comt-1~ was at
one time connected with such testing work in that city. This makes
San Fran0isco's showing in speed all the more creditable.
This comp~ris.on indicates that there has .been more time given to
drill and practice in addition and subtraction than in multiplication
and divisio1J,.· t·It could be conjectured that speed 1 had been sacrificed to accurtWy, but an examination of the table for accuracy'
shows that the grades are correspondingly low in accuracy where
they are low in speed. So, it seems that addition and subtraction
have been stressed at the cost of multiplication.
2. A.ccuracy.-(a) Comparison by per cents inside San Francisco.-Speed alone means little in arithmetic unless the work is
accurate. Table 124 is a distribution table of accuracy, the figures
indicating tho number of pupils who solved correctly a certain per
cent of the problems that they tried. As, for example, in the table
under ·"Addition" and opposite Grado VIII, tho figure 24 appears
under the column headed 50. ThiS means that 24 pupils in the eighth
grade out of 219 solved correctly 50 per cent to 60 per cent of the
problems that they attempted.
Under the heading "Median "land opposite Grade VIII appears
the number 74.8. This means that one-half of the pupils of Grade
VIII solved correctly 74.8 per cent or more of tho problems that
they attempted ·
T .ADLE

corre~tly

124 .-Numbu of :DUDils, b?! grades,

solving a given per cent of problem•

attempted ( Court1.s tests).
AD.D1TI0N.

Grades.

o-49
p{'r
cent.

50
per
cent.

GO
per

70

per
cent.

cent.

80
per
cent.

90
per
cent.

100
per
cent.

Papers. Median.

- - - - --- - -- -- - - 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••

21
52

VI .•................•....••.

39

VIII •••••...•....•.•...•••...
\

7

v ............................

60

24
32
32
29

40
55
40
50

51
41
57

20

44

52
51
59

14

25
15
15
15

35
55

03
53

53

29

219
276

269
297

-74.8
69.8
74.1
75.3

SUBTRACTION.

I
v ........................ .... l
VIII .................... ... ...
VII ......................... .
VI .......................... .

a·

18

12
14

14
28
31

46

22

17

18

11

25

51

46

(j.l)

45
47

62
03

41
30

52
58
09

219

90.90

275

S5.15

269

84.27

21}.!

82.62

t The term H~pacd" is used with reference to the prr cent of examples attempted: the term ''attempts''
fs used wit.h ref('rence to the nnmhcr or examples attempted. Wlwn we say that n certain grade showsha
high rotc of SJlCcd, wo mean that said grudc atlemptPd n ~reat numhcr of examples as rompnred with t o
standllr<l number usually o.t.temptc<.l l>y pupils in that tJme; the correctness o the examples is not con·
aidcrcd.

• Sco p. 262.

·
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TABLE

124._;_Number of pupils, by g_rades, correctly solving a given ·per cent of problem8
attempted (Courtis tests)-Cont:inued.
.
MULTIPLICATION.
0-49

Grades.

vnr. .............. ..........
vn ... ... ........ ... .......
~

~

VI ...........................

v............................

per
cent.
17

;17

20
73

GO
per
cent.

70
80
90
100
per
per
per
per Papers. Median.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
------ - - -· - - - 50
43
26
33
22
28
219
76.00
49
54
59
30
21
26
74.07
276
53
32
36
60
15
53
269
78.77
59
23
54
33
6
46
66.04
294
50
per
· cent.

DIVISION.

VITI ................ ~·--···· ·

VII. ....................... ~ .
VI. ..........................

v............................

7
34
21
123

8
31
22
36

21
24
31

28

26
47
2G
12

51
58
72
38

21
13
22
2

84
69
75
58

218
276
269
297

89.20
80.34
74.79
57.08

Figure 66 shows the median results for accuracy. In the eighthgrade division the median child had an accuracy of nearly 90 per
cent-a very fine record. The
RESULTS OF ARlTt1METIC Tf&T
fifth grade made a poor record in
MeDIAN-AccuRAcv, 8Y GRAoes
division; all grades lag behind in .
multiplication; the sixth grade runs
oe
Z'
....
·Z
ahead of the seventh and eighth;
0
0
i=
iii
San Francisco children make little
(5
0
>
<(
progress (from grade 5 to grade 8)
0
in getting problems right in all
operations except division. ·
so
A glance at the median column
70
of Table 124 is su:fficien t to show
that the various grades ·do. not
60
keep the same rank in the different
operations. Accordingly, Table
50
125 is given to show which rank
each grade occupies in each -oper40
ation, 1 indicating the best and
30
4 the worst of the four grades.
Thus the second column indicates
20
that Grade VIII was best in ad10
dition, Grade VII poorest, Grade
VI next to tlie top, and Grade V
0
next to the bottom.
.
.5678
5678
GRADEs 6 78
From Tables 124 and 125itwould
FIGURE 66.-The avcrag~ scores or nll gmdes test·
seem that Grade VII needs drill ed in arithmetic arc nrrangcd In gronps to show thein addition for accuracy. It is amount of impro\·cment from J..'Tado 5 to grade 8 in
each o'r the four tests. Although tested on exa!'tly
noticeable thatinsubtraction accu- the same examples, there appears to be no improve.
racy is high, and there is a grad- mcnt in facility In addition from grade 5 to grade 8.
A drop is noted in grade 7 in addition, and also iD
uul increase in accuracy as we go mul tiplicatlon.
G.

Sb 7 8,
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TABLE

125.-Drder in wll.irh the gradea rank in each operation on accuracy ( Courtia te8tB).
Grades.

VIII •••...•.•.••.•.••..•...••....•...••••.••..•.•.•.••••.......
VII .•..••..•••...........••.••..•..••••••.....••••.••..•.•.•.•.
VI •••........••.....•.•.•.•......•....•....•.•.•.•.....•.•.••..

1

4
2

v ..... ........................................................ .

3

1
2

3
4

2
3
1
4

upward through tho grades from V to VIII. In multiplication it
seems that Grade VI has been well drilled for accuracy and that the
timo for drill on this operation may well be shortened. In all other
grades the accuracy is materially below that for subtraction, which
fact may indicate a need for more drill for Grades V, VII, and VIII.
Grade V is especially noticeable in this respect. In division the fifth
grado runs low and may need more time to be given to .drill in the
operation.
If Dr. Courtis's standard for a 100 per cent accuracy bo a good
one, all the schools of San Francisco need drill to increase accuracy
in the fundamental operations of arithmetic. Ho'\vcver, thero is a
marked increase in accuracy in division of the eighth grade as compared with tho fifth grade. Addition and multiplication do not
indicate very pronounced increase of tho eighth grado over th~ fifth
grade. All grades rank very high in accuracy in subtraction.
(b) Variations in different schools in Sun Francisco.-There was,
however, a '\vide variation in the accuracy attained by different
schools. Table 126 shows a comparative study of the median accu.racy in tho grades tested. This does not include all of tho schools
of the city, but a list of 13 schools taken at random.
TABLE

126.-Median accuraC7J for each grade of 14 schools tested in San Francisco (Courtu
tests).

--------------0-ra_d_cs_.

---------------~: -S-cb_o_o_l._-ll------ll------:------:----Addi·
tion.

4
7
12
6

VIII B ..•....•.••••. · ••. ·•·••••··••·•·•···········•··

n .............................................. .
n .............................................. .
B •••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••.
A •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

7
2
9

n .............................................. .
A•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.
A•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

12

Median .••..•.•..•.•••••••.•••••••••••.••..•••.....•..•..

VIIB................. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .

A................................................
B................................................
B................................................

Suhtrac-1 Multiplf· Division.
tlon.
cation.

70.0
62.0
50.0

91.8
81.6
91.8
88.1
91.1
84 . 4
8:l.5
93.0

00. 2

98.a
98.3
91.1
85.6
97.6
80.0
88.3
94.1

74.8

90.9

7G. 7

89.2

70. 5
71.7

83.5
83.6
9-1.2
81i. 7
79.0
72.5

'j(j_!)

81.3
80 .()~ ·
8Cl. 0

74.13
74. 3

77.R

1======1
======1======1======:
1
72.1
80.5
83.0

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::I

3
10
11

1~

6fl.4
66. !)

62. 0
60.0
------1------1---Med..lan ..... -...... -. . . .. .. - -- ..•............••••••••••••
6!>.8
85.1

A................................................

70.5
82. 5
911.0
7G. 3
7RO
72.1

5

79.3

s.;.o

70.0

86.4
83.7
76.5
75.0
70.0

74.0

80.0

7fi.3
77.3
75.0
6fi. 2

=====l======l======l=====:.

.
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TABLE

126.--:-Median accuracy for each grade of 14 schools tested in San Francisco ( Courtis

tests )~Cou tinued.
School.

Grades.

Addition.

Subtrac- Multipli- Division.
tion.
cation.

84.0
84.0
87.0
91.0
84.2
88.6
81.3
86.3
95.0
78.8
83.3
91.7
75. 0
83.7
70.2
91.3
B•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
00.0
73.6
83.0
77.0
B................................................ .
82.5
88.1
73.0
83.7
A....................... ·.................... . .... .
67.5
81.6
72.3
A................................................ .
85.0
82.5
8o;
9
73.3
68.5
B•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
80.3
56.4
76.8
70.3
A............·•• • ••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••••••••
l-------1---------1---------1---------l--------74.2 ·
84.8
84.3
78.8
Median ........ =........................................ .

2
12
7
14
9
12
. 14
6
4

VIB ......... . • • • • • • • • • ·- ·- ·- • • • •• • ·.- •••••• ~- •••••••
B.;.....................• :........................ .

..................... ...... ..........................

1======1
======1======1======1======
67.0
88.8
80.6
69.4
3

VB ................................................. •

B................................................. .
B•••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ·-· ••••••••••••••••

10
8

A................................................. .

.u

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1
5
13

B.~

....................................................
! ................................................. .

Median ............. -~ •••••••••••••••••••••• •.• .......... .

53.0

89.2
85.5
81.9
83.6
62.5
79.3

85.4
82.8
69.4
58.6
5:l.4
52.8

100.0
67.0
47.8
59.3
36••
26.6

73.3

82.6

66.9

57.0

86.3
83.0
05.8
65'.5

GO.O

(c) Comparison ()f San Francisco with Courtis standards for speed
and accuracy.
These statements concerning accuracy are, of ·course, without
much meaning until compared with accuracy in other cities. Table
127 makes such comparisons with the Cpurtis standard scores. By a .
"Courtis standard score'' is meant the median score of many thousand
·school children from various parts of the country as determined by
Dr. C6urtis. It is the median of all the children that ·have taken ·the
test .iri. a given grade up· to the time of publication. The first column
of the table contains the number of problems a grade should attempt,
according to Dr~ Courtis. The second column contains the number
of problems that the children of San Francisco did attempt.' The
third column contains the per cent of the problems attempted that
the grades solved correctly. The fourth column contains the number
of problems the grade solved correctly. All these figures give the
median number for the grades. Thus, in addition, Grade VIII
should attempt 12 . problems. It . did attempt 11.98, a.nd of these
it solved correctly 74.8 per cent or nine problems.
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127.---Comparison of median speed and accuracy in San Francisco with Court{,
standards.
ADDITION.

San
Francisco
speed.

Courtls
speed.

Grades.

VIII •••.•••.•••.•••..••..••.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.••••.
VII ••••••.•••••.•.•.•••.•.•.•••.•••••.•.•••••.•••.•.•.•
VI ••••.•••.••..••.• . •.••.•.•••.•.•.•••.•.•••.•.•••.•.•.•

v •............................•...•.............•......

12

11.98
9.i7
10.33

Per cent of Number of
accuracy
problema
San '
correct,
Francisco
San
• FrancisCo.

7

8.21

74.80
69.82
74.12
73.30

12
11

10
8

13.90
12.57
11.40
9.18

90.87
85.15
84.27
82.62

12.6
11.0
9.2
7••

11
10
9
7

10.54
9.15
8.83
6.80

76.70
74.07
78.i7
66.94

6.7

11
10

. 8.15

11

g

9.0
7.0
7.5

6.1

SUBTRACTION.
VIII ••••••.•••.•.•.••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•••••••••
VII ••.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•••••.•.•.•••. •·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•··
VI ••.•••••••.•.••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••

v ..................................................... .
MULTIPLICATION.

VIII .................................................. .
VII •..•••.•••••••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••••••.•.•.•••..
VI •••••••.•••••••.•••.•••.•.•.•.•••...•••••.•.•.•.•••.•

v ...•.....•............. : .............................•

8.4

6.8

u

DIVISION.
VIII •••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•••.•.•.•••••••••.•.•••• •·•
VII ••••••••••.•••.•••.•.•.•.•.• ··.·-···················
VI •••.•.•.•••.•.•••••.•••.•••.•••••••.•••••.•.•.•.•••.•

v ............................................... ······.

8
6

9.62

89.20

7.67
4.i6

80-34
74.79
57.08

(d) Comparison of San Francisco with other cities for accuracy.Table 128 compares San Francisco with several other cities, for
accuracy.
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T.&BLB

128.-Results of Courtis tests in various places, San Francisco included-Per
cent ofaccuracy.l

Grade.

ADDITION.
VIII .••.•••••••.••• ••••••••.
VII. •••••••• •••••••••••••••.
VI. ••.•••••••• ••••• •••••••••

v·········· .•.•..•••••......

58
53
55
55

72
65

64
59

70

68

64
57

75
'70
74
73

71
67
65
61

615
63
59
52

66
59
55
53

78
. 73
73
68

89
76
81
57

77
75
70
69

92
88

&3

..7r
66
62

64
60
59
58

72
70
64
63

SUBTRACTION.

VIII ••••••••••••••••.• •••••••
VII •••••••••••••••••••••••••
VI ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••

v...•........•....•..•••••..

72
76
68
69

80
76
72
73

84
84
80
72

91
85
84
83

86
83

81

75

80
77
72
63

77
75
74
71

4

5
2
1

..
85

84

87
92
69

82
75
69

79
78
71

70

87
83

88
86
86

81
78

' 83

82
79
76
74

87
80
77
75

92
88

91

79

&'>
80

..24

2

MULTIPLICATION.
VIII~ •••••••••••••••••••••••
vn~

........................
v...........................
VI •••••. ~ •••••••• ••••• ~ •••••

67
62
62
43

72
70
68
63

80
76
74
66

77
74
79
67

82
78
77
69

77
·74
68
57

71
62
65

77
82

&'>
.82
81
79

67

97
95
86
691 81
55

59

.....

''71' .....

65

73
67

.....
.....

92
88
82
68

90

.....
.....
.....
.....

8

8

2
5

DIVISION.

vm ..................... :..

VII •••••••••••••••••••••••• •
VI ..........................

v...........................

68
76
72
52

85

80
87
61

88
&'l

gg .

89

·so
75
57

92
87
84
68

87
81
71
52

~~

84

74

~4

88

6

10
9
0

• Tho data of the 20 Kansas cities are taken from stud ics made by Pror. W. S. Monroe and reported in
bfs publication entitled "A Report or the usc or the Courtis Standard Research 'l'csts in Aritllmotic in
Twenty-four Cities."
·
All other data, except that or Snn Francisco, were taken from the figures or :Mr. S. A. Courtfs, as reported
by Prof. George Melcher in Bulletin No. 1 of the Bureau oC Research and Eillciency, KllJlsas City, Mo.,
Public Schools, 1016.
'l'he table should be read thus: In addition the median accuracy oC tho eighth grade, "Ocneml," February, 1914, was 5R per cent; "General," June, 1914, 72 per cent; San Francisco, 75 per cent, and so on
aerQSS tbe line for eighth grade in addition. 'The sumo method should be used Cor all tlio grades and ope~
tions.
·· •'Derived
from the tabulation or results from many schools in di1Icrent cities ond States.
1
Knsas City has only seven grades in its elementary schools.

From a study of Table 128 these facts become apparent:
1. In a majority of cases San Francisco children were more accurate
than the thousands of children reported by Dr. Courtis under the
head "General."
2. In every case · except seventh grade division, San Francisco
children were more accurate than January tests of other cities reported
in Table 128. As the San· Francisco tests were given in February,
this fact becomes very significant, since the various grades in the
reqpective cities had roached practically tho same stage of progress.
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3. In addition San Francisco ranks low in seventh and eighth
grades, and high in the fifth and sixth. There is very little increase
in accuracy as tho grades arc ascended. A marked increase in each
successive grade ought to be expected.
4. In subtraction San Francisco ranks high, and there is a steady
increase in accuracy as tho grades are ascended.
.
5. In multiplication San Francisco becomes a median city in the
fifth and eighth grades, falls below in the seventh, and above in the
sixth. There is no increase of efficiency after the sixth grade. In
common with the other studies, all percentages in multiplication
aro too low.
·
·
6. In division there is a marked increase in accuracy as tho gr~des
are ascended. However, San Francisco makes her poorest showing
in division.
7. The eighth grade ranks behind the median of all cities in·addi.
tion and division, with the median in multiplication, and ahead in
·subtraction.
8. The seventh grade is behind the median for all cities in every
operation.
9. The sixth grade ranks ahead of the general median in all operations except division.
10. The filth grade ranks far ahead of the general median in addi~
tion and subtraction, with the median in multiplication, and far
behind in division.
It is very difficult to give tho precise per cent of accuracy to which
the school can afford to train its classes as groups. The Courtis
standards hold forth 100 per cent as the goal, but the author him·
self admits that it is impossible to train all children to reach it. We
believe, however, that San Francisco children can be profitably
trained to reach a higher percentage of accuracy in solving problems
than they exhibited, for this reason: In Table 128 it may bo noticed
that Boston children, as a rule, did not make as good showing in
tests given in January, 1915, as did the San Francisco children in
February, 1916; but after they were drilled until May they mado a
marvelous increase in accuracy, going far beyond San Francisco's
showing in most cases. This increase was brought about in a com·
parativcly short time, and there is reason to believe \vith no unreasonable amount of drill. While it is true that San Francisco chil·
dren already make a good showing in accuracy when compared with
other cities, yet we aro of the opinion that they can and should make
a much better showing.
T'ven ty Kansas cities also made a good showing in · some ways,
but it is not known whether they were drilled or not.
3. l'ariability.-(a) Speed.-Thus far each grade, school, etc., has
been treated as though the children were all represented a-ccurately
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by -the medians. ·But inside each group there are variations, and
these variations arc by no· means alike in -the· diiT·cret~:t cases. · I tis

of' considerable importance ·in arithmetic ·class work to know how
closely the children progress together. For this reason the·following
study in variability has been made. It gives only figures .for San
Francisco, because no figures for comparison could be found in other
surveys. Such figures do appear in tho Indiana cities and Kansas
surveys, but tho units for figuring variability were not the same as
those used hero.
Table 1~9 shows the variability in speed of tho four grades in the
four operations. For ·each grade is given the median of problems
attempted and finished, quartiles 1 1 and 3, the variability 2 and the
per cent of variability.s
TABLE

129.- Variations in speed of San Francisco chililren in the Courtis teats.
ADDITION.

Grades.

Me d1 nn.

VIII ..................................... .
VII •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

VI ....................................... .

v...................... ~ •••••••••••••••••.

Per cent ot
Quartile 1. Quartile 3. Variation. variability.

ll.98
9.77
10.33
8.21

14.35
10.92
ll.89
9.25 .

2.35
1.65
1. 61 ·
1.54

19••
16.8
16..•
18.7

17.12
14.12
13.39
10.42

2.93
1.81
1.86
1. 57

21.0
14.4
. 16.6
17.1

8.94
7.57
7.20
5.59

11.43
9.88
9.58
7.27

1.25
1.16
1.19

11
13
13
12

7.45
6.43
6.67
3.13

11.57
9.00
8.58
5.59

2.06
1.29
.96
1.23

28

9.G5
7.(i3 .,
8.66
6.17

SUBTRACTION.

VIII ••••••• ••• •••••• ••• ••••• ~ •••••••••••••
VII ........... . ......... . ....... ......... .
VI ....................................... .

v·......................... ~ .............. .

13.93
12.57
11.40
.9.18

1l.26
10. 51
9.68
7.29

MULTIPLICATION.
10.fi4
9.15
8.83
6.80

.84

DIVISION.
9.62
8.15
7.67
4. 76

12

Ul

j)

(b) · Accuracy ..........Tablo 130 shows tho per cent of variability in ·accuracy of the four grades in tho four operations. For each grade is
given tho median, quartiles 1 and 3, the variability, and per cent of
variability.
1
By "quartile" is meant the point in o. series nbov.e which or below which one-fourth of the pupils fall.
[tis the median of tho upper hal r of o. series or of the lower half of a series. In referring to the upper half
the point abo>o which one-fourth of tho cases fall is called the upper or third quartlle. In referring to
the lower half of cases, the point below which one-fourth of the cases fall is called the first quartile.
2
The "variability" is found by taking one-half the d11Ierence between the quartilcs; It is thus the aver·
age variability of the quartilcs from the median.
1
The "per cent of variability" is found by dividing the variability by the modlan.
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It is seen that .the greatest variability is in Grado V in all operations. In addition, multiplication, and division we could ronsonnbly
expect tho variability of Grade VII to be less than Grado VI, which
is not true.
TABLE

130.- Variations in accuracy of San Francisco children in the Courtis tests.
ADDITION.

-

Grades.

Median.

·VIII•••••.....•....•.........•.••••.•.......•...
VII ••••••.••••.•.•.•••..••.•••••..•....•...••.•.
VI •••.•.•.•.••••••........•.•••.•.•...•.•.•••••.

v.............................................. .

Qunrtl:el. ~uartlle 3

74.80
69.R2
74.12
73.30

Vnrlability.

Percent
of varia-

bility.

62.40
55.30
58.08
54.90

86;5
. 85.2
86.2
89.3

12.00
15.00
13.70
17.20

16.1
21.&
10.8
23.8

80.34
72.30
70.94
63.24

99.57
97.03
97.74
98.50

9.61
12.36
13.40
17.63

10.&
14.6
15.9
21.3

SUBTRACTION.
VIII ••.•••..••••••••••.•.•••.•••••••...•.•••. • ..
VII •••••.••••..•••••.. ·.•...•••....•......•.•..•.
VI ••••...•••.•.•.•.....•.•••••••..••...••......•

V •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••

90.87
81>.15
84.27
82.62

I

MULTIPLICATION.
VIII •....•••••.•.•.•.•.•••.••••••...... ·........ .
VII ••..•.•••.•••.....•.••••.•......•••••••.•....
VI••.•.••..•........•..••........•...•..........

v ................... ······· .................... .

76.70
74.07
78.77
66.94

63.50
60.40
64.24
. 50; 15'

88.90
86.27
90.50
85."83

12.70
12.93
13.13
17;84

16.1
1U
16.7
26.7

77.10
61.67
67.82
31.36

100.00
100.00
100.00
87.25

11.40
19.16
16.09
27.94

12.8

DIVISION.
Vlll••....••.•.•.•.....•••••.•......•....•...•..
VII •••.•.•...•........•..•..••...•.•...•.•••...•
VI ••..•......••....•••.•...•.•...•.•.•••...•....

v ............ ·-·· .............................. .

89.20

80.34
74.79
57.08

23.9
21.6
48.9

4. Conclusions on Oourtis test results.
On the basis of the findings of the foregoing study, and assuming
the validity of tho standards which have been developed by the
studies in other cities, it appears:
.
1. That accuracy should be emphasized more and speed somewhat
less in teaching the fundamental operations in San Francisco.
2. That tho seventh grade in particular needs drill in accuracy.
3. That accuracy is being emphasized probably enough at the
present time in the sixth grade, except in division.
4. That certain grades need special drills in certain fundamentals.
These are indicated as being behind tho general median above.
5. That drill in addition, multiplication, and division is needed
far more than in subtraction.
FINDINGS OF STONE TEST (FOR REASONING). 1

1. .Attempts.-The Stone test has not been so widely used 8S tho
Courtis tests; consequently it is not possible to give so many com·
parisons as in tho preceding section.
a For a description of this test, see p. 251.
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Table 131 . shows the distributiob of attempts for the Stone test.
It should be noted that the results here represent the scores as
computed according to the weighted values of correct answers, and
not number of problems. The first horizontal line represents t~e
score. · Tho lines below it represent Grades _VIII, VII, VI, and V,
respectively. For example, one child in Grade VIII made a score
of 2, etc. ·F rom the median column at· th:e:Qg.ht it will be noted that
the median score for Grade VIII is 9~6. This, means that out of
228 pupils 114 pupils tried a sufficient number· of problems to get ·a
score of more than 9·.6, and that 114 pupils out of the same grade
tried a smaller number than the first 114 and got less than a score
of 9.6. A similar meaning is 'to be attached to tho median in e~ch
of the other grades. Note that Grade VII falls below Grade VI
and that Grado Vis relatively much lower than the other grades.
Table 132 gives the same scores on a percentage basis.
TABLE

131.-Distribution table for attempts of San Franmco children in the Stone teat3.
Stone reasoning test.

Grades.

0

2

1

-

-

VI .••.•..• •

v..........

..... .... ....
7

13

26

4
2
35

-

-

5
9
8
43

11
30
38
76

7

6

5

-

-

vm.·...... .... ..... 1
VII •..•.... .... .... ....

4

3

-

-

26· 10
72
49
45

14
13
3

9

8

-

40
40
39
23

10

33
20

26
9

-

-

8
16
23
6

12

11

33
21
19
2

-

4
10
6
4

14

13

31
16
21
3

15

-

4
2

.....

....

16

13
9
9
3

17

Me-

----

-

9
1

To-

tal. dian.

12
9.

2

. ....

16

17

228
276
262
300

9.60

7.22
8.54
5.34

132.-Percentage ojattempts--Stone test.

TABLE

(Comparisons -inside San Francisco.)

Gad
r es.

0

1

VIU....... .. .. .. ..
VII........ . .. • .. • •
VI......... . .. . .. ..
v .......... 2. 3 4. 3

2

3

4

I

~ ~ ~_.:.__

0. L... 2. 2 4. 8 11~ 4
• .. . 1. 4 3. 3 10.9 26. 1
.. .. . 8 3. 1 14. 5 18. 7
8. 7 11. 7114.3 25.3 15.0

8

9

4. 3 17. 6 14. 5
5.114. 5 7. 3
4. 9 14. 9 9. 9
1. 0 7. 7 3. 01

10

11

3. 5 14. 5
5. 8 7. 6
8. 8 7. 2
2. 0 • 7

12

13

14

15

1. 7 13. 6 1. 7 5. 7 . . . .
3. 7 5. 8 • 7 3. 3 0. 4
2. 3 8. 0 .. .. 3. 4 .. ..
1. 3 1. 0 .. • • 1. 0 • 7

Total.

3. 9 99. 8
4. 3 101.0
3. 4 99. 9
.. • • 100. 0

Me-

dian.
9. 60
7. 22
8. 54
5. 34

2. Accuracy.-(a) Absolute figures.-Table ~33 presents the facts

regarding the number of examples correctly worked in the Stone
tests-that is, the number of "rights." To illustrate, in Grade VIII
19 pupils solved enough examples correctly to receive a score of 3.
In estimating scores, fractions less than five-tenths were dropped,
those above five-tenths were added to the score, or a score of 6.5
was .called 7, etc. · Table 134 gives the same scores on a percentage
basis.
A striking thing about this table is the number of pupils who failed
to solve a single problem correctly. This is espe.c ially noteworthy in
Grades V, VI, and VII. There is a gradual increase in the ability ·of
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pupils as they advance through the grades, but the median of Grade
VI is practically the same as that of Grade VII.
The facts of Table 134 are shown also in Figure 67.
TABLE

133.-Distribution for number of problems solved correctly by San Franci&co
children in the Stone reasoning tests.
I

Grades.

0

VIII. ...•.. 1
VII ........ 10
VI ......... 10

v ..........

(31

Total ••••• 82

TABLE

1
3
9

24
48

2
7
21

34

48

84!uo

3

4

5

6

7

8

19

23
47

30
65
48
21

39
47

23
23

18

29
4

14

22
:i9

62

46
46

5

42
9
2,

-142 -162 -164 -119 -65 - 71

9

~·j_:_

H

13

15

16

_:!Total dianMe- .

2 . . .. 1 .... 228
1 ....
....
.... .... -....
..... .... 276
262
1 .... .... .... ..... ... . ..... .. .... 300
- - --30 -14 -10 - 5 4 3 .... 1
1,066
18
4
6
2

11

2

....

5
3

2

3
2

.....

1

2

1

I

6.~

5.40
5.62
2.&

-

134.-Percentage for each score, based on number of problems solved correctly by
San Francisco children-Stone test8.
(Comparisons inside San Francisco.)

Grades.

0

II

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

13

15

16

17

To- Me·
tal. dian.

- - - - - - - - - - -VIII ..•.•.. 0. 4 1.3 3.1 8.3 10.1 13.2 17.1 10.1 1R. 4 7.9 4.8 2.2 1.3 o. 4 0.8 ..... 0.4 ...... 99.8 6.8
VII .•...... 3.6 3.3 7.6 8.0 17.0123.6 17.0 8.3 6.5 1. 5 .7 1.1 .7 .7 .4 .•.. . ... .. -.. 100.0 5.4
VI ..••..•.. 3.8 9.2 13.0 14.9 17.618. ~ 11.1 5. 4 3. 4 2.3 • 8 .•.• .... • 4 .... .... . ... .... 100.2 5.5
v .......... 20.3 16.0 16.0 20.7 15.31 7.0 1.3 1. 7 .7 • 7 .3 ....
100.0 2.&
~

Accurate comparison with other cities on reasoning is very difficult,
because large numbers of pupils put down only the answers to the
problems. This prevented any possibility of giving some credit on
problems reasoned correctly but not figured accurately, which credit
may have been allowed in some other cities. With this caution in
mind on the basis of the scores actually allowed in San Francisco, the
results appear thus:
I. If Grades V to VIII are combined for San Francisco, the city
comes next to the bottom two in Stone's list of results for sixth grade
in 26 ci tics.
2. If Grade V is dropped in San Francisco, the remaining three
grades combined only equal the eighth from the bottom in Stone's
list.
3. If sixth grades only are considered, San Francisco is next to
the bottom of Stone's list. It is also much belo'v Bridgeport, Conn.,
as reported' in that survey.
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ResuLTs oF ARITHM-e.Tac Te&Ts
PeRceNTAGE OF PuPIL~ ATTAINlNG GaveN Sc:o~e5
PR08LEMS IN\fOLVING REA4$,0NING

M .EOIAN SCORE&
STH
6TH 8TH
2.~
6.8

s.s

20

10

8TH .GRROE

0

20
10

7TH 6RADf

0
\1)
..1

20

0:
:::)
Ct..

10

11..
0
'0

Ul

"z
~-

.r

&THGRAOE

0
20

dJ

v

· CX

w

10

0...

. 5TH GRADE

0~LLL6~~~~~~~----~~--
0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 6 9 tO U 12. 13 14 IS 16

SCORES

FIGURE 67.-The same problems in arithmetic involving reasoning were given to pupils in grades five,
six, seven, and eight. Nevertheless, tho median score for the seventh grades tested (5.4) was lower than
that for tho sixth grades (5.5). A striking number or pupils failed to solve a single problem correctly tD
l511llnutes, as shown in left-hand vertical column over score 11 0."
·
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Table 135 gives a comparison of San Francisco with other cities in
accuracy on the Stone tests, for all cities about which ·data on Grades
V to VIII were available. The Roman numerals represen.t grades
and the Arabic numerals are the median scores achieved by th~
grades.
rABLE

135.-Comparison of San Francisco with other cities in accuraClJ-Stone tes&,
median scores.

I VIII.

City.

VII.

VI.

v.

-----------------------------------------1---------------Salt Lake City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Butte..................................................................

San Francisco..........................................................

10. 5
7. 7

6. 8

8.6
5.8
5. 4

6.4
3.9
4.5

s. 7
2.2
2.8

From this table it seems probable that San Francisco children do
not reason sq well as do those of Salt Lake City. Grado3 V and VI
are a little better than tho corresponding grades in Butte, but the
reverse is true of Grades VII and VIII. It is to be noticed that the
San Francisco children make loss progress in their po,ver to reason
in arithmetic as they advance in the grades, than do the children of
either Salt Lake City or Butte. In Salt Lake City tho increase in the
achievement of Grado VIII over Grado Vis 184 per cent; in Butte,
250 per cent, in San Francisco, only 138 per cent. In this connection
it is to be noted that San Francisco is only average in Grade V to
start with.
CONCLUSION.

Allowing for all probable differonce3 in scoring, it seems entirely
likely that the San Francisco schools should give much more emphasis
to problems in arithmetic whoso solution demands accurate reasoning
with numerical data.
SUMMA.RY OF CONCLUSIONS.
SUGGESTED BY TESTS OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OP PUPILS.

Penmanship.
1. So far as form alone is concerned, the writing of the San Francisco
children is good.
·
2. Whether this excellence is attained at tho sacrifice of speed or
in company with tho attainment of a satisfactory speed is not c3tab·
lished by these tests.
3. Tho particular type of progress from grade to grade should be
studied critically, since it deviates considerably from the practice in
other cities.
4. Variability among schools should also be studied carefully.
Spelling.
· 5. Tho city as a ·whole ranks considerably above tho standard
average for a large number of cities.
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6. Girls seem to spell uniformly better than. boys._
1. Further tests should bo made in all the schools to determine

the causes of the wide variations in achievement.
Readin"[J.
8. There is need of standardizing the work in reading for the system
as a whole, so as to secure a more definite progress in ability from
grade to grade.
. ·
9. A reasonable degre~ of uniformity in ,progress among the different .schools should bo sought, to facilitate the transfer and promotion of pupils.
10. Reading tests on a much larger scale should be conducted in
order to determine ·standards and to assist in eliminating extreme
variations.

Arithmetic. ·
11. The San Francisco children made an· unusually good showing
in speed, but did not do so well in accuracy, and did not show the
usual increases in accuracy with progress through tho grades.
12. More emphasis should be placed on accuracy in all phases of
arithmetic work.
.
13. A study should be · made to determine the causes for the
apparent inferiority of the seventh grades in several of the tests.
14. A study should be made to determine the ca11ses of the extrem_e
variations in ability among tho several schools and grades.
15. A study should be made to determine the possibility of excusing
certain individual pupils from unnecessary drill.
16. More emphasis is needed on certain fundamental operations,
and on problems involving reasoning.

Chapter VIII.
THE HIGH SCHOOLS.

The public high school in America has had a remarkable development, not only in numbers, size, and magnificence of material equipment, but in variety of types which have been evolved in the effort
to meet -conditions as they have existed in difl'erent localities or as
they have changed with the passing of the years. A silnple catalogue
of the more in1portant of these types of secondary schools serves to
illustrate the extent of the development which has taken place:
Tvpes of organization:

Four years, based on eight years
elementary school.
Six years, based on six years elementary school.
.Junior high school, three years.
Senior high school, three years.
Township high school.
County high school.
Evening.
Continuation.
Part time, cooperative.
Technical.
Vocational.
Cosmopolitan.

T111e3 of c-urriculum:
General.
College preparatory.
Classical.
Scientific.
Literary.
Professional.
Commercial.
Agricultural.
1\Ianual training. mechanic arts.
technical.
Industrial.
Homemaking, home econom1cs.
household arts.
Normal.

The development of high schools in numbers and size is suggested
by Table 135a and figure 67a. During the decade from lSnO to
L900, while the total population of continental United Stutes in·
ereased 20.7 per cent, Table 135b, the number · of high schools re·
porting to the llureau o£ Education increased 137.7 per cent, the
number of high-school teachers increased 123.4 per cent, and the
number of high-school students increased 155.8 per cent. These
rates of increase were accelerated son1ewhat during the succeeding
decade, until about 1008, when a period of even more rapid expansion,
especially in numbers of teachers and students, began. This rapid
expansion is still efl'ecti ve, so far as the latest available figures show.
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In 1916, while the tota\ populatiQn had increa.s ed to 159.5 per cent .
of the population in 1890, the nu1nber of ·high schools was 462.2 per
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·r;rABLE

135n.-Development of public Ttigh schools 1·eporting to the , Uniteii '8t~~f;t
Bureau of Education, 1889-90 to 1914:15.1 . .
·
· · ·· ,
Scho:>ls.

"""":"'

Teachers.

Students.;.

-

Year reported.
Number. Per cent. Number. Percent.

18G.5
196.9
202.3
210.4
21i.5

14,122
15,700
16,809
17,941
18,718

154.8
172.1
184.3
·196. 7
205.2

237.7
250.1
249.1
269.2
285.2

20,372
21,778
22,415
24,349
2G, 760

223.4
238. 8
245.8
267.0
293.4

541,130
550,611 '
592,2131
635,808

' 291.&
313;3

100.0
109.7
120.2
127.4
156.9

1894-9.3.•••.•••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••••
1895-93 .•••••••••••• ~ ••.••••••••• : •••••••
1895-97 ••.•••••.•••.••••• ·••••.•••••.•••.•
1807-98 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1898-99 ••••••••••• • .•••. •·• • ••••••••·•••••

4,712
4,9i4
5,109
5:315
5,495
6,005
6,318
6,292
6,810
7,230

~

-

100.0
90.7
104.9

2,526
2, 771.
3,03ii
3,218
3,964

I

Per.cent.

9,120
8,2i0
9,564
10~ 141
12,120

1889-90 ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••· •.•
189J-9l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1~9l ·· 92 •••.••• ••••••• .•.•••• • ••••••.•.•..
18!ll93. •••••••••••••••••••••••· •••••••••
1893-94 ..................................

1899-1910·••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••
1900-1911 ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
1911-2 •••••••••••..•••• •••••••••••••·•••••
19):!-3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
19::>3-4 •. • .•••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••

I

Nmpber.
202,903
211,596
239,556
2M,023
289,274

111.~

132.9

. ·. 100.0
.IOU
; 118.0
· 125.2
142.5

350,099

: 172.5
1R7.5
201.7
. 221.5
234.6

38~,4!)3

409.433
449,600
476,227
519,~51

255.&

. 266.9
271.3

19:14-5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•
193.5-6 •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• •
19113-7 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
19)7-8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1908-9 •••.•.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••

7,576
8,031
8,8J4
8,950
9,317

299.9
317.9
348.5
354.7
368.8

28,461
30,844
32,774
35,399
37,491

312.1
338.2
359.4
388.1
411.1

679,702
722,692
751,081
770,456
841,273

334.9
.356.1
:370.1
. 3i9;6
.· 414.5

19~-10 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1910-11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •.•
1911-12 ..................................
1912-13 ......... •••••••• ............ ~ ••••
1913-14 ••••.....•••• -~- ••••••••••••••••••
UU4-15 ••••..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••• • •

10,213
10,234
11,224
11,277
11,515
11,674

404.3
405.1
444.3
446.4
455.9
462.2

41,667
4fi, 167
51,853
53,738
57,909
62,519

456. 9
495.3
568.6
589.2
635.0
685.5

915,061
984,677
1,105.360
1, 134,771
1,218,8)4
1,328,984

' 485.2
·544.6
.. 559.1
. 600.5
654,.8

t

~ ~-~

See Report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 01iding June 30, 1916, Vol. II, p. 449.

TADLE

135b.-Inereasc in tota~ population- of continenta~ United States
1890 to 1915.
Census year.

Number.

1890 ••••••••••••••• ~ ......... . ................. . ................................ .
19)0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••

G2,9!7,714
75,994,575
91, 972,2G6
100,399,318

l~lg2:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2

from

100.7
.. ' 12(1.1
14R.5
.•159.0

Estimated.

NEED OF ADJUSTJ\IENT TO NEW

CONDITIONS~

These figures tell only part of the story of the development of sec·
ondary education. The expansion of high-s.chool facilities and thAi
introduction of varied courses of study have not kept pace with tho
rhanges in the social, economic, and occupational life of the people.
In its beginnings the high school was almost exclusively a college
preparatory school for the narrowly limited number of persons who
'vere expected to enter the higher professional callings. The pr·
ganization and th'e curriculum were developed to meet the specific
purpose of preparation for college and professional school, and the
high school passed through a long period during which its entiro
Inachinery of aims and methods · was practically prescribed by the
assumed necessity of conformity with college-entrance requirements.

,Within- ·a: f~w shor.t.de9adef3; ho'Y_~Y.~rr -~ _ :n..e;vv. :~c! -~9:t~ · d.e.mQGf_atic.
ideal :has e:inergecl, ·an(!
the attainment of a high-school educa~
tion by eyery. boy and girl has been ·a cclaimed as .a reasonable obj~ct
of endeavor, and educational WJ;'iters frequently refer to the high
school as ·the "people's. college" as an .·a ssured :fact~ .
It is important to note that · if high-scho.o l advantages are to be
. pa~icipated in by all boy~ aJ?-d girls there m1_1st be a ·complete break
·with the tradition that the ·satisfaction of college-entrance requirements will adequately meet the situut.i on, or that any one course of
instruction for all students will suffice. It must be recognized clearly
··that for many years to ~om~ only a small fraction of high-school
&tudents will enter ·college. For these the best possible preparation
·for college must continue to be provided, and the requisite expenditure of time and energy and means for this purpose must not 'in the
least be abated.
For the remaining overwhelming majority of boys and girls it
must be :acceptedthat the. completion of the high-school course repre8ents the final limit of attendance upon day school, under exi~tiilg
c~mditions. 'l'he qu~stion as to the wisd~m of atte~pting to change
these C<?ndjtions, so that every individual maY' reasonably expect to
receive a college education, is not involved in the acceptance of the
fact'that conditions as they are determine immediate procedure.
·· The high .school,' then, should address itself to the task of discovering'the ways in which it may render the maximum possible assistance to all ·b oys and girls in their efforts to prepai~e :for usefu!'and
satisfying_careers· in ·many different directions. The problems of
rroviding the best possible education for the boy who is to enter a
~eel plant, or a wholesale commission house, or the steam or electric
. railroad service, or the grocery business; or for a girl who is to enter
the department store or factory, or manage an office, or become a
home maker have ~o less claim ·upon the attention·of the school than
11roblems o£ providing the best possible e4ucation for the young
people who will enter college. The former problems are far more
complicated, because of the great variety of uses that will be made of
the training given; their solution presents a much 1no:re formidable
task, because of the larger number of individuals involved.
Students of education are far from being in agre'ement as to the
·rngnificance of recent tendencies, or as to the validity of conclusions
derived from the numerous experiments now under way. ·Apparentlythere ~s as yet no accepted" best" type of high school. Secondltry education is passing through · n. stage of rapid evolution, and
many o£ the factors which will determine the form and status .of the ·
_ultimate institution are still but imperfectly defined ancl un~e~stood.
. Upon every city having the population and the wealth possessed
by San Francisco falls the responsibility of leadership in the scien-

"now
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tific and aggressive study .of the problems peculiar to the high-school
period. That San Francisco has not discharged her full duty in
t~is respect appears from the discussion in the following pages.
11\IPORTANT FEATURES OF THE SUCCESSFUL HIGH SCHOOL.

As a statement of the goal toward which all efforts for the improvement of the high schools should consistently strive, a brief
outline of the in1portant features of the successful high-school is
offered. Every first-class high school in San Francisco, or elsewhere,
should meet the following conditions:
(1) A well-built, scientifically arranged, thoroughly equipped,
thoroughly modernized structure, sufficient in size and appointments,
not only to accommodate all the pupils who are at present attending
the school, but all in the immediate district who ought to be attend.
ing.
(2) The building should contain, in addition to the usual classrooms, offices, and the like, provision for manual training, household
arts, equipment and supplies for stenography, typewriting, bookkeeping, and other commercial work; laboratories well located, well
lighted, 'veil ventilated, and equipped with modern ~pparatus; a
gymnasium sufficient in size to accommodate both evening and day
school pupils and thoroughly supplied with up.;.to-date apparatus
for all kinds of correctional work; a lunch room sufficient in size
and equipment to accommodate in t'vo or three sections as many
pupils as the completed structure is intended to care for; an assembly
hall equipped with stage and scenery sufficient to make it possible
for the school itself or the district in which the school is located to
give dramatic, musical, and other public programs for the sake of
social life and community expression.
( 3) Courses of study of such variety and strength as to meet the
educational needs of young people who are to be intelligent, indepen·
dent citizens in a great democratic State.
( 4) Such a number of teachers of the standards of preparation
similar to those required by the California State law that the total
enrollment of the school when divided by the number of teachers
will be under 30. The principal of the school should be expected ro
take an active part in the selection, promotion, and discharge of his
teachers, and in the direction of their professional growth in service,
subject, of course, to the approval of the superintendent of schools,
who should make all recommendations to the board for the appointment, promotion, and discharge of teachers, as recommended in
Chapter III of this report.
( 5) 't'he principal should be provided with office equipment and
office help sufficient in quantity to make it unnecessary for his time
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to . ·be

spent in clerical details· but rather . in strictly professional
service. ·
·
·
·
· ·
· (6) The principal may act as a dean of ·men with all the functions
.attributed to. such an official, oth~rwise a capable assistant should
be employed for this work. There should be a dean of women, a
director of gymnasium work, a director of athletics, and a director
~f.mlisic, including band an<! orchestra.
. -(7) l1ost important of.·· all is that superintendent and principal ·
should be capable of adequate inspiring leadership, and should hav:e
the necessary freedom and support, professional and financial.
CO:i\IPARISON WITH OTHER CITIES.

!figures presented in Chapter II 1 show · that, in con:tparison with
other cities, . San Francisco has. not shared proportionately in the
movement for the expansion of · public high-school facilities which
is.characteristic .o f the country as a whole. Only one o'f the 10 cities
in ·the list, Table 15, ranks lower than San Francisco in number of
high-school pupils per 1;000 of population. Even with a relatively
small number of ele1nentary-school pupils per 1,000 of population,
the number of high.,school pupils per 1,000 elementary-school pupils ·
islow_:only two of the 10 cities rank lower, Table 16.
It has not been possible to ·determine with certainty. what are the .
underlying causes of this comparative .neglect of public high-school
education in San Francisco. While the survey commission was unable to inquire f·u lly into the activities of secondary schools other ·
tlian public, sufficient information was secured to suggest that, compared with other cities, Sun Francisco probably has more than her
proportionate share of students .enrolled in such schools. To a certain extent a situation of this character undoubtedly reflects a feeling on the part of many parents that the opportunities and facilities
of the public high schools are either less adequate, ·less accessible, or
·inferior to those afforded by private agencies. In any- event, it is
highly desirable that further study of this situation be made, in its·
r~lation to the relatively inadequate development of public high
schools in San Francisco.
·. Problems rel;tting to · the orga~ization and administration of the
high. schools in San Francisco are discussed more fully in Chapter
III of. this report. We proceed now to a discussion of the schools
.themselves.
·
LOCATION OF HIGH. SCHOOLS.

As indicated in the discussion in connection with Figure 17, page
30, an examination of the map and a study. of the congested .centers
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of population in the city .sho~ that the highrschools are not)oc~tea)'
so asto accommodate to the best advantage the high-school popUla~i.
tion of the city. The five high schools are lo·cated ·within an io.rea
.inclosed by a circle of approximately 2 miles diameter, in·t he cerlbaL
portion o~ the city, although the land area of the city enibraces.:43;
square miles.
Apparently one of the objects in view in placing the high scho.els
thus centrally ancl near together was .to. give the student a· choiee
among the advantages offered. Those children who reside withinr:O:
reasonable distance of the center of this area. are able .to exereise :
this privilege. Theoretically the same choice is open to all children
but the distances to be traversed and the difficulties involved in'·
getting about in certain djrections because of topographip features
operate to prevent the exercise of such choice.
·
Not only nre many thousands of children thus practically ·denied ·
a choice of high-school work, but there are large portions of San.·
Francisco's population that have no. high ..school accomn1odations at
all within convenient reach. The congested centers of Richmond ·a~id '
N'orth Beach, for example, are far away from and have no I_Ilenns iof
· easy and convenient access to any public high school. · The same
may be said of the larger, though less thickly settled, section otthe
city lying south of an east and west line drawn through ·one. of the
Twin Peaks.
In the .Polytechnic High School San Francisco is attempting:to.
develop certain special types of courses. of study, and yet the success
oi this experiment has been jeopardized by the very ·site. s.eleGt~d.
'\'Vith Golden Gate Park on one side, and the expanse of unoccupied
territory surrounding Twin Peaks on the other, it would hav:e been
difficul~ to locate the school within walking distance of a smaijer
number of homes. 1
EVE~ING SCHOOL IN EACH HIGH SCHOOL.

To enable the city to comply fully with the evident intent .of- .the
California law on the subject of evening schools, it is recommend.ed
·that evening schools be opened in all of· the high-school buildings
in the city and equipment and prov~sion in faculty, library, and
laboratory be made to care for in a satisfactory way all who may
elect to come and choose their work from the curriculum provided.
Curricula in such evening schools should provide courses in English
and citizenship for foreigners; cooking, sewing, mechanical drawing,
stenography, typewriting, bo.okkeeping, penmanship, arithmetic,
printing, and such other subjects as the industries of the city of
San Francisco seem to demand. For further discussion of evening
schools see Chapter XV.
1

See also the discussion of distribution of school facllltles, ch. 2, I>· 2D. ··
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BUILDINGS •

. The location of the present buildings can not well P.e"' ~hanged.:'
The ·High School of Commerce nee<Js to ·have its pr~setit ·buildi:q.g .
remodeled ·and modernized, an<l an addition built on the' acljoini:p.g
lot, on a part of ·which there are now two temporary wooden 'build.;
ings in use. The remodeling and modernizing of this building
should provide for up-to-date lighting and heating, better ventila-'
tion,_ and a complete reorganipation and modernization of _the plumbing.· In all. the high-school buildings ~n which ·s uch conditions are
. not found, like changes should be n1ade a;t once.
· · The new building for the High School of Commerce should -have
an auditorium large enough to accommodate 1,500 people, a . stage
and stage equipn1ent .for public programs an~ for use in both the
day and evening school. It should have· an indoor gymnasium and
a lunch room ~arge enough to accommodate this number of ~students,
ns well as shops and home econolllics laboratories.
.
· Equally· bad physical conditions were found ·in the building of
the Missio~ High School. Changes · in th~ present building and a1
new str~cture on the adj oihing lot are urgently · needed here also.
· In addition . to weJl-equipped laboratories, gyn1nasium, auditorium, and lunch room ineach high-school building, there should be
als~ a well-equipped library, in · charge of which should be a well. trained librarian. Not one of the high schools at pre.s ent has either.
a well-equiiJped library 'or a librarian. It is quite as necessary that
both the library and the librarian · be provided for in all of t11ese ,
schools as it is that laboratories, gymnasiums, lunch rooms, nudi- '
tor~ums, and well-equipped teacllers shall be pTovided. The physi- .
cal necessities and the physical equipment with which a teacher is
confronted play a very great part in the success .. of the product
which the school turns out. ·
In all the high-school buildings where the toilet rooms are located
entirely or partially in the basement such changes should be made
as to · place ·these accommodations on each floor of the building.
The reason for refusing to approve toilet rooms 1;laced in the basement is apparent. Such rooms should be placed where there is
light, proper ventilation, proper sanitatl.on, and proper supervision. .
When placed in the basement they are a constant mena.ce to p~1blic
health, to the discipline of the school, and to the morals of the
children.
Th.e buildings not provided with individual lockers for pupils
should have such provision niade at once and these lockers placed in
the corridors above the basen1ent floor, where they may be supervised and where . property b~longing to students may be securely
protected. .The pilfering which goes on under other conditions is
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a menace to good citizenship and ought to have no place for development in a public-school building.
As indicated in Chapter V, the placing of lockers in tl1e corrid~rs
is not an ideal arrangement, as they should be provi~ed for in specia.l
locker rooms which are planned for when the building is laid out.
NE\V HIGH SCHOOLS NEEDED.

Since the pupils of secondary school age in North Beach and Rich.
monel have such long distances to go to re.ach a high school, and
since the other high schools are so located that they can E!Carceb
take care of the pupils of secondary age within their own immedia~
environs, high-school buildings should be constructed in these two
suburbs. It is not necessary that these buildings provide at first
for n1orc th'an junior high schools, but it is clear that with the development of population in these suburban sections there wil1 soon
be need for ·senior high-school accom:1;nodations.
OFFICE ASSISTANTS AND EQUIPMENT.

All the high schools of the city should be provided with such office
equipment that the records of the school mny be adequately preserved and available for constant and immediate use, and that all·
needed clerical work may be done conveniently. There should be a
record clerk and a stenographer in each high school having 500
students or more; and certainly a stenographer in each high school
nun1bering fewer than 500 students. Under existing conditions~
without clerical assistance of this kind, the principal is obliged to
spend much time in keeping records, writing letters, filing papers~
and answering and operating the telephone, instead of doing the
professional work properly belonging to his office.
With such trained help as ha~ been indiaated for all of the buildings, and which is for the most part lacking in the present buildings,
it will be possible to keep a curd catalogue of all pupils and to know
definitely fo~ 10 years following their graduation where they go,
what they do, and how_the school's impression upon them contributes
to their success in life. No school may properly answer the question
"Are we contributing the right kind of material to the community¥''
unless it takes the pains to find out what its students actually do
after the school has ceased to direct them.
· TEACIIERS.

. Since California's law requires very high standards for high·
school teachers, it mny be inferred that the scholastic preparation of
high-school teachers in San Francisco is good. Their experience is
extended, and a considerable number of them have been teaching for
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~ore.

-T _h e amount of .work done. by · teachers in all
high ,schools, however, ~ensured b~ the number of periods_p.er ~ay
they are busy, is too great unlGss this represents all the contr1butioil
which the teacher ·makes to the school.
· · ·
·-The number of periods of actual classroom instruction a day should
uspally not ~xceed fiv~ per ~eacher, and no teacher sh ould be requir.ed
to teach more than s1x periods a day. . The North Central Associ ation of Colleges and Secoi:Ldary· Schools, representing institutions in
14 States of the "1\Iississippi · Valley, _refuses to accr edit any · high
s~hooi having more than six recitation periods a day for any teacher. ·. _There are classes in all the high schools in Sun Francisco contain- :
inO'o too .many students for effective work. The North Central Associntion recommends 25 students .per class us the maximum, and
maintains that no recitation Glass should enroll mqre than 30 students. ·
· In San Francisco, as sh~wn · in Table 45, Chapter II, nearly onehalf (:48.2 per cent) of all the high-school classes r eported enrollment of 31 pupils· or n1ore, and nearly one-fourth (23.9 per cent) re.,
ported enrollment of more than 4,0 pupils each.
The size of classes should be reduced gradually until the usual
maximum average attendance does not exceed 25 pupils per class.
Only in exceptional..cases should recitation classes be permitted to
exceed 30. This policy will undoubtedly lead to improvement in the
qJlality of the school work and ·to a reduction in the proportion of
student failures.
PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE.

There- are indications in all the high schools that proper condi tions for the stiinulntion of professional spirit and p r ofessional
attitude toward work have not been provided. Teachers report very
little extended reading of pedagogical literature or attendance at
educational conventions and nlen1bership in State or national
teachers' associations. There is little or no evidence that group~
of teachers engaged in the same kind of work {such as English
teachers, science teachers, and so on) ar e reading the literature of
their subject and are atte1npting t o impr ove their work from month
to.'month and from year to year.
·
.
There seems to be n l uck of t hat unity and interest among the
high-school t eachers necessary for a proper esprit de corps and
the highest success. N o indications were :found that any effective
plan has been devised and put into operation to improve the teachers
in service during their probntionary . period. This is a most serious
omission. F or the most part, those who have been long in the
service appear to be content and static. The assurance of holding
their positions against all odds has probably had very much to do
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with killing the highest and best kind of professional spirit, as it
is apt to do for all except those who work altruistically for the good
of their pupils and for the love of their work.
If teachers were encouraged · to join the high -school teachers'
association of the State or county, the stimulation, encouragement,
and sympathetic cooperation which would be thus engendered in
the high-school faculty would be very great. It would be greater
still if teachers were sent to State and national educational conventions and required to make full reports to their colleagues · in meetings held for this purpose. " .vVhen the springs of proiessionalism
among the teachers have dried up, the pupils who are to be taught
are very likely to be athirst."
The principals, endowed with proper authority, might make of
their own faculty meetings, which ought to be held at least once
a month during the Echool year, such a seminar of interest as would
certainly, even if slowly, create a desire among members of the
faculty to investigate in. their own fields the problems confronting
them, but which have found more or less complete solution in other
large school systems.
One of the. best means of arousing the lethargy, deadness, and smug
satisfaction a1nong a well-prepared and highly contented faculty is
to induce some of the more niinble-mincled of the group to begin some
kind of experiinent to solve a part'icularly perplexing problem in the
school. When .this problem has been correctly solved and the principal and the teachers are fairly content with the solution, the teacher
'v ho has been instrumental in this experiment should n1ake a complete written present'ation of the study to the entire faculty and
have one of the newspapers make a write-up of it to show what may
be done. This may in tnrn arouse some one else in the faculty to ask
for the privilege of n1aking some experiment in another department
and thus a spirit of inquiry ·w hich can not fail to fost'er professional
growth will soon pervade the entire school system.
1\fORE RESPONSIBILITY FOH PRINCIPALS.

The authority of the principal should be final on many things
which concern the faculty, the curricula in the school, the professional spirit of the teachers, and the school 's\community relationships. The schools of San Francisco seem to be defective in this
respect. The thing which is most needed among the teachers is big,
forceful, unshackled leadership with freedom and vision. That is,
assu1ning that capable leaders have been selected as principals, with
broad but clearly defined limits of discretion, responsibility, and authority, the board of education should keep its hands off and leave
the principals free within these limits· to work out the problems of
the schools.
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:Manf of thB things referred to ils lacking and desirable might
easily pe ~ secured i1nder _ leadqrs~1ip of this kind. But; pr~cipals can
exercise neither freedom nor ·v1s1on when they ··are conscious. of the
fact th;t one member of the board of education -has final authority
in one matter, a particular committee ·o f the hoard in another matter,
ah assistant' or deputy -superintendent in another, and the -superintendent in still another. Such division of authority in cletails tends
to prevent any - earnest preparation for leadership and responsibility
on the part of ·p rincipals.
: Under -existing conditions, it can not be maintained that the principal -of a high school in San Fra1icisco-has ·a fair _opportunity .to·.
work out the p'r ogressi ve ideals which his position as -a.specialist in
secondary education should qun1ify him to formulate, nor a fair ·
opportunity to exercise the degree of influence in the councils of the
school syst'em or the quality of leadersltlip in his own particular field
of ·which he is presumably capable. In · these ·respects -_the city · is
practically in the position of expending a sum of money for a special
kind of expert service and then declining-to receive ·it. COURSE OF STUDY.

The course of study is one -of. the .most -essential factors in the· makirig of a successful high school. The extent_ and character of the .
progress that has been made in · secondary education i:ri America
during the past few decades is clearly seen by comparing the traditional curriculum, ~he great . bulk of which was made up of Latin,
Greek, and ·mathematics, with the offering of one of the modern
cosmopolitan high schools to be found in our larger cities.
As already noted, the aim of the high school in the early days in
tllis country was the comparatively simple one of preparing for en- ·
trance upon the work of the classical course. _in college. To-day the
objective sot1ght by the framers of high-school courses of study are
varied and complex. · To the early simple curriculum have been
ndded from time to time modern languages, natural .science, political
nnd social science, fine arts, ma1;1ual arts, and other subjects, until the
range of studies has long since passed· far beyond the capacities or
needs of ~ny_ individual pupil. ·
Since no pupil could take .all the subj.ects · offered, some plan had
to be devised to arrange them in groups adapt.e d to the capacities and
needs· of individuals, and designed to accomplish the purposes they
may have had iri. entering school. Thus the high school has pas~ed
through several stages with reference to this feature of the course
of study:· (1) One fixed curriculum, ·f our years in length in its final
form, attempted by all students alike; (2) two or more fixed cur~
ricula, four years in length, leading to more or less well-defined
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gonls, one of which must be chosen by the student at the outset; (3)
·two or more curricula, .four years in length, one or more of which
mny be fixed, but in one or mpre of which is introduced the principle
of choice among certain groups of specified subjects; in ea~h year
of the course certain subjects are required of the student, while the
remainder of his program is filled out by choosing from among 8
number of subjects provided in each case; ( 4) two or more curricula.
four years ~n length; in at least one of which the student is left en.
tirely free to select the studies to be pursued, subject to the approval
of an ndviser, and limited only by the requirements of carrying.&
certain minimum number of subjects and of completing a certain
number of credits for a diploma; (5) special curricula of less than
four years in length, designed to meet certain needs which experi.
ence with students has shown to exist.
It is to be noted that the evolution of a great variety of cou~
of study has been accompanied or, it may be, facilitated, by the development of a number of types of high schools, such as the manual
training high school, the commercial high school, and others. Indeed, some educators have maintained that special type schools have
been essential to the successful working out of the experiments which
have resulted in the -present variety of curricula. It is held that the
conditions necessary for the development of a new type of curriculum are most easily and surely provided in a separate school.
On the other hand, there is considerable weight of opinion favor·
ing the combination of a number of types of curriculum in on~
school, in order to extend the range of choice open to the student.
after these curricula have thoroughly detnonstrated their e_ducational
value. This is the view held by the survey commission, as outlined in
Chapter III.
TENDENCIES IN SAN FRANCISCO.

There is unmistakable evidence of a trend of development, even
thollgh very conservative, in the right direction in San Francisco'~
dealings with her high schools. \Vith the increase in high-school
population, the city has added to the number of high schools until
there are now five. In at least three cases, following the practice
then prevailing in many American cities and still more or less influential, these schools w'e re planned us type schools, namely, the
Girls', the Con1mercial, and the Polytechnic.
The special typical character of these schools has not always beeu
consistently maintained. In the Girls' High School, for examplo,
it does not appear that the uin1 has been to develop a school giving
special attention to the educational needs of girls and young women,
as differentiated from those of boys and young men, but rather
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merely to organize· a · good high school to which only girls are admitted as students. In the country as a whole there has been very
;'little popular demand for a policy of separating the -Sexes in. -either
';&lementary or secondary schools. If there exists any justification for
'a separate public high school for girls, it is to be found in the
desirability of providing an institution in which the problems of
preparing girls for homemaking, motherhood, and other functions
·peculiar to womanhood may receive such special attention as is not
possible or practicable· in th,e usual coeducational school. In the
. opinion of the survey commission this justification does not exist.
· . It may be assumed that preparation for all those functions of
life.·in which men and women participate in common (such af? wageearning, leisure, social intercourse) may be given to 15oys and girls
in the same high school just as effectively as in separate schools. In
all .cases of special subjects which are sought by one sex only (such
as blacksmithing or millinery) ' or in which it is desirable for any .
reason that the sexes recite in separate classes, separate recitatipn
classes can be easily provided.
REVISION · OF COURSES OF STUDY.

The desirability of modifying the policy of maintaining type high
schools was clearly recognized by the board of education, though
without special reference to the girls' high school in a report adopted
July 2, 1913.1 In this report the announcement was made (p. 11)
that"the distinctive features of the existent type high schools are to
be abandoned to some extent by gradually mtroducing into all
schools, except where equipment prohibits, as many as possible of
the foundational subjects of the first .two years, but continuing a
certain amount of specialization in each school as heretofore in the
third and fourth years. This statement was supplen1ented by the
announcement of an" interlocking system" among the high schools,
in accordance with which it was to be made possible for a student
to register simultaneously in two ·schools and thus to participate in
the benefits of the opportunity for a wider choice of subjects.
These two provisions constitute a commendable step forward and
are evidence of a wise determin,ation to extend the benefits and
facilities of the high schools. For fina:t;1cial and othef reasons the
board has . necessarily been very conservative in putting the new
policy·· into e~ecution, and many practical difficulties have obstructed
the operation of the interlocking system, so that, in fact, not so much
progress has be.e n made as conditions really demand. The interlocking system, so far as its actual operation was observed, can be
1

Course of Study for the San Francisco Hl.gh Schools, 1913. Part I.
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regarded only as a temporary and inefficient device designed to-r~
lieve conditions which should be modified fundan1entally.
The result of the study n1ade by the survey con1mission has been
to confirr,n the opinion that further progress n1ust be made in the
reorga~ization of the high schools along the lines already laid down
by the board o-f education an~ otherwise to the end that each school
shall offer the ·widest possible .choice of studies. As indicated else·
where in this report, in the discussion of the cosmopolitan high
school, this policy is not inconsistent with the plan of allowing to
each schcol .a certain degree of specialization or e1nphasis on certain
lines of work, especially in the third and fourth years of the cour~e.
The desirability of o~ganizing one or more junior high schools
is discussed elsewhere in this chapter as well as in Chapter III.
UNIFORMITY 0], CURRICULA.

Since the young people of high-school age are to live in a democ·
racy, it is vital that the association during their secondary school
period should be as similar as possible to the life associations which
are to follow the school career. It is for these reasons that, in the
construction of the school curricula, vve recommend that they shall
be substantially uniform in all high schools for the first two years
of V."ork, and that no privilege in a curriculum in one school shall
be denied a student in another school. At the close of the first two
years of such curricula there may be given opportunity, under .faculty direction, to pursue with some degree of specialization t:fte lines
of work indicated· by the particular talent manifested during the
first .two years.
It is clear that jt is not necessary that the curricula in one city shall
be identical with the curricula in another city, but that they shall
possess a degree of uniformity in the same city seems to be as essential for the high schools as for the elementary schools.
These statements mean that what has been described in San Francisco as "an all-inclusive course of sti1dy" should b~ offered in each
of the high schools of San Francisco. It means further, that the
high-school district, created under the recon11nendation of this report, Inay, in response to the industrial or social· or commercial needs
of that district, emphasiz~ one phase of the curriculum and minimize another phase of the curriculu1n, and that in so doing, the
curricuhun may respond to the greatest and highest need o:f that
particular district and community. Unless the curricula are :fairly
tlniform and unless they are all-inclusive, there is great danger of
developing unpleasant class distinctions and stratification of groups
and a real social cleavage in the total high -school body of the city.
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· .AJ]: s.q.eh resul~s. are regard~d . as '.disastro~s and antagonistic to the
J~iO'hest welfare· of a democratic society.
·

.· As indicated in

another ·'paragraph,. art, in ·its completest sense,
music, .d ramatics, physical education iri1its completest sense, the recOO'nitiqn and direction of athletics and soci~l . life, should be made as
;uch a part of the real curriculum of the high school as English o~
science or history.
··. ·The high-school life ~s peculiarly the period of self-expressi0n,
and all the activities mentioned and others, which give opportunity
under prof~ssional direction for self-expression; IJ?.al~e their contribu·.tion to the highest and best development of the citizen of the community. Means of self-expression developed out of · dramatics, ·art,
music, .physical education, and other lines of expression are . frequently the avenues along which the most remarkable latent talent
among pupils may be developed. It is out of these beginnings dur- ·
ing the. reticent and often baElhful period of adolescence ·that . great
talent later recognized by the State and the Nation conies. · When
we read t~1e early biography of the statesman, the actor, the ~rtist,
the: musician, and the genera-l, we so frequently find that the talent
for these various lines of activity was ~ discovered, developed, ·and
.inspired in son1e measure during the adolescent period of life. How
important, then, is it that this great public~school organization
sho-uld make a serious and continued effort to discover and direct
all such latent talents.
··
Inasmuch as the curricula jn actual operation in the high schools
of San Fran.cisco do not seem t'o have been worl~ out with any
special reference to the industrial, 'c ommercial, and :rilanufae,t urip.g
life of the ,city, it is suggested that in the · further ·de~lop'rr1ent. of
plans these factors, together with others· dominant in the community,
shall be carefully considered.
·
COMMENDABLE FEATURES NOTED.

The report of the board of education of July 2, 1913, referred .to
above, contains a number of commendable and progressive . features
in ~dclition to those already · pointed ·out. Of these the following
may be noted particularly: ·
.
(1) Recognition of the necessity, in planning high-school courses,
of providing for a variety of aims on the part of the student body.
The plan as announced proposes to meet the needs of (a) pupils
who expect to end their schooling with the completion of . the highschool conrse; (b) pupils who are uncertain about further schooling
and who wish ·to defer decision as late as possible; (c) pupils who
expect to continue their schooling beyond the high school; (d) pupils
who can give no more than ·one or two years to high-school attendance.
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(2) Recognition of the elective principle in planning four-year
programs for students. In carrying out this policy the requirements
for graduation are outlined in general terms, and include the follow.
ing:
Prescribed major, the equivalent of one study reciting daily for four years,
c'Onsisting of three years of English and one year of United States history and
civics; 32 hours.
Elective major, the equivalent of one study daily for four years, consisting
uf four years' work in any single department ; 32 hours.
Alternative minor, the equivalent of one study daily for two years, either
language ·or mathematics; 16 hours.
Elective minor, the equivalent of one study daily for ~wo years, consisting ot
two years' work in any single department ; lfJ hours.
Elective, the equivalent of two studies daily for four years; 64 hours.
Total, 160 hours, of which at least 40 hours must consist of " advanced subJects."

( 3) Arrangement of studies in curricula, or "groups," as suggestions for the assistance of pupils in planning their work to accomplish certain definite ends.
( 4) Tentative inauguration of a "continuation plan," by which
students are permitted to register for half-day sessions to continue
their education while engaged in wage-earning employment during
t.he remainder of the regular school session.
DISTRIBUTION OF FACILITIES.

The program of studies provides seven curricula, . or " groups,''
of which five cover four years of work and meet the requirements for
graduation, noted above. Two are special commercial-industrial
courses, two years and one year in length. The distribution of these
curricula among the five high schools is shown in Table 135c.
TABLE

135c.-Assiunment of curricula or "groups" to the high schoots.

Curricula.

Commerce.

Girls'.

Lowell.

A. General (free election)............................
A
A
••••••••••
B. Optional (limited election~., ..•...... ~- ...•.. _...
B
B
B
C. Occupational (technical, sctcntific, or commercial).
C
C .
C
D. College of science, preparatory .••..• __ ••.•••••.•.••...••.••..••.••. ___
D
E. Inclusive college, preparator.)'.................... .•••.•.•..
E
E
F. Two years commcrclal-industrial.................
F
.• ••••.••...••.•••.•
G. One-year commercial-industrial..................
0
.•••••••••.•••••.•.•

.
Polr·
M1ssion , ,tecluilo.
A

n

c

·D
E
F
G

A

~

,

....

....

0

-

From this table it appears that only two of the seven curricula are
offered in all high schools: (1) The optional group, w}lich is "designed to give thorough preparation for life to students who prob·
ably will not go to college but who may finally so decide;" (2) the
occupational group, which is" designed to give thorough preparation
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tn,st.uq~~ts ,who :;plan ·:to . .enter . 1tb~ .technical world whether: or not
.. ,..· ·
· .cour:se....
'~
tlir:ough
.t h. e.· me··a·IUm o £ ; ~ . co11· ege
-~·;Lt . . is., definitely · in1 plied . thnt , .a st:udent:,m ny •prepar~. · ~or · eoUege
~hder tlie provisions of .either. of. these ·currieula; in:.a-py :.one of :the
fiv:e hig.h schools. N otwithstanding,_of the -two .curricula· which ure
de.signaterl· as college .preparatory, · one is .offered ·at.,:two)3chools .only
and one a_t three .. ····
.·. The particular studie~.· .or.~q~ep~rtm,e,rits ..il} w-h ich. work ,~na.y ·be puraued.is determined 'by the..dist.ribtition , J~f. t4ese:!'~epar.tments ~ among
th.eJi.ve h1gh . schoo~s. . S~nc~.. ey ery ~~~dent 'f:ho ;regist~r.s in a· four,.
·year course. reqttir.e d .to take ... English., ,~Pnited: ·.States, ·history,:;and
chri~s· as a prescribed · sequenc_~ , ~f studies,.t}:lese:J;tudies -ar.e offered in
high . scho·ols. .The remaining ~tudie~, lcl@ssed .a~ ~.lectiye ;·.maj:or~,.
a~e .{t'ssjg.ned to .the ·schools accordfng to a plan,of di~triautio,n .shown
in Tu,ble 135d.
·
··

.is

all

. .TABLE 135d.~Assignmeat

Elective majors.

of elective majors to high
Commerce.

Girls'.

s~hools.

Lowell.

·i. Latin :·.·.·.<................... :~ ....~ .. ~ .......... ~ ......... ·
1
1
1 ...•••••••
l .~~::~ii::
~:
~ 3.....·~- •..3.. ....... ~ ..•-- .... ~ :. ~ ...•'l ~ ~--~

:::::::: :::: :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... .. ;.

!:~t#.;~;F~~~~~~~H~L:::~~Hj::: ::::::::~: : : :::: : : :;:: : : : : :::,:::;:::::!

· 9. Natural science •• ••,••••.••• • .••. • ....• ~ •• •••• • •• ~ • • • • . • • • • •
10; Fine.arts ... ...... ; •.. ....•·.. ." ... .. ...... . . .. ........•.•. : . . . .

9 ·

9

9

9

10
· 10 • ·. ·~ • .'• ~ ;·~ •••••.• ·.:. ·• ~;
11. Draftin~ _. .••.. . •·• .• •. .•.. .. ••.•.....••••...• . •• • .••••••·.••.•.•• • •••• ; • • • • • • • • • • • · ·
· ll
11
12. :Mechanical arts .... ·..• . •·.·.. .•• •. .. . ••.•••.••. ;; . . . ·•... •• •.... . . •.·... . .·•• ... ·. .. .: .. • ~ ~ ·.••• . ;. . ..
. .. 12.
13. Applied mathen'iatics •. ~ . • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • •.•••. • ••...•. • • ~ • ." • •• • · · · · 13
. 13

[it1:ZJI~\~~~~~~::~~:~::~:::~:::.: :::::·::fr ;;;;;/~~; :t:::i:j~~·: ·:.·,n,; ~~:z
1

Sewing.

s Sewing and cooking. ·

This table shows that La,tin is ·offered in

thre~

schools and Greek

~ o~e.~ - while some modern foreign language . is _offered in . four
sc.l~ool~; . that mathematics . and natural scie:Qce . are .. offered in ,four
sc~?ols and fine arts in two only; that :q1echaJilical :drafting is offered
in but two schools, while mechanicaL shop;. ·s ubjects are restricted · -t~
OAAe; that cool~ing : and sewing. are . o:ff~red in one ~ehooland . sewing - in
.two others; that bookkeeping and ~tenography ~nd typewriting may
· be:~a.4 in tw9 schools only..
·
·
NEEDED . CHANGES ~- j~ CURRICULA • ...

,:~be . n;ims which have' been· set up ·by the ·board'; of:_edricatioii in ·tl1~
course. of. study referred ·to are commendttble, s<f ·far :as they·'go; and
thtf changes most needed '~re· those·w hibh w:itl'nHdre·tlle schools rri'O're
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eff.ective;·ili. realizing ·. these aims. More liberal financial support of
high schools, which will make possible adequate teaching forces and
suitable ·equipment for the reorganized courses of study, is a necessary corrollary of the suggestions made lierein. The financial ·problem is·discussed-further in ·chapter IV.
The changes needed.,- so far as they relate to · the course of study,
may be summarized as follows :
. (1} The practical benefits of the so-called "all-inclusive" course
of study should be made available to students in each high school.
This involves the abandonment of the "interlocking system among
sohools" in so far as it requires students to register· simultaneously
in two schools in order to secure a complete ·course.
(2) : At least one· modern foreig.n language should be offered in
each~ high school, and each school should be prepared. to offer a second
language if there is sufficient demand to justify it.
(3) . .:\..s recommep.ded in other chapters in . this report,. elective
courses should be offered·· each· high school in free-hand drawing
a~d . design, arid in music, . including band, orchestra, and choral
stng1ng;
· (4} 'J:'he ·co~rses in · scienc·e ·should be strengthened · and extended,
especially ..the social sciences~ ...To :the ·. latter -very 1ittle. attention is
-now given. In ~ thtee schools only an · elementary course in· economics
is. offered"as an elective· iii the .junior· year. "Aside from this nothing
is"do:he iiithi~ important field. See also Chapter IX .
. . (5) . Strong. courses in shb!lwork aild drafting. for boys, home ecOnomics· for .. girls·,: ~ and commercial cour·ses for both boys and girls,
·should be offered in each high school. ...The polytechnic high school
·,. and the eommercial high school.&}lo:uld .continue · to .emphasize these
special fields, and one high school might be permitted to. emphasize
courses designed especially for girls~

in

Little or no effort seems to be made in San Francisco to ;direct the
pupils in their choice of work when .entering high school; or 'to aid
them to select a prop.er curi·iculum after they have chosen .their
work. A valuable· service: n1ight be rendered the pupils of the 'high
schools if the faculty· of each school were divided into groups':or
t·omnlittees for this purpose.
One plan is to divide the fap,u lty into eight groups or committees,
one for each half-year of the ' four~years' course. Whenever the fac·
nlty is l~rge enough; each committee n1ay haye representatives aetu·
ally teaching classes in a~l four years o.f. the course. At the .begi~ing
of each half of. the school year one of these com1nittees is assigned
as an nd ,~isory COlllmittee to . llll students entering_a~ _tha.t . date. . The
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,_p-'hin : provides · that this; advisory · relatiori:' shall ·continue. -~iliter
lruptedly, the committ~ · and this ;parficular group o:f ·students~ be.i ng
,as8och.tted ·through :the entire ·four ·.years' of the: course.
:~ .:Each committee : should discuss :w ith the.·,pupils. of ·its group. the
~o~rses;· of 'study:·offered! ~by f the ~ schools, ,the industries and . the . life
~fthe dty, rand·.~th~ ·p re'p aration·· needed .:for: .t~em; : ;a~d ·the .aims ~ of
'these;yoring ·people in·C.oming .to· school; and :should .help .t he .students
:t@;plan;~heir ; courses:· of'·study...
.
The continuity of · this relat.i onship wilL .bring.- it. abqut that each
blass 'will have· a ·group of faculty :sponsors; with, a . feeling of SJie.cia.l
interest in and _responsibility: for ·the ·pupils a:f :that .class. .A . rec'o rd
·should be kept of all . the conferences . of t4~ . sponSO!-'$ with ;thE(~tU;
dents.:· In::this ;way. a fund : of :valuable ~nd . a.v ailable inform.ati<;>~
'ab.out/tbe-' class as· a:·. whole ' and: ahout .the.individual:' members of. :the
.dass: ~may .be accumuhited . . :. Pe~so.n:al .interest:·may thus be dexelop~p
which iwill,Ji>i:nd both:.teachers. arid pu.pils . -more :firmly -to: the:_sch9.0l.,
~nable teachers.to d9:their W,ork ;"dth•gr-eater devotion and · pleastu;~,
and tend to keep a larger number of· p~1~ils in school ~tilL graP,u~tjp:n.
i

nEVE:LOP.:M:ENT.·

o¥-.i scH:oo£ ··sPIRIT.

developf4eht· of the· proper1'kirid- of school · spi~it - amhng
~h~ . 'students, as in so ·marty other features '· ·o f _the . suc-c'e ssfuL high
school, e:v erythirtg depends 'ori ' 'th.e .principal ' an~l' ~n · - ~he'' e~rnehl,
' ooopetation"arid
~suppor~:
;o:f co11eagues
who understand ' and
;ate ih
. .
.
·.
.
.
..
.
thorough _sympatl).y with his itl~als. '· In ,t he' -o·p inioi1 ol· ma-n:Y -educ.ators~ ·the i.riore ·o:F less. inforni~l agencies ,. which 'may·. be utilized
f~r the encouragement- and directio:p. ·of 'school · spi~it · have ·. a ~ place
and an influence in the · formation o:f character no less important
than the formal · e:xercise~ of ~lassr6om, shop, and laboratory. In
-~11. of these the p~r~onal influe:o-c~ of . principal al)-4 .t ~acher counts in
ways not oftenJul~y appreciated an,d to ,an extent not easily measuryd.
· :Among these jnformal agencies may be mentioned the conferences
between students al,ld advisers, occasibnal ' assemblies-of students-and
..f~Gulty,- public programs ~endered by · students, interschool cont.~~s
in debate; basket ·ball, baseball, football~ ~wimming, military drill, .
-and rifle practice. All. of these -may be utilized . u;nder favot ab're
con~itions to , promote the best type of school spirit·, or they . m{ty
be neglected and allowed. to do more harm than good.
·
· In addition to these and other agencies, the organ~zation of - b~nds
·aE~ ·orclflK$tras ;in ~ the .high;.s?4pols, with good leaders and city ~p
port, would expres's abd £6ster a kind of scliool and ~oirumuii~y
·interest hardly pessible othe1~,wise. - 'r.he~e hands r·~nd .orchestras
-~~ould, appe_ar .in assemblies of pupils once a wee~
oftener, whe~
j)U~li~ J?~ograms a.re r~ndered by students, ,and, when school tea.}V~ .of
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various· kinds are brought together from the_ several schools in the
city for a central contest.. Contests among bands, orchestras, · and
glee c;lubs are just as bei:ICficial as are contests iri debate, athletics1
or military drill. They react upon the school and upon thepeople
of the school district, and contrih.ute to the school life something
which other organizations and other lines of activity can not.
Social and community organizations meeting in · the school, and
in which pupils from the sC!hool participate; also contribute to the
·developrt1ent of school and .conuriunity s"piriC.
The impression gained by men1bers of the stirvey commission with
reference to the use of these agencies ·for the development of school
spjrit was disappointing. Little evidence of the best type of. school
·spirit was found among the pupils ' in any of · the .high schools.
Whether this lack is due to the overloading of principals and
teachers or to indifference to the possibilities involved, it is unfortunate that a concerted effort is . not made to develop that fine
spirit of earnest enthusiasm ·which might easily characterize every
one of these schools.
COMMUNITY CENTERS.

Every high school in the city should be a community center. The
auditoriums, the lunch rooms, and other school equipment should
be at the service of parents when they come together in the schools
which their children attend to discuss ·questions of common interest
to pupils, teachers, and parents and questions relating to the civic
life of city, State, and Nation. Only one school-the Polyte~hnic
High School-is now functioning in this way.
SOCIAL LIFE OF THE HIGH SCHOOL.

The social life of the school should be fostered by the faculty and
directed by the dean of women. It should be made a real social
life. Opportunities for social intercourse should be made or ·round
during the school day', immediately after its close, and occasionally in
the evening. Such social irttercourse between hoys and girls under
proper direction satisfies a kind of social longing, which, if not
satisfied under proper direction, will se~k and find satisfaction under
misdirection. The modern city· home does not function socially so
fully as did country and village homes of former generations, and
the cities are filled with dance halls and other plac~s o.f cheap· amuse·
ment and of doubtful morality. The school ·must therefore· supple·
ment the social life of the horhe
and counteract
the attractions of
.
. .
cheap and doubtful commercial enterfainment~
.. ·
. , ·:·
The dean of' 'vomen and the princi'p al and other meiribers
high-school faculty niust do' much that . was done bf fathers' aha
.

·

'

.

'orthe

293mothefs. ·- w-h en .. life was less complex ·and · artificial -and the ' home~
OG~upied ·a place· o£ much greater relative import~nce th~n it ·now
does.
·
The dean of women should be cHosen with great care. She should
· be a woman · of large experience and·. possessed of real interest in
young men and women; a ~oman of mature years but still in sym-,
pathy with . the spir~t of youth. Such. a .woman can have great
influence on the character and conduct of high-school girls · and:
easily correct almost all improprieties in their conduct, conversa·.. tion, and dress. -The personality of the clean is most important.
Theresponsiveness of adolescent girls will be in proportion to tlie
warmth of sympathy and ·generous interest of the dean. The same
principle applies in the relation of boys to the principal. At present
there seems to be comparatively little social life in the high schools
and little effective direction of what there is.
~
·
The dean of women and the principal acting as dean of men
should cultivate .close personal, intilnnte . relations with the pupils; ·
should know their ambitions and their purposes and something of
their homes and the conditions . under which · they do their school '
·work away from sch,ooL · Such relations and such knowledge for:rp., a •
basis for a wise and sympathetic direction and help that can not ·
be had in any other way.
The principal and the dean of women s~ould have rooms properly '
·equipped for receiving and conferring · with boys and girls on ques- ·
tions peculiar to the developrnent _of adolescent life, and these roon1s
should be so private that personal interviews in them may be as ·
private and sacred as if conducted by parents in their homes. The .
rooms placed · at the disposal ·of the dean of women shonld include a
rest room for girls, and every school should . be provided with suitable first-aid equipment . .
· The -work suggested here for the ~ean of women and for the principa;I acting as dean of men is not a part of the formal curriculum,
anrl boys nnd girls are not · to be graded and examined on any part
of it; bnt the ·e ducation of young nu~n and young women is not com,;.
plete ·by any means if it is confined simply to the information and
training gi,·en in classrooms, libraries, and shops. The close·personal
·.relations and the consequent sincerity and freedom of intereourse
between rleans and the boys and girls can not be overestimated.
"E-ducation is life," and whenever any part of Jife is omitted in
what we call "education," there can hardly fail to be subtraction
fl'om life itself.
·
·
No dean of women was found in any of the high schools of San
~rancisco, nor any, womn.n teacher definitely charged 'vith this relatiOnship to girl students; nor does it appear that any principal, or
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any other member of the faculty of any of the schools, is freed from
other duties sufficiently to :e nable him to perform in any effective and
sympathetic way the functions of a dean for boys.
SUM:J\<fARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND

RECO~IMENDATIONS.

1. The number of high schools reporting to the Bureau of Education increased nearly three times as rapidly as the total population
during the period 1890 to 1915, indicating a great popularization of.
high-school education.
·2. Compared with other cities in the same population class, San.'
F"'rancisco has not shared proportionately in the ·movement for the
expansion of public high-school facilities which is characteristic of
the country as a whole.
3. The realization o£ the ideal of a high-school education for
practically every normal boy and girl is now believed by many .to
be a reasonable object o£ endeavor.
4. For the great majority of boys and girls the .completion of the.
high-school course represents the final limit of attendance upon day
school, under existing conditions. Consequently, the · high school
should address itself to the task o£ discovering the ways in whici1 it·
n1ay render the maximum service to all boys and girls in their·
efforts to prepare for useful and satisfying careers in many different'
directions.
5. The important features of a successful high school are: (a) An
adequate building; (b) ample· equipment; ·(c) varied courses of .
study; (d) adequate and efficient teaching force; (e) efficient administrative machinery; (f) provision for the physical and social wei- ·
:(are of students and faculty; (g) inspiring leadership. As has been
shown in this chapter: (a) The high-school buildings in San Francisco are poorly located, and are inadequate in number and in facilities provided; (b) the equipment is meager; (c) the courses.of study
are varied for the city as a whole, but restricted as to the individual
student; (d) the teaching forces are inadequate; (e) there is no efficient administrative machinery; (f) the physical and social welfare_·
of students and faculty are largely neglected; (g) existing conditions are not favorable to the provision of inspiring leadership.
6. The school authorities in San Francisco are to be commended
for the adoption · and announcement of the following progressive
program with reference to the high-school courses of study: ·
a. Proposed abandonment of the principle of " type " high schools,
and introduction into all schools of as many as possible o£ the foundational subjects of the first two years.
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cur-

. b~ . Virtual' acceptance of the. principle . of the .cosmopolitan .
riculum, as indicated by the attempt to make its advantages. available
to every student through an ': interlocking system."
·
·
a. Recognition of the necessity of providing for a variety · of aims.
on the part of the student body.
·
d. Recognition o:f the elective system in planning :four-year pro·grams for students.
e. Arrangement of studies in curricula, or "groups," as sugges.:
tions for the assistance o:f pupils in planning their ·work to accom. plish certain definite e;nds.
f. Tentative inauguration o:f a "continuation plan," by which
students are permitted .to .register :for half-day sessions to continue·
their education while engaged. in .wage-earning employment during
the remainder of the regular school session.
7. In the actual administration o:f this program, however, it is
noted that: (a) The high schools are not so located as to provide'
equality o:f educationa] opportunity to all sections· o:f the city; ' (b)
only two o:f the seven curricula;. are. offered in all high .' schoels; (c) .
some important groups of elective subjects are offered :ln only one
two schools ; (d) in actual practice , the " interlocking system
among schools" has not .secured :for students . the advantages expected of H.
.
·~·.s.· Needed changes in the 'cour'se o:f study are: (a) · The actual
benefits of the "all-inclusive" course of study should be made available to students in each high school; (b) at least one modern :foreign
language in each high :s chool, and a second language i:f demanded ·;
(o) elective courses in each high school in :free-hand dra:wing and
design, and music; (d) courses· in sdience strengthened and extended;
espeCially social science; (e) strong courses in shopwork and drafting for boys, home economics :for girls ~ and commercial subjects for
both boys and girls in ·e ach high· school.
9. In the revision o:f high-school courses o:f study due consideTation should be given to desirable adjustments to the industrial, commercial, and manufacturing li:fe o:f the city.
··
10. It is not ·necessary that the differentiation in the curriculum
shall be carried · out in the same way in any two schools.· In any
school differentiation should be accord1ng to definite and predominating -needs of the district in which the schooi is located. Greater
differentiation may b~ · made in the last two years. Should , the·
schools of San Fran.'cis'co·be reorganized on the six-three-three plan,
this prinCiple o:f uniformity and differentiation should be applied :
Greater uniformity 1rt the j'1niioi-- high ·schools ·and more· differentiation in the senior high schools.
·
·
: 11. Needed changes in 'material facilities require that additional
buildings be ~·rected at an · early · date on the land adjoining the
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High School of Commerce and the .M ission High School, and that
new buildings be provided as early as possible for high schools needed
in Richmond and North Beach. The new schools should at first he
junior high schools and ·should be gradually developed into senior
high schools.
.
12. High-school districts should be formed with more definite
boundaries, following the establishment of high schools in other parts
of the city.
13. Both boys and girls should be admitted to all high schools.
The great majority of high schools in the United States are coeducational, and the preponderance of opinion of educators favors the education of boys and gil'ls in the same school. In high schools in a
city as large as San Francisco it is easy to separate boys and girls
in classes when thought advisable for any reason, and to provide
separate courses of study in such subjects as are of especial interest
to either sex. The survey commission did not find that anything
is gained by the segregation of girls in the Girls' High School. This
segregation does, however, give . rise to many inconveniences and
loss of much of educational value.
14. Each high school should have a good reference library in
charge of a trained librarian. There should be ample appropriation
for the purchase of reference books.
15. High-school buildings not provided· with individual lockers
for pupils should have such provision made at once.
16. Evening schools should be opened in all the high-school buildings, with adequate provision for faculty, equipment, and supplies~
17. · A s~enogra pher clerk should be furnished the principal's office
in each high school enrolling 500 pupils or less, and a stenographer
clerk and a record clerk for the principal's office in each high school
enrolling more than 500 pupils. In each case suitable office equip~
ment should be provided also. The principal · of the high school
should not be required to be a record clerlc or to spend his time in
letter writing and answering and operating the telephone, but should
be free to give ,all of his time· to his professional duties.
·
18. All high schools should be required to keep uniform. record
blanks of all kinds, and permanent student records, together with
card catalogues of graduates~ In the card catalogues should be kept
an accurate record of all students for at least 1.0 years afte.t gradua·
t ion. Only in this way will it be possible to determine whether the
high school is really meeting·the needs of the public.
· 19. The amount of work done by teachers in all the high schools,
measured by the number of periods per day they are busy, is too
great, nnd many classes contain too many students for effective work.
20. 'rhe number of teachers should be increased to such an extent
that the usual number of daily periods of classroom instruction per
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tcnd1cr shall not exceed five, and no ·teacher should be required to insttuct ·more than six classes a day. This is qttite generally recog_ niz~d as ·a maximum· limit beyond which the best work can not be
'done. .·
.. .
·
· 21. The size of classes should be reduced gnidually until th~. usual
maximtun average attendance does not exceed 25 pupils per class."
Only in exceptional' cases should recitation .classes be· permitted to
~xcecd 30.
·
.
.22. .A professional spirit among the teachers should be encouraged,
and principals and heads of d~.partments should be given the authority necessary for the encouragement and direction . of such a
spii'it.- Reports as to membership in associations, attendance on
-8tnte, county, and national conferences, and other evidences indicate that there is at present very little real professional spirit among
the high-school teachers .
. 23. An increase should be made in the salary schedule of highschool teachers so as to encourage study, travel, and participatiou in
teachers' associations and other means of stimulating professional
growth. The salaries of high-school teachers as compared with the
salaries of teachers in the elementary schools are mucf1 lower in San
Francisco than in other California and coast cities. The city should
have n high-school teachers' association, and membership in this
should be made a part of the obligation in the contract with highschool teachers, and interest in it should be regarded as qne of the
elements determining promotion ~n position and salary.
24. lligh-school principals should be given more responsibility
and more authority. Assuming that capable leaders have been selected as principals, with broad but clearly._ defined limits of discretion, responsibility, and authority, they should be given freedom
within these limits to work out the problems of the schools.
25. In each high sch<_>Ol the principal and each head of a department, · subject to the ·approval of the superintendent, should be
charged with the direction and work of th!lt department.
26. In eaeh high school there should be advisory committees, appointed by the principal, for the purpose of assisting students in the
choice of studies and in giving them such special help as they may
need later.
27. In each high school there. should be a dean of women, and a
physical director. These should be responsible to the principal of
the S<'hool, and their work should be assigned by the principal1Jnder
the direction of the superintendent.
28. The socinl life of the school should be definitely fostered by
the faculty and directed by the dean of women.
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· 29. The dean of women and the principal, acting as dean of inen,
-should function in the life of the school in many positive and helpful
ways.
30. Effort should be made to utilize the various informal agencies
available for the encouragement of a more positive type of desirable
school spirit among the students and for the development of that
fine spirit of earnest enthusiasm which might easily . characterize
.every one of these high schools.
. 31. A commtinity center should be organized at each high school.

Chapter IX_.
CIViC EDU-C ATION.

INTRODUCTION.
I. 'rHE NEED OF CIVIC EDUCATION.

Citizenship is inevitable for every man, woman, · and child 'il.l our
country, excepting only the unnaturalized fore1gn-borii. .Of the lat:ter, the great majority will sooner later take the l~gai steps neces-~-
sary to admit them to full citizenship, while even the ·alie_n ·within olir
boundaries enjoys most of the rights and- is subject
many of the
obligations·. of the native-born 'citizen. the· S'aii Irr'a ndsco SGho'o ls
many school children were found, between the ages .of' 12 and ·16, :
who, becaJ}se of a wrong conception .o f wha~ the _w ord means, did not
ev_en know that they were citizens. ·
.Civic education is as inevitable as citizenship itself-~ :· .T he lad w)lo
knows no school but th~ streets, and the immigraJ;lt who is almost
ignored except by those who would exploit him, are. having the
eharacter of their citizenship moulded unceasingly by the experiences .
of their daily life. _I t is far less what the child or the immigrant ie
taught than what he sees and experiences in the conditions and con, dpct of the community about him that determines the character of
his citizenship. To what extent is the community organizing ·its
eivic educational forces to ·r aise the. plane of its "civic conditions,
eivic habits, and ·civic ideals," and to develop an increasingly efficient

or
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eitiz~nship ~

.

The efficient performance of one's part as a citizen requires prepa·ration or training. ,
are just now being ·awakened to this fact
· w~th_ respect to the foreigners who come to our shores. 'fhe need is
ri~ le~s urgent for the trainin~ of those wh_
o are citizens for the effieient ·exercise and for the-enjoyment of ~he citizenship which they
h~ve .possessed from birth.
.
.· .
.
.
.
_· Whne billy a part of the responsibility· for civ1c education rests
upon ~he · public schools, that part is extremely · vi tal. . "The final
~~_stification of public taxation for public education l_ie~ hrthe train ~gof young people for citize~ship." It can not ,be ·d9ubted that the
net influence -of the ·p ublic schooi has constantly· ina de f or ·a better
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citizenship; but the increasing complexity of community life and the
tendency toward a more complete social and political democracy give
to this work of the school a new importance.
·
Like other cities, s ·an Francisco furnishes abundant evidence of
the reality and urgency of the need for civic education. Various
answers may be given, for example, to the question implied in the
school survey, "What is the matter with the public schools~" \Vhat.
ever else may be the matter, radical defects in the· orgnnizntion and
administration :of a public agency so vitally important could not
long exist if the civic interest and intelligence of the people, whose
agency the schools are, were fully awake. On the other hand, if the
schools are all"right, there are many who manifest a degree of misinformation about them wholly inconsistent with efficient citizenship.
The questions that immediately concern us are:
1. vVhat constitutes effective civic education~
2. Are t'he schools of Snn Francisco doing all that they can, and·
all that the community has a right to expect of them, in the performance of their function in this respect~
3. Is San Francisco affording favorable conditions and adequate
cooperation for the accomplishment by the schools of their civiceducational work~
II. WHAT IS EFFECTIVE CIVIC EDUCATION?

Civic education, like moral education, is really an aspect of education as a whole rather than a n1ere segment of it. For the purposes.
oi this survey, however, it is conceived to embrace all organized effor·~
designed to cultivate an understanding of the civic relations of comniunity life, and to develop qualities and habits of- good citizenship.
In the chapt:er on "The 'frend of Civic Education" in the Report
of the United States Commissioner of Education for 1V14, the following aims of civic education are stated:
. I. Civic intelligence, which includes: (1) Civic knowledge; (2) power toorganize civic knowledge in relntion to one's own experience; (3) judgment
when confronted by u 'civic situation or by a choice of methods of meeting such
situation.
II. Alleq1tate motives: (1) For civic education itself; (2) for proper civi~
con<lnct. ·
III. Qualities of good citizenship, such as: (1) A sense of personal responsi·
bility for community welfare; (2) power of initiative in civic action; (•3) a
spirit and hal>lt of cooperation, etc.

In San Francisco this stntement of aims was presented to at lensf
50 principals and teachers in three conferences, and to many individuals within and without the schools. There was no dissent. It
seemed fair, therefore, to inquire whether these aims are being nc·
corn plished in the schools of the city. This is especially so since the
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.aims ' here stated conform :. i:n rgeneral,' -also, with those given in the
printed course of study as 've s~1all .~ee . later. In the analysis. of .the .
.civ.ic-educational work of the San 'F rancisco schools, therefore, the
; follow~il'i-g questions ··were. constantly kept in 1nind and formed ~ the;
.!l)a,si$ ~(i);r, j.udgtn~nt. : 1 :

·

of

·1. ~~"wlwt extent".is the ·p upil, helpecl to organize •hi~· existing furi:d , ' civt~ ·.
inferll:M:fori. which he has ·previously'·, acquired ·b y; obseiwation and other\vise?
·. 2~ T~.wbat extent do .the .pupil's. past. e:xp:er:ience ~nd ; his. present (as well :ty.;
f-ut~r.e) inter~st~...and ne~ds determine. the , .s election . and organization of the
:S~bject matrter ·of instruction? :
.·s: To· :wlu1f extent does tll~ s·chool provide the pupil with adequate motives
for llis own civic education and for efficient participation in civic activity·?.
· ..4; To \Yhat extent does the schQol cultivate civic i-nitiative?.
·5. ·Tq.whnt extent does the scl109l cultivate the ·pupil~s ju~gtnent with. refer~neetp · actu~rcivlc : situations ,anclm~thous o:f .dealing :with tbem? · 6; To 'what extent does · tlH.~ ··scllool 'cultivate in the pupil a spirit .and ha~it
.of cooperation?
I~I•.{THE SCQPE O:F '.t~E INQUIR:Y.

There are two main ..channel~ through which· the · s~h~ol influenc~s
the present and future citizenship of tb~ young citizens in its car~:
(1) - The course of study; (2) the social contacts .and activities of the
pupils.
.
· . The course of study in the San Francisco schools provides specifieally for instruction in" civics," whosesubject ·matter pertains directly
ancf exd'usively citizenship an~ govern'Inent. This subject, however, is one of ·a group of "social studies," including history, geography, econo1nics, etc., all of which afford opportunity for more or
le:s·s direct ·civic instruction. Then · there are the remaining subjects
<>f the curriculum, the ·r elation·of .whose s11bject matter to civic life
is more or less.remote and often apparently negligible.
.
· Civic. education is as much a mutter .of habit formation as of instructi.op. '. Activity th1;1s. b~comes not only the end, but also an essential means, of civic educutio:n. 1-Iow far do the schools organize and
<li.rect the assochited activities of their pupl.Is as an integral part of
their, civic training ·~ Pupil activities may be ·grouped as (1) activities within the sch6ol a,nd (2)' activities outside of the school, but ·
whi~h may be more or less organized by the school, or at,least utilized by it, as a, t:neahs of civic training.
. The ~od~ of poth elementary and secondary schools through these
two main channels has t>e.e n given consideration 'ip this ~report. In ·
addition, a brief · survey has been made of the evening schools, the
dvic education of the foreigner, the community center, the: public
li~ra~y, aD:d t~~ pare'n~s' , associq~ion.~.

to
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CIViC EDUCATION BY IN-STRUCTION~
A.-ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS.

I. The. course of stud/g.· . The sehoollaw· of· California · r~quireSltill.:
teachers " to endeavor to impress u~on the minds · of:~ the:. Pl:l:Pils::t~&·.
principles of morality, truth, justice,. and p~trioti~m·· * ;·* . ,*r
to instruct them in the principles of.a free government, and to rtraih
them up to .a true· comprehension of the rights, duties,- ahd ·dig~1ty of
· American· citizenship:" It also · requires that '~ins.tructip~ ~ mli~~:te ·
given in the * * * history of the Un~ted State~ · a:n9-:.·chri~. · g~;
ern,Inent."
Accordingly, the latest course of. study for the elementary schools
of San Francisco (published in 1911 ~nd ·' amended jD. 1915) ' includes
a cou~se in "hist<?ry an.d civics" ':for. Grades IV-·vi~t. A brh~fs~ffi~
1nary Of this course follovirs :·
·

.and

Hit~tory.-In the fon~·th . grade b~ographical st<,r.les ~rom American history _
are
presented orally and supplemented by reading from boolts of pioneer and co~
. lonial . lif~, ~te. Local l)is.t qry. is . to .o<;~U~y, a .proruinent . place. an~:l ,is .:t;el}dUy
. correlated wit:ti the gene.ral 'b.istory fi·oi:r~ the days of . S{uinish eiplol.·a:tion -;down
·to the time of California statehood.
· · In the first ehalf· of the · fifth grade· " special emphasis upon the
~tory"'
h; noted in the form of "supplementary reading." Beginning with the·: riri~d~e
of this grade ~nd running through the P,rst half. of th,~ sixth Wal~~ob's : ~' lHis
torical and Biographic.-1.1 Narratives" is recommended as the basic · tex~. , {.rll~s
work is "intim.d ed to give the pupils a vie"' of general history in preparation.
for the Jatet:, more systematic study of the ' histo~y of thefr owri · · ~o\mtty.n
''"Topics should be ' trented fully enough to a"Yak(m ·the :f asting interest of 'th&
]mpils in great deeds . and their doers."
·
· With t~e second half of the sixth grade, :American hi·story is; t~~~en ,u p · syst~
.:atically :with .a text and . carri~ thro~gh the .· se~el!th an.d .• first h~~f of: ~~
eighth grades.
.
Oivics.-Until the eii~hth. grade, civics is wnolly incidental to the.h~¥to'i'Y
·s tudy. · A '(supplementary" te'Xt is 'referred to occasionally. The · rfathrd of
the work intended is suggested by the following quotations from the cours~ of
study:
".History . giv~s ·the personalities and situations which con~titute the e~podi-·
went of .t he best civ,i c principles. Wherever the material gives a situa~i9n
where .some individual has performed or failed to perform hi$ noblest parfto·
the advantage or disadvantage of his country and his' fellow men, the Ci:Vtcprinciple involved .should be. pointed out and discussed."
"Bring to the attention of the children by talks and discussions some ot tli~·
easily understood principles of government, such as the meaning of the -word
government and the necessity for some form of it; the family and its govern~ '·
ment; the schoolroom· and its government; the playground and its gover:qme~t;'' .
" * * * tb.e idea of a- city· and 'its gov~rnment ;. of · a ·Seyt·te
I' ' .a11d it~ ;~ov.~~~ ment; of the . government of o.ur ·country; titles ··a nd naines·· of 'th'e ·clifef officer :.
in each of the· three."
"In connection with the chapter on the Revolution, discuss the foilo.wlng·
toplc8 in -simple· form: Who makes the laws and by what right; t~e l'ig~t :of;~~r
King and Parliament to · govern America ; the Stn b~ governments· Of' the fr~~
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Oofonies and why they joined in· a ·National Goverrunent * ·• · •. Under the·
Constitution discuss * • ~ : .How the western country was · forme(l .intoStates ; nationalism vs. sectionalism ; our relations to our if~land p~ssesslons ;_
reclamation and conservation."
" The sacrifice of sp~cial interest to general good in the Constitutional Convention; Jefferson's theories of government; international la,w; the :meaning of"
tb_e;Manroe 'doctrine; Clay, Adams,· ~.Tnckson, :··Webster,·. etc.; · as!patri<!>ts."
"Lessons of patriotism from the Civil War; immigration·; pauperism; education; · the tariff; Am~rica as a : wodd power ; , the trusts; conservation .a:p,d
l'eclamation; pure-food acts ; socialism ; ·t he peace _movement; quara~tin.e
regulations-State and Federal."
.
..
In the eighth grade civics becomes a separate subject .w~th a basic text. . The
following main topics are given in ·the course .of study : .
..
"The beginning of a community; what is a community? the 'site ' of' a :community; what the·.people in. communities ,are seeking; the family a~(l its servi<;es:
ti>·tbe community; the making· of Americans; .the relati9ns oetw~en the peopl~
and the land; the protectiqn of health, l.ife, .and property;. th.e relatioq between
the citizen and the community .in bu~iness Hfe; government a~d bu.s iiiess . li~e ;
waste and saving; transportation and communication; education; -civic. l)eauty, ~
what the community doe~ for those . who can not or will not:. contrib\lt~ to, it ~
progress ; how · the citizens govern themselves ; ·.-some defects ip. the ..f?elf:-govern:
ment :of communities; tpe ·gQverl)lllent of l,"Ur-~1 CPJJ)~n:ni~l_es; .th~ ~oy~~~:p:qe:t;J.~
of the city; the goVernment of ..the Stat.e ; the GoverD.plept: or ~he Nation~ ho~
the expenses of government are met~"
J

.

•

•

, •

·· In the iiltroduction to the 1915 ·"Outline of Courses of Study" it
~sstated: "This is a minimum course.of study art~ does notpr.eclud~

any. teacher.from doing more work,.suitable to· her own •grade, i£ he~
class show.s th~ ability. Such additional work, .however, must not b~
in lieu of anything ·herein· required. Principals are :required ·to en.. ,
force this course of study in their respective schools and teachers are
to·follow it.
·
·
·
·.J~.,,e/iu4th-,grftd.£? .e~~~ys~04s ~ rul~ i Givic~ is npt tallght; a ~ep11-·
rate subject until the second half of the _ eigh;~h grad~, . a daily ~ecita~
tion then being. devoted to it. . Occasionally it is extended over the
entire year on alternate days with United States history. In· on~·
c~se observed, instead of a daily 25-minute recitation each in geogra phy, Jtnd civics, a 40~minute daily period is given to geography one
week, and an · equal time to ciyics in the following week, the two
subjects thus alternating weekly .throughout the term. The purp9se
is to secure greater concentration upon each subject while it is
tmder consideration.
1.: Ailln8 and methoits.-In the 1911 · course of study it is stated

·a$

tbatr- ·
~li~ -p~rp·ose of civics is to ·giv'e the children definite and concrete ·ideul$ ~anc;l
~:~tandards ·9f . conduct controlling th~· social rebition~ .
~en . and ·wothe:u-.
lt,Urther,. its . purpose . is, ·to stimulate such observation and analy~is -of social
situatioJ1~ that some heightened :power to form independent person~l opinion~
sh~lLbe · give11, a · p6w~r "~hiCh ·is 'uemanded of every person by u democratie
government and 80CiPtV~ . CivicS; particularly iti th~ e-ight~ g~arle, . is a.splendid

of
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opportunity for applying to life situations .much .tluit hns .been leQ.rlleCl . iiLth~
various school subjects us they are seen in . ter.1ns of human nee<}. .Civi(!s is
the one subject which gives a direct treatment of citizellShip an<l its. ob.ligat~on~
nnd it ought to be the crowning study of the public . schools, whlc:Q. have been
estnblislie<l primarily to perfect citizenship. . (p. 104~)
.
~·he child should become conscious of the social institutions of which he is
11 member; he shonhJ · know their contribution to his happiness an<l safety mul
~~elfnre; aml at least he should be made sensitive . to his oblign tions uml those
opportunities which are afforuell him at every instant of. life to discban~e . iti 11
duties ns a good citizen. It is, therefore, inten<le<l. that an effective .concentrn~
tton of this work be accomplished in thP. B eighth grade an<l careful . and
complete study from a textbook be undertaken. (p. 105.) .

As to method the f<?llowing instructions

a~.e

given:

Avoid memorizntipn of facts as facts . . It is ensy to ,c reate an interest in
soclnl nffairs because their problems impinge on the lives of all of us~ Work
hu·gely by the method of observation, reading, inquiry, and discussion .. * * .*.
'l'1·y to· create a strong feeling of admiration for well-e~tablishe<l principles of
socinl coiHluct. and strong attitudes of revulsion against those types of social
misconditct about which there can be no question. \Vork particulurly .to .fix
admirable and desirable qualities of human character in the minus of. chil<lr~n
l.Jy sho\ving how they have . been present in the perso~1alities of great human
leaders such as \Vushington, Lincoln, and others. . (p. 105.)
Observation, inquiry and rending outside the recitation, and discussion .of
topics in the class exercise will be the method of instruction. T1~y to have
the children get their information in the_way in which they will be compellell
to get .it in after life. Stimulate free investigation an<l discussion in a spirit
of absolute fairness. Use the questions for investigat:on at the end of ench
chapter * * *. \Vork for a llevotion to right ideals and ~ proper attitude
of mind ratlier than a mere command of facts. . (p. 130.)

As far as could be ascertained no further explanatory statement
of aims and met hods has been issued from the office of the superintendent since this ohe of 1911. The aims arid methods here briefly
st1ggested seem to be in general harmony with those stated in the
introduction to this report (see above, p. 300). It remains to conEider the actual practice in the schools.
2. Types of instruction.-The instruction observed iri the eighth·
grade classes in civics in San Francisco is of four general types: .
(1) Formal civil-go1;ernn~ent type.
Teacher: 'Vhat is civics~
Pupil: Civics is the science of our government.
T'his single introductory question and answer of one recitation are
typical of a kind of instruction that places a prem,ium upon rote information and definition. The ." science o£ goYernment" is wholly .
beyond the range of an eighth-grade child's interest, experience and
cornprehension, as would be the science of economics or the science
of physics. It is out of harmony with the ·aims and methods set
forth in the printed course of stlldy (see above), nor doPs it meet the
tests formulated in the introduction to this r~port (p: 301). Mo.re·

over., it .does, not confQ.r:;rn tp th~ ~p4'it a·nd method o.f .Jhe· textbook
. ~~i~~l the teacher w.~s·. U$ing,: whi~h is}' mo.r e . concerned .,a bout -: the
·interest that : the pupiL.shall dev~lop; b;l the life of the con1n1ltnity
~d ·his ~~lations to · that life, thf,l.Q . abo:u t the . a~ount of ·systematic
k~owl~dge that .he shall gain: .r~g.a:rdiP!g .t he .forms and workjngs of
·govern,:r;nent" (prefn~e to ;t~xtbpo.k, pp. iji:, 1v ).
. This .type of instruction is ·more fully illustrated .b y the following
portion of another re~it~tion:
·
Teacher: What are :the three branches ·of ·government?
P·u pil: The three branches 9f government ure the legislative, the executive,
and the judicial branches.

· ·Teacher: '\Vhnt is the duty of the le·g ,slutivebrunch?
Pupil: The duty of the legislative branch is to make the laws.
(A similar question and answer 'vith reference to t·h e other. two branches.)
Teachc·t: 'VImt is the legi~lnth•e branch of the Nntionul Governme1it ('filled?
Pupil: The legisl;:ttive brunch pf the N~tiorial <!overnment is called Congress. ·
'l'eachcr: \Vhnt are the two br:tnches of Congr.e ss?
. Pupil: The two branches of Congress are the Hou~e of Representatives und
the Senate.

And thus throughout the recitation. · Another teacher who in conversation seemed to have grasped another viewpoint, remarked when
about to open her recitation, " I 1nust explain that I believe it a good
thing to make· a sum·m ary analysis of the Constitution before beginning the regular work. .That is what we are doing now." She
further explained that "several weeks" were spent 'in this way. A
considerable portion of the ensuing ·recitation was given to a discussion of" bills of attaindeP" and" letters of marque and reprisal."
Frequently pupils were called upori to recite the preamble to the
Constitution of the United States. This is worth memorizing for
more reasons than one; but in no case was an attempt made to emphasize the idea which ·the preamble' so clearly illustrates: The idea
of common welfare and common interests, of the necessity for cooperation to provide for them, and ·of government as the supreme
means of cooperation.
Nor does the shifting of emphasis from national to local, or even
from governmental to inclusti·ial and other social facts, necessarily
relieve instruction of formalism~ Local facts and relations have ·a
peculiar value in the civic education of a child; but much of this
value has been lost by the formal way in which children are tau.ght
about city charters, the work of local boards and commissions, cata:logues of industries, and miles of. paven1ent.
The formal type of civics instruction includes all that whose primary ~im, regardless of its subject matter, semns to be merely to
impart formal information; or which results in this, whateve,r its
aim may be. There is a great deal of this type of instruction in .t he
eighth grades of the San Francisco schools.
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(2) The temtbook type of instruation.-This is characteri~ed by
close adherence to the letter of the textbook though not to its
spirit. It is widely prevalent in San Francisco. It is itself a variation of the formal type already described, for close adherence-to the
letter of the text results in formalism of the worst kind. As truly as
the first type it violates the dictum of the printed course of study,
" avoid memorization of facts as facts," even though the facts be of
a different kind from those usually dealt · with in the first type. It ·
also violates the spirit of the text in use, in the introduction to
which the teacher is cautioned: "The pupil should be kept as far
away as possible from the idea that he is studying a book. The real
object of his study is the community in which he lives."
Sometimes the pupils close their books and recite on the subject
Inatter of the text as previously studied. More co1nmonly they read
the lesson aloud, paragraph by paragraph, sometimes with a repetition of the thought in their own words, occasionally with concrete
illustrations of local application, usually with very little discussion.
In one class, in which the instruction seemed on the whole to be
of good quality, the importance of the home as a factor in community life was up for discussion. A pupil gave an excellent reproduction of what the textbook said about the evils of overcrowding in .
" slum " districts of large cities-from the spread of disease or
·fire, the difficulty of ·controlling crime, the increased cost of governmental protection, etc. In the course of his recitation he repeatedly
referred to "the city."
Observer: 'Vhat city are you talking about?
Pupil (very promptly).: New York.
Observer: Are you particularly interesterl in New York?
Pupil: No, not very.
Observer: In what .city are you most interested?·
Pupil (after a pause) : I think I am most interested in San Francisco because I live here.
Observe·r : Are the facts that you have been reciting about New York equally
true of Sun Francisco? ·
Pupil (thoughtfully) : Not exactly.

This boy had a considerable fund' of information regarding similar conditions in his own city-incomplete, unorganized, and doubtless partly erroneous.· So far as his recitation indicated, however, he
was studying New York from the pages of a book, when he should
have been organizing, correcting, and supplementing the facts of his
own community life of which he was a]ready more or less conscious.
Information about New York and other cities derived from the textbook and elsewhere should afford a basis for comparison and gen·
eralization .
. 1\.t
. the ends of the textbook chapt~rs are topics for ·investigation.
They suggest lines of inquiry into the facts of the pupils' community
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,Ji,£e, facts. to be gath~red by. observ.ation, personal inq;uiry at home or
:Pf.·friends, by reference. to J.ocal reports, newspapers, periodicals, etc.
_'}~ the introduction .to the ·textbook it is .s tated :

Tb.f! topics at the erids of the· chapters are' intended ·as; aids. in the study q:f
the .r eal community in which the child lives. If any of th~m p:r;ove othe:nvise,
they sp.ou.Jd be omi.t ted or modified, or others should be substituted .f or . them,~
some topics · may be used .for general class work, others for individual reports.
They can not ·an b~· :~sed' ~ffectively in every community. The teacher should
fit the topics to the needs of the class · and to the ·conditions of the particular
community. .Do not expect the same results from· all pupils, but lead each to
e:q~ect to mak~ his contribution to the progress of the class.

The textbook type of instruction fails to get the value from such
topics. Sometimes. they •·are· ignored altogether.·. One teacher did
little with them because she" had not time to work them up.'~ Soinejimes they are used but in · a perfunctory manner. " Take the topics
a.t the end of the chapter.'~ A lesson assigned on this basis is almost
m'evitably foredoomed to failure~'
(3) The moralizing type.-The moralizing type -of instt·uction is
not c'ommon iri connection with· eighth-grade civics, ~0 ·.far: as: observation indicated, .but rnore than -a· suggestion· of it was· seen in· a :few
instances; It is~th~ type of instruction which -:.does little tnore than
,to:.m:a;ke, the :.civics . le8son · aii ·excuse, or an · occasion, for so-called
"moral lessons," often of ·a rather sentimental eharacter. There is
-nO: better or richer opportunity for real moral training than in connection with civic instruction. Effective civic education is fundamentally moral. But "'moralizing," in the usual sense of the word,
is not, only a far cry from civic education, but it also' accomplishes
little for the real moral training of children.
Clo$ely related to this sentimental .m oralizing about good citizenship is much of the so-called "teaching of patriotism." The singing of patriotic songs, the recitation of patriotic selections, the salute
to t;he flag, and the repeating of pledges of loyalty to Nation or city
.have their place. They are universal throughout the San Francisco
schools. But unless they are supplemented by organized civic training· of a more fundamental type, they tend to become " as sounding
brass, gr a tinkling cymbal." Th~s impression was intensified on
~eing a class o£45 Chinese children, one-third of whom were born in
Chi~a, and under our laws could by no possibility become "citizens,"
repeating the "oath of allegiance" and saluting the flag 'of "our
country." It should be added, however, that in this class the ob·server did see evidences of civic instruction that was much more
fundamental.
.
(4) The " community civics " type.-This term, which is now in
current use, designates that type of instruction which is charnc·teri~ed chiefly by. the fact that the .P upil's own. community is the
direct s:nbject of study. Local community study occupies a promi-
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nent place in it, because this is the community . of the child's chief
t·xperience; but he is a member of a National and a State commumty
as well as of a city or a neighborhood. Community .ci vies aids the
pupil to an understanding of the meaning of his com:munity life in
. ter1ns of his own experience, "T\rhnt it does for him and how it does
it, what the con1munity has a right to expect from him and how. he
may fulfill his obligation; 1neanwhile cnltiYating in him the ·essential
qualities and habits of good citizenship." 1
This type of· instruction is rare in the San Francisco schools,
although it is apparently what was intended in the brief discussion
of aims and methods in the course of study of 1911 ( abov;e, pp. 303. 30!), and although the textbook in use seeks to stimulate it.
The following portions of a recitation in a measure illustrate it.
This recitation was reported verbati1n, but it is not equal in quality
to other work previously observed in the same class. Constructive
comments are interspersed with the questions and answers in _the
following reproductio:p..
It will be noted that not a question was asked by a pupil ,and
that each question by the teacher was invariably answered by a
single pupil. This suggests a lack of initiative, if not of vital interest, on the part of the pupils. Freedom of discussion and inquiry
is an important element in conimunity civics.
Teacher. This afternoon we are going to talk about how the community aids
the citizen to satisfy his desire for health.
(The topic is here stated in the words of the chapter title of the textbook.
It would aave been more effective if it had been restated: "'Ve are going to
talk about how our community helps us to satisfy our desire for health.")
Question 1. \Vhat other desires has mau?
Ansu;er 1. His other desires are for wealth, for beauty, for knowledge, for
companionship.
(Still the abstract. If the question had been, "\Vhat other desires hnve
we?" the answer would have been, "'Ve desire wealth, beauty, etc." The
desires here mentioned are among those referred to in the textbook as furnishing the motiYes for all community activity. \Vhether their existence bnd
been worked out by the class on the basis of their own experience, as tlley
should have been, or was merely accepted on the authority of the text, is not
known.)
Question 2. If you were asked which of all these desires you would value
most, which would ·you take?
'
Answc1· ."?. I would choose health, because without health we can not sntlsfy
the other desires ve1·y well.
(This question and answe·r are more direct, but they might have been lm·
prove<.l : " 'Vhich of these desires do ~·ou value . most? " The pupil . should be
stimulated to say what he actually thinks, and an opportunity afforded for
class discussion.)
·
Quest,io·n 3. 'Vhy can not the family alone protect the health of its members?
1

The alms, content, an<l methods of community ~ivies are dlscusse<l fully in Dul., 1913,

Nos. 17 and 23, and HHG, No. 28, U. S. Bu. of Educ.
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.Answer 9. When in the wllderness the families were scattered and _alone, it
~us:possible for them to take cnre of their health very easily, 'because there
were no danger~ as now in lurge c~ties, where .many people are crowded together.
(The pupil was apparently trying to recall what the book said on this point.)
Question 4. \Vhnt are some of the dangers where people. are crowded?
Answer 4. The dangers of people in a community are from impure water.
supply, adulterated foods, gel'ms, and u·nclean places * * · *, and in each
community the government must tuke care of the health of the citizens.
(Questions 3 ~ud 4 might have been developed thus: Can your family protect
your health completely without help frmn outside? Why? Give illustrations
to prove it. Compare your family with a pioneer family in the early days of
California in· tliis respect. \Vhut dangers to health 3;re there in this school?
In your neighborhood? In San Francisco? ·
_
Ans,ter 4, instead . of being a formal abstract reply, probably largely suggested by the textbook, would have become a class discussion based on observation, copversution heard, current reading, etc. Then- ·
Are the water supply and the food supply of San Francisco pure? Are you
sure of your facts? How do you know? How can you fhid out? Is there a
pure~milk problem in San Francisco?
If so, what has been done about it?
etc., etc.)
Question 5. In what ways does the goyernment do this work? (Referring
to last part of answer . 4.)
Answer 5. TJleyl have ~ewers to carry away the unclean water.
Question 6. \Vhat else?
Answer 6. They take the garbage out to the oceari and -dump it there.
Question 1. W.hat else has tlle government done for the protection of .health?
Answer 1. The government has street cleaners and inspectors and the board
of health.
Question 8. Ten· me. abotit the board of health; of what does it consist?
Answer 8. The board of health consists of seven meinbers appointed by thegov~rnor. Three of them have to be· physicians practicing in this State for
five years.. They must see that the ordinances made by the supervisors and
board of health are carried out.
Question 9. ·Do they receive any compensation?
Answer 9. They receive no C0111}Jensation.
(Answer 8, if correctly r~ported, contains an error. No member of the
class seems to have caught it, and no attempt was made to correct it.
Qi1estlons and answers 1-4 seek to establish the importance of health, the
dangers threatening it, and the dependence of one upon another for health
pro~ection. 5-9 develop the means by which the people _cooperate through
g~ve·rnment for health p1·otection.
Without 'knowing what follows in later lessons, the recitation based on·
questions 5-9 .seems superficial. The story of how San Francis\!o keeps itself
clean, for example, is worthy of more than the passing attention given it.)
Question 10. \Vhat does the board of health do? Can you tell me some thlpgs_
tha_t have happened in your own experience that the health board has done
ln regard to quarantine, or anything of that kind?
-Answer 10. My sister had scarlet fever. They quurantlned our house for one
month, and she was kept in one room. My mother had to stay· there a ·great
d~al of .the time, and when coming out had to. change her clothes -in oruer that
the germs would not be carrie(] to other members of the famHy.
QuesJion 11. Was this beneficial?
,
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Answer 11. Yes; because it kept other I)eople from · getting_ the disease~ and
we were not allowed to communicate with anybody. Besides, the:r had a ·siiu
on the door, and no one was allowed to ent~r the house.
Question 12. And were your people strict about obeying all regulations? ·
Answer 12. Yes; my mother was very strict.
Question 13. Suppose there is a family where there is a dangerous disease
and the family refuses to obey these regulations?
Answer 13. They are compelled to follow them.
Question 14. Suppose they are not watched all the time and go out and
permit people .to come in ?
Answer 14. Then the di8trkt the)· live in will become dangerous \Vith this
disease.
Question 15. Would you eall those people good citizens?
Answer 15. No. .
(Questions and answers lQ-15 are a good example of building
the pupil's
own experience. They also emphasize personal responsibility.)
Various other topics were discussed, such as playgrounds and hospitals,
until the following questions were . asked, illustrating how the community civics
idea is extended to State and nati<;mal activity.
Question. Explain how health in one community depends on that in another.
Answer. If there is . a stream that runs through two cities near one another,
and one of the cities pollutes the stream and the stream is running toward
the other city, the other city will get this water and the disease also * * *:
Q·uestion. '\-Vhat does this lead to ; it is not only necessary to have a local
board of health-?
Answer. The State board of health is equally necessary * * *.
Question. Can you tell some of the things the State board of health should
attend to?
(This question was discussed all too briefly.)
Question. What does the National Government do to aid the citizens to sat·
1sfy this desire for health? ·
Answer. The National Government, when ships are coming in 'fr.om foreign
countries, sees that these ships are inspected and the people examined to find
out if they have any diseases; and, if they haYe, the ship is quarantined arid
the people not allowed to come ashore until the disease is passed on. If it is a
disease that can not be cured, the people are sent back to the country they
came from * * *.
(This seaport affords unusual opportunity for the children to observe the
National Government at work. These last fe·w questions suggest material for
a number of lessons.)

on

It may be objected that, i£ the suggestions here made were fol·
lowed out, too much tin1e would be consumed. The course of study .
says "co~plete the book." Teachers frequently interpret this liter·
ally. When this occurs the instruction in civics ·will be of the text·
book type, and not of the community civics type. It is, of course, ·.
impossible to treat intensively every topic suggested; but some of
them must be so treated if the pupils are to receive any real training
:for citizenship.
.
.
3. Material aids for ci~vic study.-Almost no material evidence was
seen in classrooms to indicate that a study of the pupils' community
life was going on. In one. case only was there a bulletin bonrd for
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newspaper _clippings (but with no. clippings on it at the thne}.
There w.ere · no photographs or other. pictures, no exhibits.. of any
kind. No publications of local voluntary social agencies were seen1
and if an occasional municipal or other goverilmental report was to
be found on the teacher's :desk it was exceptional, and no actual use
was seen to be made ,of such.
·
·
It is difficult to see how civics instruction can be made vital without such concrete material. It brings into the classroom t~ngible
or visible evidence of the community life outside, and helps the pupil
to connect his study with reality. It affords the teacher evidence of
the pupils' interest, of the extent to which they comprehend the
class work, and of the intelligence with which they organize their
acquired information and apply it to their own community relations.
Profitable training is given by the ·search for news items, editorials·,
and magazine articles pertinent to the work 'in hand; by taking
kodak pictures illustrative of conditions under discussion; by · examining reports of governmental and voluntary agencies; and by
organizing the materials collected for the uses of the class.
. The published reports of governmental departments and of voluntary social agencies contain much material within the ·c omprehension
of eighth-grade children under supervision. The municipal reports
of San Francisco for 1912-13 (the latest at hand) contain 83 pages
·on the work of ,the board of health alone, and as many more on the
vital statistics of-the city, a judicious use of which.would relieve the
study of abstractness and superficiality. With respect to the .avail·1}hi1ity ·of such official r~pQrt:;;: fQr civic-education~i uses the following may be said : ·
. ..
(1) Much of the material of such reports is presented in statistical
tables, which very few· people read because of their formidable
appearance or because they are not understood. Since tables and
charts are a common and useful means of presenting certain kinds
of pformatiqn, instruction in regard to their use might well find
a place in the education of the citizen. It should not be given, how. ever, through formal exercises in reading tables as such, but incidentally by the intelligent use of appropriate tables pertinent to tht3
work in hand. Such, for example, is the table on page 692 of the
municipal reports for 1912-13, which shows clearly, among other
things, the danger from so-called" trifling" diseases such as whooping cough as compared with more dreaded diseases such as smallpox
or diphtheria.
(2) The value of public reports depends upon the extent' to whicl~
they are read and understood. If they could be prepared in clear
logical English, devoid of technicalities, with ample explanation an<i
illustration, so that they could be easily understood hy the ranlr anc
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file, it would be art inestimable. service to the community. · Suci1 a
report was published by the city of Cincinnati in 1912 (there may
have been Inter si1nilar reports) and is said to have been of great
service in the schools.
·
The body of information contained in such local reports can not
be included in the compass of a textbook prepared for general use;
nei'ther can it be included, except in illustrative quantities; in· a textbook prepared locally. Even if it could, this is not the purpose·of a
textbook (see p. 30G). Moreover, there is a positive educational vnlue
in sendingthe pupil for his material to the sources ·w;hich the citizen
must use in Inter life, as clearly recognized in the printed course of
study for San Francisco (1911; p. 130; see above, p. 30-l). As soon as
teacher and pupil come to depend upon the textbook for the facts and
conditions of their own community life, instruction will deteriorate
into the "textbook type" and will lose its essential vitality.
The assembling of materials for study not only teaches the pnpi~
methods in use in actual life, but it places responsiuility upon him
for his own particular contribution to the work of the class. It offers
opportunity for division of lnbor and cooperation. It helps to
develop initiatiYe and judg1nent. The accumttlntion and preser\·a~
tion ·of materials for the use not only of "our class" but al$o ·o f other
classes to follow etnphnsizes the lesson of obligation to the future.
· The ·pupils of a Chicngo high school, in cooperation with outside·
agencies, .:prepared ,an exhibit of civic and social · conditions that w~ts
visited hi a few· days' time by 30,000 people. T .h is is an excepti~nal
case f bht. an :exhibit both interesting and profitab.le' to parents nncl
patrons is quite within the ability of most schools, and would ser\'e
as : ·an.~· ~ihteresting feature of public exercises at the school. The ef:foHr:· o:f ·:teachers . and pupils to obtain reliable and specific inforina·
tion and : illustrative material has sometimes 's et public libraries,
chambers··Of commerce, women's clubs, and other ugcncies -at work to
supply the deficiency. ·The work of the school · is thus · exte11ued
throughout the community..
4. Supervisory aid for civics teachers.-The eighth-grade teachers
of civics in San Francisco present as high an average of ability as
would be found in any large school system. But it is do'ubtfttl if
any teacher in the elementary schools of -the city has had preliminary
training in the principles and methods of the vitalized type of civicz
instruction suggested in the foregoing pages. Normal schools and
universities have so far given litle help in this direction except such
as may be derived incidentally from the usual courses in history and
social science. In fact, the work of the higher schools has tended to
perpetuate :formal methods of instruction.
Thus without previous preparation the teachers of civics have had
placed in their hands a textbook, and have then been left almost

entirely to their own . devices ' in ; the application--of the . pr-inCiples
briefly stated in the 1911 course of sttt'tly. 1\fajly of. them seem: even
· to·he unaware of the statement there· made. , •:Under· these · circrimstnri.ces only a teach~r with an unusual socinl viewpoint and large
initintive arid resourcefulness COllld· be·· expected · to . attain a Ja.rge
measure of success. iri work of .so· vital·a cl1aracter without special
.
.
.
supervision.
In one school,· and Ot:llY one,, there was· fonrid an outline that had
been prepared under the direction o~ · the~ principal as an ·aid· te the
civics teachers of the schooi •in ·relating the w'o rlcclefinitcly' to ' the
.pupils' co.nununity life. Even in this case there· was· no evidence _of:
its·tlSe in the classes observed, arid the· teachers 'did not refer to ·it in
describing .their plan of work.
. Among~ the bulletins issued• by the Strite· Normal School of _San
.Francisco is one entitled ''A Composition Cour~e in American Governm~nt ·and · Pi1p'ils' Handbook to State Series ·Text."·· It was seen
on. the c1esks o-f a · fe,v tea~hers o{ civics in the·:·city:; It··is· in~ tw~
.parts~ the first oui:lining the ·" composition course in ·government,''
nncl the 'second giving informa-tion -s upplementary: to. the· .civic~ text~
bookand·lt1;rgely relating to .California. ·.·However e~·cellent the out-·
lipq may be ns a bnsis for composition work,- in ·'its e:fl'~ct upon ·the
teacll.ing of civics it distinctly tends to· fix the textbook type of in-·
struction. . ;I>art II contains much useful information, but offers no
help on the side of methods, in which teachet·s most need help.
Unf-ortunately there Sf'_ems to be'no very 'intimate relation betweenth~ 'State Normal' Schooi of San Fran.cisco and the. pl.1blic schools. of
the city. It is questionnble whether · teachers trained solely .in rtit
extrE'r_ne metliod ?f "individual instruction," which peculiarly :ch}ir:.·
a:cterizes this normal school, are thereby best 'f itted "to meet· public'
school conditions as they no,v·• exist and probabl:f must' exist for · a:
long time .to come. Bnt whatever its value · in· the teaching -of such
forinal subjccts,ns arithmetic or · reading, it is poorly adapted to n
type of civics instruction which depends for its success upon care~
ful.l y organizecf groi1p work. . ·
·
The civics tenchers ns a··r ule seemed eager for constructive suggestions as to . methods; but they· were practically unanhnous in· the ·
stat~merit t~at nlrnos( no supervision or direction is given. In o
number of · schools the civi{'s · instritcHon is divided between twc·
teachers who work along entirely different lines and by different
methods, neither knowing what the · other· is . doing.· In· one school._
f~r · exnmple, one of th~ teachers commented especially· on the· pectl.- ·
har value · of the first few chapters in the t~xtbook as ·affording the
keynote to · the entire course. Another teacher in the same school
cons!dered these · chapters entirely_ superfluous, and remarked thaf
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she could see no connection betwen the chapter her class was then
studying and the topics that were to follow.
Repeated inquiry discovered but one teacher who ever attended.·
.conferences . for the discussion of methods in civics. This was the
(!ase of a teacher '\Vho on her own initiative occasionally "got together" with friends who teach the same subject. It is possibly
significant that son1e of the most vital work seen in the San Fra~
cisco schools was in the classe,s
this teacher. In one ~chool the
principal described what he calls his "little institutes'' for thl'
teachers of his building; but these relate to civics no Inore, at least.
than t.o ~ther subjects.
Experience in other · school systems has demonstrated that
teachers without previous training for this work can be brought to
·a high degree of proficiency in a -remarkably short time while actu·a lly in service. It r~quires, however, special supervision. Work as
vital and as far-reaching as that of civic education should be under
the direction of a supervisor trained especially for it. His duties
should not be restricted merely to eighth-grade civics instruction;
but so far as this part of his work is concerned, it should include the
planning and organization of the Wt1rk from term to term; the study
<lf the particular problems of each school and each teacher; the prepHration of syllabi and other aids for the teachers; the adaptation of
the work to different groups of children, such as the foreign group;
the holding of conferences for the discussion of n1ethods a!1d common
problems; to act as a sort of clearing-house for the teachers. with
respect to current happenings and situations that \Vould have a. special
<~ivic-educational value; to keep in: close touch with community
activities, departmental reports, etc., in order to advise teachers as
to what is of special value and how to use it. The broader , duti~s of
such supervisor are referred to on page 366.
Meanwhile great i1nprovement could l;>e made in the quality of the
(~ivies instruction if regular provision were made for frequent conferences of the civics teachers, and especially if advantage we1·e taken
~1f the latent leadership, the initiative, the resourcefulness, and the
f~xperience of teachers who have sho,vn particular aptitude in this
field of work. This policy would not · only raise the l~vel of the
vvork of the less capable or resourcefnl or experienced, but would be
a constant stimulus and inspiration to the better qualified to raise
their own standards and improve their own methods.
III. C f.vics instruction below the eighth grade.-It is evident from
r he course of study that the ci vies instruction below the eighth gra~e
is intended to be incidental to instruction in history and other subjects, although a degree of definitene&s and continuity is aimed at
(see p. 302 above). A supplementary text in ci vies for these earlY
grades is speeifierl. lmt repeat<~d inquiry of principals and teachers

of

OIViO· EDUCATION. ··

i~ailed :to disclose ·a,

copy in·'u se or· on the. te'a cher's desk. . In reply h).,

tbequestionwhether ;systematic ~ivies instruction was given in these
grades,· sonie . principals and teachers said · '' yes,"' others "no," and·
~thers· '' as opportunity offers." Where instruction is '' incidental '' it
is :on~y by ch~nce that it is found in progress at the time a class is
visited. Observation indicated that it is . ca.Sual, varying with the
interest- and initiative of the tea.c her. ·
The. course of study states thatCivics is a splendid opportunity for applying : to · life situations much that
has been learned in the various school subjects as they are seen in· terms. of
human need. History and political ethics, geographic distribution and eco.:
nomic problems, physiology and public health have relations that need to be ·
studied, not in the isolation of their special fields, but in their relationship to
~ach other as they touch individual and social life.
Civics ou.ght to . be the
cro.wning study of the public schools, which have been est!lblished·p~-i~iJ.rUY to
perfect citizenship.

This statement suggests the following questions :
.. To what extent are the civic-education'al values and opportunities
<>f history, geography, and other subjects recognized and utilized in
practice~

To what extent are these various subjects correlated from the
standpoint of their co1nmon civic-educational value~
To what extent does the curriculum afford continuity to · the civic
education of the pupil throughout ·the grades~
To what extent and in what sense does the eighth-grade civics
"' cro,vn " the w.ork of the earlier grades?
'f.:he CO,ll,rSe qf study offers ·S~ggestions (see above, p. 302'} :· ror ..th~
·<'ivic application of history instruction which, if carried out in practice in an organized way, would give to the latter considerable direct
civic v~lne. Probably they are carried out to some extent, at least
hy some teachers. But the history instruction is, as a rule, very
formal. The textbook is followed ·closely, and the pupils learn series of facts and events with very little organization of subjectmatter, in relation to their own interests ·or to present social
<:onditions.
The history of the colonization of our country, whether on the Atlantic, seaboard in the seventeenth and: eighteenth centuries or in the
far· West in the nineteenth century, exemplifies in every detail the
motives and proeesses of conununity gro·wth and organization to which
eareful attention is supposed to be given in the civics of the eighth
grade. Any of the first eight topics in the ·outline for ci vies (see p.
303) could be developed in. connection with the colonial history of th~
. ~nited States or the early history of California. The s~me relation
<'Xists between other topics of the civics course and other period~ and
topics of United States history. By the time pupils reach the eighth-
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grnde civics they might be quite familiar with ronny of the ideas and
principles which community civics is designed to devel'op more. fully
and systematically. And in the eighth grade the civics and United
States history should reinforce each other at every point.. This .kind
of correlation would not only enable the pupil to see these two subjects" in their relation to each other as they touch (the pupil's) individual and social life," but would effect an economy of time at least
in the eighth-grade work~
It has been said of the ~lementary schools of another citjr:
The aim seems to be to make of education, not a · process of instt·uction in
a variety of subjects, but a process of lh·ing, of grO\Vth, during which the vnrlous relations of life are unfolded-civic, geographica~, historical, ethical, vocationnl, etc. * * * In the first grade, for example, the pupil does not even
:::tmly "English" or "lnngungt! "; be merely does things, and talks about tliiugs,
nud hem·s nnd tells stories about things, the teacher alone being conscious that
she is giving the child his first organized lessons in civic life, as well as in the
use of the English language.
.
Even in the eighth yenr, where civics appears as a separate subject nlterrmting throughout the yenr with American history, the coordination is so close
(in the hands of a skillful teacher) thnt the pupils . are hardly conscious · that
they are studying two" sul>Jects." They are ruther studying certain phenomeriJl
of life in t\\ro aspects~l~istor_icul and civic. 1

This organic kind of correlation can hardly be said to exist in the
San I~""rnncisco schools. Perhaps· the nea.r est · approach to i.t ·was
found in the Hamilton Intermediate School. Here typewriting 1 is
nne of the regular channels :for the teaching of English and spelling.
Topics for theme work are submitted to the teacher of typewriting
by the teachers of other subjects, including history, geography, civics, .
1nartual training, sewing, home economics, etc. Lessons in spelling
are derived from these various fields. The teacher of typewriting
also has direction of the "external reading" of all the pupils of the
sthool, preparing lists of books relating to t<;>pics submitted by the
teachers of other subjects, and keeping a record of all reading done.
llere ·is a correlation which ·tends to break down the sharp lines of
demarcation between "subjects" and to organize the pupil's education around a real interest. It is not merely that all subjects of the
curriculum contribute to the mechanical .p rocess of learning to typewrite, but that all are, or may be, organized around a real interestof
the pupil, which iri this case is vocational inasmuch as typewriting
1s primarily a vocational subject.
.
.
The teaching. of geogru phy in the Sun Francisco elementary schools ·
is perhaps even more formal than the teaching of history, although
it affords a peculiarly rich opportunity for correlation with the ·
----------------------------------------~----------------------------------

1 The Social Studies in Secondary Education, U._ S. Bu. of Educ., Bul., 1916, No. 28, ·
p. 16.
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jlnpil's .· i_ife~ · ·~ member of the survey · commission . says (Chapter
~vi of this report, p. 222) :
~'e geography, although emphasized iii the ·course of study, is poorly repre11e~~ Jh ·tbe actual teaching. Excursions are· :v ery unusual. San Fratil!fsco is
. marvelously rich In:local scenery; in varied; comm~r.cial nud in<lush;lal activities,
arid·: Jn strildng objects inte:r,-estlng· in then1selves and suggestive · of· foreign
('()untries and Qf . fur-reaching. r~l~tiQus. to; the o~tside world. · * · * ~ ~ . ~rh.e
magnificent harbor, girt .i n with mountains, the docl\:s piled with foreign goods,
the great ships at anchor in the' bay 'or alongside the wharves; the' vnriety '
·()cenn-going ships, sailing vessels, steamei·s aUd battleships, th~ forts and batteries guarding the entrance to the harbor, the ocean itself, the sen ·b eaches,
the islnntls, the crowded ferries au<l .ferry stations, the foreign populations with
their peculiar dress and l'QOdes of liviil~, .tl1~ factor I~~ and .shops, the parlts
and buildings * * *, all these and other striking objects .~flnterest fur~1lsh
an almost unequalled richness of geographical materiul. · · But the schools, as
such, srarcely notice these things. · On mention of this mutter to several teachers, they were naively surprised at the richness of local material they lla4
()Verlookecf.
·

of

But these very things should furnish at least a point of departure
not only for .geography, but hlso for. history and: civics. . H ·a rbor and
docks and merchant ships and battleships and forts . and ferries and
foreign populations and factories and parks and public buildings
are the realities of the San Francisco child's life to which his
studies should be related. The injunction in the course of study to
"correlate the history work with the geography by looking .up the
·localities mentioned" is superficial and without vitality. The pupil's
own life affords the only vital ·coordinating· principle for the various
subjects of the ' curricuium.
.
In regard to hygiene the course of study says: "The study of the
prcvi'ons grades has been dealing largely with personal hygiene. THe
work of. the eighth grade should deal mainly with the ··factors in
social hygiene or public sanitation. The work should, as far as possible, correlate with the eighth grade civics." How far this idea
is carried out in the classes in hygiene was not observed·; in some
eivics classes, ho,vever, where the subject of public health was under
considcrntion, nn1eh of the pupils' infor1nation had evidently been
acquired p-reviously in their study of hygiene.
In Dnlletin, 1015, No. 17, pages 23-26, United States Bureau of
Ed~cation, there are given some striking illustrations of how arithmetic mny be related intimately to the life of the child and correlated with other subjects of study. There is little of this sort of
thing in ·the San Francisco schools. A member of the survey commission ·reports tl1at "not much stress is put upon the thoughtful,
independent work of solving prol.Jlems and of applying arithmetical
processes to subjects which come up in other studies."
To conclude, the opportunities presented by history, geography,
and other studies in the elementary curriculum of the San Francisco
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schools for the social a~d civic education of the pupil are negl~eted.
There is practically no vital ·correlation of these subjects around.th~
present life interests of the pupils. The eighth-grade civ~c~ is a
"crowning course" in little more than , position. The' ter:m would
seem to imply organized, unified, coordinated civic education throughout the grades below the eighth, to which the :eighth-grade work is
definitely related and which it still further coordinates and rounds
·out. The eighth-grade civics s·hould be a climax in a continuous
civic development of the pupil. In San Francisco this is not SQ.
Neither pupils nor teachers seem to be conscious of a relation betwee~
,it and anything that has gone before. To them it is a " new' subject?
for their appreciation .of which the studies of the past have inade
little contribution.
·
I. 7'he SociaJ-Studie.~ Curriculum.

Instruction in government or "civics, . is prescribed for graduation in all the San Francisco high scho-ols ¢xcept the High School Qf
Commerce, where it is elective in the second and fourth years.
Courses in history and economics are offered in all high schools.
Business law is offered in the High School of Commerce, and Jt ,
course in vocational guidance in the Polytechnic High .School. This
entire group of "social studies" should as truly have a civic aim as
the subject of civics or government itself.
Point of vi.ew and criteria.-The present attempt at appraisal of
the instruction in the social studies is made wholly with referencet()
the extent to which they contribute to the education of the pupil for
. citizenship. Citizenship is understood in the sense defined in the
introduction to this chapter, and the criteria applied are those also
formulated there. (See pp. 300-301.)
Judged by the standards which have heretofore controlled in the
organization of high-school courses of study in history and social
science, that of the San Francisco schools would take high rank.
Seldom is more elaborate provision made for these. studies. Four
continuous years of history and social science are now offered in aU
high schools of the city. The history and Government of the United
States are prescribed for graduation except in the High School of
Commerce. A course in economics is offered in all the schools. In
some of the schools special additional courses are given.
Judged by the traditional standards of teaching these subjects, the
quality of instruction in the San Francisco high schools is, generally
speaking, as good as will be found anywhere, and in some cases exceptionally good.
_
In so far as the criticisms that follow seem adverse, it is not because of an alleged inferiority in practice in the San Francisco

omo . ··EDUOJA:mON~ .-
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~eric an-hig·h schools, , but ·becaus~
of a serious attempt to suggest lines of constructive endeavor in the
light of present ·tendencies. ·
·
.
RequiTements.-The course o:£ social studies in the San Francisco·
.high schools .is organized on the customary four-unit plan: A yea:r
!()'f.ancient history, a year of med~eval and modern European history,.
a, half~ year of English history, a' year of American history and· gov:
. ernment, and a ·-half-year of economics. Two of .. t~~ schools-the
Girls' and the Mission-follow-this plan without modification; in the
other three schools there are modifications to be discussed later.
There is a .presumably ci:vic purpose in prescribing ·united States.
history and government . . But since they are required only in the
fourth year, they actually rench a very small minority of the pupi~s
who enter the high schools. The one school in which they are not
.fequired for graduation is .the .High School of Commerce where the
;course of study is presumably of a particularly " practical" char~
acter and where the vast majority of pupils finish their schooling
'
'
.
with the high school.
·In-the Lowell High School all the history of -the first and second
years is required in addition to the United States history and gov~.
ernment o:f' the fourth ye.a r.
'.l;he University of Californi~ requires one year of history for .entrance without prescribing what history it shall be. The prescribed
United States history .and government of the high schools therefore
satisfies the requirements of this ins~itution. Pupils who plan to·
. enter and graduate from the State N or:mal School of San Francisco,
however, must take three full years of history in the high school.
Election of "soaial studies.-To determine the actual election of
social studies information was obtained directly from .the pupils of
three of the high schools-the Girls', the Mission, and tile Commercial. The Lowell High School ·was omitted from the inquiry because its pupils have so .little option. The Polytechnic High School
was also omitted because it is in a transition stage, and the data
obtained there would not be comparable with those from the other·schools.
, Table .136 gives the number of pupils reporting from each of theschools. It represents .about 90 per cent of the total enrollment at
the time of the investigation.
·
Tables 137-146 show the per cent of pupils in each high school
who have taken the several social studies of the standard course, of
those taking no history, those having taken all history offered, those
·having taken only the first and last years of history, and those of
the present fourth-year class who have · .taken the several social
studies.

schools as compared with other
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TABLE

.130.-Pupils rcpo1·ting .or, socf,al st,url·ics taT,·c~Jt (re1Jresenting about 90
11cr cent of totctl curullmcJit).
First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

-

Fourth
year.

Total.
~

190
223

Girls' .••••••••••••• ·••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••
Mission ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Commerce •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••.• ••••• {
1

116

1336
2'183

1205

2

94

500

62

481
1557
I 450

11
2 44

115
2 95

2133

Pupils taking 2-year course.
TABLE

97
80

119

Pupils taking 4-year course.

137.-Pupils having taken ancient history.
Mission.

Girls'.
Greek.

First y~ar .••.••••.•.•••••• ~ •..•••••••.••.•••••••••••

Roman. Ancient.l

Commerce.
Greek.

Roman.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

~ehl~~~v~~~~: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fourth year •.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

82. 6
88.0

2

4fi. 8
85. 7

100.0

100.0

96.8

96.8

61. 0
64. 6
7fl. 0
92.0

8..4
40.0
71.8
95.0

20. 0
56.0
76.0
97.7

1 Greek and Roman history not reported separately from this school. As a ruie pupils taldng Greek
bistr.ry also take Roman.
2 Roman history is not offered until tho second half of the year. Only 2 pupils in the first half reported
ta'king it.

TABLE

138.-Pupils having taken medieval aml nwdern histm·v.
Commerce.

Mission.

Girls'.

Mediovnl. Modern. Mcdieyal. Modern. Medieval. Modem.

FlTst yenT................................ ~ Perc~~~ .:~~.:~~~-

Second year... • • • • . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • • •
Thirdycar .••••••• ~ ••••.•••••• ~ ••••..•••••
Fourth year...............................

7fl. 6

79.3
8-J. 0

1

45. 3

:.e~.:~~~-..:.e~.:~~~·.~~~-e~.::~~·- .~:~.~ ~ ·.

••

74.2

80.0

55. 0
611.0
87. 0

45. 6
67.0
8-1 •.0

2

13. 0

7. 7

63.(>

59.0
64.0

80.0

9 per cent of first half-year pupils: n.7 or second haJr-year pupils: 45.3 per cent for entire year.
:r 9 per cent of first-half year pupils; 21 per cent of second half-year 1mpils; 13 per cent for entire year.

1

TAnLE

13!).-Pupils lta1:ing taken English history.

First year ..••••••••..••.•••..•.•.••..•.. ".•.•.•.•...•.•.•.•.•.•.••.

i!~~lHt::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
TABLE

Girls'.

Mission.

ICommerce. .

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

0.0
2.5
44.3
46.8

.o

2.8
41.0
73.0

58.7

80.0

140.-Pu.pils having talccn Un·ited States 1tistory.1
Girls'.

Mission.

Commerce.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

0.0

.o

11.:3
98.9
1
2

o.o

0.0

0.0

.o
.o

100.0

Required suhject in Girls' and Mission High Schools, elective in High School o! Commerce.
All 4-ycar pupils.

0.0

2.f..6

14.5
64.4

821
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TABLE

141.-Pupils having t,aken economics (third ye_ar).

·'

Girls'.

Mission.

Col:nmerce.

Per cent.

Per 'cent.

Per cent.

0.0
.0
2 22.6
46.8

~

o.o

0.0
.0
41.0
80.0

1.2
110.9
46.0

One pupil.
.
4 per cent of first half-year pupils; 40 per cent second half-year.
a All4-year pupils.
.

1

2

TABLE

142.-Pupils having taken fourth year government. 1

::O~aefear::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i=?;rai-::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1
2

Girls'.

Mission.

Commerce.

Per cent.

Per cent.

.Per .cent.

0.0
.0
1.0
97.5

0.0 .
.0

0.0

.0

.o

.0

2100.0

235.0

Required in Girls' and Missio:ri. High Schools, elective in High School of Commerce.
Per cent of second half-year pupils; none take it below this.
·
TABLE

143.-Pur}ils having taken no histo·r y.

~--------------------------------------------I---G-k_·l__s'·--l --~--ss_ro_n_.__ _c_o_nnn
__e~r_c__
e.
1

=~~a~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fourth year .••.•• : ••...•••..••.••.•.••....•....•..•••.••.•••.•.•••• ,
1

Per cent.

16. 0
8. 0

Per cent.

39. 0
28. 0
6.0
·0

.o

11.0

Per cent.

79. 0
42. 0
11.0

.o

One pupil.
#

. TABLE

144.-Pupils having taken all history offered.

Girls'.

~sion.

Connnerce.

Percent.

Percent.

0.0

.0

.o

70.0

TABLE

o.o
.o

11.8
40.0

145.-Pupils- having taken only ancient a;nd United States history.

Girls'.

Mission.

Connn~rce.

Percent.

Percent.

0.0
~0

.o

6.4

93815-17--21

0.0

.o
.o

4.4
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146.-Pupils of present fourth-year class .who have taken the several
social studies.
Greek. Roman. Mediaval.

Eco- I United Govern.
Modem. English. nomics.
States. m,ent.

- ---· - - - - - - - - - Girls' High School. •.•••...•.
Mission High School. ••.•.••.
High School of Commerce .•..

--

- - .__:___

Percent. Percent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
96.8
92.0
97.7

96.8
92.0
95.0

84.0
87.0
80.0

80.0
84.0
64.0

46.8
80.0
73.0

46.8
80.0
46.0

98.9
100.0
64.4

Per:cem

9U
100.0
35.0

Unfortunately no data are available from other cities comparable
with those in the foregoing tables~ The impression is, however, -that
the social studies, and especially history, receive fully as much emphasis in San Francisco as elsewhere, and probably more than is
usual. This is especially true if the Lowell High School is taken
into account, where the history courses of the first, second, and fourth
years are required of all pupils.
As would be expected, the smallest election o:f ancient history is
found in the High School of Connnerce, the largest in the Girls~
High School. But when we come to European and English historyt
the lead passes from the Gir Is' to the Mission High School.
English history shows the lowest election, except -in the High
School of Commerce, where the lowest election is for United States
history. The latter is required in the other two schools.
Economics is not popular as compared ·with the history coursest
and is least popular in the High School of Commerce, where it would
seem to have especially practical applications. 'The lowest election
for any social study is that for government jn the High School of
Commerce, where alone it is el~ctive.
The assertion is frequently made that, where four years of history are offered, it is rare that pupils take it all, and that the courses
elected are likely to be widely disconnected. The facts shown in
Tables 144 and 145 are therefore somewhat surprising. An unexpectedly large percentage of the pupils in the last years of the high
school have taken all the ·history offered in the high school, and the
number whose courses show a break from ancient to United States
history is very small.
Table 146 shows that all but a few · pupils of the present fourth
year class have had ancient history (about 95 per cent), while the
percentage having had each of the succeeding social studies pro·
gressively declines until the required fourth year · work is reached..
Another fact shown by these tables is that the percentage of pupils
taking each of the several social studies steadily increases by classes
fro1n the first to the fourth year. Thus: In the Mission High School
61 per cent of the first year pupils are taking ancient history, 64.6
per cent of the second year class are taking or have had this subject,_
76 per cent of the third year class have had it, and 92 per cent of

3.2_3:
.the .fp~r.~h , ye~r..cia~~ ··· The st1m~;. r~latiqn h()ld$ tru:e for ea.c h of: ~h~ ·
so~i~l studies and for all the high schools (Tables ~37-d;41, .143) ..
.Does thi~ suggest that pupils who do not elect social studies in .the
early.years·are more likelythan dthersto be eliminated before g~adu
ation~ . No such conclusion is justified from the data at . hand, but
the:question is a. suggestive one and worthy of 'investigation.
. Jnthe Lowell H!gh School the social studies of the third year alone
are:elective (except for a half-year course in "recent history" in
the fourth year) . The third years' studies are European history ·
(entire y~ar), English ind11strj~l history (one-half year}, and economic~ (one-half year). :Pri()r to this .there are reqwired: In th~
first.year, a.half year of~' apci~nt ind:Ustry and life " apd a .half year
of ~nglish history ; .in the se~ond . ye'a r' an entire .year of ancient .
history (Greek and Roman). The third year elections in this school
in the fall of 1916 were as follows:
European history---------------------- 58 per cent o.f the class.
En.g lish industrial history------------- 15 per cent of the class.
Economics --------~------------------- 20 per cent of the class.

·This does not mean tliat 93 per cent of the class Q.re taking a
soCial study, fo:~; there ··are duplications here, a considerable .number·
of those taking English industrial history and eoonomics also taking
the European history.
·
The economics a;nd industrial history are less popular than the
economics in the Girls' and Mis~ion High .Schools, · though more so
than that in the High School of Commerce (see Table 141). So,.
also, :the Eur~p~an history in this school shows a smaller ele'c tion
than in any of the other three schools .(see Table 138) .
· Summary.-The above facts show (1) that the offering of social
studies signifies little regarding their· election; · (2) that ancient
nistory is· ·apparently considered of greater importance ·than later
history (England and Europe); .(3) th~t although United States
history and government are · required for grad1,1a.tion, it is only a ·
.select minority of the pupils entering high school who get the benefit
.of these ~ubjects; ( 4) that a large number of pupils drop out of
scho()l .without the training afforded by social study; and ( 5) that
study in the field of econo1nics is attained to by a mere handful of
the pupils who enter and pass out of the high school.
Adaptation of.social studies to group intere8ts.-A more difficult,.
and at the same time a more important, question is, To what extent
are the social studies offered in the high schools adapted to th6!
actual needs of the pupils who take them ~
(1) The High School of Oom;meroe.-This school is designed pri-·
marily for pupils preparing directly for business vocations. While
a college preparatory course is offered, comparatively few of th&
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pupils are planning to go to college, as the following table shows,
(Table 147) :
TABLE

147.-0ollege prepara~ory pupils-High School of Commerce.
First
year.

Number reporting ...••••.•...••...••••...••....•••.
College preparatory ................••...•.•...•...• ••

519

20

Second year:

Third
year.

338

110
14

21

Fourth
year.
45
8

· Total.

-

1,012'
63

Generally speaking, the economic status of the pupils is low. The
majority of those reporting do not expect to complete a four-year
course, and for the benefit of such, a two-year course is offered. The
enrollment in the two courses is as follows (Table 148):
TABLE

148.-Enrollmoot by two-year and four-year co'ttrses-High School of
Commerce.
First
year.

Two-year course •.••••••..••••••••••.•.•••.•.•••..•.• ,
Four-year course •••.••••.•••...••••..••.....•.•.....•

336
183

Second
year.
205

133

(

Third
year.
115 .
95

Fourth
year.
11

44

Total,
557
455

1 The 15 two-year course pupils in the third year are probably repeaters. The 1 in the fourth year is
unexplained-perhaps an error in reporting.
.

In a school of this type, if anywhere, there would be expected an
adjustment of the course of study to the special requirements of the
pupils. It would seem to be peculiarly desirable to give a special
civic as well as a vocational turn to their education-not because such
boys and girls need civic training more than other groups, but because most of them will complete their schooling with the high
school-in the majority of cases with only two years of high schooland will enter at once into the responsibilities of participation in the
community's business life. ·
An attempt at such adjustment is apparent. The school offers the
standard four-year course of social studies. But in addition, and
for the especial benefit of two-year pupils, elementary courses in
business law, economics, and government are offered in the second
year, optional with the course in European history. In this school
alone the United States history and government of .the fourth year
are elective, perhaps to allow pupil~:? greater freedom to elect subjects
of more technical importance.
The four-year course of study is organized into a number of cur·
riculums or group arrangements. Groups I and II are college pre·
paratory, and in the first year include English, mathematics, a
foreign language, and history, differing fro·m each other in that one

ED.UOA~ON •

OIVIC

includ~ - stenography

:and. typewritip.g, the other bookkeeping, arithGroups ;:[II-V all _include English, sten~graphy, typewriting, bookkeeping, :Penmanship, and arithmetic..
They differ only in ,thei language. offered· French, German, , .or
Spanish. Group VI , i~ like Groups III-V except that_ history is
·offered instead of a language. Grqup VII offers mathematics instead of a language or history, and Group VIII offers general science.
It,is understood that a pupil may change from one group to another.
Ancient and European history occupy a less important place ·in
this school than in the other schools, as might be anticipated. Table
149 shows the elections ·in Greek and medieval history as compared
with the Girls' and the Mission High Schools.
·~eti:c,. and penmanship~

TABLE 149.-Pupils taking Greek and medi ev al histo'r y in High Schoo~ of Com-

.

merce, Girls', and M i ssion Schools.
Greek history.

Medieval history. ·

High scho.o ls.
Number. Percent. Number., Percent.
High School of Commerce:

47.0
j:tf;!;e~r~~~Yfs·:::: :::·::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1---------1
~~ --------1
. ~!: g - - - -129
- -1-------

Total.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . • . . . •
Girls' ~ School •••••..•.••••.••. ·• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . • •
Missio:t;t 'gh School. ..................................... .., ... f

421
450
330

41. 6
90. o
68.6

23

10.0

152
246
171

' 30.8
79.3
66.0

Although the courses in business law, economics, and government
offered in the s~cond year would seem to be more in accord with the
requirements of the pupils than the ancient and European history,
Table 150 shows that there is a larger election of Greek history
8lllong both two-year and four-year pupils than of the more " prac,..
tical" subjects. The same is true of the election of medieval history
by four-year pupils, though not by two-year pupils.
TABLE

150.-Pupils having elected Greek and- mediev al hi stor y and second-year
law, government, and economics.

First year.

Fourth
year.

Third year.

Second year.

- Two- Fouryear
year
pupils. pupils.

.....................

a~k
eva!........... . ......
w....
~overnmezii
Y.ei.rY

t!

Total.

---

Two- Fouryear
year
pupils. pupils.

FourTo- Twoyear
year
tal. pupils.
pupils.

- - -- ---- -- -

Total.

Total.l

~-

--

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Perct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
18.7

23

(secon'd

conomics (second year) ..

1

20

48.0
9.0
42. 4
22.0
12.0

67.0
21.0
12.0
6.8
5. 2

All four-year pupils.

56.0
13. 0
3'0. 7
16. 0
9.0

66. 6
26.6
33.3
33.3 '
33.3

78.0
69.0
8.4
8.4
4.2

76.0
63.6
11.8
11.8
8.1

97.7
80.0

4.4
4.4
' 4.4
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Tables 151 and 152 show t:he number of two-year pupils who elected
ancient or medieval history, or both, without taking any of the
other social studies offered in the second year' and the number of
bvo-year pupils who elected no social study at all.
TABLE

151.-Two-year pupils in H.igh School of Commerce electing ancient or
medieval history or both, but no other social study.
First year.

I

Second year.

· Third year.

Fourth year.

II

Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.

······--··

(1)

101

49.0

7

46.6

.... -.- ...

I

(ll)
I

-

1 No pupils in the first year elected social studies other than history.
s One pupil reported to be a two-year pupil in the fourth year took ancient history
and no other social study, but he is not considered here.

TABLE

152.-Two-year 1J'ltp·ils in High School of Commerce. elect·ing no history
m· other social study.

I

First year.

I· --------

Second year.

Third year.

Fourth year.

- - - ···-- ·- -

Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.

...........
1

(1)

26

12.6

4

26.6

0

0

No other social studies than history taken by any pupils in this year.

Of the 45 pupils reporting from the. present fourth-year class, 2~
have taken Unit:ed States history. All of these are four-year pupils,
and five of them college preparatory. Sixteen out of 110 third-year
pupils also report taking United States history. No United States
history is offered in the two-year course. Seventy-three per cent of
the present fourth-year class, and 41 per cent of the present thirdyear class report having· taken English history. 'O nly four twoyear pupils are included in the number.
The only pupils in the entire school who report having taken the
fourth-year course in government are 7 of the 45 members of the
present fourth-year class. Only 70, or 14 per cent, of all pupils reporting from the classes above the first year report: taking the secondyear eourse in government.
Thirty-three, or 21 per cent) of the third-year and fourth-year
pupils report taking the third-year course in economics· ( onl.v one _
pupil below the third year reports taking it). Forty-three, or 8.7
per cent, of all pupils reporting from the classes above the firstyea.r
report taking the second-year course in economics.
The percentage of pupils from each class having taken business
law is shown in Table 150. It is a total of 24 per cent of all pupils
reporting above the first-year class.

No,,:qourses.-- jn md~st;r:if.t~ history or commercial geography c:tr.e
.~~~f."~- ip.~ th~ scho.ol. .
,. .
.
l'P.p~, ~gi~e - the co:urs~ ~ of social s.tu(ly- in this high school ha(S been
JJ~Qdifi~d , !Qo.nsiderably bec~:g~ of ' th~ . ,f?pecial nature of . the s~hool~
,th~ ·,fa~ts .giyen su~gest th~ .desjrabil~ty of further adjustment.~o . the
special needs of the pupil~. :a..e commendations to this effect are
. made _below -on pages 337~39.
.
(2) ·The Lowe~l High : School~· .This high school is the larges~ in
the ·city, having an enrollment of more than 1,300 ,pupils, boy~ and
girls. . It is situated in a · good residence district wher~ there is very
little foreign admixture. The economic status ·of the pupils is of a
high. averag~..
. . · .
.
·
.
·
The school is in some respects ~he most conservative in the city.
Its course of study is more largely prescribed than in other ·schools
(see above, :pp. 319, 323). · The school. might fairly be described as a
."standard" high school of. high grade with conservative. tendencies.
I~ there is .any school in t~e city wher~ the standard four-unit course
in history and social science might be expected to meet requirements,
it. should be the Lowell school. . At two · or ;three points, however,
noteworthy .modifications of the standard course have been made.
(a, . The regqlation Greek and Roman histol'y courses have been
tnken out of the first year. Instead, there is required of all pupils
in the first half of the first year a course in " ancient life and industry." It is described as "a preparation for the study of hist~ry,"
and seeks to suggest the meaning of history an~ to give a general
picture of past· conditions. In the second half of this year the history of England is taken up. Here the pupils are introduced to .the
study of a single nation· "the one nearest the pupil's interest after
his own cou:r;:ttry."
(b) .Ancient history is required of all pupils · throughout the
second ·year instead of the first, and in addition to the introductory
course in "ancient life and industry." Pupils entering from other
high schools are allowed to substitute an equivalent for this course,
however.
(a) In the third year, the pupil may take a social study or not as
he chooses. If he takes one, he is .given an option between a year of
European history (medieval and modern) and a year .of English
industrial history and economics.
(d) In addition to the required course in United States hi~tory
and ·government there is offered in _the fourth year a course iri "Recent history " for one-half year, two hours per week.
. .
These modifications of the standard course are avowedly to meet
more clo~ely the needs of the pupils.
.
(3) The Mission High Sch.ool.-This is the smallest high school
in the city, with an enrollment of less than 600 pupils, although it
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is located in one of the most densely populated parts of the city
where the elementary schools are said to be crowded. The people
are largely of the wage-earning classes, but no technical work is
given in the school. The Humboldt night school is held in the Mis.
sion High School building with an enrollment~ of 1,200 or 1,400
students, and with technical instruction.
The course of social study in this school is of the straight traditional type, with no evidence in its organization of any effort to
adaptthe work to group needs.
( 4) The Polytechnic High School.-In this technical school there
were, until a year and a half ago, but two courses in history: A coursein
"general history" in the first year, and a course in United States history and government in the fourth year. This has now been changed,
with the intent not only of increasing the amount of work offered~
but also of adapting it to the purposes of the school. "General
European history" is no'v given throughout the first two years,
embracing ancient and modern history. Economics and industrial
history nre offered in the third year. United States history and
governn1ent are required in the fourth year. There is no course in
I~nglish hi story to correspond with that in the other schools.
No elass in economics was formed this term, and only 22 ·pupils a1;e
enrolled in the class in industrial history. This is explained on the
ground that under the reorganization these courses have not been
fairly started. It is said that hereafter there will be classes in both
subjects ea.ch term.
A course in vocational guidance is required of all first-year pupils
in this school.
(5) The Gi1"ls' IIigh- School.-The straight four-unit course in
history, government, and economics is offered in this school, as in
the Mission High School, without modification.
II. ]fethods of Instruction.

1. Imtruotion in government.-The general impression obtained

from observation is that instruction in this subject is formal, closely
bound by the textbook, too purely inforn1ational. There is more or
less coordination with United States history, in some cases the gov·
ernment and history being carried together throughout the entire
fourth year. One or two recitations were observed in which this
correlation seemed to be especially vital. In some of the schools
considerable attention is given to State and local government, but
even this part of the work is formal and lacking in real vitality in
1nost cases.
Opportunity for actual observation of class work in this subject
·was so limited that a series of questions was submitted to the prin·
cipals of the five high schools. Returns were received from four
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·of the five, in~ each case signed by the head of · t4e . department of
history.
Tewtbooks.-Three reported · the ·use of the same regular text .in
civil government, separate from the history text; one reported the
use of a combined American history and government text. Three
of the four made objections to the text, the fourth .made no comment
on this point. The comments made were " insufficient local material," "too general," "not practical illustrations," "not clear and
definite," "do not interest the student," "not written for those who
must be shown both the beginnings and the relations of things,"
"a book should be used which technically describes the State in
which the pupil lives, also his city."
Supplementary books.-A considerable list of supplementary books
was mentioned, ip.cluding such standard works as Bryce's "American
Commonwealth" and other well-known texts in American government. Mention was ll).ade in . one case of a California civics text,.
the constitution of the State, the charter and ordinances of ·San
Francisco, and in one case a dictated notebook on the Federal Constitution. The extent to . which, and the methods by which, these
materials are used was not explained.
Time allotment.-All agreed that the time for the study of government should be doubled-a year instead of a half year. As to
the possible means of securing this additional time the following
suggestions were made :
Since United States history is given in the grammar grades, it could b~
omitted in the high school, or it could be given in the third year in plac~
of English history and the entire fourth year given to government.
A compulsory course in municipal government might be placed in the first
year.
More complete separation between government and United States history.
Time allotment for taking ciasses outside for investigation. Lectures and
talks by public officials.

The apportionment of time as it now is and as it should be among
National, State, and local government is stated as follows:
Apportimvment 01 time.
As now apportioned.

Suggested apportionment.

1

Girls'
High
Schoot.

~tional. •••..•••.•••
te ...... . .........

Girls'
High
School.

Commer- Polytech- Mission
High
cialHifh nic Hi~h
Schoo.
Schoo.
Schoql.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
25
25
90
50 .............
60
4~
40
25
25
5
30 ............
15
10
3~
25
25
3()
5
20
25
..........
50
25
25

c ..............
cr:ty
}
·················

Commer- Polytech- Mission
High
cialiiifh nic Hi~h
Schoo. School.
Schoo.

{

}

{

}
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These figures are intended to be only approximate. The ~
thing about them is the divergence among the high schools in p;ra~
tice and in opinion. Variation is a good thing in so far as it .iJldi.
<Cates adaptation to group needs; but there is nothing to in~te
that this is the explanation here. It indicates rather a lack of COQperation and agreement an1ong the high schools as to some gene~al
policy.
Devices to supplement instru<Jtion.-Two schools report the use of
-civic scrap books; 2 regular drill in current events; 3 more or leSs
debate and discussion of public questions; 3 the use of the "Literary
Digest" or similar publications; 3 suggest talks by public officials
as a desirable thing, but none provides for them; 1 mentions visits
to courts and public offices; 1 (Girls' High School) the use of ne~s
papers, Jnunicipal records, ordinances, etc.; and 1 (also the Girls'
High School) the securing of ballots and a demonstration .of
their nse.
Field investigations, surveys, etc.-Three schools report no field
investigations, no surveys of sanitary or other conditions, no sys.
tematic study of health reports, appropriation bills, or similar documents. One school reports field investigation "by attendance upon
public functions of various kinds," the study of appropriation bills,
and sanitary surveys.
Adequacy of course.-One school reports satisfaction with its
-course; the other three say that "it comes too late in the course,"
"not sufficient time nor opportunity," "more dignity and attention
should be given the course."
The above data suggest that there is a feeling that the instructiQn
in government does not accomplish all that should be expected of it;
that it is formal and of the textbook type; that there is considerable
.divergence in methods, not by reason of adaptations to group needs,
but because of lack of agreen1ent as to general principles; that there
is almost no field work or contact with actual conditions and prob·
lems of community life, the only school reporting such work being
the High School of Commerce, where there is an exceptionally sniall
.enrollment in the courses in government.
2. Instruction in history.-One teacher of history, commenting
upon a recitation by her class, remarked that she and her class were
much more interested in present-day questions than in the mere facts
of history, and asked, "What is the value of history unless it throws
light on present-day questions? ~' Her class was at the time study·
ing colonial Massachusetts, and more particularly the exte~t . ro
which democracy had been realized in that colony. The class d~·
tinctly seemed to have a motive for the inquiry into colonial times,
and this was their interest in certain present questions upon which
the historical facts seemed to throw light. The impression made by
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the discussion was that the class had under consideration a presentday question that had a history. They were not following a mere
chronological sequence of events, ht~t were involved in a problem.
Use was being made of material in portions of the textbook dealing
with later periods in order to trace successive steps in the evolution
of democracy. Not only was the problem one of the present day,
but it was of peculiar interest to these pupils at this time because a
political campaign was in progress and because in California the
women vote and other advanced ideas of democracy prevail. In fact,
the girls of the class showed, perhaps, a keener interest than the boys
present. A casual visitor would have had difficulty in. determining
whether the recitation was one in history or in civics; it was both.
The pupils were not concerned about the "subject" they were taking;
they were interested in a problem that has historical, social, and
civic aspects.
In contrast, the pupils in another class were haltingly repeating
the inconsequential details of the reigns of the minor emperors in
the decadent period of the Roman Empire, and in another the
succession of kings .in ancient Egypt was being given, with scraps
of information relating to the social and political life of the time.
These were pure memory exercises, based on what happened to be
included within certain pages of a textbt>ok.
A common practice in many history recitations is the frank use
of a notebook as a basis for recitation, the pupil referring to it fre_quently and even reading from it in reply to questi<?ns by the teacher.
The matter in the notebooks seemed. to be little more than a reproduction of textbook material, probably copied in the process of
"studying."
Between the two extremes of method illustrated above, classes
were visited in which no exception could be taken to the excellence
of the teaching as measured by formal academic standards. The
pupils were apparently learning the facts of history, not even greatly
restricted by the limitations of the textbook. But with few exceptions, there was lacking the vital spark which characteri.ied the first
recitation described. ;Learning history seemed to be the end of all
things; it was the "subject" that seemed to count for •most, while
its application to the pupil's understanding of his own life situations
was lost sight of.
3. Instruction in economics.-ln all of the .high schools of San
Francisco the election of economics is lower than for any other
social study. There is, however, a growing sentiment in· favor of
the subject as a high-school study because of its intensely "practical"
na.ture both from an individua-l and a social standpoint. The new
emphasis upon vocational and prevocational education would seem
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to give to economics a peculiar importance, and especially so in com.
mercial and technical high schools.
The low election of economic_s, which is probably no more marked
in San Francisco than else·where~ is doubtless due in part to the fact
that this subject is the latest social study to be introduced in the
high school and has been \Vedged into an already full curriculum. It
is in competition with history, which is strongly entrenched. Dep-artments of social study have be.en almost exclusively departments of
history, and any subject that threatens the elimination or curtailment of the history course has to make a hard fight.
Most of the work in economics seen in the San Francisco high schools
was either of a perfunctory character, little more being attempted
than to drill the pupils in the contents of a textbook, or else it gave
the impression of floundering. One or t\vo notable exceptions will be
referred to. Indifference and apathy 1narked classes which were
being put through a catechis1n of questions such as, What is economics~ What is wealth~ "\Vhat is value~ What is utility~ Or
those which ,,~ere discussing in the abstract such matters as the
" factors in production."
One class 'vas visited in 'vhich the teacher had abandoned the
prescribed textbook and ''"as atten1pting to substitute a course on
more broadly " sociological " lines. The pupils were reading aloud
in turn from n. recently published book dealing with a variety of
1nodern social problems. The teacher was uncertain of her ground,
as she herself frankly said, and the class evinced no great interest
in what they were doing. This teacher felt deeply the need of a
really vital course for her class of girls, n.ncl was rather hopeless in
the face of the textbook problem.
Another teacher reported having attempted for a time to teach
without a textbook. The results, she said, were in many ways satisfactory, but the method proved too laborious and time consuming to
be continued.
Of the classes actually observed in recitation there was but one to
which the subject of economics seemed to be a living thing. The
pupils in this class were discussing with their teacher a question of
vital importance to themselves and their families, viz, the cost of
living. No textbook was seen, though the teacher said one was used,
more as a supplement than otherwise. The boys and girls were
contributing facts :f.ron1 their experience at home and from observation and current reading. These facts were the basis of discussion. They were not studying a science, much less a book; they
were wrestling with a reality in their own experience, drawing upon
the science of economics under the guidance of their teache.r as it
helped them to understand their problem.
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. 4. Instruction in business, law.~
. This subject is taught ollly in the
High. School of Commerce, and blit one, recitation was observed~ .,•Of
the 34 pupils in the class, 2'7. were taking a two-year course, 5 a ·fouryear course, 2 were undecided. ·The sa·m e general criticism maif·· be_
made of the r ecitation observed as of the instruction in other social
studies: It was not closely enough related to the experience and
needs of the pupils. The topic under discussion was "Contracts."
The discussion was a simplified form of what one might expect to.
hear in a law school. One could not help wondering why the
point of departure ·should not have been the very real and · imminent fact that most of these pupils would witl;l.in a year be seeking
a " job " and entering into a more or less formal " contract·" with
an employer; and why the whole matter of the relations between
themselves and their future employers, the responsibility of each·
to the other and of both to the community, and similar matters could
not have been " talked over " on all sides in a thoroughly concrete
and realistic manner.
5. Su'fwrrto/T"'!J .-· i nstruction in the social studies in the San Francisco high schools has too exclusively for its end the storing up of
information for its own sake; it places too much faith in the pupi~s'
ability to apply this information to situations · as they arise in the
future and fails to give pr act ice in applying it to ~ituations of
present interest and importance to the pupil and his community ;
it does not make a sufficient point of helping the pupil to organize
already existing knowledge or knowledge that he may acquire by
observation; it does not really get at the pupil's motives, either for
present study or for present and future conduct. In short, the instruction in the social studies affords very little real training for
citizenship except in so far as imparting information of a formal
character may contribute to this end.
C.-oRGANIC CONTINUIT Y

OF

ELE M ENTABY AND SECONDABY INSTRUCTION IN · THE
S OCIAL STUDIES.

Reference is made above on page 318 to the lack of organic continuity in the civic education of the child in the elementary school.
·The absence of such continuity in the secondary school and between
elementary and secondary instruction is equally striking.
One high-school teacher suggested that inasmuch as . lTnited.
States history is taught in the grades, it might be dropped from the·
high-school course of study (in . order to provide more time for the
study of government). While it is not uncommon for pupils to
question the value of taking United States history in the high school
on the ground that they have "had it" in the grades, it is ~ little
surprising that a high-school teacher of history should take . this
position. The f act is apparently lost sight of th~t the pupil himself
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is growing, that his mental and social interests and experience·· have
broadened and deepened with the passage of each year, and thaiili
the high school he is able not only to comprehend more fact~-:el
history than in the earlier period but that he is also able to ·usealready acquired facts in his processes of growth as he could not !ua~
them earlier. The later course affords opportunity for a necessw~
revision of concepts and judgments in the light of more matW!e
experience.
There is, however, no likelihood that the high-school course in
United States history will be dispensed with. The point now is with
reference to the relation that exists between it and the course in the'
same subject in the elementary school. As a matter of .fact the
former is very largely a duplication of the latter as implied by the ·
teacher quoted above-a duplication excused largely on the ground:
that pupils do not remember what they learned in the grades below
anyhow, or that they were not well taught.
·
If the pupil forgets what he learned of United States history in
the elementary school before he reaches the last year of the high
school, it may be due in part to faulty methods of teaching; but it is,
more especially because he has had no use for it in the interim. , The
knowledge and thinking power acquired by the pupil at one stage:o£.
his education should be conceived of as working capital in each
succeeding stage, and should ·be used as such. In the case of Unite~
States history, for example, there is abundant opportunity 'for such·
continuous use of acquired know ledge. It may be used in the com·
munity civics of the last half of the eighth grade; in the various history courses of the high school by way of comparison or contrast;dn
economics; and in the work in English. The historical capital of
the pupil thus becomes an investment, productive from the stat;rt;:
and continually growing by use. It is made to enrich the pupil's
work in other studies. And, finally, it affords a real foundation in
the pupil's consciousness upon which to build a course in American
history in the fourth year of the high school of vastly richer content
and scope than would otherwise be possible.
; .
What has been said regarding United States history is eq118)l.Y;
applicable to the ~ther · social studies. One high-school teacher, w4~~
questioned about the eighth-grade work in civics, made the typic~t
reply, "I don~t know what they are doing, but I suppose about tp.e·
same thing that was done when I went to school." Manifestly.n,Q,
vital continuity in the pupil's social education, of the kind suggest~;
in the last paragraph, could be looked for under such conditioD,S~·
Pupils in some of the third-year economics classes were questioned
as to whether they had ever before had any economic study. The
replies were in the negative; economics does not " come" until th~
third year. And yet geography, history, civics' and other subjects
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in both elementary arid · high schools · teem with .opportunities to
emphasize econ?~ic concepts. It i~ apparent that these :opportunities are not utihzed ·to any appreciable extent·; and when · the few
pupils who elect economics come to it in the third year it is as a
wholly new experience with · no relation to anything that has gone
before or that is to come afterwards.
It is important that the.course of study for early grades should be
·carefully planned with due regard to what is to follow later; but it
is vastly u1ore important that the instruction given in the later years
·should grow directly out of that which has gone before and which
has been woven into the pupil's experience.
· Cycle organization of the social s-tudies.-In .order to secure the
desired organic continuity and cumulative effect of the civic training
aff~rded by the social studies, and at the same time to insure a maximum of completeness in the social study of pupils who leave school
at various points before graduation, a· " cycle" organization of the ·
social studies offered in both elementary and secondary schools is
recommended. This is in conformity with the recommendation of
the committee on social studies of the National Education Association as contained in the report of the committee issued by the United
States Bureau of Education in Bulletin, 1916, No. 28. The plan,
however, should be carefully adapted to local conditions in San
Francisco.
The first cycle should embrace the first six grades of the elementary
school; the second, ·Grades VII-IX ; the th'i rd, Grades X-XII.
E'lernentary cycle: Grades I-V1.-No radical change in the course
of study of this period is needed, but merely sligp.t readjustments,
shifting of emphasis, new c·o rrelations. As now, elements of both
European and American history should be included, and the American history should include local history. Civics need have no separate time allotment, but, if made, it should not be earlier. than the
fifth grade. All through the period geography, history, and civics
should be treated less as ~istinat subjects and more as aspects of the
same life problen1, organized with definite reference to each other
and to the actual life of the pupil. (See p. 316.)
Any plan that is adopted should be flexible and carefully adapted
to local requirements. But a suggestive organization may be found
1
in United States Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1915, No. 17: " Civic
Education in El~mentary Schools as Illustrated in Indianapolis."
Philadelphia and Cincinnati are other cities with suggestive plans
which differ in detail from that of Indianapoiis.
For suggestion for the organization of the work of the first three
or four grades without emphasis upon "subjects" see Bulletin, 1915,
No. 17, pages 9-13, United States Bureau of Education.
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Geography in particular should be relieved of its ,formalism and
by the sixth grade studied largely by the " problem method." (See
Bul., 1916, No. 28, pp. 18-20, U. S. Bu. of Educ.)
Occupational life and certain elementary economic ideas should be
emphasized throughout. This is the forerunner of n1ore systematic
econo1nic study of later cycles. The new Philadelphia plan emphasizes this aspect of the work especially in the sixth grade. See also
the Cincinnati plan, where there is a "Civic and vocational director"; and also Bulletin, 1915, No. 17, pages 13, 14.
Emphasis upon civic relations and concepts should constantly in- .
crease with a cliinax in the sixth grade. (See Bul., 1915, No. 11,
pp. 10-16.)
Jun.i or cycle: Grades T'1/-/.LY.-The sa1ne range of social study
should be included as in the elementary cycle: geographical, his~
torical, civic, econo1nic. It should be on a higher plane and with
new angles of approach.
Seventh grade.-Development of certain threads of European history that cuhninate in the period of discovery, exploration, and colonization, which should be included in the course.
The geography should relate directly to the history of the grade,
jn which it is a vitally important f:.~ctor. Both the 1'\istory and the
geography afford opportunity for the emphasis of economic relations.
The civics of the grade may or 1nay not have a separate time allotment. Many of the topics of the earlier part of the eighth-grade
civics course may profitably be taken up in connection with the exploration and colonization of America. Much time may thus be
saved for the eighth-grade ciYics.
In connection with all these subjects local history has rich opportunity, especially in California.
Eighth grade.-American history from approximately the year
1700, either completed in the first half of the year or parallel with
civics throughout the year. The point of view should be that of the
development of the "national community," and the concepts should
be correlated closely with those of the civics.
The geography of the year should relate directly to the history.
J~mphasis should be given to international aspects of our history
'-lncl geography, and especially in this grade to South American rela·
tions.
Community civics should have an important place in this grade
ns at present, but it should be thoroughly reorganized to conform in
its point of view, spirit, and methods ·with the " community civics
type" which is clearly implied in the printed course of study and
~r hich is discussed in this report. (See pp. 304, 308.) A more detailed discussion of the organization and methods of the subject may
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be found in United States Bureau o:f Education Bulletin, 1915, No. 23.
and 1916, No. 28, pages 22-24. Thjs reorganization will be aided by
~dopting the recommendations relative to administrativE} reorganization. (See pp. 314, 366.)
Many pupils will probably continue to leave school at the end of
the eighth year., For such, the course in American history, geogra·
phy, and civics should in reality be a "crowning course." · It is believed, however, that an eighth-grade course organized on the plan
suggested will tend to keep larger numbers in school at least for
1mother year. This, in fact, should be one of the primary aims· of
the eighth and ninth grade work.
Hygiene, especially of the community type, has place in this
grade. Close correlatioiJ-should be made not only with the civics and
geography, but also with the physical and recreational activities o.f
the school.
·
Ninth grade.-The present traditional ancient-history course
should be dropped, except possibly as an elective for such pupils as
have a distinct preference for classical study (they would be few in
number) or who may still be required to take such a course for entrance to particular colleges. Even then it should be reorganized
with special reference to the interests of the pl.).pils, and perhaps
offered later in the course.
There are various possibilities for social study in this year that
are preferable to the traditio~al ancient-history course. Some such
plq,n as that now in use in the Lowell High School in the ninth year
is an improvement. But a new course, primarily of a civic-economic
character, is here recommended. Arguments in favor of such a
course are given in United States Bureau of Education Bulletin,
1916, No. 28, pages 26-28, 32; other possible lines of development
are also suggested there (pp. 25,.26).
·
A study of the civic-economic type is peculiarly .desirable in the
High School of Commerce, ·especially in the two-year course, and in
the Polytechnic High School. It should be organized largely around
the vocational interest which is likely .to be strongly developed in the
pup'ils of these schools. It 'could be made to fulfill the purpose of
the course in vocational guidance now required in the Polytechnic
High School, ·but with better perspective and broader scope. In the
High School of Commerce this course, together with a course in the
tenth year mentioned below, should take the place of the present
courses in second-year economics a_!ld business law.
Whatever the direction taken by the ninth-year social study, it
should at all events be in reality a "crowning" course for the .cycle, .
affording opportunity for the pupil to use the capital acquired In
93815-17--22
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earlier courses; and it should also afford a point of departure for-th~
social studies of the succeeding cycle.
·
The difficulty presented by the lack of suitable textbooks for Such
a course is clearly recognized; but the importance of the change iS
sufficiently great to warrant a beginning.
·· ·
Senior cycle: Grades X-X/1.-As in the case of the ninth-year
work, the difficulties presented by the lack of appropriate textbooks
and by the influence of traditional methods are considerable. ·The
following recommendations indicate the direction of immediate endeavor.
Heads of departments of social study should take the initiative in
reorganizing, in cooperation with their teachers, the .c ourses of social
study in the last three years of the high school in the spirit, at least,
of the suggestions here made.
. ··
At least until suitable textbooks are forthcoming, greater inde~
pendence of any single text should be cultivated and a variety of
books used by the pupils in their reading.
·
Tenth year.-Except in the two-year course of the High School
of Commerce, which is referred to below, a course in European his~
tory to approximately the year 1700 should be offered in the tenth
year (second year· high school). This course should include whatever is necessary of ancient history, on the one hand, and the period
of exploration and colonization of America at the other extreme. It
should- also include the history of England. This course should
differ from the old " general history " courses in its organization.
The latter is merely a summary statement of facts and events ~ ·
chronological order. The course proposed should be organized on
a topical or problem basis. It necessarily and happily implies.the
omission of much that has been taught in ancient and European
history and the selection and organization of subject m-n.tter with
reference to current interests, and largely on the basis of the pupils'
experience in connection with the social studies of the preceding
cycle. (See U. S. Bu. of Educ. Bul., 1916, No. 28, pp. 35-52.)
In the two-year course of the High School of Commerce it i~
suggested that a course in American history, rather than in Euro·
pean history, be given in the tenth year, which is the last year of t~e
pupil's · schooling. In this course especial attention should be given
to economic aspects, including the progress made by government 'in
dealing with economic and socio-economic problems.
Eleventh year.-In all four-year courses in the several high schools
a course in European history since, approximately, the year 1700
should be off~ed at least in the first half of the eleventh year, though
it might profitably include the entire year if time can be found for it.
It should in~lude the English history of the ·period.
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. If the European history of this year is restricted to .o ne-half of the
year, a course in American history may be begun with the second
half of the year, in which large emphasis might well be placed upon
international relations, including relations with ·South America. The
geographical, economic, and political factors should be emphasized,
and the whole related clearly to the pupils' earlier study.
Twelfth y.ear.-It is intended that the work here recommended for
the twelfth ye~r, together with that of the eleventh year ·s uggested
above, entirely supplant the ·independent courses in · economics and
government now offered in these two years.
It is urged that an attempt be made to develop a new course in
"Problems of democracy" for this year; a course that will be concrete, and that will deal with current problems that have economic,
political, and more broadly sociological aspects. A further explanation and justification of such course is given in United States Bureau
of Education Bulletin, 1916, No. 28, pages 52-56. So far as known,
there is no suitable textbook available as a , basis for such course at
pre~ent. It is recommended that a committee of high-school teachers, including heads o~, departments, be appointed to develop such a
co~rse· experimentally, and that it be tried out in at least one of. the
high schools.
Such course will not supplant a course in American history, but
will make the latter much more effective. Two methods of handling
the American history are suggested : Either .devote the first half of
the twelfth year to a course in American history, or to. a continuation
of the course begun in the eleventh year, and of the general character
suggested for that of the eleventh year, reserving the second half
of the twelfth year for the problems of democra.Cy ; or, what is in
some respects preferable, give the entire year to problems of democracy, developing the historical aspect of these problems coincidently.
No separate courses in industrial history, either American or Engljsh, is recommended. But the industrial or economic aspects of
history should receive due emphasis in all history courses in relation
to other asp~ts. In the High · School of Commerce and in the
Polytechnic High School the economic aspects of all history should
be especially emphasized, but not to the neglect of their relations
to politicu.l al).d social development.
PUPIL ACTIVITIES AS

A

MEANS OF CTI'"IC EDUCATION.

A.-ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Oonduct of elasses.-The preparation of lessons and the ·c onduct
of recitations afford opportunity for activity that in itself may have
civic educational value. Reference has already been made (p. 312)
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to the value of pupil activity in a~sembling and organizing materials
for class use. With due allowance for exceptional cases, there is..'·i~:
San Francisco a certain passivity on the part of pupils in' th~
<=lassroom ; little of the " give and take " of discussion ; little of ,the
~llertness to contribute new materials and new points of view, for
consideration. Initiative and group action are not systematically cui~
tivated. A class conimu;nity has all the essential characteristics . ~£
any other community, and · its conduct should afford practice in
community living. This should be true of classes in all subjeets
'
but it has peculiar value in relation to instruction in civics. ·.. ~ :~
Opening exercises.-Reports from 68 schools indicated that the
salute to the flag, the pledge of allegiance to State and Nation, patriotic songs and re<?itations, and t.alks on moral; civic, or patriotic topics
are quite general in the opening exercises. But little use is mad~ of
the assembly as an opportunity to train pupils in the exercise of responsibility, initiative, and cooperation in organizing and executing
the program.
..
Pupil participation in school government.-N o formal organiza;..
tion exists in any of the elementary schools of San Francisco for
purposes of" self-government "-~othing on the order of the "·schboi
city," for example, or the "school republic."
Principals showed a divergence of opinion as to what constitutes
self-government. The comments of some who said they had none
in their schools indicated that they really had more than other
principals who claimed to apply it in some measure. One refers to
a pupil-monitor system as a form of self-government, w'4ile another
speaks of the fact that" no monitors are allowed" in her scho()l ·as
equally good evidence of it. Many point to the formal order .·of
the " yard lines" passing at recess under the leadership of pupil
" line ca.ptains" who are chosen by the class; while much less fre·
quently the informal passing of classes through the corrido!s with
no "line .formation" and no obtrusive supervision, but nevertheless
in orderly quiet, was offered in evidence of pupil responsibility ip
the discipline of the school.
A very common statement was that the pupils were " taught to be
self-respecting," or "to practice self-control." The golden rule was
given as the guiding principle in one or two instances. Se;veral
mentioned an "honor system" under which it is possible for classes
to be left without teachers without disastrous results. Pupil cap·
taincy of athletic teams and management of games on the playgrolUI.d,
and solicitude of older pupils for the rights of younger children at
play ·w ere occasionally mentioned. In a few cases some systematic
responsibility for the care of blackboards, room decoration, the p~o·
tection of walls, furniture~ toilets, etc., against defacement . is ·~be·
stowed upon pupils. In the Ethan Allen Parental School there
.
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seemed to be a systematic ·effort· to develop pupii responsibility for
the orderly running of the school. In this ,school the truancy problem is handled, accor~ing to the principal, almost wholly by the
pupils themselves, not by a system of espionage, but through persuasion and friendly advice to delinquents by their friends who have
come to take pride in tl).eir school. The observe~ saw a new pupil
enter the school in tears. He was turned over almost immediately
to some boys who were near at hand, who seemed to remove his
terror at once, instructed him as to his first steps, and took him to
his bath. A half-hour later the newcomer was seen participating in
playground exercises with. a smile of contentment on his face.
In the Oriental School (all Chinese), graduates from which are
said to have had a part in establishing the Chinese Republic, the
teacher of civics said that attempts at self-government were wholly
misunderstood. She gave by way of illustration the instance of'
a pupil who replied that "he was not a slave" when requested toclean the blackboard; and that of another who complained of being
"treated like a dog" w:Q.en asked to perform some slight service.
'The degree in which responsibility is consciously shared by pupils.
is usually very slight and often qualified by rather rigid supervision.
Or it is shared by a very few · pupils rather than by all pupils. In
one or two instanc~s evidence was seen of purely arbitrary discipl~ne,.
in which fear was the controlling factor.
A typical instance of organized pupil participation in school man-·
agement on ·a conservative basis as a mea,ns of civic training is g,iven
in the United States Bureau. of Education Bulletin, 1915, No. 17,.
page 31:
·
It consists in a realization of the theory that the school is a real communitywith characteristics of its own, although possessing certain fundamental charac-.:
teristics in common with all communities. Of this community, pupils and teach-.
ers are members, with certain common interests. Cooperation is the keynoteof the community life. The realization of this cooperation is seen in the Class:...
rooms, in study halls, in the assembly room, in the corridors, on the playground.
It manifests itself in the method of preparing and conducting recitations; in
the care of school property; in protecting the rights of younger children; in·
maintaining the sanitary condition of building and ground; in the elimimition
of cases of "discipline" and. of irregularity of attendance; in the preparation.
and conduct of opening exercises, school entertainments, and graduating exercises; in beautifying school grounds ; in the making of repairs or equipment for·
"our school " ; in fact, in every aspect of the school life.

Particular instances of almost all of the kinds of pupil participa-·
tion here suggested may be found in thEl San Francisco schools. But·
there is, apparently, no general effort to organize them as a definite~
and regular means of civic education, nor to relate them to the instructional work of the school for the same end.
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Playground aomvities .-The schools of San Francisco are . very
much cramped for play space. Principals and teachers feel the de+
ficiency very keenly.
About half of the principals of the city reported that they US&
playground activity as a means of moral and civic instruction. Their.
statements, however, were usually very general. "Team work,~'
"fair play," "respect for authority," "obedience," "respect for
rights of others," "care of property," "self-control," "leadership''
are among the qualities most commonly mentioned as the end ~
view. In no case was information given as to the methods by which
these qualities are developed.
The other half of the principals reported that there was either no
use of playground activities. for civic ends, or that the playground
was" too small,"" too confined," or that" nothing definite,"" nothing
systematic," was done.
·
There are in San Francisco 10 public playgrounds distributed according to natural geographic divisions of the city. These, together
with 2 public swimming pools, are under the .control of a playground
commission which serves without pay. In addition the board ·of
education has turned over to the playground commission 20 school
yards and certain accessories in the school buildings to be operated
as public playgrounds from 3 to 5 p. m. on school days and from 9·
to 12 a. m. on Saturdays. The playground commission pays operating expenses. 1 The president of the board of education is ex officio
member of the playground commission; and the supervision of the
public playgrounds is in the hands of a director who is appointed
jointly by the board of education and the playground commission,
and who also has general direction of physical ·training .and athletics
in all public schools and of the social centers. The two administra·
tive bodies seem to be working together harmoniously at the present
time. Yet there is no good reason for the double administrative
machinery, and many reasons why the public schools and the public
playgrounds shouid be under the same control. In other words, ·a
reo~ganized board of education should also be the playground com·
miSSIOn.

The director of the public playgrounds is greatly overworked by
reason of having under his care the physical training, athletics, and
playground activities of the public elementary and high schools; as
well as the community centers of the city, including music and lecture
centers. His burden is made the greater by ·the fact that his subordinate playground supervisors ·are in many cases inadequately tra~h~~
for their work. He should be relieved of a considerable part of tli~
1 The budget of the playground commission for the year 1917-18 provides tor 10 ~qre
echool-yard playgrounds, making 30 in all.
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"ork by some .such plan· as that suggested on page . 361 o~ tllis
report.
.
. .
.,
In addition to the relief of the pl~yground director from some . of
his widely varied duties, the most urgent playground needs at present are for more adequate school playground space and better trained
playground supervisors.· .
Pupil organizations.-Forty out of 68 principals report~d .t hat
there are no pupil organizations in their schools. Nineteen ·referred
to " athletic organizations " or "ball teams "; debating clubs were
mentioned twice; orchestras and drum and bugle ·c orps five times; ~t
·choral organi~ation once; an editorial staff of a school paper once;
dancing clubs twice; a dramatic club once; other clubs five times.
Many organizations of elementary pupils should probably not be
encouraged ; and there seems to 'b e no danger of overorganization in
the San Franc~sco schools. Such organizations as exist within the
school should not only be of direct educational value to the individual
pupil, but should · also contribute definitely to the -community life
of the school as a whole. Athletic teams, school orcheStras, and drum
corps have ;t well-known value in the develppment of ·a ,., school
spirit," which implies a consciousness of and loyalty to group interests. Dancing clubs, sewing clubs, debating clubs, and the like may
have a definite place in the life of the school under certai~ conditions; but the question suggests itself . how far the feeling of need
for "clubs " may indicate a lack of provision for the wants of the
children by the school as· such. The school should make regult;tr
provision for dancing, sewing; debating, and the like without the
]lecessity of " clubs" to supply the deficiency, and the opportunity
for group organization and .for a measure of self-government should
be afforded in the regular " classes."
Gardening aativities.-A detailed account of the gardening activities and possibilities in San Francisco, and of the educational opportunities offered by them, is given in another chapter of this repor~
(Ch. XVI). These activities, when adequately organized and super-vised, afford peculiar opportunities for the emphasis of civic ideals
and the cultivation of civic qualities. In illustration of this may
be mentioned the opportunity for children to participate in the beau-·
tification of their neighborhood and city, the utilization of idle land,
an appreciation of the civic value of industry and thrift, responsibility for the care of public property, cooperation with the departments of health, parks, public works, etc. Gardening is one of the
few activities in which the children can, with organization :tnd supervision, make an appreciable contribution t~ the economic and
civic welfare of the community at the present time, and by so doing
receive civic training of inestimable value.
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In :fact, school gardening hardly exists in the city, and home gar~
dening under school supervision has riot been developed at all. .A.
few principals and at least one of the deputy superintendents have
xnade persistent efforts to establish this work, but, with little support
:from the educational or other authorities. An attitude of discour~
agement prevails among those most ,interested in the matter.
Thrift.-A savings system is in operation throughout the schools
of the city. Unquestionably the school savings bank tends to cultivate habits of thrift on the part of the children and affords oppor~
tunity for organized lessons in personal and public economy. The
community no less than the individual will profit by the formation of
such habits in the younger generation of citizens; the moveinent in
the schools has a distinct civic value.
The superintendent of schools reports that in 1915-16 there were
17,026 individual depositors, or 4 in every 11 pupils, with total deposits of $292,070.45, as against 7,604 depositors, or 4 in every 16
pupils, with a total deposit of $68,187.37 at the end of the first year
of operation (July 1, 1912). The average deposit per pupil has thus
increased in the same time from $8.96 to $17.15.
The children bring their savings to their teachers, fron1. whom they
are collected weekly by representatives of the bank which inaugli- .
rated the school savings plan in the city, and which arranged w1th
the school board to handle the children's business. It will be noted
that this differs frorn the practice in many' cities, where the deposits
are distributed among a nun1.ber of banks, according to the choice of
the children or their parents.
Pupil participation in a.e tivities of the com1nun.ity outside of the
school.-It was intended to study the affiliations of eighth-grade and
high-school pupils with organizations outside of the -schools, and the
activities of such organizations so far as they seemed to have a civic:educational purpose or influence. Tin1e was not found for this..
Direct inquiry was made, however, of the eighth-grade pupils in a
number of schools. In some classes not a. single pupil acknowledged
membership in any organization other than the church or Sunday
school. In .other schools the Y. M. C . ..c'\., the Boy Scouts, various
athletic clubs, and the like, had representatives among the boys; the
Camp Fire Girls, sewing clubs, social, musical, and religious organi-'
zations among the girls. Such organizations represent interests which
also lie at the foundation of social and civic life in general-physical,
intellectual, esthetic, economic, etc. The extent and kind of such
affiliations on the part of the children vary from school to school, and
fr0m district to district. What relation they bear to the home life
o:f the children, and how· far they may be taken as an· index to the
richness or poverty of their social experiences and opportunities ·are
questions worthy of study. They should, at all events, be taken into
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account by the school as a factqr in the civic education of the child.
As far as could be discovered there is very little coordination of
these outside interests with the work of the school.
In response to the question" Iri what civic activities outside of the
school have your pupils participated in an organized way during the
last year? " 57 out of 6'8 principals replied "None"; 4 specified festi. vals and carnivals, such as the May Festival ; 3 mentibned membership in juvenile organizations such as the Boy Scouts; several referred
to athletic contests; 1 mentioned cooperation with an improvement
club, and 1 membership in the Mount Tamalpais Conserv~tion Club.
One principal stated that participation by pupils in outside civic
. activities was "not permitted "-by whon1 was·· not indicated.
Perhaps the question was not wholly understood. No reference is
made in the written responses to participation in such movementS as
"fire-prev-ention" or" clean-up" campaigns, though such movements
had been mentioned in personal interview in one or two cases. It
seems, however, that organized cooperation by school children in
movements of general public concern is not common, though under
proper supervision it could be made a vital feature in their civic
education.
·
As individuals or as members of organizations children do participate in many community activities, which should afford a basis . for
civic instruction. The boy who sells papers on the street, for example, should be made to see how· his work~' fits in" with the ·a ctivities of other boys and girls, and with the general economic and social
life of the community.
The children are now citizens of ttte larger communities of city, State, and
Nation, and in going to school they are doing the very thing that the community expects of them. Regularity and diligence in school work are a public .
·service. School buildings and equipment are public property. Teachers, principals, superintendents, and school board are a part of the governing machinery
(lf the city and State. The chiidren~s cooperation with these representatives of
the community is good citizenship of the most praetical kind.
The maintaining of order on the playground naturally extends to the maintaining of order on ~he str,eets in the vicinity of the school. It is common for
committees of older boys to look after the safety of younger children in cross. ing streets near the school. Solicitude for the cleanliness and beauty of school
grounds develops equal solicitude for the cleanliness and beauty of adjoining
streets, alleys, lawns, and vacant lots. School gardening quickly stimulates
home gardening, and whole neighborhoods have been transformed through the
influence of the schools. The sodding of the barren dooryard of an adjoining
tenement by a group of colored schoolboys led, in one case, to imitative activity
on the part of neighboring residents. Neighboring fences were straightened
up, walks repaired, back yards cleaned.1
1

U. S. Bu. of Educ., Bul., 1915, No. 17, p. 32.
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pupil participation in community activities are given in the same connection.
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Organized participation by children in matters of large public
concern is feasible and wholesome, provided it is wisely directed.
Such instances are found iii "'safety-first" movements, fire-preve~
tion and health campaigns, historical and civic pag~ants. The
school should see to it that the pupils are conscious of the social and
~ivic significance of what they are doing. But more important than
these more or less spectacular movemel).ts, which are often temporary
in their effect, is the continuous effort to relate the pupils' daily :~ ac
tivities, in the home, in the school, or on the street, to the stream of
~ommunity life. This is the most vital feature of community civics.
The San :Francisco elementary scho'ols have not yet reached the
point where the pupil's own life as a member of the com'l11/UIJ'bity is
made to afford the primary materials for his civic education.
B.-H1GH

SCHOOLS.

The American public high school has a peculiar responsibility for
the training of youth for efficient membership in American democratic society. This includes technical efficiency, the foundation for
which, . at least, should be provided for in the secondary course of
study. It also includes social efficiency, to which the course of study
should clearly contribute, but which can be developed to t'he fullest
extent only by practice. The high school is, in fact, a miniature
American community. In t:he interest of the civic training of its
young citizens, it should be conducted in as full accord with the
principles of polit'ical and social democ;racy as is consistent with the
proper performance of its other (academic anq. technical) functions,
This means the cultivation by practice of responsibility, cooperation,
initiative, leadership and a proper conception of leadership, loyalty
to community ideals and aims, and othe:r essential qualifications for
efficient membership in a political and social democracy.
The routine life of the school affords constant opportunity for such
training, but of peculiar importance are the varied extra-curricular
activities characteristic of the life of large high schools: Athletics,
musical and literary organizations, the publication ·of school papers,
debating clubs, scientific clubs, social organizations, and enCertainments. Whatever intrinsic educational value these activities
pos·sess, their sanction :in the high school is to be found largely ~
the opportunity they afford for pupil participation in their management and in the relation of such group activities to t'he interests o£.
the school as a whole.
It . is said that there has been mor-e or less opposition to pupil
organizations and activities in the San Francisco high schools onthe
part of the ·board of education. The extent and ground o:f such op·
position was not learned, but there is at present in most of the high
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schools of the . city a wide range of extra-curricular activity and
organization. Under suitable regulation as to time consumed by
them, chara?ter of their work, and the relation of their work to that
of the school as a whole, such activities unquestionably afford a distinct civic-educational opportunity.
In three of the high schools, and perhaps in all, there are organizations of the entire student body with more or less responsibility for
the conduct of all extra-curricular school activities. One of the most
fully developed of these is in the Polytechnic High School, the principal of which is a firm believer in student activities as a direct
means of social and civic education. E:ven the faculty · committees
of this school, including the committee on discipline, have student
members appointed by the principal with the advice of students.
The purpose is to get the students' point of view · in regard to all
policies and measures. Practically all of the activities and institutions of the school, including the well-ordered cafeteria, are managed
largely by this student organization, at the head of which is a council
composed of the officers .of the organization and the heaqs of the
several student .activities. The principal holds himself responsible
for the academic standing, morals, and conduct of those who are permitted to hold office, btl.t he depends for his judgment largely upon
the Honor League, which is composed of pupils of ~own high
standing. Even some cases of discipline are turned over to the
student organization for treatment.
The Lowell High School has a similar organization, which manages all school activities, including the school journal, the cafeteria,
and the book exchange. The governing board consists of the principal, three faculty representatives appointed by the principal, the
executive officers who are elected by the student organization, class
representatives chosen by their respective classes, and representatives
of school interests, such as athletics, the school orchestra, etc~ The
treasurer must be one of the faculty members, as also the general
director of the cafeteria, who is responsible for the funds of the
latter. But ·there. are several assistant treasurers who are students
and who collect all money, with full responsibility to the treasurer
and to the director of the cafeteria. This organization has nothing
to do with the administration of the academic work of the school, nor
with discipline in the ordinary sense. It may follow up cases of
infraction of school regulation~, but with no authority to act.
The activities of the High School of Commerce are apparently
somewhat more restricted than in the two schools just mentioned.
There is a student organization, but it is said to be "nominal." It
has a " sort " of charge of ,athletics, dancing, etc., but under the
"direction and control " of a teacher. Pupils are not permitted to
)

'
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handle funds. Thp, school recently had a " self-government day" as
an experiment, which was said to be successful and of great interest
to the pupils. The principal says, however, that at present there
are no" facilities" for self-government in the school.
No detailed information regarding pupil participation in .,the
management of school activities in the other two high schools ~was
obtained.
Participation in outside aotivities.-There is very little organized
participation by high-school pupils in comnlunity activities and
civic movements outside of the school. The head of the department
of drawing in the Polytechnic High School has been president of the
local improvement association of the district in which the school is
situated. By authorization of this organization he directed the
boys of his department in surveys and plans for the improvement
of a local park, and in the construction of equipment for it. It was
reported that pupils of the same school, acting in conjunction with
the local improvement association, attended one or more meetings
of the b~ard of supervisors in the interest .of desired improvements
for the school or its vicinity. But such activity is not common.
Reference was made on page 330 to the fact that there is very little
direct contact by the pupils in the government classes with community activitiep as a basis for their study; no participation in "social
surveys," little direct study of health or other community conditions
and activities. In some communities high-school pupils have assisted n1aterially, and especially to their own benefit, in community
surveys of various kinds. Pupils of science departments have assis'ted local health departments and other departments of government
in such matters as water and milk analyses. It has been suggested
from various sources that in the interest of civic education every
young man shou!d at some time in the course of his education be re~
quired to "do service" of some sort for his community in direct _co:operation with governmental departments-health, police, park, etc.
Whether this is feasible or not in a regularly organized way, there
is opportunity for voluntary cooperation between the., schools and
other departments of government that could be made mutually bene~
ficial, provided, of course, that there were competent supervision and
sympathetic cooperation on the part of the governmental departments concerned. There seems to have been no development in this
direction in San Francisco.
EVENING SCHOOLS.

A detailed report on the evening schools of San Francisco, with
especial emphasis upon their work for adult foreigners, is given in
Chapter XV. They are briefly considered here only in relation to
their direct efforts to ~rain for citizenship.
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The enrollment in these schools consists chiefly of three groups: (1) Boys and girls who did not complete the elementary course in
the day schools and are trying to find a substitute ifor it in the evening schools while working during the day; (2-) young men and
women who are seeking to extend their education beyond the 'elementary. stage, or who are taking technical or commercial instruction; and (3) adults, chiefly foreigners, of whom many are j,ust
learning to speak English. The last group will be dealt with separately in the succee~ing section.
The evening elementary schools contain graded and ungraded
classes, the former including Grades IV-VIII. The presumption is
that n1ost of the pupils jn the evening school have completed at least
the third grade of the day school, which they must attend until 14
years of age. A course in civics is offered in the eighth grade as in
the day schools, with the same text as a basis. A;c cording to the last
printed course of study (1911) instruction is g!ven in this subject
twice a week in thirty-minute periods, alternating on the other three
evenings with geography in the first half-year and with sanitation in
the second half; geography and United States history are given in
Grades V-VII, the geography two periods a week and the history
three periods. There is some variation in the time actually allotted
to these subj ects, civics sometimes being taught only once a week.
The Humboldt evening high school, with an enrollment of about
1,400, is organized in academic, commercial, and technical departments. A course in civ_ics is offered for one year in the academic
d~partment, but there is none in the commercial and technical
departments, although pupils in \ these departments may elect subjects in the academic department. The head of the commercial
department thinks that civics should be taught in his department,
and one of the teachers in the technical department thought that
civics instruction could be given in close relation with some of the
technical courses. A year of history is offered in this high school.
A great deal of attention is given to debating, in which opportunity
is afforded for the discussion of questions of civic import. Every
pupil in the academic department is a member of a debating club,
and pupils from the other departments may enter at their option.
Interscholastic debates are participatea in.
The civics instruction observed .in the evening elementary schools
is, in general, perfunctory and bookish and fails to reach the pupils.
There is always the exception. One . teacher, fO:r example, was
enthusiastic in regard to her·· -civics class, the members of which, she
said, take great interest in " work based on the real experiences of
their lives." No recitation by this class was actually observed, but
judging from the enthusiasm of the teacher, her methods in other
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work, and her own account of her methods in civics, it is probable
that rather effective work is being done here.
Another class was visited which was composed entirely of boys
of an average age, probably, of 17 or 18. . The teacher is a young man .
of initiative and resourcefulness. He takes up with the boys vital
problems that have a direct relation to their lives. Sometimes these
are suggested by the textbook, which is read and discussed, som'etimes from other sources. They include such problems as hygiene
· for the worker and economic problems of variotJS kinds. A textbook
in economics is referred to, and bulletins issued by the State boa;rd
of health, the State development board, and other governmental
departments are freely used. There was here a distinct effort, and
apparently a measurably successful effort, to adapt the work to the .
conditions, interests, and needs of the boys in the class.
The pupils in the evening schools are all more than 14 years of
age, studying subjects pursued by very much younger pupils in the
day schools. Many left day school without having co1npleted more
than the first few grades. In a single class ages may range from
14 to 21 or more. They have usually done a day's work before
coming to school. They have comparatively little time for study,
are in school but a few hours per week, and are often very irregula1
in attendance. There is not the variety of occupation nor_ the opportunity for recreation and social enjoyment that characterize the day
school. Many of them are earning their owiD living and contributing
to the support of their families. Life has become for them a serious
business.
··
These facts should suggest the probable futility of merely transplanting the day-school curriculum and methods into the evening
school. Instruction in the evening schools, while enriching the lives
of the pupils and developing their capacity to enjoy life, must ·of
necessity have a practical relation to present life conditions. t'he
reading, the mathematics, the language work, as well as the geog-·
raphy, the history, the hygiene, and the civics, should be organize'd
in close relation to the experience, interests, and present needs of
the pupils.
The aims of civics instruction should be the same in evening
schools as in day schools, as set forth in the printed course of study
and quoted above ( p. 303) . The general outline for the eighth grad.~
may serve as a sort of sailing chart, but it can hardly be more. The
textbook in use may serve a useful purpose, but under the conditions .of evening-school work it should by all means ·not be the
controlling purpose to "complete the book." It would be much
more e:ffecti ve to select a very few topics of direct relation to the
pupil's interest and conditions and to organize his. civics instructioD
around them. Public health from the standpoint of the worker,
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public safety· from the starting point of accident prevention, the
civic relations of business life are suggestive topics.
It is necessary in evening-school instruction in civics and other
social studies to concentrate upon actual points of contact with the
lives of these handicapped boys and girls. What has been said
relates primarily to the elementary classes; but it is equally applicable to the evening high-school work, except that in the latter the
pupils have broader interests, greater maturity, and· perhaps a more
definite purpose in life, which must· be taken into account in the
selection of topics and the methods of treating them.
.
Because of the relative maturity of evening-scho~l pupils, even
in the lower grades, and also because many of them fail to continue
in school more than a· year or two, organized civics instruction of
the kind here proposed might well be introduced as early as the fifth
grade. It should be given ill: close relation with other studies and
need not be great in amount. Time· could readily be found for it.
by eliminating some of the formal · stereotyped work in · various.
subjects, especially in geography and history.
The selection of suitable topics and materials must be chiefly the
responsibility of the teacher. This and the development of methods.
by which evening school pupils may actually be r~ached requires.
exceptional skill. on the part of the teacher. Effective training for
citizenship in these schools will be conditioned on the assignment
of teachers to this work on the sole basis of peculiafa fitness to meet.
the uniq"Qe conditions existing.
·
THE CIVIC EDUCATION OF ITHE FOREIGNER.

The facts regarding San Francisco's large and varied foreign
population, and some of the educational problems presented by it,.
are set forth in Chapter XV of this report. T_he present section is:
concerned solely with the direct .training of the foreigner for American citizenship.
.
An urgent problem is presented by the adult immigrant who, ignorant of our language and unfamiliar with our ideals, institutions,.
and habits,. takes his place at once as a factor in our social and economic life. The chief public instrumentality available with which
to meet the situation is the public educational system, and its most
obvious means (so far as the adult immigrant is concerned) are the
e-vening school and the social ·center. San Francisco has classes for·
foreigners in son1.e of its evening schools, but they reacl;l a mere·
handful of those who should be enrolled.
The first step toward ·the Americanization of the immigrant is the·
acquisition of the English. language. This . work of the evening
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schools is discussed at length in Chapter XV of this report. v~le
this is not, in itself, civic education, it is a necessary found~tiQn
for it.
The Americanization of the immigrant is not completed, however.
until he has also acquired an understanding of local and national
<;ommunity life in America-social, economic, and political-and has
attained to efficient participation in it as a citizen. This constitu~
his civic education. To what extent do the San Francisco eve~g
sehools provide systematically for this aspect of Americanization,~
To what extent may they so provide~
Only 7 of the 16 evening schools of the city have classes f{)r
adult foreigners, with a total enrollment (August, 1916) of about
(;OO, and an average attendance of from one-third to one-half of this
number. Attendance is very irregular, and the timeduringwhichthe
adult foreigner remains in evening school is usually very short. Of
those attending, the majority have so slight a command of the Eng~
l:ish language that instruction in a content subject, such as history
<>r civics, is necessarily slow and laborious, and often practically iJD.
possible, especially where the subject deals with institutions,. and
concepts radically different from those within the past experience
of the student. That the problem is hardly being touched at all is
made vividly apparent by noting that in 1910 of the 4l6,912 people
in San Francisco, 130,874 were foreign-born whites (31.4 per cent),
and that while the foreign-born population increased between 19.00
·and 1910 from 104,254 to 130,874, the number of whites unable :t;o
speak English increased in the same time from 4~251 to 9,537, or
more than doubled. (See Chapter XV.)
Some instruction in civics and United States history is given to
those who are just learning to _read English by giving as reading
lessons simple stories from history and matter from elementary
civics texts. The material used in such cases is necessarily very ele·
mentary from a language standpoint, and in substance is of abqpt
the same kind as that given to children of 12 or 14 years, or young~r,
in the day schools. In spite of their unfamiliarity with the Engl!sh
language, these foreigners are by no means immature of mind. SoiJ1e
of them have been well educated in the schools and universities ~f
their own countries. The civics instruction given to this group J>y
present 1nethods is hardly calculated to inspire them with the spi¢t
{)f American life and institutions, or even to give them any gr~t
amount of usable information.
For more advanced students (from the point of view of Englislr}
regular citizenship instruction is given, but with varying empha.sis
in the different schools. Most of this work is very formal and J;lle·
ehanical, and less well organized than in the day schools. It is trn,e
that in these classes individuals may be found who \show a good deal
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of interest and~ even enthusiasm, but it is the interest nnd enthusiasm
of individuals eager to learn and graspi.ng· with avidity at ·whatever
is offered them. This only serves to · accentuate the need for something that will more fully satisfy their hunger.
In one or two of the evening schools exceptionally conscientious
work for the foreign citizenship classes was found, though greatly
handicapped by conditions for the most part beyond the control of
the teacher. The ·most note,vorthy instance was perhaps that of
the Lincoln evening school, ·to which more extended ref~rence· is
made in Chapter XV. As there stated, the principal arid teacher
of this school have sent out, at their own expense, invitations
to attend the citizenship classes. The teacher has prepared, ,also
at her own expense, a special text designed to meet more nearly
the needs of her classes as she lmows them. When any of her 'students are ready to take the naturalization examination, ·th:is·teacher
also makes it . a point to accompa.n y them to the ~ourt. Doubtless
much :good work is being done here in spite of inadequate fac;ilities
and other ad verse conditions.
If the An1ericanization problmn of San Francisco is to be met at
all adequately, provi~ion must be made at least in the following directions:
1. For more adequate evening-school facilities for adult foreign ers; in·c luding n1ore schools distributed in favorable localities; more
efficielit organization nnd administration, both as · to general supervision and as to specific handling of classes which ·are con1posed of
adult foreigners; and an adequate number of competent teachers to
meet the new· demands.
2. For more general and regular attendance of adult foreigners
who have not received their naturalization papers, until they shall
have acquired facility with · the English language and shall have
completed an approved course of instruction in citizenship.
3. For the adoption df the most approved methods· of giving practica.l facility in the use of English l.n the shorte.s t time possible.
4.· For a systen1atic citizenship course · devised especial1y ·to meet
the needs of the adult foreigner in the land of his adoption and tb
safeguard the interests o:f the community in .w hich he has made his
home.
It is not within the province of this section of the survey report
to deal with the gen ral administration of the evening school, nor
with the methods of instruction in English. · As :for more general
and regular attendance, it is believed that much can be accomplished ·
in this direction if the school is made attractive, first by adopting.~
methods appropriate to grown men and womeri~ inste~d of those
93815--17--23
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wbich:hnve l;>ecn borro:wcd ;from elcmen1K1ry. dny schools (see Chapter

*-V) ;.:hut -:more. particuhu~lY_r by~ . ofi'ering

in~trll~t~on- that will ·really
This: - b~S.: e~pecial _ applicatios to

sa,tjsfy tho ·W·ll:t;lts, of the . stud~ntthe course in citizenship. .
.The citizenship . cotwse-. for, adult foreiWlers should be organized
dir,e~tly around the .problems which they themsel\·es encounter from
the ~ime ; of their nrri }ittl
this country nJ;ld which arc, therefore, o1
direct practical( interest , tq ! t4em~ ·. This:. mca.ns tl~e application or
a;~a.ptntion , .of th~ -; comJ;llunity . ~ivjcs:' idc~·~ to th~ r~quirCinents o1
ndqlt~ who .hnve attained m~~~~~l mnturity~ . but~ whQ -find themselves
in .· ~ comnutnity "~hos~ .actual. c.;ond,it~9nl? Q.Jul reln:tions are entirely
~trnng~ to them an.d nt firs~, in ;~nany cases, .~.~o;mprphensible. Some
o:(.tJl~ ~for.J1l~l infor~~t\oit contained in thQ;us~n.l . t~~~books and outlinc.s .of ; ciy,ic~ :~oubtless l~a~, in itsproP,er P,lac~,.n.: v~luc for the .for·
eigne~ 1; · ~v,ch. ol it is Jvhol~y . u~~eces~Jl._ry i~ -:th~ . en.r lier stages of his
ei.y~q . QqH~at~o~·- . But; {\Il,Y of.it m.ay ''Q~ ~ l\.~q"~req i ~o:r;e effectively if
it)~ :lll~fle inc~de11tal ;tp , an4 g~ v~I1 , th~\ perspec::tir.e of o. study. and
discussion of the cle1nental experiences of ,t~lQ ! i~igFant in his elrorts
tQ: e~t~blish birosQl~f as an active m.e~l;>el" ·O~- 1\.m.~~i~a:p :society.
~Cfl\~P~: tho b.~st. avail~ble e;xemplificatiqn:of the .kind of. citizenship instruction appropriate to the requirements of adult foreigners
. i~Jhat sugges~ecl by a: ·tcnt~tive syllapu.s if?Sl:l~qf by, the Divisi(i)n of
Jpupigrant . ~.~~catjon of t~e Un~~e~ : Sta.tes: ~ur~~ll of Education.
,Q.nq.,qy t4e :m qre.\elaqorate. syllal:n.~s..f9:r;r a , ci;t~~ens~1ip · c~urse for immi·
·m'AAtS.:· ·P.~bl~~h~d. by· the New : Yo1;k : Stat~ ·:Dcpa~t;m~~t of Education
(AUb~:ny). : _
',()le.: city .of Rochester, N •. ~.,,is , q,pp~:re.Iltly doing some
effective work along the general lines of thes~ ,syl1a,-p~, nnd is worthy
· O~ ,- specjal ~II\~P.tion .~b~cn.u~e .of. t~e.: o;z.7g.a~iz~d ·tr:a}.n;ngy, of teachers for
: . ~~Cjig~ . cJ~s~~~ : tl1~re :-ci~velop~d~
.
; :.:>.··;lt. ;is:~liev;e~, :thate;ven~ng-s{!Jlool wo~lt .~~ght.- be. :ID.Adc more attractive to the; qd_\l;lt ~ fo.x:e~gtiQr, a:pd - ~()i1"6·-~H:ectiye QI} 1tA~r tCitizcnship side,
~J!:Jt , wer8. - cl.osely; i,4~ntifie.d . wi~ll t~l(~ .c~~~¥llity _c~~r. Cit~zenship
classes W:Qu)d . th~mselves : b,ep.eAt. by ,n.. li~~l~ Il(l,~~ -,o~ rthe informality
- ~4.ar~cteri_stic!. of : the '~club" or, the . " for;u~." .Mpre9ver, th~ varied
· a_c1;iyitie~ ·. and interests of a w;ell-develQpefl·t cq:rnwu.nity center _are
; higl~ly ; ~ducationat on . tl~e -civ~c .side, : apd may illc·many cases .be
closely correlated with definite citizenship instruction. Recrea·
. tional facilities,! reading room, stereo.pticpn :. an <;I;: moving-picture
-equipment; open discussions and -dcba~C~; l~nd.•\he~scl,·cs to the gen·
~ral .purposes of ,the- colllmunity oenter andr tp the specific purposes
of citizenship . instructio;n. .. (See . · sa~tion on · CQJ:nPlUnity Centers,
pp~ .350, 3GO.) .·
.
. ..However ~ ..successful ·. the ,attempt: to : b~i:pg . adult;.foreigners into
e'!ening classes and to improve methods of instrp.;c ting .them. there
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:11.r~ serious limitations of :this influ~nce by the shortness of time d'ur·
ing which they. a~~end , school, . thoJixed· ha!bits of the adult·, the. diffi.

culties of language, etc. The: Americanization and· assimilation, of
the foreign population must . be accomplished chiefly · through· the
younger generation. Statistics for lVOS show that. 58 .per cent -o f the
children in the San· Francisco public schools were -then of fbreign
parentage (see .Chapter XV).
Even from the standpoint of the Americanization of· the adult-foreigner, the children afford :one of the nrost ejfective-chapnels .througb.
which to work. · Lf, the ci vies : work of the . public . schools ,is . really
vital, it will .inevitably penetrate the h0n1e~., Tl1is: has .been· demon~
strated in numerous cases; a .single illustration of, which is .reported
by a German father who .saidthat the civ-ics .which his:;two .boys were .
taking in the eighth! grade furnished · the subject of conversation :at
brenkfast nearly· evGrJi morning. If the:work.in .the . school is. w-ell
planned and. the questions well: formulated, ~. more ior· less ·.discussion
at:home may be :.d irectly..stimulated.
.. .
.
. An illustration of this :is : a:fforded t b~~: an . .incident~ in .on~ of. the .
classes visiteddn:San;.Fra.neisco. · Tbe.topic-~under. discussion\ chanced .
oo·.- be:immigration~ . '.Dhe recitation. consist~d. of ' a. rccitnJ .by-the; pupils:of general ·fftcts·obtained from: the textbook·, .. The recita-ti,on.- was
interrupted :
'Observer. How· mnny ·of iou w-ere· born•fn jother countries,:
1'w.o or three pttpns·.-~rrdicnt~d ; that .t~ey: wer~•
.Ob.sen:er. How: many, of. ypu. hlfi~e..,- parents who .were born.nbrond?
Fully half the class answered In the affirmath·e.
Observer. Tell me from what countries your parents cnme.
Several natlonullties were glYen in response.
Obscrt:cr. Cali any of · fQU. t·e u ine why your ·pa.r~nts ·came to this country 1
Whflt their experiences were qn landing? How th~ re~che<l their final destJ.
nations? Etc.
·
·
· "tittle definJte tnforrit:itiori ·wns elicited by·sucl1 questions · ns· these.
Observer. Do you' thlnk-it ''\\·ould' l>e ·'interestin.g to ·find out ·: froni ' you:r ·parentB.
the- ~tory of ·their coming to America, and · \vbut happl:med · nfter ·they got . here.
and' to tell it to· the· cHtss? ,
·. :Tile childre~ ' agreed ' tltnt'they·would like to do .tbls; ·

... If the suggestion here given ~er~. f6llowe(l out· by· the teacher," it ·
would afford an opening·not ~only,. for a., les~on on _.immigration based ·
on ~reulities close to the ·c hildren's experience,- .but also .for_home dis-

"cussion.
. .)Ior~over, the civic ecfucntion · o.f ~ tlic .immi~nnt depends · largely
upon .the .civic ·QdU.c~ tion .of--· tho .· An:t~rican. .
~lu~ ~ first' , place, the
Americanization of the ill!migrant can be - ~u,ccessfully nccomplisli~d
,. only:if America·Iis ·themselves understand. the ..problems. involved . and
mee~. the immigrant 'fully half way. ·The .problems ,a.f immigration
liiid'.AmericanizutiC:ni are problems · nbout · ~hich' American citizens

In
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and their children need instruction as well as the immigrant' anll
his children. · They should be included in any vital course in comt'
munity civics, especially in a city like Sun Francisco, whether:lin
classes of native or foreign children, though the angle of approach'
may differ in the two cases.
·. ·.·
In the second place, the character of the citizenship of the inurii~
· grant will be moulded rr.1ore continuously and profoundly by ·his
daily experience and contacts, by the conditions in which he lives
and works, than by anything he can be taught in the schools. These
experiences of the immigrant depend largely upon Americans them.
selves; their attitude toward the immigrant and toward American
conditions and ideals. Good citizenship on the part of immigrants
is dependent upon good citizenship on the part of Americans.
Tho foreign population of San Francisco thus affords another
argument for organized and effective civi~ education throughout th~
school system for both natiYe and foreign children. To be effective
it must be universal; but it must also be carefully adapted to ·group
need~ The principles of good citizenship and the general: subject.,.
matter of ci vies are the same for all groups ; but the point of view
and the experience of the foreign child may differ widely from those
of the nnti ve; indeed, they may differ widely among different for-'
eign groups and in different sections of the city. This creates :a
necessity for different me:thods of approach, different illustrat~ve
materials and different applications. At the present t~e .praeti·.
cally . no provision is ninde ,in tl1e San Francisco school~ .fort 'Slldh . .
group distinctions.
. '!'·
CO~IMUNITY

OR SOCIAL CENTERS.

The school law of California provides thatThere is hereby established a civic center at each and eyery .pu,blic. ~cf\OQI·
nouS'e within the State of Califbrnia, where the citizens of the respective;.P,lit>;
lie school districts :within the . sal.d. State of California ·may , engage :in FSUpef;i·
\"ised recreational nctivitles, and where they may meet and ·discuss; ·from::tl~ ·
to time, as they may desire, any and all Foubjects and questions which in t~elr
judgment, mny appertain to the educational, political, economic, artistic, ~nd
· moral Interests of the citizens of the respective communities in which they may
reside ; Provided, That such use of said public schoolhouse and grounds~ for
!!!Did meetings shall In no wise interfere with such use and occupancy -of .said
public schoolhouse nod grounds ns Is now, or hereafter may be, require4,,~l)r
the purposes of snld public schools of the State of California.
. · Li
Llghtlng, bentlng, jnnltor serYlce nnd the services of a special superviSi~g ·
officer when needed • • • slaall be provided for, out of the county or spa.
cinl school funds of the respective school districts. • • •
::o~;!t
The management, ulrection, and control of said civlc center sball be ves~M
tn the bonrd of trustees or board of education of the school district. • : ~ ,)
(School ln w of Cnti forn ia, Art. VIII. Recs. 1, 2. al).fl g, ~ ,
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, Under the authority of this. law five community centers 1. were in
l•pcration in the San Francisco schools in the ycnr 1015-lG. The
following statistics relating to them w~re furnished by the director
in charge:
Monroe ScltooZ Center, operated five nights each week :

Attendanct'

1\Iondny-Rug weaving---------------------'- -----------------Tucsdny-Drmnntlcs for girls____________ ;_ ______ ... ______________
Wednesllny-Sluglng for gll'ls--:---------------------_:___________
ThursllnyGymnasium for girls __________ .:...----------------------------:Italian ·a nll Spanish classes _______ .:__________________________

15
20-25 ,
20
25
8!1

FridayGirls~ sewing___________ ~---------------------------------Boys' gytnnnsi um-----'-----------------------------:-------Public lecture once each month.

20
60

John St.cett Se1woZ Center:

First 'Ve<lncsdny, each month-Neighborhood rally ______________
Seconll 'Ve<lnescluy, each month-Public lecture __________________
Third 'Vcclnesduy, each month-Parent-:teacher club _____________
Fourth 'Vednes<lny, each 111onth-Senior alumni association ______
Monday each week-Junior alumni association__________________

200-800
150-200
200-250
100-150
40- 50

Brvant Scltool Center:

Second Frltlny, cncb month-Public lecture______________________ 100-125
Third Ft•idoy, each month-Parent-teacher club _________________ 200-200
Fourth Frl<lay, each mouth-Neighborhood rally __________ .:_ ____ :__ 200-300
Tues<.Iay, each week-Dressmaking______________________________ 20- 30
Wednesday, each week-Millinery----~------------"------------- 20- 80
ferba Buena SeltooZ Center:

First Frldny, ench month-Pnrent-tencher club------------... ----Second Friday, ench month-Public lecture ______________ .;________
Third Fridny, each month-Alumni nssoclntion__________________
Fourth Frlllny, each month-Neighborhood rally---------------Four nights each week-Neighborhood boys' club...!-------------...,-

209-250
100-125
7'5--100
200-800
18- 25

Spring Valley School Ccntm·:
Thurs<.Iny night, each week-l\Iot11ers' club ______________________ 300-350
Monuay night, each week-Nelghborhooll boys' club______ _:_______ lG.- 30

All expenses of these centers were paid last year by the board· of
education, except in the case of the ·spring Valley School Center in
which the board provided only for the expenses required by the
law~Iight, heat,- and janitor service. In each center· the principal
. of the school served as the" special supervising officer."
· 1 'l'here is confusion tn practice tn tbe terms npplted to these centers.
The term "ch·tc
center" is ohjeCtlonablc because lt is nlso nppllcll to the center about which public buJJdlngs are gronpctl in mnny cit les. The term " -soc!nl center " is used generally in SAn
Francisco. "Community C('ntcr" and "neighborhood center" nrc also in use, the Ja.st
named being used specitlcnlly in the propose(] plnn of operations fot·muluted by the dl·
reqtor In charge. T~ term "community center" seems llkely to be generally ntloptell.
and will be used throughout tllls report.
'
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This year ( 1916-17) the board of education discontinued its policy
of entire support of comn1unity centers on the ground of lack:(~f
funds. As a result of this and the uncertainty ns to how they .wou}~
be proviued for, none of the centers had resu1ned its activity thi:s ·if~~
(September; school opens the latter part of July). In one caset~e
principal was trying to. h?~d tl:e organization ~ogether by contin~~g
some of the center acbv1tles 1n quarters outs1d.e of the school, but
there was n general feeling of anxiety lest the centers should frell.~
pieces entirely.
The director in charge of community centers (who is offi~iallJ
director of physical training, athletics, social and lecture .centers
and playgrounds) has proposed a plan for the " Establishn1ent and
operation of neighborhood centers in the public-school buildings,''
which is a com pron1ise, so far as method of support is concerned, between the plan in effect last year and that made n1andatory by l~~~
At the tin1e of the inquiry the plan had not been adopted ~~· the
board of education. 1 Its essential features are as :follows.:
•

.

.

- . • ,,. _1

I

The board of education will grunt and promote, through its departmep.t: ot
physical education, athletics, social, and lecture centers, ~he use of ~chool
buildings for evening neighborl~ood centers of the following character!
A. Social centers-for the purpose of conducting neighborhood rrulies.~·-t&m.
tertalnments, clubs, etc., for any moral purpose except political or ,r.elt.gioul!
propaganda.
-·
.B . Lecture centers-for the purpose of conducting lectures, discussio~. or
debates upon any subject free from political or religious propaganda. . i
C. Music centers-for the purpose of promoting neighborhood choruses·_ ot
other musical interests of the people.
NoTE.-The term " social center " is here used to denote an inclusive Iie~tl.
borhood center. The social center may, therefore, include both lectUI!e- and"
music centers, as well as many other interests and activities.
,
By "political or religious propaganda" is not meant broad and fiber~
treatment of the civic and ethical questions of the day. The bar is •01gainst
partisan or factional politics and the promotion or criticism of or the giving of·
fense to any religious faith or organization.
:1,
When neighborhood centers are established the board of education will ·pfo.
vide the following for each center: One employee of the board -of education
to serve as leader, promoter, and manager of the center; necessary janiforilll
service; light and heat; a certain amount of equipment, repairs, and -sql)~et!
required for given activities; motion-picture service in social cente,r,s
,,Q~·
.
:. __;,p•:,;
each month;. stereopticon and operator in lecture centers; piano in .mu~)c
centers.
All other items of ~:x:pense in the operation of a neighborhood center miiit
be met by the patrons of the center.
t Since the al>o>e statement was written information has been received that the. bP,I~
of education has adopted in toto the plan proposed by the director as outlined 1!-b~~
Also, that the five centers had resumetl operations \with slight change in actl vltles~?~
addition, three new centers have been opened, but chiefly ns music centers. Wherea.s; J.ij~
r ear a ll centers were managed by the p rincipals of their r espective schools, tbllill If~
three centers are managed by ten.chers r ecommended by the princlgpJa.
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The last prb\tision (of·1tliis :plnn ins ·qtitited \would apply especially
to instructional work, tho teachers and equipment for ·w hich would
have to be paid for by the group. · 1P1•inci pals of· schools having
community centers fear that .any plan ' which shifts the expense of
such popular activities· as instructional ·w ork to : th~ ,neighborhood
group wiil undo 'v aluable ·w ork that has ·been begttn nnd will delay,
if it does not wholly prevent, the extension of centers into neigh·
borhoods most greatly jn iieed of them. The a.'rgi.1mertt on the other
side is, in effect, 'that the willingness ;of the people to · pay for whri.t
they get may be ·taken as a ·m easure ~ df the need for the cqinmnnity
center. This rii'gunieiit :worild hal"clly be tO:ken seriously if applied
to the otdin~u~y n:c~iv~ities ·of t~u~ :.public sdhodls, and lthe corhmtinity
center at public ;exp'e nse 'sl1ou1d .no more .be (considered ·a chai•ity
than is the public school ~itself. lldtl1 titt3 -a :profitable -·social ·in.;
vestment.
The movement :for ;a w-ider use oif tlte 'school plnnt ·was ori·g inally
based largely oh the argtiiiient thn t "l t was a reftir:h, 'o'r tlie ' mentis of
return, to the old WtoWn•mceting ~'. idca..:..:.::tJfe : assembling Of neighbors
to discuss ·matters -'of 1commd:Q. concern~ • As ifhe movement' has igttn-vit·,
incrensin·g.. erripha_sis · ~His _;b een p1nced ~-uyoii tecr~atio:hn'l :and ~iiistruc•
tiona! featur•es. Tliese ·1have · proved· 'o f fth~ ri'filios·t 'vhUfe:; 1but ·it ·i s
unfortunate ·thlit ;- tlie ~ ideVelopmeht of· tthe '" iorum " .Jflen. 1itis ndi
everywhere kept pace· i}'ith the development· in other ·directions . .·it
has hardly devclop.e d 'at :ill in San 'Frnncisc<>. Ifi ;a'circular ~receritly
issued by the Uni'ted ~states· Buteau ~of Education·.' expllum~tot•y of a
proposed bill for the ;eStnblishinent and ·operation· of ·c·o mmtinity ~ celi·
oors, the statement is maae:
i

The provision of community~center opportunities fo~ .the frainfrig and recrea~
tlon of young ·people is lmportnrit
'*; :bti~ ti~e ·p rovision ·for ·consistent
1
adult forum orgunizntion, :aithough n 'matter 'of · fnr · less 'expense, fs :fh:r· 'more
vital. If both cnn ·be lsecuroo-'-well. · If only ·on:~tlien the forum shoula ·be
drst.

'* ·•

rt is the opportunity ttfrorded ·to 'the :citizenship of ·a cortiriiuiiity
for the discussion o'f -cofufi1unity ini:ercsts arid the development of 8
practical sense of civic responsibility ;t hat ·gh·es to the ·conrn1tmity
center its chief value rind its ·sanction . as a function 'of tho · pi.1blic
educational system of the community. All otller activities should
be subordinate to this ceiitral idea. It is the essential unifying agency
for the miscellaneous social activities of gtottps that sometimes seek
to use the .schoolhouse for their o''n private ends, nnd assures their
being kept in harmony with the public 'interest·. Ac·cess to the school·
house for social or other purposes shottld be through 'the doorway of
the forum, which consists of the citizenship of tho neighborhood
anited ns individuals in the interest of an intelligent den1ocracy~
Where this idea has been consistently adhered to there seems to ·have
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been no trouble from the abuse of the school~1ouse and its privil~ges .
by self-seeking groups.
'Vhut has been said regarding, social activities in the center ap.plies
also to discussions that may take place there. The forum idea ofJb~
center has sometimes l:Jeen wrecked on the rock of propagandism,nnd
partisanship. This has seldon1, if ever, been because of the subject
under discussion, but because the discussion was under the control of
some particular .group and for its own interests, instead of und~r ·
the control of the foru1n in the interest of the com1nunity. '.l;'he
people of a democracy need training in self-control, open-mindedness
o.nd fnirncss i~ the discussion of questions of con11non interest. . ···''·
_ Thirty-six of the school buildings of San Francisco nrc used qs
polling places in both prhnnry and regular elections. This is one :of
the highest expressions of the conununity-ccntcr idea. 'The vothrg
citizens of the neighborhood con1e as individuals to record their:will
on public questions. This use of the school building should not be
permitted to interrupt the work of the school. It should rather.. he
made a part of its educational work.1 The logical develop~cnt-()f
the conununity-centcr idea will coordinate the instructional 'YOf;}f qf'
· the school 'vith the usc of the building, for other community pt1r]?Q~:
If the citizen thus nets 1"'ith his neighbors in the final exprcssioti,Qf
4is judgment, why should he not have the opportunity to net -~ith
them in the same place in arriving at his judgment 1
In the section ·on the civic education of the foreigner (ante, p. 354)
a close coordination between the e-vening school and the conimuAity
center was suggested. In so far as the co1nmunity center provides
for evening classes, whether in English, rug . weaving, or citizensl~p,
it is an e-vening school. Instructional work is as legitimately a fupction of the community center as any other activity. ~foreover, tpe
e-vening school is one of the best possible illustrations of the re~atiol)
that should exist between the center and the community. It repi!e~
sents the community organized for educational purposes. It is the
community-center idea developed in a single direction-instructio;nnl. ·
The evening school and the community center should be identll\~
in their essential purpose and n1ethods.
This docs not mean, however, that the varied acti-vities in :the
school building in the evening should be under the same immeili~te
Stlpcrvision. There nrc administrative problems to be worked out.
·The director of physical training, athletics, social and lecture ce11ters
and playgrounds already has too much in his charge; supervisio:Q of
evening schools should certainly not be added to his resp~nsibilit~e~
The interests of the evening schools demand special st1pervision by ~
1 'l'he San Francisco schools do remain in session during the usc of the buiJdlogs a1
po11lng places. The pupils nrc pCI'mltted, in some cnses n t least, to observe the clectlo~
and are given some instruction in t:egnrd to tbe me-thods employed, etc.
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trained educator whose energies should not be too :far dissipated by
other interests. On the other h~nd, the ·direct civic and recreational
relations and aspects of the 'vork of the public schools nrc of such .peculiar in1portance as to detnancl special supervision. JVhile the details
of this administrnti \Te organization can be Wl>rked. out only by experiment and ndj u~tment to particular conditions, the following paragraphs ind.icnte the general direction.
.
A deputy superintendent should be mnde rcsponsibla for nll C\ening
schools and ·f or the civic nncl spcinl edttcationnl '"'ork of the schools,
including thnt of the dny nnd eYening schools nncl the comlnlll!ity
centers. Subordinate ·t o hhn there should be nt least two general
directors or superYisors, one of whom should be the director of
health and recreational nctivities, iQcluding those of the commtmity
centers; the other sl1oulcl be th~ director of civic education, ns such,
in day and evening schools nnd in community centers (including
general stipervision of fot·utn discussions, lecture centers, etc.). ·'fhe
director of civic education is referred to in other parts of this report. Figur~ GS shows the general relations of this administrative
machinery.
Directly subordinate to tl1c deputy superintendent in cl1arge of
the above nctivities would also be the principals of the several cvenin~
schools ns such.

GS.-1'be proposed lllnn ot orgnntzntlon r1nces reMpon.~lbllfty for ch·lc cducattoD
in day schools, ch•lc cducntlon fn eYt•nln,; sdaools, ch·tc·ct•ntcr forums nn•l lecture centers nndf'r n director ot ch·lc ec1uentton. Thts omccr, ond the (lfrcctor of physl<'nl trnln-

FIGURE

lng, athll•tJcs, plnygrounds, and community center recreation. report directly to one ot
the deputy superintendent&
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Other administrative problems are presented ·by the ·several local
community centers and ·schools. It is highly desirable that the principal ;of the day school should . be closely identified with the com.
munity center of that school neighborhood, as l.s now the case. Just
what shall be the relation of the principal to the center? If the
evening school is identified ·with the con1n1unity center as herein
suggested, what shall be the relation between -its principal and the
principal of ·the day school~ Shall the two principalships he com.
bined
into one~
1
The relation of the principnl to the community center should be
that of an eweeutive secretary. It should not be his or lier business
to control the discussi<>ns of the adult fortun, nor even to 'dircct them
in 'the sense that the .children in the clay school ·arc <:lircctcd, but
rather to·· serve the ·:forunl as its secretrn~y ·while at the ·san1e time
directing the varied activities centerin·g ·ntound ;nri.d ·determined
ttpon by the •forum. Such service is one ·o:f·dignity ·and responsibility,
requiring tact, organizing ability, nnd initinti·ve. In ·order thnt such
service :may be given success:fully; the :pi'in:cipnl s1lould be relieved.
as proposed in the case ·of teachers, of one-half of his ·<:lny-scl10ol
activities. 1 · It is suggested, theref<>re, 'thrtt in schools ·w·llcrc there
are ;coinmunity' centers thcire ·shnll be -a piinCipn:l nnil ·rtn assistant
principal; that the principal shall bo officially responSiBle for nll
activities ·'conducted ·in ·"het~ ~scho<:>l, dny <>r · ev~hing; ahtlihat there
shlill be a division of labor between the ·principal and assistant prin·
cipal to the end that neither shall ·he in .personal service at the school
all ;day and in the evening .a:lso.
.
With this arrangement 'it is probable ·that in some . casas· the prin·
cipal and assistant -principal of the day school could .
serve ns
principal and assistant principal of the evening school in· the same
building, ~specially where the evening scl1ool is smnll and of simple
organization, or where there is special supervision of ~particular
activities, such as manual arts, etc. In large evening sol11ools, how·
ever, 'it may ·be necessary to continue the present ·pian. ·~f separate
evening school principals.
.
.
Without attempting to woPk out the dctnils 'Of 'this administrative
plan, the general aims may be summarized ns follows:
1. The activities centering in a school, day and evening, both in·
structional and otherwise, should be unified as completely as possible
from the community point of view.
2. The pi·inci pal of the day school should be the recognized leader
of the community activities centering in the school building.
i

also

-----------------------------------------------------------'In another chnptcr of this report (Ch, XV) a slmllnr suggestion Is ronde with reference

to the employment of dny-scbool teachers In the evening ·schools. Inasmuch as no evening
tesslon is reckoned as equh·nlent to one-half a day session, teachers ln the evening sciiOOII
thould not teach more than one-half of a day session and should be paid n full daJ'•
•Iary.

·
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3. The pay of :the principal and -assistant principal should be com-

mensurate with this broader conception .of th~eir .functions in the
community, and should be sufficient to attract to this broader service
the best ability obtainable.
·
4:. The additional burden placed upon the principal -and assistant .
principal by this broadening of. their functions should be con1pensated for by providing that ,euch should be in personal service at the
school building ·only morning and afternoon, morning and evening. ·
or.afternoon and evening.
5. It must be recognized that ability to direct properly ·t he -instruc-tional activities of the :evening school mny not be coincident :with
ability to direct .recreational activities. The evening-school,. as well
as the day school, must be in charge of n. trained educator.
SOME EXTRA ·SCHOOL AGENCIES OF CIVIC EDUCATION.

Lt was intended to include in the:survey of civic education 3:gencies
other than the public':schools that perform, or that mightb.e expected
to perf<;>rm, positi Ye service for the civic education of the people of
San Francisco. ,T.he J.imitations of time ·prevented more than a !beginning of this aspect of the ..surv~y, which by its very nature would
be far-reaching and complex. There :are tw.o or :three of these
agencies, however, .t hat are so closely r.elated -to .the ;public schools
that brief mention of them iE made in conclusion.
One of these is the jpublic 'library:._ .It will be a :great opportunity
tost if the means are not ,provided .by which this :institution, :now
about to move into new quarters, .m ay make available for the use .of
school children n.nd others materials ,per,tuini11g ,to their owlt community life. This should include the ,publication -of bulletins, .o r
leaflets, or a journal of :some kind, .covering in the ,course -of time
-ev:~ry phase of the life and -guowth of the city and .State in such for.m'
and language as t0 .he .usable by immature minds, ,n.nd organized :wi.th
direct relation to ;the -w ork of the schools. The best exan1ple ,of .tl1is
~ort of thing, probably, is to·~be fotmd :in-Newark, -N .J., where, !undel"
the initiative of the public librarian UDd with the cooperatio.n .of .the
~chool authorities, "Newark ·study" ·has ·become thoroughly .estaBlished in the public schools.
All published materials relating to the .city .and State-histories~
departmental reports, publications ·of public ·and voluntary so.cial
agencies, etc.-should be · made a vailnble by the library; but more
important, there should :be special attendants fa1niliar not only with
these materials but also with the course of study' in the schools, who
should ha.ve ready at hand the -m aterials needed by classes as the
work develops week by week throughout the term, and .who should
-directly n.ssist pupils and teachers in the use of this material. A
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room should be set a part for the use of pupils in their study of thiS
material relating to the community; a room where exhibits of pi~
tt1res and other illustrative.materials should be on display. It might
be known as " The San Francisco Room." The library may also.be
the proper ngcncy for the collection of slides and fihns illustrative:of.
con1munity conditions and acti~ities, which should be lent to schoo~.
social centers, parents' associations, local improvement associations.
o.s needed. The possibilities in this line arc almost unlimited.
·
The 'vorldng relations between the public library and the sch~ols
have been developed only to a very slight extent. The library do~
not seem to be in any real sense a part of the working equiplnentj)Ji:·
the schools, and with few exceptions is not recognized as such :·bw
teachers. 1\Iore branch libraries are needed ; but more especiallw
there is needed closer cooperation between library and teachers in
regard to subjects taught at a given time in the schools and material8
relating to those subjects available in the library. More definite and
systematic proyision should also be made for working collectionsof
books to be lent to schools for short periods of tiine as needed.
Individuals and private agencies have opportunity to ·cooperate
with the schools and the library in the assembling of local materials
for comnntnity study. A few years ago the City Club of PhilM
delphia published in bulletin form detailed reports of its Saturdmy
discussions . Oll the general subject "'Vhat is Philadelphia doingl''
These were n.vnilablc for general use. The Commercial Club of.' In~
diannpolis cooperated with the bonrd of education in the publication
of pamphlets relating to Indianapolis history and govcrnn1ent which
have found constant · use ·in the public schools. The Association)ibf
Collegiate Alun1nrc of vViln1ington, Del., appointed a committeeiof
college-trained women to co1npile material relating to that city.and
,Stnto with specific reference to its usc in tho schools. ~~any other
instances could be cited. There are many individuals n:nd va.rious
organizations in Snn Francisco who by coordinated effort could give
in1petus to such extension of the usefulness of the public librtnf~
Efforts in this direction should be made in full knowledge of ithe
aims nnd methods of the schools, and the schools should hav~da
supervisor or other representative through whom such cooperatfon
could be made effective. (See p. 3GG.)
Parents' associations.-In San Francisco· there nrc nbout·. SQ
mothers' clubs and parent-teacher associations, most of ,whicll: .a~e
federated in the l\fothers' Congress. AU of these organizations· o~e.
eager to be of service to the schools. with which they nre nssociat¢~~
So1ne of then1 are highly si.teccssful; others are in doubt as to whtl~. 't9~
do and how to do it. The attitude of principals and teachers town~d.
them varies from that of one who " could not get along without,'-'
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her parents' organization to that of another who has no such organization and is "glad of it." This difference in attitude is doubt~
·less due in part to a difference in .the methods and attitude of the
associations townrd .the school, nnd in part to a difference in the
1princi pals' conception of the relations that should exist between the
school and its patrons.
.
" 7hatever else a parents' organization should be or do, it should
first of all be an association of parents or patrons seeking to be
educated. 0~ course, the purpose of these organizatiollj isto estnb-.
lish working . relations between home nnd school; but the first step
toward cooperation on the part of the parent is an intitnate understanding of the aims, conditions, and methods of the schools.. · The
charge of "meddlesomeness," which was sometimes heard in San
Francisco with reference to parents' associations, can only be justified when · they undertake to "itnprove" conditions nnd m~thods
which they do not thoroughly understand.
On the other hnnd, the principal who finds her parents' association really meddlesome, really interfering in matters which · they
do not understand · or with which they have no authority~;,to deal,
is not thereby furnished 'vith a reason for not having an: association; on the contrary, it is the best reason possible why she should
have it. T here nre two reasons for the existence of the:. parents ~
organization: One is for what the parents can do for the school,
and the other is for what the school can do for the parents. . In
most ·cases ·the · parents ca:n do very ·little for the school ·until ·the
school has made its work and conditions so clear that they can not
be misunderstood.
.
The parents' association must maintain a . broad civic outlook.
"Our school " 'is only a part of a great community school system.
Moreover, the school system represents only one, albeit a very i:m.:.
portant one,: of numerous community. activities, SUGh _as health pro"'
tection, street . dev:elopment, ,.etc. , If the ,local .parents'. organ~zg,t~o:p
is controlled in its action by local interests alone, without due rega-r d
for the larger community interests, group antagonisms are set up
that delay general community progress.
·
The budget of San . Francisco . for 1!>16-17 is about $15,000,000.
When this budget was being made up petitions came in from parents' associations, local improvement associations, and the Eke, which
if granted would have increased the total amount several times.
Most of these requests were :for strictly local improvements-a local
playground, street improvements, -:etc. In some cases, it is said, the
request for a local improvement _w ould be accompanied by a protest against n general increase in tax rate . • This incident illustrate~
the necessity for orga.nized community action based on organi:,;~d
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intelligence. . Instead :'o f a multitude of isolated requests for
local benefits' might· there · not be· a carefully thougl-it-out program
of~ playground ~ development, for -example, for the entire city and
extending over ; a seFies : of -years1 for the consummation of which
local· interests: would be, not sacrificed, but -merged ' in·· the common
interestY
A clear-cut eivic•educational -duty ·and · opportunity ' rest with the
parents?:· nssociation, ·the ~ 16cal improvement~ assoeiation, the community center, ·and other agencies· that' interest· themselves in community -progress~ The·public schools as!such<can do n·vnst amount to
dev-elop tl1is •large lcivic ·spirit; but thcir ·efforts'will be,only partially
success-f ul ( unless: supported ·und i supplementecl. by ·other community
agencies wliich hwve ;a , clen.r· civie;.;educationo.Vfunetion.·.
·
CIVIC

· tll;THMARY' OF· •GONCLUSION~s AND. :'RECOH¥ENDATIQN8.
GENERAL . ADYINISTBA.TIO~.:

L . ResponsibilitF for civic and sociaL education ;through the various· channels ,of the public . schools·should ;be -. centered in 'one deputy

superintendent.;..
2.:: Subordinate , to-, the'· deputy, superintendent ,there should be a
director of health .and;· reereationa:I ractivities. nnd o. ,director of civir
education.
3~ The rdireotor ·of civic·,education should be.•resB_
o nsihle for: 'Planning ··nnd organizing · civics ·'instruction in· day · nnd' evening elementary
schools. (See pp. 314, 350.)
;Jn· .CooperatloD.~ with>p-uincipnls: of . schools; . providing ;for ' continud.ty of pupns·
clyic. ,e ducation .tbrou~out th~ ' elementary school by . correln tlon : of the several
subJects. of the CIH'ricul urn nod of school nctivitles. . (·see p_
.·315.,) . :
·I n cooperation . with the principals of "liigh schools and the heads of 'high·
ecbool departments ·of 'soci:\1 . study, proYiding· for continuity ;of 1 civic educat~on
ln · the high' school · and·' betw~n ·the btgh scllool ·t nnd ·.• the , elementary school.
(Seep. 333.) '
A:dnptntion of civics. ihstruction ~ to ~oup . needs . in,. both .daY, .. and evenin~
schools. (See pp. 323, 356.)
·
.
·
Training and supervision _of touchers in ·service by personal ~tt1dy of tenche~·
problems, conferences, Issuance · of syllabi, outnnes, · lllustrutlon9 of method.
etc. Bt1lletins- contnhl:lng · ·such mntel'inls issued, o.-ti frequent~JnterYals are ex·
treniely helpful.:
•
.. .
Serving ns a point :of .contact .between teachers . and .the realities of the com·
munity .by keeping in touch with.. current h~ppening~ . nnd wltli reports and
publications of public . and. private ' community agencies, -nnd by suggesting to
.
.
tenchers questions of ,cl.1ri·ent
importa·n ce for general'consfclerntlon in classes.
helpful mnterinls for class use, ·etc. · (See p~ 314..) · ·Serving · ns the immedirite pgeb.t for : cooperation, .ln1 civic _IllQ.tters between
the ·schools · and extrn-school ngencles. . ( ~ec . p~ 364.)
.
.
Plnnning and suggesting vital programs for discussion in community forums.
and rendering such assistance as mny be ln making such discussions profitable:
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but not dictuti:n,g · the. lin;e~ whicb . su(!b dis.cu.s~i~u:is · should ~ follow. (.See p~
861.)
.
.
. .
.
.
. .
.
In cooperntlo~ with principals nnd with the dire~tor and supervisors .of play
11nd recreation, seeking for closer coordination of t)lese acttvltie.s ·w ith the civlr
training of the ·pupils; · (See p. 342~ )
·
·

General supervision of :the organization ·and utilization of ·pupil participation
In school niTnirs . an<l in outsi<le con;1mqnity uctiyHJes u~d . movements·, as ,. .
means of civic education. (See pp. 344, 34u.)

4. Pending .sJ;,Ch: administrative reorganizat1on . as: recommended.
much improvemervt in civics instructions could be made. by arrang·
ing for frequeiJ:t 'conferences of ·principals and ·teachers of ~ivic$. and·
related subjects for the discussion: 'of-rtietliods, and ·by utilizing th~
latent leadership of teachers who have beep e$peciaily. successful.
(Seep. 314.)
ADliiNISTRATION Oli' INSTRUCTION IN SOCIAL STUDillS IN ,JUNIOR AND. SENIOR •CY:(lJ..ii':".

·It is recomm~nd.ed:
5. That the " Dep~rtm.ents of Hist,orif,". in: the. high .· .s chools; bP ..·
renamed "Departments of Social Study." This will tend toward a
better perspective and greater·,unity.
6. That the heads of the departments of social study, if th~y are
not given direct -responsibility for·the .. organizatibn and ·supervision
of the seventh ·and · eighth-' year .social studies, at least keep within
their purview these years in.:their relation to the ,work of.tl1e four .
years of the high ·school~ arid: that,·t hey; cooperate :with the director
.of civic education in giving ·unity: 'a nd: continuity to, the· workorthe
six years.
7. That in arranging the schedules of teachers of civics and other
social studies, an1plc time he' allowed · for teachers' preparation. The
teaching of· thesQ su]Jj~cts is U!llike: the t~aching. of o,ritlltn~~i;c, .for
example, in that : a~1 e;vent th~t o~c1,n;s to.~day'~ ninY.;· enti,r~ly .. ch~ng~ ~
the, plan of lcss9n ? foJ; .. tQ:- worro~. . .N"ew ill~tratipn&, ~ ~ew('· l.xnes . of
approuch, new,appliC,atiop.s. are COP.$tantly being. s.ugg~sted: n.nd sll.Qulo
be constantly sought ·for~ .. S:u~cessful t~a.ching ; ofrcitizenship throtlg~
• the social studies requires peculiar . nlert:pess,- ad;:t.p tability ,- and ;close;
touch with. the life of the .co:qJ.muci,ty and , wit:h th~ ~xp:erience, :nnd
interest of the pupil.
.
REORGANIZATION OF THE COURSE OF SOCIAL , STUDIES.

8. The course of ·social stt'tdles in ·b oth elementary and high schools
nnd in the evening schools should he reorganized 'i n the spirit and
general direction of ·the suggestions ~ made. on preceding . pages · oJ
this report. For this purp(?se it is recommended that th:e .s uperintendent of schools · app'o int n committee which ·should · inch~ de the
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deputy superintendent in charge of civic and · social education and
f:'Yening schools (see p. 36G); the director of civic edtl.cation (seep.
3GG) ; the heads of the high-school dcpartinent.s of social study; at
least one intermediate-school principal; one or more principals ol
elementary schools; representatives of the teachers of social studies
in both elementnry and high schools.
SUPPLEMENTARY READING AND LffiBABY FACUlTIES.

9. 'rhe difficulties now experienced by the high schools in securing
a sufficient nun1ber and vu,riety of texts and supplementary texts

should be re1noved.
10. An adequate fund should be provided for the building up of
the high-school libraries of reference materials relating to the fields
of social study.
11. Means should be found for n1aking the public library mol'e
directly useful to both high and elementary schools as n. recognized ·
part of their working equipment. (Seep.· 363.)
EVENING SCHOOLS.

12. The courses in ci vies and other social studies in the evening
~;chools

should be. more closely adapted to the peculiar needs and
f•onditions of the pupils in these s~hools, ·as suggested on page 350
of this ·report. Further suggestion for the adaptation of work
to the needs of evening school pupils may he derived from the statement regarding thl' ninth-yeor work of the high schools (see p. 337).
elVJC !<;D"tJCA'riON 01<' Ji'OREIGNJ!.'BS.

13. Provision should be n1ade for n1ore adequate and n1ore appropriate evening school facilities for adult foreigners (seeP· .353).
14. Steps should be taken to secure more general and more regular
attendance in evening elasscs of adult foreigners who have not rceeived their naturalization papers, until they shall have acquired
fucility with the English language, and completed an approved
eourse of instruction in citizenship. To this end the board of education should seek the cooperation of employers of foreign labor and
of orgonizations intereRted in. or 'vhose rnen1bership consists of.
immigrants.
15. A course of citizenship instruction should be devised thnt is
adapted to the capacities of· adult foreigners, and designed to meet
their needs as they pass through the experiences of adjusting them.-ph·es to the conditions of life in America. It should be an adaptat1on of the community civics idea. Tt should consist less of formal
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and tcclmical information about government, and should place more
emphasis upon an interpretation of the community_life in which the
immigrant is beginning to participate. (Seep. 354.)
1G. In day elen1entary schools where there _are considerable _numbers of foreign children especial emphasis should be placed upon
instruction in con1munity ci vies. -The methods of approach, . the
illustrative materials, and the applications of the subject should be
carefully -adapted to the needs of the group; a~d the topics-assigned
for study and the n1cthods by which they are studied should be such
as to lead the pupils to discuss them at home. (See p. 356.)
17. The community center is one of the most effective agencies for
the An1ericanization of the· foreigner, not only. through the' evening
school work, but also through the fprum discussion and the social
contacts n1ade possible. Cotnmunity centers should be developed
ns rapidly as possible in schools ministering largely to foreign populations.
COMMUNITY CENTERS.

18. The suggestions for .organization and administration of community centers made on pages 361-363 of this report are recommended
for adoption.
19. Community-cente~ forums should be maintained by tl1e board
of education from the public funds. It should be permissible, however, for a community center tO-establish, of its own free will and at
its_own expense, any worthy activity for which public funds are not
adequate.
PUPIL ACTIVITIEP

20. The pupils of elementary schools should be given a larger
share of responsibility for the conduct of the school life as a means
of citizenship training. The degree of responsibility assumed by.
the pupil should be increased with his proved capacity to exercise it.
21. Pupil participation in the management and direction of school
activities, already developed. to a considerable extent in son1e of the
high schools, should be perfected nnd extended to all high schools.
rt should be made an important factor in the civic training of the
youth.
22. Pupil ·participation in cotnmunity movements should be en·
couragcd as a means of civic education, but always under the most
careful supervision, and with clue respect to the pupils' intelligent
appreciation of what they are doing. 23. Gardening nnd playground activities have value for civic education and should be made regular school activities for this as welJ
93815-17--24
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as for other reasons. The directors of gardening, of health, of recna.
tional activities, and of ch~ic education should cooperate closely. .
24. The public playgrounds should be administered ·b y the board
of education ruther than by a separate playground commission ·(see
p. 342). This, however, is contingent upon the reorganization of the
board of education as recommended in another chupter of this re.
port, and implies no criticism of the present playground commiSsi-

Chapter X.
MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND AIMS.

The values of n subject which aims at the attainment of no obvious
mnterial end are likely to be somewhat vague. A discussion of the
theories of value sometimes maintained in relation to music may
therefore be of ad vantage here. ,
The idea commonly entertained of the origin, and therefore of the
function, of music is that it arose from "the primal cry." This 'is .
the belief of Herbert Spencer, of Richard 'Vagner, and of many
others of lesser note. It is an assun1ption so plausible and explains so
readily those forms of musical expression that are intuitively understood by the layman that it has become a popular doctrine. As presented by 'Vagner, in his "l\fusic and Drama," it maintains that
precedent to articulate speech were sound~ or cries that arose intuitively from the mood or feeling of the utterer and were .intuitively
comprehended by the feeling of the hearer. The cries of birds and
animals and the crooning, babbling, and crying of infants are primi·
tive examples. llut language later came to endeavor to convey to the
intellect ·of the hearer l~nowledge of 'the object that excited the feeling. In this endeavor it added consonants to the inarticulate sounds .
(which were vowels only) l?y which unconscious subjective feeling
had been expressed. This development continued until language became highly intellectual and abstract and addressed the intellect of
the hearer instead of being intuitively comprehended through his
feeling. 1
~fusic, by prolongation of the vow~ls, which arc the colorful and
emotional element in language, must be added to language if the
primitiYc vigor nncl directness of emotional appeal which it onco
possessed arc to be restored to it. In short, language started with
tone, and to tone it mnst return if it again is fo become a voice for
the expression of what 'Vagner calls the" purely human"; namely,
those deep and po·wcrful states of feeling which are the true essence
of our personality, and :with which only all forms of artistic expres.
sion nre concerned.
871
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A divergent view is stated in an unpublished essay by the la~
W. S. B. 1\fatthews, entitled, "Of Beauty, Strength, and Satisfaction in Music." In Mr. J\fatthcws's belief, music arose from the pleaa.
ure of the ear in tone, as purified, crystallized sound. The twang of'a
bowstring, the sound of the wind in the reeds, the song of n bird are
the first facts in such a theory of genesis. But tones in succession
must be congruous, each related to those that have gone before, to
give the in1pression of an agreeable design, if they convey intelligible
meaning to the hearer. Since we hn ve memory, power to compare
to relate part to part, to coordinate, tonal ~uccessions grew naturan;
to have beautiful melodic undulation, agreeable rhythmic design, nnd
orderly and interesting harmonic progressions. Over all was, fur.
ther, an unconscious revelation of subjective mood, an elevation and
sensitiveness of feeling, a poetic quality of thought 'vhid1 addressed
our feelings subtly or profoundly us the case· might be. Aiusic has
therefore three appeals: One to the ear (a sense appeal), as beauty
of tone; one to the mind, as beauty of design, arising out of poetic
thought; and one to the soul or feeling, as revelation of a mood or
state of feeling.
· .·.
It is evident that the first of these two theories directs the thought
primarily to vocal music, to song; and the second to instrumentia:J
music. The first causes us to think of music as an expression; the
second to think of it from the standpoint of impression. The one
would turn to the voice as its first interest in a process of musical
education; the other would turn to the ear. One seems to regard the
individual as strongly ·active at the moment of musical experience;
the other to regard him as sensitively receptive. The one implies
stimulation of emotional life and full abandonment to its expression;
the other in a word,. appreciation of music.. Expression (and·thei.&
fore intensification) of feeling, or, on the other hand, satisfaction in
idealistic design wrought in tones-these in a general way areJlhe
contrasted implications of the bvo theories.
·
It is clear that both theories have place, and that music has a dual
nature. 'fhe two forms have grown .up side by side, and each can
clain1 a history and display a characteristic line of development.
Always, however, they nrc found intertwined, inextricably ming~ed;
and without doubt the full orb' of music requires the inclusion of both
types of musical expression.
·
:· ·
It is assumed that the purpose of this report is that appreciation is
the general aim in a system of public instruction in music. In '&
conservatory of music, where a select body of students is gathered
whose aims are mainly vocational, appreciation may be taken ·f~r'
granted, and practical ability and expression of the individual may
be mnphasized. But when all the children of all the people are in·
structed in music at public expense. and the vocational a.im is an ·in·
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frequent and incidental one, it must be because the people generall:v
wish their children to come into the sympathy with the beauty in
music that is handed down to us in the imperishable writings of
the world's great musical souls. They would have them vibrate .
sensitively to• the dignity and manly strength of a Bach, the celestial
beauty of a Mozart, the nobility and prophetic depth of a Beethoven,
the world -shaking passion of a Wagner.
In this the people are right. None but a sordid and unsatisfying
civilization, that turns to ashes in the mouths of the successive generations that press forward, can be founded upon a system that aims
at material accomplishment. Elevation of feeling, aspiration toward
a remote but ever beckoning ideal, a striving of the soul towa·r d
beauty, nobility and sympathetic vision-these are qualities that
must be possessed by a free and progressive people quite as much as
handiness in material production.
By appreciation is meant not mere ability to name a composer or
a. piece of music that is.heard, but a ~ympathy and intelligent understanding that waits, hushed and uplifted, to receive the. message that
speaks in the.tones~ ... To .be able to recognize composers; ·compositions,
and performers is a social satisfaction, but is not appreciation. It
does, indeed, betray a wistful desire to appreciate and to that extent,
at least, is good; but until the strength, nobility, and beauty of
thought and feeling that were in the soul of the composer have ·
passed over into the soul of the hearer there to remain as a subtle
power of his own, modifying his nature, there is not appreciation.

n.

METHODS AND PRACTICES IN GENEnAL.

What methods and practices in public-school music will lead
most surely to :the attainment of the ends outlined in the foregomg
paragraphs~
·
·Two outstanding facts are to be immediately · reckoned with. The,
one is that the pupils at the beginning of thei~ public-school life have
no path of approach to pra·c tical study of music -except through
their voices, and while we wish to teach mu.sic, not singing merely,
we are necessarily held to this one path of approach. The other
fact is that true a pp~eciation must ever rest upon a founda.t ion of
systematic knowledge quite as much as ripon intuition . and unanalyzed experience. One outline of music work for the public
schools of San Francisco worthily begins with this quotation from
Julian Hawthorne : " There is no culture without · roots . * * •
Solid knowledge and comprehension can never be attained by accepting summaries and epitomes." Applied to public~school music this
means that a knowledge of our tonal systems and their staff notation,
ability to read music at sight, and a knowledge of musica] struct~re
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are necessary. Not pnly this but in the more advanced years ;ol
school life knowledge of musical biography, history, form, and:
esthetics, in plentiful detail, must be imparted if anything like tmie
appreciation is to be attained.
i :In planning methods of instruction in music the obttusiveness of
the first fact has led to difference, n1isunderstanding, nnd misdi.
rection. The pupil studies n1usic through the 1nediu1n of his voice.
His voice must, because of 1nuch use in singing, be carefully guarded,
conserved, but he is not to be trained individually us a singer. ·To
attempt this · would be most unforttinute. It would plnce under
conscious direction of the untutored mind of the child a' complex
physiological nction thnt goes on in a fnr easier fnshion if left uncon.
scious, and it would lend him to think in terms of action instead of
henring upon. every occasion of his approach to mu~ic. Again, the
singing is very largely connected with words. Unless songs.are :presented in flUCh a n1anner as to counternct the tendency, the pupil Sbon
comes to conceive allinusic as song-story, the text (or plot) of which
he must try to supply from his inlagination if, as in abso~ute music,
no" progran1." or text is given. This error, arising in public ·schools,
leads, Inore than any other single factor, to that spurious form· Of
musical appreciation which seeks to put under every sonata, sym~
phony, or even fugue, a picture or a story, and which · has led tO
such absurdities as the invention o:f the title "Mool}-light SonD.ta"
for Beet~lO~"en's opus . 27, ~o. 2, toge!I:er with a quite untr~e ~t?.1:1
about the c1rcun1stances of Its composition. )Vl1en the error is marilfest the grade teachers nnist probably be charged with some measure
of fault. Quite naturally they know more about literature than
they do about n1usic, and-the salient fact about a song is to tltem
the text, not the tones. They are quite likely, therefore, to " drama·
tize" the song, which means that the 'vords arc likely to be emphasized
and the events or scenes which they describe made as vivid to the
imagination of the little learners us possible. Frequently the song
may be acted out as a little drama; at least motions are likely to
be added to quicken the renlisn1. of the impression. The re.sult is
that the children in their sii1ging are seeing scenes instead of listen·
ing to tones, are visualizing instead of hearing. That a measuro of
this imaginative visualizing is proper no one will deny, but that
attention to the tonal facts of music is the paramount consideration
in any system of instruction thnt seeks to develop genuine musicianly
appreciation will probably be as promptly conceded. Again;the
undue emphasis upon the words ns a factor in the song when s$g
seems to be, for the time, the whole of music, may sometimes leadi:tO
an inartistic kind of expression tl1at novelists would call "lQ¢,al
color." Quite without reference to the place of a note in the snio6th

IUld balanced flo'v of the phr:~se, this met];lod would, if a gr~ph.i9
word came upon the note, causQ it to be 'iu~9ented, lu~ld unduly, or ev~.n
spoken. A song in such case becomes an elocutiop~ry ~ffort ruther
than a song, nnd the very burden c:>:f ntt~11tton giv~n to th~ s<;>ng side
of music lends to the ·momentary de~truc.tiq~ of gqoc). singing in
favor of decla1n'ation-o.nd harsh and mis.pluced YQcali~atjQn, Fi:n~lly,
the persistenee of·this aspect of singing as. nn end ipst~a,dof ~ meq.ns
may lead, in more advanced work, to n.notl)er misunderstanding of
the nature of musical experience. lf the songs nre sung with fee.ling, with abandon, a certain phys.\eal exhilaration is often c~peri- .
enced. It is probably true that this purely physical exhHu..ratiQn
often is mistaken ·for esthetic enjoyment and is believed to .b~ a kind
of reaction that prop.erly fnlls under tho category of m~sical :;tpprecintion. If too much emphasis is laid upon the vigor of . plly~iquJ .
performance and ·too littl~ upon delicacy .·pf. coneeption of tho mtJsic, .
this unconscious fallacy is very likely to. receive strong encouragement.
The second ourstanding fact that is ,constantly operative in shaping methods and features of practice ·is the necessity of giving the ·
pupil ample technical- l~now ledge nnd power as an essential _to his
full appreciation of n1usic. Tho difficulty here is in maintaining a:
!IlUSierrl habit of mind uninterruptedly during tho process of.· tech~
nicnl development. !Iusic , n1ust be so presented thaC no technicuJ
f:tct is unrelated to musical ex-perience· and ' interest. If this ·1n'in-:
ciple is ignored · a te.~hnicnl system· may indeed be .developed, but in
such a wuy thrrt it is quito insulated froni the body of, warm artiStic
feeling possessed by t'he student; and it will then stand quite arid
and unfruitful, a piece of machinery 'vith no 'vorthy work to 11~r..: .
form. Technic nlone, so developed, l1as interest for the pupils, and
tho interest shown is often felt to. COilstitute ample ju~tificn~ion for
such a Eystcm of instruction, b~1C the quality of reaction 1,1poq th~ ~n- .
divi<luul, whjc:h is the one important ~hn ·of m,u~icul cducat~on, is
lacking, the glea~n of the esthetic i~ missing, the mjnd and tlv~ heart
do not keep time. '
.
Technical study, then, must be guided and inspired l)y :rq.usic~l in-:terest; t'eclmical facts must hold significance tp this ~nusical interest
and must be discerned through the Jneditu:n of its sympathetic s~:;trcl~
Uethods nnd fot·ms of practico ha¥e differed most widely i11 the pf},st
1\nd continuo so to differ, with regard to their treatment of this
fundamental problem. Sometimes the danger of insistence upon
systcn1atic technical .study is so much fenreq that it is nltno.s t
abandoned, and a course in singing that: is little more thq.n rotc singing is the result. !Iore frequently, especially .in the past, the .technical phase has been developed in detached f~$hion, and the "in-
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spirational ,; side of school music has been lost. Again, a 'dbalr
course is often found. A song course is begun in the first grade alld' ·
persistently continued, and, by its side, but with no visible conne~',,,
Cion with it, n course in technical study is begun and as persistently·
developed. Finally, there aro courses that .b egin, as all must, with:
song (by rote, of course, at first) but, in this ease, with song only.::
Later these familiar and well-loved ·songs are seen in their stali
notation und the larger and most obvious of their features are:
observed: The small technical know ledge first gained is at once:
applied to the study of new songs of like structure, and ench fresh
advance in technical understanding is at once followed by like further
application in other songs. Never is the pupil's freedom in musical
exprt~ssion made to wait upon the building up of a complete and .in~
dependent system of technic and never does the technical ±nee fail
to huve irnmediate and urgent n1usical significance. By this plnn
the technical facts e:r:plain the song that i~ in the focus of attentiQ~n
•·ather than constitute musio in the abstract. This method is now
\Vel! worlred out in detail and is known as the "song study" or ·
''observation" method. The other method, because it proceed::,.,,at,··
first by conjunct motion, and requires the pupil to arrive at his
tones, in sight reading, by reckoning up and down the staff along
the scale track, is known as the " scale " method. In a very bread.
classification, there are only these two methods, but tl1ere are numerous vnriunts due either to the comparative amount of empha~i~ luid
UP'?D the one or t'he other of the t\VO phases of musical study' or. else
to ditlerence in minor details.
m. VOCAL rRACTICE AND THE SINGING OF SONGS IN THE
SCHOOLS OF SAN FRANCISCO.

ELEME:N'l'AR~

In applying to San Francisco the principles outlined in the foregoing sections, one preliminary observation must be made. Th~
most important problems met · with in the survey of the music de·
partment were not problems of educational method and practice~
but problems that arose in relation to forms of organization and
administration imposed by statute and tradition upon the music de·
partment and upon the whole school system. These problems,. in
importance, deserve to be given first place; but as they are, notwith·
standing their importance, of quite spe.cial nature, and outside .the
field of specifically educational investigation, their consideration ,htik
been deferred to a late.r and separate chapter. The present sectilUt.;
will therefore be given to an examination of methods and practice
in Rchool music teaching as found in San Francisco, considered from
the pedagogical side only.
.
.,
in making the survey of music in the elementary schools·· ···ao
schools were visited. In these schools the work of the pupils of 160
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rooms was heard. Some of this work was by separate classes in
their own rooms, some of it ·was by larger groups of pupils, up to as
high as eight rooms, in song recitals, chorus practice, and sight sing·
ing. Lessons conducted by the head supervisor, the assistant super·
visor, special teachers, and regular graded teachers were all included,
and schools in every' part of the city were visited; bringing under
observation the results attained w.j th pupils of various nationalities
and various types of home environment, and in schools of various kinds, such as schools for girls, primary schools, and intermediate ·
schools. A good cross section was thus obtained and the work seen ·
was undoubtedly representative.
In general the trend of work in San Francisco is clearly toward
vocal expression rather than toward general tonal receptiveness; and
it must therefor~ be classified as resting upon conscious or uncon·
scious acceptance of the '' primal cry " doctrine rather than upon the
"pleasure of the ear in tone " belief. The ma.n ifestations of this
prevailingly vocal trend were distinct and persistent throughout the
entire term of the survey. Instructions in the manner of sitting, to
secure .good ·breath ·conti"ol,;·and ·directions··' .to ·breathe deeply :: were'
constant. A few moments taken to breathing exercises were usually
a feature. Vocalizing to various vowels, on scale and arpeggio successions, was often practiced, with intent to secure relaxation, proper
voice placing, and flexibility of voice.
Turning from vocalization specifically to the singing of songs,
physical exhilaration and incontinent neural abandonment. to the act
of singing were often encouraged. In the primary grades the picture drawn by the words was usually intensified by supplementary descriptions f rom the teacber, and so-called "dramatization," i. e.~
acting out the story'by pos~s' arid rrioveili.~nts ·(nithe 'part· of·the pupils; .
was developed to a point that implied systematic plan and effort.
Attempts to secur.e "local color" by emphasizing or giving some .
sort of elocutionary ~ffect to a single word or phrase, without refer- .
ence to balanced musical delivery, were not so frequent, but occurred
frequently enough to attract the observer's attention and comment.
In one or two cases this declamation advanced to the point of
ignoring the tonality of such parts entirely ; but this degree of
emphasis was evidently sporadic, representing the vagaries of individual teachers. Much more serious was the effect which this desire
for highly vitalized and .unrestrained vocal expr~ssion had upon the
accuracy of the reprodu~tion of the song. Freed~m of expression
became markedly paramount, in several cases, to nice accuracy of
ensemble and fidelity to the facts of the composition. Indeed the
singing sometimes suggested the quality·of improvisation rather than
reproduction.
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There was also a tendency to encourage th~ singing ot the sQng
inaccurately in a whole-souled way rather thnn joopnrd~e freedom
in an endeavor to be correct~ 'I'his tendency reached its highest
point and its most regrettable restllts in connection witb p~:rt-singing.
Rather than interrupt enthusiastic abandonment to the · <.leli Yery of
a. song, or deln,y the. day of its performance by insistence .Qn the correct learning ancl carrying of the p:,trts, pupils we!'Q l'Cpeatedly
permitted to sweep along in the current of hearty singing when they
were not g~tting n note of the part to which they bnd b~e:Q. assigned,
· ~but were, instead, all si~1ging soprano, either in .thQ prope~. octave or
an octave lower. Often:, in consequence, the p1,1.pils WQ:f~ ; ql.tite unCQncerned as to their performance of a. lower part and, indeed,
probably did not know whether they .bad cnrried it or nQt. A dis~
tinct loss in musical power is implied by thi~ condition;. IIowever,
the mntter of·part-singing must be discuss~d in s~verql other aspects
nnd is to bo made the subject later of a separu.te parag:rnph, so no
further comment need b~ m;Idc here.
It is: not to b() supposed that the practices des~rihcd al:>o.ve are all
condemned here as being in themselves bad. Qn the co:.r,ttrary .they
are, with the obvious exception~ of unffJ.ithfulAess, to tbe .f acts of the
music and the substitution of dramatization nnd: dQc;l;xmation for
musical beauty, good and desirable p.ractic~~ that .mny well be incorporated in any system of instruction-in ml.tsic.in puyl!c schQols. The
.problem is one of co:n1parative en1phasis, and the dot;tpt.ful. aspect of
the situation is not that these practices are present, but that other
practices .are absent or are prc$ent in to() tnenger proportion, being
crowded out by the vocal practices. ·
It should be noted, too, that the practices described, a,re very efficiently carried out and in some cases are extraordinarily well don~.
The vocal practice, including breathing, was never blqi,t~ering and
was usunlly quick, concentrated, and effici~nt. T.be wisqQm of formal and c~nscious vocal practice for children in pri.tn,t\rY grades
must, it is true, be seriously question~d. Indire~t n:p.d . t;UI.conscious
means for .inducing the proper vocal action arc . undQilbtedly pref·
erable. These take. no tin1e, an4 the danger of artificial to:p.c production, . which is ever present even with mU.tlJfC stud~n.ts Qf voice, is
by such means avoided. But if conscious vocal pr:;wtice. is. admitted
at all, that in the school$ of San Francisco must be gi vcn good
ranking; and, further, the effort evidently w~s preponderantly to
induce a frame of mind which would evoke the desired vocal response
rather than to focus nttention sharply upon the physiol.ogical act.
This, however, was too .f requently attempted thl~ough the :r.nedium of
formal vocal exercises, upon .w hich a . mood was q.rbl.tro.rily laid,
ruther than ·through the influence of songs expressiv~ . in themselves.
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it I;Ilay be said that, as a net result of the course as a
whole, the voices of ·the children in the schools of San Francisco are,
except in one department of the work, well taken care of, are never
injured, and are frequently, in the case of groups of pupils and
individuals, given exceptionally valuable development. A notable
instance of such valuable develop1nent was observed in the higher
grades of a girls' school. The voices here were, of course, all practically uniform and for this reason and by. reason of the age o£ the
students were well adapted to concerted vocal practice. The result
was an exhibition of . fi~e vocal technique and beautiful singing that
was extraordinarily delightful.
The tone sought by thos!3 in charge of the music work is the light,
head voice, " thin register " long ago accepted by practically all who
deal with the singing of children as the natural and proper tone for
them. Occasionally instances were observed, however, of a forced
throaty tone. 'Vhen this occurred it was invariably due to a desire .
on the part of some teacher to secure greater "effect." Mass and
breadth of tone are desirable .to the adult listener, especially if be
is not an expert in dealing with children's "voices and consequently
is· not trained to appreciate the beautiful delicacy and flexibility of
their tone above the robust effects produced by other. media of expression. If the song is one demanding intensity of dramatic expression
or heroic quality, there at once arises the danger of forcing the children to a strength or breadth of tone that is unmusical and injurious.
The nature of the music usually provided for children is such th~t·
this difficulty does not arise. It is simple, naive, untroubled by the.
passionate dramatic quality that invests much of the music written
for adults, and which springs from a background o.f world experience
.that is all unknown ·to the child. S~hun1ann, Reinecke, Taubert, ·
Nevin, Eleanor Smith; Jessie Gaynor, and others have given us such
· a .song literature appropriate in content as well as in vocal register;
and many such may be found a1nong the folk songs of many nations .
But occasionally, as, for instance, in connection with patriotic exercises, the child must sing the more robust songs of mu.turity; and
sometimes he is trained to sing songs of dramatic type, such as the
fervid airs of lurid operas, in obedience to a mistaken method of
inculcating" appreciation.'~ That he should sing the patriotic songs
is right, but he should sing these in his own true voice and not as a
pseudoad ult. This ·proper method of singing i~ the rule in the
schools of San Francisco, and departures from it are to be regarded
as deviations nrjsing from insufficient strength of supervision and a
lamentably n1eager supply of material.1 Further, the song mat"erial
which the department has by heroic effort and against ·many difficulties provided the children has been uniformly of high musical value
1

The section on Administration treats of these phases more fully.
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and almost invariably appropriate to the voices of the pupils and to
their particular stage of thought and feeling.
Up to the time of the change of voice the voices of all children
girls and boys, ,are sil!lply treble voices, practically equal for all pnrC
poses in range; thnbre, and strength. The tiine of change is, with
the exceptional individual,·in the sixth year in school, is more markecf
in the seventh year, and is well-defined feature in the eighth year:'
If the school has a large number of pupils who have been retarded
in grade because of the necessity of doing wage-earning work out of
school, or ignorance of the English language or other cause, the number of changing or changed voices in the seventh year will be greater.'
Highly favored localities, on the other hand, may show few ado.
lescent voices or even none in the eighth year. The practice of
teaching in these years must accordingly be very flexible, and a wide
range of material, offering an adequate repertoire in each of several
types of part songs, should be provided.
Prior to the change of voice, however, two-part singing and later
three-part singing, with · treble-voice parts only, is a desirable and:
universal feature of school music. Through some ·sort of· inner · · dt~J
velopment, rather than outward training, pupils seem to demand,
at a certain time, the harmonic quality, the blending of voices in
harmonic parts. An investigation of public-school music in the.
United States by the United States Bureau of Education 1: ·showed
that this demand was recognized with surprising unanimity as tak~
ing rise in the fourth year in school; and the introduction of i.wo·
part singing was accordingly reported, in the great majority·· of
cases, to take place in that year. Three-part singing, using tr~tfte;;.
voice parts, was found to be the norm in the sixth and seventh ye~Jrsi
and three-part and four-part. singing, .w ith a bass part includecfin
the practice, was usually found in the eighth year. This geriert1X
practice may be regarded as approved· and correct.
In San Francisco two-part singing is, in accordance with this general practice, introduced in the fourth year and. is continued in the
fifth year. It is . not, however, developed in the fifth year as fully
as it should be, and the development of pa~t singing 'in the succe~d
ing years is weak in amount and incorrect as to method. Lack of
proper material is unquestionably the most potent cause of this
shortcoming, which is the most serious one met with on the educational side, especially in relation to the seventh and eighth grad~~·;·
but lack of material does not explain all the shortcomings with relation to these grades, and does not account to even an equal extent
for the questionable methods. of procedure in the fifth and sixth
grades. Here another cause is undoubtedly operative, namely, · ~
comparative lack of interest in the· singing of lower parts, due to too ·
1
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great a liking for spontaneous, enthusiastic, unpremeditated singing
as contrasted with the thoughtful, musicianly training which part
singing implies.
Another phase of the treatment accorded part-singing does not
find so ready or so.satis£actory an explanation in theory. It is the
practice of classifying voices into parts upon the quite irrelevant
basis of sex. Prior to the beginning of the change of voice all
voices of children of both sexes are treble and have approximately
the san1e range, which is that of a soprano. Part singing, in the
earlier years in which it is adopted, is therefore not a practice necessitated by the presence of different kinds of voices, but is ruther
for the purpose of enriching the musica~ enjoyment, experience, and
power of the pupils. There is no tone in either part of these school
songs that is not within tl1e range o~ every pupil-their voices being
equal-and, indeed, the whole range o£ both parts is frequently compassed in unison songs, such as the " .Star-Spangled Banner." There
is, therefore, no possible harm in si.nging one or the other of the
parts, provided that that part is not invariably taken.
To sing a certain one of the parts invariably would, of course, be
unfortunate for two reasons: it would tend to warp the voice to one
side, or at least would permit one hal£ of the voice to deteriorat~
through disuse; nnd , it would deprive the pupil of the growth in
musical comprehension and power which comes from singing in
various relations to the ensemble. Accordingly, the approved practice is to divide the room .quite at random for one song and reverse
the assignment of parts on tlie next song. Also it is a good and
common practice (totally neglected, however, as far as could be
observed in San Francisco) to have all pupils practice each part~
when the parts are tried ·separately, before atten1pt is made to combine them. These practices insure equal and proper vocal and general musical development to all.
The practice in San Francisco, as observed allnost without exception in a wide range of schools, is unfortunate. The boys are segre~
gated on one side of tl1e room, the girls on the other, and the boys
are then invariably assjgncd the lower part. This practice tacitly
affirms, to the minds of the pupils, first, that boys' voices differ from
girls'-which is untrue, in the sense implied-and, secondly, that the
nature of the difference is that·they are lower, which is a lamentable
· untruth. Such practice tends to exaggerate, on. false premises, the
separateness of the sexes, to warp the voices of the boys, and, though
increasing their musical power, to withhold similar growth in power
from the girls. Fortunately there is so much unison singing in n1ost
grades in San Francisco and such careful and skillful treatlnent of
the voice in special exercisP-s that nny possible detriment to the voice
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is avoided, but the thwarting of proper musical development is 8
sure result.
The unfortunate results due to the method of mnnnging part
singing reach their culmination in the seventh and eighth grades
where changing and changed voices are present. The boys' sectio~
here, which is still continued, consists of quite unequal voices. The
majority are always trebles. These are seated with the basses and
are assigned the same part as the basses. This part is sometimes ail
alto, sometimes a buss part. If an alto, the treble-voice boys may
carry it quite successfully-or could do so, if they had the musie
before them-but the basses, who are singing an octave lower~ and
whose voices are not yet matured to the :full reach downward o1
adult buss voices, are led uncomfortably low. Soprano an octo.~
lower, is, for the majority of its tones, a more convenient register
for them. Having often no music to guide them, being uncertain
as to what they arc trying to do, having the impulse and being en~. ;
couraged to sing freely, it is small wonder that these immature
basses promptly' gravitate to soprano an octave lower. But the
soprano so sung is likely soon to exceed their range on the higher,
side. In such predicament they sing the melody two octaves lower,
or mumble an inchoate part that, at its harmonic best, follows thb
undulations of the melody in perfect fourths or fifths.
·
1\fenn""hile the boys with unchanged voices arc affected by_the
example of the larger boys and swing from their alto to the soprnno
in any octave that is comfortab]e to them, usually singing its lowe~
tones in the higher octave, its higher tones in the lower octave. If
the part assigned all the boys is a real bass part, 'vritten on the bass
clef, there is considerably more hope for the basses, but obviously the
treLlc-voicc boys are quite in;properly assigned and nre nt a disadvantage. It is a physical impossibility for them to sing the bass
part where it is written, for they ha-ve treble voices. If they singit
an octave higher, as I heard them do in sotnc cases, they frequently
cross to tones above the soprano. Tho abnormality of this is sensed
rather than understood by then1 and they, too, take the familiar rout:e
of escape, nan1cly, they sing the soprano. Unison singing, in short.
is the rule. This tnight not lend to ill results if it 'vere systematically
adopted, done by intention, on properly selected n1aterial, and ~r~
clearly understood by the singers. In such case the negative ill of
lack of training in a richer and higher form of tnusical practice would .
be the only one that would result. But unison singing by unequ~1
voices and "~hen the intention is rather to sing in parts is very bad.
P11pils come to think they are carrying a part when . they are no~
and utter confusion as to the nature of the various parts and ~~
nature, range, a.nd possibilities of their own voices results.
.
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The pitch of ·tones on the bass clef as compared · with treble, and
the relation of their ·voices to the pitches indicated by the treble and
bass clefs is subject to serious misconception. · Oddly enough, the
result to the car of tbe hearer is not as unmusical, as might be expected, for nl wnys there is a fine rl.ch mass of girl and boy soprn.no
tones singing the melody, and the ear follows this attractive line of
tone and ignores the vague murmurings ben'e ath. Then, again, the
Iower-voiL~ed pupils have quick cars and they change octaves with
facility and rarely sing lcng out of tune. Only by sitting down with
.the boys and singing with them does the full ext~nt of their malpractice become evident.
The voices do suffer more, however, in these upper grn.des, not so
much through strain as through the acquisition of bad methods, due
to continued attempts. to sing low. The efforts of the treble.;.voice
boys to sing bass-·a yearning ambition with almost every boy unless
carefully guided-are particularly unfortunate in this respect. Still~
vocal practice is so ·c arefully guarded in other ways that the ·evil
effects of this faulty part-singing are largely counterbalanced. The
loss in true musical ·understanding is the greatest .a nd most irretrievable one.
To correct the condition described, several steps should- be taken.
First, plenty of music,- suitably arranged for the voices of the gradeE~
involved, should be provided. An abundance of good material is
available and its cost p'er pupil is slight. The provision of music
in the San Francisco schools, not only for these grades, but through out the .systetn, ·is shamefully meager ... ·The boys and girls of the
city deserve better treatment. In musical endowment, quick response.
and fine spirit .they are alike admirable, and it has been a joy to .
be with them. If the adults of San Francisco could see how readily
the children respond to all that is done for them, U;nd could see how
much more richly the children o£ n1uny other cities are provided for,
I feel certain that their own children 'vould no longer be deprived
of their rightful heritage.
The memory of a recitation by two eighth-grade classes combined
remains with me. They essayed with eager interest to sing for me
a chorus or two in three parts-two treble parts and ·bass. Of music
there was none, except a copy for the pianist. The pupils had,
however, written the words of the songs, along with the words of
many others, in some blank books t'hey curried; and under each word
was the initial letter of the n1usical syllable which represented the
pitch to which the word was to . be sung. The singing was almost
a complete failure for all but sopranos-·who, of course, remembered
the tune. Teachers and pupils were alike disconcerted and embarrassed. There was but one thing to say: Given half a ·chance, those
pupils .would ha.ve acquitted themselves admirably. but they were
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handicapped. They need have felt no shame for their work, .: for
t~1ey did all that was hu1nanly possible; but one dollar's worth,ol
music would have trunsforn1ed the lesson.
·
The second rccon1mendation is to stop the practice of segregatil)g
the boys and assjgning them the lower part. In the matter of classi.
fying voices as to range, assigning them to parts that lie with~
this range, and giving each pupil an intelligent conception of his
voice, not as to tone production and ·p lacement, but in relation .to
its register upon the staff, in both treble and bass clefs, and as,o.n
instrument for carrying a part in part · singing, there is, speaking
generally, no technic whatever in the higher grades in the San
Francisco schools.
The first step in the acquisition of such a technic is to . accept the
obvious trl.1th that boys' voices, until the change of voice, are .nQt
different from girls' voices and are, after the change, different from
them and from one another. There should be no permanent assign.
ment of a part for any normal treble voice until the seventh grade
at earliest, and irregular and changing voices should be know11 inti·
mutely as to range and possibilities by both teacher and pupil and
should be provided with music that gives them a suitable · pnrt ;~ro
sing. As the voices continue to change, every change should be
observed closely and corresponding adaptations should be made.in
the instructions given to the pupils.
But let it not be forgotten that, though tiD.is technical plan could
be adopted at. nny time, it will be successful, other things being equal,
only in proportion to the amount of material provided. Confronted
by such a dearth of material as exists at present, the department
could ·inaugurate reform, and this should be done; but richness;of
nttninment along the reformed lines, especially in seventh nnd eigbth
grades, is impossible until better mnterinl than that now in use and
a n1nrked increase in the amount of material is at hand.
·
This section on singing in the elementary schools of San Francisco
should not be brought to a close without comment upon one or ·two
other features that seem characteristic because of their nature and
the degree of attention they receive. One of these is the use.ol
songs to develop patriotism. N utional songs and Stnte songs ·are
kept in repertoire and sung frequently and with admirable spirit.
Care is taken, too, that such songs shall be sung under impressite
conditions and with earnestness~ 'Vhile specific n1usicnl. training
is not furthered by the practice, ethical and social training is fostered; and in a city where there is a large foreign population this
practice has no s1nnll influence in Americanizing and unifying .the
spirit of the city's people. A.nother value is attained by the practice
of having the children assemble frequently in large groups for"'B
period of song. 'Vherever an assembly hall or large room ·makes it
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possible, groups of pupils · from a · number of rooms nrc assembled
and conducted through n. ·program of .attractive ·songs. ·Thisptactice,
like the preceding one, docs not: aim at or attain mnsicnl value specifically so much as it· attains elevation of the social spirit m the
. school and the development ·of fraternity of= feeling.
In· one school, where: practically all the pupils are Italians; this
concerted singing attained a quality and realized a result of. qnite
extraordinary nature. · The pupils from · eight rooms were ga.th;ered
in a basement ·assembly hall' and there they sang songs ·in English .
nnd Italian with n ·fcrvor, ti ·rapt.coriccntrntion tlint I hat~ never
heard equaled. · The racial ·heritagtJ ·of a musical people here came
to the surface ; in all its ardor, all' -its~. sensitiveness, all its loriging.
Those children in ·futilre ·years·will·certainly:remember the American
·schoolroom, where all· that·. was most:' profound a~d vital i~ their
natures was in some:subtle way callecl ~orit~t as though in dedication
to the high -purposes· of life, with abiditi'g love ariel with active
gratitude for the America~ fustitution that sa uplifted the~. .
iv.

TECHNICAl. ...INSTRUCTIOY

· IN ·THE.

ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS

OF .SAN
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. Any course in ~ music' in public'' schools 18 'shaped •tin~gely' in accord~
· ance with the ·. basic texts ·in use. If: these ~exts represent, ·m. .kincl
and amount, the free a~d comparatfyely. li~restricted ch9ice ···of the
department, the ·pri.n ciples ·and aims · ~fthe' department .nray.~ason
nhly be evaluated
an examination· of the:mil;terial. Iii Sa1i Francisco, however' the selection of · ·m aterial ·· ~ias . b~eii 'somew.h a.t :h1}m'pered and the provision 'of· it ha.s bee~·· sh.arply Iimjted iri . ai~iount.
·The ·causes for this will ·be discussed'
the chapter on a~lnistra
tion. A consequence is ' that some slight' 'divergence exists .between
:·material and · forms of practice.
·
. · '!:he basic text used in the· eleui.entary schools of' San Fran.ciscp is
one which represents a rigid adherence.to·the older of the two:methods described in section 2, namely, the" scale" method. P ·r actice in
San Francisco follows tbe method very largelY' indeed-; yet there nre
some features in the practice that suggest ·to the observer' that such
conformity is due ·to the nece.s sity of using a text according to its
intention, for the sake of·efliclency, rather than to the complete .sympathy of the department 'vith the ideals ailcl ai:r~s of the . course~
For instance, the most clearly marked · trend of the w·o rk in .Sn.n
Fran~isco is to give to the pupils· enthusi~stic pleas1;1re in ·s ingingpleasure in the net of singing rather tluiJ) iri the' genern1 musical
· impression that the :sOng in turn ·creates in· the· singer; but ·the. bOoks
in use, in their rigid adherence.. to a pia~
of techAical
instruction,
are
.
. .
.
. . ..
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distinguished by a remarkable dearth of songs, and imply a)\llesire
·for intellectual and aural attention rather than ebullient joy i'ff:S6>ng.
The course in San Francisco is therefore a dual one, ,vtflt the.
inspirational and technical activities sharply separated. Ti~!B is~
unfortunate, for technic should add its power and broad enlig!Jten-·
ment to music proper, and musical understanding and interest· ~.b0uhi'
impel, direct, and illuminate all technical study. The t;¢;o •shpuldi
interpenetrate so completely that they form but one clea.r · d~ign,!.
. expressed in one result,.namely, intelligent and sympathetic ti~f're-'
ciation of :rp.usic. However, to maintain the two phases artd yet:·
treat them .s eparately is not so bad as to omit· one .or the , othet3?~lt(,)-:
geth~r. If a union can not be ·secured a balance may at·least be'J~ept.:
. But what sort· of balance ~~ main~ained ·is the next question, 'aRt
the answer ·given without hesitation ·and as a result of widA a:n(
careful observation is that inspirational singing is mor~ ·.dev¢\6>~ef
in ·San Francisco than is .technical pow~r. · The reason is ·cred~~taiDle...
Musical feeling~ even if of ·a- limited kind, ·is rightly felt t6 r'~-~ th~
important achievement, and if it must be put into oppo~ition,:~with '
p1;1re ·technic. it ·usually .will, and should displny superior vi:g~r g(
growth. A qualifying statement should also be made here. · 1~:0wer
and knowledge are not necessarily commensurate, and there is:j)ri0~e .
techJ).i~al ·know ledge than power in .··the schools · of · San··, F·ra~~isce. ;
';[his js·merely to say .that.the lmowledge gained ·is not fully :ap.~lied ·
Jl.~d ;consequently. remains academic.
· ··
·· ·
.,:X.iwe 11tfter .time : pupils :were . observed ;.to answer , correctly.i'/ (!!ues~;
ti.on.$} ~bil:ut .: signatures, .measures, ·etc., and . then display: ,co~ara- ·
· tjv~ly .~light ability to ,read music in -the keys and· kinds ·of me.~~ures~·
di$cussed . . This .is du~ . to ·.the duality ·of· the course, a·s . preyl®usly.
<lef>~_ribed; , A goodly amount·of. singing on genuine so.D;gs is1t~~htly:·.
wanted. . These are ·.not .in-· the books. and practicaliy no . niort~y is:
spent for such material. This parsimony ·compels a inost extlf·if~rdi
nary ·:a;m.ount of mimeographing of. songs~ ~ But even then ~ th~ .,£hil- .
dren. can not be supplled with. copies. ·The prevailing· plan~f~~ forthe teachers each to .be supplied with a-copy and ·for the pRp ~}s t.o,
~earn the song by means of blackboard copies, copies tp:at 'they': }wmselves make, or no copies at all.·
All the devices. adopted are alike in one respec~they. le~r~ ;t(l) u,·
large . amount · of rote singing. . Part' singing suffers partio';l arly :.
.from such makeshift methods, for a part song can not be ·. suc-c·e ~~fully
learned and retained in memory through rote singing. ~;: It- 1.nilist he
repeated here that this lack .of musical material alone is suffici~pt to·:;
destroy all hope of successful part singing. But if a'·desir~lrJ!~ ~mn-;·
ber of good songs are to ·be sung at all in San Francisco; ;-they ·Diltl.st b~~
presented in such fashion. . On the other hand, technical powcF~must ·
be developed through re_ading music. The books present, p1reP,~~i1~8r-·:.
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antly, only dry and 1;1nm:usical tonai successions in the form of exercises. There arc enough of these to enable the student to develop
technical power, if he studied· them and nothing else ; but in the time
allotted to music, which is 60 minutes per week, he would have no
time left for songs. In this dilemma the divided course taken by the
department is a good one; but if an abundance of good song material
that could serve also for technical study were at hand, the gain that
would result i~ eip.ciency and in brqadening and enriching the cours~
is ~~rely ob~ious~ · . ·.
· · .
.
. ·.
·
·
·
Another tendency that is at variance with ~he strict intentions of
the music books in use was noted in the primary grades of a few
schools. It consisted in the adoption of some features of the " songstudy" method in a form modified by the nature and amount of the
musical material available, and possibly, by the pedagogical faith of
the department. The general outlines of this method have already
been gi \?en. 1 The phase of the " song-study " method found was the
use, in first and second grades, of songs of " song-study " type. The5e
were taken from books that follow the "song-study" method, and
were mimeographed and sent out ·to teachers .to be copied by them
upq:q. the blacl{bQqr(l.. N.;o, ~yip~}lq~~ ~~~· ~~<),Ul):d, ·in_d~p~u;tm~n~~l ~ut-,
lines or by observing the ,practice in the schoolrooms, of a weil
wrought plan for dealing with these songs. An outline for first
grades directs, "observation work from songs on board," but the
exact nature of the· work ~nd ·the specific songs to be used are not
stated. Doubtless more explicit directions· were given in meetings
for teachers; but the conclusion is. that the work is vague and un-·
formed, and this is borne out by a survey of practice in the schoolrooms. Against this conclusion must be weighed the fact that the.
term, at the time of the survey, was in its opening month. · Observations of songs could not be expected from first grades at such a timeIn :one second grade, how~ver, .. an "observation" song was found.
clearly and neatly written upon the blackboard, reaqy for study by
the children. Instead, however, of first reviewing the song as n
song, the children attacked it, using syllables, as a pure sight-singing
exercise. The conclusion from this incident, and as ·a result of the
survey as a whole, is that attempts at the "song-study" method are
not fully and systematically developed, but are, because suitable
material for their development .is lacking, somewhat timidly experimental. The presence of such effort at all, however, brings a
different atmosphere into the schoolroom, and the attempts are interesting as giving evidence of tendencies that are at variance with the
course in use, and that transcend it.
The school just referred to, in which an "observation" song was
studied in second grade, exhibited some of the best results seen in
1

Hee p. 374.
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the system. · The tone .in singing ·was ideal, the spirit of t~e pupilsbeautiful. They sang with manifest delight, and it was a delight in
the beauty of music rather than in the physical act of singing. In
sight-singing they were quick, alert,. and achievedsuceess through an
uplift of mind rather than through a shrewdly (rational driv~ of
mind. . In consequence their tone remained easy and· the ~ spirit of
music remained in the rooms. This school, which was a. primary
school, and embraced but the first four grades, must be held to represent, f()r those grades, the aims of the department succesdully
attained, for all was the result of the plan and system prescribed
elsewhere, but not so successfully administered everywhere. ·
The ahns of the department, so revealed, are .open to very little
criticisn1; but the means used ·and ~t hand for attaining ·them are
open to more. If means were better, such results would be more fre. quent; also the results atta,i ned in this same school would be reached
by more normal effort· on the part of the teachers. Shortcomings in
means are, here as elsewhere, the unfortunate qualiti ancl hisufficient
quantity of the material provided and the consequent anality, previously mentioned, of njm and practice. 1"his duality, this balance in
opposition of the artistic and technical phases of instruetl'on, is unavoidable \vhile the present material only is at hand~ Doubtless the
department accepts it as an evil to be borne, ·rather than asr a normal
plan to be administered. .
.
· ·.· .
·
TP.e mode of treating ·mon~tones which is systematically .;followed
throughout the schools pf the· city was illustrated in this ;saine school.
.The monotones, in a segregated group, were encouraged to·: try various calls, cries, and tones, in high . register, using high· and f:r;ontally
placed vowels in connection with consonants aclapted_to <the same
purpose, such as m-m. This .w ork was admirably done and achieved
quick and good results. The percentage of monotones throughout the
schools generally was observed to be small. Furthermore,- the departmental outlines present a good discussion of the s~bject · ~nncl give
valuable directions, and the elementary teachers· give evidence con·
tinunlly of cle~r understanding and live interest. It · may be said~
therefore, that a r~al technic for treating monotones.is general in the
schools, and this technic rests upon the right premise; namely, that
the monotone is almost invariably vocal, not aural; that, in other
words, he is not defective in recognition· of tones, but unskilled or
· awkward in making vocal adjustments to produce them. · He needs
only to be lifted from the le~el of his speaking voire-the mechanism
of which he is wrongly trying to use-.to the level of his light, small
singing voice, and feel the mechanistic manner of its production to
be cured.
This cure the plan observed is well designed to effect. ,It is open
to criticism, perhaps, only in two respects-though . all .authorities
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would·not agree upon these matters. One is the belief that the manner of breathing affects the monotone in his endeavors to produce
the right pitch and that exercises in breathing should therefore be
given; It is rather very doubtful if the excessively full breaths taken·
do not cause a tightening, of the throat that increases the difficulty.
This same packing of the lungs with breath is systematically prac·
ticed with all children in all grades, and is subject to the same doubt
in this lar.ger field, especially in primary grades.
The other point is the directing of the .child to conscious positioning of his· lips, tongue, and jaw. The outlines suggest this, and a
little of it was observed. To the extent that it is done it is bad. The
child can not direct the physiological process half so well by conscious manipulation as he can by unconscious imitation of the tone
and manner of the teacher. He is likely, rather, to fall into a host
of bad practices if he thinks how (physiolog.ically) he sings at all.
But in practice, in. San Francisco, .reliance is placed, in the main,
upon imitation or' the mood, manner, and tone of the teacher; and
the results generally are so good that there can certainly be no serious
misdirection. Another suggestion that might be offered, however, is
t~at the result can be obtained with less effort, less disarranging of
the regular schedule of school activities, and 'vith less danger of making the child self-conscious, by a plan 1 of individual singing, systematically carried on as a regular part of the daily lesson, than by
these special lessons for monotones.
A feature of practice that was observed with depressing frequency
was the use of the old " hand signs " for indicating steps of the scale
that were to be sung. The practice is an official part of the course,
being required ~y the departmental outlines. It is quite useless, and
is even deterrent. The symbols for tones are notes upon the stalf, and
when the time .comes for approaching theii?- they may as well bro
approached directly. To learn other symbols, of totally different
nature, does not .facilitate 1earnmg. the regular symbols later. To
delay-and do something else meanwhile-is not to prepare.
Yet in the San Francisco schools two sets of symbols other than ·
those of staff notations are regularly used, and a facile technic on the
part of the pupils is required . in each form. The two are " ·h and
signs " and what is ~erl!led in the departmental outlines the " vertical
staff "_:_often termed the scale" ladder." It consists of a ladder-like
fi~re having eight rounds, labeled with numbers from 1 to 8 and the .
oorresponding syllables, do. to do. · A third P,evice that is also used
in first year is an outline of ;t' stairway of eight steps, marked as
were the rounds of the "ladder."
. The staff is not presented in ·:first year, but the scale is taught by
syllables, and interval drill is given, using these devices. In second
1

For a description of the plan, see Giddings, T. P.: ~'School Music Teaching."
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. grades the .staff is· presented and used, but the use of ·h and ·sighs and
the vertical staff for interval drill is continued. The percentage of
.tilne given to this interval drill is moderate, but ·the practice at' all
in these grades is divergent from a better road of progress; and the
syn1bols us~d for · it, .e specially the hand signs, .m ake it still more
objectionable.
.
To separate intervallic leaps from their employment in song, divest
them of all /accent and ·rhythm, and then present them, abstract and
meaningless and through forms of symbolization ·that are temporary
and require the child of six or eight yea-rs to acquire a considerabl~
technic in them when he might be ·dealing; with music itself.......:all
of this is, to genuine musical education, what skill in ·solving some
form of ma~hematical puzzles is to live, progressive" number" workr
namely, the acquisition of a technic that does· not function when
. applied to the realities of the subject itself. It implies the mistaking
of ·a factor forrthe wholatthe div'isioh of one orgunic .subject into a
multitude of subjects, each pursued as though it 'were an end:-in itsell
There is constant chance in all school music everywhere of a
cleavage like this merely be~ause the process of· teaching· music ill
co1nplex. The children must use their voices; therefore voice training ~lay beccme set off as a separate process. . They must Use their
ears; hence a separate set of practices :for ear training. They must
feel rhythm; therefore the development of rhythmic ·feeling·is some~
times b_egun as an independent process. They ,must •make. skips!
hence interval drill. . They must sing freely in various ='musical
moods; therefore the singing of inspirational songs again '1\'s a separate feature. This list might be added to indefintitely.
It is obvious that if instruction is to be split up into many partial
endeavors and the w:hole tim·e to the subject is to be only. 'an hour
a week, some features will be unduly >exploited and. others·' will ~e
unduly disregarded. . · In a large system: of schools , there~j will be
found, too_, teachers of different tendencies, some 'Of whom' ·~ill concentrate on one feature, some upon another. One instance is ·recalled
of perfectly phenomenal work witli hand signs. · It was with 1a third·
grade class, but, as the ·term was just begun, the work :was!a review
of second-grade work, where response to hand signs 'iS :especially
drilled. The teacher's hand moved 'vith ' lightning:' rapidity; it
seemed almost beyond the capability of the human eye tcf :follow it,
Jet the children responded with awe-inspiring· infallibility~ They
sang instantaneously any tone of the scale in any conceivable relation
as the teacher's hand indicated it, but · the probability is that had
a song of far simpler ele1nents been. phic'e d; before them ·in staff no·
tation, to sing fluently, · rhythmically, · musically at -~: si~ht, with
syllables, they would h:ave met defeaii
1
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To modify the innermost subjective moods of the mass of. the
people in the direction of purification, elevation, and strengthening
of mood is the aim of school music; and this must be done almost
altogether through the medium of vocal music, delicately and skillfully managed so as to make it produce its utmost. The song is
the body and .in it all the members meet in intricate and perfectly
balanced relation. Not only are all the· members in the song, but
it is there only that their meaning, their purpose, their mode of
functioning can be described. To attack the song directly, there~
fore, not only saves time but -leads to an educational result of. quite
different quality. It is true that unification can not be always quite
complete; the attention must be turned specifically now to OI}e musical element, now to ano~her, for the moment. This is the reason,
indeed, for att_acking the complete musical expression itself first. If
this is done, any element, separated in later analysis from the song,
can not be th~ught of in unrelated fashion as it must be when approached from its own isolated base. There should be constant en4eavor, nevertheless, to unify the various processes. In a large
system of schools they. are bound to draw apart, for the reasons stated
above, rather than, dr~w together, unless the utmost effort toward
unification is made.
The amalgamating force in San Francisco may be stated as high
valuation of the joy of song and sympathy with childhood and consequent discernment of the worth to children of truly musical values.
Against this the disintegrating force of the material provided is constantly operative. The books present clearly the divisional scheme-and books always will be, and must be, to a large extent, followed by
a corps of teachers. Consequently we have the duality of course,
previously described, and the further breaking up of the technical
course into the several precesses. mentioned above.
Several features of instruction remain either for additional comment .or for first 'discussion. Mention has been made of the feature
of'fo:rmal vocal ·practice ns an indication of the trend toward .the
Yocal side of music, and at the same point, and later in connection
with the discussion of work with monotones, the advisability. of
directing the conscious attention of prhnary-grade children to the
manner of groducing, developing, or placing tone has been questioned. The emphasis upon this phase of school music, both in successiYe outlines to teachers nnd in practice in the schoolroom, is quite
extraordinary. It is mentioned here, in. a third critical light, as
another of the separate and divergent 'features that should all be
blended.
·
The vocal practice is not, it mu~t be said again, bad in itself, but is
remarkably correct a.nd clever. The .points in question .are rather
the quality and proportion of attention given it, its applicability to
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very young children, and its separateness. As revealing the· basis
for the somewhat critical attitude of this report, it may be said tlirtt.
while the tone and singing in the. Snn Francisco schools is good, itls::
equal~d jn many cities where the attention is subconscious as related;
to voice production and where no vocal practice as a fqrmal and .
sepnt~a~~ ste1) is e\?er. undertal{en.. ,
~ ~ ,>\
Dictation, oral and written, is systematically planned nnd":I Jd~
mirably carried on throughout all the grades. No feature of practice
observed deserves heartier commendation than this. Through itthe
pupils are J;ecei ving valuable ear training. It serves in this respect.
to bal~~Ge., the t<;>o great stress put upon the purely singing phase·of:
the in~truction. It was never inappropriate. to the age of the chil4{
and, 'vhile necessarily a somew.hatseparate feature, it was never more·
forrri.a lly separate than the nature of the practice and .the n.ature of._;:
the musical material studied required. If songs .were. the · material
provided for technical study, then fragments of these songs :and
intervals and characteristic tonal features of the particular . songs..
subjected at the time to study. ~.ould well become the basis, especia~y .
in the lower grades, for dictation work; but they are not, and nothing·
better than is at present.done can be done. · This statement i&. sweep~
ing, but is justly so.
..
·
A. detail of practice that was . ~nnoying, but that was sporadic ~nd
<]nite outside the intention of the department, was the con.stant sing:
ing with the pupils by some teachers on familiar songs. In. one_:91' ·
two primary rooms it is doubtful whether the children . havEr ey~r
heard their own voices unsupported. Their singing would probably'
be quite weak and flat were the dominating captainship .of tha
teacher withdrawn. The children should be permitted to find .their;
own impulse to sing, within themselves, should hear their own voj~e~
so that they can gradually £or1n an idea of the effect produced !an9the effects possible to produce, should acquire the sense of responsi- ·
bility and the confidence that .unsupported singing by them wow~:
give. All of this is obvious, and the practice noted probably ·i1ffiJi,
unfortunate habit :formed unconsciously. The regular teachers wil:l
have to guard themselves in this particular, as supervision is too·
scant to guard against it for them.
Individual singing is an extremely valuable practice that should be.
incorpor~,tted, in a systematic and well-planned :form, as an integral:
:feature of every school course. It was mentioned in the paragraph ·
devoted to monotones. A.s planned by Mr . . Giddings, · direct~r ~ ?f .
music in Minneapolis, it enables the teacher to hear all the pupils lll
a room individ.ually in three or :four minutes, with several vahittfll
by-products secured meanwhile, and with no divergence from the
general line of study and progress. no separateness.
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The outlines current in San Francisco direct that individual sing- .
ing be done but provide no plan, and no evidence of anything 1ik~
systematic practice of the feature was seen during our entire pe:r;iou
of visiting. Such work as may be done later in the term is certainly
not organized in any such .. way as to give individual practice regularly to every pupil within a specified period. There is Yalue, of
course, ·in work that falls short of this;, hilt ·.the mucli· greater value
of thorough pr~ctice could be gained with no increase in the. time oreffort required. It is the. only approved practice'that is notably lackinO'b in the San Francisco plan.
.
.
There is great interest ·in instrumental music' among· the pupils.
of the San Francisco schools, and,. considering the difficulties in the
· way of its encouragement. diffictllties that are in the 'vay of the department of music everywhere, and that will be discussed iii the
chapter on administration-it has received a degree of attention and
support that could hardly have been expected. Pupils who play the·
piano are sought out, are asked to pla.y for school programs and are·
appointed to serve as accompanists for the school. Still richer in
effect, and requiring infinitely more of a contribution of time and
effort -from some ' d~voted' teacher or ·' supervisor, has ·been the ·organization of school orchestras..· In· several ·schools visited, orchestras
were in process of organization for th¢ term, ana their first rehearsal
was being looked forward to eagerly. Nahirally there was not much
to hear, for a number of the more advanced members in elementary
school orchestras are IJ]wnys from eighth grades, ·and these had just
been promoted to high schools. The interest shown, howe-ver, by all
members of the teaching staff with whom ·discussion .of ·orchestra.}
work was held, and their enthusiastic readiness to give help, was
delightful. It revealed another one of the voluntary contributions
that devoted teachers and principals in San Francisco make to the
school system when opportunities for service to the· children would
otherwise go by unimproved: Orchestral practice in schools deserves
not only such interest but, in addition, systematic ·administrative provision. No concerted activity that young people can undertakebrings forth finer qualities of spirit within them than does their
cooperation in orchestral ·p laying. · An orchestra in a school helps
greatly also to organize a desirable school spirit and to grace public·
functions of the school. Added to this is the interest in absolute
or pure music, as distinguished from s.o ng, which it disseminates
quite insensibly among the pupils, and the lmow ledge of orchestral
instruments and appreciation of orchestral idiom which it imparts to
them. For the sa.ke..: of these va,lues ,. and others which will be discussed in the section " Music in :t he High Schools" it deserves to be
fostered. At the time of the survey the number of orchestras and
the number of players for the current term could .not be accurately
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foretold; but, while· exactcfigures were not available, it was computed
that at the end of 1915 there· were about 20 orchestras in the 80 ele.
mentary schools, with approximately 120 members.
V. MUSIC IN HIGH SCHOOLS.

Music in high schools is a branch of comparatively late growth.
Fifteen years ago only a number so small that it may practically be
ignored of even the most advanced high schools had any systematic
work in music beyond .chorus practice, and in t~le great majority of
high schools\this was a recreational school activity rather than a progressive course of instruction. The catise undoubtedly . was the
academic nature of the curriculum which was then dominated bv
the college; and to-day, even, the average American college is a p;.
thetic if not a sinister figure in the pictur.e of our national musical
development. With the growing emancipation of the high school
from ·: the ,-ac~q~mic tra~~t~q:p.s of forwer y~ar~, . mu,sic, .~long with
manual training and other .subjects, began to find its place~
It is eminently right that music ~hould have place, and large place,
in a high-school course. At no period in life is the indi~idual so well
tuned to the message of music and so responsive to the good influences it may radiate as in these years of adole$cence~ The senses
~re quick_, the inagination keen and alert, the mood nature sensitive,
responsive, and intense•. 'The ordered and balanced expression in
great music of all the teeming thoughts and :feelings that _flood ·the
adolescent mind may well prevent ill-ordered and violent expressions
- ~f them in less desirable channels. Also, if we are to have in our
adult population a body o;f i:Q.telligent and discriminating music
lovers, there must be ·good courses in music in our high schools. The
work done in the eight years below 'vill fail and die if progressive interest is not maintain~d throughout the four succeeding yeaJ;S of high~
school life~ Again, the work in the elementary schools, even if it
were not lost, would not connect with the nd vnnced musical interests
nnd activities of a community. To paraphrase . Commissio:p.er Clax·
. ton, the elementary schools complete the educ~tion of the .child; the
l1igh schools begin the education of the man. Applied to music, the
·elementary schools can compass the training of the ear and:the mas·
tery of elementary .t heory and the technic of sight singing, guarding
the voice meanwhile. They can not do · 1nuch more thall. . this (al·
though the way in which thisis done has great directive power for
the future) for lack of time and because of the nature andeapabili·
ties of the minds they arc dealing .with.
.
l\Iusical appreciation can not be tnug11t in these early . years, be-cause the pri.pils as a body do not ·have the knowledge of tonal and
formal structure, biography, history, and instr~ental de~elopment
r
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that arc necessary to the true appreciation of absolute music, nor the
background of. world experience. and resultant range of .moods that
are expressed in great operatic or other emotionally delineative music.
The knowledge of form, biogtaphy, and history might he given; but
elementary' instruction and training are more ,appropriate and urgent
nt the time, and the advanced· knowledge can be gained more a pp·ropriately later. The range of moods cap. not be imparted, and it is
injurious to attempt to deve~op them. The child should be led. to ,
think as a child and speak as a child-·.albeit, a bright and well-edu.;.
eated child. But at the age of adolescence these advanced phases of
study and development become highly appropriate, and the founda..;
tion work that should be done before they are undertaken· has had
time for its completion.
· A digression must be made here. The age at which the change
in educational content should be made, the age at which the education ·of the man begins,.:is .more. acura.t~ly 12 years th~n 14; that is, it
arrives at the completion of the. sixth year in the elementary school
rather than at the end of· the eighth. Recognition of this fact by
-educators accounts for the rapid. growth in favor of the "six-threethree" plan, which divides the pupil's school period into six years
for the elementary school,·three years.for the preparatory, or· junior
high school, and three years for the senior high schools. In the light
of it, the present seventh and eighth grades would seem to be outside
the reach of the above recommendations for the elementary school as
contrasted with the high school. In reply, it may be confessed, that
the six-three-three plan, in 1nusic as in all subjects, is right, and that
the change in the trend of musical education would come better at
the time it prescribes. But to make such change implies the adoption o:f the departmental form of administration, the congregation
-of large numbers of seventh, eighth, and ninth year pupils in central
schools, the provision of an elaborate new equip1nent, and the division
-of music into sever'al different. branches; sd'lne. of which should be
-el~ctive-for surely hot even the musical enthusiast will hold that
-every pupil should be required to study harmony or musical history
and appreciation. Until these changes are made it will be necessary
to ·treat the seventh and eighth grades, even if the plari is imperfect,
:as the summit of the elementary rather than the base of the secondary
:school system.
.
Another observation that can be made better parenthetically here
than elsewhere is on the buying of talking machines for work in
musical appreciation in the elementary schools. In view of the foregoing arguments it would be better to spend the same nmonnt of
money :for beautiful and appropriate music for seventh nnu ~ighth
.grades-for they need it sadly-or for supplying talking machines
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in the high schools, where their installation is urgently necessary;it
the newly adopted courses in high-school n1.usic .a re ~o· be carried o~tL
It has been said that music is a comparatively late addition to thehigh-school curriculum. In San Francisco its installation in a seriou~
\vay is very late indeed, dating only from August, 1916. Before.that·
date there had been, throughout the five years precedi~g, some effort
made toward inaugurating such work, but t~e provisions were tot~lly
inadequate to the task of building a broad and strong system. There·
were fi \ e high schools to be served. One teacher of high-scliool music·
was appointed and occupied the position for ~hr~ years, beginning
in 1010. By adopting an .itinerant program this teacher was abl&
to carry 9n. chorus practice . in all five schools. Certainly this w.ork
was worth while, and must have been effective in holding hundreds .
and .tl~ousancls of girls and boys in some sort of interest in music, but
it \Vas far from giving music the power and pr~stige it should ·have;
Meanwhile another valuable activity, the good effects of which areyet strongly evident, .was begun. The superintendent of· schools.in
San Francisco, himself an accomplished musician, gathered for reg11~ ·
lar rehearsals the players of orchestral instruments .in .all th~ hig~ .
schools, and an excellent high-school orchestra was born. For the th~e&
years, coterminous with.those during which the chorus work described
was continued, th~ superintendent instructed and directed this 'Or:-:
chcstra. This unique fact gave the work a most favorable setting, ·~t
the same time that it provided leadership of unusual experience and
competence. .A.n impetus and prestige were given to orchestra work
which will not be lost hi years. In 1913 the teacher of music re-·
signed and another was immediately appointed. The superintendentt
at this juncture, was forced by the pressure of administrative duties
to transfer the directorship of the orchestra to the new teacher, who
thereafter had to cope with a still more extended field. N otwithstanding this, the choruses and orchestra were continued, harmony
clas$es were organized and maintained, and valuable instruction...m.
musical biography, history, and application was given as incidenta}.
7

~~~~~~

J

One other official effort was 1nade to encourage the study of music~
namely' the authorization by the board of ·education of the granting
of credits to high school students for instruction received from pri~
vate teachers outside the school. In one high school much benefi~
to mn:ny students 4.~s resulted. from the operation of this plan, but ~
in the other high schools very little advantage has been taken of the
provision, and it is practically an abandoned and forgotten ruling~
Some divergence of opinion was found even ain()~g memOO.rs of th:!
teaching staff, as to whether the rule was in force or had been rescinded. This uncertainty is due to features of administration whic,~
will be mentioned later. The rule, however, is still in forc.e.
·
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While the music that is provided for by official action is the main
interest of our inquiry, it i$ impossible to pass by, without con1ment
and praise, the instances of individ.u~l contribution that hnYe . often
been made to the advancement of the subject. The voluntary effort
of the superintendent of schools in conducting an orchestra for three
years has already been mentioned. In · one high school there was a
large library of carefully written and skillfully mad.e arrangements.
of classical pieces, for first, second, and third violins (in -lieu of
viola), and 'cello, made by the· principal of that school. · lly such
means, a string quartette has ·b een maintained · for mariy terrhs. In
.another school one of the regular teachers maintained an orchestra
<>f student membership for two years, during which tinie they met
in his own home every Sunday evenii1g for rehearsal from 8· o'clock
to 10. This spirit of the .teachers is beautiful, but a city should not
leave the welfar~ of its youth, in any· particular whatsoever, so uriprovided for that the lack calls :forth, ·from those in positio.n to see
lt, instant response of a self-:-sac;rificing _kind.
·
The branches of music· recommended for study 'in · high schools by
ihe Commission . on the Reorganizhtion of Secondary Education of
,the National Education As:sociation·1 are chorus, or~hestral ensemble,
,harmony, appreciation; and the crediting toward ' graduatioh' of the
:study of music 'a pplied .(as voice, organ, piano, viol~n, or anyinstrument of the symphonic orc}ie~tra) under outside teachers. As a
:SOmewhat exceptional offering, CQUnb~rpoint is reco~mended; . and
glee clubs and bands 'are also mep.tioned us of _v alue in some schools
.and classes, conformable to certain conditions· of general departmental organizat~on. "It is impQssible to discuss here the ·fittillg of
these courses into diverse high school systems, with: regard to suit:able proportioning .qf the work as to years, hours, credits: and comparative emphasis. Those interested must be referred to the report
-of the cmnmittee -on music its.elf, which would need restatement here
almost in its entirety if full .discussion were attempted. it need be
·said at present only that chorus practice, orche~tral ensemble, harmony, appreciation, and the crediting of outside study are the hasic
appropriate offerings in almost any city system of high schools under
·either the four-year or the six-year plan-though the distribution
,of the courses among the yen:rs ~would necessarily be different in the
two types of schools. As San Francisco follows, in effect, the four_year-plan, that plan will be assumed in the following discussion.
It is necessary to condense also the statements of the report with
regard to methods and results that ,should ·be·-sought in ·each of the
branches of musical study.
1

For the work o! tbls commission, see Dull,. 1017, No. 2.
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In connection with chorus practice the National Education Asso..
ciation report recommends, in addition to purely vocal phases ·.<:>t
instruction, that contributory study be made of elementary theor1
and sight singing (with less advanced groups) and of musical ap!~
preciation (with more advanced groups). To quote an additional .
paragraph entire: "An invaluable activity further is the learning.
and performing;of some suitable standard choral 'vork every. $em.es~~f
by the·· school chorus, assisted ..by . ex.cellent soloists. and aGco,~p~I}.i~4:
by a large orchestra. No surer means can be found to place the stu~
dent in sympathetic . relation to the . advanced musical interests m
his community."
·. · ·:. ·
Musical appreciation is considered, in the report, to be partie~..,.
larly appropriate for the third and fourth year classes, though it~·
possible to introduce it earlier, perhaps in modified form, and secu~
results of value. The course requires the ·employment of the play~~
piano,, talking machine, and chorus excerpts .and the contribution 'q~
many solo and ensemble numbers by local musicians. Each high,~.
school library mus~ also be supplied with a generously equipped
ID~S.~~ •~ection containing reference works, . textbooks, Ill:USicaJ SCO~e,ij,·i:
an do< · bodks .for· general musical reading. . A · large· number of•: .Colb,;~;.
posers should be studied, ''in so far as the works of these master~
tlngage the attention of the world to-day." The compositions studied'
"should represent all important media of expression, as piano, o~!
chestra, chorus, solo voice, solo instruments, chamber .·music enseili~'
bles, etc." They should also " represent all varieties of form a~r
all larger forms, as the song forms, sonata form, rondo, etc., and
the opera, oratorio, cantata, mass, etc." They should be characte'f~~
istic of a. "composer's form or style at his best and m.o st individliaJ'
moments." The compositions shotild be studied not only in their ill·'
dividual features, but also "in relation to musical esthetics,' With.
regard to the nat~re and validity . of t~e musical ideals upon whiqh~
they rest." . The " lecture method with library reference is recoil}.:
mended, as textbooks of the exact kind needed are hardly to be found,'
if at all. When possible, reported concert attendance should be 'tl
feature of the work."
Harmony, according to the report, may advantageously be offered'
in the first two years of high-school work, though it is certainly not
inappropriate to the last two years, and could well be left open to;·
the students of those years, especially if the more mature work ·m;.
appreciation is not offered in the school, or if counterpoint is ,~dt
offered. '~A.n academic . presentation of the subject" is "heartily
condemned." Ear training, carried to a point that involves "aura~
recognition of all the harmonic material used," melody writing, th~ .
harmonization of melodies (preferably original) rather. than figured
basses, harmonic analysis, and, in general, the use of harmonic mate~
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rial in tasteful original expression, a.re features of. the course.

The
aim is obviously to develop artistic .~usical power rather than to
&t;ock the mind with dry and . academic know ledge.
Some brief quotations with regard to orchestm ensemble will present the thought of the committee to the present reader. . The report
says:" The musicianship that results from ensemble.playing is more
adv~nced tha,n . t~~tj wh~c~..a:r;ises, ;.fr~m::. en~~mble singing," and enlarges upon "the reasons for this statement. · It--recommends:
First. The instruments .should be played .in the manner of their solo cnpnci;..
ties, the Ideals of chamber music and the refined treatment of each. part in a
symphony orchestra being ever kept in mind.
Second. Music ..sh~uld be selected thf1t, however easy, stUl recognizes. these
particular values for each. and every instrument.
Third. The orchestra should be considered an orchestra class or orchestral
•tudy club .
.Fourth. Instruments should be bought b;v , or for · the. school to remriln:school
property, and these should be loaned, .under proper restrictions, to students who
will learn to play them~ Instruments . su~h as the .do.l:lble bass, timpani, Fr~nch
horn,· oboe, bassoon (or any less rare that are y~t usually lacking in any partiCular school) $hould be ·bought.
·
.. Flfth~ seve~Jth ~ arid··~~htb· gr-.aa~·:o.~r.s;r stlilmia~l~ .dc>hdu~(etUatid:J~tt>J;;eo~
ah~~Id be organized as training ·~chool$ .f or tl1e high-school ·orchest~a. · - · ·

· The reasons given ·for recomm~ndmg the iricltision of outside study
of applied music in the high~8cho<>l course may be summarized · as
follows:
The musical proficiency gained is 'likely to hold richer and mor~
practical value for the ·student in .after life than he could gain by
the same amount of time spent on an intermural.study.
Pupils constantly ar~ cons~rained, where this provision.is lacking,
~ · abandon music entirely, nt the high~schooJ age, or else quit the
hig; :school. . TQ. force. a student .to such extremes is unreasonable.
The assumption that a persori ·· who· putsnes· jthree· ·~'regular- ''
branches and .one course in music every year for four years i,s less
t'du~ated than one who pursues four re.g ular branches is untenable. .
W~th regard to counterpoint, which is considered to be an exceptional offE.lring, to be included" only under especially favorable conditions" the most important recommendation is that it be preferably
included under harmony, if offered at all, in either a · two-year or
four-year course, and that it :follow " the methods that ·seek to combine,these two aspects of tonal organization, such as those of Percy
Goetschi us."
.
.
It is obvious that all the ·courses above, with one exception, must
be treated as electives. The exception is chorus practice. The arguments for and against making this required, on the one hancl, or
elective on the other, are set forth at length.in the report. An excellent plan with the electives, however, is to ~roup them with other
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electives and require one year. or two years, or more, to bespcnftin
some -selection from the group. This plan insures n. degree of flel:i~
bility that will suit individual ·n eeds and yet provides for educntlori&l
_guidance.
The credit for music is in all c·ases to equal, hour for hour, that
_giYen in other subjects, provided that work which requires no out!si<le preparation, like chorus practice with which no contributory
.study is cotnbined, shall receive only half credit co1npnred -\vith
studies which do require outside preparation.· Such an eYnluntion,
however, 1nust not be applied to ·1nusic ·only, but to all studies nllk~.
·vi.

PRESENT 1\IETHODS AND PRACTICE IN 1\IUSIC IN THE HIGH SCHOOUJ (,)F
SAN FRAN CISCO.

The brief outline of high-school music courses given at the end:of
the preceding section represents a consensus of opinion- based up,on
.much experience. The courses in the high ,gchools of San Frnncisco,
but n month old at the ti~ne of this survey, can. haruly be analJ.zed
w·ith reference to influence and results; but a discussion of-their ·in·
~tcntions and provisions in comparison ·with the stnndnrp. just. o~t~ .
Jjnecl will doubtless be of interest. To facilitate such discussion the
~san Francisco outlin~ is presented here entire:
1

DEPART:UENT OF MUSIC.

First Year.
J\frijor electiYe course_; Hnrmony:
Major nnd minor· scule fornis; .Intervals; Triads nncl tbelr lnTerslons;
Chord rehltions; Se,~enth chords ; Suspensions ; Cadences ; llnrmonlzlng
of melodies; Original composition pertaining to -this- period of stut1y. ·
(Four periods per week ; four credits per term.)
:.Minor electiYe course; 1\Iusical appreciation:
.
.
·
1\Iusicnl history I; ·composers anu their works from early period to Dach,
Hnndel, nnd Hnydu; Enrly church music; l\Iadrigals; Simple dnnce
forms; The primitive orchestra; Oratorio.
(One period per week; one credit per term.)
"For an students:
Sight rending; Ear training; and Chorus singing.
An o-r chestra will be formed upon' enrollment of an adequate numbct of
·players.

Second, Year.
_1 \Iajor electiv-e course; Counterpoint:·
Simr,le counterpoint; Figura tell counterpoint; Counterpoint in qunrt_.r
note!'!; Two and three voice movements; Double counterpoint, eV..;
Originnl comtiositlon.
(Four periods per week ; four credits per term.)
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Minor elective course; . Musical ·appreciatlQn:
Musical history II ; Continuing composers and their works to 1800; Ear11
opera; Development of musical forms in Italy, Germany, and France;
Development of the orchestra.
( One period per weel' ; one credit per term. )
For all students :
Sight rending; Ear training: and Part. singing.
~~estral practice...
1'hird rear.

Major elective course; Canon and. fugue: ·
Canon in straight movement ; . Canon in inversions ; Canon accompanied by
free contrapuntal parts ; Canon in three and four parts ; Fugue ; Them~;
Strict and free fugU.es; three and four parts; Origjnal composition.
(Four periods per week ·; four credits per year.)
Minor elective course; 1\Iuslcal appreciation:
Musical history III; · The 'Vagnerian cult; Development of the music
drama ; Fague.and sonata forms.
·
(One period per week ; one credit per term.)
For all .students:
Sfght ·reading ; :Jj)tir training; anf1 Part singing.
Orchestral practice.
Fourt1,

Ye~r.

Major elective course; Orchestrntion:
The stringed orchestra:; 'Vood-wlnd choir; Brasses; Instruments of percussion; Contrast and-color; Notation; Conducting.
(Four perlocls per week; four credits per term.)
Minor elective cour~e; Musical appreciation:
Musical history IV ; Th_e ~ m.()~ern sc~ool ; · ~he symphony orchestra ; Modern
opera.
(One period per-· week; one credit per· term.)
For all students : ·
.Sight reading; Ear training; and Part singing.
Orchestral .practice.

The strength of this course is at once evident.

It is impossible to
estimate the advance in musical power that 'vould come to San Francisco ill ·a term of' y~nrs if the provisions and intentions' of this course
were faithfully carried out by an adequate corps of high school~
teachers of music. . There would no~ only be the direct value comprehended in the advance in musicianship on the part of the music
students, but musical standards would be advanced all along the line,in school and out of school, by the silent influence of the standards
affirmed in the public schools. The introduction of such a course into
the San Francisco high sch9ols marks a forward movement of en pi tal
importance. ·The interest and encouragement of the citizens should
he extended to it in full ·measure, in order that greater numbers of
students may join. the classes and put forth the quality of e:ffort that
93815--17--20
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only confluence begotten by nn intelligent and fn:yorablo·' public
. .
. .
opuuon can 1nspu·c.
It n1ny be predicted with assurance, however, tbrit experience
through a few years will point the 'nty to S001C UeSil'tlU}e lllOuifica.
tions in the present course, not in the direction of higher, hut:.of
different aims. The course, us at present planned, is spccjal" nnd
technical rnthe1:· thnn gencrnl and cultural, and it plans for ·the doing
of In ore than can be done, unless ce·r tuin Yal ucs to the student ure lost.·
"rhe mnjor elective course provides for· one year in harmony, .ono
year in counterpoint, one year in canon and fugue, and ·one yetti' in
orchestration. Only an academic and unfruitful knowledge of·these
technical subjects can be gained in the thne given~ A textbook in
each subject could probably be covered in a year, but JI:lUSical power
is a thing of much slower growth. Development of musical power
is dependent upon long cerebration; the nature of which is application of the knowledge gained to tnusical experience and in musical
endeavor. Thut this· is the result wanted in the present in~tance is
evidenced by the fact that the major course _specifically dire(;ts
" original composition "-and in directing this dese:r-v~s and :·:Will
receive the delighted approval of every teacher who has had successful experience in such 'vork in high schools. But to acquire in
one year the ability to express one's self gracef~l.Iy, in good .t,nst~t
using nll"the d.latonic ._und. chromatic chord mate:rial and inha~monic
elements such as organ . points, suspensions, passing notes, etc., is
impossible. The grammar of ·m onophonic expression could·:.·be
learned, but ·artistic comprehension and power could not ·b~ de·
veloped. The same holds true of the other three years. · Much
richer results would ·be obtained by running a two-years' course -~
harmony, even at the expense of the fourth year's work in orches.
tration. The remaining t\vo years could, in such case, ·proceed with
contrapuntal work, as now outlin~d, or, better still, be employed·in
a way to be presently explained.
The subject of musical appreciation is much the most difficult,_of
all to present to high-school students. The range of .facts that it
must embrace is extremely extensive and. varied. A long .histori~al
epoch is, of necessity, examined. '\Vi thin this epoch numerous composers ha Ye lived whose lives must be fairly ''ell known to tlte
students. Tonal systems that are intelligible only in the light of
ncoustical knowledge have been developed, abandon('d, modified, and
must be known to the student. National characteristics and histori·
cal events hn Ye colored and shaped the musical results. Esthetic
principles of design, .o f . balance, syn1n1etry, unity, and variety must
be unde~·stood and a p.p~eciated. The lnrgcr estl!etic of musical:_art
as contrasted with other arts must be con1preh~nded .. The __ paturo
and capuLilitics of a great number of musical instruments, nt dif·
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ferent stages of their development, must be· lm:ow~.. ·Numerous
musical forms must be· f,tudied :and· numerous examples of each :be
analyzed. Such ~mighty topics .as• clnssici&m· ve.rsus romanticism,
~nd the music drama .as compared. with. Italian opera, must be eluei•
.dated to adolescent minds.
To take one exam. pie, the .E"ro-ica Symphony: i~. not- really appreciated until one knows who Beethoven was, 'vhen he lived, what
manner of rna~. he .was, ·wha-t· the· ·French -Revolu-tion meant,, why
:individual freedom~- 1,enh1iling -responsibility, ·brings on restlessness
:and a" soul.struggle,~' what music had been -before Beethoven, what.
classicism and ,romanticism meaD;· what ·a· symphony' is, what the
sonata-allegro form: is, iwhat Beethoven's orchestra was as compared
,with Haydn's and .Mozart's,: etc .. ;·Tl1e subject is • endless.. And in
addition to the quantita:tive difficJ;Ilty·iS the qualitative one of asking
comprehension of: Beethoven· o·f y~ung, people whose background of
human. experience; i$·'. too- ·S:Hght, ~lid· .untroubled 'to -fo:rm a. basis for
_sympathetic. understanding. of: ·a. ·St'puggling- ginnt .like Beethoven,
·and who can compass it only through·theleap o·f a- thoroughly stirred
and yet carefully guarded, imagination~
, At-the· snlrie timie;. ·w\lile the .difficulties are :great,.·the· ~ubject has
.interest. and )value!- .for, ;a, .,m:ueb ~re~ter~·~nu.mber, ;af. people 1than ~has
harmony, ·which,- by ··;qontrast, ;is. .technical· and: quasi vocational. -· No
man:or·woman is very, :broadly; ,educated or cultured :who -does not
·know 'Something· of the matters. included under this· ·head, anil·an
•can gain _such knowledge despite the difficulties~·· On· the ·f]Uo:t·ntita;..
tive side, then,. the course in musical appreciation.needs mu<'h longer
time and on the qualitative .side:it· appeo:ls· to a larger number.· :The
conclusion is that it· should be, ·a 'major elective; scheduled" for four
.hours a week for two years. :So- administered, it •could ad vantagenusly. displace even •counterpoint,. and ·certainly .orchestration~ A
knowledge of counterpo.int that· would ·be of 'great value and every
bit of which would be fruitful could · then well be included under
harmony, in a two-years' course in contrapuntal harmony; and, similarly, that part of the work of the.oorchestrntion class which holds·
general cultural value .could be .,included, most appropriately and
desirably, under appreciation.' · Such a plan would make wider ap~
peal; and if we :assume that .wide diffusion of, keenly intelligent
musical appreciation, rather than provision of vocational training
to the few, is the aim. of high-school music courses; the plan suggested is much more desirable. ·At any rate the harmony _course
should be extended to cover two years, und the appreciation course
should be strengthened . by giving it' four· ·hours a week over two
years.
· If; after this basic· provision .is rtHi'de, ·n still· wider range of study
I!!! ~esired;. counterpoint cc..uld- he added for two years, as an· option
1
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with appreciation, following the two years in harmony. Studetii
who wanted professional training rather than general n1usicaF eUf.
ture would thus find· their wants provided for. 'technical study !~f
orc~estration could also be added, as a parallel course for the fourth
year, as an option to advanced counterpoint or appreciation; or'nit
could even be added in the third year, as an option with first.;;Yeat.
counterpoint.
1\t the time- of the survey, although the two music courses :d'~
scribed above were outlined and were presumably in the first stages
of operation, only the harmony course was making h~adway. There
· was practically no provision at all for the appreciation course. 4t
must not be forgotten that this course requires generous equipment,
consisting, for ea.ch high school in which the course is offered, hf;;a
player-piano and a library of rolls, a talking machine and a libriry
of records, chorus music, a goodly list of books in the high-school
library dealing with musical biography, history, foJ:m, and esthetics,
and - (in the library) some musical scores. The provision of .suoh
equipment in San Francisco is an immediate need if ~·the ..·co~
announced is to_be really carried into effect.
Only most fortunate results can be anticipated of the chorus 'and
orchestra~work. The singing in the elementary schools furnishes 'an
excellent foundation for chorus work in the high schools, for it-is.-'e:x-cellent in point of vocal practice and admirable in its enthusiastic
flpirit. The children in the elementary schools love to sing and know
how to sing as a matter of Yoice m·anagement. Encouragement··of
orchestral · playing in the elementary schools, because of the ··com:~
·paratively special and irregular nature of the work, is, in San Franf'isco as it must always be everywhere, less systematic and effootive
than the encourag~ment ·given vocal practic.e ; but it is by no means
neglected and the -general attitude toward it is favorable. ::of
course much more might be done. In fact, children and youths are so
pliable and responsive that almost :tnything can be .done with them.
The only questions are those of desirable aims and provision of ·eqn,ip. n1ent for attainment ·of the aims.
,. · -.
Orchestral development in high schools or grades depends upon the
provision of special teachers and conductors, pFovision of orcheatral
instrumeiits, and provision of suitable music in sufficient quantity.
The · pupils will respond anywhere and everywhere in proportion
to these provisions. At present the· high-school system of San
Francisco is committed, it would seem by the implication of 'its
high-school course of study and by its traditions an~ past experienCe
in high-school orchestral work, to a policy of encouragement 'and
promotion of orchestral playing in its high schools. Teachersdt
has provided to some e~tent, and, to some extent, music. Officia~y
it has not provided instruments,' and where these were found m:.the
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high -schooJs they had -been secured as the result of individual enthu~iasm and effort, and even sacrifice~ Thus jn one school a member of
the faculty who is int~rested and· trained in orchestral work bought
last year out of his own resources two· violas, .two basses, two clarinets, one trombone,. and one h.,orn. He was afterwards reimbursed .
for .the outla·y ·by the student body qf t~e school. · In this same school
another member of the familty had at an .earlier period conductedan. o~chestra of 27 members for some three y.ears. Similar examples.
of admirable : professional and hP.manistic· spirit have bee:r;1 commented upon earlier in this report. If the. school system values the."
results so obtained, it should now, in accordance .with its. plan ofwork, officially undert{tke the activities. and provisions_ ~hat are neces-_
sary. Doubtless this is precisely _w:hat, as il;npli~<l by ., the new course
of studies, it is plan:Q.ing to do. · · .
_. .
__ ..
The response of· the stude~ts to the .o:fferiJ;lgs of the. :riew course of
&tudy impressed the visitor -greatly. The new course was sq late in
announcement that students ha_d .selected their courses for the open-::
]ng term on the -basis: of. the old course, which offered no systematic
instruction in music. It will be noted, too~ that the new courses are
yet in a formative period, and. were not all operating at the time of
the survey. Notwithstanding these adverse conditions, _the followi:n,g
numbers of student~, classified as to high schools and branches of
musical study, were· found to be enrolled :
Jius·ic ·in -th_e ltrigh

school.~.
1

I.

•

.Applied .
. .. Mi d
Enroll- music
Har- Appr~
Orv~~- Girls' Boys' Toment.
(!>ut- mony. ciation .• chestra.. chorus. chorus. chorus. tal.
.
Side). '

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - ----}.............................

2.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.............................
t............................

1,200
650
-800
1;100

32 •.•.....
61
(i)
14 • • . • • • • .
25 .....••.

50

- - - - - ---- - -

~

43 ..•.....
50
22
147
7 ..•.•... '
103 .•••• ~ . .
221
22 .. . . . . . • .
38
24
98
20
1,100 ..••...·. ···-~·-· 1,145

5
_. _---~~;: -~ :::::::::::::: .~::-:~-0-l--.-5-0 -2-:-: :::::: ::r .,:~ .-;: ;~- . .:: -----~~-' 1,:::
+_

1

Included in chorus.

The sig·nificant figures are those for h~rmony, which repr~sents the
most adnu1ced work available .to students in the present state o-f organization. The serious attitude of the students· toward -music is well
disphtyPd in the number of elections to this branch, despite ininrical
circumstnnees. It is quite j1Istifiable, too, to assume thatthe largest
numbers so electing, in proportion t~ the total enrollment of · the
particular schools, are more representattve than the smaller numbers;
for a large nu1nber does not in this case represent artifi'cial stimu-:
lation, but rather a sn1all number represents restraint in point of
difficulties in recitation schedules, previously adopted . courses, an<J
other deterrent circumstances.
·
· .
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The. figures for the study of music applied under outside teachers,
reveal the lnck of a well-understood and completely organized plan
and this should be immediately taken up and provided. , The difli~
culties nrc the us1;al ones of standardization of such work. Two 80•
lutions of this difficulty have often been attempted in districts in
which the course wa~ adopted, but neither has been entirely success.
ful. One plan is to have an accredited list of music teachers, the
other is to have an accredited list of studies, exercises, and pieces·
that are prescribed for all. The fi:rst plan is objectionable because
·since private teachers of music are not examined and empower~d
the State as are school teachers, the responsibility for their accrediting is thro,vn upon the local supervisor of music, " ·hose self-~ppointed
dictatorship is naturally resented.
·
If private .teaching of music could be placed under State supervision, which for many reasons would be highly desirable, this first
plan would be very satisfa~tory. An attempt was made some yeal'S
ago by Dr. H. J. Stewart to secure for California such State certification of music teachers. There is not space here to present in its
entirety·the legislative bill which ·Was drafted, but sections 1, 4, and 5
are quoted following. Some provision .of this sort should be adopted.

b;

AN ACT to proYide :tor the registration and licensing of. teachers of. music in the
Stnte of California, providing :tor a · State Boar<l of. Examiners ln llusic,
tlx:ing fees and compensation.
·
SECTION 1. It shall be unlnwful for any ve•·son who is not at this time engnged
ln the teaching of music in this State to commence such teaching, unless he or
she shall have obtained a certificate. as hereinafter provi<le<l.
SEc. 4. \Vithin six months from the time that this act tal~es effect it shall
be the duty of every person who is now engage(} in the teaching of music in
this State to cause his or her name nn<l re~hlence or place of business to be
registered with sai<l board of examiners, who ~Iwll l~eep a l>ook for that pur·
pose. The statement of every such person shnll be verifie<l under onth before
a notary public or justice of the peace, in such manner as mny be prescribed
by the boar<l of examiners. EYery person who 8hall so register with snid board
as n teacher of music shall receh·e a certificate to that effect, an<l may continue
to practice as such without incurring . any of the linbilities or pen~lties provl<le<l in this net, and shall pay to the l>oar<l of examiners for such registration
a fee of $1. An annual registration fee of $1 shnll be <lue and payable on De.
eember first by each person so registered, and failure to pny this fee within
thirty dnys shall :forfeit registration. No certificnte so :forfeited shall be re.
stor~d, except upon payment to the said board of. the sum of $10 as a penalty
for ~uch neglect.
It shnll be the duty of. the board of ex:nmlners to forward to the cQunty clerk
of each county in the State n certified list of the names of all persons reshllng
In his county who have registere(} in nccordnnce with the pro,·Isions of this
act, and it shall be the <luty of
county clerks to register such names in n
book to he l~ept for that purpose.
SEc. 5. The board of examiners shall meet twice each year, in the months
of June a.nd December, for the purpose of examining cnnllldntes. for reglstra·
ruleS aitd
regulationS
fion, and suid board · ls hereby empO\\~ered to ma.ke SUCh
.
. ' . I •.1
.
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us .It· may_deem necessary .-f or the . prqper -con<l:tJct .-of· such .~~amlnnttons. Any
nnu . -nil persons wbo s,h all so : desire may nppenr before sniu twnrd nt these
meetings nml be. examined "~ ith reference to their knowledge nnc.l · sl~1il In the
mt.of music or any brilnch thereof, ·and If the exnmiilntiqn of m1y such persoJi
or persons shidt'prove sntisfa.ctm;y to .said board, the"'bourd of ex:uillners slutll
tssne to such perso~u; as they shall fhid to po~sess _the requisite qnuliflcatlons ~.
n certificate to that effect, in accordance with the provl_slons ,of .this n~t. Snld
J.joai'<l ' shall also indorse u.s satisfactory diplomas from nny reputnble chartered
or incorporated university,. C()llegej or_'conservf\tory when satlsftetl of the churncter of such lnstitu~ion upon the holder furnishing e,·idence sntisfuctory 'to
tbe board of his or . her right to the same, n'ncl shall issue certificates to that
etrect within ten days thereafter. All certificates issued by said· board shall be:
signed by its officers,. ancl such. certificates shall .be. prima facie . evl<lenc~ ,of. tb~
right of the holder to practice the teaching of music ln the State of Cull.f~r~l~;.

Another plan which was mentioned abo.ve is to st:an:do,rcUze· "the
teaching material. The objection to this is_thaLit restricts: nlltea~h~
ers to an ar})itrary selecti011: of material, and the output Of' D~~ .m.ate-:-.
rial is so prodigious that constant revision and extension of the list·
would be necessary. Freedo1n -as to method, too, would be jeop:.r~
dized;nnd factional disagreements would be sure to follow. ·
A third plan, " •hich. seems to be the only one that can be immediately adopted, is to examine and accr~dit results rather than tea~h~
ers or materiaL l:Iont:hly report cards are provided the teacher, and
upon these teacher, parent, and .pupil jo_intly repQrt the ~umber and
length of lessons, the exercises and ·pieces assigned, the merit. of the
work done by the pupil upon this material, the number :of hour,s per
week devoted to practi~e and study, etc. The card is made out in
duplicate and one copy is left unsigned. At the end of the first
month this unsigned .card, which ·gives a full report of every phase
of the work undertaken, is -presented .· to a committee of· musicians
who are competent and authoritative in the special branch reported,
and its merit is passedupon.by them. There can .be no ·suspicion .of
personal prejudice or professional jealousy because the identity of
neither pupil nor teacher is disclosed by the card. The j'udgme11t
~enched by the committee ~ as to the · merits of the course and th(}
fidelity with which).t hns been stndied i's then transmitted by the high-:school princjpal .to the teac~1er of music. At the end of a semester
the five monthly report cards by that time received are similarly
submitted to. a~ cQro.mittee. If the course, which must have been accept'nble as revealed in the first monthly report, has be~n maintained
at the standard shown in that report, the pupil is then examined by ·
the:: committee in order to n~certain at first hand . the progress reported . . Again jn the examination the identify of the pupil is not
revealed; for only the unsigned hal v·cs of the reports are submitted,
and in the examination the pupil is screened from the view of the
examiners. The examination is naturn11y and properly bnsed upon
the work reported on the card forms. The judgment of the examin-
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ers is filed in writing, ·and is typed and transmitted to the· teacher of
music by the clerk in t'he office of the high -school principhl. The
prestige of the private tea~~er is therefore not impaired~ in case
minor criticisms are mnde-as they frequently are-an<} yet he is
·given every opportunity to. improve the standard of his w;ork. IH
case dishonest and quite unworthy teaching is disclose.d · the pupil,
rather than the teacher, is promptly warned, and advised .t hat' he' is
not being prepared to meet the requirement's of the .course. Tho
plan in experience has proven to be sound. The standard ·of: work is
efficiently guarded,· good teachers are encouraged, poor teachers are
disqualified, arid the.·student is· stimulated to honest arid: faithful
·
· .
.. · ·
effort.
.. ·
Turning agdin t'o th~ . table~ it is seen that musical appreciation i~
as yet inoperative. ·Th~ ·~quipinent ·for thjs should be· promptly purchased, and the work·,vould then probably ·be· begun~ ·Again, chorus
siriging is required · of all, according to the official course; ef study,
bti't :js· seen to be not yet systematically practiced. In the 'One school
which reports a form of . practice for .this feature, .the: PlitPils =tre
d~~id.~d· into two large grbups which sing in assembly, nsudil'y in the
school yard. Such commumty, or assembly singing, in -lar.ge groupst
inci.dentally attains a valuable social aim as .well as ' the .avowedly
musical one, and is the proper ·'field for . required chorus;··isinging:
More technical · and advanced: voice ·training ·and chorus ;·:practice
should still be op~n to select numbers in ele:c tive or selective glee
clubs and special chorus groups. Doubtless, a program will <' SOOll be
worked out for each school which will insure one or two periods of
.chorus practice per week t'o all students in the ·school, divided into
groups numbering, preferably, from 200 'to 500 stud~ntS" each. At
present ~ven ~he one school that has beguii the practi~e is.as yet: quite
unsupplied with any music· a fact that emphasizes the :formative
stage of all the work.
·
·But against shortcomjngs which are inseparable from ;th~ forma_tive stage of any system must be placed several exceptiona,lly favor~
able ~onsiderations. One of these is the· ndmirabte spirit :toward all
the music work manifested alike by pupils, teachers~ ·principals, and
higher administrative officers. Everywher~~ was found a ·cordial at~
titude towa.rd music, belief in its value, willingness to cooperate in
its behalf snd, ainong high-school principals :and high-school te~-ichers
·of other subjects than music, ·a quit~ extraordinary degree :oi~nn1sical
lrnowledge and endowment. The musicianship ·of the sup~~i.J1teriderit
of schools has 'a lready been mentioned; and one·of·"bis:.\ ttssociates
has been perhaps · the first ·and :foremost · worke~ ·; toward :s~curing,
for the State of California, the .adoption of music into 'tlie list of
' required branches for 'all the public schhols 'hi th~ · sta:t~.
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Another exceptionally favorable~ condition is found '·hi the policy
of the University of California toward· high-school credits in music~
(~reat discouragement is constantly put upon the study of music in
high schools by the. fact that colleges ·and . universities which high_.
school students hope to enter will not accept as entrance 'credits high!'chool credits ·in music. This policy ·sometimes .reaches a;n absurdly
mconsistent point, as when a State· requires music to
taught in its
public schools anQ. then, in its State university, refuses to accept, for
entrance, credits in music gained in its public schools. But the
State of California; in 'its university, is quite .beyond criticism
of the ldnd. A total maxiinum of nin~ credits JV"hich ·may be
gained in a high~school group of elective subjects is accepted hy the
university. The group embraces music, manual arts, household
economy, etc. The distribution of the nine credits among fhese' sub~
jects is not prescribed; ~onsequently the credits may · all be made in
any one of the subjects, as music. The branches of music .SO rated
for credit are: (1) .S.ight-singing and dictation, . symbols . and ter~i1
nology of musical notation; (2) ·~;elements . of co¢position; harmony
and structure; ·(3) in~trumen.tal or vocal technic; (4) . history of
music. Any teacher 'vho has seen hundreds o:f high-school students
turn aside from music, which they desired, to take other '.and unde-sired subJects because these others alone were~' ·college preparatory,;;_
will realize fully t:he exceptional nature of the encouragement given
to high school music students in San Francisco by this ·ruling on the
part of the State university. 'I'he bearing of these regulations upon
the applied music course in the high schools is especially · com,
mendable.
A condition peculia~ly favorable to the- work of the musical ap-,
preciation classes in San · Francisco is the presence there of Il()t one,
but two symphony orchestras, and the activities in the city, traditional and present, in the realm of opera. Not only do the O!chestras exist, but, as an additional bit of good fortune, they seem
to have acquired an indigenous ~character, to have beco:q1e part and
parcel of the democratic community spirit that exists in the city,
, and so to have acquired an intimate and friendly attitude and
footing. During the last season an arrangement was . made for elementary-school pupils to attend, without payi:p.g any admission fee,
final rehearsals of the ·San Francisco Peoples' .Orchestral . .L\.ssociation. The result was unsatisfactory. , Attendance was . not required,
anq elementary-school' students, reared on short songs and not yet
,responsive to the range of moods or the structl,Iral sublimities of
great music, evinced a preference for staying"away. .T his need not
have been disappointing, but it was. In the brief for high-school
music, some pages- back, the argument· for just such necessity for
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musical education. that -should -go beyond . the elementn~ school
period was presented. . But with nun11Jers of ·students hi ·t he hirrh
schools in elective classes in musical .appreciation, a.: totally. : differ~t
result might confidently be expected. ·
, Concert or rehearsal attendance, under some special arrangement
wit·~l the orchestra board .that would not make it burdensorne upon
the students in a monetary .way, should prove most nttrncti ,.e, and
indeed, -s hould pr9perly l>e made nn integral part qf the class work!
and this recent experi1nent is cited here as giving evidence of th~
cordial .cooperation that the school authorities could unquestionably
expect from. ifhe. orchestra ·boards. Operatic performances could
doubtless be .attended under some similar cooperative plan. .·
·
VII. 1\IUSIC IN THE PUULIC-SCHOOL SOCIAL CENTERS OF .S AN_ ~NCISCO.

Through social centers, evening schoolS, and other forilis of extension work a public-school system may ·m.ake "a coritripution to
the culture of the citizens over school _·age," ns Supt. Cqndon, of
Cincinnati, felicitously pl}rases it, that is of vast impoitanbe. Here
again there is direct and indirect ·good accomplished. · T,he direct
good, of cottrse, is the . effect upon the members of the soc~al-center
group; the indirect good the effect upon' the public-school system re•
sulting fro1n the more intimate knowledge gained of tlu1t ~ystcm by
the social-center members, their sense of benefits receh?cd;:'nnd their
recognition of their proprietary responsibilities in rclalib~ to this
most important institution. All of this in1provement in their attittide is promptly reflected in ·the attitude of the children :a-lid youths
in the day schools; for they are the children of the men1b_crs of the
socinl-cc.Iiter groups or of neighbors of the members, nrid 'ribtions and
attitudes of these elders are qtticldy diffused in these days. ·:
Music is peculiarly appropdate in social-center work~ ~ .~- It is preeminently, especially in its choral and orchestral phases, n: ·friendly,
a social, a cooperative art. No surer·means of bringing 'nbout social
solidarity upon a high plane can 'be imagined than to joi~ the people
of a neighborhood together in song. Nor need the social good be
the only one attained. 1\fuslcnl intelligence, knowledge, and appre·
ciation can be promoted to any extent, the only lin1ittftions being
the degree of response / from the citizens and the liberality of tho
taxpayer. Of these the second · i:nay be · disregarded~- · - ·. lf · the re·
sponse is sufficiently large ·and enthusiastic, funds for ·maintenance
can nl ways be secured.
·
Response is often made small by the inability of the··better class
of citizens to · understand that a public-school system .c atl possibly
l1old any benefits for them. The· public schools are n"ot regarded as
· institutions of higher learning, and· when citizens gather( in them

4ii"
.the juvenile aspect o·f the rooms and their equipment , i~r··ukely ' to
imply to the adult that the course is designed to be more elcinentary
thun he wishes it. ·Only n vigorous · propaganda, carried on by
persons of discernment and ·high intelligence, will .finally remold this
now fixed concept nnd bring recognition of the fact that the public
.school is to-dt'ty · prepared, or is preparing; to minister to the 1nost .
.advanced and diYerse educational interests of its most advanced citizens; that it does not·belong to the unenlightened classes exclusively;
but is of use to · all; . and that " social-center" work cnrries no implication necessarily of uplift of"the submerged classes; but provides
~qually an ·opportunity for the play of :the most a(h·anced interests
held by any higher class. Nor can the board ·of education carry on
. this Pl'Opaganda. They can open the. schoolhouse doors and make·
provision according to the demands put u;pon them; but the interest,
the demand, the ·· promotive energy ·must -come from . the citizens
themsel Yes.
:· In the" Rules for the. Establishment -and Operation .of Neighbor.hood Centers in the Public~School B\lildings .of San Francisco".
provision is made for music centers. What ·w ill _be done in . these
.centers will be determined by just the influences and factors ·described
in the preceding paragraph.
· Exceptional ag~ncies appear to be at .hand in San Francisco · for
promoting a most desirable sort of work in these music centers.
'These agencies are clups dedicated to: city welf.are work; some ·of·
which have already been acthre in. encouraging the organi~ation of.
.choruses that it was proposed should meet in school buildings · or.
under some sort of public control. If . these organizations will take
new heart from the opportunity now- provided, will encourage .the
-organizations of choruses and orchestras, and will enlist the interest
11ncl cooperation of conductors and teachers, a good work.should soon:
be well begun. It will succeed ·best ultimately if this criterion·· is
-established: Try to promote the organization of groups in which you
yourself as member would find pleasure and benefit. It is quite true
'that groups of all grades of ability must be formed, but the .formation of each grade will be properly e:ffect~d only by those whose
personal interest is engaged by the work of that grade, and at present
<>nly the higher grade knows what its interests are, is enlightened· as
to its opportunity, and is informed as to possible steps of procedure.
Thei:efore it must·Iend the way; it can not proceed ao .well'·by preecpt as by example. We have 'little joy, or ·e nthusiasm in urging
<>thers to activities that seem' quite unattractive to us. · "\Ve are likely
to appear patronizing, ho,Yever sincere and altruistic our feelin:g, and
<>ur words lack the final ring of earnest conviction.
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What .rnay be done in the music ce:uters is this:
In most neighborhoods in which a neighborhood center is est~l\i
lished there are probably hundreds of men and won1en who are inter..,
ested in music, know something of its notation, and who have either
had some experience in singing or playing or would welcome . such·
experience. Some sing, or have sung, in choirs and choruses. l\~~~;·
engaged in choirs would enjoy an evening spent in singing ' secul~r.
choruses; many who.have resigned from choirs would gladly reh~ars~
one evening a week when they would not feel .that they could givQ
time on Sundays to the more exacting demands of choir work; ex,
members of choral. societi€s have found that the trip ·down town to
rehearsals was a tax which they could ill afford to pay. All the~~
and many more are likely to be interested·in a neighborhood chorusj
especially if after organization those of equal ability were separatelY.
organized and different grades of work were projected.
Orchestras could be similarly formed ; sight-singing classes should·
be numerous; lecture recitals could be given; musical study clubs .
could be organized-; and appreciation classes formed. Teachers :iip
the elementary schools could,meet for instruction in music that would
be of especial benefit to them, and harmony classes, in some instances;
might be organized.
Most of these activities have probably been tried at some time, for
a shorter or longer period, in San Francisco. The report ·of groups
and attendance in social centers for 1915-16 records singing in one
school by a group of 20 gir Is one evening each week. Information
is also at hand of lectures in music that were, given in public-schOQl
buildings in the evenings during one season and were well attended.
Also, in .connection with the evening schools, an orchestra of 18
members rehearsed twice a week in one school unde.r the direction .of
the principal. It would seem that the agencies are now at hail;d
for making these sporadic activities regular and systematic and
vastly increasing their reach. The immediate effort · should be ·to
establish a music center, devoted to some bra~ch of musical practice,
in every neighborhood center opened.
.
· ..
The plan adopted in Pittsburgh holds many values and may well
be cited here. In the Pittsburgh public-school system a depa1~tment o+
special .schools and extension work is charged with the direction of a~
evening schools and social centers as well as some special type schools~ 
Social center groups under this plan are groups which are ~el;·
directing and self-supporting, though under the supervision o:( the
department~ Rooms, light, heat, and janitor service, and some con,
tribution in the form of lectures are the total provision by the ~oar-4
of education.
Evening school groups, on the other hand, are furnished all the
foregoing and, in addition, all textbooks ~nd supplies needed and
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instructors. A building is opened for social center activities upon the
request of 100 or m~·re· citizens. An evening school is opened upon
the request of 200 or more ci~i.zens. Pupils in the day schools are
not eligible except for branches not taught in the day schools, nnd
persons under 14 years of age are not eligible,
Upon opening a school the vari~us subjects which may be elected
are named .and those' p;reseiit then ·enron.'·for. :·the' .subject::that .inter:
ests them most. ·Twenty or more constitute a class,'.for which instruction and all equipment will be provided. For chorus 30 or more
must enroll if an accompa-nist, in addition to the conductor, is to be
provided. for the accompanist is classified as assistant · instructor,
and an assistant instructor is not provided for a class of fewer than .
30 members. Pr81ctically all of the Pittsburgh groups are choruses,
and all are under evening_ school rather than social center classification. The director of music consequently has supervision of the work,
selects the conductors, authorizes the purchase of all music and
supplies, and can aid in the mainten9:~ce of certa4l .s tandards ~f
work. The principal of the evening ~chool aids in recruiting and
maintaining the chorus membership, and in securing for the group
pleasant a·ccomniodations and conditions.
The best plan for recruiting chorus membership under this system
bas been found to be the following: From a comparatively small
number of persons vitally interested in the organization of a chQrus
in their neighborhood the principal obtains . a mailing list of acquaintances of theirs who are likely to become members. To those on
the list announcements
meetings and invitations to membership
are sent. General announcements, .in comparison with this pia~,
brought little result, and personal invitation by mempers of the
ehorus could not be relied upon. In San Francisco there is no provision for such action on the part of the school officers and the organizations referred to above that must conduct most of the promotive
work could not do better than to take over this feature of. announce.ment and invitation ·.by mail. Again, in Pittsburgh :all music -is ·
bought by the board of education and is returned n.t tlie end of each
season. There is now a large library of music;· and this is cir~ulated
on requisition from the chorus conductors among the groups. In San
Francisco, w l1ere music -is not provided by the school system, the cost
of music to members might prove deterrent to many persons who
might otherwise wish to join; or, if they did purchase music, the
work might be seriously hampered by the constant effort at economy.
·Therefore, if any library of music is available that would supply the
chorus even in small part, or if outside funds could be raised to provide such a library, tl1e resUlts from such contribution would amply
repay the donors.
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VIII. ORGA.N IZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE DEPARTl\IENT OF 1\IUSIC..

. The foregoing sections ha~e been largely devoted to a review .of
courses of study in music and methods and practices of teaching it
in San Francisco and in g~nernl. At times fen tures of practice found'
in Snn Francisco were lield.to he open to criticism, and such criticism
was accordingly made. In many such cases, howeyer, the fault was.
ascribed to 'unfortunate features of orgnnization and administrativeoperation. It is to these fenturcs that we now turn.
The most astounding .aspect of the work in music that wns met
w·i th in the snr,ycy was the dearth of _music textbooks and songbooks
lri the elementary schools. -. In no single room visited ·was there. n
book for each individua~ . st.u dcnt. If there were enough copies ~f
the· one .J.)ook uniforn.1.1.v ns;si~ned to a grade to supply the cla.s~--~1
seating some of the children in pairs, the situation was ~eemed to b~·
·p9rmnl and as satisfncto~y ns could be .hoped for. The hooks .used
n_re, at' best, greatly lacking_in good song inaterinl,' and .this, added
to the sh()rtnge in. ti1e Stlpply, has naturally led to an unheard oJ
amount of ~imeogrnphing of songs, plu.cing songs on the blackboard,.
and tcnching songs by rote.
.
. . ...._
_ _Ail these ~~thods le~~ .ineYitnbly to tl1e inaccuracy, jmprovisntlont
dependence. 1~· pon memo~y, . neglect of pnrt singing, and finally tb~
impairment of technical power described in an earlier chnpter. · Th~
loss i~ 1porale, too, that results from treating a subject so slightingiy,.
is a serio11s ·one. Only_the natural ]o,ye of music common to th&
people of San Francisco and a professional fidelity among teachers
·~ind snper,·isors that could not normally be expected haYe saved the·sitnntion from utter impotence. A further loss is that of the ti~~
'o:f .tl1e music super,~is.ors. That they should be put to arranging nnd
copying songs, even with. such .assistance as has been granted, wl,en
strong constructive field work from them would yicld·so muchgreater
va]ne, is a serious prncticnl blunder.
T·h e cause for this miserly. provision of books was difficult t(}
ascertain. . The State hnv is decidedly weak on this subject, for it
requires n1nsic to be taught provided that study "may be oral" tin~
no textbook "shall be required." I... acking a State requirementr
action deYoh·es· upon local authorities. The local authorities un·
·questionably haYe po"·er to purchase and put into use such mm~ie
books as ·they may deem .desirable, but the apportionment of fn~ds
by the San Francisco board of superYiso~s determines the total
amount of expenditure for school purposes and consequently tho
proportio-n of expense for 1nusic books. It is hardly probable thnt
San Frnncisco hns not enongli money to provide her school chil<.~ren
with what practicnlly c\·cry other city in the country provi<.les, but
the responsibility for such expenditure has not yet· been definitely
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accepted by ·any official authorized to make it. This condition shoulu
be llromptly remedied.
The elementary . schools of Snn Francisco should bo promptly
proYided with music hooks ns .follo\TS:
- - 1. A basic text, ·rich in song material; one book for each pupil in
second to eighth grades, inclush·e.
e. A desk copy of each of nt lenst two rote song books for each
teacher of first or second grncle classes. · 8. -A set _( 40 ·to 50 copies): in each elementary school mnintaining
grades hereinafter mentioned o'f a hook _for supplementary
singing for use in third and-·fourth grades. -4:. A provision identical 'vith tl1nt of item 3, except that the books
. should be snit'able for use 'in fifth. and sixth ·g rades. li. A similar provision of books suitable ·for use 'in seventh and
eighth· grades.
Items 1-and 5 of the foregoing are the· most ttrgent. - No progre&9
need be looked for until they a-r c fn.l"o:rubly ac.te<l -upon.:
In addition to .the boolts-so -r ecommended, n budget. item of so:rrie
few hundred dollars should be allowed -: annually for the pur.cbnsc :of
octave sheet music for·:use in conn~ction with special school functions,
or public programs, nnd.-~for - the - -purchase-- of orchestra music for the
eleni.entary sebool · orchestras...
: A recent rule of-- the··-board of 'cducn-tion- prol1ibits choruses.: of
school children from participtitiou-in. public ·programs. •·such· pnr.ticipation m1.ist, it is true, be guarded agains,t abUSe -nnd an excess
of demands thnt wouJd ,disorganize tbo 'Scholastic routine=nnd-imi.,oso
a to.x upon the :strength -o f·. children and teachers. - To pro:hibit·such
participation _absolutely, however,. is -to -fall into opposite errors.
It is impossible to rise; in· the. insulated· confines of the school room,
to so keen ·a sense of defects in technique or ro sensitive- a perception of artistic effects as arises qitite nnturally in-tlto more bighlycharged atmosphere of a public performance. Discipline and. selfcontrol are also developed by the routine of public performance. On
such occasions, too, the child comes in contact with . the purposes
and modes of action of the world of adults, nncl, if the prnctice is
. properly guarded, with meet.ings of some importance .and ci,'"ic significance. He may comprehend little of the meaning of such an· occasion at the time; but it will be rich with meaning in the futurc_certainly richer than though he bad stayed away. The school, too,
is brought to the doors of the people3 by such participation, nnd
a desirable intimacy bet:weeri citizens nnd school system is fostered.
All thnt is necessary in order to conserve these values nnll aYoid
onerous impositions is n limitation of pnrticipntion to .a ffairs of general public interest, or such ns arc proniotivc of the . gener·ai public
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welfare, in distinction to occasions that are in the interests of SOIUE
separate sect, church, society, club, or group.
Ins.t ruction in music is conducted in the elementary schools o1
San Francisco by a corps of teachers organized as follows:
There is a head supervisor and one assistant supervisor, who between them supervise the field at large. In separate schools there
are neAt som:e 55 special teachers of music, each tea:ching'.:nt\\i.~
to all or to a number of the classes in her one school. Some 35 of
these special teachers have passed special examinations in musir.
and in recognition of this addition to their qualifications .as regular
grade teachers, and of the semispecial nature of their work, they
are paid $5 per month in excess of the salary that they would re. ceive as regular teachers. The ren1.aining 20 of the 55 special teachers perform the same sort of work as the 35, but because they have
not taken the special music examinations they receive no increase
in salary. Next in order is a very large number of semispecial
teachers, each teaching the music in some two or more rooms .of
he:r •· school. The remaining :reoms .·in the -system . are ..-tau.ght.::by.;:..the
regular grade teachers in charge.
The head supervisor visits every school once . each year. The· assistant supervisor has no regular schedule, but follows a program of
visits dictated by the needs of the situation and directed by the head
supervisor. Four times each year the group of special teachers of
music meets with the head supervisor for instruction and consultation.
All newly appointed grade teachers are also called in to a meeting
with the head supervisor at the beginning of each fall term to receive
instruction in the course. This same group of newly appointed
teachers is subsequently divided into two groups, the one consisting
<>f teachers in grades one to four, the other of teache~s in grades five
to eight, and each of these ·s ubgroups meets with the head supervisor four times p~r year. All the teachers of each grade in turn are
invited to a Ineeting each fall with the head supervisor, and a similar
n1eeting by grades in .February is ,m andatory. Further, any t~e:r
may, if it is judged advisable, be summoned to a meeting with the
head supervisor at any time, and the principals of the various schools
advise the head supervisor as to what teachers need the additional
instruction of these n1eetings. A series of five or six lectures on
general questions of 1nusic pedagogy is given annually by the head
supervisor, and to these lectures all teachers are invited. Lastly,.
teachers may obtain a meeting at any time with the head supervisor
or assistant supervisor by making such request of the head supervisor.
So far as meetings are concerned this plan is admirable. The
meetings are sufficient in number and are excellently devised in point
of classification of the members of the teaching staff. But inst~uc~
tion in meetings, 1ike all normal instruction, can never fili the place
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of direct supervision in the schoolroom. Afore supervisors of music
are needed in San Francisco. The plan of having special teachers
to do this departmental ·w ork bas· Ynlue nnd has proven, under the
oonditions, to have saving power; but nn objection to'the plan is that.
it decentralizes administrative control and makes it indirect. If it
were made cotnplete by the appointment in every elementary school
in San :Francisco of a special teacher, to whom all the teaching in
music would- be assigned nnc.l: who would be directly responsible to_
the head supervisor, the situation w·ould be improved. The difficulty
of unifying and standardizing such work by mean~ of infrequent·
visits frmn hvo supervisors ~·ould still be great, but much more com··
plete centralization of direction could be obtained frotn meetings:
attended by this select corps than from meetings of the larger bodiesof teachers, such ns are now held. It would be still better, ·however,to increase the supervisory corps. There should be · a. number of
supervisors appointed sufficient to provide for a supervisory. visit to
each and every eletnenta_ry schoolroom in the· city at least once each:
month, upon a~ average estimate of not more ·than 12 _rooms per
-day. This is not in excess of the provision made in ·most large cities::
\Vhich undertake to do anything approaching successful 'vork in:
· music. The question of continuing special teachers in the separate;
schools to do such departmental work as is now done would remain
open, to be settled without reference to the number of supervisors.
The corps of high-school teachers of music is reasonably large in
proportion to the present stage of deYelopment of the work, but _it is·
not large enough to promote in full measure all possible further de-·
velopment. Experience has proven elsewhere, and will doubtless
very soon prove in San Francisco, that the ·musical possibjliti~s in a.
high school are never fully drawn out until a teacher of music is
asaigned on full thne to each school. There are now three teachers
engaged for high-school work, and the three teach in five high schools.
The feature of itinerancy· limits the number of students in music to
those whose daily programs do not conflict ·w ith it at the hours when
it is offered. The teacher of music is not on the ground to hold
conferences with students a.Iid ad vise them as to hours nncl courses
suited to their needs and capacities. Occasions arise from day to
day that offer opportunity for the cooperation of the music department were its assistance available. Of such nature are assemblies
for special lectures, exercises for the observance of holidays or in
commen1orntion of in1portant events, meetings for the pron1otion of
athletics, progra-m s by the ~nglish department, and tnnny others.
The high-school orchestra and chorus can give valuable assistance on
these occasions if they are not fugitive and almost unkno"rn organizations in the school. The ·musical appreciation classes can give
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interesting programs in chapel; the har1nony students, in cooperation
with the English classes, can write cluEs songs and school songs, and
select, arrange, or compose incidental music for plays and other
school programs. In cooperating in such ways the department ol
music soon con1es to-be indispensable in the school and attracts. the
notice of all students. The result is that the measure of musical
interest and capability that is comrnon to all youth is awakened and
g-iven its proper chance for development.
For two reasons no .comment was made in the preceding section
upon present methods and practice in the various branches of music
in the high schools. The forms of practice were in a formative stage,
and the features of practice that were most open to question either
could be ~~plained as due to this newness or else owed their origin
to administrative shor~comings that should be discussed in this pres·
ent chapter. For instance, in instruction in harmony the methods of
the teachers differed greatly, and classes that began the study at the
same time were in widely different stages of ad van cement after~ Jew
weeks had passed. The difference was qualitative rafher than quantitative, and resulted from the comparativ,e mnphasis put upon yarious features of study and· individual musical development, such as
melody writing, ear training, exhaustive work with a few trials or
a smaller amount of work with a larger array of chords, and countless other phases of work. In part the diversity must be explained
as due to the diverse facilities for organization of the classes offered
by the different types of schools; the inequalities in capability shown
by the students, and resulting from the fact that all students, of
whatever year in the high schools, 'vere quite rightly admitted to
the beginning classes in this first term of presentation of the subj~ct;
and the difference in the number of students in one class as compared
with another. But over and above these causes there was yet diversity; and while this diversity, working cumulatively throughout
the course, might yet lead to no serious -difference in the general
rnusical pow·er developed in the students, it is yet open to this objec·
tion, that students under such conditions could not transfer from one
high school .to another in San Francisco and pick up the work in
harmony 'v here they left it. Standardization of the course is neces·
sary. Conditions such us these 'viii also obtain in musical appreciation when that course is fairly begun and similarly, to a small
degree, in chorus and orchestra work, until the ndministrative system
is b~tter constituted.
The truth is that there is not n. department of music in the Sai1
Francisco public schools. In the cle1nentary schools .there is a degree
of ·organization and standardization that justifies the term for that
division, but in the high schools there is not, and in the two divisions ·
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combined, which should stand solid and symmetrical as one system,
there is not.. There is as yet no head teacher of music in the high
schools, no plan for meetings of the teachers of music together, no
one among them authorized to call such n1eetings, no plan of articulation and coordination 'vith the work in the elementary schools, and
no one authorized to formulate and put into operation such a plan.
'fhis lack of centralization of authority ·and dearth of cooperation
infallibly leads to the diversity noted above; and it will, despite the
most devoted and com1)etent individual effort, lead to confusion and
serious lack of efficiency. As there is no one officially placed in direct
and authoritative control, division of authority follows. The confusion existing with regard to the status of the plan for crediting
outside music has already been noted. Such ·c onfusion is inevitable
when one teacher of music in high schools may be explicitly informed
(ns was the case) by one in authority over her, that the practice had
been unsatisfactory and was therefore discontinued, while the other
teachers were either not given any information or were informed to
the contrary.
·
·
In personal conferences and in a joint conference attended by the
supervisors of music in the elementary schools, the. high-sch.ool teachers of n1nsic and the survey member whose field was the department
of music, it dcYeloped that di_v erse and sometimes contradictory instructions were being followed that had been given to individuals
of the corps by individuals in higher authority solely upon their individual initiative and~ without the substantiation of concerted and
official action. These instructions were naturally accepted as authori·
tative anu were obeyed with the result that the confusion described
resulted.
In a well-organized system of public-school music there must be
the closest articulation and coordination of the eletnentary, high
school, and evening school divisions. The conrse of study in the
elementary schools must he lmo,vn to the tenchcrs of music in tho
hlgh schools; the- course in the high schools must bo thoroughly
!mown to the supervisors in the eletnentary schools. The eletnentary
course must lead, by gradual steps and "·ithout perceptible break,
into the work of the high schools, which, in turn, n1ust scan the
foundation laid in the cle~nentary schools and build solidly upon it.
In time tl1e product of these divisions will constitute the human
material of the evening school and social-center groups, and the activities there nn1st be such as arc appropriate in the light of such genesis: Particularly between clmne:o.tary schools nnd high schools must
the articulation be close. In a well-formed svstcm the teachers and .
supervisors of eighth grade classes will clas;ify the st.t1elents as to
th~ir various 1nusical capacities, "·ill mnke record of their findings,
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schools to which the students are promoted. There will be a list~ ~<JJ
pupils ·who arc especially interested in the study of singing or. th"i
study of some instru1nent, who are specializing to a marked degree
in such study, and who should consequently enroll in the "outside.:''
applied 1nusic courses. There will be n list of pupils who enjoy
chorus singing thoroughly, but "·ho are not specializing to ··.any
marked degree in music. The voices of these will be classified as .t~
register and described briefly, and any of unusual promise willlOO
especially mentioned. In this nn1nber-thc largest that will be. pro.
motcd-\vill Lc so1nc pupils whose n1usicnl endown1ent is exceptional
but who nrc undeYelopcd in point of musical knowledge and power.
These will be nanieJ us descrYing of special attention and enrollment
later, perhaps, in the hannony or nppreciation classes. Those who
should enter the high-school orchestras will be similarly listed, and
specification of the instrument pluyeJ nnd of each pupirs grade.of
ability will be n1nde. Pupils who desire to attain general musical
intelljgence and culture as n phase of education indispensable tothe
well-educated man or won1an will be listed for the appreciation
classes. Those 'vho haYc n gift for co1nposition, a vocational aimd11
music, or merely an acute mind that interests itself readily in techni·
cal and structural phases of music, will be directed .into the course.~
in harmony, counterpoint, and orchestration. Any body of high·
school students w·ill exhibit nll phases of musical interest. Any
body of high-school students likewise needs guidance, :especially at
. the period of entrance into the high school. B~t it is ut just this pqint
that the students arc unknown to the high-school teacher of music.
who must accordingly be guided by means of the reports handed o.n
by the eighth-grade teachers and supervisors.
..
Systematization and coordination of work in the three divisiom
of the public-school systen1 cun take place only through centraliza~
tion of superYision nnJ authority. There should be n directing . ~rul
controlling force that should have for its purYiew the whole field :oi
public instruction in music, from the kindergarten to the last step in
high schools, evening schools, nnd social centers, and which should.
beyond this, stand in fnYorable und dignified relation to the musi·
cians in the· city, in order to link up public instruction in music with
the a(h·anced Intisical interests of the con1munity, interpreting each
to the other and welding the whole into n co1nmunity of thoug_ht ;and
interest. Such a directing force nu1st be infor1neu as to modern
methods, material, and practice in teaching rnusic in each and every
grade fron1 the kindergarten to the ejghth grade, inclusive~ .in
teaching hnrn1ony and other theory classes, appreciation chtssr;s.
choruses, . or~hestrns, and "npplied-1nusic" groups in high schoo~:
and in. conducting choral, orchestral, nnd other classes in eveniHg
schools. l(nowledge of pedagogy, voice, orchestra, and 'm~i~l
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theory are the requisites, together with the most important one of
all, in.timate and practical knowledge of n1usic in tho schoolroom.
The simplest and n1ost efficacious way of proYiding this directing
force is to appoint a director of Jnusic for the public schools of San
Francisco, and such n. director, if appointed, shotilu then be given
aJDple liberty nnd :unple support, bo freed frmn interference, except
such as might come in the form of necessary official control, and
be held responsible for results because of t~1e pow·cr and freedom
bestowed.
(X. GENERAL VIEW.

Uonsiderntion of_San Francisco as a. setting for u system of public
mstruction in music brings forth some interesting reflections. IIere
ts a city that supports two symphony orchestras; that has a history of
operatic perforn1nnces at popular prices unequaled probably by any
other city in the United St~tes; and that has n. club dedicated to the
develop1nent of artistic acti,:ities, which especially fosters the creative
impulse in respect to all forms of artistic production, and which annually gives a dran1ntic and n1nsical production of the highest artistir
merit that is the original work of its rnen1bcrs.
The project for establishing in Snn Francisco a Cnliforni:t s_tate
8·chool of Opera is another evidence of the esthetic interests that
spring frmn the Yery air and soil in California. A brochure by J\Ir.
B. P. ~!iller has the following to say on the subject:
ff California is ever to ha Ye opera us Europe has it, it must be homemade.
So long as we haYe to import companies from fur away, opera can be no more
than a brief and occnsionnl luxury.
In Latin countries, in Germany, and Australia, music Is not merely made tor
the people; it is made by the people. Chorus nnu instrumentalists, even the
soloists and directors, .belong for the most part to the town or I•rovince for
which they mnke music.
·
We in Ca1ifornla are ultrnrnontanes; we nre cut off from the East by th~
mountains; "·e are remote from the great centers of culture. "~e must work
out our own musical sah·ation. The estnl>Iishment in Snn Francisco of a
aehool of opera. ntleqnnte in scope, of the highest rnnk tn Jts hlenls and teachers,
md generous in its aims and methods is a capital factor in our esthetic growth.

The city, then, possibly by Yirtue of the ancestry of the people, its
lristory, its cliinute, and its geographical position,'has a. ]ife thnt n1oves
largely on planes of ilnagin:ition, sensibility, ancl idea1i~tic endeaYorwhich is to say, on artistic planes. In this city is a puLlic-school system the teaching staff of "·hich, as n1ay be expected, catches up and
emphasizes the salient cl1arncteristics of the city nt large. '.rhc members of the nntsic corps nrc de,·otcd to the cause of music, enthusiastic
in their faith in its Ynlnc as a subject for study in public sehools, are
lavish in their expenditure of titnc and energy in its Lehalf, nnu nre
trained and capaLle in their duties. The methods pursued, while
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open in such details as have been discussed to some criticism, .are not
by any means so 'vrong as to cause basic shortcomings ·o r general
failure. Outside o:£ the music group we have :found that from elementary school teacher to the superintendent there is displayed 8
degree o:£ musical endown1ent, know ledge, and interest that is quite
unusual in a corps o:£ teachers. 'V e have seen this interest and abi}.
ity manifest· its soundness and fineness by making many unofficial
contributions to the encouragen1ent and furtherance o:£ various phases
o:£ musical instruction in the schools. 'Ve have seen that the Stato
university gives unusual encouragen1ent to the study. 'Ve have
found n1any o:£ what may be tenned community welfare organizations interested in n1usic and ready to assist in any deYeloi)ing movement. In fact, there was no dissenting voice, no question as to the
value o:£ the subject or the validity of its cluin1s to attention, either'
fron1 persons within the school systen1 or without.
'Ve n1nst add to these favorable condit,ions one or two n1orc.· '.IJte
preparation for teaching music whic-h the nverage normal school in
the United States gives to its students is so meager as to be almost
worthless. No other problen1 connected with the ad van cement of·
instruction in music in our public schools is quite so disheartening.
In San Francisco, however, every reasonable endeavor is made by
the State normal school to prepare its graduates for successful teach·
ing in music as in other branches. In addition, the head supervisor
of music in the eleme·n tary schools of San Francisco recciYes a report
from the nonnal school o:£ the n1usical ability of every student from
that institution who enters the San Francisco school .system as a
teacher; and the board o:£ education of San Frnncisco is firn1·in maintaining Inusic in the list of snhj<'cts which an applicant must have
studied to be eligible for appointment.
·
A further ·advance for the entire State was foreshadowed, during
the period of the musical surYcy in Snn Francisco, by the action of
the California superintendents' conYcntion, in session at Luke Tahoe.
In the meetings of that organization a resolution "·as introduced and
unanimously adopted, the -text of which is us follows:
Resolrcd: Thnt the normal schools untl the universities of the Stnte be urged
to make better provisipn for training elementary anti high school teachers of
music.

Under date o:£ November lG, tho executive secretary o:£ the Cal·
ifornia Teachers' Association 'vrites in comn1ent upon this motion:
"Since the passage of this resolution there have been shnilar reso·
lutions passed by various county institutes and other educational or·
ganizutions in the State. It is evidently the intent to improve this
matter of 11111sic nt once."
In the light o:£ these conditions one would be justified in turning
to the departn1ent of music in the public-school system with only
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the most glo·wing .expectations. Every element, it would seem, that
is necessary to the making of an exceptional department of Jnusie is
present. \Vhy, .then, 'vith the elements present, is the ideal de})artment not realized~
.
The one comprehensive answer is that these many members aro
not yet one body. In a 'vord, the forces and caiJabilities that are in
the school systetn and. in the city outside of the school system have
not yet been consolidated and organized. In consequence we find
vagueness of general aim along 'vith much clarity of individual aim,
o. mensure of wealmess in total acc(Jrnplishment along with muclt
efficieney in individual and partial accompllshment, a feeling of being
·baffled in progress along with an ardent desire to tnake progress.
Organization is ne~ded-organization of the school department that
shall then be supported by the 'veil-informed and systematic interest
of the conununity. The. city must seek through its· department of
music in the public schools to develop a civic consciousness musically.
X. SUl\i:MARY OF COl\!1\iENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

The system of music in the elementary schools of San Francisco implies greater regard for music as Yocal expression than for
music ns aural impression. 1\-Iost of the undesirable features of practice that were observed would be clin1inated by the recasting of
thought which would come fron1 acceptance of the principle that
music is essentially son1ething to receive through the ear rather than
to express through the voice.
2. The Yo cal practice of the children.is in the main most admirable.
The quality of such songs as are pro,..icled is excellent. The highest
musical standards are maintained in t~1is provision.
.
3. The segregation of boys fron1 girls for part-singing, and the
assignn1cnt of boys to ·a low-Yoico part is .a mistake. It is the only
serious 1nistake that is entirely within the control of the music department.
4. The treatment of changing '\·oices in upper grades is bad. The
meager quantity and unavoidably inappropriate quality of the music
provided for these grades is largely the cause of this failure.
5. In general, part-singing is con1paratively undeYeloped or poorly
treated. Dearth of n1aterinl and a desire to secure great spontaneity in singing are equally the causes, together with the segrega·
tion of l;oys from girls n1enti<;»ned in a preceding paragraph.
G. J.\!Ionotones are very con1petently instructed and cured.
7. Sight-singing is only fair. Tho material provided exploits a
method that is incongruous with the principles and ahns of the-department (which are better) and tho whole system is therefore
divided against itseli
1.
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8. Theoretical knowledge is qn1te thorough nnd general.
9. The spirit in the singing, both us to its Inusical and soc_
ial ¥pects, and on the part of both pupils and teachers, is beautiful.
10. There is wise recognition of tho worth of the n1usicnl inheri.
tnnce that foreign children possess, and tl1is inheritance is made to
contribute to their dcvelopn1ent as AineriC'an citizens.
11. The deYelopment of patriotism, National and State, which b
effected by the singing of patriotic songs, is an incidental feature-&f
.value, especially in a cosmopolitan city lik~ San Francisco.
12. Broadly speuldng, the syste1n of practice in the elementary
schools tends to the attainment of general social and lnnnnnistic ends
ruther than to the developn1ent of specific musical culture and apprecia t ion.
·
13. The time given to music in the elementary schools is insufti.
cient. San Francisco gi,~es GO minutes pei.~ week. 'l'his is below the
average of practice in the United Stutes. A n1inhnum of 75 minute&
per week at least should be gi,·en.
14. The greatest shortc01uings arise from conditions that lie par·
tinily or wholly outside of the sphere of departn1ental authority:
(a) Orchestral playing receives academic approbation but nomaterial and systematic official support.
(b) The chihlren in tho elementary schools nrc on a starvation
diet with regard to tho qnantity of nutsicnl mnterial provided them;
a large provision of n1usicul n1ateriul for the elementary schools is a
plain and urgent duty.
( o) The corps of snpervisors in tha elementary ·schools is insu!.·
cient in nnn1bcrs. The number of supervisors sho11ld be increased to
a point that would insure the Yisi t of a supervisor once a tnonth to
every eJen1entary schoolroom in the city.
(d) There is division of authority in the overl1cad control of the
department of tnnsic. Indi ,·iuunl In embers of the board of educa·
tion or of the superintendent's staff should not issue instructions or
seek to modify practices in the depnrtinent of music unless nction to
such effect has been taken in a regular meeting and in an official man·
ner. Instructions in such case should be issued fron1 headquarters,·
as an ofiicinlly authorized proceeding. "The board of education, to
protect itself and the ''ork of the tlcpnrtmcnt, shonlLl itself issue a
notice th:.1t only such deliLcrnte oflicinl nction, regularly taken and
officially annonnC'cd, shnll be recognized us authoritnti,·c.
15. The atloption of the new course in rnusic for the high schools
is a most fortunate step. The course is proLaLly too ambitious, but
wil~ ra pitlly find its le\·el in accordance with the teachings of ei·
penence.
16. ~Iuch equipment for the musical appreciation cl:.1sscs should be
pro vi <led.
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11• .Close watch_should .be kept upon the development. of the work
m·high schools that now recci vc only part of the time of n teacher.
a.nd the probable . early. need for two or more teachers should bf'
promptly anticipated.
.
t8. The teachers of mnsic in the high schools u,re not organized
Jts a corps, and methods are likely to become unfortunately .divergen1
10 consequence. The hig!1-school teachers should be organized within
their o"vn group and should · then be organized in relation to thta
~roup of supervisors in the clmnentary schools. A.t present the two
~1ivisions are out of touch with each other.
l9. The same confusion as to what are official ancl what unofficiaJ
mstructions that disturbs elementary school work in music disturbs.
m like manner, the higl1 school worlt. The causes and the remedy in
ooth cases nrc the s~1ne.
_
20. Orchestral playing has hncl un inspiring history in the Sa1,
~'rancisco high schools, and given new udequate encouragement and
mpport, it should soon reach quite extraordinary attainments. ·
21. Tho crediting of the study of 1nusic under outside teachers h·
favorably conditioned by both the interest in such study in San Fran~~isco, and by the attitude of the University of California toward thP
~redits so gained. It is extremely unfortunate that confusion as to
the status of the practice should have arisen. Definite official an
•touncement of the status of the practice should be made, and steptbe taken to encourage ·what is likely to be, in San Francisco. R
•otable development of a valuable phase of school music.
22. ~lusic should have greater place in the evening schools, espt·-~ially in the social center work. Interest in music as a social centeJ
•ctivity must be developed in the community, outside of the school
~ystem. The school system should be provided with funds sufficien1
ro enable it to provide instructors and music for social center group~
;o;hen these are of reasonably large tnCinbershi p.
23. Every ·worthy activity in this and all other divisions· of tht'
~stem th11t arises spontaneously and moves forward without official
iupport (as was the case with an orchestradn an evening school during
the past year) should be given official support. The school sys·
tem should not only do this as a duty but should guard it as a prerogative; other,vise ill-advised or illy-guided ncth.,ities, that may do
harm rather than good and that may bring discredit upon the school
-1ystem, may readily arise and gain a foothold.
·
24. To protect the system thus, and to guide and guard the activities, it is nccesary that the department ha ~·e a responsible head. Thfl
appointment of a director of music whose recon1111enclations 'Youlll bP
followed wonld help in large n1easure to cle,·olop the sort of 1nusir
system that San Francisco deserves and 1night ensily have. Tho ap·
pointment ·of such a director nild o corps of assistants is recommended elsewhere (see p. 109).

Chapter .XI.
INSTRUCTION IN ART.
Few communities hnve for the development of nrt the background
afforded by California's ron1antic history, natural beauty, nnd creative spirit.
Indian chiefs, Spanish dons, Catholic missionaries, gold-hunting
pioneers, tnerchnnt ad venturers, trappers, lumberers, farmers, poets,
. workers nnd drean1ers of every sort have cmnbinecl to create for Californian wealth of legend, story, nnd song of extraordinary character.
13enuty is everywhere. Fron1 the serenity of green pastures to the
splendor of .glittering deserts; fron1 the loveliness of brookside flower
beds to the sole1nnity of pri1nevn.l forests; fron1 the gentle glory of
wooded hills to the thrilling g,rnndeur of snow-clad n1ountains-all
the forn1s and 1noods of ben uty are displayed with an oriental prodigality.
The creative in art has already asserted itself in California. The
je,-velry and silverwa1·e of I.Jos ..t\.ngeles, the tiles of Pasadena, tho
paintings of Santa llnrbara, the bungalo". s and cottages of Berkeley
nn<l Oakland, the inns of San Bernardino and ~Ionterey, the college
buiiLlings of Palo Alto, the Exposition buildings of San Diego .and
Sun Frandsco-thcse nrc but the first fine fruits of California life,
. a life that is destined to n1ake an expression of itself in terms of such
beauty ·that n radiance as of Greece and Italy 'vill app.e ar some day
beyond the 1i1ountnins of the 'Vest.
In San Francisco the physical :features o:f the entire State are re·
capitulated in san1ple. The bay with its picturesque islands and
mountainous shores, Ta1nalpais, the high-piled city, the Golden
Gate-these arc some of the thing,s that n1nkc possible an influence
which 1nay be directeu through education to :foster, to promote, nnd
to bring to abundant :fruitage in the arts the whole life of California.
The art-educational ideal :for the city of Snn Francisco that has
gradually fonned itself during this survey n1ay be set forth in a few
words: _
(1) Tasteful schoolrooms throughout the city, equipped with in·
structive and stimulating material.
·
~G
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· (2) Orderly courses of study, so interrelated with one another and
to the daily lifo of this favored region thnt continuous progress is
possible to all pupils, without loss of time or lapse of skill, from the
lower grades thro:ughout.
(3) An adequate teaching force, organized for efficiency in secur·
ing results.
(4) Free tools and supplies for all children.
(5) Provisions for discovering and training talent and for placing
it where it mny be of the greatest possible service to nil.
Just how closely the art-educational conditions in the city approximate this ideal it is the purpose of the following report to ·indicate.1
I. SCHOOLROOl\IS AND EQUIPl\!ENT.

It is no\v widely believed that the environment of children is a
potent :factor in establishing ideals. Therefore, · a first-class schoolhouse is attractively designed; its yard is tastefully laid out; the
schoolrootns exhibit a color scheme appropriate to the amount and
quality of ligl1t received; and works of art, suitable to the grade of
the romn, are placed on the walls to produce the best possible effect.
Such an environment for school children was found to be rare in
Snn Francisco. The school grounds are seldom inviting. The walls
of the rooms, if tinted at all, are usually a rather strong .cream color.
The shades are almost uniformly a strong crude green. The rooms
·COntain no works of art furnished by the school board, and n rule of
the board prohibiting the collection of money from the children
makes it practically impossible fol' them to assist in making their
schoolrooms attractive if they 'vould. In son1c cases the principal,
with the assistance of a mother's club or some other loc~l organization, has been a.b le to secure a few pictures, not always well framed.
As a rulo these are to be found in the office of the principal, where
the pupils seldom if ever see them. Here and there an ambitious
teacher has acquired some small pictures of her own. These she
tnkes with her 'vhen, as frequently happens, she is transferred to
nnother room. Some schoolrooms ha ye window gardens, usua1ly
much neglected. Some teachers have flowers upon their desks, but
seldom well grouped, or used to cultivate taste or skill in flower
nrrnngen1ent.
The schoolrooms of the city are almost a desert, so far as reference
material is concerned. They have pr~ctically no books on drawing,
eolor, design, or the history of art and craft; no charts nor examples of fine "·ork, not even such as drawing books furnish.
report is bal'\ed upon dnta gathered tbl'ough visits to tr.s schooh·ooms in !:!7 sebool
the Sfnte normal school, two mus<:>ums. nml the Institute of Art. nnd from 33
~onr~t'l'Dr.P.!:: . f'flf'h with twn nr mnrP. nP.nnlP._ school officials. sunel'\·l~ors. nrlncloals. teac:hera.
1 'l'hls

bulldln~s.
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The grade teachers hardly ever draw for the children, and the spedal teachers and supervisors seldom if ever make, in the presence of
the children, finished drawings to inspire good work. The super.
visors frequently bring charts and other reference material with them
when giving a lesson, but such things are not allowed to remain.
Some rooms have a few vases and other objects, purchased by the
teacher, or given by friends, for use in object drawing, but these are
seldom utilized as dccorati ,.e furnishings for the room. The schoo)
board supplies practically nothing in the way of illustrative mat.
rial for art instruction.
..
Even when the work of pupils in previous years is displayed, it if1
not mounted or hung with the purpose of teaching tasteful mounting and hanging. The many opportunities to cultiYate tastethrougb."
the use of the things of the schoolroom seem to be habitually overlooked or neglected.
The reference material offered so lavishly by nature-flowers o1
unique beauty, trees of rare distinction (like the eucalyptus), -birds
of brilliant plun1age, insects of irridescent color-are not made Wlf
of so generally as they ought to be.
The city is rich in pictures, textiles, and other objects of art from
the Orient, and from Europe, and the a1nount of such valuable refer·
~nee material is constantly inc,reasing. l\Iuch of it is crowded into
the Golden Gate l\Iuseum where few children ever see it, while the
~chools are practically without reference material for use · in &rt
tnstru ction.
'\,

RECOMMENDATIONS.

( 1) The school !,lTOunds should be improved.

An expert interiOJ

decorator should be employed to tint properly the walls of existing
~Schoolrooms, in oil color (that they may be kept clean), fiat finish, of

a hue and Yalue of color adapted to the amoi1nt of light the room
receiYes. The windows should be fitted with adjustable window
shades of npproYed color. In all new buildings the proper tinting of
the walls should be provided for in the original contract. 'Vindow
gardens, if installed, should be kept in good condition, through thf
cooperation of the children.
(2) In each building should be a constantly growing collection of
work done by the children. This should include ultin1utely fine draw·
ings, in outline and in color, of nll the con11non plants in the immedi·
ate vicinity, of the principal kinds of local trees, insects, fish, birds,
and animals, and of the best designs that have been drawn and
worked ont, all arranged for ready reference. Such a collection
would acrpwint cltilLlren with their environinerit, would stimulate
both pnpil and teacher to fresh endeaxor each year, and enaLle each
school to com pete with itself and thus to make solid progress. The
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best work each year, under every topic, should be added to the school
eollection.
(3) The schoolrooms should be furnished with pictures appropri·
tlte to the grade of the room in the lower schools and to the subjee1
of instruction in the high schqols. Through the cooperation of the
children, their parents, and their teachers, this can be done gradually,
to the delight and benefit of all concerned. The school board should
cooperate by framing the pictures, if not to ·the extent of sharinR
the initial cost.
,
(4) A school library should be started in every building. For
purposes of art instruction it should contain reference books· on
color, drawing, design, and the history of art and craft, sets of
·standard drawing books, and current art educational publications.
(5) Ench school building shot~d have a collection of beautiful
things. This should include shells, insects, mounted birds and ani-.
mals, snmples of wall papers, dress goods, textiles, embroideries~
prints, posters, and beautiful objects of every kind. This collectio~
like that previously mentioned, would grow slowly but surely,
through constant additions by the children themselves, through in-·
terested friends, through nlumni associations, through local women's
clubs nnd hnprovement societies, and through the cooperation of thE»
school board.
(6) The astonishing amount of invaluable reference material no\l ·
stored in the various museums of the city, especially the museum
in Golden Gate Park, should be made aYailable for use in the schools.
· One hundred strong boxes, especially designed for the purpose,
could easily be filled .with nature specimens arid works .o f art and
handicraft of every sort, each box containing things in one class! ·
and circulated from school to school, with compfll:atively little
sxpense. Such exhibits would .not rob the museum, would be ·an
inspiration to good work in 'the schools, would educate the · children in many ways, open their eyes to the museum itself, and
h.elp to develop civic spirit. The experience -of St. Louis and Chicago
with circulating exhibits of -this nature has proved their feasibility
JLnd value. The museum authorities have expressed themselves aa
~villing to cooperate with the school board in this mutter, and
'1Ddoubtedly the cooperation of the custodians' of collections could
he secured.
u. COURSES OF STUDY.
There nrc in the city 12 unrelated .units, so far as _courses in
instruction are concerned, as follows:
t. Tlw

lowest-~rndP

primm·;\·

)i;c•hnttl~

2. Th~ .Jean Purker SC':'hool.
a. ThP flroplwr TntHrll1PilifltP ~f'ho'l!.

~
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8. The
0. The
10. The
11. The
12. The
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Hamilton Intermediate School.
Horace .1\Iann Intermediate School.
elementary schools, ·arades II to VIII .
High School of Commerce.
Girls' High School.
Lowell High School.
1\.Iission High School.
Polytechnic High School.
evening schools.

A thirteenth unit should properly be included, namely,. the Li~k·
Lux-\Vilmerding group of endowed schools, because they are free
to Sun Francisco pupils.
The courses of instruction in art for these schools seem to have
been formulated by different groups of people without relation to
each other. The supervisor of drawing, who should naturally have
direction of the art 'vork in all of them, was allo,ved to state what
should be taught in the elementary schools, Grades I to VIII; but
that course was revised by the school board, without consultation,
and printed :for distribution with this note: "All the work in drawing for the first grade is to be exclusively by the class teacher under
t4e supervision of the principal." The course of the supervisor (or
so much of it as remains after revision by the school ; board) is
administered in Grades II to VIII, except in the Jean Parker Schoo!
and in the three intermediate schools, each of which has an inde.pendent course of its <nvn.
As this school board course stands, it does not furnish a sufficiently
detailed outline to give definite constructive guidance month by
1nonth to the grade teacher; nor does it make sufficiently emphatic
the relations that should be maintained between drawing and design
and the daily life of the pupil both in school and out.
The course for the Jean Parker School seen1s rather fragmentary
und disjointed, unrelated to the other ·work of the school, and to the
daily life of the pupils.
The courses in the three intermediate schools, while new and some·
what tentative, have the merit of being individual and vital. They
reflect a real relationship with other school topics, and with the
~chool and com1nunity life of the children.
The published courses of the five high schools are so brief s.nd so
diverse that they deserve to be given in full for co1nparison. They
read as follows :
l-Hgh School of Commerce·.

No instruction in drawing.
An " interlocking system " mnkes tt possible for a student to obtain per·
mission "to take in any school offering it, any subject (not a 'mnjor ') not
given in the school in which he is registered, whenever, in the juugment of
the principals of the two ~choo1~ c~oncerned, such permission is nuvlsable."
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First and second year free-hand nnd geometrical drawing are

possible, on this basis, during the third nnd fourth years in this
school. No pupils in the Commercial High School 'Yere fountl .
availing themselves of this opportunity, nor is it probable that they
will ever do so under present conditions.
Girls' H ig h.1
First year: Free-ha~d drawing; Clay modeling.
Second year: Free-hand drawing-Pen and ink, charcoal; Art ·me-!aJ
work; Leather work.
Third year : Sketc~1ing ; Theory and application of color ; Applied nrts.
differentia ted ; Tiling.
Fourth year : History of art ·und artists. ·
Lowell II ig h.

First year: Free-hand drawing.
Second year: Free-hand drawing.
Third year: Geometric dra\ving (f?.rst year); Free-hand drawing (third
year).
Fourth year: Geometric drawing (second year); History of nrt.

uission lligh. 1
First year: Drawing-Free-hand, · g~ometric; Clay modeling (second half);
A,rt metal worl~ (second half).
Second year: Dra\vhig-~-l!'I'ee~lul,nt), · ·g eometric, pen und ink, · charcoal;
Clay modeling and advanc~ clay modeling (half-year
each ; Art metal work; \Vood curving ; Leather work ;
Bookbinding.
Thir(l year: ~fechanical drawing; Architectural drawing; CiYll enginee~ 8
drawing; 1\Iining drawing; Marine ·drawing; Color n.nd
\\•ash; Applied design, differentiated; Sketching; Tiling.
Fourth year: Mechanical design ; Architectura:I design ; Civil-engineer's design; l\1.ining design; Marine design; Composition.
9

Polytechnic · High.1

First year: Free-hand drawing; Clay modeling.
Second year: Free-hand drawing, differentiated; Geometric drawing, differentiated~· pen and ink, charcoal; Advanced clay modeling;
Art metal work; 'Vood carving; · J....enther work; Bookbinding.
Third yeur: Mechanical drawing; Architectural drawing; Civil-engineer's
dra\viug; Mining drawing; ~Iarine drawing; Applied design,
differentia ted ; Sketching ; Tiles or pottery ; Advanced art
metal work ; · Advanced wood-carving; Advanced leather
work; Advanced bookbinding.
·
Fourth yeHr: Mechanical design; Architectural design; Civil-engine~r's design ; Mining design ; Marine design ; Trades' art, differentiated; Composition; Hif:ltory of art and artists.

' courses are very general. The real
It will be seen that all these
character of the course can not be determined fron1 such outlines nor
by questioning teachers. It n1ay be fairly judged only by the work
'The Girls', the Mfs!'tlon, nnfl the Polytechnic oiTcr "flomc Buihllng Plans and En\'lronmE>nt (half-year), IntPrlor decoration and Furnlllihlng (half-year)," during the second
rear, undPr the ". Home division" of the <lomestlc-sclence coursPs.
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of•students. llut little of such work was to be found. In fact,~
quently under certain topics none whatever had been retained by the.
school, nor coul<l it be disco,·ereu by inquiry.
The evening-school courses, detern1ined largely by the immedia~
needs of the students, are far 1nore definite and practical. Th•
courses in art instruction in the endowed schools are thoroughly in·
terrclated with the other courses in those scho~ls, arc orderly, vital.
and fruitful.
'l"it h the 13 di\crse courses of these 13-distinct groups, each courst
so individual and in scYeral cases so loosely formulated that it may
b~omc anything or nothing, according to the knowleuge or ignorance
of the unsupcr\·iscd individual teacher, the steady progress of pupils
in art instruction frotn grade to grade and through the high school&
is simply impossible.
RECOl!liEXD.ATIONS.

7. An orderly and well-defined course of instruction should bll
formulated for all the schools of the city. This course should be a1
once rigid and flexible; rigid enough to insure sequence in knowledgP
and progress in skill every year, and flexible enough to adtnit of grea1
variety in the application of princi pies and processes on the part of
hoth teacher and pupil.
8. In view ,of the now well-known characteristics of the child mind.
stlch a. course \i ill emphasize, during the first six years in school, the
importance of putting the children jnto possession of the ~ools. tht>
~Ietnents, Hnd the fundamental processes of delineation. 1
They will learn to use the pencil, the crayon and the brush, tht
t·uler, the con1passes, the scissors, and the knife, with ever increasing
~kill.
The occasions for such activity will arise daily out of. tht•
lessons in observation, language, number, and the other school topics
They will become fa1niliar with all the common tertns employed in
1iescribing the colors and forn1 of things, and the arrangements of
their elements. They will acquire good habits of thought in deter.
mining directions of lines, relative proportions, shapes of areas; hue~o
of color, etc., and skill in expressing themselves graphically, in or
.{erly fashion.
9. Recognizing that in general a response to esthetic relations and
c.he developnl(~nt of appreciation is characteristic of the adolescent
r·ather than of the child, an orderly cJi.)urse will lay increasing em
phasi::5 in the upper granunar grades and in the inter1nediate an~
7

------------····--------------- --- - --- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - i" ~e,·ct· agnin will there lle such susccptiblllty to dt'ill and <Hsclplinc, such plastlcltJ tt
habitnn t ion, ot· such rendy ndjustmen t to new comlltlons. It Is the ngc of external and

mechnnlcnl trnlnlng. Heading, writing, dt·nwlng, · mnnua.l trnlnlng, musical technique,
roreign languages and their pt·onunciution, the manipulation of numbers and of geometrical
·lements, nnd many kinds of sldll, h11.ve now their golden age; and lf It passes unlmprov~.
>~ll these can n.~v e r be acquired later without a heavy hnndlcap of dlRadvantage and lo!IA.
1 Ft·om Yonth: H~ F.rlllf'atlon . RPgim{'n, a.nd Hy~lene .
By G. Stanley Hall.)
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high schools upon exercises which deal with the elements of beauty,
.such as subtlety of .proportion, re.linemcnt of line, gradation of value,
modulation of color, and hnr1nonious relations of parts, calculated to
develop discrhnination·an<l tnstc.
10. Recognizing thnt these can not be presented abstractly, ·and
that they hnYe to be considered in dress, in house furnishing, and
every other ·p hase of sclecth·e nrt; and. recognizing also that "The
fundamental trades, such ns those of the carpenter, mason, blacksmith, wheelwright, painter, hand leather worker, shoemaker, the
potter and the "·eaYer, haYe proYi<led "imn1ensely valuable education
for the hnn1nn race, indeed bnYc been ·the chief means. of raising
barbarous peoples to a condition of approximate ·civilization,"1 an
orderly course will insist upon n. }Jcrpetual and Yital interrelation
between all lessons ·in drawing, design, and color, and the enjoyments and activities of daily life,. and the common handicrafts. An
additional reason for this insistence lies in tl1e fact that the modern
commercial history of France, of England, and of ·Germany, ·has
proved beyond the slightest possibility of doubt, that success and
supremacy in any of the industries based on the trades depen<h
primarily upon the art-educational training of worlnnen.
In the high schools, therefore, an orderly course means well-defined
groups of topics of the·most practical nature. " 7 ith the present plan
in force of arbitrarily differentiated high ·schools, the groups mi~ht
be somewhat as follo\vs:
fUrZ8' High.

Dress and household decoration, closely urticulnted with domestic art;
nature <lrnwing nnd decorative design (Including the arrangement of
flowers) and the appreciation of works of art.
IAHDelZ and ]fission.

Free-band drawing, composition, and struct:nral design, related to tht>
~cience courses, to bouse building and furnishing, to civic betterment..
and to the history of art.
Oommerce.

Design and representation as related to oftlce work. to business prlnttna.
conunercinl ad \·m·tising, goods display, etc.
Potvtechni c.

Oostume design; interior decoration; printing und bookbinding; mechanical
anll architectural dt·nwlng; commercial mouellng. and design for manufactured objects; the history of bnndlcrnft.

Ll. Ach·isory con1mittees of business ·men, artisans, artists, and
other especially interested perso~s should be formed to consult with
the director of art instruction and the supervisors n.s to the courses
offered; n con1n1it.tce of printers and engravers for courses in print.
1 From

Chn n~<'!:l NN~dcd In American SP.condary Education.

r.tl•e., But., lUl(;, No. 10.
938t:i-17--2S

By Chaa. W. Eliot. Bur. ot
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ing; of architects nnd builuers for courses in nrchitccturnl d1·nwingi
of mech~nics and engineers for courses in 1nechanicnl urawing; '6f
manufacturers and merchants for courses in con1mercial design and
advertising; of home 1nakers and housekeepers for courses in costume
design and domestic art. Only through such cooperation arc the\.,~·
courses possible.
12. In the evening schools .opportunities for such practical instruc.
tion as that now being offered by the Humboldt evening school should
be greatly extended. In the recent survey of industries in· Minne.
a polis 1 it was found that people in the following trades all saw the
need of instruction in one or more of such topics as n1echanical drawing, free-hand drawing, lettering, color, and design, in evening con. ·
tinuation schools:
AdYertising men.
Architects.
Carpenters.
Cabinetmakers.
Contra ctoi·s.
Commercial designer8.
Dressmakers.
Electricians.
Glitss workers.
House painters.
Interio~· decorator~.

Jewelers.
Lithographers.
l\I ncb inlsts.
1\Iasons.

Milliners.
Ornamental plasterers.
Paper hangers.
Photographers.
Photo-engravers.
Plmnbers.
Printers.
Publishers.
Salesmen.
Sheet-metal 'vorkers.
Steam fitters.
Stonecutters.
\Vindow trimmers.
\Voo<l finishers.
'Yood workers.

Undoubtedly representatives of these trndes in sa·n Francisco
would agree in this _matter "·ith their fellow workers in l\1inneapolis
nnd welcome any extension of the evening courses the board might
be able to offer.
III. ORGANIZATION FOR INSTRUCTIO:N.

The supervisor of drawing is now directly responsible for the
character of instruction in the elCincntary schools, Grades Il to
VIII only, which contain nbont 57 per cent of the pupils of tho
city. The supervisor has but three assistants. She is allow('d to
holu one genera 1 teachers' 1neeting each setnester for each of the
seven grades. 'Vhilc attendnncc upon these n1eetings is supposed to
be compulsory, the rule is not enforc;ecl.
~Icetings nrc also held by the superYisor nncl assistants every
~Iondnv afternoon for the benefit of all g-rade teachers "·ho need spc·
cial in~liYidual help or instruction. 'Vhile drnwing is mnong"_tho
1

'l'be Minneapolis Vocational Survey.

Series No. 1.

Bur. of Labot· Sto.tlstlcs, Vocational EducaUoD.
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required subjects of examination for certificates to teach in the
schools (School Law of California, sec. 1772), this part of the law is
practically disregarded. As a result a Inrge percentage of the
new teachers each year arc not qualified to teach even the n1ost elementary topics in <lrn"·ing. Such teachers nrc supposed to nttend
these 1\fondny 1neetings. ~""or one reason or another a majority of
them do not nttend. It is reported that the attendance averages
less than 20 per cent of those who most need such instruction.
The teachers in the other indh·ic.lunl groups classified in Section
n, ntuncly, the first grades, the Jean l~nrker School, the three intermediate schools, and the five high schools, receive no expert super;..
vision, hold no conferences for tnutual help, selclotn if ever Yisit ono
another's classes, nnd apparently know little about what is done in
tho city outside their own schoolrooms. Here and there teachers
may be found who read, study in summer classes, or travel occasionally, or practice sotnc fortn of nrt or craft, nnd try to li~cp in
touch with the outside world, but the number of such teachers seems
to be small.
Under these conditions it is not surprising to find the widest pos·
sible range in the results of instruction.
In the first grades work in illustrative drawing, paper cutting etc.,
varies, according .to the teacher, from that which is very good to
that which is of slight value. There seems to be but little drill
npon the eletnentary facts, terms, and processes, 'vithout which a
foundation for good habits in drn,ving can not be established.
In the intermediate scl1ools some good 'York is to be found, especially in n1echanical drawing. It has a definite aim, and is relnted to
other school work. The fre~hand dra'ving in these schools is far
from what it should be, partly because its nim .is not well defined,
and partly because of the method of teaching it; na1nely, Ly dictation
rather than by nctunl den1onstrntion before the class. The ''ork in
design is weak because the pnpils do not see enongh good design
to hn.,·e ideals and bccnuse the :Cundntnental tJrinciplcs of design
are not inculcated.
While in the past as good nature dr~nving has been produced in some
of the supervised elementary schools of the city as is likely to be found
in similar schools elsewhere, at the present thne hardly any of that
grade of work i~ produced except in the J can Parker School and in a
few others where individual grade teachers have a special liking f()r
nature drawing or a conviction of its value. In the supervised elemcn·
tary schools where the teacher in: charge is capable, willing, nnd enthusiastic, extraordinarily good results hnve been secured. In son1o
exceptional cases the spontaneous story drawing, the plnnt drawing,
the design (especially that applied in ·booklet n1aking) and the dec-
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orative coloring, have seldom if ever been surpassed in schools' of
similar grade. nut such results are not co1n1non. Under existing
conditions it is not surprising to find the 'York in these elementary
schools as a whole far fron1 satisfactory. The children seem to lack
a clear perception of what they arc after; they haYc difficulty in ex.
pressing the1nscl vcs by n1eans of drawing; their work in drawing
seems unrelatecl to other school topics and to anything outside school
In other words, it does not haYe the vital relation to the every-day
activities of the pupil in school and at hon1c that it should have:
nor is it related to the high-school courses in such a way as to be most
helpfully preparatio'n al. It is only fair to say that these defects are
by no n1cans confined to the work of San Francisco children. They
appear w hercYer the courses and 1nethods of instruction lack unity of
a.im and purpose.
In the high schools the results Yary as day and night. In one the
mechanical drawing, so far as 1ncrc technic is concerned, is above
-c riticism; in another the freehand drawing has scarcely a single good
·quality to con11nend it. In one the topics of instruction are admir·
:able; in f!nother the children haYe been held 'veek after week to
unreasonable and difficult tasks. In one the design is technically excel·
.tent, but practically useless because uninfluenced by the requirements
of manufacture; in another not a si11gle sheet of drawing was found
that showed •a grasp of even the first principles of representation.
On the whole the weakest art work in the city was found where the
strongest should appear; namely, in the high schools. 'Vith the
exception of the work of h\o or three teachers it is far behind the
best work of such schools elsewhere, and the results so far as they
could be observed have little practicn l or cultural value.
The best results of instruction in drawing and design were found
in the endowed schools. The reasons arc not far to seck. The coul'Sefi
in these schools arc interrelated, the proLlcn1s are vital, and the wAll
trained teachers cooperate heartily with one another.
RECOli ~I EN DA'I'ION 8.

13. For properly administering the courses of instruction in art in a~.

eity of the size of San Francisco there should be a complete organiza·
tion of the teaching forces son1cw hat as follows:
(a) A director of art instruction, who should be held responsiblt>
for the courses of study in art- for all schools, and who should han
general oversjght of the "·ork of all teachers throughout the city
who ha Ye anything to do ·w ith art instruction.
(b) The director should ha Ye the assistance of a corps of at least
five broadly trained cflicient super,·isors. Th.cse supervisors would
constitute an advisory board, cooperating with the director in th~
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ro.,aking of courses. ~£ study for the various groups of schools, and iu
.Pecifying required supplies for art instruction; visiting regularly
all the schools of the city; and promoting by -cYcry possible means
the efficiency of special,. departmental, and grade teachers.
(a) In the three intermediate schools nr.d in all the high and
avening schools there shoulu be well-trained special teachers of drawing and design, themschTcs able to produce the kind of result required of their pupils.
(d) In all other buildings containing pPpils above the sixth grade
the departmental system shoulJ be cxtenueu to include art instruction. In each builuing a departmentnl teacher of art could be de.;
veloped within a year from the present teaching force, especially i:f
a. little additional cotnpensution were offered in recognition of inareased efficiency.
·
·
(e) Instruction in drawing in the first six yenrs should be given by
the grade teachers, under the oversight of the supervisors. · This mean&
that the law requiring adequate preparation in drnwing on the part
of those who receive teachers' certificates should be rigidly enforced,.
apd that attendance upon the grade teachers' meetings, one during
each semester, should be required by the rules of the board.
(f) The classes for individual instruction and practice for teachers
now held by the director or supervisors should be continued. The attendance of grade teachers now in the cn1ploy of the city who are
notably inefficient in drawing should be made compulsory, and all
others should be ~ncourngcd to attend who wish to improve theh·
work or to become departmentn.l tenchers of drawing.
lV. FREE TOOLS AND SuPPLIES.

Notwithstanding the School Law of California, issued by the
superintendent of public instruction, section -1G:20, which specifies ·
that "writing and drawing paper, pens, ink, crayons, lead pencils~
and otlter necessary supplies for tlte use of ilte sclu;ols, must be furnished under the direction of the city· board of education •. * •
and charges therefor must ho nndited and paid us other claims
against the county school :Cund of their districts are audited and
paid," the city and county of San Francisco :Cu~·nish only drawing
paper for the use of pupils. The pupils arc required to buy for them. selres such necessary material ns rnlers, erasers, crayons, drawing
inks, water colors, drawing boards, T sqnnres, drawing instruments, .
and materials for working out nny practical problem in drawing or
design. In tlH~ annual report of the bonru of education for 1!)14-15,
issued in typewritten forn1, drawing snpplies were not listed in the
table of disbursements for t~e year. Upon request, the department of
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cducntion kindly furnished the following memorandum of the cost of
drawing supplies for the fiscal year:
Elementnl'y schools (under Miss Katherine l\1. Ball, supervisor of
drawitig), us to <lrawing _________________________________________ $438.21
High sd10ols:

Girls'--------------------------------------·----- ------- $14.7.5
LowelL------------------------------------------------ 101. 90

Mission________________________________________________ 51. 84
Pol~·tec.:hnic -------------------------------------------- 130. 62.

Commerce (omitted)-------------------------------------------

299.n

lnterme<llnte schools:

Crocker------------------------------------------------ $40.71
10.36

Hamilton _______________________________________________

Horace :Mann-------- ------------------ ------------------

44. 36
101.43

Total---------------------------~---------------------------

1838.75

RECOMMEND-~ TION.

l4. Provision should be made to enable the board of education to
comply with tho law. School children throughout the city should
have equal privileges. This is possible only on the basis specified
in the School Law of California.
V. TALE:XTED CHILDREN.

The school system of the city makes no provision for discovering,
encouraging, and training talented children. Talented children are
of such imtnense consequence to any con1munity that a city is justified in making special provision for them. They are quite as likely
to appear mnong the poor as among the well to do. In any case they
should be found early and nurtured 1>ersistently. They are the eity"$
chief asset.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

15. For this purpose (a) there should be hearty cooperation be~

tween teachers and supervisors in discovering talented children;'
(b) extra 'vork should be provided and extra thne set apart for such
children; (c) special classes for snch children, after school hours
or on Saturdays, should be established in various parts of the city
under the joint direction of the director of nrt instruction for the ·
city and the director of tho Art Institute. To n1ukc such classes
1 This mf nns lt>ss than 2 cents pe r pupil in the d<'mentnr.r schools, less than 7 cents
per pupil in the intermediate schools, anu less tllun D cents per pupil in the high schools
for 1 year.
11 Not ln drawing and design only, but in music and every other useful activity.
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poss~ble

the city should furnish . rooms in certain svecified school
buildings and appropriate money for special instruction. At tbe
outset the sun1 of $uOO, to be expended in the form of 100 scholarships at $5 each, would be sufficient. These scbolnrships should
be awarded to pupils of the seventh and eighth grades throughout·.
the city who win them through good \Vork in drawing and design,
and the money should be turned over by the city to the Art Institute,.
which would furnish the specinl instruction; (d) these pupils should
be given credit for this work in whatever high school they may
attend nnd therein be given extra time for pursuing still further
their specialty. Certain courses in all the high schools should be
coordinu ted with courses in the Art Institute in such a way that .
work done in the high schools could be ·a ccredited at the Art Institute. Four years' work in the local high school might count as the·.
equh·alent of the first year's work in the art school. Art-school
scholarships for high-school students should also be established by
the city.
lG. In all this cooperation between the public schools nnd the ...Art
Institute the pupils in the normal classes at the Art Institute migl1t.
be of great service to the city if allowed to teach for practice, under
the supervision of the director of art instruction, in the city schools.
To secure these opportunities for talented children the trustees of
the Art Institute have expressed themselves as ready to cooperate .
with the city in every possible way.
CONCLUSION.

A program of reconstruction and enrichment such as these recommendations suggest can not, of course, be carried out all nt once. But
the beginning once made, progress w·ould ·be rapid, if the entire
school system could be established upon the basis outlined elsewhere
·in the report. Under such conditions all the children of Sun Francisco would be led to appreciate their heritage of natural beauty, to
enjoy the wealth of beautiful things stored in their city, and to
exercise taste in the selective art which every person has to practice.
The gifted children would be discovered and trained to ndd to the
wealth of the city through creative participation in its art industries
nnd to increase its prestige through enhancing its civic beauty.
Moreover, through the developn1ent and utilization of its ...t\..rt Institute, as the cro,Yn of its art educational system, the city "·ould become the goal of ambitious talent throughout the whole region and
play its logical lending part in transtnuting the glqries of the State
and the genius of its people into works of fine art that would add
new honors to California.
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l. The school grounds should be improved, and an expert interior
decorator employed to improve the interiors of school buildings~ ·
2. In each school building there should be Inaintained a constantly
growing collection of "·ork done by the children.
.,, ·
3. Schoolrooms should be furnished with pictures appropriate to
the grade of the room in the elementary schools and to the subject
of instruction· in the high schools.
4. A school library for purposes of art instruction should: be
·started in eYcry scliool building.
5. Each school building should have a collection of beautifUl
t.hings.
6. The valuable reference material now stored in the varioll!
museums of the city should be made available for use in the schools.
7. An orderly and well-defined course of instruction should· bt
formulated for all the schools of the city.
8. During the first six years in school such a course shou-ld··mn.
phasize the itnportance of putting the children in possession of thP
tools, the ele1nents, and the fundc.tmcntal processes of delineatirm.
9. After the sixth year, emphasis should be placed upon exercisee
which deal with the clements of beaitty, such as subtlety of propor.:
tion, refinement of line, graduation of value, modulation of color~
and harmonious relations of parts~ calculated to deYelop discrimina.·
tion and taste.
.
10. The course of study should jnsist upon a perpetual and vitaJ
interrelation between all lessons in drawing, design, and color, and
the enjoyments and activities of daily life. and the common handicrafts.
.
11. Advisory committees of business men, artisans, artists. and
other specially interested persons should be formed to consult witb
the director of art instruction and the supervisors as to thEl ~on~p,f;
offered.
12. In the evening schools opportunities for practical instruction
in the clra wing related to the various trades should he g:reatlr
extended.
13. The organization of the art department should include: (a) .\
director, responsible for all courses of study in nrt in all schools, and
for general oversight of the 'vork of all teachers having to do witb
art instruction; ( u) n. corps of at 1cast 10 broadly trained super·
visors; (c) · in nll intcrn1edinte, high, and eYening schools there
should. be well-trained special teachers of drawing and design, them·
selves cnpnLle of producing the results expected of pt1pils; (d) in all
other buildings containing pupils above the sixth grade the de·
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partmental system should be extended to include art instruction ; (e)
during the first six school years instruction in clrn wing should be
given by the regular grade teachers under the oversight of the su·
pervisors; (f) the classes for individual instruction nnd practice for
teachers should be continued, and attendance of teachers notably in
~fficient in drawing should be made compulsory.
14. Provision should be mnde to enable tho board of education to
comply with the law requiring that-" necessary ·supplies :Cor the usl'
of the schools must be furnished " free _to pupils.
l5. Adequate provision should be made for discovering, encourc1g·
tng, and training specially talented children, by (a) hearty coop·
~ration among teachers and supervi~ors, (b) extra work ancl extra
time for drawing for such children, (c) spech:~.l classes for such chil·
dren after school hours or on Saturdays, (d) school credit for special
achievements of this character.
l6. The possibility of utilizing students in the normal classes at
the Art Institute as special part-time teachers in the public schools
nnder the supervision of the director of art instruction should be
oonsidered.

.Chapter XII.
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION.

PART I.

A discussion of home economics education in the public schools Of
San Francisco necessitates a resume of conditions ns they existed o:t
the ti1nc, of the survey com~ittec's visit; a state1nent of ideals .in
regard to this phase of education; n.nd a series of rccommendatiofut"
for in1mediate modifications and the ultimate developn1ent of cou.rses~
instructional corps, nnd rna terial cqui pment.
·.'· ·
Vocational training for wage earning will not be considered in this
section of the report, though many of the wage-earning occupations
for women are closely related to the subjects included in home ·
economics courses.
Home economics ecluc~tion includes instruction in those subjects
which relate to home making and its coordinate activity, housekeeping. It is prevocational in so far as it acquaints the student with
many household employments, especial proficiency in one of which
may later be developed and become· a wage-earning occupation. It,
is vocational to the extent that it actually prepares a student for
effective rlischarge of duties within the home and gives scientific preparation for efficient adn1inistration of household affairs. Home:·
economics contributes: in. large measure to; the general education ..of..
the student, leading to accurate perception a.nd intellectual develop- ·
ment.
Modern civilization tends to place upon women the economic func·
tions of consumers, and, to a less degree than in former times, those·
of producers of wealth. The concrete knowledge gained in handling
materials, estimating cost, and considering time values becomes of ·
direct value in training intelligent distributors of family incomes.
The n1unagen1ent of a 1nodern sanitary hon1c involves many operations and 'demands nnlCh po,ver of ndj ustment. The school must
supply both know ledge and skill.
Home econon1ics, therefore, finds its place in the school curricula
hecause it furnishes vocational training in that occupation in which
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03 per cent of all American women ultimately engage; because it
gircs preYocational training leading to the industries ~n whic.h the
mnjority of all women wage earners enter; and because 1t contributes
to that training which develops mind through sense develop1nent and
awakens intelligent interest in probletns relating to good citizenship.
In considering the children of San ~"'rancisco certain facts must be
borne in mind :
(1) The city is at the point of n peninsula. with excellent trans·
portation fa.ci~ities to . the mainland by rail and by water. So good
and so swift are these methods of transportation that great numbers
of those employed in the city commute and keep their families in the
ncar-by cities of Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda, Sausalito, and San
Mateo. The very poor can afford neither the tbne nor the expense
incident to this daily travel. This condition of life affects the school
population and deprives it of many children belonging to families
of men of moderate means. ~Iany of the 'vealthy send their children
t.o private schools.
(2) The city is built up and down abrupt hills, some of which do
not permit of street railways. In the outlying districts the building
operations have been limited to the lower levels, and the streets over
the hills are still unopened. These geographic conditions react upon
school conditions and necessitate school accommodations somewhat
different from those which may be considered best in cities located
differently.
(3) San Francisco's living conditions show marked contrasts in
different sections of the city. The northeast section is congested.
Of 3,073 children reporting, l,sso ·lived in tenements, flats, or apartments. This region includes the oriental settlement nnd receives
the majority of the newly-arrived foreign people. About the same
number of children reported from the western section of the city,
4,035, and of these only 885 lived in dwellings housing two or more .
fa.milies. In the ·first region many mothers work and the children
carry much of the responsibility for hon1e work and household
financial 1nanagen1ent. The Mission section is another congested
district and in contrast with it is the south section, where but 233
ont of 4,364 children Jive under tene1nent conditions. ·Uniformity of
instruction concerning food and living conditions under such diverse
home experiences is evidently unreasonable.
·· 1
(4) In the school population of San Francisco may be found children of every race and nationality. Many 'Of these children come
from hmnes in which no word of English is spoken and where the
olde1· me1nbers of the family do not understand school attendance
laws or laws relating to child labor. These adults, n1any of whom
''Utne from the rural sections of Europe, meet new conditions of liv-!ng when housed in . tenements for the first time: nnd ignorant, ~t.~
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they often are, of the fundamental · laws of sanitation, the health O.f:
the children is greatly affected by the fu1nily's changed mode of lift,
in the new country.
·
( 5) Sun Francisco presents a peculiarly unstable· school population. Not only do tho foreign parents move from one section~ of.
the city to another, but the A1nerican population coming into .the
State from the East uses San Francisco us a "port of entry" ·for'
much of the Pacific coast and they remain in San Francisco a few
months or years, until a choice has been made for p~rmanent resi.
dence. An illustration of this changing population may be taken
from the John Swett School. In this school in 1915 there were 606
pupils entered, 262 transferred, and 344 that merely disappeared from
the school without record of their later 'vhereabouts. This shiftin~
~chool population seriously complicates school adtninistration.
(6) Because of foreign parentage and existing economic condi·
tions, many children in the San F1.;ancisco schools are over age. In
groups taken at rando1n the following ages 'vere given:
In low seventh class (just entering seventh grade) 1 was 11 years;
5 were 12 years; 10 were 13 years; 4 were 14 years; 3 were 15 years.:
The normal age for students entering the seventh grade is 12 yea~;
These .w ould require two entire years to complete the elementary;
schools.
A high seventh-grade class questioned reported as follows: Sil
were 12 years of age; 12 were 13 years; 7 were 14 years; and 5 were
l5 years. These had one and one-half years of elementary schoo)
time ahead, making two-fifths of the class reach ages from Hi~ to
l7 years before finishing the ele1nentary schools.
Table 23, page 34, exhibits this condition Inost clearly.
(7) Another condition affecting the teaching of home economi12
Ls that large numbers of girls enter the upper elementary grades:
from Catholic schools and "hmnes" in which a considerable degree·
of skill in handwork has been developed, and these students are clas·
sificd only with difficulty.
(8) The climate of Sun Francisco varies little throughout the
year, and the extren1es of heat rind cold which have in other parts
of the country determined the length of the school are not here
existent.
These factors of..-.r acinl inheritances, geographic and climatic eli·
vironinent.' and econo1nic status tnust not be overlooked in any
. de·
taiied study of school conditions.
COUllSES OF STUDY IN IIO:\IE ECOXO.:l!ICS.

Regular elementary schools.-Domcstic science, ·i. e., food prepara·
tion, is required of nll seventh and eight grade students in the ele-
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111entary public schools. The course of study consists of a logical
sequence of lessons wherein the student's.attention is chiefly centered
on cooking, though discussion of food values and the cconotnical purchase of foods are not omitted. · The course is rigid and m·akes littl~
provision for choice either as to food n1aterial or n1ethod of preparation, because the course bas had to be planned with economy of food
materials as the dominating principle. Every girl, no mutter what
her race, religion, or economic status, cooks exactly the snlne articles
in the sa.1ne way at a certain period of her classwork. The cost of
food materials used per pupil for the entire year of 1915-16 was· less
than 44 cents.
. The dotnestic-science or food-preparation course for the three intermediate schools follows the general outline of that .used for the
elementary schools, but is modified by the teachers dire.c tly in charge
of this work. Since each of these three scl1ools is a In w unto itself~
eren the titne allotment is not necessarily uniform. Small quantities
of food are used been use of the small expenditure permitted. In
general, the sixth-grade girls haYe Qne lesson of 85 minutes each
alternate week, though at thnes they may have a lesson each week
for one-hnlf year in tl~e sixth grade or a lesson weekly for the entin
grade. The seyenth and eighth grade students hnve one lesson per
week-from 85 to 120 minutes-in these intermediate schools. ·However modified, the course still includes only small recipe cookery; It
tends to develop along lines of better house·w ifery practice.
Sewing in the elementary schools has not been ·provided by the
school authorities. Practice teachers from Lux School nrc permitted
to teach sewing to the children in the lower grades in certain schools.
and four regular domestic-science teachers who have free hours are
also used. The course of study in sewing hnd been in usc but a few
weeks at the time of the surycy committee's visit, and was, as the
supervisor of domestic science (nridcr ·whom this instruction is given)
frankly stated, "on trial." Since this course is but tentative and
must of necessity be adjusted· to the age of students who in the
various schools nre permitted by the principals to take this work.
and modified by the opinions of those in authority oyer the Lu~
students, n. discussion of the course is not bcre necessary, though
there was eYidence that. it hnd been pla.nned with care and along th.most approved lines.
Sewing in the tltree intermediate schools.. For the three intermediate schools in "~hich sewing is taught, there is no uniform course
· of study. Each teacher plans her w·ork independently and in no
way consults the superYisor of domestic science or her fellow teachers
of sew·lng in other schools.
The J enn Parker School is for girls· only. The cooking follows
tht' usual course., but handwork and sewing extend through all thP
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· grades and follow a carefully planned and consistent course of work.
Sewing is taught by the room teachers and is, until the eighth grade
limited to very small articles. ~1illinery is taught in the Jean Parke;
School. The pupils report voluntarily and after the regular school
hours. This is the only grade-school millinery class in the public
schools of San Francisco.
·
There is no provision for teaching the care of the home, the care
of the sick, ho1ne sanitation, or child welfare, except as the teachers
of domestic science are. able to give son1e little instruction of this
kind in connection with the cooking lessons.
The absence of classes for boys in can1p cookery is pnrticulnrly
noticeable -in a co1nmunity from which go so 1nany boys into summer
camps of foresters, fruit pickers, hop pickers, and 'vorkcrs in fish.
eries and canrteries.
.
lliglt-school courses in home economies.--·Therc is no uniform
course in home economics in the high schools of the city. 'Vhere
work of this nature occurs, it follows a course arranged by. the
teacher in charge.
The courses offered in the Polytechnic High School are newly or·
ganize~l and are undergoing modifications.
The food-preparation
course is detrimentally affected by the necessity of preparing foods
only such as arc demanded for use in the school lunchroom. The
noon lunch furnished groups of teachers is a development in the right
direction.
The sewing and millinery courses are of accepted standards, but
are not closely coordinated -with the art courses. The sewing courses
in the other· two high schools are unrelated to each other or to thnt
of the Polytechnic High School.
Evening-school honw econondes courses.-There is for the eveningschool 'vork a course in cookery, one in sewing, and one in millinery.
The course in cookery is very sin1ilar to the course used in the clc·
mentary <lay schools-all sn1all quantity cookery, ,,·ith brief talks by
the teachers on purchase, use, ai1d the food value of articles at hnnd.
A definite sewing course can not be advantageously followed in
tho evening schools as no'v organized, owing to the necessity of
adaptation to the needs, experience, and 1naterials of the yarious
£tuclents enrolled, who 1nay be young or old, experienced or un·
trained, Ame!·ican or foreign.
The n1 illinery course is well planned and consistently followed.
Evening classes 1neet for two hours. Dressn1aking and cooking
classes n1eet hvice a 'veek, while the 1nillinery classes n1eet but once.
The students pny $1 for n1ateriuls used in tho n1illinery clnsscs, 15
cents for thread and needles used in sewing, and 25 cents pcr'Inontb
for materials used in cooking classes.
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There were 12 evening classes, averaging 25 ;mature women students
per class, or a total of 300 women in all San Francisco receiving
instruction in household arts at the expense of the city. 1.'his
evening-school work is offered at but four centers-Jean Parker.
Bernal, Irving M. Scott, and Hamilton. It is reported that ther~
is always a waiting list equal to the cnronm·e nt.
Oour8es for the unusual child.-Thcre are no courses especially
arrnnged for retarded or overngecl children, or for chiluren handicapped by such phy~ical defects as deafness; noi· are there .courses
planned for the working girl who has free thne on Snturday, npr for
the housekeeper who has afternoon hours available. Four girIs
from the oral school report to a class in cooking.
Teaching force.-San Francisco has on salary 24 teachers of home
economics subjects in the regular day schools. Of these, 13 teach
cookery in the elementary and intermediate schools; ·3 teach sewing
in the intermediate schools; 4 teach in the Polytechnic High School ;
3 teach sewing and millinery in the Girls' High School; and 1 teaches
sewing in the l\Iission 'High School. In addit.i on, there are 6 teachers
of evening schools who are paid-per evening of 'vork, and 2 part-time
teachers of cookery in the elementary schools. There were at the
time of the visit · of the survey commission 17 Lux School student~
teaching sewing in the schools.
Home teachers.-In recognition of the great burden of responsibility that rests upon coast cities in receiving foreign people and
training them for American citizenship, the legislature of California made legal the employment of " home teachers." To teach the
foreign or unfortunate mother how better to care for her children.
how to obtain for her family sanitary conditions, and ho'v to conserve her meager income, is of evident· importance to the entirP
community.
San I~"'rancisco has but one " home teacher" and that · one :is· supported by the Council of Jewish 'Vomen. In less than two mC?nths
she visited the homes of 78 absentees and investigated the causes of
the children's nonattendance at school.
In many cases she found that the newly arrived parent did not
know the meaning of the compulsory education law, and often sl1e
found illness due to ignorance. Is it strange that those who have
never liYed in apartments or congested districts should find it difficult to adjust their habits.of life to these new conditions in a foreign
country?
The teaching force employed for instruction in home econon1ics
is manifestly inadequate to giYc the quantity and type of instruction
which a city school system of the size of San Francisco needs. ·
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lrJ3.-IIomc economics in fll:c cities.

TAnLE

nomePopulation. economics
teachers
employed.

Cities.

Cincinnati, Ohio ••••••••..•••••.
PittslJurgh, l'a ................
Minnei\polis, Minn ..............
Los Angeles, Cal ................

3'rl3,3!)]
53:J,9115
31H,408
319, 1!)8

42
73
30
80

ian Francisco, Cal. •.•••••...••

416,912

24

·I

Comments.

Instruction begins in firth year.
These employed in toachingcooldngo!!7D,
In elementary schools; othorli in ev
1M
high schools.
·

Table 153 sho"·s that San Francisco~ags far behind the followm,
cities:
Cincinnati, Ohio, a city of some1\""hat similar size, employs ti
teachers in the regular ho1ne-econon1ics classes, and the instruction
begins in the fifth grade.
Pittsburgh, I>n., a city but one-fourth larger than Snn Francisco,
employs 54 teachers in the elCinentary schools, 2 in the industria~
and 17 in the high schools, besides special teachers for trade work:
1 total of 73 teachers regularly etnployed, in con1parison to San Fran· ·
cisco's 24.
1\Iinnenpolis, 1\Iinn., has 38 centers and 30 teachers of cookery·'U,
the elc1nentary schools alone, besides 2G centers for teaching sewing.
Los Angeles, Cnl., en1ploys 1 super,~isor, 4 assistant supervisors,
and 75 special teachers of cooking and sewing in the elementary
schools, besides a full corps of teachers of home economics in the high
schools and others for night-school '~ork.
Teaclting conditions.-The 1najority of the teachers of cooking in
the elementary schools of Snn Francisco hnYe entered by examina·
tion. Th~ systCin of cxatninn tion now in existence seetns to be fairl1
administered, and the selection of teachers by that means has been
satisfactory. The teachers inuicate in their reports that they realize
the di!Hculties under which they 'York, which nrc due to overcrowding, mixed classes, insanitary roon1s, and the enforced economy of
materials which precluues cooking in quantities con1paruble to tho91
used in a hon1e.
The salaries for the cookery teachers Yary from $3 per day for thf
substitute teacher to $1,22-1 for the teacher longest in service. Length
of serYice should not detcrn1inc nn1ount of salary pnid. Ability.·
preparation, successful teaching, and continued intellectual growth
shoulLl be controlling factors in salary rating.
There is an aYer:1ge of 300 stuLlents to each teacher. That tbiJ
condition of an excessiYc nun1ber of students being instructed by ont
teacher is co1n1non to many other city schools does not prove that it,
is desirable.
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home-economics teacher should lmow her pupils and also their
To expect that she shall inform herself with respect ·to the conditions existing in 300 different botnes nnd become
helpfully acquainted with 300 children, each of whom she sees but
once each week, is to expect the impossible. The tenchers in the high
schools average larger salaries and more extended prcpnration.
They instruct fewer students per week, but often have exce~vely
large classes.
In the Polyteclmic High School ·there are 4 teachers of house~1old
arts. They average 30 teaching periods per week, with an ave·r age
of 25 students in each period, an average of 9G5 individual lessons
taught n week. This is about 8 hours' work per day per tencher
and is an unreasonably beavy load. These teachers report earlier
and stay later than the a-Yerage high-school instructor, nnd one of
these has in addition to this burden the responsibility of the school
luncheon and the luncheons prepared for groups of teachers. ·
The sewing teachers in the 1\Iission and Girls' Iligh Schools labor
under the added difficulty of attempting to teach sewing in forty·
five-minute periods.. This arrangement does not permit more than
30 minutes a day of clear time for sewing. This short time with
large classes makes progressive instruction impossible.
·
The evening-school teachers are women selected because of their
special fitness as instructors of mature women. These teachers are
paid $3.50 per evening of work.
Supervision of home economics.-Th~ present supervision of cooking in the elementary schools is good. Sthnulating conferences of
all subordinate tenche~ are regularly held; new informnt'ion in regard to foods is placed at their com1nnnd; sources of exhibit materials nrc discussed; and general matters relating to lesson costs and
presentation are considered. Besides these conferences, the supervisor is actively interested in the inst:ruction given in each center and
visits all centers regularly.
There is no supervision of the sewing in the three intermediate
schools. \-Vhile these schools are, in a sense, experimental, and the
advantages of .added time spent on vocational subjects are under discussion, some uniformity should be maintained and n consistent course
should be ad1ninistered in order that conclusions may be based upon
the results of fair experimentation. 'Vith the present lack of superYision of sewing t'here is no similarity of 1nethods or plans in the
three schools, and a transfer of a student from one to the other would
greatly confuse the student in this line of work.
·
The ,Jean Parker School, as· else:where mentioned in this ~~port.
gives a sewing course en~irely di:tferent from any . gi~eh . in . ttny
~ool in the city.
.
.
.!.

home conditions.
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The Irving Scott School begins sewing in the fourth _ grad~; ~and
this is under the cooperative direction of the Lux School teach~rtand
the supervisor of domestic science.
·T· ··
Tho home-economics 'vork in the high schools is unsupervised.
'
'
hence no consistent scheme of progressive instruction is pdssrble·
nor can uniform work be established in the various high schools:
Theqretically, one member of tl1e teaching force in tho depai'tn1ent
of home economics in the Polytechnic High School is in charge of all
home~econoinics work given in that school; but, in actual operhtion,
it nmounts to no supervision since she is so overloaded with class
teaching nnd other responsibilities that she is unable to assunie ~ven
the limited authority supposedly delegated to her.
·
The Mission High School sewing instruction is unsupervised
the periods are of 40 minutes' length each day, and the stude~'ts ar~
withdrawn from the class for other duties, so that no class i~ ·:;the
eame throughout the week. Some of the same conditions exi§t. in
the Girls' High School, but the difficulties under which the work is
given are not so great. The absence of supervision permits th:e.:·~ew
ing in these . diffetent schools to be wholly unlike and woul<f·make
credit adjustn1ents difficult were students to change from one h~gh
&chool to another.
Adequate supervision would remove these evils of ineqnality ~.nd
tack of standards and would make a consistent, progressive c ourse
possible.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.

J? ood preparation.-In the elementary schools the cookillg; is
taught at "centers." These centers are so situated that one~'foprth
of all girls in the seventh and eighth grades must leave thejr.brtildings to go to others in which the required instruction in cookery is
given. Some instances of this are the following: One hundred and
~ixty-.five Fairmount School children walk 15 blocks in all klncl$ of
weather. No street cars are available. The Francis Scot't 'I\ey
School children are 35 blocks from the Laguna Honda cent~{\ to
which they are supposed to report. Ninety-one Farragut ScJ,iool
children travel by unopened streets, over sand hills. The Visit~~~on
Valley School children travel 30 blocks where the car service is ,f5oor
and the children are of a class that can ill afford car-fare exrN~nse.
These are foreign children for whom there should be a sense·9:f' e~pe
cial responsibility. It is unnecessary to call attention to th~ am,qunt
of school time lost to the pupils and to the spec~al teacher of cooking
because of this time-consuming travel from school to schooi. ·For giving in~truction in cooking to all girls and young wo;Inen in
San Francisco there are 28 kitchens in the elementary · and hiterm~diate ~chools and ·2 in the Polytechnic High School. ·
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The quality and condition of equipment varies from that of the
Polytechnic High School, which is of the most elaborate, up-to-date
type, to that of the Hearst and Horace Mann Schools. To the latter
4-01 students come weekly. All cooking utensils are exposed to dust
and dirt and the desks are insanitary and wholly inadequate. In
the Hearst, Bay View, and other .schools the floors are dirty and illy
kept and furnish a poor example to the children of what a kitchen
should be.
In the Crocker, Everett, Glen Park, Hearst, ~ncl five other schools
there is no provision for heating the kitchens except by lighting the
open gas flames of the hot plates. From other schools come classes
often wet, many times cold, to these unheated roon1s. " Too cold to
write " is a common expression. In an effort to make the rooms
reasonably warm the gas b:urners are lighted and the room is filled
with the gas waste products and the windows drip with 1noistllre.
. In the new buildings the home-economics rooms have been put in
the basement, and the only 1neans for ventilation of these rooms is
through srnall upper sections of the windows. When 24 gas hot
plates·are burning .and 24 kettles of cooking food are boiling, the air:
is laden with 1noisture and gas products. The smallness of these
openings may insure against the ingress of the food thief, but the
openings do not provide for the egress of those gases which steal the
health of the children.
Ten of the 15 teachers of cooking listed screened windows as one
of the conditions most desired by them, for even where the kitchen
is flush with the street and in a position to attract the flies :from the
gutters unscreened windows were found in the school kitchens.
Personal cleanliness can not be easily achieved where 30 or more
students come to a laboratory equipped for 22 or 24, and supplied
with but two sinks. Thesesinirs are ,used as places for hand washing,
obtaining water for cooking, and for emptying all dishwater. It is
not surprising that hands are not clean, that hair is disarranged, and
that teachers are unable to oversee the personal appearance of the ·
children when there are so many in the room that every desk is
occupied and still enough children must be crowded in to half fill
another room. The consensus of opinion among expert home economics teachers is that 20 students are all that any one teacher can
properly care for in one sewing or cooking class. In some centers
classes from different grades and different schools report at the sarne
t.ime and the teacher is forced to give two lessons at once.
Each of 4,365 homes sends a dish towel to school each week to be
used by a child from that home. Will all those 4,365 towels be from
homes uninfected with disease germs~ The dishes wiped by each
towel are left to be used by another child. ~he latter child may
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come from the most cleanly and sanitary home, while the form~~ ma:r
come from the most undesirable neighborhood.
·
All food materinl i~ the San Francisco cooking classes is·:~pur
chased in quantity and distributed to the various .kitchens. . Th~ esti.
mates of needs are made twice a year, except for butter a:m.d(~eggs.
which are supposed to be bought once n year and preserved for fpturt>
use. 'Vith modern methods of commercial cold storage, it· is,~:,~ o be
doubted if this annual purchase of eggs and butter is advanta!geous.
A revolving fund of $100 per month is provided for the: plll~~hase,
of meats, vegetables, perishable fruits, and · fresh milk for {:~,365 '
pupils. T'Yo and one-half cents per pupil per month!
·
·
From necessity the children handle the most minute qu&ntities
possible in their cooking lessons.
., ;
Exhibit material is an ·essential in tea~hing home economic~;· ' 1n:
many of the kitchens the teachers have secured through thei~Jpwn .
efforts and at their own expense excellent exhibit material, but(;1this~
is not so abundant as it should be nor so varied as it might !.;}j·e if
there were ~orne school fund available for its purchase.
· .
In one high school-the Polytechnic-there is provision fei!}foodpreparation classes. The two laboratories provided are well Ti .bted.
well ventilated, and provided with modern equipment for·n~1uaH
recipe cooking.
·
··
The lack of a clir..ing room makes necessary the use of tlie: o.hter
of the laboratory on any occasion of meal service. The store:009ms
are unnecessarily large. There is no small kitchen or dinin·g·~ ·.·9om
where meal preparation cnn be conveniently tavght under· ap~roxi
mately home conditions. All food n1aterinls come from the stOr~~room ;
of the cafeteria, and the prepared food ·is sent back to the ; c~~~teria
for sale. This arrangement provides for the consumption-of':·R, J icles
prepared, pennits of preparation of larger quantities, but' o:ff~~/$th~
work disadvantageously to some extent, since salable artid~sf: u~t .
always be produced.
There are sewing rooms in the three intermediate scliools·1'ifi·i San :;
Francisco. The room in the .Crocker School is good, well 'Ii:~hted. ,
and large enough for ordinary classes. This had just been oc.~~pied
at the time of the visit of the commission and n~w machine~ haf~ ~een i
purchased for the classes. In the Hamilton School the conJi~tions·
are fair, but the room is unsuited on all dark days, since· tlu~rW;is no .
provision for electricity, and there are too few windows to ' ):~nish ·
.adequate Hght, except when the sun shines. The third sewirlg:'·*oom.. '·
the one in the Horace Mann School, is unsuited to its purpo' e and
poorly equipped. Partial partitions divide it :from other)~~ oms. ,
Tt is long, narrow, dark, and cold. There are 161 girls in tn~r':grad·
tuttion clnss from this last intermediate schooL and 161 gra~!t~~tine-
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dresses to be made on t'vo machines ! In the J can Parker School
there are sewing Inachines for the use of the upper-class girls and
night-school students, and there nrc sewing machines at the Berna]
Heights School nnd Irving Scott School for students and night-school
cla~es in dressmaking. 'l"he rooms in these schools are not suited
for sewing classes. In one there is no heat. In another the adult
wDmen sit and ·work nt the ordinary clay-school desks, 'vhich are both
uncomfortnble and inconl·enient.
Excellent rooms and equip1nent for sewing nnd millinery are
available in the Polytechnic l-ligh School nnd the Girls' High School,
but the roon1 in the 1\Iission Ifigh School is in the basmnent, reached
through the furnace room, unheated except by n gas radiator, damp,
dark, and cold; nor has this rooli\. enough machines, tables, or other
necessary supplies.
·
,
There arc no housekeeping rooms, or apartments, or practice cottages for the teaching of hon1c econo1nics in any San Francisco school
There are no small-sized kitchens or dining rooms in which meals
can be prepared under .approximately ho1ne conditions. Housekeeping or household management cnn only be taught incidentally in
connection with the food-preparation classes. For these classes there ·
is nothing that the children can learn to buy, nothing they can plan,
since there is no money to spend and no opportunity for originn.l
work.
An excellent room for the tcnching of the home care of tl1e sick
is furnished in the Polytechnic IIigh School. This ro01n might also
become a laboratory for students in housewifery and be made use
of by night-school students. There is no other proYision for teaching
the care of the sick, either to children or to adults, in any public
school in San Francisco.
Lunch 1·oorns.-Thc entire absence of school lunch rooms in the elementary schools is noticeable. The teachers remaining at the school
during the noon period usunlly obtain smne :food fron1 the janitress
or cook a lunch for themselves. 'I'he children buy from near-by
stores when they have the n1oncy. The Polytechnic is the only high
school having adequate lunch-room facilities.
OPPORTUNITY FOR TEACHERS TO STUDY.

The present schedule for teachers of home economics in San Francisco and the custom of deducting from their pny for days absent is
almost prohibitive of suinmer-school courses for thCin. Educators
consider it in all 'vays udvnntngeous for teachers actively engnged in
school work to attend unh·ersity summer schools, but San Francisco
school authorities, it seen1s, do not encourage this prnctice. If a
teacher enters summer . school, she sacrifices her pay for the last
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week or two of the school year' which she of necessity misses; .ftli,
thermore, the school gains financially in this, since the supervisdr
usually assumes the work of the absent teacher 'vithout receiving
extra co1npensation. When, in order to increase her efficiency,,;;-&
teacher takes a leave of absence for ad vn.nced courses, she not only
spends her o'vn thne and n1.oney, but further sacrifices a portion:ol
her following sun1.n1er's vacation. Since it is assu1ned that aclvanc~d
courses of study do improve a teacher's efficiency and make her
services more valuable to the community, some plan should ·he
evolved whereby the teacher's willingness to add to her preparation
may be recognized and conditions developed that 'vill make a leave
of absence for such a purpose possible for her without additio11a)
and unnecessary sacrifices.
TA~LE 154.-Loca,tion. o! centen;; for teaching domestic science, with date
installation of equipment, type of equipmc,nt, and .~tudents in attendance.
Name or school.

Dat<? of Type of
equipment.

ICfJUtpment.

Glen Park •..•....•••..
Hamilton ••.•....•.....
Hancock •.•............
Hearst •..........•.....
lning M. Scott ........
lames Lick .....•......
lean Parker ......••••.
Horae~ Mann ....•...•.
John Swett ••••••....•.

1909
1915
1912
1900
1900
1911
1911
1900
1912

No.3
No.1
No.1
No.4
No.5
No.1
No.2
No.5
No.1

Laguna :Honda ...••..•

1909

No.2

Mi~sfon .. ·..............

Adams ....•••.•.••....

1910
1912

No.1
No.1

Bay View ...•.........

1909

No.3

Bryant •...•........••.
Bernal ...•.•...••...••.
Crocker ...•......••..•.
Denman ........••....•

1912
1913
1906

No.1
N.o.1
No.3

1912

No.1

Everett ...•••••.•..•...

1912

No.1

Franklin .....•.........
Frank McCoppin .••..•.
Monroe .....•..•.•...•.
Oriental .....••........

1912
1912
1909
1915

No. I
No.1
No.2
No.1

Pacific Heights •.......

1911

No.1

Portola ..............•.
Roosevelt ..............

1914
1911

No.1
No.1

Sheridan •••..••••••••. ·1 1911
Spring Valley .......... 1912

No.1

Butro •.....•.....•••••• , 1912

No.1

No.1

Students in nttondanco.

ocal....... .• • • . • . • •
unnysldo •.••••.•.••
ocal .•••..•...•.••..
..•••do...............
.... do...............
{MciGnloy. . • • • • • • • • • •

~

ot

Remarks.

57
16
2i5
84

59
26

!Locai::::~::::::::~~~-i78. }students from Falrmountwalkta
"\Fairmount.. . . • • . . • • • 165
blocks.
Local. ......•..••.••• 192
..... do ••.•••••..••.•• 401
...•. do............... 94
~ ... do ....••...•..... 1051
,
Grattan.............. 76 Francis Scott Key children_·, u___·~.lefferson ..•....•.•.•• 17
cused35 JJlocksaway. .
...
Francis Scott Key.... 1
Local. • • . . . • . • . . . • • • . 1~~
11
····.do···············
IVisitacion children travel a_Obloo
_-_ ~b,
6
..
·.do.··············
10
JJad walking, poor car servloe;
{ V isitacion . - • • • . • • • • . 33 , . foreign
children.
Columbia ..•.•....... 145
Local. .. ··~ ...•.•.... 198
.... do .•......•••.... 2i4
{Oral................. 4
Local. ....••••••••••• 130 ~Fremont chil~ren m&&.~~o. o. u.·~.-.
{ Free
mont............ 58
o\·cr steep htlls.
Lo~~ · · · ·- · • · • · · · · · • · 91
McKinley children walk 8 bloob'::
·
Mcl\.lnlcy............
44
.
LocaL............... 37
Lincoln.............. 27
Local. . . . . . • . • . • • • . • . 86
. ,....
.... do .....•.•.....•. 124 }Longfellow children walk 16 toni
{Lon~ fellow.......... 28
JJlocks; can not a1Iord car fare. ·

{

t

{

~~~~ o:::: :::::::::: : A~
1

Grant................
Sherman.............
Winfield Scott.......
Yerba Buena........
Local .....•....••••••
.... do...............
{Madison. . • . . • . . . . . . .
Local................
{ Farm gut.............
Local................
{Redding.............
Local... ...•.. .......
G. Peabody..........
Lafnyette............
Rochambeau. . . • . . . •

l

45 These chlldrcn travel7 to 13 blocb
o\·cr the steepest hills in SaD
53
13 } Francisco.

48

64

65
57
47 }Farragut children travrl O'\'"er,•_·~
44
hills; street not cut through. . . ,
79
49
92
28 }
bl · ~n~,
20 Children travel from 6 to 28 .. .QC!~.-_•
67

..·j.!
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in the above list Type 1 is the most recently installed. This
·equipment is good, but is not always well arranged in the rooms,
and in all cases more sinks are needed.
Type 2 was introduced in 1009. Old millwork has often been used
in this and in Type 3, and much of this equipment is poor and should
be replaced in the near future.
Type 3 first installed in 1909. .
Types 4 and 5 were installed in 1900 from old millwork and were
emergency equipn1ent at the tilne of construction. This equip1nent
should be replace~ immediately by clean, modern, sanitary desks,
sinks, and desk equi pm,ent.
SUMMARY.

See Table 154 for location of centers.
The children of San Francisco have need of courses in home economics adapted to their varying economic conditions and their racial
inheritances.
The courses in home -economics are inadequate. Cookery is given
only once a week in the seventh and eighth grades, except in the three
intermediate schools, and in one or two others where the principals
are unusually progressive.
Sewing is given by school board support only
the three
intern1ediate schools and in four others where the principals. have
taken an especial interest in the subject.
Housewifery is not recognized in any course.
Home nursing instruction is available for Polytechnic High School
students only.
Food preparation is not included in any high school course except
in the Polytechnic High School. There are sewing classes in three
high schools, but the work in each is independent . of that in other
high schools.
No determined effort has been made to correlate the art instruction
with that of home economics.
The classes are very generally overcrowded.
.
The teachers in home economics are interested in their work and
ambitious for its further development. '\Vith few exceptions they
are reading the newer educational publications and making all possible use of sun1mer-school courses.
The office of supervisor carries with it authority for the supervision of cooking classes in the elementary schools, sewing classes in
charge of the Lux practice students, and the sewing in the three other
elementary schools. The high -school courses are not under uniform ·
supervision. The night .schools are separate in supervision.

in
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The allowance for supplies to the cookery class is so rneager that
only minute quantities of food materials can be used.
There is no provision for sale of food prepared by elementary
schools, though there is evident need for school lunches and lunchee
for teachers.
·
~fuch of the equipment used in elementary cooking classes is oltl
and in bad condition. It is located in "centers" 'vhich necessitate
much trn Yeling by children frmn their regular schools to these "ceni
ters" and causes loss of school tin1e and exposure by the children f.6
the vicissitudes of a d:.unp winter clin1ate.
Two high schools and one intern1ediatc school have good sew.ing
rooms and sewing equipment. All other sewing is done under di11i~
cult conuitions.
There is need of more liberal allowances for ·ambitious teachen
who desire to take advanced courses in home economics.
PART II.

Progress in home-economics instruction in public schools has been
retarded by efl'orts to adjust it to the traditions of the older type
of puLlic-school education. Liberation from these traditions and a
fearless consideration of the subject as one meriting a place in the
school curriculum because of its own worth result in much more
e:1I'ecti ve methods of teaching.
Oour·ses in lton~e economics.-An ideal course in home economiCi
is prevocational, as it introduces the child to the needlecrafts, food·
preparation industries, millinery trade, laundry ma.nogement, al}.d
the paid occupations connected with household administration. It
is vocational in that it prepares a girl or woman to assume the
responsibilities and to discharge the duties devolving upon the mnke'i·
of a home; training in the choice, purchase, preparation, and service
of food in the home; the purchase of fabrics and their manufacture
into suitable garments and articles for family use; the sanitation
and care of the house; the care of children and of the sick; the
appreciation of that which is beautiful; and the management of the
financial affairs of the household.
It is a legitimate part of every girl's education, and it should be
properly cor.related with the usual academic studies and thus make
education interesting and vital. 1-Iomc-economics studies not only
give increased manual skill, but stimulate appreciation of scientific .
knowledge and awaken the social conscience 'vithin the student. ..,l t
trains in the accurate observation of the phenomena of plant and
animal life and the commercial activities of the community -i n which
the student lives.
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llESULTS OF HOllE-ECONOMICS INSTRUCTION.

The girl completing the eight grades of school should be able to
purchase, prepare, and serve a simple n1eal for n fan1i1y of
average size having a moderate income. She should be able to choose
. food materials with discrimination, recognizing those which give
adequate food value in proportion to tho price askc<l, and dcciuing
intelligently the quantities suitable for the use of the f:unily for
which she buys. She should be able to wash dishes neatly, keep a,
kitchen in order, care for floors and windows, n1ake a bed, and dust
She should know how to use n cotnmerGial pattern
1 room properly.
in garment making, manipulate a sewing machine effectively, nnd do
hand sewing neatly; this skill with needle, nutchihe, an(l patterns
should amount to an ability to make all of her o'vn plain gartnent~
The girl finishing the academic or business course in a high school
should know all that has been listed as a reasonable attn.intncnt for
an eighth-grade graduate and should not only have increased in
skill, but should have grasped the fundamental princi pies reln.ting to
nutrition, personal l1ygiene, care of the· sick, household accounting,
purchase and usc of textiles and dressn1nking. The student having
an opportunity to complete nn entire line of home economics in any
high school may be required to familiarize herself with the basie
scientific principles concerned in administering_a household. She
should have been given courses in color and design, chemh~try,
physics, biology, economics, and sociology, and her skill and dexterity
should have increased in the use of her needle, the se,ving machine~
and all household utensils and equipment.
Extension courses should provide opportunities for tho wage-earning girl to complete her preparation for home making and for the
housekeeper to perfect her skill in discharging ·h ousehold duties nnd
her understanding of the reasons for methods used in household
tasks.
Especially should afternoon and evening courses offer instruction
relating to the careful purcl1ase nnd use of household supplies, since
the financial safety of the family So largely depends upon the efficient
management of the family's income.
plan~

ADAPTATION OF COURSES.

No· rigid course in home economics can be planned · that may be
applied to n11 sections of a large city. All courses in home economics
should be adapted to the needs of the com1nunities in which these
courses are offered. The end attained should be the same, but the
means used shoul<l vary with the condition of the neighborhood
where the work is given.
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From the poorer sections the children of foreign parentage .ate
often older than the average student in their grades, and 'since.mn~~y
of thmn leave school before completing the eighth grade, and si,nee
also they are particularly appreciative of the practical phases )~f
education, and thereby n1ay be induced to continue in school, it,")b
usually necessary to adjust the home-econo1nics course to meet th~ir
conditions and to stress the practical phases of· the work. In s~
tions of the city, the school population of which usually contin~es
throughout the elmnentary grades and enters the high-school cours.~1
a hon1e. economics elementary school course so mew hat less intensHe
rnay be best ada ptecl to their needs. This latter course Inay logically
lead directly to the high-school courses in the same subject ann be $Q
arranged that the one becomes the basis of the other.
!:
• Every girl in the city high schools should be required to pursue one
year of home economics. This course should be equivalent to a ful~
unit 1 of work and. is most effective if it consists of two recitatiQn
periods and three double periods for laboratory each week. This
course 1neets the needs of the students in the courses leading to university entrance, and of those who pursue such vocational courses ,u
are offered in the business high school and trade high schools. · ,; ,y
Elective home-economics courses should be in every high school
except business and similar vocational schools, while specialized vo•
cntionul home economics courses should be offered in one or more
high schools.
·.
Specially adapted courses of home economics designed to me~~
the natural limitations of the blind, deaf, or mentally subnormal. a:re
a.n essential unit of all large city school systems. Deaf children become expert in any or all household activities and through these
courses may be led to vocational courses affording agreeable occupa•
tions and a.ssuring adequate self-support.
..
These variations and adaptations of courses do not indicate thai
~ach teacher is to plan her own work or modify the course givent;
indeed, just the opposite, it means definitely and curefully-planrie~
courses which are consistent throughout and which lead the stud~nt
to a predetern1ined goal in her training by methods adj ustecl to socidJ ·
and economie needs, these methods being uniform in similar sections
of the city.
.
Classes in food preparation should be established for boys of the
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. If time can not be found for t~ese
during the usual school hours, they should be offered at hours co~~·
venient for the boys. 'Vhile these courses are approved for all scho§l
systmns, they are particularly needed in the cities of the Paci~~
Coast States, where so many boys go into camps of various kin~
during the summer months.
1

Equivalent of a five-hour course carried through one entire year.
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CONTENT OF COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS.

A satisfactory home~conomics course includes lines of work in
sewing and garment making, in costume design and dressmaking, in
color and design, in house furnishing, in marketing and food preparation, in elementary dietetics and food service, in home sanitation
and the care of the house, in laundering and housewifery, in household accounts and home administration, and in personal hygiene and
the home care of the sick.
The foundation for the home-economics instruction is laid in the
primary schools during the first four years when the child has been
trained in the manipulation of materials through work in paper,
cardboard, textiles, basketry, weaving, and drawing. It is supplemented in the elementary schools by the training in art and by
the coordinated work in language, geography, arithmetic, elementary science, etc.
In high schools the science courses. in chemistry, physics, botany,
bacteriology, and zoology, and the art courses in color and design
are the basis of the courses given in the home-economics department.
Several types of home-economics continuation courses are needed
in all school systems. Of primary importance are courses designed
for foreign mothers who need instruction that will enable them to
adjust their mode of life to their changed environment. These
courses must emphasize home sanitation, ~he intelligent purchasing
of textiles and clothing, and especially should these courses ·assist in
familiarizing the mothers with American schools and creating among
them sympathetic interest in school activities.
Almost all home makers desire to extend their knowledge in the
arts and sciences related to home administration. For all desiring
such instruction courses should be arranged.
The employed young woman should find school courses open to
her during her leisure hours wherein she could prepare herself for
efficient administration of her- future home and also enable her to
improve her present living conditions, that she may be more adequately nourished, more satisfactorily clothed, and more capable of
securing for herself sanitary surroundings.
Tbe needs of the girl who has dropped out of school and remains
at home should not be overlooked.
I

COURSES OF STUDY-.

A. Time.-Elementary-school home-economics instruction should
begin in the fifth grade. Through this grade and the sixth grade
the subject should be given four 45-minute periods of student time
per week; through the seventh~ and eighth grades, from seven to
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.nine 45-minute periods per week should be the minimum for home¥.t
economics instruction. The 45-minute periods should be grouped sd.
that the actual work shall be 90 minutes b~ice each week for fifth:
and sixth grnde children. It is possible "?ith the usual arrangement'!
of school schedules to arrange two classes of this type before tlli~.
noon recess nncl two classes in the afternoon.
The seYcnth and eighth grade students should report. to hom(Y.,
econotnics "Tork in half-dny periods twice or three titnes per wee~
Two of the eight periods in the ninth-grade work should be given
to recitations, and lnboratory classes should be arranged for three
double periods each week. Selected groups of childrGn in the fifthi
sixth, seYenth, and eighth grades can with advantage spend from
one-third to one-half of their entire school hours in these hoin~
economics classes.
High-school girls should be able to elect courses in home eco:
non1ics and related sciences up to one-half of their entire schooi
time.
B. Details of home-economics courses in the elementary grades. ·
FiftJ~, grade.-House,vifery once each week throughout the year.
Sewing twice n "?eek for one term. Cooking twice a week the second
term. The housewifery will include bed making, sweeping, dusting;
table setting, care of silver, dish washing, and care of table linen,
window draperies, etc.
The sewing should include both hand sewing and the use o·f the
small co'mmercial pattern. Tho articles made must be of nctuar
use, but should be small enough to be finished before the child ·bti:
comes weary of them.
The cooldng will be of the small individual recipe, since at this
time the child's hands do not permit of tho use of larger utensll$or greater quantities.of materials.
Si;ctlt grade.-One-hal.f year in sewing and one-half year in cook·,
ing. The sewing shoulu consist of three lessons per week of about
one hour each; the cooking of two lessons each week of about o:ne
and one-half hours.
Doth the cooking and the sewing should be ·a logical continuati~n
of the instruction gh·en in the preceding grade, and, in both, str:es8
may be placed upon the purchase and economical use of materia~
and upon tbc comparative Yalue of different types available. No
opportunity should be overlooked ·for instructing in habits of per"'·
sonal neatness and quiet orderliness. The use of the sewing machine
will be introduced in this grade.
Sevent/~, and eighth grade8.-0f the time spent in home economieS
by the seventh nnd eighth grade girls at least one-fifth should be;
devoted to recitation periods in which the subjects of food produ~
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tion, food economics, hom.e .s anitation, ,marketing, home management~
house furnishing, choice of textiLes, etc., are arranged. in progressive
order. All cooking done in the food-preparation classes should be
with fan1ily-sized quantities. ~:fcul service should be emphasized
daily and use made of the food cooked ·by service to teachers as n
noon lunch, by supply of penny lunches, by usc in the school lunch
room, by special meals for the anemic and tubercular children, and
occasionally by sale of products to the children or to friends of the
school.
The instruction in housekeeping and home sanitation must be applied directly to the care of a practice house.
The sewing must 'lend not only to garments made by tl1e girls, but
to lessons in tl1e selection of materials, with attention directed to
suitability, dnrapility, economy, nnd real beauty. 'l"o nttnin this in
gar1ncnt making, dressmaking, nnd elen1entnry millinery, the closest
of cooperation must :· exist between the department of art and the
department of ho1ne economics. No course in home economics is
complete without arrangements for visits to stores, markets, manu~
factories, and to houses .under construction.
The principles and processes learned during the previous year in
~ousewiiery should be applied in the food-preparation classes.
There must be a logical sequence of work and a certain amount of
previous study required as preparation for each class session.
Fifteen Ininutes at the beginning of each lesson used in group instruction will make the work much more effecti Ye than it is when students are allowed to begin work immediately upon entering the
rooms.
Ninilt grade.-Tbc ninth grnde, which is the upper grade of the
junior high school, or the first grade of the present type of high
school, may well complete the homc·economics course for the girl
preparing for a business career and for the girl reasonably sure of
entering a college or university.
Not less than eight hours per week should be given to ho1ne economics throughout this year. Theory should be stressed while the in·
crease of technical skill is not neglected.
The food preparation taught in high schools should emphasize
speed and efficiency and' ·business management applied to the household. No high school can install a satisfactory' course in home economics that does not offer opportunity for the student to care for
rooms in a housekeeping a pnrtment, care for household linen and
supplies, cook and serve real meals nt moderate cost, and assume
responsibility in the use of money.
.
In all high schools. excepting only the ones devoted to a commereial course or other really vocational course. elective courses in a.d-
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vanced dressmaking, advanced food preparation, human nutrition:
elementary dietetics, care of the sick, care of children, and house!.
hold furnishing and home ad1ninistration should be offered. In a:ll
these the theory underlying, the practice should be stressed.
.:
Continuation oourses.-The short-unit course of 10
12 lessons"$
rspecially to be recommended for all continuation courses for . hous~ .
keepers and n1others. . ·It is often inconvenient for a mother to enroll
in and attend a course of one-half year's duration, while it is entirely.
possible for her to take a course of five weeks with lessons twice
each w~ek, upon some phase of home-economics work whicb is of
especial interest to her.
These short-unit courses should be arranged in logical sequence,
and this same consistent development should extend into a second or
even third year course of study, and may well result in the earning
of a certificate at its close.
Continuation courses in home economics which
are intended for
t
employed young women should be of one-half year length and may
with advantage receive high-school credit' for work of high-schpQ).
grade. ·
·., · · ' _:;
Correct classification of continuation students in these afternoon
and evening classes is necessary. Not always the instruction tha'
the student wants, but that of which she is prepared best to make use,
should be assigned her.
Unit courses for continuation classes are suggested as follows: In .
foods-vegetable cookery, meat cookery, bread making, inexpensive
desserts, marketing, etc. In clothing-children's undergarments; chil·.
dren's outergarments; dyeing, cleaning~ and making over garments,
for children; making wash dresses ; hand work; household supplies, ·
etc. Similar unit courses should be arranged in the care of .the sick; ..
sanitation of the household, household accounting, house furniSh~ :
ing, etc.
The longer courses for employed young women should follow;
closely the regular courses of the schools. Since one out .of every
three young women is a wage earner between her fifteenth and tw~n~;
ty-fourth years, and since a majority of these are employed in pur..-!
suits evolved from employment formerly carried on within the holll.e~::
it is desirable that the prevocational function of home-economic.,J.
courses should not be at any time overlooked.
; iyJ
Supervision and instruction in ho1J1U3 eaonomios.-To adminis~t{:
properly the various courses in home economics, there must be o#~:·
director. To her must be given authority to organize and direct ·&if
phases of this subject in the entire school system. Only by thu$f
centralizing authority and responsibility can a consistent and pJ;O~~
gressive program for home-economics instruction be maintainedit.
As in all large cities, the dire-ctor of home economics will needi:

or
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assistants, and she shoulq be given as many as are needed to administer the work satisfactorily. To the assistant director, or
supervisors, responsibility should be given for certain phases of
the instruction.
As suggested elsewhere in this report, the division of duties may
be made geographically for sections of the city; perpendicularly for
certain lines of work-for instance, all instruction in clothing and
textiles; horizontally, for all work below or above a certain gradefor instance, all home-economics instruction in the fifth, sixth, and
seventh grades, or, all instruction in these subjects when given in
continuation classes.
To the director should be delegated the authority to nominate her
assistants and the teachers on the home-economics staff. Upon the
director will naturally fall the authority to organize the courses in
home economics in elementary schools, in high schools, in night
schools, and in any special schools that may be established. She will
detail the teachers to work in the parts of the city where their
services ~vill be most . ~dapted to the needs of the locality. She :will
bold councils to which 'will come all teachers of home economics
from all types of schools und-er city control, and she will help in all
community matters in which women's organizations are interested.
If she be worthy of the position as a guide to the development o:f
the children, she will certainly be worthy of trust in the material
growth of the department in her care; hence, sl1e will be recognized
by the school architect as one to be consulted before the completion
of the final plans for buildings, and considered by the committee of
the school board as one to be intrusted with the selection and purchase of school equipment and . supplies. The assistants will be
women in sympathy with their superior officer, and especially adapted
to their work. One of the most important of these assistants will
be the one in charge of afternoon and evening classes.
The director of home economics should be a woman of broad cui·
ture, with thorough training in home economics. That she have
executive ability, business sense, tact, physical strength, and an agreeable personality is absolutely essential, since she must administer her
office, delegate duties to assistants and teachers, establish cooperation
with various social and philanthropic organizations in her city, Inaintain cooperative relations with the various school principals, secure
the support and sympathetic advice of intelligent home makers~
mothers, club women, business women, teachers, and social workers,
and transact efficiently the business affairs of her department. It is
also desirable that she be able to speak agreeably before clubs and
various educational and business associations. She must have had
t~ching experience before assuming the more difficult position of
director, and if added to these qualifications she has' had exnerience
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. in the conduct of a home, her value to the community will make, l;l~t
worthy of nn adequate salary' nnd such clerical bel p as will relie~·
her of routine office work o.nd leave her free· to advise with.her
assistants and teaching force and cooperate with the other socialiZ~
factors of the co1nn1unity.
. ..
The assistant should have most of. the qualifications expected (lf
the director. If one is to haYe supervision of extension course8,Ji.
will be well if she be a "·omnn with especial experience in the act~l\l
adininjstration of a hotne, and if to this she has added trade expe~.
ence, her value to the schools will be greatly increased. I-Iigh~schQol
teachers of hon1e economics should be required to be graduates of
four-year hon1e-econon1ics courses in standard colleges or universi·
ties. Elementary school teachers of home economics should have had
at least the equivalent of a two years' normal school course in h~:rp.e
econmnics, based upon cmnpletion of a four-year high-school course
of established standards. Night school and other continuation cou:r:se
teachers should be chosen with extreme ·care. Trade experience;
homo experience, teaching experience, and special preparation for
teaching home economics are all desirable qualifications, and nqne of
these should be overlooked. It is not.sufficient that these teachers
know their subject both theoretically and practically; they must also
pave received pedagogical training which enables the:r:n to impart
information and understand th~ psychology of the mature student
and the tcn1pcran1cntal condition of the e1nployed girl.
Since the corps of home econotnics teachers changes fr~quently m
all schools, much instruction of teachers and careful supervision is
necessary if a high quality of teaching is to be maintained.
'Vhere it becon1cs necessary to require roo1n teachers to teach
home-economics subjects these teachers should be prepared for this
added burden, and such tune as is necessary for them to be prepared
should be granted to them and con1pensation for this extra prepp;ration should be · provided. Grad~ teachers giving home-:econondcs
instruction should become a portion of the home-economics staff .in
~o far as necessary supervision extends..
There is no question that better work can be done in home economics when special teachers are en1ployed for all instruction ef this
type, but if the financial condition of the city will not permit of
~dequate school support, .then some of the sewing can be taught ,by
grade teachers. The average grade teacher is herself too often
nnskilled in the use of the needle and must be carefully taught befarP i
.;he can teach; moreover, she is often not interested in industrial edu·
~"~ation of any type and considers the added burden of equipping her·
"'elf for teaching sewing an imposition. Therefore it is advisableifor
many reasons to provide. whenever possible, special teachen~ in hortlfl
Ar.onomics for all eln.~~As .

.
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The successflil. teacher ·o f home.economics must not only know her
subject and be familiar with the better methods of giving instruction, but she must also kno'v the· local conditions existing in the
neighborhood wherein she teaches. There is no quick process by
which she can familiarize herself with the status of the homes fro~
which the children come, nor can she suddenly induce the mothers of
the community to cooperate. with her in developing a spirit o.f home
making in the girls of her classes. Long terms of sel"Vice are therefore desirable, and every encouragement possible should be given
the teachers in their efforts to grasp their opportunities to improve
.the living conditions of those among whom they teach. · In the
'foreign sections of the city, and in the less prosperous localities, no
more profitable use of one afternoon each week of the time of the
home-economics teacher could be made than in visiting the homes of
the girls in her class or in meeting the mothers of these·girls at the
school or in the settlement house.
School authorities should not fail : to encourage by all available
means further study by their teachers, -and they should make possible
·pursuance of graduate courses and attendance at summer schools.
LIMITATION OF NUMBERS IN HOl\-IE-ECONOMICS CLASSES.

No teacher in tbe cleme:nt~ry o~ high. schools should :be permitted
to enroll more than 20 students in a laboratory class in either. food
preparation or garment making. ·. Extension class teachers can not
properly instruct more than 15 pupils in any one class. If a strong
t.eacher is given an inexperienced a~istant, . the two together can in"struct 25 students .in extension classes.
. '
.
Extension-class students are less .·used to receiving class intruc~
.tion and enduring necessary class restraint and are m~re. unev·enly
graded than are regular school pupils. They are often ~eary fro~ .
the work of the day and consequen~ly require more individual at:"'
tention from the teacher in charge. For these ~easons all class~ for
adult students should be kept .down t~ the number above given.
Lecture and recitation classes ·may, if necessary; be extended to
include 30 students, but all in excess ~f ~0 wi~l tend to weaken the
discipline of the class and decrease the .efficiency of the .instruction
given. Classes arranged for the unusual student, students of over ·
age, of special economic need, of subnormal girls, of ~utes, or of
those not thoroughly familiar with the English language should be
limited to 12 pupils, and, under certain conditions, reduced to 8.
This lhnitation of home-economics classes can be conveniently nr:.ranged in the elementary schools if the teacher of the room fro~ ·
which the girls come be made an assistant to the regularly employed
93815--17~~0
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home-economics tencber for the period in which her students are iD
the laboratory; and it also is easy of accomplishtnent if large classes
can be divided between the teachers of food preparation and the
teachers of garment n1aking.
·
Further discussion of details of departmental administration is
unnecessary, since a capable supervisor receiving the cooperation
and assistance of school principals and room teachers will find the
solution for overcrowding that is best adapted under her local conditions.
BUSINESS ADl\IINISTRATION.

The business transactions necessitated by the maintenance of..8
,departn1ent of home economics are somewhat complicated and
laborious.
Staple supplies for food lessons may be bought in quantity, but
the perishable food materials should be purchased as needed and .bJ
the local teacher. This gives opportunity for the teacher to acquaint herself with local market conditions and also makes it pbs·
.sible to instruct the children in marketing.
Equipment should be selected by the director after conferenee wtth
the teachers.
.
The sale of products increases responsibility and bookkeeping, but
the benefit derived by the students in handling larger quantities nnd
assisting in business affairs more than j usti.fies methods making this
:necessary.
LABORATORIES AND EQUIPl\fENT.

Rooms in which food-preparation lessons are taught should be
sanitary in every respect-well w·armed, well ventilated, well screened,
well supplied with hot and cold water, furnished with properly laid
and finished floors, and well provided with good cooking tables, sinks,
ranges, and cooking utensils. A kitchen of this type should ·hiive
light and attructi ve wall finishes, ample blackboard space, good.cti~
boards, and cool storage closets. The seats for the children should be
comfortable. Exhibit material should be abundant. Since some, val·
uable exhibit material is expensive, it should be arranged so as to be
conveyed from school to school.
The large laboratory in which cooking instruction is given becomes
a place where much is taught with little, but food-preparation train·
ing should never end in that type of room; it may begin there. Home
economics to be at its best must 'be given within a home. This "prac·
tice" home should be similar to the best type of home possible for
the families from .which the school children of that neighborhood
come. It may be a little fratne house of but three roo1ns and n bath;
it may be in all respects like a city apartment; or it may be a bouse
with cellar, yard, garden, and chicken pens. Of its 1."ind it must 'be
good, sanitary, economical, and in good taste . . If it meets all these
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. requirements, it becomes a bond between the home of the child and
that child's school life.
., School practice houses are in actual use in many cities. Sometimes
houses have been built, sometimes cottages have been rented, nnd
sometimes attics or basements have been modified, which would. have
otherwise been waste room. The " practice" house supplies the
kitchen of family size, where two or four girls can work with ease
and effectiveness, where labor-saving devices may be used and laborsaving methods practiced. It affords a dining room in which meal
·service can be taught under normal living conditions and where
standards of simple good taste and cleanliness can be established;
it makes practical housekeeping instruction possible, and it makes
the teaching of home nursing practicable.
Too much of the sewing taught in schools appeals only to the
girl's love of personal adornment. The" practice" house makes the
sewing upon house linens, draperies, and bedding possible, and offer9
an opportunity for utilizing the products of classes in rug weaving
and other handicrafts.
Laundries.-Since much home laundering must be done in all
neighborhoods, there should, where practicable, be laundry equipment in the school.
'\Vhere it is possible to secure teachcrs ·who have sufficient tact and
ability to establish cooperative relationships with the homes of
children, it may be possible to grant credits for work done in the
home under the supervision of such a teacher, but full teaching serv. ice witliin the school can not be expected from a teacher so occupied,
and under no circumstance is it recommended that credit be given
for unobserved hdlne work. Home practice of school exercises
should be required and acquired proficiency should be recognized,
but definite credit for unobserved home work is not conducive to
either high-grade work or honest reports.
SUMl\IARY.

Adequate provision for training young girls and women necessi- .
tates:
(1) Strong courses in home economics well organized and adapted
to the varying needs of the students for whom these courses are designed.
·
(2) An effective organization of an adequate, well-prepared, liberally puid and not overworked instructional corps.
(3) ICindly cooperation maintained between principals of schools,
teachers of academic subjects, local organizations of citizens, business men, and the teaching force interested in home economics instruction.
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( 4) Suitable, satisfactory sanitary rooms, modern and adequate
equipment, correct adjustment of the business affairs of the department of home economics, and the correlation of the department of
home economics with the activities of the child in her home.
PART III.
RECO:Ml\IENDATIONS.
INTRODUCTION.

It is assumed in the offering o:f the following recommendafiQns
that it is desired by the citizens of San Francisco that an adequate ·
.course in home economics be established in their schools-a cours9
which will train the daughters of the city in the art of home-making
and make of thmn women who are skilled in t'he use of their hands,
intelligent in their choice o:f materials, appreciative of the beauty ol
orderliness and cleanliness, and a wake to the financial and social r~·
sponsibilities of women within the home.
Coast cities, with their large per cent of foreign-born, adult popu. lation, have peculiar burdens and responsibilities in transforming
.this great cosmopolitan group into an intelligent American citizenship. Such transformation can not be hastened unless the home life
of the foreign workman be. touched by American ideas of good living,
sanitary dwellings, liberal educational opportunities, and. soeil\1
responsibilities. · ;In t'hc accomplishment of all these changes, there
is no 1nore potent n1eans than a strongly organized, well-supported
department of home. economics.
SUGGESTED COURSES.

The school curriculum in San Francisco needs to be changed ip
order to make allowance for more time in home-economics subj.ec~.
This recon1mendation does not necessitate the sacrifice or elinifuation of any of the essential subjects, but: requires the compressionof
some work into fe,vcr hours and the adjustment of some to altered
conditions.
New courses in home economics should be established. Sewing
instruction nnd lessons gh·ing information concerning simple hous~
keeping processes should be installed in all fifth-grade classes in .the
city of San Francisco. Food and sewing preparation should be
given in all sixth, seventh, nnd eighth grade classes.
The inauguration of required high-school courses in home enonoiil·
ics is needed in the Girls' High School, the l\Iission High School, .and
the Comn1erce High School. Reference has been made hereinbefore
to the conditions in the Polytechnic High School. It is here recom·
mended that a one-year course of home economics be required in all
high schools now established in Sun Francisco and in all hereafter
established.

This one year of required work should be equivalent to one full
five-hour course; i. e.; _double periods for practical work and ·s ingle
periods for lectures !Wd recitation. It .should be a survey course,
giving instruction in the furnishing and care of the house, planning
and preparing _meals, nnd in buying clothing, and making dresses
and hats.
Advanced elective courses should be. established in all high schools
except those that are distinctly vocational.
San Francisco needs Saturday afternoon classes in the downtown
· districts for the great number of shop ancl office girls who are not
employed at that time. It needs classes for mothers at the high
schools just after the close of.r egular afternoon classes. Many _women
can easily attend such classes when they can not leave home nt night.
Night schools are .needed. for those who work during the day, and
should be opened in various parts of the city in well:-warmed, wen:.
ventilated, and comfortable rooms where good-equipment exists.
.The home care of the sick should be taught in the upper grades of
the ele1nentary schools, with courses more strongly scientific offered
as electives in the high schools.
:Especial stress should be placed upon this phase of home economics
ui tbe extension courses for employed girls and home makers.
This instruction, while clas&ified under home~economics teaching, need not be given by members of that staff, but may, with advantage, be given by the school nurses or by members of the city
board of health.'
·
Since many m~n on the Pacific coast spend considerabie time in the
mountains, or at sea, a simple knowledge of food values and food
preparation is greatly needed by· them. ·Where instruction in camp
cookery has been offered to boys in other cities, it has been popular
and of great value. .Work · of this kind can be given after school
·hours, in night classes, or on ~aturdays. It is a type of instruction
well worth giving during the summer vacaticn and can easily be correlated with the Boy Scout work done in the city.
The courses ·of study in home economics used in San Francisco
need to be revi~ed, and to be so arranged that adjustment to peculiar
community needs may become possible. The major courses should be
so arranged Jhat there may.be··established a logical sequence of lessons from _ tl~e fir~t lessons of grade five to the.·last lesson <?f the senior
high school. ·
·
·
The special courses should be so planned that the peculiar conditions and needs'. of the student may be . met. and a predetertnined
result obtained.
.
See page 444;· Part ii~ under Courses of Study, for a n1ore · complete discussion .of this subject.
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SUPERVISION OF HOME ECONOYICS. 1

Such courses as are above discussed are only possible of adminis~ ·
tration when there is one capable, responsible head of all home- ·
economics instruction in the entire school system ; hence, the director:
of home economics should be given authority and responsibility for '·
the conduct of all home-economics instruction in the elementary ·andt.
secondary schools and in classes for employed and adult women. ·.·To
retain a woman of the type needed will necessitate a willingness to·,
pay liberally for her services.
.
At least four assistant supervisors of home economics are needed ·
in San Francisco. None of the above officers should be expected to:··
teach except in times of emergency or when necessary to train prop">
etly a new and inexperienced teacher.
Clerical help should be supplied, so that no time of experts may be:
wasted upon labor more chen ply done by clerks.
·
To secure an~ retain really capable teachers of home economics. :
adequate salaries must ·be · paid, opportunities for professional· progress must be made available, and classes must be reduced in nriiribet !
of pupils enrolled. Those ·teachers who are selected for the ·respb[n:~ :i
sible positions of instructors of children from foreign homes and
children needing special instruction should receive greater pay and
find time to acquaint themselves with the homes and families of the
pupils.
1 A questionnaire in regard to the supervision and teaching of home economics waB
sent to 25 home-~conor6lcs women. Fourteen women answered, of whom 7 were uni:
versity and college teachers in charge of teach.e r-training clnsses; 4 were' superVfsors of'
home economics in public-school systems; 1 wns an exsupervlsor in a large city; 1 bad
served as public-school tencher, supervisor, and tinnily professor in charge of teaclief·
training courses; and 1 had been a teacher in a noted publlc-school system.
1. Should there be one supervisor of all home economics with an adequate number of
assistant supervisors? Yes, 13. Doubtful, 1.
·
·
2. Should the supervisor nominate or recommend and the board appoint her assistant•
and teachers? Yes, 0.
a. Shonld she have full appointive power'? Yes, 5.
4. In what grade should home-economics instruction be introducedBelow the fourth .grade?--------------------------------------- Yes, 2.
Fourth grade?-------------------------""---------------------- Yes, 7;
Fifth grade?------------------·------------------------------ Yes, 4.
Sixth grade?------------------------------------------------ Yes,1.
All agreed that handwork of some kind should. be given from the first grade up. . ,
o. Would you introduce home economics in the same grade in all parts of the .~,~t- ·
Yes, 3. No, 11.
.
. ' ·~
8. Would you Increase the amount of time devoted to home economics In cosmopoU~
sections of a city? Yes, 13. No, 1.
·
1. Would you recommend cooking In fnml1y recipes In the grade classes? Yes, 14. ·:,,·: :
8. What do you consider the minimum time that should be given home economlca, '
Answers vary from 90 minutes once a week to 00 minutes dally in the grades. : .All
agree that three double laboratory periods and two recitation periods are desirable
in high school.
~- What is the most desirable size tor a class in home economics?
16 to 20---------------------------------------------------- Yes,9 .
to 15---------------------~-----------------------------12 to
20 to 24---------------------------------------------------- Ye~l.
l o. Oo you approve of an apartment or practice bouse as an addition to the regular
home-economic lahoratories? Yes. 14.

LO

Yes,a
18---------------------------------------------------- Yes,2.
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£MPBOVEMENT IN EQUIPMEN'J.'.

When know ledge of the part flies play in the spread of disease
is so general, it ·seems strange that so mnny unscreened kitchens
should be in use in the public schools of San Francisco. All such
rooms should be screened immediately. In the newly constructed
buildings, better provision should be made for ventilating the food
laboratories. Tho present system of oiling clown the dirt on the
kitchen floors should riot be longer permitted, and attractive, clean
doors should be provided-such floors as the children are taught
to desire for their own homes. Hereafter, as the new buildings are
constructed, the supervisor should be consulted both as to the locatio:Q
of the homc·economics classrooms and as to plans and equipment for
them. A food preparation room is badly situated when placed in
the basement; it catches much dust and dirt, is difficult to ventilate
properly, and the odors rise from it to other portions of the building.
A room on the top floor of the building is for an' reasons more
desirable.
lNTEBMElliA'l'E SCHOOL SEWING BOO:M.S.

1

Of the sewing rooms in use in the three intermediate schools, the
one in the Horace Mnnn School should be abandoned. It is ·in every
way unsuitable and ill equipped. As elsewhere suggested; if this
school were supplied 'vith a practice house in 'v)::lich to teach home
making, room could be· ·arranged for the sewing classes.
The Ha1nilton School se,ving room should be immediately equipped ·
with electric lights, for which the building is wired, and enough
sewing machines should be purchased to make effective teaching
possible.
.
The Croc~er sewing room was just occupied. at the time of the
visit of the survey commission and was receiving new machines
and tables. This particular school receives many· children . from
near-by " homes " and should be made more nearly like conditions
inn good .A. merican home, and as far away from institutional conditions as possible. Small classes, individual instruction, sympathetic understanding, and homelike conditions are grca tly needed
by these children. A practice house is an immedhtte need.
New cooldng rooms are most badly needed_at Fairmount, Columbia, Grattan, 1\IciGnley, Rochnmbeau, and Yerba Buena Schools.
Fairmount has 165 girls in the seventh and eighth grades. These, if ·
given as much instruction in home .economics as they should receive!
will require all of the time of one.teacher of food preparation and of
one teacher of sewhig. The James Lick pupils are numerous enough
to use effectively the present equipment were the Fairmount students
removed to a laboratory of their own.
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A similar condition exists in other ~chools, and when the foodpreparation instruction is extended downward to the sixth gradea·
other laboratories will be needed.
· · · ';' '
It. is the consensus of opinion that each schoo~ should be co~plet~'
in itself and that girls should not be sent from one school to another
for portions of t~eir instruction. If home. ~conomics were taught;
from the fifth grade through the eighth, as it should be, then each
school would fully use one practice house, one food laboratory', ·alld
one sewing room. Especially would this be true if no class exceeded ~
20 pupils, which is agreed to be the maximum size possible whe~ '
good instruction is given.
PRACTICE HOUSES.--

The Spring Valley School, which is in an apartment-house region;
has an excellent attic or top floor that could, with little expense, be.
partitioned and equipped as a small apartment. In this, instruction
could be given· in house furnishing and home care. The teachers~
lunches prepared here would ~ake possible preparation of; f~·d'::in
quantities sufficient to establish standards for the girls doing the
work. One-half day spent twice a week by a small group of girls
would give them helpful knowledge of sewing under home conditiolis,
care of the house, meal preparation, and laundering of . household
linens. While it is always undesirable for children to travel from
one school to another, yet for a time this housekeeping center could
be used by other near-by schools. Since this is a school having very
large classes in the lower grades and very small classes in the seventh
arid eighth grade rooms, it is suggested that _this special instruction
be open to children of the fifth and sixth as well as the· seventh and
eighth grades.
The room at Pacific Heights is one of the worst used for cooking
classes. It is long and narrow and reached by an outside stairway.
It is over the boys' runway, which means that the floors are cold and
damp. This room is one of several in which the children have to
light the hot plates in order to warm their fingers enough to be able
to write. This school needs a new laboratory for cooking and new ·
equipment throughout. This is a locality in which a practice housEr
would supply all present needs.
The Portola School neighborhood is one in which a practice house
could easily be secured and would be of great service. This is a Jew·: ish section and one in which the Jewish Council of Women stand
ready to lend hearty cooperation, and with their aid .such a practice
home could be made of inestimable value to the community.
Bernal Heights School, with its old building where the kitchen is
reached ·through the furnace room, should be immediately -supplied
with a. small, clean, inexpensive practice house and new laboratorie~
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for both sewing and food preparation.. This is an American neighborhood where there are small frame dwelli~gs. The practi~e .ho'-'se
should be ilo .b etter than the· best that the ·p~ople of the';neighborhpbd
coUld hope to attain and no ·more expensively 'furnished "tiian ·the
incomes of the families represented would justify, but it should be
sanitary, convenient, and attractive~ The instruction given should
be thoroughly practical.
·The Irving Scott School is·another one in which there should be:
an immediate adaptation of instruction to the needs of the ·locality.
There should be a :housekeeping center constructed and housekeeping·.
instruction given. In the low seventh grade there were 3 students·
i5 years of age, 4 who were 14, and 10 who were-13 years old. Girls.
of this age should be made proficient in simple home making and
the school should supply this knowledge. ·
'
The three intermediate schools are all in need of practice houses;
With these centers in which to begin this work it could be gradually
developed until, in some form; it reached all the girls in the city, ·giv-'
ing to each girl some actual knowledge ·of household administration,
faniily meal service, and general housewifery.
·
These practice houses or· apartments make the service of a n<?on
lunch to teachers possible and afford opportunity for the students tohave actual experience in the choice, purchase, and service of food
in family-sized quantities.
_
·
A complete housekeeping suite can be provided for the Polytechnic High School with little expense. There is now a large room used·
for teaching home nursing, and adjoining this· is a needlessly large
storeroom. A bathroom is already furnished. One partition ·and
one new door would change these into a complete apartment, with
small kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, and dinmg-living room, and
make meal service and housekeeping poss~ble.
In the Girls' H1gh School there are now rooins used as cloak rooms
that could easily be converted into an apartment and o. food laboratory.
The Mission High School needs immediate provision ~f rooms
for sewing, food· prepar;tti~n, al:id ho~sekeeping. ·The b~Iding ~ow·
uSed is so overcrowded ~nd the sewin:g room _ ·s~ msanitary and 'un:~
suitable that new .~ooiris should be provided, in' some ~ther .building.
TOWEL

SUPPL~•

.

In order to insure sanitary conditions, all dish towels should be
furnished by the school · and paper towels shouJd be in every laboru-

tory.

_

There should be · suitable basins and towel.s for .the .sewing:-class
girls.
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TEACHERS.

\Vith the recommended increase of time given to home-economics.
teaching, the present teachers of food preparation will be unable to
handle all classes in this subject. it is also recommended that classes .
be reduced to 20 students; that new courses be organized for aduit
women and wage-earning women; that boys be given opportunities .
for lessons in camp cookery; and that the retarded girls be . give:D.,
especial attention in classes organized for them. All this :rp.eal\s..;hi··n
creased teaching force and increased expense, but if the girls of San
Francisco are to be prepared for the proper discharge of their duties
when they become wives, mothers, and homemakers, the city must·
pay the price.
Special teachers should be employed to give instruction in sewing·
to the seventh and eighth grade students und to teach the care of
the home. If financial conditions make the employment of special ·
teachers for all sewing impossible, then the sewing of the fifth
and sixth grades can be given by room teachers or left to LUl ~
students. These grade teachers will need special instructions, and '
to the extent that they assist in this teaching they should be considered a part of the home-economics department. Equipment will ;
not be necessary for the sewing classes in the fifth and sixth grades ·
during the first year.
This arrangement will leave whatever money is at present· avail.;
able to be used for bettering the conditions · of· cooking laboratories '
and for establishing housekeeping centers and seventh and eighth ·
grade sewing rooms. During the year following, sewing rooms
can be furnished with tables, chairs, and machines, and additional
special teachers employed for the then seventh and eighth grade
sewing classes; fifth and sixth grade students can be taught again
by room teachers or Lux students, and by the third year conditions
will,be enough. better so that more special teachers can .he employed .
~d more . hous.ekeeping centers developed, until at the end of th~ ;
five years every child finishing the eighth grade will have become dexterous in handling cooking materials and equipment, skilled in sew·
ing by hand and machine, and developed in efficiency to an extent
that will make her able to prepare in reasonable time a plain but pala·
table meal, make a simple garment, care for a bedroom nnd sitting
room. and give first aid to anyone injured or ill.
SCHOOL LUNCHES.

The continued use of minute quantities of food is uninteresting to
tke child and has no real educational value. As stated by one . su~· ·
cessful supervisor of home economics. " after girls ha.ve shown rro·'
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ficiency in the small recipe work, unless given· more practical wo~k,
the interest is apt to become lost." "Outside criticism through sale
of large quantity cooking (family quantity) is very stimulating and
often puts the girls on their mettle through the responsibility given
them."
Yet the other extreme-cooking for sale only-is quite as objectionable as limiting food work to very small -quantities. No class
should be forced to cook only that which is salable, nor should any
class be excluded from tasting the product of its work. To adjust
these mutters perfectly is difficult, but not impossible, and effort to
adjust them should not be abandoned merely because it requires
extra effort upon the part of the teachers and administrative officers.
IIi every school where there is a food·preparation class, there
should be provision for serving teachers' lunches by the students in
the cookery classes. This is one of the few ways by which children
can be taught to cook in family-sized quantities and to serve food
nicely. That such a lunch is of advantage to the teachers, there can
be no question. It is not impossible to so arrange class schedules .
that the class needing this instruction can have their work arranged
t.o come immediately before the noon hours.
In certain schools the children are evidently underfed~ Underfed
children do not develop into valuable citizens. It is feasible to have
the food preparation classes prepare inexpensive and nourishing
foods and to have these sold to the children at small cost. The commission was impressed with the large number of children remain:ing around the school at noon, eating unattractive, inadequate
lunches, or running to the near-by- stores. It is quite possible that
the parents of many of these children are a way from home at no oiL
Other cities have found that school cafeterias and noon lunches for
the children have had a. marked effect upon the general health and
dgor of those so fed.
It is true that school or teachers' lunches increase the cookh1g
t.eacher's work and responsibility. Such increased. work should· .be .. ·.
recognized either by slightly increased pay or shortened hours during
the week. One afternoon free each week would equalize the burden .
BURINESS 1\{ETHODS.

The present method of purchasing equipment and supplies is a
detriment to the home-economics division of the schools. Much
better arrangement could be made if an expert were consulted and
her plans accepted. The method of ordering and saying" or just as
good" is sometimes amusing. A green plate to match a · blue set
may be "just as good," but far from satisfactory. The director of
home economics should be able to select definite articles and ~n them
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receive competitive bids and from ·the· bids make her purchase:1
whether of food supplies or equipment. . There are many tin1es whe~ i
food supplies bought near the schools would be n~orc certainly .~~~~ 1
ceived than by the present methods of pur~hase, and at the snme time.
serve to establish a friendly relationship between the school nnclth~:
local taxpaying storekeeper. A. larger revolving fund is .necessary
for the children must learn to purchase food supplies nnd th~ : te~c4er~ ,
must • be
able to buy certain perishable food materials ·. in . lar~e~
•
·b .,
quantities.
COOPERA.TION WITH OTHER AGENCIES FOR SOCIAL BETTERMENT.

Since nn effectively organized division of home economics is one ;
agency for social betterment in the life of the city, there should ·be
developed active c.c operation between this work in the schools and ·
other agencies for social betterment. The city board of health, ,
Nurses' Association, Child vVelfare League, Council of Jewish·
\Vomen, Collegiate Alumnre, social settlements, and other organiza~ ~
tions are all working for improving the living · conditions of those ~
whose homes are in the city of San Francisco, and their help is needed i
in developing home economics to its fullest community service.
· Th~ material for home-economics instruction can never be included
within the covers of textbooks as may that of arithmetic or spelling
or history. The factories, the shops, and the markets of the city; ·
even the streets with their newly laid systen1s for water· supply,
sewage pipes, and gas mains become laborntories for the child in
home economics. When this is understood by the grocer, the butcher,
the dry-goods merchant, and the dealer in household furnishings; all
will be willing to do their share in educating the future housemother
and will gladly instruct visiting classes in the art of buying to m~f
household needs. vVhen this cooperation between tradesmnn and
school is accomplished the education of the child will be greatly
enriched and in time there will be a favorable reaction upon the trade
conditions of the city.
· ·
SUl\!MARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMl\!ENDATIONS.

1. All courses in home economics need reorganization. Instruc·
tion in this subject should be given in the fifth grade, and logical
sequence of lessons should be arranged for the fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth grades, and the first year of the high school.
2. Sewing should be introduced in all seventh and eighth grade
classes, . and special teachers for this subject should be provid~d in·
these grades.
·
3. Sewing should he given in fifth and .sixth grade classes by grade
teachers or by Lux School students. Provision should be made for
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giving grade teacl}ers the preparation needed to enable them to teach
sewing.
4. The teaching staff in ·home ·economics shouid be reorganized
and placed under a .director· whb should have control of homeecono.mics work in the public schools of the city and the assistance.
of n group of not less than four competent supervisors.
5. The te.a ching staff in home economics should be increased and
arrangements made for each teacher to have one afternoon each week
for neighborhood work.
6. Teachers should be encouraged to take summer-school courses,
and they should be able to do this without loss of salary.
7. Centers of training in housekeeping should be provided in a
few carefully selected districts.
8. The number of night classes in home economics should be
increased. Afternoon classes for :women and Saturday afternoon
classes for working girls should be opened. These courses should
be open for a quarter, n. half, or n. full year, as may be found advisable at each place.
. ·
· 9. Methods of purchasing food supplies should be so changed that
the director and. teachers inay make all purchases under general
rules and regulations.
10. The director of home economics should purchase all equipment
after bids are made and accepted~
11. Architects should consult the director'·of home economics before buildings in which home economics is to be taught are planned.
· 12. Provision should be made for permanent exhibits of homeeconomics work and for a traveling exhibit that can be taken from
school to school.
13. The sewing rooms in intermedia.te schools are not' adequately ·
·equipped. Lights should be installed in the sewing room in the
Hamilton School and temporary quarters for home economics . in
the Horace Mann School should be constructed or rented at once
until permanent quarters can be provided.
14. .A.ll food-preparation rooms now in use should be put in clean
. and sanitary condition by screening windows and door openings;
by refinishing floors with a surface which can be kept clean ; by replacing \Vorn and antiquated equipment; by heating damp, cold
rooms; nnd by supplying towels for use of students.
15. New centers should be equipped for teaching home economics,
nnd practice houses sl1otlld be provided in certain localities.
16. In the Polytechnic High School a small practice kitchen and
dining room should be provided by putting in inexpensive partitions, and classes in household management should be organized.
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17. In the ~fission High School sewing should be taken from ;the
insanitary places and s~wing rooms. Food-preparation rooms. ~d
housekeeping roo.ms should be equipped elsewhere in the buildinga .
18. In the Girls' High School, rooms on the- first . floor . not now
used to advantage would make satisfactory rooms for food preparation and housel{eeping.
-·
19. In the Commercial I-Iigh School a sewing room, food-preparation room, and housekeeping suite should be equipped. If there
is insufficient room in the building, a near-by practice suite or house
should be rented or an inexpensive building should be put up.1
.
20. In all schools no'v teaching food preparation and in all schools
hereafter supplied with cooking equiptnent, teachers' luncheo~
should be prepared. Home-economics teachers should receive credit
for time spent in the preparation of these luncheons.
21. The preparation of certain foods in quantities and the sale>of
the same should be permitted.
22. Cooking and sewing should be scheduled for the same morn·
ing in the seventh and eighth grade classes, so that work time m~y
be exchanged.
23. Home-economics classes should not contain more than 20 stil·
dents, and in cosmopolitan and special schools not more than 12
. itudents.
_
24. Courses offered in the several schools should be varied to meet
the needs of the locality in which given; that is, instruction should
be adapted to the children's needs.
··· ,,
25. Cooperation between the home-economics departments of the
public schools and the homes of the children, the business men of ,the
city, nnd all organizations interested in the social betterment of the
city of San Francisco should be encouraged.
I The theory that studenta may go to the Polytechnic Dlgb School does .llot w~tk~
llllee "the laboratories ot thia school are full. thlll theory need uot'" be coDaldered.

'.d

Chapter XIII.
MANUAL TRAINING.

The quality of the work done in manual training is good, so far 8.8
The very limited amount of money available appears to have
.been spent to good ad vantage, and the kinds of work undertaken can
not be seriously criticized in view of controlling circumstances. ·
'Vith the exception of a small amount of handwork in paper, card- .
· board, and other inexpensive Inaterials, carried on for the most part
without supervision or assistance by certain of the more energetic
and progressive grade teachers, the work in.manual training for boys
in the elementary schools in San Francisco is limited to the seventh
and eighth years in the regular grammar schools and to the sixth.
seventh. and eighth years in the three intermediate schools.
1t goes.

1, TI:ME ALLOWANCE.

In January, 1912, a 12-page pamphlet was published, containing
instructions for the regular classroom teachers in grades 1, 2', and 3~
for" primary manual work." The time allowed for this work was
given as one-half hour per week, but it was clearly indicated that
the work was to be regarded as "busy work," more or less incidental
to the real business of the school. The results secured under this
plan are as good as can be expected under the circumstances, but are
far from being the equivalent of what might be secured through the
introduction of a systematic and well-organized scheme of handwork.
In the three intermediate school~ sixth-grade boys are given one
lesson per week, 80 minutes, of manual training; seventh-grade boys,
two lessons per week, totall20 minutes; eighth-grade boys, one lesson per _week, 80 minutes, for 20 weeks, and two lessons per week,
total160 minutes, for 20 weeks. This. program provides a n1aximum
possible aggregate of 213! hours (less than 27 days of 8 hours
each,) spread over a period of 3 years or about 9 days per year.
In the other elementary schools during the se~enth and eighth
years the tin1e allowed for manual training is one lesson per week,
varying in length from GO to 120 minutes. At an average of VO minutes per week the aggregate amount of time is 120 hours ( 15 days
of 8 hours each), spread over a period of 2 years, or 7! days per year.
479
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When it is considered that even these small amounts of time are
subject to curtailment through theobservance of holidays and other
interruptions, it is clear that maximum benefits from manual training in the element-ary schools can not be realized.
2. LABORATORY F.QIDPMENT.

The equipment for manual training in the sixth, sev~nth, and .
eighth grades consists of 27 shop centers for wood work and 2 shops
arranged for introductory courses in art ~etal work. These centel'$
are located as follows:
Shop centers for woodwork (27) : Crocker Intermediate School, 2; Hamilton
Intermediate School, 2; Horace Mann Intermediate School, 2; Bay View School;
Bryant School ; Ethan Allen School ; Everett School ; Fairmount School ; Frank•
lin School; Frank 1\:IcCoppin School; Glen Park School; Hancocl~ School; Irving
M. Scott School ; John Swett School ; Laguna Honda School ; 1\Hssion Grammar
School; 1\:Ionroe School ; Oriental School; Pacific Heights School; Roosevelt
School; Sheriuan School; Spring Valley School; Sutro School; Washington
G-rammar School.
· Shop centers tor metal worlc (2) : Hamilton Intermediate School and Horace
Mann Intermediate School.

The shops are fitted up with workbenches and a selection of toolS
adapted to the kinds of work that may be profitably undertaken with
classes of boys in the ti1ne allowed. Some of the newer shops ure
better lighted nnd more eclequately equipped than are so1ne of .the
older ones. Any line of work that is sufficiently dignified and worth
.while to be undertaken in the schools at public expense should be assigned to quarters that are properly heated and lighted and other·.
wise adapted to conserving the health and comfort of teachers and
pupils, nnd that nre adequately equipped to accomplish the objects
in view. These advantages can not be claimed for all of; the manunl·
training shops in the Sun Francisco schools.
T.h e manual-training staff is to be especially commended for voluntarily organizing several classes for selected groups of boys who
are 12 yen.rs of ag,e or over but are enrolled below the sixth gra-de.
The valuable results of work of this kind with retarded pupils have
been demonstrated repeatedly. This type of work should .not oniy
be encouraged and recognized, ns recommended by the supervisor O~
·manual training, but facilities should be provided which will make
possible ~ubstantial extensions.
The supervisor .of manual training reports that a motor and woo4.·
turning speed lathe have recently been ordered for one of the inter·
mediate-school shops. San Fro.ncisco has been very backward i~
providing even a minimum of power machinery for each impo1~tan~ ·
shop center.
. ·. .
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8. THE COUnsE OF STUDY.

The course of study, especially in the three intermediate schools~
gives some attention to the construction of small working models of
machines and transportation units, such as crane, pile driver, steam
shovel, flat car, sen1aphoro. For this part of the work a considerable
variety of n1aterials and processes is necessary, and considerable individual ingenuity is developed. For the most part, however, the
projects undertaken consist of series of small objects for personal or
domestic use, which call for a 1nore or less carefully graduated sequence of tool processes. The aim in all cases is a useful product,
and no unnecessary time appears to be spent upon exercise pieces
merely for the sake of practice. Nevertheless, if more time could be
given to the work so1ne of the 1nore inconsequential 1nodels n1ight
be supplanted .by others that would prove more interesting as wel1
as profitable.
A. staten1ent as to the aims and purposes of n1anual training, prepared by the supervisor, emphasizes the introduction to fundamental
tools and processes as applied to woodwork. The effort is made to
train pupils in habits of order, neatness, industry, perseverance, and
economy. The aim is to present the work in such a way as to inculcate appreciation of good workmanship, construction, and design;
to develop social feelings and relations by encouraging projects of
value to home and school; to ·encourage the spirit of initiative, originality, and experhnentation by · permitting a wide latitude in selec.;.:
tion of individual and personal projects. The use of other materials
than wood is encouraged so far as possible.
These ai1ns, which relate chiefly to the place of n1anual training in
general education, are realized in most of the shops as well as can be
expected under existing conditions. Provided unwarranted expectations are not entertained with respect to the extent to which the
values of this training are carried over into other studies or other
departinents of life, these are con1mendable aims for manual training
in the elementary school. But these aims are not sufficient. The department should be encouraged to look beyond these aims, at least for·
certain groups of pupils, and should be provided with better facilities and working conditions.
To a limited extent the prevocational aim receives some theoreticaJ
consideration in the intermediate schools, but not much more is
accomplished in this direction here than in other schools. More
6exibility, freedom of action, and willingness to experiment are
necessary before notable results along this linP ea.n b{l expected.
93815-17~11
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4. ORGANIZATION.

The manual-training department consists of 1 supervisor, respon.
sible to the superintendent of schools, and 17 1p.en teachers. With
the exception noted, instruction is ~itnited to woodworking, mechani.
cal drawing, and a fe,v lessons in elen1entary 1netal work in copper
and brass. The grades fron1 which pupils are received are t4e eightQ,
the seventh, and the sixth (in the · three intern1ediate schools), in
addition to a few irregular classes of retarded pupils. The average
salary of manual-training teachers in San Francisco is $1,260 for
the school year of approximately 40 weeks.
A part of the work in mechanical drawing is taught by women
teachers, who are not under the direction of the supervisor of manual
training. Some of this work is more or less unrelated to the conditions of practical shopwork in respect to content, meth~d of teaching,
and conception of purpose.
The eletnentary handwork in the primary grades is taught by the
regular grade teachers, without supervision or assistance except such
as an interested principal may give. The supervisor of manual train,
ing has no responsibility for this work nor for any manual training
in the high schools.
o.

THE J\lANUAL-TRAINING STAFF.

The following study · is based upon information supplied by the
members of the staff.
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.

Of the 18 members of the staff 4 report having had no special
schooling above high-school grade in preparation for their work of
teaching. Of the remaining 14, 10 report having had some,normal·
school training, 8 having had two years or more; 7 have had ~wn~
college or university work, 4 being graduates and 1 a postgraduate
student; 4 have studied one or more years each at a technical or
· engineering school.
The 18 members of the staff have taught on an average 8.7 years
each. Further study of the individual figures, however, shows two
well-defined groups: (1) Eight men have had an average experience
of 16 years each ; ( 2) 8 men have had an average experience .of
2.1 years each. The 2 remaining individuals have had an average
of 6 years' experience each.
,
The staff, therefore, is made up of about equal parts of ( 1) experi·
enced teachers who entered the service before the most significant
current tendencies in manual-arts education were fully developed~
· who were, for the most part, without special professional prepara-
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tion, and who, as appears hereafter, have not as a bo~y made special
effort to keep abreast of educational developments :ln their chosen
field; and (2) a group of relatively inexperienced teachers, whose
'special training is not so extensive as n1ight be demanded under a
more liberal salary schedule, but who may be reasonably expected
to represent the newer point of view in education. Like all similar ·
generalizations, this must not be regarded as rigidly conclusive, for
some of the most progressive members of the staff are to be found
among those of mature experience, and not all of the younger
members have yet demonstrated a thorough grasp of their work.
EXPERIENCE IN OTHER OCCUPATIONS.

Some indication of the latent possibilities for the developme~t of
vocational courses is disclosed by the record of experience iri occupations other than teaching which ·members of the manual-training
staff have had. Only 3 of the 18 men report no experience in other
occupations, 7 have had experience in one other occupation, 4 in two
occupations, 1 in three occupations, and 3 in four occupations other
than teaching. The average number of years of experience in other
occupations reported by 15 teachers is 10. The complete list includes
23 different occupations, and the length of time ranges from onehalf year to 20 years. The occupations, with the number of individuals by whom reported, is as follows:
Assaying, 1 ; blacksmith, 1; bookkeeper, 1 ; bridge construction, 1 ; building
construction, 3; business promoter, 1; business (not specified), 1; cabinetmaker,
2; carpenter, 4; contracting and real estate, 1; draftsman, 2; machinist, 1;
manufacturing jeweler, 1; mason, 1; millman, 1; newspaper work, 1; patternmaker, 1; plasterer, 1; salesman, 1; stationery and book store, 1; steam engineer. 1; trade (not specified),, 1; wireless-telegraph operator, 1.
TRAINING SINCE ENTERING THE SERVICE.

Evidently conditions in the San Francisco schools do not afford
much stimulus or encouragement to professional growth on the part
of teachers while in service. In response to the question, "What
courses have you taken in normal school, college, university, correspondence schools, etc., for the purpose of improving your work, since
entering the service of the San Francisco schools~ " 10 of the 18
members of the manual-training staff report no such courses. Of the
remaining 8, 1 has spent a year in a State normal school, 2 have
taken summer-school courses, 2 have taken private lessons; 4 have
taken correspondence courses, 2 have attended evening school, 1
ottended a university extension course of lectures, and 1 reports
home study. It must be admitted that this is not an impressive
"bowing for a staff of 18 teachers reporting approximately an
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average· of 9 years' experience in a special subject which has bee~
passing through an evolution truly remarkable. The importance
of constant study and res~arch in any line of educational work as
a means of persona.} growth can scarcely be overemphasized. In
the field of the manual arts the disposition to study the new problems
and to endeavor to keep abreast of progress is indispensable.
PROFESSIONAL READING.

ln common with nil the members of the teaching force in San·
Francisco the manual-training teachers w·ere requested to "mentiob
the titles of a few of the most important books on education which
you have read during the past two years." In response to this
request, 28 different .books were reported as having been read hv
members of the manual-training staff. The titles of books reported.
arranged in two groups, with the number of teachers by whom
read, are as follows :
1. Boolt,s on general

cducationa~ topic.<~:

1\Icl\Iurry-How to Study, 1. ·
Smith-Teaching :Mathematics, 1.
Charters-1\iethods of Teaching. 1 .
\Vlindt-Psychology, 1.
Spencer-Education, 1.
Kipling-The Day's \Vorl{, 1.
Chancellor-School Administration, 1.
Johnson-Plays and Games, 1.
Sisson-Essentials of Character, 1.
Rugh-l\Ioral Education, 1.
!. Books on the nwn/ttal a.rts, vocat,i onal education. mnd rel.fl-ted
Bloomfield-Youth, School, and Vocation, 1.
Vocational Guidance of Youth, 2.
Readings in Vocational Guidance. 1.
Puffer-Vocational Guidance, 1.
Smith-Education of All the Children of All the People. l .
Dewey-School and Society, 3.
Ritchey-Course in 'Voodworking, 2.
King-,Voodwork and Carpentry, 1.
Rudd-Cabinetmaking and Designing, l.
Leake--Industrial Education, 2.
Bachelder-Design in Theory and Practice; 1.
Principles of Design, 1.
Pabst-Handwork Instruction for Boys, 1.
Crawshnw-l\Ianual Arts for Vocational Ends, L
Noyes__;_Deslgn and Construction in \Vood, l.
\Vood and Forest, 1.
Griffith-Correlated Courses, 1.
(Author not known)-Perlod Styles, 1.

topir~ :

.I.'his does not represent n wide range of reading for 18 edu~a:~tJ,i'h .
nor can it be considered note,vorthy concentration for 18 speCialists:
A stndy of th(:' list!o:i give~ }~ddit.ional gron~d for the concli1sion: th'llt
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there has been no systematic guidance or stimulus to the professiona]
growth of the members of the staff. Of the 18 members, 7 report no
educational books read during two years; 2 teachers report having
reucl one book each; 3 teachers, two books each; 4 teachers, three
books each; 1 teacher, four books; and 1 teacher, ·0 books. The total
number of books rend during the two years, including duplications,
is 33, an average of 3 books each for the 11 teachers who report
some reading, or less than 2 for each of the 18 n1en1bers of the staff.
Further, only 7 of the 18 teachers report having read any of the
books in the second list, which contains the titles of those which nre
more or less closely rein ted to the special problems of the dcpn.rbnent. ·
The teachers were also asked "'Vhat educational periodicals do
you read regularly~ " The replies to this question indicate a more
commendable attitude of profession~! alertness and progressiveness.
Of the 18 teachers, only 2 report the regular reading of 1 magnrzine only; 4 teachers read 2 magazines; 5 teachers rend 3 n1ngazines;
4 teachers read 4 magazines; 1 teacher read 5 magazines; and 2
teachers read G magazines. ·The aggregate number of Inaguzines
read, including- duplications, is 58, an average of more than 3 per
teacher. The titles include 15 different magazines and are given
below arranged in two lists, together with the number of teachers by
whom read:
t. General educational [Jeriodicals:

National Geographic :Magazine, 6.
School and Society, 1.
Sierra Educational News, 7.
. Teachers College nccord, 1.
Western Journal of Euucatlon, 1.
B. Special or technical educational · pcriodicallt:

Craftsman, 5
Forest Review, L
Furniture :Manufacturer and Artisan. .4.
Industrial Arts :Magazine, 4.
Manual Training :Magazine, 11.
Popular ~Iechanlcs, 5.
Popular Science ~Ionthly, 3.
School Arts ~Iagazine, 0.
Scientific American, 2.
Technical \Vorl(), 1.

Still further light is thrown on the question of the professionaJ
activities of the members of the n1anual-truining staff by noting
the reported 1nembcrships in educational organizations. 0£ the 18
teachers, 5 report that they are not members o£ any educational
organization; 7 are members of 1 organization; 2 are n1e1nbers of
2 organizations, 2 are mcn1bcrs of 3 organizations; 1 is connected
with 4 different organizations; and 1 is connected - with 6 dif-
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ferent organizations. The aggregate number of memberships, in.
eluding duplications, is 26, an average of two for each of the 13
teachers who report men1berships. The list includes eight different
organizations, and with the number of teachers reporting member~
ship in each is as follows:
National Education Association, 3.
California State Teachers' Association, 9.
California Council of Education, 1.
California Schoolmasters' Club, 3.
California Associat.ion of Applied Arts and Sciences, 3.
Scholia Club, 1.
Council No. 1 of :Men Teachers, 5.
California Vocational Guidance Association, 1.
RECOMMENDATIONS OFFERED BY THE STAFF.

That some men1.bers at least of the n1anual-training staff have
given thoughtful consideration to the possibility of bnprovement in
the quality of their work is indicated by the response to the request
for suggestions as to ways in which the work of the department
might be improved. Of the 18 members of the staff, 2 offered 'no
suggestions. The remaining lG n1en offered a total of 60 recom·
mendations, an average of nearly 4 apiece. The list of recommendations, with the nun1ber of persons by whom made, is as follows~
f. Relating to. organization a·n d adntini.st1·ation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

(31) :

Increased time allowance for the manual arts, 6.
Extension of manual-arts work through the lov~rer grades, 5.
Smaller classes, G. Better support from class teachers and principals, 4.
Higher salaries, 3.
Better classification of puplls nccorc:llng to ability to do the work, 2.
l\Iore frequent shop periotls (now too fnr apart), 1.
l\lechanical dra,ving taught by special teachers or by shop teachers, 1.
l\Iechanical drawing taught elselvhere than in the shop, 1.
School credit for manual training on a more equitable basis, 1.
l\Iore efficient examination of qualificatiQns of shop teachers, 1.
Easier access to book~ and magazines relating to the work. 1.

fl. Relating to course of study and methods (9) :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introtluction of materials and processes other than woodwork, 3.
A progressiYe antl more practical course of study, 3.
Supervision which will insp'ire boys through actual demonstrations. 1
l\fore emphasis on good design, 1.
Opportunity for more individual instruction, 1.

III. Relating to physical cond-ition in the shops (20) :

1. l\Iore and better equipment, 8.
2. l\Iore liberal supply of materials, 6.
3. Shop I a bora tories larger and better lighted, 5.
4. Assistance in cure and sharpening of tools, 1.
No recommendations offered, 2.
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Analysis of the suggestions offered shows tl1at they muy be grouped
conveniently under three .heads, relating to improvements in ( 1)
organization uncl administration, (2) course of study and methods,
(3) physical conditions. The weight of opinion on the part of the
teachers themselves with respect to needed hnprovements in the plan
of organization us it now ·e xists, und in the actual working conditions
thn.t prevail in the shops, is impressive, and should appeal to the
authorities us conclusive evidence that there has been neglect in not
making use of the expert knowledge available within the school system. Practically every suggestion in the list is ·worthy of serious
consideration.
SUMMARY.

The n1ost significant impressions produced by this study of the
manual-training staff may be briefly summarized as follows: (1) As

is to be expected, there is a wide runge of individual qualifications in
respect to professional training and experience; nevertheless· the
stuff represents two well-defined groups, including the older and the
newer points of view, which, under efficient leadership, should make
for that much-to-be-desired .balance between the conservatism of
experience and the enthusiasm of ambition. (2) In general, the
stuff is not characterized by breadth or thoroughness of special professional preparation for the work in n1anual training, or for the
newly developing problems of vocational education and vocational
guidance so closely related to the interests of this departn1ent. (3)
vVith due allo,vance for individual merit, the staff as a whole is not
conspicuous for professional zeal or active interest in the special
educational problems of the department. ( 4) Collectively, the members of the staff represent a considerable fund of hitherto unutilized
resources in practical experience in a variety of occupations, 'vhich
may be drawn upon in the development of a program for vocational
education and vocational guidance of the youth of San Francisco.
{5) The character and extent of the suggestions looking toward the
improve1nent of the work of the departn1ent, offered by the staff
when given an opportunity, appear to fortify the conclusion that the
relative lack of progressiveness and professional spirit noted is probably due in large part to working conditions within the system, which
do not provide that encourngmnent to growth which· is the reasonable
duty of educational leadership.
SU~IJUARY

OF CONCLUSIONS AND .RECOl\11\IENDATIONS.

Time allotment.-.The first need of the manual-training work in
Sun Francisco is a conviction on the part of those in authority of the
importance of the manual arts in education and a recognition of the
1.
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necessity for ncleqt~nte provision for the work in all public elementarv
and high schools. Th~ reorganization of the course of sludy reco~~
mended in other sections of this report is not an original or novel
suggestion, but is in line with educational tendencies that have been
clearly defined in this country for son1e years past. Such reorguniza.
tion, when put into effect, will n1ake possible the much-needed increased allotments of time for the n1anual arts.
In grades 1 toG not less than one-tenth to one-eighth of the present
school thnc should be set aside :for elementary handwork-that is.
from t"·o to three hours per week, divided up into from three to five
periods according to program conditions.
In grades 7 and 8 (and 0, if the junior high-school plan be
adopted) the manual arts should receive not less than one-fifth to
one-fourth of the present school tin1e, or five to seven hours weekly.
The program should be flexible enough to provide an even larger proportion of time for this purpose, up to one-third or one-half, for
groups of selected pupils under special conclitions on an elective
basis.
In all the high schools elective courses should be offered, in which
the amounts of time assigned to the manual arts vary from none ·at
all to one-half of the total school time, or even three-fourths for
special groups. For further explanation, see the discussion of voca·
tional courses elsewhere.
e. Ea:tension of scope.-Steps should be taken immediately looking
toward the extension of the work in the 1nanual arts downward·
through all the grades in all the elementary schools and upward in
all the high schools. The objective should be a well-organized and
well-articulated scheme of handworl~ running through the entire
system, incorporating the best features applicable to local conditions
that have been developed by progressive cities, with lines of work of
sufficient variety and scope to meet the approval .of modern edu(fa·
tiona! tl1ought, and adapted to the capacities and needs of children
at successive stages of growth. The work should connect up inti·
mately and efficiently with the activities of the kindergarten and
the training of the home, on the one side, and with the practica]
demands and actual conditions of the life careers into which young
people go ·when they leave school, on the other.
3. New aims.-,Vith the extension of the work throughout the
entire system, and with n1ore liberal allotn1ents of time, there should
be something lnore than ll1erc1y· an elaboration or multiplication of
what is being done on the present basis. It should be expected th~t
the entire school system will be affected by a ne'v point of view, and
in the manual-arts work there shou~d become evident the inspiration
of new aims and purposes.
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The service rendered to children by the manual arts should not be
limited exclusively to its contribution to general education even in
the elen1entary school, though this may properly be the primary motive. So long as children are permitted to abandon permanently
their birthright of school privileges at the immature age of 14 or
even 16 years there can be no adequate defense of an educational
policy that neglects the responsibility of offering in the school son1e
rational preparation for the life struggle which these children are
allowed to enter. At 14 or lG years of age ·.boys and girls arc not
qualified to appreciate the significance of the deprivation, or the severity of the handicap upon their future, involved in a termination
o£ the period of formal schooling.
Unquestionably, therefore, beginning at the latest with the seventh.
year of school, the prevocational aim for most children, and the vocational aim for some children, should be given definite recognition
in the public schools. 'Vhile the influence of these aims should not
be limited to the work in the manna! arts, it is here that the most
favorable conditions will be found for its expression and development.
lly "prevocational aim " is understood the attempt to assist boys
and girls to study their own capa~ities and the possibilities of their
environn1ent, to" find themselves," and to make u.n intelligent choice
at the right time of a future career based upon some adequate understanding of these considerations, instead of drifting helplessly into
whatever chance .and ignorance may offer.
The " voca tiona! aim " will be served by any course or line of
activity which may be carried on in the ·school or which may be
encouraged elsewhere under the supervision of the school that assists boys and girls to make some progress in preparation for an occupation that is definitely looked forward to.
ft.. New lines of ~oorlc.-lf the increased allotment of time is to be
justified, and if the proposed aims are to be realized even in part.
the introduction of a greater variety in shop equipment, processes.
and materials is essential.
The ·work in the first four years should be adapted as closely as
possible to the requirements of the reorganized course of study and
should involve the manipulation of materials and processes in paper
and cardboard, textiles, basketry, weaving·, and drawing. Beginning with the fifth year the lines of. work may well diverge with the
varying interests of boys and girls, and for the boys should include
opportunities for work in thin wood and elementary processes in
bookbinding, printing, clay, cement, plaster, and such other groups
as further study of conditions may indicate. In the seventh and
eighth years the boys should carry still further the problems in
printing and bookbinding, and to these should be added suitable
work in copper, brass, iron, leather. cement and concrete, electricity.
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bench work in wood, and mechanical drawing. The woodwork mi~ht
well include some simple frruning and carpentry. All of the sh~p
work should be made as practical us possible. The corresponding
work for girls is discussed elsewhere in this report.
More systematic and determined effort should be made to study
and provide for the needs of special groups of children, such as those
who are for any reason retarded in physical or intellectual develop.
1nent or in their progress through the grades'.
vVith the increase in~ an1ount of tin1e available, it will be possible
to devote a sufficient amount of attention to mechanical drawing in
the elementary schools to insure to all boys the ability to make and
read si1nple working drawings and to provide for a few an introduc.
tion to the elen1ents of architectural or machine drafting. All of
the mechanical drawing should be -practical in character and in
accordance with approved standards of draftsmanship. This work
should be under the direction of the supervisor of manual training
and taught by shop teachers or by teachers who are familiar with
shop conditions and who keep in close contact with the school
shopwork.
5. Eq_uipment.-The equipment and arrangement of the shops un·
der the new regime will need to be somewhat different from those of
the usual shop cen~er at present. The type of shop that has existed
in the past has developed under the influence of traditional school
ideals of class units nnd rigid programs, and w hilc there has been
much n1ore freedom and flexibility in the shop than in the usual ·
clussroom, it lu1s becon1e evident that there is need of still further
provision for these desirable conditions.
The new type of shop is conceived of as a laboratory in which real
problems may be considered and solved by the pupils. Such problems
may frequently involve other processes than those found in woodworking; consequently it is desirable to provide equip1nent in suffi·
cient variety to prevent the work from being confined to too narrow
lines. The transformation in shops and equipment should be brought
about gradually, as teachers prepare themselves for dealing with the
new conditions, since nothing would be gained by adding tools or
materials which teachers arc not qualified to use advantageously nnd
efiiciently.
It is not necessary for the accomplishment of the ends in view
tlu1t all of tl1e desired lines of ·work be carried on in any one shop,
though a considerable variety of work n1ay be thus provided for.
The object in view is to provide pupils ·with as ·wide a range of usc!ul
experiences as n1ay be practicable, and undoubtedly this may be acconl.plished in various ways.
6. Course of study.-It will -be noted that the suggestions made
herein conten1plate changes more radical than merely the addition
.I
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of new kinds of manipulative processes with new materials. It is
intended that more emphasis shall be placed upon problems in the
manual arts which require constructive thought on the part of the
pupil and which stimulate the develop1nent of ingenuity and initiative in dealing with new situations, which insure the formation of
correct habits of technic and craftsmanship, and which provide
situations demanding cooperative effort in which the students work
together in groups on a single project. Too often school training
has tended to repress independence and resourcefulness in the child
and to discourage the cooperative spirit, through the teacher's prelin~inary analysis of processes and through refinement in details of
directions for procedure. These faults in method have often necessarily resulted from the teacher being overburdened with responsibility for too many pupils, and from the utterly inadequate amount of
time available.
To conduct a manual-training department on the basis of providing problems which are to be solved. by the pupils instead of by the
teacher is ·much more difficult than the outlining of "courses" of
models or exercises. Nevertheless, it is an ideal toward which publicschool work in the manual arts is tending, and as an ideal it has the
advantage of representing a type of work that involves the maximum
nmount of interest and profit for both teacher .and pupil.
At the same time, supervisor and instructor must not be permitted
to lose sight of the value, to both teacher and pupil, of careful analysis of every individual problem, and of definite and orderly progression in the year's 'vork. Too much enthusiasm for t~1e freedom and
fascination of the" practical-problem" method of work, unrestrained
by insistence upon thoughtful analysis and systematic procedure, can
not be expected to produce results of educational value commensurate
with the amount of energy displayed. The best teachers will be
found to depend much on the analysis of each problem into its Sl;ICccssive steps, and a study of the history of manual training will show
thnt the content value, or educational value, comes only after such ·
nnnlysis has been made, or in the process of n1nking it. For this reason, successful teachers endeavor to ha-ve the work of analyzing the
problen1 done by the pupil so far as possible, though they recognize
that in the earlier stages it must necessarily be done. by the teacher.
7. Supervision.-The adoption of the recommendations made
herein will involve a new type of supervision as well as a new type
of teaching. Not only will many of the regular grade teachers need
prnctlcal assistance and sympathetic guidance in the introduction
of lines of work for which they have h~d no systematic preparation,
but some even of the shop teachers will feel the need of supplementing
their training in various partic~llars. . 'l.,he new supervision ·will necessarily take the form of training for teachers in service, directing
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their reading and study, providing for conferences to deal with sp&.
cial problems, demonstration lessons, and other specific helps. It
should also insure continuous and systematic study of the work of
the department, including its relation to other departments of the
school system, \vith the view to maintaining a progressive spirit and
increased e:!Iiciency.
In order to secure satisfactory results, provision should be madei
for n. limited period, for special study classes for teachers during
school hours.
8. Organization.-It is recommended that under one deputy super~
intendent of schools there shall be centered responsibility for aU
activities in the manual arts (drawing and design, elementary hand-'
work, hon1e economics, shopwork, mechanical drawing), vocational
guidance, and vocational education in elementary and high schools:
Under the immediate direction of this deputy superintendent, who
should have had special training and experience for the work, there
should be grouped a staff of specially qualified directors of specia]
subjects, including at least the following: (a) Fine arts· free-hand
drawing and design; (b) home economics; (c) manual training;
(d) vocational education, including vocational guidance. Each of
these supervisors should be responsible for the work specified in the
upper grades and the high schools. All of these lines of work, so
far as they are carried on in g-rades 1 to 4, should be placed under the
direction of a capable supervisor of primary grades.
In certain cases assistants to these supervisors will be required, to
divide the work upon some practicable basis, either (a) horizon·
tally, as an assistant supervisor of manual trrtining for grades 5 to 8,
and another :for the high schools; or (b) vertically, as an assistant
supervisor of cooking and food work, and another for sewing and
textiles; or (c) territorially, dividing the city into two or more dis·
tricts, with an assistant supervisor for a given line of ·w ork responsibl~
for the activities in each district.
Provision should be made :for the payment of higher salaries than
those that now prevail for teachers· and supervisors of the specia1
subjects. Other cities have in the past attracted capable and progressiYe teachers a\vay from San Francisco by offering more remuncra·
tion and better working conditions, and will continue to do so, so
long as existing schedules are maintained.
Promotion should be based on perfor1nance of meritorious service
rather than on length of service. . rreachers should be expected to
give evidence of growth in service, and of continuous study of the
many prohle1ns connected with the newer conceptions and ideals of
education which are now in process of evolution, and in the develop~
ment of which their special contributions ·are so much needed.
·

Chapter XIV.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
The fact that there is a real demand for vocational education in
~a~ Francisco is shown by the existence of not fewer than 164

schools not under the control of the city school system, of which
number at least 106 offer courses that are n1.ore or less definitely
vocational in character. (See Table 155.) The existence of a large
number of privately managed schools is in itself a reflection on the
adequacy and efficiency of a public-school systmn. The fact that
there is a large number of private vocational schools not only shows
a neglect of i1npprtant groups of educational needs, but raises the
question of the consequences of permitting private enterprise t.o P.ngage in the business of supplying these needs.
T .<\ RL~:

1n5.-Educational institutions in San Francisco not under the · oontrul
nf the city public-school 81JStem.
l.

GENERAL.

NoTFJ.-In this list are included schools offering courses the primary object of wbtcb t•
ICeneral education.

l. Academy of the Immaculate Conception, 1212 Guerrero Street.
2. Academy of the Sacred Heart, 2700 Jackson Street.
S. Anglo-.Japanese Training School, 1350-63 Pine Street.
4. Ashbury Heights Academy, 881 Ashbury Street.
5. Baldwin's f~llss) :Montessori School, 3445 'Vn.shington Street.
6. Bible College, 1975 Post Street.
7. Brackett's Aca<lemy, 1221 Cole Street.
8. Briscoe College, 759 Howard Street.
9. California Academy of Sciences (museum and lectures), Golden Gate Park.
LO. Chinese Catholic :1\Iission for Children, 1195 Stockton Street.
ll. College of Notre Dame, 345 Dolores Street.
12. Connmt of the Holy Name (St. Joseph's Girls' School), Howard nnd Tentb
Streets.
l3. Convent of the Immaculate Conception, Guerrero and Twenty-fourth Streets.
14. Dennis College, 008 l\farket Sti·eet.
15. Hamlin School, 2230 Pacific Avenue.
16. Kingclom of IleaYen School, 1165 Golden Gate Avenue.
17. Kramer School, 701 Se,·entb Avenue.
18. Lyceum Preparatory; School, Phelan Building.
tO. Mecllnnics Institute (library and lectures), 55 Post Street.
20. Mission Dolores Parish School. Sixteenth and Church Streets.
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21. ~1ontessori Open-air School, 3576 California Street.
22. Outdoor School, Nineteenth Avenue und 'Vawonu Street.
23. Pacific-English Preparatory School, SG4 Pacific Building.
24. Potter School for Boys, 1827 Pacific A ,·cnue.
2u. Presentation Conv·e nt, 401 Buker Street.
26. Presentation Convent, 1404 1\iason Street.
27. Rundall School, Shreve Building.
28. Haymond School, 2700 California Street.
29. Sacred IIeart College, Ellis and Franklin Streets.
30. Sacred Heart School, 735 Fell Street.
31. Sacred Ileart School, 940 Hayes Street.
32. Sun Francisco University School for Boys, California and Buchanan Streets.
33. Sisters of the Presentation School, 281 :Masonic Street.
34. St. Agnes Presentation Academy, 545 Ashbury Street.
35. St. Anthony's Catholic School, 3215 Army Street.
36. St. Boniface's Parochial School, 133 Golden Gate Avenue.
37. St. Brigi<l's School, Broadway and Van Ness Avenue.
38. St. Francis Convent, Central Avenue and Waller Street.
39. St. Francis Girls' Directory, Buena Vista and Central Avenues.
40. St. Francis Presentation Convent, Pacific and Mason Streets.
41. St. Francis School for Boys, Sixteenth and Church Streets.
42. St. Ignatius High School, 2211 Hayes Street.
43. St. James Catholic School, Fair Oaks and Twenty-third Streets.
44. St. John's German and .English Day School, 3130 Twenty-second Street.
45. St. John's Parochial School, Sixty-first and St. lVIary's Streets.
46. St. Joseph's School, Devisadero and Greenwich Streets.
47. St. Joseph's Boys' School, 250 Tenth Street.
48. St. Paul's School, Twenty-ninth and Church Streets.
49. St. Paulus School, Gough and Eddy Streets.
50. St. Peter's Convent School, Alabama and Twenty-fourth Streets.
51. St. Peter's Boys' School, Alabama Street, between Twenty-fourth and
Twenty-fifth Streets.
52. St. Rose Academy, Pierce and Pine Streets.
53. St. Theresa's Parochial School, Nineteenth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue.
54. Star of the Sea Conveut, 252 Tenth Avenue.
55. Star of the Sea School, Ninth A venue and Geary Street.
56. Trinity School, 846 Stanyan Street.
57. West's (Miss) School, 126 Tlventieth A venue.
58. Zion's Day School. A Street and Ninth Avenue.
2. SPECIAL.
NoTE.-In this list are included schools offering various types of special courses, sucb 11
special training in langunges, home making, arts, music, fine arts, technical and proressional courses. Each of these institutions offers one or more courses with the el·
pectation that the training given will have vocational value for students who enroll with
that object in view.
.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

American School of ~fusic, 988 Hayes Street.
Arrilaga Musical College, 2315 Jackson Street.
Bassett Institute (for cure of speech defects), Nevada Bank
Beringer Conservatory of l\1usic, 926 Pierce Street.
Best's Art School, 1625 California Street.
Bon Ton School of Millinery, 908 Market Street.
Burke's (~!iss) School, 2310 Broderick Street.
Business ~fen's Law College, Mills Building.
California Academy of Dramatic Art. 376 Sutter Street.
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10. California Barber College, 145 Third Street.
11. California Chiropractic College, Grant lluil<ling.
12. California College of Chiropody, 980 1\IcAllister Street.
13. California College of Optometry, 948 1\Iarket Street.
14. California College and Conservatory of Music, 1509 Gough Street.
15. California School of Fine Arts, California and 1\Iason Streets.
16. California School of Hairdressing, 9G7 1\farket Street.
17. California School of l\1echanical Arts, Sixteenth and Utah Streets.
18. Carpenter School of Shorthanc.l, Typing and Spanish, 68 Post Street.
19. Chicago Business College, 2416 1\Iission Street.
20. Christensen's Navigation School, 268 1\Iarli:et Street.
21. Christian Brothers College, 925 Franklin Street.
22. Christofferson Aircraft l\1anufacturing Co. School, Redwood City.
23. Church Divinity School, 1051 Taylor Street.
24. Cogswell's Polytechnic College, Twenty-sixth o.nd Folsom Streets.
25. College of Accounting, 1930 Van Ness Avenue.
26. College of Law, Grant Building.
27. College of Physicians and Surgeons, 344 Fourteenth Street.
28. Cortina Academy of Languages, Hearst Building, l\llarket and Third Streets.
29. Cotton Studio of E:Xpression, 101 Callaghan Building.
30. Dre·w's Coaching School, 2901 California Street.
31. Dudley's Business College, Sixteenth, near Valencia Street.
32. :Ecole Parisienne, 1709 Gary Street.
33. Expert Shorthand School, Chronicle Building.
34. Gallagher-Marsh Business College, 1256 Market Street.
35. Genns Academy of :Music, 2312 Clay Street.
36. George School of Languages (Berlitz system), 2531 \Vashington Street.
37. Gerson Dramatic School, 216 McAllister Street.
88. Gor<lon-Dehviler Institute, Kohler and Chase Building.
39. Gregory School of l\1usic, 1455 Sacramento Street.
40. Hahnemann l\lledical College of the Pacific, Sacramento and Maple Streets.
41. Hastings College of Law, Pac:fic Building.
42. Heald's Engineering and Automobile School, 1220 Post Street.
~3. Heald's Business College, 1215 Van Ness Avenue.
44. Hiles 'Vatchmaking and Engraving School, 717 1\iarket Street.
45. Hymns Penmanship and ·Engrossing School, 610 Pacific Building.
46. International Correspondence Schools, Humboldt Bank Building.
47. Kellar-Fox Conservatory of 1\iusic, 62 Baker Street.·
48. Kent Law School, Phelan Building.
49. Larchcr and :Moe School of Languages, 162 Post Street.
50. Larcher School, 180 Sutter Street.
51. La Salle Extension UniYersity, Hearst Building.
52. Lick School of 1\fechanical Arts, Sixteenth and Utah Streets.
53. Lux School of Industrial ·Training, Seventeenth and Hampshire Streets..
54. McDo\vell School of Dressmaking and 1\Iillinery, 121 Geary Street. ·
55. Merrill-Miller Business College, 733 Fillmore Street.
56. Modern School of Business and Correspondence, 525 Market Street.
57. Moler Barber School, 710 Howard Street.
58. Munson School for Private Secretaries, 150 Post Street.
59. National Conservatory of Music, Phelan Building.
GO. National Salesmen's Training Association, Phelan Building.
61. Pacific College of Law, 681 1\iarket Street.
·
62. People's Place and Social Settlement, 555 Chestnut Street.
63. Pittman Shorthand Studio. Hearst Building.

4:96
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
g7,
~8.
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Haymond Couching School, 2650 California Street.
lloth 1.\lemory Institute, Pacific lluihling.
San Francisco Business College, 008 1.\lurket Street.
.San Francisco Law School, 126 Post Street.
San Francisco National Training School and Deaconess School, 129 Haight
Street.
Sun Francisco Polyclinic and Postgraduate School, 1535 Jackson Street.·
Sun Francisco School of Expression, 2127 Broderick Street.
San Francisco School of Hairdressing, 2006 Fillmore Street.
San Francisco School of Show Curd 'Vriting, 015 Van Ness Avenue.
San Francisco Veterinary College, 1818 l\Iarket Street.
School of· Accounts of San Francisco, 995 :Market Street.
Southern's Stagecraft Studio, 628 Cole Street.
St. Ignatius University, 2211 Hayes Street.
St. Peter's Acauemy, 1245 Alabama Street.
St. Vincent School and Business College, Fifth and Clementina. Streets.
Standaru Commercial School, 126 Post Street.
Stanford University l\feuical School, Sacramento and Webster Street.-..
Success Commercial Acauemy, 935 Buena Vista Avenue.
Taylor's Nautical School, 510 Buttery Street.
·
Vienna Dressmaking anu l\fillinery School, 177 Post Street.
\Vestern School of Cartooning, Phelan Building.
'Vilmerding School of Industrial Arts, Seventeenth and Utah Streer.s
Young :Men's Christian Association, 220 Golden Gate Avenue.
Young l\fen's Hebrew Association, 1562 Ellis Street.
Young Women's Christian Association, 1249 O'.B,arrell Street.
STATE INSTITUTIONS.

~~.

California State Normal School, Waller and Buchanan Streets.

90. University of California College of Dentistry, Arguello and· Parna8sU&

Streets.
University of California College of Pharmacy, Arguello. and ParnaSS$
Streets.
92. University of California l~xtension Division, Lick Building, 62 Post Street.
m~. University of California 'M edical School, Second Avenue and Purnass~
Street.
!H.

TRAINING SCHQOLS FOR NURSES.

94. Children's Hospital, 3700 California Street.
95. City and County Hospital, Potrero A venue, between 1,wenty-first awt
Twenty-third Streets.
96. German Hospital, Fourteenth and Noe Streets.
97. Hahnemunn Hospital, California and l\.faple Streets.
98. Lane Hospital, \Vebster and Clay Streets.
99. l\fcNutt Hospital, Pine and Hyde Streets.
LOO. l\Iount Zion Hospital, Post and Scott Streets.
L01. St. Francis Hospital, Bush and Hyue Streets.
l02. St. Luke's Hospital, Twenty-seventh and Va.lenciu Streer.s.
t03. St. l\Iary's Hospital, Stanyan and Hayes Streets.
104. St. 'Vinifred's Hospital, 1065 Sutter Street.
105. Union Labor Hospital, 1055 Pine Street.
106. University of California Hospital , Second anfl Parnassus Aveuues.

~.
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TADLE

1GG.-Pcr cent dist1·ibution of persons cnoanell in, gainful occupatiom,
by aoe t>eri.ods, the United States and Cal-ifornia, 1910.
Cauro-•A.
uw'

United
States.

Ago period.

10_0·_0_ _ _ _
10 years and over .....•....................... -- · · · ·---- · · · · · ·- · · · • · · · · · · · _ _ _
Ioo_.o

1

1

10tol3ycurs....................................................................
14 to 15 yenrs....................................................................
16 to 20 years....................................................................

~1 ;~:;sYa~~s~,;cr."::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
t

2.3

0.'2

~~: ~

et~

2.9

24. o

,,7

28.2

Includes persons o! unknown age.

From this table it appears that less than 1 per cent of the wor~\::.rl!
in California nrc under lG years of age, as con1pared with 5.2· per
cent in the United Stutes. The percentage is much smaller also iri
the period lG to 20 years of age, whereas in the 21 to 44 years period
the percentage is G2.5 for California and 5G.5 for the United States.
The problem of the immature 'vorker is, therefore, not so pressing
in California. as it is elsewhere.
'
TuLle 157 shows the ranking of the more important industries o1
San Francisco in 1DOD and in lDO±, and indicates to a certain extent
the diversity to be found in these industries. A comparison of th~
relative rankings of these industries at the two dates shows that n6
one of these groups of industries predon1inntes.
TABLE

157.-Rank'ino of the more imtJortant indu.<stries in SaJn Francisco, 1904
and 1909.
Rank.

1909

190!

First .......................... Printing, pnhlishlng.. ..• . . . . . . . . . . . Sngnr, refining.
Second........................ Sugar, refining...................... Printmg, publi~hing.
Third......................... Slaughtering, meat packing. . .. ... . . . .Foundry nnd machine-shop prod·
uc~.
·
Fourth........................ Foundry and · machine-shop prod- Slauglltering, meat packing.
ucts.
Firth .......................... Bread and other lmking products... ShlpbuildJng, boat lmilding.
Sixth .........•. .J ••••••••••••• Coffee and spice, roasting, grinding .. Dread nnd other bakery produc:ta.

Table 158 suggests still further the diversity of industrial inter·
ests, and sho1vs that San Francisco has a large number of establish·
ments having a reluti vely sn1nll nverage nun1ber of wage earners.
TABLE

158.-Ranl.: of San Francisco among the i5 cities leading in manutaoturinu industries, as 1neasu'r ed 011 value ot products, 1"909.

Rani(.

11 in population.
11 in nnmher of establishments.
21 in number of wnge earners.
1G in value of l)ro<lucts.
15 in value a<lllell by manufacture.
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The survey commission was unable to secure definite figures concerning the distribution of persons engaged in gainful occupations
in San Francisco later than those of the census reports of 1910.
The figures for 1910, comparing Sun Francisco with the State of
California and with the United Stutes us a whole, are presented
in Table 150. (See also Fig. 70.)
TABLE 1G9.-DistJ·ilmtion of persons 10 11em·s of aoe anlZ over engaged in gainful
occupations; tiLe U·n itea States, · California, ana San F1·m~eisco (:omzJarcd.

1910.
-- - - ~

·United States.

··----

Number.
---~- -- --·

··- -------- --- - - -- ---- --

.. -

-----

Total population •.•••••••••••••••••• 91,972,2f.6
Population 10 ycnrs or QJ!C or 0\"Cf ••• 71,580,270
Nmnllcr or persons engngcd in gain·
fuloccnpntions . . •.•.•••••.•••••••. 38,167,336
Perc.cnt orpopulntion 10 yt>.:lr~ora~c
anrJ o,·cr engaged in gainful occu·
patlons ••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••• ......
.....

CaUCornfa.

Per cent.

..........
..... .. ...
... ... . ...

Number.
2,377, 549
2 1 007,GU8
1,107,6&8

San Francisco.

Per cent.

Number.

Per cent.

- - --

.... -.....

...........

41fi,P12
3G2,S:!6

.. -.......

223,713

...........
...........
.......... .

63.2

. -..... -.....

55.2

--.- ...... -.

33.2
2.5

225,071
31,298

20.3
2.8

3,422
1,052

1.1J

27.9
6.9
9.5

293,576
104,293
151,598

26.5
9.4
13.7

71,112
20,905
38,540

31.9
12.1
17.3

459,291
1,1163,569
3,772,174
1, 737,053

b2
4.4
9.9

24-,476
69,453
140, l!l2
67,751

2.2
6.3
12.7
6.1

]0, 4~2
13,S25
3f\,R48
21,577

Ht5
9.6

All gainful occupations •••••••• 38,167,336

100.0

1, 1Q,7I G681

100.0

223,713

100.0

-.-

Aj:J'lcnlturc, forestry, onfmat hushnndry ......•....•.••••••••.••••. 12,M9,203
Extractton or minerals •••••••••• ,. ••.
964,824
Manufacturing nnd mechanical lndustrics .....•••••••••••••••••••••. 10,6S8,AA1
Tmnsportation •••••••••••••••.•.•••. 2,637,6il
Trnrlc ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••
Puhlic sen teo (not otherwise clns~IHcd) •••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••
Profcssiona 1scrYfcc .•••.•.•..••••••.
Domestic and per!\onal scn·Icc •••••.

Clerical occupations ••••••••••••••••.

3~614,G70

4.6

t\1.~

.a

4.ft
(\.~

160.-Per cent distributton o_f persons engaged in gainful occupations,· San
Francisco compared with the United Stales as a whole, and u:ith 9 cities having a
population of 300,000 to 500,000, in 1910. (See figures 70 and 71.)

TABLE

- - -- ·---- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -·- - - - - --·- - - -- - - Per cent in each group of
occupations.
Occupation group.
Nino

--------···-·---- - - - --

- - - - - - , - - - - - - - -·- - -

Am<'nltnrc, for('stry, nnd nnlmnJ husbandry ••••• ·•••••••••••••••••••••••.
)linin!t (extraction or mincr:lls) •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~anuracturi.ng and mechanical industrios •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••

~~~
1.0

.2

I

United Sun Fran-

States.
3~.2

2.5
27.9
6.9
9.5
1. 2
4. 4

cisco.

1.5
.5

31.9
12.1
17.3
4.6
2.1
G. 2
5.7
Hi.5
14.6
9.9
ctl'f!P!ltiC and personal ser\·icc ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
4.6
D.6
10.0
cncal. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1------1-----·---1------100.0
100.0
100.0
Totnl. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• : • ••••••••••••

t!;~~~~·: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

42.0
8.0
15.3

The first point to be noted in a study of this table is the fact that
the proportion of the population 10 years of age and over engaged in
gainful occupations in San Francisco, Gl.G per cent, is more than
one-tenth greater than for the State of California, 55.2 per cent, and
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nearly one-fifth greater thnn for the United States as a whole, 53;i
per cent.
In considering the distribution among the general divisions ' of
occupations, it is observed that:
1. The divi.sions of ~'1\gric~llture, forestr!, und ~nim~l husbandry',
and " extra chon of m1ncrals '' are of rclah vely slight Importance ill
San Francisco ; 1.5 and 0.5 per cent, rcspectively.
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the greatest differences are founll in the public service and transportation groups of occupations. However, there appea:
to be _no differences tn distribution sufficient to suggest the exh:tencP. of special problems i.n San Francisco.

FIG. 71.-Comparing San Francisco with the nine other cities in the same population class (300,000 to 500,000 in 1910) ,

MANUFACTURING
42.0%

NINE CITIES

SAN FRANCISCO AND NINE CITIES

ENGAGE-D IN GAINFUL OCCUPATIONS: 191{)
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The proportion engaged in public service in San Francisco
while not large, 4.G per cent, is more than twice as great as in th~
State, 2.2, and nearly four times as great as in the United States.as
a whole, 1.2 per cent.
5. The proporl'ion engaged in professional pursuits in San Frailcisco, G.2 per cent, is approxhnately the same us in the State, 6.3 per
cent, and some"·hat greater than in the United States as a whole, 4.4
per cent.
.0. Tho proportion engaged in domestic and personal service in
San Francisco, 1G.5 per cent, is nearly one-third greater than in the
State, 12.7 per cent, and nearly twice as great as in t11e United States
ns a ''hole, V.V per cent.
7. The proportion engaged in clerical occupations in San Francisco, O.G per cent, is more than one-half greater than in the State.
(tl per cent, and Inore than twice as great as in the United States a~
a whole, 4.G per cent.
The number of persons engaged in manufacturing and mechanical
industries, transportation, and ·trade, was 13G,557 in San Franc~~co,
or G1.3 per cent of the total. It is these groups of occupations, therefore, that give character to the vocational life of the city.
It is not to be assumed that the youth is limited in his choice or
opportunity to those occupations found in the city of San Francisco,
or even to those found in the State of California. But, since these
vocations are t'he ones about 'vhieh the most information is available, and the ones in "·hich opportunities for a start in life are.most
likely to present themselves, it is important to study the vocations·
as actually followed in San Francisco. 'fhe figures are analyzed still
further in Table lGl.
1G1.-0cC'ltpations in California in wllich 1,000 or rnore persons are engaged, and nwm bcr of pcnwn."f enga.oea in ea-ch. in Cal-ifornia and in San
.Francisco in 1910.

TABI.E

·--···---· --··-·-------------·- - - -- - ; - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -

Femalo.

Male.

., rni
San Fran- C li'0rni San Fran· ·
Ca 1110
a.
cisco.
a ~
a. cisco.

- - - - - - - --·--- ----- ---

-

-- - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - -

Totnl population .•...••.••••••••.•.•••••••••••.• :..........
Population to ~·cars or age nnd m·er... .• •• .. .. .. .• •. .••. ••
Nt.:m~or of persons engaged in gaiuCul occupations: .All occu-

1.322.!1';'8
1,135,489

236,901

l,O!i·1.5i0

872,209

153,313

~atwns...... .. .......... .. .. .. .... ..•.•.•................

932, i'a2

182.563

.li4.916

41,150

Agriculture, forestry, animalhusbandr!/................... .. .

21;, i~8

7.323

56

~~?

.........4

Dairy rarmcrs ......•·••••.•••••••••. •••••. ••....•...•••.

Dairy-farm lal.JOrcrs .•. ·•.•••••.••••. •• • • • . . . . • . • . . . . • . . .
Farmers...............................................

Farm lahorors...... •.•••..••••••••••.•.•••••••.•.•.••.
Farm,ctc.,roromcn ............ ~.......................
Fishcrmcn,oystormcn.................................
Oarrlcncrs, florists. nurserymen, fruit growers..........
Ot\rrlon. ct.c . ,lah•lrcr~.... •. ..•. .. . . .. .. .. ..•... •. .. .. •.

J.umbermcn, mftsmcn, wooo choppers.................
.Stock herders, dro\'ers, reeders .•• ······................
8tn<'k rniscrs................... •• • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • • . . • • .
Poultry mlscrg nnd laborers............................
Other occupations ......•. . .......•. _... .. ... . .........

209,513

3.3661

1------------1----------:-----------1
4.4n7
5. fifi!l

34
lOR

l!IO.Otl

56. ii-l

147

2.8!l5

2.i44
3.i~!)
17.713

4-18

17
1,391
301

2,071

13
1

91~

1:

83.128

2l.f\.tfl

8.84R
4.~09

3 ..7!50
2. 293
1. 572

691
40
62

38
41
48

81
13

54

I

1.

&~

.... ~ .... ;·
~

28

7
1

~

21
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TABLE 161.-0cc,u pations in California in ~chich

1,000 or more persons arc cn-

uaoccl, anll number of persons enuaucd in each, in California and in San
Francisco in 1910-Continued.

--- ------ ------ -------------- - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - Malo.

Female.

California. San Fran- California. San Francisco.
cisco.
--- -- ------ - - -- - --- - - -- - - - - - - - l - - - - - l l - - - - 1 - - - - - l - - 31, 25-l
1,051
44
1
Extraction of minerals .••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••
1---------:-------1---------!------185
19
0pcrntors. officials, mnnngors.... •••.•••••.•••••••••••.
2,301
1
]4Copper-mine ope-ml h·e!l. . . • . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . • •
1, 385
-....
.
.
13
297
Gold anrl •ih·er mine op('rath·es. .......................
15.814
379
2
Operari\·cs in mines, not specified.....................
3.1fn
8.~
Qunrr.\' opcrati\'es ..•....... _...........................
2. 580
18 · · ·· ··· · ·io·
Oil, gas, nn<1 s:1lt-well operatl\·es................... ....
4,899
'10
..
OlllCl'OCcupations.....................................
· 1,105

...........
. ......
..........
............
............ ........
. ......

.......

Manufaclurinf}

and mccl1anical industrltl...................

263,480

61. ;s.:;

30.090

9.327

1---------;-------:---------1------224
Apprcn1ir<'s, building nnd band trades.................
1, 153
(;21
456
Olltcr apprentices......................................
2. 339
1,253
U5
Bakers.................................................
3, 755
3-1
1,250
1
Blncksmit hs, rorgcmen, hammcrmen...................
10,269
4M
noi lermakcrs. . • . . • . • . • . . . • . • . . . • • • . . • . • • • • • . • . • . • . • . • .
1, 78.1
.
.
.
8fl0 ......... 59'
Brick nnd stone masons................................
3,3fiS
····-··-~
2,049
llnildcn•. building contractors.........................
10.353
615
1
Cahincttnakcrs.. ....•...•.•.•.••••.••••..•.•.•.••..•••.
1,829
7.4fl8
3 ....... iii
Curpontcr;; . ............................................
37,140
1,203
414
Composilorc;, linotypcrs, typesetters...................
4,168
20
14,114
3,112
Dressmakers. scamst.rcsscs (not. in factory).............
37
2.172
5
2
F.lcctric:iam, clcetrical engineers........................
8,326
2,694
1
F.nJ?inecrs (statirmnry).. ... .. • . ••. .•••. •. ..............
· 11, lfiO
1,64t
Firemen (except locomoth·o and fire department)......
3,310
418
228 . . .. ····7~
Foremen, on~rsccrs (manufacturinJ!).... .. . . . . .........
3,003
398
28
7
1cwclrrs, watchmakers, sllversmiths, goldsmiths.......
1,175
9,795
049
128
Lal>or<'r:> ...........••....... , . . • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • . • .
60, 905
6,131
402
43
Building and hund trades..........................
38,494
324
26
4
Clay, glass, antl stone industries...................
4. 215
699
10
2
Iron and stecUndustries....... •. . ............ .....
2. 947
149
33
4
Lumber and furoH.ure industries...................
6.005
2 ........ 75
904
Fish curing and packing. . . . . . . . . • . . . .. .. • • .. . . . . ..
1,241
688
• 476
Other industries...................................
9,003
2,982
1 ........ ;.
Machinists, millwrights, toolmakers ................<...
13,394
4S
508
u
Managers, su pcrintcndents (manufacturing)............
3, 148
282
2,221
93
Manufacturers and officials.............................
"8 327
1
283
Mechanics (not otherwise specified). . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
233
74
4,053 · ····i;2s6
MillinNs, millinery dealers.............................
202
567
4
2
Molders, casters, founders (metal)......................
1,804
24
3,090
13
12,213
Painters, glaziers, varnisbers, etc.......................
682 ............
Plasterers........... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . • . • • • . • . . . . . • . .
2, 207
I 853
..........
Plumbers, gas and steam fitters. . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 063
2,262
9;427 ····--5;72o·
Semiskilled operatives.................................
29,306
. 2ll
117
463
Cigar and tobacco factory..........................
1, I53
43
412
32
Clay, glass, and stone industries....................
I, 359
49-\
1,540
I,
161
Food i ndustri<'S....................................
3 1 027
79
27
2,351
Iron and steel industries...........................
6,668
517
29
13
Liquor and beverage industries....................
1,4i7
394
50
782
Lnmbcr and furniture industries...................
4, 724
31 7H
3,424
1,529
Other industries...................................
10,898
750
227
1,994
Sowers, sowing-machine operators (factory). . . . . . . . . . . .
472
11
3
645
Shoemakers, cobblers (not in factory)......... . ..... . ..
2, 619
1,434
629
1,895
Tailors, tailorcsses.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 960
...........
289 ............
Tinsmiths, coppersmiths...............................
1, 181
64
4,456
3,896
Other occupations ...... :.. .. . . .. .. . .. • . . . . . .. . .. .. .. ..
12,621

............ .......i2o
............ ..........
. ... . ..
..........

............ ..........

...

I;

...--.....

rransportation . ••• - -- •••• -- ..•••..••••.•••••.•• - -. -- . - -. - -Watcr transportation. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . ..
Captains, masters, mates, pilots....................
Longshoremen, stevedores.........................
Sailors , deck hands.................................
Other occupations..................................
Road and street transportation.........................
Chauffeurs.~.......................................

Drnymcn, teamsters. expressmen..................
B ostlers, stable hands....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Li\'ery-stable keepers, managers....................
Other occupations ............. ·....................
Railroad transportation... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brakemen .................-.. . .....................
Conductors (steam railways).......................
Conductors (street railways).......................
Foremen, overseers.... .. ...... . ... . ... _. . . . . . .. . . . . .

100,052

25,848

12, 612
2, 386
2, 593
7, 450
183
26,597
2,300
17,653
3, 125
I, 268
2,251

8,886
1,514

4,241

1,057

1----------1---------1----------1-------2 ......... .

40, 402
2,039
1,8761
2,854

2, 109

1,539

5, 772
61
6,493
642
4,590
629
137

495

4,538
127
229
781

123

.......................... - .. .

2 ........ ..

-.- --- ... i8 .. -....... i

1 ......... .
1 ......... .

.. -.--- .. .7' ::::::::::
9

1

135

5

.-...... -...............
.
6 •••••••. --
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161.-0ccupations in California in tchich 1,000 or more persons are eft>
gaged, and num lJcr of persons engaged in each, in Ca-lifornia and in Sa"
Francisco in 1910-Contiuued.

TAnLE

Malo.

Female.

-

.
San FranS F
Cahfornia.
cisco.
California. a~sc~·--- --------·- - ·- -- - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1

19,::190
2, 774

1,8n2

2,967

809

256
183
1,327

1,824
1,517

384

264

85

... -- . -.. -.

.............. ··········
...........
. -- ...... -....
··········
"'

2
53
3,995
25

..............

...........

--... i;ooa
2

....... ii2

2,194

297
58
314
3, 788
438
388

133,663

34,069

17,935

~.m

1, 17l
3,905
1,293
2,156
163

169
3,349

834

1,690
291
1,2fi5
lO,~fi.''i

1,292

4, 827
11,465
4, 691
8, 467
1, 051
3,101
4, 24 2
3, 028
1, 256
1, 315 •
9, 779
· 44,752
29,547
2, 1~7
1,666

Public. service (not elsewhere classified) ••• ·•...•............ ·.·._.

222

130

2,296

2,235
6,587

Bankers, brokers, money lenders .. __ ...................
. Clerks in stores ................... _.....................
Commercial travelers ..........•.... ~............... . . . .
Deliverymen.. ......... .•. • .•. • .. . . . . . . . .. . . .•. . .•• . . •.
Floorwalkers, foremen, overseers.......................
·Insurance agents and officials...........................
Laborers, coal· and lumberyard, warehouses. . . . . . . . . . . .
Laborers, porters, helpers in stores.....................
Newsboys..............................................
Proprietors, officials, managers.........................
Real-estate agents and officials. . . • • • . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. ..
Retail dealers..........................................
Salesmen, saleswomen..................................
.wh?lesale dealers, exporters............................
Frwt graderJ> and pacK:ers..............................
Other occup'!i.tions (semiskilled)........................
·other occupations......................................

1,6i3

025
579
l,Hi8
2R6
239
1,284

10,751
8,910
646

442
3,520

8
6
11

74

72

4
152
121

6
109
7
55
433
2,345

1118
1
I

........i;

4~

14

40
U·
1
84

·.... ---ie
4~

83

37
1,573
150
208

618
2,1161
12
12
71
27

10,405

553

'11

9

1, 089
1,330

315

23,923

9,246

1---------1-------1----------1---~-

. ·Firemen (fire department) ........................... _.
Guards, watchmen, doorkeepers ....................•.• _
Laborers ({m blic service)...............................
·officials, inspectors (city and county)..................
O:ffi.cial~, inspectors (State and United States). ___ ..•.•.
·, Policemen... ~ ......... ~.-- ..... ______ .. _................
Soldiers, sailors, matmes ... __ . ___ . _. _. __ ....... _.......
,Other opc1.1pations .. : - ,~---.. ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . .. . . ..

1, 824
2; 711
2, 350
2;144
1, 879
2,046
9, 5ti9
1, 400

P,_ro/essionalservice ................... _...................·..

41,138

Architects ............ _._ ...... _.. _.... _.... ·. ·.. _.. _.... ·..
Artists, sculptors, teachers of art ............... _.......
A?~hors~ ed!t~rs, rep?rters ........................... ".
C1 vii ana mmmg engmeers, surveyors..................

<tJ:~~rs~~~::::::::: :: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :: :: :: :::
Photographers~.........................................

Domestic and personal service • .•••••••.....•.•••• _. _. • • . • . • •
Barbers, hairdressers, manicurists ...... _... _._._. __ .. _.
Bartenders ............... . ..... . .... _•.....·. ·......... . •
Boarding and lodging house keepers....................
·Hotel keepers, managers ......................... _......
·Housekeepers; stewards ......... ____ ... ___ .... __ ..... -..
I ani tors, sextons; ......... _................. ·. ..........
· · Laborers (domestic and personal servi<'e) .... _·... _.. _. . .

····--·--e

857

2

264

e
7
.................... ...........
................ .........8

711

516
1,033

5, 765
246

8, 720

21

138
363
29

28,315

5,105

1----------1---------1-------~-1~~---

1, 203
1, OH2
1, 811
4, 9·15

Designers, draftsmen, inventors._ .. _.. _............. __ .
Lawyers, judges, justices ...... _... ___ .. ___ . ____ ........
Musicians, teachers of music ........•. . ...•...........••·

Physicians, surgeons. . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
·Sho·w·men. ..•...... .. ..••.. ..•. .. .. .. .. . . ..... .. .. .. •••
Teachers.~ ............................... _._ .... __ ..• ·. .
Trai.D.ed nurses.........................................
Semiprofessional occupations .. :........................
Other occupations......................................

1,013 .................. ............

~: M3

1; 716
4, 871
2; 825
1, 328
5, 179
1,129
2, 985
454 '
2, 787
3, 708

369
338
460
804
320
449
511
1,150
845
301
1,116
198
305

88
610
856

32
1,110
448

1

45
85
112

37
3,904
294
852

62
13,630
4,406
1,387
2,000

~8, 062
62,090
23,641
1----------1---------1---------1

7, 098
6, 097
1, 974
2, 756
1,381
3, 693
2. 015

1,694
2,180
263
598
670
1,116
438

1,516
12
6,638
824
5,873

544
ff1

8
241

93

....... "8
22

33
8

748
li6

' 175
16
1,758
1,160
319
461

13,'1i11
liU
6
11 247

182

ga& .

Ul4

IS
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161.-0ccupations in California in which 1,000 or more persons arc engaged, and num1wr of pcnwn::~ engaged in each, i n Cal·i fornia and in San
Fran cisco in 1!J10-Cuntinued.

TABLE

-- --- - - --- - --

- - - -- - --

·--·---- ---.---------~;--------

Malo.

Female.

California. Sa~ Fran- California San FranCisco.

Latmderers, lo.nnclresses (notin laundry) .••.•.••••..••.
Laundry opera ti v e~ .. . ........•.......•••...........•.•
Laundry owners, officials, managers ...•..••.•.•...••..•
Mitl wives, nurses (not trained) ..•.•..••.•..••..•.•.....
Porters (except in stores) ...•....•..•..••.. • . • .•.•.•....
Restaurant, cafe, lunchroom keepers •. • ••..••..•....•..
Saloon keep ers ........•..•...•........... . .••...•.•••..
Servants ..... . . . . . .••... • •..•. . .•.•.•...•.•.••. . .•..••.
ClHlrrtbernla ius . . ..•........•.•• . ..•..•..•.....•.••.
Cooks ..........•.•.••••••.••..•.•.•...•......••..••
Other servants ..•.•.•..•..•.•.....••....•...•.••.••
Wai tors .•............•.•••.••.....•...•.•.•....•. _.. • _.
Other occupa tions ...•...••...•.........•.... . ...•.•.•..

Clerical occupations ••• • •••• •••••••••• •.•.•• • .•••.•.• ••••••••

·

cisco.

461
6, 1.'59
1,373
665
2,947
2,811
3,977
22,896
24
15,792
7,080
7,333
4, 426

95
2,058
. 322
127
949
836·
1,158
6,479
1
4,567
1,911
3,154
1,504

2
478
55
27,204
1,143
6,398
19,6f\3
4,372
602

... ..... 93

43,432

13,678

24,319

7,899

3,821
4,300

109
5,753

304
1,120
42
1,262

24
6,194
284
1,201
4,709
977
126

1--------· 1-------1---------1---~---

Agents, canvassers, collectors ........... . ......... . ..... ·
Bookkeepe rs, cashiers, accountants ....•••.•. . . . ...•....
Clerks (except in stores ) ............................... .
Messengers, oflice and bundle boys ...•............•• • ..
Stenographers, typewriters .... • ......... • ........•.•.•.

5,663
13;625
19,831
2,625
1,688

1,429
3, 757
7,098
964
430

351
8,672
3,594
434
11,268

85
2,369
1,286
136
4,032

- - - ·-··· ···--- --------- - - -- -- - - - - - - -..!..-..---..1.---- ......!-- ----..!..---.
ANNUAL NUMBER OF · APPLICANTS FOR \VORK.

No figures are available to indicate how many young persons enter
upon \Vage-earning careers eacl\ year in San Francisco. A fairly

satisfactory average nu1nber, for- the purpose of this study, may be
obtained from the age-grade distribution of pupils in the pubHc·
~chools. (See Table 23~)
Beginning at 15 years of age, there is a rapid falling off in the
number of pupils at each age. By taking the average number of
pupils at each age for the four years prior to 15, a figure is obtained
which gives the approximate number of' pupils passing through thP
schools annually. As shown in Table 162, this number is 4,293.
'l'ABLE

162.--Pupils in San F'rnncisco solwols w ·ho a'r e 1.1, 12, 13, or
age: 1915.

14

Age in years.

years oJ

i Number of

! pupils.

- - . . . , - - - - - - - -- - - -- -----·- -- ·-··
11 •.•.•.•. . ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••.•••••• • ••• : ............

12....... ............................. ............ ........................... ................

4,618

4,472

lt:::::: ::: :::::: :: :: :::::: :: ::::: ::::::::: :: :: :::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::: :::::::: ::::: ::: :1 - -::-~~iTotal. ..•.•.•.•••••.•••.•• _••.•• _• • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .
Averago . • •..••••••..•• _••••••• _. . ....................... •• . • • • . . • • . . . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • •

17, 172
{, 293

According to the United States census, 8G.6 . per cent of childreu
of 6 to 14 ·years of age in Ban Francisco in 1910 were reported as attending schoo]. Assuming tha.t the percentage of children att~nding ·
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school in 1015 wns the same as in 1010, the average number of children annually reaching the age o£ entrance upon vocational life is
probably not less than 5,000. This calculation necessarily disregards
an unknown number o£ children enrolled in other than public
schools.
Table 1G3 shows the probable future occupations of 5,000 children,
assuming that they will be distributed nmong the major divisions of
occupations in the proportions reported for nil those engaged in
gainful occupations in San Francisco in 1~10. ·O n the basis of this
distribution, there would be 1,500 new recruits each year in manufacturing and mechanical industries, 605 in transportation, and so on.
103.-Probable future occupations of 5,000 children, (listributed according
to percentage distribution of persons 10 11ears of age and over engaged in
gainful occupations in San lr'ranclsco in 1!J10.

T.AnLE

Pcrccntngc N'umher ot
distrilmchildr<'n
tion, San
in encl1
Froncisco, 5,000 on
uno. same bnsls.

Occupations.

Agriculture, forestry, nnimnl husbandry ••••••••.•.•.••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
Extraction or minerals .•••..••..••••....•••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Manurncturing und mcchunicnl industries •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1.5
.5

~~~:~~:~~~~~~::::.::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Public service (not otherwise classified) •••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••
Professional service ..••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Domestic and personal service •••••••.•.•••••.•••••.•••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••
Clerical occupations ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••..•••...•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••
Totnl ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••.••••.•..•......•.••.......••...•.••••.•

31.9
12.1
17.3
4.6

6.2
16.5
9.0

'15

23
1 5!10

'605
865
230
310
S25

480

1----··--1oo.o 1

5,000

As shown in Table 161, there were 1,315 compositors, linotypers,
and typesetters in Sun. Francisco in 1010, or O.G per cent of the total
number engaged· in gainful occupations, 223,713. The same propor·
tion of 5,000 is 30. There were 2,982 machinists, millwrights, and
toolmakers, or 1.3 per cent o£ the total number. T~e same proportion of 5,000 is 65. This means that there would be approximately
30 new applicants each year for positions as compositors, linotypcrs,
and typesetters, and 65 applicants for positions as machinists, millwrights, nncl toolmakers; or two new applicants annually for each
100 persons already engaged in the occupation.
Evidently this proportionate annual addition of new workers, if ·
·extended over a period o£ years, would be inadequate, for it would
not be sufficient to provide for industrial development, or even to
maintain present working forces. The children do not con.stitute
the only source of supply, however, so that there appears to be some
justification for considering the figure given as an approximate index o£ the annual demand, so far as school children are concerned.
Applying this index number to the figures given in Table 161, tho
ttpproxjmate annual demand for workers - - in certain selected occupn~i~ns is shown in Table 164.
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104.-Nttmbt:;r of ne'lV worlwrs needed annually in certain occupations, in
San F-rancisco, on the basis of 2 to each.100 workm·s now engaged.
Occupations.

No.

Aorlwlf.ure, rtc.:

Dairy-farm laborers ••••••••••••••••••••••
Farmer~ ....••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
Farn1 laborers •.•••••••••••••• .: •••••••••••
Fishermen .•••••••.•••.•••••••.••••••••••
Gardeners, etc ........... ~ ............... .
Garden, etC'., laborers ••••••••••••••••••••

Extraction of minerals:

Operators. officials.~ •••••••••••••.•••••••
Goltl and sih·cr mine opcrath•es ••••••••••
Other mino operatives................... .

Marw[acturing and mechanical industries:

Apprentices, building and hand trades •••
Other apprentices •••.••••••••••••••••••••
Tinker~ .•...•.•••.•••••.•.•••••••••••.••••
ntaf'ksmit.hs, etc •••••••.•••••.••••••••••.
Boilrrmakers .... ·..••••.••• ~ ••.•••••••.•••
Brirk and stone masons ................. .
Builders, contractors •••••••••••••••••••••
Cabinetmakers •.•••••.••••••••••••••.••••
Carpenters .............................. .
Compositors, etc .•••.••••••••••••••••••••
Dressmakers, etc ••.••••••••••••••••••••••
Electricians, etc .•••.•••••••••••••••••••••
Engineers (stationary) .................. .
Firemen (except locomotive, etc.) ....... .
Foremen (manufacturing) •.••••••••••••••
J'owclers, etc •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.
Laborers •.••.•••.••••• ~ ••••.•••.••••••••.
Machinists, etc .••••..••••••••••••••••••••
Managers, superintendents .••••••••••••••
Manufacturers, officials ..••••••...•.•••••.
Mef'hanics (not otherwise specified) ••••••
Milliners, etc .•••••••.•••••••••••..••.•••.
Molders, etc .•.••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••
Painters, etc •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
Plasterers ...••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••
Plumbers. etc ••.•••.•••••••••••.•••••••••
Semiskilled operat.i vcsCigar and tobacco, factories .••.•••••••
Clay. glass, stone .••••••••••••••••••••
Food industries ••..•• ~ ••••••••••••••.
Iron and steel •.•.•••••.••••••••••••••
Liquor and beverage •.•••••••••••••••
Lumber and furniture ............... .
Other industries..................... .
Bewin~·machine operatives .•••••.••••••••
Shoemakers .••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••
Tailors. tailoresses.. ~ .................... .
Tinsmiths, etc •.•••..••••••••••••••.••••.
Other occupations .•..•••.•••••••••.••••••

rransporta lion:

Water transportationCaptains, etc ........................ .
Longshoremen, etc .••••••••.•••••••••
Sailors, etc •..•••.•••.••...•••••••••••
Road and street transportationChauffers ......••..•••••••.••••••••••.
Draymon, etc ....................... .
Ilostlcrs, etc .•.•.•.•••.•••.••••••••.•
Livery-stable keepers •••••••.•••••.••
Other occupations ........•.......•.•.
Railroad transportationBrakemen ......•.•.•..••....••.••.••.
Conductors (steam railway) ......... .
Conductors (street railway) •••••.••••
Foremen ............................ .
Laborers ..............·.............. .
Locomotive engineers ••..•.••.••. ·•.•.
Locomotive firemen .....••......•..•.
1fotormen......•.•.•••.••..•••.••..••
8\Yitchmen, etc ••••.....••.••••••...•
Other occupations .•.••••••••.••••••••
Express, post, etc.1f nil carriers ......••••..•.•••.•••.•••.
Telegraph, etc., linemen............ ..
_,_

Occupations.

No.

Transportation-Continued. ·

2

Expre~s.

post, etc.-Continued.
TcleJ.!raph operators .•••••••••••••••••
Tel<'phone operators •.••••••••••••••••
Ot.her occupations •.••••••••••••••••••
J,nborers ................................ .
Other occupations (semiskillod) ........ ..
Other occupations••••••••••••••••••••••••

3
9

28
6
14

Trade:

4

llankers, etc •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clerks in stores ..••..•••••••••••••••••••••
Commercinl travelers .................... .
Delh·crymen .••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.
Floor,valkcrs, etc........................ .
Insurn.nco agents, etc.................... .
J,ahorers, etc ...•.•.••••••••••••••••••••.•
I.~aborcrs, porters, In stores ............. ..
N e"·sboys ............................... .
I'roprletors.............................. .
Real estate agents, etc ................... .
Rctnil dealers ••.•••••.••••.••••••••••••••
Salesmen, saleswomen .•..••••••••.•••••••
Wholesale dealers, etc ................... .
Other occupations (semiskilled) ......... .
Other ocenpations ....................... .

6

8
4

14
26
25

8

17

41
12
150
26

74
42
M

32
10

PubUc

.~crvice

(not otherwise classified):

Firemen (fire department) .............. .
G nards, etc ••.•.•••.•••••••••.•••••••.•••
Laborers ••.••....••••..•.••.••..•••••••••
Otricials (dty und county) .... ~ ......... .
Officials (Stato and United States) ••.••••
Polif'emen ............................... .
Soldiers, sailors, marines ................ .
Other occupations...................... ..

8

200
60
10
46

5
26
11
60
13
37

Professional service:

Architects ............................... .
Artists, .o le ..•••.••••••••••••••.••.•••••••
Authors, etc ............................. .
Civil engineers, etc ...................... .
Clergymen •••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••.
Dentists ....••..•••••••.•••.••••.•..••.•••
Designers, etc •••.•.•••••••.••••••..••••••
J,awyers, etc ••••••••.•••••••.••..••..••.•
MusiPians. etc •. ~ .••••••••••...••••. ~ ••.••
Photographers •••..•••.•.••••••••••••.•••
J>hysi<·ians, surgeons •••.•.•••.•...•••..•.
Sho\\·men •.•••.• ·••••••••••.••..••.• ~ •.•••
Teachers ••..•.••••..••.••...••...•.•••.••
Trained nurses ..·.........................·
Semiprofessional occupations .•...••..•.•.
Other occupations ....................... .
Domestic and personal service:
Barbers, etc ............................. .
Bartenders ...•..•...••..•........•...•...
Boarding and lodging houso keepers •.••..
Hotel keepers, managers ................ .
Housekeepers, stewards •.•.•.•...••.•••..
Janitors, sextons .................·....... .
Laborer~ •..••..••••••..•...•••.•...••.••.
Launderers (not in laundry) ........•.....
Laundry operatives ...•..•...•...•.•.•.•.
Laundry owners, etc •.•.•.•......•...•.•.
Mid,,•ives, etc •.........•..••.•••.•.•...•.
Porters (exc·cpt in stores) ................ .
n estaurant keepers .....•.•.•.•.•...•.•...
Saloon keepers .......... ~ ............... .

12

8
33

47
10

15
104
20
13 '
50
5
78

30
30
115

12
92

12
2
10
2
4

15

~~~itU::~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

4

33
4

16
5

3

7
5

8
8

24
94

26
43

4

19
11

24

li
5
20
227

231

13

7
2
20

17

14
6

10
20
115
5

7
11

9
16
6

9
10
23

32

7
26
4

40
24

18
26

44
42
'30

14

32
24
8
8
63

7
27
19
18

23
253
81

32

Agents, etc .........••.••••••••••••••.•••.
Bookkeepers, etc ........................ .
Clerks (except in stores) ..•...•...•.•.•.••
:Messengers, etc .............. ~ ........... .
Stenographers, typewriters ••••.••••••••••

122
167

________________ __ _____
.:.:_

74

Other occupations ....•••.•••...•.•••.•••.

Clerical occupations:

2

8

20
6

...

30

21

gg
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A STUDY OF PUPILS 13 OR 14 YEARS OF AGE. 1

A number of school surveys have culled attention to the signifi-

cance of a study of those pupils in a school system 'v ho arc 13 or 14
years of age. (1) Boys and girls both begin to drop out of school
in large numbers soon· after the age of 14 is reached, so that at or
before this period is the latest possible opportunity to study u. cross
section .of the school population before. it is affected seriously by
selective elimination. (2) The distribution of pupils of these ages
through the grades gives some indication of the si1ccess of the schoo]
system in classifying the pupils. ( 3) The study also indicates the
extent of the schooling which many of these boys and girls are likely
to receive before dropping out of the system. ( 4) Inforn1ation concerning the-nativity of pupils, their parents, and older brothers and
sisters has a bearing on the probable stability of the population.
( 5) Information concerning the occupations · of fathers, brothers~
and sisters, and the occupations which the pupils themselves expect
to enter is significant in any study of a program for vocational eduoo&~

.

..

.

..

Since it was impracticable to study all ·children of these ages in
the San Francisco schools, a random selection of 11 elementary
schools was made and the inquiry confined to the 13: and 14 year old
pupils in these schools.
Following is a copy of the form which the children \were asked
t.o fill in~
Record of 13 or 14 vear old pupil8.
l.

2.
3.
4:.

5.
6.
7.
S.

9.

Name ___ __________ __ _______________ Boy or girL _______ Grade ____ Age __.:.._
SchooL _______ ___________ __: _____ .____ Teacher ____ ;.. ____________________ :.,:.;.: .
Place of birth·: Post office __ :__ _________________ '""" __·____ __ _:Stnte _________ ,.-""~'
Country (if not born in United States)---------~---------------..:. ___ ;_ __ ·
Do you intend to finish the eighth grnde?....: _____ To go to high school? _______ _
To any other school, or college? ________Wlmt? __________ __.
Are you now employed at any kind of work out of school hours? ___________ _
If so, ut what kind of work?----------~---------- - ------------------What do yo~t plan to do to earn a living w_hen you grow up?_ ____________ _
\Vhy do yon plan to do this L---------------------------------------Place of your father's birth: Post office _________________ state ______ ...... ___ _
Country (if not born ln United· States) ________ . .; _________ .:_ ____________ _
What . is your father's occupation?---------------------------------------Give age of each brother under 21 who is at work, and his occupation:
·1. Age ________ years. Occupation ______ .;. ____ :. _ ____________________ _
~urne _______________________ Jlddress----~--------------------2. Age ________ yenrs. Occupation ________----------------~----...-----~arne___________________ ~ ___ Address-------------~-----------a·. Age________ yeurs. Occupation _________________ :_ __________ :_ _____ _
_______________________ Address ________________ .,:. ________ _
~arne

1
This report was prepared by the college of education.
reBce. Kans .• onder the direction of Dean F. ;J. Kelly.
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tO.

GiYe age of each sister under 21 . who is at work, and her occupation:
1. Age ________ years. Occupation ________________________________ _
~arnC-----~-----------------ilddress--------------------------

Occupation ________________________________ _

2. ·Age------~-~·cars.

~alllC----------~------------ilddress--------------------------

3. Agc ________ years.
~arnc

Occupation ______·- --------------------------_______________________ l\ddress _________________________ _

The number of papers forwarded to the compiler from the 11
schools was 2,54G. Of these, GS papers were rejected ·either be.c ause
the age given was outside the scope of the inquiry or ·because no age
was given. Tablo 1G5 shows these GS papers.
165.-Papcrs rejected.

TADLE

Girls.

Boys.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - - - - -

i fg~ ~~h~i~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~: ~:~ ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~

r

12 years old, 8th grade............................ . .............................

3

II

2

~~ ~~if~~~ ~ax· given·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~~ .... _. ~~1

To tal. .......•.•.• ~ •.•.•.•.•....••...•.•.......•................ _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . .

J

t8

2
2

6
32

?
fi!'

SUMMARY OF ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 1 AND 2.

It was assumed that normal children 13 years old should be in the
seventh grade, and those 14 years old in the eighth grade. Children
L3 years old in the eighth grade are considered to be accelerated one

year. Pupils below the grades regarded as norn1al are considered to
be retarded. Table lGG _shows the . number of pupils in each school,
divided into five groups, according to their advancement in grades
and according to sex. Table 167 shows the per cent distribution by
sex. Sec also Figure 72.
TAnLE

1GG.-Numbcr of

pupi~8

accelerated, normal ana retarded.

BOYS.

Number or school.

Acceler- Of normal fletard('d netarded Retarded
atcd 1
more
2 years. 3 or
age.
1 year.
years.
year.
·----

L~: ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:
f::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

.

Total. •.•••.•••••.•.•.••••..•.•......

10
15

83

4

33
51
36
35
68

32

11
20
4

10

15
5
119

·'-

24

- -25
21
16
16
13
23
13

2l

32

34

52
36
52

442

397

194

88

25

17
38
33
44
51
50

Total.

21

25

15
2
3
13

...........

100
108

89
136

10

120
127
121
18ft
109
128

69

1,221

15
6

-··- · ···-·
5

- - -- - - -
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GIRLS.

L:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::I
t~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~~~~~:~I
8 •••••••• ~ •••••••••.•••...•••••••..••.•.••.

9 ••••••••...•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••
10•••••••••••••••.•.•••••••.•••••.•••••.•••

7
11

421
48

26

34
45
55
25
66

20
25
2

22

36
26
54

42
44

31

29

33

105

8
11

3.')

31

37

b3

56

18
11
15
7
6
)6
11
11
H
40

GRAND TOTAL ••••••••••••••••••••••

TADLE

1G5

4921
1===:
1 ===
2S4
934

149

107
06

. ·······i·

130
11&

1

·······io·

13()

1

~
~~

27

205
93
168

..........5

1 - - - -1- -

Totul.•.•.... • •••••••.•••••••••••••..

-

4

4!)

-

.
:: 1===1===1
343
118

107.-Per cent di.(/fribution of accelerated, nor-mal age, and

1,257
2,·&78

~·etardea

cltilclren, of 2418 cases 1"C1JOrting.

Pupils.

Boys ••••...•.••• ~ ..•••.•.......•...•...•...•.•.•.•..
Girls ..........•••....•.•..•...•.•.............•.•....
All pupils •••••••••.•••••••••••.....•.•.•••••.•••.•••
t-....

Per cent II Per cent Per cent Per cent Per Cl'nt
ucceler- normal retarded retarded retarded
o.tP.d 1
o.ge
1 year.
2 years 3 or mor~
year.
•
.
reo.rs.
10

36

13

3!)

11

38

32
32

32

16
12
14

It should be noted that no 14-year-old pupils are reported as accelerated, since those that are accelerated have already left the grade
schools. For purposes of comparison they should be included and
they would doubtless greatly increase the nutnber of accelerated
students. In a rough way the rnnkings of the schools in per cent of
accelerated and of retarded pupils are the reverse of each other; but
there are some interesting exceptions, due perhaps to chance and
perhaps to the ratio between American nncl foreign pupils.
A larger per cent of girls is accelerated than of boys, and n smaller
per cent retarded two or more years. But the -differe:qce is not very
marked, and in some schools the difference is the other way.
SUMMARY OF ANSWERS TO Ql;"ESTION 3.

In Table 1G8 is seen the classification of the pupils by schools ao·
cor<ling to parentage and place of birth. Of the boys, 35 per cent
are of ·Atnerican parentage, 45 per cent are American born of foreign
parentage, 14 per cent are foreign born, and (j per cent are not stated.
Of the girls, 35 per cent are of American parentage, 49 per cent are
Atncrican born of foreign parentage, 12 per- cent are foreign born,
and 4 per cent are not stated.
·

A6~

\
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\
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FIG. 72.-Assumlng tbnt a pupil 13 rears old should be in the se,·enth grade, and a pupil 14 ycnrs ohl tn tl1c clgllth grncle,
only 30 per cent of the boys and 30 per cent of the girls (of ~.478 pupils of these ages chosen at rantlom) are or n01·mal age for
tbclr gratles. .As shown in TuLle 23, p. 34, pupils 13 rears of age nrc found in all grades from lA to the second y(>ar of blgh
school, and pupils 14 years of age in all grades from l.A to the third year..ot high school.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF . SAN FRANCISCO.
TABLE

168.-Place of birth ancl parentage of pupils.
BOYS.

American- Amcric::muorn,
born,
American
foreign
parentage. parentage.

Number of school.
1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • .

36

a........... .................................

38

2............................................

f. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5..... ........... .......... .. .. .. ............
6 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••·•.
7. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •

8............................................

27
51
4104

Parentage
not
stated.

44

16
21

37

12

4
8
2

52
I
I

13

65
46
83
40

i_

67

90

Foreignborn.

100

·~sg

6
17
3

17
27
9
12
12

76

I

Total.

131

120
127
121

5
8
8

29

8

186
109
12e

1G8

G9

1,221

~o::: :;:~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :1---4-!:-i---5-:-:-r-----r----1
GIRLS.

- - - -- -- - -- - - --- - ---- - -- - - ---- ---31 !
1 ........................................... .
33 I
2........................................... .
53 I
a•.......•.•... ~ ............................ .
39 I
.......................................... .
51
5........................................... .
17
I ........................................... .
1• ••.•.•• ~ .................................. .
53

'·

... ···············
~-

............................ .

.......................................... .

tl .......................................... .

Total .....•.•................•. ~ •......
GRAND TOTAL ........................ .

98

47
21

1---443
I====
873

-

---.--- ---- - -.,--- - - - : - - 20
12
107
52
7
4
ue
65
l1
1
130

44

66
47
49

5
8
1

5
24

70

17
2

4

85
33
96

9

13

9
51

0

118

4

130
84
129
20a
93
168

.:.-.__..

607

52

1551

1,161

1,257

·=
121
2,{71

323

o,. Ac:.e
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D'IG. 73.-lloys of American parentage nre 35 per cent of the wbole. number of bo:ya

ln tills group chosen nt random, yet furnish only 30 per cent of those accelerated and
tf per cent of those retarded three or more years; but they furnish 44 per cent of all
the normal boys. American boys of foreign p:Hentngc are · 4;:) per cent of tbe wbolt
numbet· of L>oys, yet they furnish 57 per cent of those accclcm.tcd. ~'his nnd other
comparisons show thnt a larger perccntnge of American-born chllureu of foreign pnrent·
age is nccelernteu thnn of chllc.la·cn of American parentage, hnt the latter furnish I
8mallcr percentage of retnr«lec.l pnptls an(] a much Jnl·ger percentage of normnl puplla.
Children of American parents depart less trona nQrmal advancement in the gr!lcles tbP
do other chlldreD.
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In four schools-3, 7, 8, 9-among both boys and girls the per cent
of American born with American parentage is above 40. Of the
boys in school 7 and of. the girls in school 9 the majority are of
American parentage. On the other hand, the majority of the boys
in schools 6 and 10, and the majority of the girls in schools 2, 4, 6,
and 11 are American born of foreign parentage. Of the girls in
school3 one-half are Americnn born of foreign parentnge.
Table 169 shows the relation between birth and school advancement. Boys of A1nerican parentage are 35 per cent of whole number
of boys, yet they furnish only 30 per cent of those accelerated and 17
per cent of those retarded three or more years; but they furnish 44
per cent of all the normal boys. Girls of American parentage are
35 per cent of the whole number of girls and they furnish 35 per cent
of those accelerated; they :furnish only 19 per cent of those retarded
two years and only 10 per cent of those retarded three or more years.
(See also Fig. 73.)
TABLE

169.-Parentaoe in relation to school advancenwnt.

(This table should be read as follows: Of tho boys accelerated one year, 35 boys, or 30 per cent, arc of
American parentage; 57 per cent arc American-born of foreign-born parents, and so on.)

DOYS.
--

Iated
Accelcr1 year.

Normal.

Retarded · 3Retarded
or more
2 years.
years.

Retarded
1 year.

Totals.

Parentage.
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num· Per Num.l Per Num- Per
ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent.

- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .\mer!can parentage ....... .
American - b o r n, fJreign
parentage. _..•.•.•....••.
Foreign-horn ...••••.•.•••••
Not stated .....•... -••••.••
Total ............... .

35

30

194

44

121

31

68

(i8
13
3

57
11
2

191
35
22

43
8
5

182
69

46
17

79
33

----·-119
100
442

35

12

17

430

41
34
50
554
1(i8
17
18
26
25
(j
14
7
5
7 . 69
----------~---100
397
100
194
1CO
100 1,221

691

·--

35

45
14

6

1()()

· -- - - - -

GIRLS.

---American par cntage .•... · -·
American-b o r 11 , fvreign
parentage . .................
Foreign-horn ................
Not stated ..
···············
TotaL.

58

35

202

41

15~

37

28

19

5

10

443

35

89
12

' 54

235
42
13

48
8
3

185
45
22

46

72
39
10

48
26
7

26
17
1

53
35
2

G07
155
52

49
12
4

6

7
4

11

6

-------------- """lil5100 ---.92 ---;oo 402 """""1001149llo0

GRAND TOTAL.......

284 • .•.••

934 ·.• ••-:.

799 •. .••.

3431··· ...

- 49-

100 11,257 .

1()()

118 •••.•• ,2,4j8

American-born boys of foreign parentage are 45e per cent of the
whole nun1ber of boys, yet they furnish 57 per cent of those accelerated. American-born girls of foreign parentage are 49 per cent of
the whole number of girls, yet they :furnish 54 per cent of those
accelerated. Thus a larger per cent of American-born children of
foreign parentage is accelerated than of children of American parents, but the latter furnish u smaller per cent of retarded pupils and
938Ui-17-~33
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: a: : mu~h larger · per .c ent of normal pupils.

Children of Anieclcan
depart less from normal advancement in the grades than '00
·other children.
·

:~ parents
'l'ABLE

170.~Distribution of pupils according to plans for fttrthcr schoou;tg:
BOYS.
··:--

Ac('el-

erated.

Nor-

mnl.

Retarded
Retarded Rctsrdod 3or
m"re
1 year. 2 years.
years.

Not to finish eig'hth grade ••••••••••..
To finish eighth grade •••••••••••••••.
Tu enter high school ...••.••.••••••••.
'l'o enter ·busincs~ college ••••••••••••.
To enter nnivel'liity ••••••••••••••••••
Not stated ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0
12
63
11
33
0

2
80
187
80
93
0

14
149
98

Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

119

442

18
26
11

70
2

27
79
37
28
18
5

397

194.

69

g

29
59

29
13
2

64

7

6
1

·_-.Totala.
.
;,

Nnmbcr.
61

346
396
190·
220
8

1,221

-

Per

cent.

-

6

28
~~

18
18

-

I
. 100

GIRLS.

Not to finish eighth grade ••••••••....
To finish eighth grade .•.. • ••••••. •• •.
To enter high scht)()L .•.•••.•••..•....
To enter business college •..•.........
To enter university ••••••••••••••.•••
Not stated •••••••••••••••••••••..•• ·•
Total. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

0
3
95
31

36
0

165

0
52
260
99
79

122
131
84

36
18 .
6

2

54
2

1

4
1
0

402

149

49

492

67' ...};
249
524
236 '
176

6
20

u
10

5

·· 'U
....•....

1,257

100

-

It is significant that 1 boy in 3 and 1 girl in 4 do not expect any
_further schooling than the eighth grade (Table 170). All accelerated
pupils expect to finish the eighth grade, but 0.5 per cent of the normal
boys, 3.5 per cent o£ those retarded 1 year, 14 per cent of those
retarded 2 years, and 26 per cent of those retarded 3 .or more
· years do not expect to finish the eighth grade. Of the girls: 2 per
cent of those retarded 1 year, 20 per cent of those retarded 2 years,
and 59 per cent of those retarded 3 or more years do not expect to
finish the eighth grade. The more·· retarded a pupil is, the less likely
is he to expect to finish the graded school.
.:
Of the girIs 42 per cent expect to go to high school, while_ ollly
32 per cent of the boys have this hope. Nineteen per. cent of the
girls and 16 per cent of the boys expect to attend business college.
In many papers business colleges were named, and they are nearly
all private institutions. It seems that here is a field where the public·
school system could · well be extended. A larger pie r cent of boys
than of girls expect to go to the university.
SUMMABY OF ANSWERS TO QUESTION 6.

The students employed .o utside of school hours at some definite kind
of work are tabulated in Table 171. Only 4 per cent of the boys a~d
0.5 per cent of the girls are employed in ·" apprentice'~ occupations!
using" apprentice" in a very wide sense so as to include any employ·
ment that would prepare for the occupation which the pupil. plans

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

It would be a great boon if students that have to seek
remunerative employment could find work along the line of their
life plans. The accelerated students show a larger per cent without.
outside work than do the others, but the difference is so slight as to
be negligible. It can not. be seen that o~tside employment interferes
with school work as far as these papers are any indication. Retardation seems correlated with" apprentice" employments.

to enter.

TABLE 171.-Distribution of pupils accordin.Q to present employment outside of

schoo-l hours. ,
BOYS.

-

Accelera ted.

. -

Normal •

Retarded
1 year.

Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per
bcr. cent. ber. cent. uer. cent.

Retarded
2 years.

Retarded
3 or more
years.

Num-1
Per Num- Per
ber. cent. ber. cent.

Totals.

Num.
ber.

Pa

cen&.

---No outside work •••••••.•••
Newspap,er routes •••••.••••
Other ., blind alley" em_toyments ...............
'' fprentices" ...........
No stated ••••••••.••••••••
Total. •••••••••••• - ••

78
20

65

14
2
5

12
2
4

17

-..--

119

234
66

59
17

115

65

59
15

28

59
15

42
5

61

734

7

184

60
15

79
12
21

18
3
6

69
13
15

17
3
4

24
14
13

12
7
7

10
6
7

15
7
10

196
46
61

16
4
5

265

---100
442

100

- -100- ·-100
- - 69
-----·
397
100
194
1,221

-·_..._

100

GIRLS.
No outside work ......... ~.
Household work •••••••••••
"Blind alley" employments •.....••••••••.•••.
"Afprentices " ••• - ••••••••.
N'o stated .... ~ .•• - .... - ...
Total •••••••••••••••.

GRAND TOTAL .......

146

15

88
0

435
48

88
10

345
34

1

5
0
4

1
0
1

13
0
8

1
0
3

0
2

----165
100
284

86
8

--,-~--

492 I 100

402

3!
2

~

130
9

87

6

41
4

1
3
6

1
2
4

1
2
1

84 1,097

8

110

87

2
4
2

21'
7
22

2

- -.- - - - --149
- -100
100
49
100
1,257

r--· ___ 9341:=:-:-799

343

.

118

2,478

8

-2

100

=

Of both boys and girls, 20 per cent are without any definite vocational ambition, most of them frankly stating that they do not know
what they expect to do to ea~n a living, ':rable 172.
TABLE

172.-Distribution of pupils according to plans tor vocatioft..
BOYS.
Accelera ted.

Normal.

Retarded
1 year.

Retarded
2 years.

Retarded
3 or more
years.

Totals.

Num- Per Nt'lm- Per Num- Per Num - Per Num- Per Num- Per
ber. cent. her. cent. bor. cent. · ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent.

------------ -- -- -- -- -llechanic.", artisans ••••••••
Engineering and building

professions .•••••••.•.••••
lfedlcine, law, teaching,

and other professions ••••
tenographcrs, clerks •••••••
erchants .....•.•• _.• _•• _•
::mer, teamsters ..........
farers ...••••••••••••••••
Norstated .••.•.•• _••••• ___
Total .•••••••.•••• - - •

31

26

113

26

103

26

65

33

3-1

45

343

29

24

20

115

26

89

22

28

14

6

7

261

21

18
10
6
4
2
24

15
8
5
3
2
20

53

31
30
15
8
77

12
7
7
3
2
17

36
31
22
17
6
94

9
8
6
4
1
24

17
16

9
8
7
4

4
10

10

9

127
95
78·

21

3
7
6
2
3
12

4
18

23

249

2
20

442

100

397

100

69

100 1,221

100

ll9j100

14

7
5
42

100[194

3

·a

45

•
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TABLE

172.-DistJ·ibution of pupils a,ccording to plans for vocation--Continuoo_
GIRLS.
------- -

---· - - - ·
Acr~ler-

a ted.

- ~

Retarded
1 year.

Normal.

Retarded
2 years.

Retarded
3 or more
years.

Totals.
-:i-

Per Num- Por Num- Per
ber. cent. bor. cent. ber. cont.

~urn-

Por Nnm- Per ~um- .Per
ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent.

~urn.,

-- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- Stenographers •••••...•...•.
40
24
Teachers ••••••••.•••.•.•...
37
22
Clork~. bookkeepers •••••.•.
10
11
Nurses .•••..••.•.•.•.......
4
6
Dressmakers ••...•.........
4
3
Milliners ••...•.•.•...•.....
10
6
Musi<'ians, fchysicians, and
other pro os,ions, except
teaching •••••••••••......
14
8
Other trades .•••.••.•......
1
1
Hou;;ekeepcrs..............
0
0
Telephone operators.... . . . . · 1
1
Actrcsscs.... • • • • • • . • . . . . . • .
1
1
Notstatod ••••............. ~~~
Total.:"..............

165
1

100

115

103
41

30
21

28

28
6
10
5
4

23
21

32

12

6

47
32
28

6

12

3

·8
8
5

1
2
1
1

87

21

8

43

20
7
8
7
10

11

8
7

li

I

2
2
2

27
6

18

4

4

0

7

4
4
10

15
10
16
10

10
7

5

1

1
12
1
3
1

6
3
0

19
2
4
2

11

8
0

8

8
21

10

2

4

6

12t

12
6
0

371 25
6110
92l 18
19
4921o0,4o21o0 149)100)49 100

~

:m

178
122
106

; 14
10
8

83

8
8

81
57
52

25
21
14

ml

1,257

4
4
2
2
1

~

~

In a general way, a larger per cent of accelerated and normal
pupils prefer the professions than do the. retarded students. A larger
per cent of the students retarded three or more years have theirs
vocation in mind than do other students. Of the boys accelerated~
normal, and retarded one year, 26 per cent plan to be mechanics
and artisans; of those retarded two years, 33 per cent so plan; tm.d
of those retarded three or more years, 45 per cent so plan. The.boys,
planning to enter the engineering and building professions rep:resent ·
20 per cent o~ the accelerated boys, 26 per cent of those of normal
age, 22 per cent of those retarded one year, 14 per cent of those
retarded two years, and 7 per cent of those retarded three or more
years. The tnore retarded, the. fewer enter the engineering profes·
sions, and the more become mechanics. This principle is morP
clearly seen in the case of those entering the medical, legal, teachhig,
and similar professions, representing 15 per cent of the accelerated
boys, 12 per cent of the normal ones, 9 per cent of those retarded ,one,
year, 9 per cent of those retarded two years, and 4 per cent of those
retarded three or more years.
The profession most popular with the girls is stenography, being
chosen by 22 per cent of the whole number of girls, by 24 per cent
of the accelerated girls, and by decreasing per cents of the other
classes, down to only 8 per cent of those retarded three or more
years. The teaching profession .is still more striking, being pre~
ferred by 22 per cent of the accelerated students, by 21 per centof
those of normal age, by 8 per cent of those retarded one year, by .' 4
• per cent of those retarded two years, and by none of those retardea
three or more years. The dressmaker's occupation is equally strike
ing the other way, being chosen by 3 per cent of accelerated ·girls.
by- 5 per cent of normal ones, by 8 per cent of those retarded :·one
yp,ar.. by 11 per cent of those reta.rded t'Yo years. and by 21. per cent
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of those retarded three or more years. Apparently acceleration is
characteristic of those who have the atnbition to teach; retardation
is favorable to the choice of dressmaking us an occ-u pation. Those
planning to be milliners represent G per cent of the accelerated girls,
6 per cent of the normal ones, 7 per cent of those retarded one year,
7 percent of those retarded two years, and 10 per cent of those retnrclccl three or more years. Acceleration semns to accon1pany the
choice of certain occupations, retardation favors the choice of some
occupations, and there are other occupations the choice of which
does not appear to be affected by either acceleration or retardation.
Perhaps the schools en1phasize the nurture of the" symbol-thinkers"
and negle·c t the training of the" thing-thinkers."
· Of 343 boys planning to become n1echanics, D per cent are accelerated, 33 per cent are nonnal, 30 per cent are retarded one year,
19 per cent are retarded two years, and 9 per cent are retarded three
or more years. Of those planning to enter the engineering and
building professions, 8 per cent are accelerated, 45 per cent are normal, 34 per cent are retarded one year, 11 per cent are retarded two
years, and 2 per cent are retarded three- or more years. Of those
planning to enter the medical, legal, teaching, and similar professions, 14 per cent are accelerated, 42 per cent are normal, 28 per cent
are retarded one year, 14 per cent are retarded two years, and 2 per·
cent are retarded three or more years. The whole number of seriously retarded students is relatively small, and ·e ven though a large
per cent of them enter a given occupation, yet they will form but a
small per cent of the whole number entering that occupation.
Of 178 girls planning to become teachers, 22 per cent are accelerated, 57 per cent · are normal, 18 per cent are retarded one year,
nnd 3 per cent arc retarded·· two years, and none are retarded three
or more years. Of 83 girls planning to become dressn1akers, 5 per
cent are accelerated, 25 per cent are normal, 38 per cent are retarded
one year, 20 per cent are retarded two years, and 12 per cent are
retarded three or more years. Of 81 girls planning to beco1ne n1illiners, 12 per cent are accelerated, 35 per cent are nor1nal, 35 per cent are
retarded one year, 12 per cent are retarded two years, and G per cent
are retarded three or more jrears. The majority of those planning
to enter any occupation will be composed of normal pupils and of
those only slightly retarded.
TIEA.SONS FOR CHdiCE.

In planning their life work, most of the pupils seemed to feel
that it is a 1natter of their own choice. · The reasons for choosing
a particular vocation have been apportioned into two classes.
Where the pnpil writes that he plans his vocation because " he likes
it," "he has talent for it," "he does well at it," his answer is classed
ns "Interest." vVhere he writes that he wants "to Inake a living,"
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"tn get . rich," "to help his parents," etc., his answer is classed 18
"-Gain." In a very few cases the answer is "Because I have· .~
make a living."
·
· Table 173 indicates these answers arranged in groups according.to
the ad van cement in school of the pupils. In 57 per cent of the girls,
"Interest" is the determining factor, while a1nong the boys only 53
per cent give "Interest" as the underlying reason. "Gain" is the.·
purpose of 20 per cent of t11e boys and of 17 per cent of the girls. .
From man's position as a bread winner we would naturally ·expect
more boys than girls to be influenced by the " earning" opportunity
·of an occupation, and the strange thing is that not more of them
were so influ~nced. Of pupils retarded three or more years, a larger
per cent is dominated by the idea of earning a living than is found
in the other groups. An interesting exception is found among the
boys retarded t'vo years, of whom 27 per cent ar~ in the "Gain''
column. It is to be noted that 20 per cent of both boys and girls
failed to state any vocational ambition whatever, so it is not sur~ 
prising that 27 per cent of the boys and 26 per cent of the girk
fail to sta~e any reason for choosing a vocation.
TABLE

173.-Reasons tor planning paTticular voeaUons.
BOYS.

Accelerated.

Retarded
1 year.

Normal.

Retarded
2 years.

Retarded
3 or more
years.

Total. ·

Num- Per Num- Per Nnm- Per Num- Per Num- Per Nnm- Per
bor. cent. bcr. cent. ber. cent. bcr. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent:

---- -

'Interest" ..•.•............
• Gain'' ......••.•••..•.....
Not stated~ ................
Total ................

67

19
33

56
1G
28

256
84
102

58
19
23

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - 19fi
71

130

49
18
33

84

53
57

43
27
30

45

15
9

65

22

13

648
242

331

- -- -- - - - ---- - - G9- -100- --100 194 100
119 100 442 100 397
1,221

&a

•
fl

too·

GIRLS .

.
'Interest" .................
Gain" .....•••.•.......•..
Not stated.·~·· .....•..•...

u

Total .................

113
25
27

68
15
17

'263
86
143

54
17

232
63
107

58
16

77
23

49

26

52
15
33

29

14
6

59
29

12

714
211
332

17

. :17

•

-1G5- -100- -492- -100- -402- -100--149- -100- - 49- -100--- 100
1,257
29

I
SUMMARY OF ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 8, 0, AND 10.

The significance of these questions seems to be to determine the
relationship of the fn.thcr's vocation, or the brother's or sister's vocation, to the vocational plans
the children. 'Little of such relationship is revealed. One hundred and forty-seven boys, 12 per
cent of the whole number, and 34 girls, 3 per cent of the whole num·
her, determine their vocation in close relationship with that of their
fathers. By "close relationship" is meant either the same kind of.:
occupation as the father, or working with the father for a common
firm, or being employed by the father. The per cent having tlili.

of
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close relationship is much greater among the boys than among the

girls.
A close relationship between the vocation of the pupil and that

of the brothers or sisters is found in the cases of 38 boys and 48
girls . . It 'vould secn1 that the girl is more apt to follow her sister
than the boy is to follow his brother. ~:fany pupils failed to answer
all the questions, and there are doubtless n1any 1nore cases of close
relationship than are here tabulated. About all the occupations of
San Francisco are represented among these fathers, brothers, and
sisters, and there is no prepondenance of any one occupation or type
of occupations.
Information was secured from 143 brothers and 88 sisters, a number which is not large enough to justify drawing definite conclusions.
Hence, the details of this part of the study are not included in this
report.
A

STUDY OF HOLDERS OF WORKING PERMITS.

In general, children under 16 years of age are required to · be in
school, except those who are 14 years of age or over and are provided
with pern1its to work under specific conditions, and those who are
12 years of age or over who are provided· with permits to work on
school holidays. Such permits· are issued by the city or county
superintendent of schools.
The report of the superintendent of schools for 1915-16 includes
the following statement of working permits and age and schooling
certificates 'i ssued:
From July 1, 1!>15, to September 10, 1915 (old law):
Certificates to children between 15 and 16, not graduates_________ 132
Certificates to children between 15 and 16, graduates_____________ 24
Temporary permits to chil<lren between 12 and 15_______________ 22
Certificates to graduates under 15------------------------------- 12
--190

September 10, 1015, to June 30, 1916 (new law) :
Certificates to children between 15 and 16, not graduates _________ 126
Certificates to children between 15 and 16, graduates ____ .:_________ 63
Temporary permits to cbiluren 14 years or over------------------ 196
Certificates to graduates over 14. but not 15 years of age_________ 35

~'rom

--420
~~otal

number certificates issued________________________________ 610

On ~larch 1, UJlG, the office of the San Francisco superintendent
of public schools contained the records of 503 working permits in
force at that date, which had been issued ·to 440 boys and 144 girls.
The age distribution of these children is shown in Table 174, from
which it appears that approxhnntely three-fourths (73 per cent) of
the entire number are 15 years of age or over-70.6 per cent of the
boys and 80.4 per cent of the girls.
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TAnLE

174.-A.ge distribution of holders of worl.;ing permits.

- ---·-·· · - ---- - - - - -- - ---

- -

-------

- -- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - :·.'
-f.

Number or children of specified ages.
--:-

12 years
and less
than 13.

Total.....................................

1!~
593

and less
than 14.

14 years
and less
than 15.

15 years

4

1

i2
3

!111
24

140
j _ ________ _ _ _______ _
5

15

16

and loss
than 16. · Yeirl:•

----

- -- -

g17I:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

13 years

317
115
432

-.........

1
1

That the children who hold working permits are not chiefly 8
select group of foreign birth is shown in Table 175, which gives the
distribution according to nativity. l\1ore than half of the entire
number 'vere born in California-55.5 per cent. The proportion of
foreign-born girls-31.0 per cent (4G out of 144)-is nearly twice as
great us that of foreign-born boys-18 per cent (81 out of. 449).
TAnLE

175.-Dist1'ibut·i on of holders ot working pennits according to nativity.
Number of children born in specified lo~~U~~Il!'··
California,
San Fran- ontsido
cisco.
of San
Francisco.

United
States, ForeiJm Notreoutside co_untrics. ported._
or California.

Boys•.•.•••••..••.•.•.•...••••••....••••••••....
Girls •.•••••••...•.•.••...••......•.••.•..••..•..

449
144

223
{j4

36
6

109

27

46

1

Total •••••..••••......•••••••••......•.••.

593

287

42

136

127

,)

81

1\iore than 1.0 per cent of these permits 'verc issued without securing fro1n tho applicant a record of the grade attained in school,
consequently it is ilnpossible to present a satisfactory report in this
particular. (See 'I'ahle 17G.) Of the 525 applicants who gave this
inforn1ution 2G2 boys and 73 girls, or 63.8 per cent, had attained ·at
least to the seventh grade in school, 21.3 per cent (112 out, of Q25)
were in the sixth grade, and the re1nainder 'vere sea ttered through
the lower grades. It n1ust be regarded as unfortunate that any city
should allow a large ntunber of boys and girls ~o start out in life
without e~;"en ·the 1ninin1um amount of education represented by
graduation from the public elementary school.
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176.-Distrib-ution ot holders of workin!J pennit:s avcordinv to gra,de
attained in .~chool before lea1.:ing to go to work,.
·-- --····

- ·--------·--- --·

Number of children who were in specified grades at time of leaving school to
go to work.
Grade 4. Grado 5.1Grade 6. Grade 7. Grado 8.

I

To- Below
tal. grade4.

1-. ·········--------~ ""

A.

B.

2

-- --·

Boys ••••
Girls ••.• ---.-- ......... -.-

Tot al.. ..............

2

144

4

1

6
7

593

6

3

13

~~~~~
11 31
G
8

29

39

37

17

s

A. B. A.

Graduated fmm NotreEighth ported.
B. grade.

!il
15

59
14

41

25

86

21

9

4

31

52
16

75

66

73

50

29

117

68

54

1

A study of Table 177, in which the holders of working pern1its are
distributed according to reason assigned for going to work, suggests
that in many instances no urgent reason existed, since 31G boys and
118 girls-73.2 l)Cr cent of the entire number-gave no reason. All
of the reasons assigned appear to be valid.
TABLE

177.-Dist1'ibution of holders of 'lt:orking permits according to reasons
assigned tor going to 'work.

Reasons assigned.

Number or children
who assigned specified reasons.

Total.

Boys.

G~rls ..

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ ------ -- - - - - - - - - - Father ill ....•.••••..•..••.•••.••...... . .. . ................................•.•..
Father ill (mother dead) ....................................................... ..
Father mentally in<;apncita;ted .............. ... ........ . . . .......... . ......... ..
Father not supportmg family ........ . . . ..... . ..............................••.•

45
1

7

14

1
2

1

1

16
1

~~r~~~sd~~~~~~?.~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::

62

Family deserted ............................................... - ....... -- . ..... -

10

Parents dead .•.................... . .. J •••••••••••••••••• _• • ••• • ••••••••••• - •••••

38

14

1
53
. 13
8
2
4

9
1
2
2

!~r:z1~:£i~~~~f~ ~~!~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: - -434-- -316- - - 4
5

1

118

Total .•.•••. • .•.•••.......................... - . - ..... - ~ ~ .- - ... - - ---.------

593

449

144

PLACES OF £j\£PLOYl\1ENT REPORTED BY HOLDERS OF 'VORKING PERUITS.

An attempt wns n1nde to study the character .of the work engaged
in and the an1ount of shifting about in juvenile employn1ents in San
Francisco. In many cases, however, only the nan1e of the en1ployer
or the kind of establishment is reported, without any indication of
the nature of the service rendered. There are no records available
showing the en1ployn1ent histories of boys nnd girls subsequent to the
report of first position secured. Nevertheless, certain conclusions
may be dra "·n fron1 an analysis of the places of employn1ent reported, whicl.1 !allows:
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1. Number of boys reporting---------------------------------------~--- 44»
2. Character of employment specified------------------------------- 150
·
Dell very wagon _________________________________ ..;.______
1
Errand boy, cash boy, stock bOY------------------------- 91
Exposition grounds, wheeling chairs, etc_________________
2
Messenger, telegraph, telephone, etc_____________________ 22
Oflice bOY----------------------------------~---------- 28
Peddling ---------------------------------------------1
Selling ne,yspapers_____________________________________
4
Usher, baseball park----------------------------------1
S Mercantile establishments, character of emplo~·merit not specified_________________________________________________________ 132
Art dealer------------------------------------------~Athletic supplies -------------------------------------Broker________________________________________________
Candy, chewing gum----------------------------------Cleaning and dyeing___________________________________
Clotlllng_______________________________________________
CrockerY-------------~---------------------------~----

1
1
1

2
1

7
1

Dental supplies---------------------------------------2
Drugs------------------------------------------------- 10
Dry goods, department stores--------------------------- 25
Electrical and gas fixtures-------------------:-----------8
Fruit-------------------------------------------------- 2
Furniture --------------------------------------------2
Grocery, coffee merchant, etC---------------------~----9
f.Iurd,vare _______________ ~----------------------------- 6
IIosiery_______________________________________________
1
Insurance-----------------------~--------------------1
J e\velry ----------------------------------------------5
Lime-------------------------------------------------1
Lumber,
1
Mail-order house--------------------------------------1
Meat, fish, and poultry markets------------------------- 10
Millinery______________________________________________
5
'1\f usic, phonographs, etc ________·- ----------------------2
Optician, optical goods_...,. _______________________________ . 7
Photographs, photographic supplies, blue printing________
3
Produce---~------------------------------------------1
Restaurant-------------------------------------------2
Sale stable-------------------------------------------1
Shoes------------------------------------------------7
Stationery, drawing materials__________________________
5
Tailor, ladies' tailor-----------------------------------5
Tobacco _________ ..:.______________________________________
1
4. Factories, character of employment n9t specified__________________ 28
Artificial plants---------------------------------------1
'Bags-------------------------------------------------3
Boxes-----------~-----------------------~------------1
Buttons----------------------------------------------1
Cones ____________ ~-----------------------------------3
Dress patterns __________.______________________________ .:.
1

1---------------------------------------------

Firearms---------------------------------------------Fruit and vegetable canning, preserving, bottling_________

1
6
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Factories, character of employment not specified-Continued.
Notions, toys, novelties, leather goods __ _. ________________ _ 8
2
Paper boxes------------------~-----------------------1
Suit cases--------------------------------------------Mechanical trades grouP---------------------------------------- 49
Apprentices, not specified_______________________________ 5
4
Automobiles, garage, etC-------------------------------Bookbinder------------------------~------------------2
FoundrY--------------~-------------------------------1
Ironworks, shipbuilding, structural steeL________________ 15
Lithographer -----------------------------------------1
~lachinist---------------------------------------------1
Pluinber_________ ~----------------------------------~-2
Printer------------------------------------------------ 10
Railroad ---------------------------------------------2
3
Sheet-metal worker --.,.--------------------------------Sign painter, . show-card writer__________________________
2
Stair builder1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Reported employer•s name only, not identifiable ________ ~--------- 10
Number not reporting on employment___________________________ 80
Number of girls reporting __________________________________________ 144
Character of employment specified _____________________ :__________ 21
Cash girl---------------------------------------------~
5
Dressmaker-------------------------------------------2
~1essenger--------------------------------------------2
Nurse girl-----------------------------------~--------3
Office assistant----------------------------------------2
Packer-----------------------------------------------1
Sales girl ________________________________________ _: _____ · 5

'Val tress ---------------------------------------------- 1
LO. Mercantile establishments, character of employment not specified__ 57
Candy, chewing gum---..:------------------------------- 2
Dry goods, department store---------------------------- 13
Five and ten cent store--------------------------------- 0
Fruit and vegetable canning, preserving, bottling_________ 17
_________________________________
1
IIard~·are

~--~-------- ·

l'mporte,s ~---------------------'----------------------2
4
Ladies' garments-------------------------------------~Lithographer ------------------------~----------------2
8
1\Iilllnery ______t---------------------------------~-----Seedsn1an, florist-------------------------------------2
Ll. Factories, character of employment not specified_________________ 82
Bags ----------------.- --------------------------------- 12
Baskets ----------------------------------------------- 1
Cigars------------------------------------------------- 2
Electrical supplies-------------------------------------2
Knitting milL-----------------------------------------4
Neckwear---------------------------------------------1
Overalls----------------------------------------------- 1
Paper boxes------------------------------------------- 4
Perfumes----------.- ----------------------------------- 1
S l1irts ------------------------------------------_;______ 2
Sugar
\V aists refinerY----------------------------------------__________ __:_______________________________
11
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12. Miscellaneous __________________ ____ ---- ... - - -·-- ---- ---·- ·----------Apprentice, not specified __ __ -- - -·- - - --··· ···---·-----·---·-- ---2
BakerY--- - ---------- -~-- - -- - --- --- -- - - - - -- ~--~-- - ----4
Exposition----- -· ___ ·-- - - - -------- - --- -··--- - - - . -- - ·- - - ----- --1
LaundrY------- ~ - - -- -- ---~---- - --- -- --- - - -- -- - ----- - -- -

11

1

Printing-- ------------------------- ------- ----- ---- - -- -- 3
13. Number not reporting on employment__ ____________ ___ ___ __ ______ ____ 23
14. Summary:
Number of boys reporting ____ __ ____. - -· ·- ·-·· ___ ··- - -· . ·· ·- -· - -· -- . ____ ____ .:_ 449
Number of girls reporting_____ _________ _________________________ 144
Total number of holders of certificates reporting ______________ 603

In the cases of 150 boys and 21 girls the character of employment
is reported, and these are therefore grouped separately, as are also
80 boys and 23 girls who make no report and 10 boys who report
name of en1ployer only. 'The analysis of the remaining cases into
mercantile establish1nents, factories, trades, etc., is not wholly satisfactory, and yet is serviceable to an understanding of the conditions. .
Combining the cases of 150 boys in Group 2 with 132 boys in
Group 3, and 28 boys in Group 4 with 49 boys in Group 5, it appears .
thrit of 449 boys, 282, or 62.4 per cent, found their first employment in
mercantile establislunents and 77, or 17.2 per cent, made their beginning in the trades and industries. (See Figure 74.)
Combining the cases of 21 girls in Group 9 with 57 girls in
Group 10, it appears that 1of 144 girls, 78, or 54.2 per cent, found their
first employment in mercantile establishment and 43, or 29.9 per cent,
made their beginning in factories.
While the number of cases involved is small from a statistical point
of view, it is worthy of note that (1} ·a larger proportion of boys
than of girls find en1ployment in mercantile establishments; (2) a
larger proportion of girls than of boys find employ1nent in factories; (3) only an inconsiderable number of girls left school to enter
do1nestic employment-three as nurse girls, one as waitress, ·two as
dressmakers.
The wide range of variety in places of employment suggests the
ease with which young persons n1ny gain a foothold in wage-earning
occupations in San Francisco. More extensive investigations which
have been made in other cities sho,v, however, that employments open
to young people under 18 years of age, ond especially to those who
are not hjgh-school graduates, are for the most part casual, unskilled,
poorly paid, and without definite pron1ise of advunce1nent to responsible and desirable positions.
Every careful study in .this field has served to emphasize the
importance, from the point of view both of the con1munity and the
individual 'vorker, of (1) prolonging the period of education at.
least to the completion of the high-school course; (2) postponing
the·· entrance into wage-earning life until the individual is su:ffi-
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ciently mature to make some intelligent choice of occupatioD: and to
realize the significance of a termination of opportunities for schooling; and ( 3) realization of the gro"'ing tendency in the commercia]
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and industrial world to restrict entrance into desirable positions to
.those who give evidence of possessing sufficient education, maturity,
and judgment to render responsible service.
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CONCLUSION.

· The steps to be followed . in the development of a .pitogram for
vocational education n1ay be analyzed as follows: (a) Vocational
guidance, (b) prcvocu tionul cd ucation, (c) vocational schools. · So
far as these tern1s are concerned, it may be said that the first two
·have not yet received universal approval. Since no other terms
that seem more suitable have as yet been suggested, they are used here
simply to designate certain types of educational activity now in
~rocess of development.
VOCATIONAL GUIDA~CE.

One of the significant phases of recent! progress in education is in
the development ,of a type of school or department designed to
assist boys and girls of approximately the 12 to 16 years old period
to a better understanding of their own abilities, of the opportunities
afforded by the demand for those who can do the 'vorld's work, and
of the best possible use to be made of such abilities and such opportunities from the point of view of the life career. vVhen work with
this object in view has been undertaken in a more or less formal
way as a form of classroom study and through individual conferences between teacher and pupil, 'vith or without visits .t o industrial and commercial establishments and individual studies and
researches, it has been referred to as" vocational guidance."
• The importance of this type of work, whe.n conducted by properly
prepared teachers and directors, and the practi~al val uc of the results
achieved, have been de1nonstrated in nu1nerouslocalities.
It is reco1nmended that the work, which has· been so well begun
in a few centers in the San Francisco schools, be encouraged and
extended as rapidly as suitable persons can ·be found or prepared to
direct it.
As recommended elsewhere, the responsibility for the work in
. vocational guidance should lodge primarily with the same school
officer who has charge of the work in manual arts and vocational
·subjects, to the end that there mny be unity of nim and coordination
:of effort in these closely related fields.
PREVOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

\Vhen the studies in vocations are developed to the extent that
special equipn1ent is provided, so that the student may participate
in practical shop_and laboratory activities on real projects selected
from a number of typical or fundamental v:ocations, with a sufficient amount of time assigned to the practical work, it is believed
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that the pupil may be able to form for himself an intelligent relative
estimate of his .fitness for the various types of vocation in which he
thus engages, as the basis for the choice of a life career. To such
special school or class has been given the title of "prevocationa]
school " or " prevocational class."
·
The prefix "pre" implies a special kind of training that precedes
vocational training, and hence is not itself vocational. It is designed for the young person who has not yet made a choice of vocation, or a choice among several opportunities for vocational education that are offered, and who is presumed to receive therefrom
definite assistance in the making of such choices.
The latter part of the tenn, "vocational," implies .a considerable
variety of activities and a broad outlook into possible future careers.
In order to be entitled properly to the use of the term, a program for
prevocational education should embrace a variety of activities sufficient to include s.ome representation of each of the important groups
of possible vocations, from among which it is assumed that a choice
is to be made. There should be included something corresponding to
the introductory phases of each of the main subdivisions of voca. tional education (professional, ngricultural, commercial, industrial,
and home making), the opportunity to enter upon a definitely vocational course in. some one of which presumably will be open as soon
as a choice can be made.
The importance of practical work in the field is realized by reflecting upon. the increase in the efficiency of the vocational school that
would follow fr.oin lin1iting its efforts to those who come to it after
having made rational and fairly defined choices of future careers~
based upon such trying out as n1ight be afforded in a broadly conceived prevocational school. It is the comn1on .experience of the
vocational school-wh~ther the trade school, the business college, the
normal school, or the divinity school-to find that many candidates
apply for admission whose determination to prepare for and to
pursue a given vocation is based upon chance considerations, rather
than upon an ascertained or demonstrated fitness for success in the
chosen calling.
In the aggregate, a vast amount of time and energy, and vast sums
of money, have been expended in nttempts to · prepare persons for
occupations in which they cnn not be successful or contented. A considerable portion of this expenditure might be saved to the individual, to the school, and to society, by a well-organized plan for
assisting young persons to "find themselves."
It is recommended that experiments be undertaken, especially in
the intermediate schools, to determine what types of prevocational
classes will be most helpful to San Francisco boys and girls.
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As indicated in T·a ble 164, there are a number of occupations
reported in the census for "rhich there is a probable annual demand
large enough, and in which there can probably be found sufficient
teaching material to n1ake practicable the organi~ation of courses
of instruction · with the aim of preparing effective workers. The·
most important of these occupatio,ns may be grouped conveniently as
follows:
1. Salesmanship and business methods courses: Salesmen, saleswomen, 231 ; retail deale:r:s, 227; clerks in stores, 7 4 ; total, 532.
2. Bookkeeping and clerical courses: Bookkeepers, 122; clerks,
not in stores, 167; total, 380.
.
3. Mechanical shop courses : Carpenters, 150 ; chauffeurs, 92;
total, 242.
.
·
It is to be noted that, with one exception, the probable demand for
stenographers and typewriters is les~ than for any of the other
classes of workers mentioned.
It is recommended that the initial steps be taken in the development of practical courses designed to lead to efficiency in two groups
of occupations: Salesmanship and business methods, carpentry and
automobile work. Experience with these courses .will be the best
guide in determining what other courses to add later.
It is recommended that each course of instruction be so organized
as to aim definitely at the achievement of a certain status for the
graduate which can be expressed in terms of ascertained requirements of commercial or industrial establishments; that the entrance
requirements and the conditions under which the work is done .be
made sufficiently .flexible to encourage the attendance of those who
need the instruction and can profit by it; that the attempt to prepare students for college through these vocational courses be definitely abandoned; that.instructors be . secured who have -had successful and varied experience in the occupations for which it is
proposed to prepare the students, and who have special fitness ·for
the work to be undertaken.
It is recommended that a plan be devised for the organization of
advisory committees, as they may be needed~ to assist in the development of the various types of school and courses of study that may be·
h~reafter determined upon. Such committees should include representatives of employers and workers in each important group of
uccupations for which it is proposed to organize courses. The qommittees should be requested to meet with the director of vocational
Pdneation for the purpose of establishing standards and requirernPnts. ph1nning- courRes of study and methods of instruction, and ·
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maintaining proper relations with commercial and industrial establishments and with organizations of 'vorkers.
It is recommended that further study. be made of the possibility
of further develop1nent of opportunities and facilities for vocational
education in the evening schools, of establishing various types of
continuation classes, short unit courses, and dull-season courses for
the benefit of wage earners.
SUl\Il\IARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl\Il\IENDATIONS.
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

The work which has been begun in a few centers should· be en~·
couraged and extended as rapidly as suitable persons can be found
or prepared to direct it.
.
The work in vocational guidance, the manual arts, and vocationai
subjects should be developed under a broad, progressive policy, insuring unity of aim and coordination of effort in these closely related
fields.
PREVOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

In recognizing the prevocational aim in grades seven, eight, and
nine, there should be provided a variety of activities sufficient to
include some representation of each of the important groups of possible vocations from among which it is assumed that a choice is to
be made.
·
A complete plan, when finally worked out, should include the
introductory phases of each of the main subdivisions of vocationa]
education: Professional, agricultural, commercial, industrial, and
home making.
The existing facilities for manual training, fine arts, home economics, etc., should be utilized as the basis for developing prevocational courses. ·
Experiments should be undertaken, especially in the intermediate
schools, to determine what types of prevocational classes will be
most helpful.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Special vocational courses should be developed In salesmanship,
business methods, carpentry, and automobile work.
The development of further vocational courses should be based
on actual experience with these courses.
Each vocational course should aim definitely at the nchievement of
a certain status for the graduate which can be expressed in terms
of ascertained requirements of commercial or industrial establishments.
03815-17--34
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The ·entrance requirements and the conditions uncler which the
work is to be done should .be made sufficiently flexible to encournge
the attenqnncc of those 'vho need the instruction and can profit by it.
The attempt to prepare students for colle-ge through these voca.
tional courses should be definitely abandoned.
Instructors in vocational courses should have had successful and
varied experience in the occupations for which it is proposed to pre.
pare the students, and should have special fitness for the work to be
undertaken.
Advisory committees should be organized to assist in the development of the various types of school and courses of study that may
be detcrtnined upon. These committees should include representatives of cn1ployers and 'vorkers in each in1portant group of occupations concerned.
Further study should be made of vocational courses for the evening schools, continuation classes, short unit courses, and dull-season
~ourses.

Chapter XV.
EDUCATION OF THE IMMIGRANT.

TIDE OF 1:\Il\IIGRATION.

San Francisco in con1mon with other great cities of the country
has profited much in its economic development from the advent of

the immigrant. From the golden days of '40 down to the present,
San Francisco has been the goal of travelers from all the world.
They have cotne in sailing vessels around the Horn, in the slowmoving prairie schooner, by rail, or by steam, fro!fi the continents
thnt border the Atlantic; as 'vell us from the hinds of the Orient,
until San Francisco to-day is one of the cosmopolitan cities of the
world. As the East meets the West at Suez, so the vVest n1eets. the
Enst at San Franciscp, although since the ad vent of the new regime
in China with its consequent dress n1odification, much of the quaint
internationulness of costume .o f the old San Francisco has disappeared.
.
As one follows the list of city officials, or runs through the names
of persons pron1inent in business and civic circles, one realizes something of the debt that ·san Francisco owes to foreigners. These were
people of the olu in1n1igrution, when the process of asshnilation proceeded naturally and steadily, when the stranger of his own accord
leurned our language and adopted our n1anners, customs, and standards of life. 'Vi.th the change in the character of the hntnigrant tide,
however, came new peoples less inclined to what might be called
automatic assimilation. It is this new population which gives rise
to the imtnigrant-education side of the surYey. 'Vhat is the character
of this group, and what forces arc operating to meet the ne'v situation occasioned thereby j
A study of the census reports shows the following facts with
reference to the population of San Francisco, Table 178:
TAnLE

178.-Populat-ion and nativity.
POPULATION.

Total population, 1010 __________------------------------------------- 416,912
1900
782
1800 ---------·-----------------------------------_________________ ____________________________ 342,
298.997
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Japanes~: 1910~~--------------- - -- ------ -------- - - -- - ---- -~--- - - ---

~518

1900-------------------------------------- - - -- - - - - - ------1.890----- - -- ------- - ----- --- - - ---------- - - ---- -----------

1,781
. 590

Number.

Native white--Native parentage, 1910 - ---- --- ----- - ---- -- - ----- -1900 ___________________ ___ __
Native white-Foreign or mixed parentage, 1910_____ ___ ______
1000_____ __ _______
Native white-Foreign parentage, 1910 ________ __ ________
Native \Vhite-Mixed parentage, 1910---- - --- - - --------~'oreign-born white, 1910------ ---------- ------ --------------1900------- ---- --- - --- - ----- - ---- - --- - -----~orne

Per
cent.

115, 359 27. 7
83,558 24.4
153, 781 36. 9
137,556 40.1
107, 293 25. 7
40, 488 11. 2
130, 874 31. 4
104,264 30.4

of the facts relating to the distribution of population as.

r~gards color or race,· parentage, nativity, as well as inability to

speak English for 1900 and 1910, are shown graphically in the
-diagram, figure 75.
ORIEN'l'AL POPULATION.

~triking changes are thus evident j.n the character of the oriental
population. The decrease in the number of Chinese, from 25,833
in 1890 to 13,954 in 1900 and to 10,582 in 1910, seems to presage the
gradual disappearance of the. Chine,.c:;e question as an economic factor
in the life .of the west coast. On the other hand, the marked increase in the number of. Japanese, from 590 in 1890 to 1,781 in 1900
and to 4,518 in 1910, suggests the appearance of a new economic
problem. Corresponding figures for the whole State are even more
significant. Whereas the number of Chinese has decreased from
72)472 in 1890 to 36,248 in 1910, the number of Japanese has incr~ased f:roin 1,147 to 41,356 dl.1ring the same _years. It is worthy to
note · in passing that the attitude in some quarters toward the
Japanese-particularly on the part of the labor-union group-seems
decidedly more temperate than it was a few years ago.
OIS'I'RIBU'riON OF POPULATION.

From these census figures stated above it is apparent. that the
foreign-born white group is the largest single element in the population of the city;for .there are 'l30,874 who fall in that category, as.
opposed to 115,256 native white of native parentage, 107,293 nativewhite of foreign parentage, and 46,488 native white of mixed parentage. vVhat difference of t:rea:t'ment, if any, appears in the conduct of
the..school on . acco-q_n t of this race inheritance will be discussed in_
sub~equen~ pages.
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The distribution of the 130,874 foreign-born whites appears in
Table 179.
TABLE 170.-San lt,t·ancisco-Distribut-ion of foreign-bo'rn white population

according to country of birth. 1
I.

Country.

II.

III.

.I V.

Number.

Per cent of
total ror- .
eJgu-born
white.

Per cent .ot
. fo~ign.
born whit.
chfldren In
schools.•

Australia •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••..•••.•••••••••.•••••
Austria•.•.•.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••..•••••.•••..•••.•.•••
Canada (French) •••••••••.••.••.•••.••.••••..••.•..•••..•.•...•••.•
Canada (other) ••••••••.•••••••.•••••••.•••.•.•.•.•...•••••••.•••••.•
Denmark •••••••.•••••.•••••.•.•••••••.•••••.••••.•..•••••.•••••••••

~~~a~J:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
France ........................................................... ~ •

1,347
4,6H
4'H
5,6~7

3.118
9,815
1,R~6

Russia ............................................................. .
Scotland •••..•.•.....•.....•.................................... _. .. .
Spllin .............................................................. .
Sweden ............................................................ .
Switzerland ....................................................... .
Wales •••.••.......•...•.....••••.... ········•···•·········••·••···•
Others ............................................................. .

6,244
. 24,1:37
2,274
500
1,217
23,151
16,918
1, i6.'l
3,i69
570
4,640
3,668
1, liO
6,969
2,5S7
401
3,938

Total................................................. .. . . . • . .

130, 874

g~~::~::

::::::::::: :: :::: :: ::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :: :: :::::

llolland ........................................................... .

·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::

rr~~~~~~:.
u:~c~
~~~~~~~ ...:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t

Census, 1910.

t

-

1.3 .......... ..
3.5
.4 •••••••·••••
4. 3 .........

2:8

2.3
2.a
7.5
8.0
1.4 .......... ..
4.8
u
18.4
26.0
1.7 .......... ..
.4
1.0
17.7
12.9
1.3
2.8
.4
3.5
2.8
:9
5.3
2.0
.3
3.0

.......... ..
........... .
1U

........ ii~i

99.9

100.~

lU

.......... ~·~

u

.......... ..
3.2
.3.3
........... .

u

noooooooooo

Adapted from table, from Report of the Immigration Commission, v. 33, p. 292.

These census figures show the Germans (24,137) to be the most
numerous of the foreign-born white inhabitants o£ San Francisco,
with the Irish (23,151) following close on their heels, and the Itaiians
(16,918) in third place. English (9,815), Swedes (6,969), French
(6,244), and Canadians other than French (5,687) form the ne~
group. Then come Austrians (4,641), Russians (4,640), Norwegia~ ,.
(3,769), Scotch (3,668), and Dunes (3,118). No other nationalityis represented by as many as 3,000 persons. "\Vhile no figures ar~
available showing the trend in population since this last census year.·
personal inquiry among the editors of the foreign papers and other
persons prominent in the foreign colony seems to warrant the belief
that there has been considerable increase among the I taHans. R.n~
~1 ::tns. and Greeks.
FOREIGN SCUOOL POPULATION.

Column III of the above 'table gives the per cents of each of th~fl
population figures in comparison with the total nnrriber 'of ;foreifin-
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born whites living in the city. In Column IV nre found per cents
representing the nativity and race of fathers of pupils in the San
Francisco schools on a particular day in Decen1ber, 1008. Obviously
the elates of record in Coltunns III nnd IV nrc not identical, but they
are sufficiently close to provide some basis for c;omparison. In certain
of the nationalities-notably the Germans and the Italians-wide
divergence is shown. Such divergence indicates perhaps a larger
proportion of children .in the population, or perhaps greater regularities in the school attendance. Certain other peoples-especially
the English Canadians, the Norwegians, nnd the Swedes-show a
considerably smaller proportion in school than the population of the
city would appear to ''"'arrant.
The cosmopolitan character of the population of San Francisco
may be readily seen from Table 180, which shows the rank of the city
in the foreign-born population of certain linguistic groups among
the cities of the country having over 100,000 population. It should
be kept in mind thnt at the time of the census of 101<) San Fr~cisco
was the eleventh city in size in the country.
·
··
TABLE

180.-Ranlc of San Ji'rancisco in foreign-born population of certain lin-guistic groups among cities having 100,000 inhabitants or over; . ·.

Chinese ____________
Finnish ____________
Jupn nese ___________
Dnnlsh _____________
Spanish ____________
Greek---------·----

1

2
2
3
3
4

Albnnlnn ___________
French _____________
ItallnV.------------Norwegian _________
Sloveninn __________
Portuguese_________

fj

SG
G
6
G
7

Swedish ____________

n usslnn ________ ----

7

8
Dutch nnd Frisian ___ 10
German ______ ~----- 11
Syrinn nnd Arable._ 11
Turkish ________ ---- 11

The last authoritative analysis of the racial distribution of San
Francisco school children is found in the voluminous report of the
Immigration Commission, 1010. In many respects this is unsatisfactory for this present discussion, since it covers the number of
pupils enumerated as being in actual attendance on a specific- day
early in December, 1908.
·
The distribution of pupils in San Francisco schools by races is
given in Table 181. In this table distinction is made between the
pupils having native and those having foreign-born parents, and
among the latter special mention is made of the individual races
which luive as many as200 representatives in the schools.

---------------------------------------------------------------San Francisco ts reaJJy the third French city of the country, because in Fall River
1

and Lowell, ranking second and third, respectively, the French-speaking population la
almost exclusively Frellch Canadian.
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TABLE 181.-Nativity of school children.
-- - ---- ----·-··----·-·-·· ·····-- -·-- -- - - - - - - - - ' - - - -

.

Pupils.

General nativity and race of father ot pupil.

Parochial
schools•

Public schoo!s.

Number.

Per
cent.

..

Number. . Per

cent.

---- -- ------ ---- - ---·----·· --- ··----- · · · - ---------- --1 ----l---!· --'---l~

Native-born:
White ....•....................................................
Negro and Indian ••........................................•...

76 ,
,___

14,066

41.9
.2

14,142

42.2
1.5

39 ••••••. :

1. 3
4. 6
2.6
12.3

....... 73' ::::::::

All others •...•....•.......•...................•................

502
270
452
1,541
862
4,128
824
260
589
2,646
. 2,274
1,157
361
634
217
939
1, 749

Total foreign-born ..•.•...... _. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •

19, 405

Total native-born •••.•...................................
Foreign-born:
Canadian( other than French) ......••.........................
Chinese ....•...................................................
Danish .••••........•..........................................
En~lish ••.............•.•..................•...................
French •................•......................................
German .•........................................ . •............

li?.~[ ~~~::~~~ ~ ~~.~~~~ ::~~~: ~: ~ ~~~::~~~~ ~ ~~::~ ~:::~~: ~ ~ ~~
~1~~g~~:-:~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~: :~:: ~ ~ ~ ~::
~~~%~~~~~~~...·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::

Grand total. ............. _...............................

1,422

:

......

.8

2.5
.8

1.8
7.9
6.8
3.4
1.1
1.9
.6

2.8
5.2

fll

-········· ...... ..
~

.......

.: • • • • • • t

35 ...... ..
134 ...... ..

..............
········.
'

""i;_2~· ::~:.:::::
48 ........

....... 26" :::::,:::
... ................ .
~

104 .••.....

M. 9
===1===::;::1===
33,547
100.0
3, 156.
100.0
57. 8

1, 734

:An examination of : this table for the public-school attendance

shows that 41.9 per cent of the pupils recorded had native parents
and 57.8 per cent had foreign parents. Among· the pupils of foreign
parents there is a ·considerable diversity of races. One race, the
German, stands out noticeably from the oth~rs a11d is represented by
12.3 of the whole number of pupils. Next in order of numbers-co~e
the Italians. If the North and South Italians be ·u nited into one
group, they form 10.~ per cent of the whole nun1ber of pupils. ;. .'l;'4i~
race is :followed in nun1bers by the Irish with 7.9 per cent of the
whole number- of pupils, but no other race has as many as 5 per cent
of the averages. The table terminates with a collective group "a,ll
others," which also contains a considerable number of individual
races. They · are : Arabian, 2 ; Armenian, 3 ; Bohemian and Moravian, 72; Bulgarian, 4; Canadian, French, 92; Croatian, 12; Delmatiah, 16; Dutch, 78; Filipino, 8; Finnish, 61; Flemish, 2; Greek, 32;
Hawaiian, 4; Hebrew, Roumanian, 91; Hebrew, other, 265; Hindu, 2;
Japanese, 108; ICorean, 1; Lithuanian, 4; Magyar, 70; Mexican, 57;
Negro, 4; Polish,- 70; Portuguese, 81 ; Roumanian, 22 ; Russian, 125:
Ruthenian, 4; Scotch-Irish, 5; Servian, 13; Slovak, 22; Slovenian.
80: Spanish, 79; Syrian~ 18; Turkish, 3, and Welsh, 87.
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While too much weight should not be given this table as indicating
probable conditions in 1016, it presents strange facts regarding conditions at the tiine the data 'vere collected, facts which probably are
not fundan1entally different · today. This table shows the distribution of attendance at the moment of enumeration to be 42.2 per cent
for children of native parents, as opposed to 57.8 per cent for children of foreign parents. .R eference to the census figures for 1910~
a date which differs fro1n the enumeration date noted above by about
a year and a half, shows the population of native parentage to be
115,359, while the population of foreign birth, together with that
where both .Parents were foreign, 'vas 238,167. Leaving the 46,488
of mixed parentage entirely out of consideration, we see that the
persons of foreign parentage are more than twice as numerous as
those of native parentage, while the school populations under these
captions are to each other as 58 to 42.
This seems to indicate an unduly small proportion of foreign children in the schools as compared with the number of foreign-born
inhabitants in the city. This situation may be partially accounted
for by the fact that in all cities of the United States with over
WO,OOO population the per cent of children under 15 years of age is
26.6, whereas. in San Francisco it is only 18.9, Portland being the
only city in this group which shows a smaller proportion, where the
corresponding figure is 18.8. More significant still ·is the proportion
of foreign-born children under 15 years of age. In San Francisco
only 3.1 per cent of the foreign-born children fall within this age
group, as opposed to 6.3 per cent for cities of over 100,000 population. Among other large cities of the country, Louisville alone show·s
a. smaller per cent of foreign-born children within this age group.
AGE AND GRADE DISTRIBUTION.

The characteristics of the different races as regards age and grade
distribution are shown in Table 182, which is based upon total public
school attendance on a day early in December, 1908. 1 Division by
grades, in view of the large number of eleinents concerned, can be
most conveniently made by a grouping of the elementary grades into
primary and grammar gra~es. In this form the table gives the details for the grade distribution of the pupils by race:
t

Report of the United States Immigration Commission. vol. R3, p.

2~R.
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TABLE

182.-Nativity and grade distribution of pupils.
I

Number or pupils.
General nativity and ro.oo of father of
pupil.

Primary.

Ornmmar.

Total.

rrlmary.

8,044

55

2l

Total native-born •••••.•.. •

8,099

4,910

'.

240
2as
249

4,8P5

1,088

14,027
j6

57.3
72.4

1 , 0~8

14, 103

57.4

202

57

2-l
187
591
291)
1,6:i6
345
118
158
859
519
129
138

11

499
270
451
1,541
8!i9
4,124
821
260

4R 1
87.0
li5.2

..........

1,122

s:m

48
367
488

15
94
31
229
117
12
20
123
35
4
18
45
5
. 42
132

1, ;42

62.0
54.3
43. 7
50.0
69.7
62.9
75.5
88.5
56.4
51.9
75. 5
56.4
64.4

Total foreign-born .•.......•

11,992

6,383

990

19,365

61.9

Grand total. ...............

20,091

11,299

2,078

33,468

60.0

~~e~!~~~--::::: :: : : : : :::::::::::: :::
German ••••.....•........••••....
Hebrew, German .................
Hehre\v, Poli=-h ...................
Hebrew, Russian .................
Irish ..•••....•....•.....•........
Italian, North ....................
Jtalian, South ....................

~c':t~J~~i~.'.'. ~::::::::::::::: :.::::
Spanish American ................
.~:wcdish •..... . .•...•.••......•...
All others .•••...•................

-

Grammar. High.

- -- -

Native-horn:
'Vhite ...........•••••••.••..••••.
Negro and Indian ................
Foreign-born:
Canadian (other than French) ••..
Chinese .•••••.....•.......•...•..
Danish •.•..........•.............

High.

Per cent.

856
5:i3

2,239
35!)

t:m

410
1 663
1:710
1, O'.l3
202
328
163

259

li~

2,645
2,264
1,156
358

632

216
9~9

5:1.,1;

-

....'·'
...
-34.9
27.6

.

34.9

40.5
8.9
4Lli
38.4
34.3
40.2
42.0
45.4
26.9
32.5
22.9
11.2
38.5
41.0
22.2
39.1
28.1

.

.

-

7.7

ll.t
4.1
3.3
6.1
8.6
5.6
14.3

te
t7

3.4

1.a
.a

5.0
7.1
2.'3
4.6
7.6

-33.0
- -5.1

-33.8
-=

6.2

The table shows that the primary grades contain a somewhat
:'3maller percentage of all the pupils having native white fathers .than
those'·having ·fo'reign fathers. The percentage' of pupils 'in 'the pr'i~·
mary grades is noticeably high in the case of the Italians, Chinese,
and the Spanish Americans. In the grammar grades there is less
divergence between the aggregate for the native born than for the
foreign born, children of foreign-born parents being slightly less
numerously represented than those of the native born. The individual races vary very widely. Many of them have in this grade a
number considerably in excess of the proportion found for children
of. native white parents. .O thers have very small proportions, notice"
ably below those fo~ the foreign group as a whole. Somewhat similar
contrasts are given in the high school. These schools contain 7.8
per cent of the children of nu ti YC birth and 5.1 per cent of those of
foreign parentage. Among individual races the proportion of highschool pupils is very large among the English Canadians and among
t.he German Hebrews. It is very -small in the case of Spanish
A.merica.ns und Italians.
. FOREIGN COLONIES.

lfost of the foreign races living in San Francisco are merged
physically in the general population mixture. Some, however, from .
social or linguistic reasons, subjective or objective, segregate them .. ·
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selves in particular localities and constitute veritable foreign col·
onies. This is true especially in the case . of Chinese, Japanese,
Filipinos, Greeks, Italians, ~iexicans, Portuguese, Russians, and to
a certain extent the Polish Jews. Such colonies create decidedly
artificial barriers to the influence of Atnerican manners, customs,
standards of living, ideals, and language, and render the process of
assimilation increasingly difficult and slow.
In the case of the Filipinos, ~Iexicans, and Portuguese the numbers
are fortunately not large, but the problem as far as these nationalities are concerned is. none the less real. 'Vith the Greeks assimilation is largely a question of reaching the adult males, for there are
few Greek women in San Francisco, and the nun1ber of children of
school age is thus remarkably small 'in comparison with the total
population belonging to that race. On September 5, 1V1G, there
were only 28 children of Greek parentage enrolled in the three schools
in sections of the city where the ·Greek population is found, together
with one or two in each of several other schools, according to records ·
compiled in the superintendent's office.
CITIZENSHIP.

The naturalization status of foreign-born white males in · San
Francisco for 1!>10 and 1900 is shown in the subjoined Table 18~
and the accompanying diagram, Figure 7Q:
t•ADLE

183.-Forcign-born white mates 21 yea'rs of age and o·ver claSN'i fied rwcording to citizenship in San Francisco-1900 and 19.10.
Per cent.
1910

1900
1910

1900

- - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1-- - - - - - - - Total number ••••••••••••••••••••.•••..•.•••.•• .• ••.•••.••.•• -••..•.
Naturalized ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

r,~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~s-

·_:::: ::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :: :: ::: : :
Citizenship not reported ••••••.••••••••••••.•••...•••••• ~ ••.••.....

75,768
36,37.'1
10, 681 ·
21, 8i2
6,840

56,102
38,375
2,357
9,160
6,210

100 0
48 0
14 1
28.
9. 0

9!

100.0
68.4
4. 2
16.3
11.1

A curious situation is pr~sented here. The number of naturalized
foreigners actually decreased between 1000 and 1!>10. This may be
explained by assun1ing tha~ 1nany of the foreigners who had acquired
citizenship moved away from the city at the time of the fire and
failed to return, while the nutnber of subsequently naturalized citjzens was not sufficient to counterbalance the exodus. It is not so easy.
however. to account for the remarkable increase in those who had
taken out their first papers. Careful inquiry failed to elicit any
satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon. It is all the more
striking when one contrasts t.hese figures with the correRpondin~
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tigures for the State as a whole, and for other important cities within
the Commonwealth.
··
In California the number of first-paper holders among the foreign.
born white population amounted to 9.3 per cent; for Sacramento:
7.5 per cent; Los Angeles, 9.2 per cent; and Oakland, 10.4 per cent~
as opposed to 14.1 per cent in the case of San Francisco. In 1900
San Francisco occupied a very low position in this feature; 4.2 per'
cent, as opposed to 10.7 per cent for the State as a whole, whereas in
l910, 14.1 per cent of its foreign born had taken out their first papers:
in contrast with 9.3 per cent for the State as a whole. Activity ori
the part of some of the foreign-born groups in an effort to combat the

SRN FRHNCISCO
CITIZ. EN SHIP Sl"AlUS OF fOREIG-N·BORN Wl-\ll'E MAlES
tENSUS '"'0

Zl '1ERRS OF MrE AND

O~E.R-

1'\00AN01.'\l0

76.-The number of naturalized foreigners in San Francisco decreased betwe~n
1900 and 1910. During the same period there was a notable increase in the numb~r
of aliens and in the number of those who had taken out first citizenship papers.

t1'1G.

prohibition movement may account for some of these first-paper
declarants, but when all obvious. factors have been considered there
are still strange conditions to be explained:
.
INABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH.

The increase in inability to speak English among the foreign.:..bor~ '
population of San Francisco is a matter ·o f considerably more con- _.
cern. From 1900 to 1910, the foreign-born population of the city.·
grew from 104,254 to 130,874. During the same decade the . number
of those unable to use the English language more than doublerl '
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among the white population, increasing from 4,251 to 9,537.
\Vhcther thisgreat change can be accounted for under the explann.tion offered aboYe regarding the actual decrease in the number of
foreigners who had taken out their citizenship papers (removal from
the city at the time of the fire) or whether it indicates a breaking
down in the unconscious means of assimilating the foreigner, it is
impossible to say. The existence of a similar phenomenon in other
cities of the country suggests that the latter may be a more potent
factor.
'Vhile no figures are obtainable for the number of Chinese and
Japanese in San Francisco who can not speak English, for California the number of the former decreased from 17,5!>3 in 1900 to
17,0DG in 1910, and tp.e nun1ber of the latter increased from 4,576
in 1DOO to 14,471 in 1!>10. These figures represent, respectively, in
1910, 47.2 per cent of all the Chinese in the State, and 35.0 per cent
of all the Japanese. Assuming that the State ratio held true for
San Francisco, there would have been 4,995 Chinese and 1,581 Japanese in that city unable, to speak English in 1910. 2
In 1910, therefore, San Francisco had approximately 6,500 persons
of the yellow races and 9,537 foreign,..porn whites who were unable
to speak the English language. Since that date, with the possible
exception of the Chinese, the numbers in these groups have probably
grown appreciably, although no .figures are available for measuring
this increase accurately. Such a situation, with thousands of aliens
within the city limits, foreign in manners, customs, standards of living, language, and allegiance, is not civically sane, economically wise.
or nationally safe. '
Knowledge of the English language is fundamental to any assimilation of the foreign element. For this, at least, the municipality
bus a certain responsibility. Whether or not the State and the National Governmel,lt should share this responsibility is a matter stil1
to be determined. Certain facts are undeniable: These foreigners
are living in San Francisco. They are subject to city control, and
accountable to the community for observance of regulations laid
down by the police, public-health authorities, and other departments
of the n1unicipal government. Although ignorance of the law i~ no
excuse, the city can appreciably lighten the burden of enforcing its
regulations if it will offer the. foreigner adequate opportunity for
learning the language and standards of the country, and then will
secure the proper coordination of forces to make it worth his while
to ncquire this information.
1

See figure 75, p. 532.
.
the same assumption the corresponding figures for 1000 would have been 5,400
and 80R, respectively.
For Jrro.phic representation, seE> tiJrure 75, p. 5~2 .
1 Uuder
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With these facts definitely before us, it is pertinent to inquire what
San Francisco is doing to meet the situation thus created.
ASSIMILATION PROBLEM.

The problem naturally presents two distinct aspects: (1) \Vhat is
being done for children of school age~ (2) 'Vhat facilities are provided for persons beyond school age ?
For purposes of this survey, in order to ascertain conditions concerning foreign children of school age, visits were paid' to 12 day
s<:hools, to wit: Bryant, Daniel 'Vebster, Ethan Allen, Garfield, Jean
Parker, Lincoln, 1\Ionroe, Oriental, Patrick IIenry, Rincon, 'Vashington, and 'Vashington Irving. 'Vhile foreign children are .found
in other elen1entary schools of the city, the scliools noted above were
selected after consultation with the staff in the superintendent's office
as being most typical of the foreign districts and as including most
of. the principal ~chools 'vhich foreign children frequent.
ENROLLMENT OF FOREIGN PUPILS.

Table 184 shows enrollment, number of foreign-born pupils, num: ·
ber of children of foreign parents, and number of different nationniities represented in 11 schools, which, however, differ slightly from
the schools visited in pursuance of the survey. These data were collected by the board
education in April, 1916.
1

•

of

•

I

184.-Total enrollment, number of foreign-born pupils, number .of pupila
of foreign parents, 'llUJnber of different national-ities in certa·i n selected
·
sc.hools, April, 1916.

TADLE

School.

Enrollment.

Foreign
born.

•11
18
12
23
17
15

78
876

Jf>an P.arker............................................
Monroe................................................

650

110

4~0

11 116

160
77

655
614

860
810

95
68

5.'i6
501

11

504
484

186

457

JO

55

315

~

7, 322

I, 303

5, 201

...... ······

Patrick Henry.........................................
Portola. . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • . • . • • • . . • • .
l3. Cooper............ . . • • • • • . • . • • • • . . • . • . . • . . . . . .
\\" ashington........................ •• • . • • . • . • . . . . . • . • . •
Washington Jn-iug.....................................
Yerballucna...........................................

Sarah

Tota.I. . • • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • . • . •

7i0

409
765

173

188

64
720

Nnmbrrol
diiT1·r••nt ·
foreiJCn
nationnll·
ti I'S r•·presented,

Ethan Allen ... ·····························--·········
GartiPid................................................

HauC'ock...............................................

14
177

Childrrn
of fortlign
parents.

355
5i4

·~II

1--------------1---------------1------------r-----------

Thirty-two different foreign peoples are here represented, as·
suming that I-Iawaii, the Philippines, nnd Porto Rico are foreign.
The list of conn tries represented follows: Argentina, Australia, Aus~
tria, Balkan States, llelgium, Canaun, Chinn, Denmark, Englnnd,
France, Germany, Greece, Guute1nala, Ilawaii, Ilollund, India, Iro-
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lnnd, Italy, Jnpnn, .1\fexico, Norway, Peru, Philippine Islands, Poland, Porto Rico, Portugal, Russia, Scotland, Servia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland.
DIFFERENTIATION OF COURSES OF STUDY.

In these 11 schools 17.8 per cent of the pupils were actually born
abroad a_n d 72.1 per cent of them are children of foreign parents.
It is thus eYident that a '"cry considerable foreign influence surrounds the home nnd family life of the mujor part of the pupils of
these particulnr districts. They come from homes which are not
American, where the civic, political, and spiritual ideals are not
American, yet they nrc assumecl to be on the same level as children
from families which by long residence in the country have pre..
sumably become imbued with the spirit of Americanism. 'Vhile it
is conceivable that the foreign standard in some respects may be
higher than the American standard, the point to note is·.that it is
ditferent.
If the ultimate effect of the school oil all the individh.al children
is to be substrtntinlly the same·, whatever the natural inheritance or
environment may have been, it would not seem unrea.sona,ble to
differentiate the school work of the· foreign child froni ·. that of tlte
American cl1ild. ~fnthcmatics, nnturc study, nnd other branches of
the more or less exact sciences would be the snme whatever the na~
tiona! inheritance of the pupil. . English in its various phases, however, and the so-called social · sciences would see·m to rieed special
emphasis in order .to ndapt them· to meet the ·requirements of the
foreign child.
.
Further deT'elopment of this point as regards the social ·sciences
more properly belongs to the field of another investigator, a:nd -its
particular ·significance will be· discussed ·tl1ere. Suffice it to ·say at
this juncture, however, that a· search through the pages of the s ·a n
Francisco " Course of Study for the Day Elementary Schools, August, 1911," as well as the snpplcn1entnry publication of J anunry,
L915, fails to reveal any provision for <lHl'crentinting the instruction
of the child of foreign pnrents from tllat of the native-born child.
Inquiry at several schools likewise failed, with one ~xception, to
bring out any conscious emphnsis on the part of the principal in
administrating the formal courses of study so far ns the foreign clement of tl1e school was concerned. Yet in one school which wns
reported to l1nYe l1nrdly a dozen real Americnns in its classes the
principal said: "We lutvc to figl1t to make them obey the law, especially an1ong the-" (naming one of the do1ninunt foreign groups
in the city).
/
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FAILURE TO MEET PROBLEl\1.

In the face of a problem so definitely stated it Is pertu;1ent·to ask .
why the school authorities have taken no forn1ul steps to meet the
difficulty.. Further emphasis is thrown on the same question by the
statement of the health officer of the city, who complains about the
imperviousness of some of the foreign peoples to his efforts to enforce
the regulations of the bour.d of health. Some of this in1perviousness
arises from 1nere language ignorance, but some is due to absolute
disregard of society's rights. The " Land of Liberty " is mistakenly ·
interpreted to signify absolute personal license to do as one pleases
despite any public interest which may be involved.
Al\IERICANIZING THE SECOND GENERATION.

Some light is cast upon this problem of Americanization in th~
second generation by data obtained from the Ethan Allen (parental)
School. On Septetnber 1, 191G, 41 out of 57 in attendance on that
day were either foreign born or the children of foreign-born parents:
the majority being Italian. Forty-one out of 57 represent a considerably greater proportion (71.0 per cent) than the children of.
foreign parents who are of the total school population in the public.
schools ( 57.8 per cent). One should nevertheless be chary about
basing too radical conclusions on this difference, for it is undoubtedly
true that American children who might be sent to this parental
school escape this penalty altogether by transferring to a parochial ·
school. Despite the large proportion of foreign children in this
parental school, no special efforts are put forth to imbue the pupils
with the true spirit or ideals of Ame'r icanism, at least so far a8
inquiry at the school or observation in its classes could show.
MONROE SCHOOL.

In contrast to the general apr1;thy of action in extra school activity
it is interesting to note the work at the }.1onroe School. Here much
has been done of a civic or social-center nature to utilize the resources
of the school for the benefit of the neighborhood-a locality popu·
latecllurgely by families of Italians, Germans, French, Russians, and .
Scandinavians. 'Vhile there was only one class in the evening school.
for foreigners learning English last year, there were gyn1nasium
clubs for small boys, large boys, and girls, classes in rug weaving,
·sewing, chorus singing, and ukelele instruction, Italian and Spanish~
and a dramatic club. These groups were all full and each had a
waiting list.
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At the time the school was visited-August 30, 1916-none of this
class or club work had been started in the school building, although
some of the teachers were attetnpting to hold their groups together
by meeting in quarters outside. The new regulations for control of
neighborhood centers proposed for 1916~17 are apparently responsible for the delay in organizing the 'vork. Further discussion of
this proposed plan will be found in another section of the survey. 1
In previous years efforts have been made to gather a grou·p of
Italian 'vomen in the afternoon, but opposition on the p·art of the
men to the women and girls going out at all for such purposes has
thus far rendered all attempts of this nature of little avail. Systematic efforts to demonstrate the harmless and at the same time
helpful character of these classes are evidently necessary~
ORIENTAL SCHOOL.

In considering the. question of Americanizing the foreigner
through influences which play upon the child in the eletnentary
school, one's thoughts instinctively turn to the Oriental School. In
reality this is a Chinese school, for since the spring of 1907 Japanese
have not been in attendance. In consequence of a resohition of the
board of education passed October 11, 1906, the board and the superintendent of schools were invited to 'V ashington by President Roosevelt to consider certain questions raised by the Japanese regarding
the operation of .this resolution by which principals were directed
"to send all Chinese, Japanese, and l(orean children to the Oriental
Public School." This resolution was directly based upon a paragraph in the State school law which, in the edition of 1915, reads
thus:
The governing body of any school district shall have power . * * * to
establish separate schools for Indian children, and for children of Chinese or
Mongolian descent. 'Vhen such separate schools are established, Indian, 1\.Iongolian or Chinese children must not be admitted into any other school.-Scho.ol
Law of California, 1915, sec. 1662, par. 3.

This original resolution of the board of education was framed to
meet .certain exigencies arising from the presence of over-age japanese boys and youth among s1nall children in the elementary schools.
By lin1iting the over-age for children of alien birth to 3 years beyond
the nonnal age for entering any .one of the eight grades of the elementary school, the board met some of the difficulties of the situation.
For alien children affected by this restriction or otherwise deficient ·
in knowledge of English, a number of schools were set apart where
special provisions were made for their instruction, and they were
not allowed to attend other schools. Seven schools were designated
1

93815--17-Hn

See Chapter IX.
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for this purpose, while the ungraded classes in five other schools
were opened to such alien children. In consequence of these neg0•
tiations nnd resolutions, Japanese children are not found a1nong the
1Jupils at the Oriental ~chool .
.At the ti1ne the school was visited in August, 1916, there were 6901
pupils on the register, with 656 present on that particular day. Of
these, 213 ·were born in China, 411 were born in continental United
Stat~s~ and 32 were born elsewhere, or the places of birth were not
reported. · This inforn1ation ·was obtained by the investigator
through directly questioning the children in each of the 15 class.
romns. Official records of the school are not kept in such manner as
to show these facts, although the principal has a personal record
which differentiates native and forcign~born children. Inasmuch as
names were entered here chronologically according to date of
original enrolhnent, it 'vould have been a n1at.ter of considerable difficulty to obtain even fron1 these unofficial r~cords satisfactory information as to the nativity by classes.
One is struck by the great preponderance of boys in the schoql
(466) in comparison with the number of girls (229). There a;re
relatively few Chinese wotnen in this country, and almost no girls
~re brought in. Boys seen1 to seep through from abroad despite the
care exercised by the im1nigration officials, for nearly a third of this
school is con1posed of Loys born in China (213), yet it is hardly
possible that the parents of all these boys belong to the "preferred"
classes, i. e., .merchants, students, travelers. It is interesting to note
that in one of the classes, which was made up entirely of boys, only
6 out of 33 ''"ere living with their parents, and all but 4 of these fellows were born in China.
This school presents a striking instance of lack of cour$e~of-study
adjustment to 1neet the peculiar needs of the pupils. Yet here is a
group which is racially decidedly homogeneous, and thus presents
an unusual opportunity for course-of~study adjusbnent along racial
lines. Ahnost all are Ch1nese, with a slight sprinkling of Mexicans
and son1e other races. Many of these pupils do not speak English
when they cometo school, yet the course of study which they follow
(according to the statement of the principal of the school) is the
regnlnr course prepared for the elementary schools of San Francisco. .
'Vith the language handicap which weighs- heavily upon these
foreign children, it is difficult to see how the ·,regular course of study
can be coYered satisfactorily. The character of the oral English-in
the eighth grade would certainly seem to strengthen this conclusion.
Pnpils of this class gave a f:lag salute in the presence of the invest~-- ·
t OlHclal recot·ds for the first month in the school ~ear 191G-17 give 6~5 enrolled, .460
boys and 22U girls.
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gator, followed by repetition by .the class of the oath of allegiance to
the United States. This salute wns performed in such a perfunctory
fashion that it was absolutely hnpossible to catch a word that was
uttered. An effort was 1nade to ascertain 'vhat this ceremony meant.
The teacher was asked to indicate her best pupi1, and the question
was put to him. In this particular case no reply at all was ~orth
conling, nncl it is extremely doubtful if he understood the English.
Various other pupils were asked the same question, with only slightly
more favorable results on the linguistic side, but no more satisfactory
replies w·ere received as to the substance of the question.
Although it may be claimed that a certain allowance should be
made for the strangeness of the questioner, the test is exactly the
same that the individunl pt1pil.n1ust face outside the school, anq the
fact ren1ains that these eighth-grade pupils did not respond, whether
through language ignorance or through failure to appreciate or to
state the significance of the flag salute and the oath of allegiance.
The whole episode raises the question as to the adaptation of subject 1natter and ·methods to meet the needs of different racial groups.
This is merely a phase of the larger problem-adaptation of courses
of study to conform to varying individual or group need&-but the
discussion of this larger problem does not fall within the scope of
this particular aspect of the survey.
Admittedly one of the great problems of A-mericanization ·is concerned with the second generation, where the restraining influences
of the foreign civilization are sloughed off before corresponding conserving ideals have been built up in the newer civilization. Unless
the dny schools-and chiefly the elementary schools-~eet thi~ problem with the younger generation, the ultimate Americanization, in
the highest and best sense of the term, of the foreign infiltration will
becom~ less and less probable.
PUBLIC EVENING SCHOOLS.

The other phase of this assimilation problem Qf the foreigner ·a ppears in the public evening schools maintained by the city. California is the only Stnte in the Union which specifically mentions
evening schools in its constitution. .
The public-school system shall include day and evening elementary schools,
and such £lny and eYenlng secondary schools, * •* * as muy be established
by th~ 1eghdntm·e or by municipal or tUstrlct authority. The entire revenue
derh·etl from the genernl State school tax shall be applied exclusively to the
support of day nod evening elementary schools; * * *.-,-State School Law
of Cnlifornin, 1915, extracts from constitution, Art. IX, sec. 6.

The State scl1ool law supplements this and guarantees a certain
length of year wherever evening schools are established. Such
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duration is not expre~ed absolutely, but in tern1s of the day-school
year of the con1munity or district in question.
Boards of school trustees and city hoards of education must maintain all
the schools establishe<l by them for an equal length of time during the year;~
and ns far as possible with equal rights and privileges; * * * ~sec~ 1619.
Units of aYernge daily attendance '"herever useu in this section shall •be
construell to be the quotient arising from dividing the · total number of days
of pupils' itttendauce in th~ regular full-time day, part-time day, and evenillg
elementary schools of the district for the school year by the_ number of days
school was actually ta nght in the regular elementary day schools of the dis~
trict during the year.-Sec. 1858, par. 5.

\Vhen evening schools are established and maintained in accordance 'vith the above provisions and other details of the State la-w
the community receives a gra11t from the State based upon average
attendance. Five per cent of attendance is credited for each 12..
minute period of attendance per pupil in a purt-time day or evening
school. This 'vorks out as 50 per cent for 2 hours. In other words,
for purposes of State grant a 2-hour session in the evening is the
equivalent of a half-day session. Evening-school attendance is
thus merged into the general total of attendance, and the State grant
is allotted upon each unit of attendance.
This system of computation n1akes it difficult for any community
in California to state the exact amount of State aid received for evening-school work. Besides this average attendar1ce grant, the sum of
$550 is apportioned to each school district for every teacher allowed
to it on the regular basis of 35 units of average daily attendance.
Such grants are n1ade by the county superintendent and are draWn
from both State and county funds. San Francisco being a" city and
county" this responsibility 'd evolves upon the local superintendent of
schools.
TEACHING STAFF.

While some of the teachers on the evening-school staff began their
service years ago, before the present n1ethod of appoinbnent 'Yas
in operation, all the new appointees must confonn to the san1e standards that are required for day-school teachers. This guarantees a
minimum teaching ability, but establishes no . requirement for the
possession of any of those special qualities which are essential in
teachers of adult foreigners.
Salaries are good, when compared with those paid in the country
as a whole, for all regular teachers rec~ive $55 per montl~ ($G5f?,r
1 There is no little opposition in the State to the strict enforcement of this requiJ·e;
ment on the ground that it pens.lizes counties which have a long day-school term. Whtle
there has been no decision rendered covering this point, it Is believed that the State
superintendent would rule that a pro rata allowance should be made for e.vening schOols,
provided they were in session for 120 nights, the :minimum school year, to preyent a school
•• lapsing."
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high-school and commercial classes) for a 12-month year~ Head
teachers in the commercial and technical departments of the evening
high school receive $80 and $105, respectively. Principals of 1-class
schools likewise receive $55 per month, while principals of the larger
schools receive from $80 to $125 per month.
At one time the Board of Education refused to allow a teacher to
teach in both. duy and evening schools, presumably in pursuance of
the provision of the charter 1 which forbids a pe~son holding two
salaried offices under the city· and county goyernment. 'Vhile the
justification for this provision is thoroughly general, there is a
peculiar reason operative in the case of teachers. It is impossible
for the ordinary person .to teach 5 or 6 hours per day and 2 hours in
the eyening, in addition to the necessary preparation for all these
classes, and be fresh for work in both instances. One school service
or the other is bound to suffer. It is quite immaterial whether the
day teaching is done in public or private schools, in San Francisco
or outside. According to n1embers of the. school board there is
reason to believe that day-school teachers of the trans-Bay region
are teaching in San Francisco evening schools.
San Francisco has a unique opportunity to put its evening-school
Staff on a.· firm basis of professional competency. At the present
time, the evening-school teachers are admittedly not equal to those in
the clay school on the average. This is quite to be expected in view
of the higher salary scbe(lnle. prevailing in the day schools. . liost
of those who are in teaching as a profession naturally obtahi' transfers to the day staff whenever possible. Inasmuch as the State law
recognizes an eYening session as the equivalent of half a dtly session
for a 'yerage attendance grants, the city is in position to carry--this
recognition a step further.
Barring the case where technical subjects profit by the employ. ment of persons actively pursuing such technical work during the
tlay, all teachers in evening schools should be professional teachers,
present or prist, preferably those in the city school system, but nobody should be allowed to teach all day and during the eYening as
well. There should be no di fferentin.tion of qualification between
evening-school and day-school teachers, either in theory or in practice. All should be on the regular staff and should teach morning
und afternoon, morning and evening, or afternoon and evening, in
uny case receiving therefor a full day's salary. ·
Not only would this put the evening-school force upon a more substan tin 1 professional basis, but so long as the teachers 'vere recruited
from tho£e 'vorking in elementary schools an actual economy would·
result. At present the evening-school teacher is paid $55 per month

-
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XVI, sec. 4, edition 1915, p. 197-8.
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for hnlf-time work. At the same time, the maximum salary in tlie
elementary school, reached after seven years' teaching in the public
schools of San Francisco, ranges frotn $!>7 to $102. In other words~
the evening-school teacher for adn1ittedly less effective work is paid
on a basis of $110 per n1onth, or from $8 to $13 per n1onth more than ·
the n1nxin1un1 salary paid in day schools. 1Vhen one considers that
not nil the evening-school teachers wonld be upon this ma.xhnum
basis, a real economy must obviously be-possil>lc.
EVENI~G-SCHOOL

INSTRUCTION.

Evening classes in San Francisco are now conducted in 16 different
scl1ools. Only 7 of the schools hnve classes distinctly for foreigners,
although one other, the Bernal, report~ a foreign group among its
regular pnpils. llelow will be found a list of the evening sehools
reported, with indications of the character of the wo:rk offered in
each, Table 185:
TAnLE

185.-Types of worlv in Sa11J Francisco m:eninu scltools.
Classes.
Schools.

Elem<>ntary.

Bernal .................................................
Commercial Evening...................................
Hamilton·.-.............................................
Horace A-I ann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

· X
X
X

X

S
d
Enl':lio::h for
·
econ ary. foreigners. TechnicaL
..............•.........
. . •• •• •• •• ••
.•••••.•••..

•• • • • • •• • • • •

X
X

X

Xl .

X1
........... ..

••••••••••••

Humboldt.........................................................
X
...................... .
Irvin~ M. Scott............................................................................
X1

Jean Parker................................................................................
Lill<'Oln .•••••••••••••.•••...••••.••••••••••.•••••••••..

X

X1

X

········-····

--··········

X
X
X
X

.•••••••••••.•..•...•••.•••••••.••••
•••••••••.••....••.••••••.••••••••••
•.•••••••.•.
X
•...•.•.••..
• • • • •• • • • • • •
X
••••••••••••

~i~!i~i~:~~:
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... X~-···· ::::::::::::
::::::::::::
~~~~~~~·::~~
Portola .................... . .......................
............
X
~...

Roosevelt..............................................
Sheridan...............................................
Sherman...............................................
Washington............................................
1 Domestic science subjects.
2 Commercial subjects.

4

••••••••••••

a Nnvi~ation.
4

Two evenings per week.

CO:M:MERCT.A.I, EVENING SCHOOL.

At the Co1nmercial Evening School, Fell and Franklin Streets, ·
there are two classes for foreigners lc>nrn ing English, an elen1entary
and an advanced, with an official enrolln1ent of 5::1 and 45, respectively,
for the first 1nonth of the present sehool year, l!>lG-17. These classes
are composed chiefly of Russian Jews of nn unusually intelligent
type, who 1nade their way to this ·country across SiLeria hngely
during the 1nonths of the present calendar year. l\fost_ of then1 are
well-educated persons in their own languages, so that rapid progress
in English has been comparatively easy. l\fuch of this is due to a
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wise selection of method-an adaptation of the well-lmown direct
method of modern-language teaching.
Special charts and other devices have been prepared by the teacher
Gt the beginning classes; a systen1 of phonic cards is used, and considerable written work is required of the pupil. As a result of the
foundation laid here, rapid progress is possible in the advanced
class. Fortunately, none of the regular State texts was found, their
places being supplied by such books as lluhlig, Business English;
Plass, Ci vies for A~ericans in the ~faking, and the like. So1ne of
the regular supplmnentary readers '"'ere used to good advantage.
Roll call is a regular part of the work of the beginners' clnss. In
this exercise each pupil rises and says: " ~~y nume is * * *
I live at * * * I have been in this country * * * months."
These pupils showed remarkable con1n1and of English considering
the very brief period they had been in America. In this school a
systematic grading sche1ne is in operation.
HAMILTON SCHOOL.

The Han1ilton School, Geary Street between Scott and Pierce
Streets, has two regular classes for foreigners, and one other class
which enrolls some foreign pupils. This la.s t is a real ungraded
class. Although theoretically the first bvo classes represent a beginners' and an advanced group, inquir-Y.. in the classrooms failed to
show any strict differentiation along that line. Both classes had
beginning pupils, and both had pupils who were in the sa1ne class
last spring. The official enrollment for August, 1916, showed Q2 and
71 pupils, respectively, in the two classes, although the actual number present on two evenings at the moment when these classes were
visited showed 28 and 39 for one class, and 23 and 3± for the other
class.
As far as attendance is concerned these figures were fairly representative, for the official State average-attendance figures for the
month were 16 and 17.3, respectively. It should be notecl that this
State attendance in eYening schools for purposes of recorLl ar~l grant
is bnlf the actual attendance, an evening session being reckoned as
half a school day. Both these groups were decidedly international
in character, with no particular nntionality strikingly dmninant.
One of the classes of this school was strongly suggesth·e of the
district school of the older type. A purely in<li \·idual 1net hod of
instruction was followed, ea('.h pupil being called np to the teacher's
desk, seated on a stool, and told to read fron1 the book he "·as using
(in each case, so fur as observed, the regular State reading books
for the elen1entury grades of the day school). The teacher graded
each recitation, at least when she <lid not forget to do so. In two
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instances, she evidently neglected to record any mark, for both these
p11pils were called up a second time. The teacher failed to notice
the second appearance of the same pupils, although barely five minutes had intervened. One man escaped by protesting that he had
just read, while the other, a l(orean, had to read his lesson all over
again. He was marked this ti1ne. Three or four of the pupils
(Orientals) \Yere busy laboriously working out their tasks at their
seats with the aid of dictionaries. These details are gh·en in order
to sho1v the character of the work. According to the state1nent of
the teacher herself~ practically all of her instruc"tion was of this individual nature. ''?ith 28 or 39 pupils (the ntunber actually found in
this clnss on two successive visits), the small measure of progress
possible may be readily understood.
In another class, this same individual method was much in evidence. Pupils were called upon to read one after the other from a
text \Y hich was obviously too difficult for then1. vVhen each pupil
.finished, the teacher recorded a mark, but vouchsafed absolutely no
coininent or correction. It was impossible to follow the reading
·without a text before one, for the pupils did nothing but pronounce
(or rather n1ispronounce) a succession of words. Such a matter as
conveying an idea through reading seemed absolutely foreign to tlie
mind of everybody concerned.
..
An extreme example of evening school discipline appeared at the
close of a session in one of the rooms of this building. The class was
formed in line for clisn1issnl just as though they were kindergarten
children. An1ong the pupils was one n1an between 50 and GO years
of age, and another who was apparently in the neighborhood of 70
years, yet they were kept standing in line until all the girls on this
floor had passed down stairs, and then at the stroke of the bell they,
tool filed. silently out. Such instances as this suggest a possible reason
why adults drop out of evening schools, and indicate further th_at
class control as ·w ell as n1ethocls and texts need to be adapted to the
maturity of the pupils.
HORACE

}.!ANN.

At the Horace l\1ann Evening School, Valencia Street between
Twenty-second and Twenty-third Streets, there are two classes of
foreigners, one for beginners and one for adYanced pupils, enrolling
40 and 39, respectively, in the month of August, 191G. Greeks,
Italians, nnd Norwegians were the dominating nationalities present
in the for1hcr class, and Russians, Frenc-h, and Italians in the latter
class on the evening the school was visited. Grading at this school
is son1C\Yhat uncertain. l1'ormerly the teacher of the beginning class
IS said to have sent her pupils on to the advanced class, but such
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does not seem to 'be the: practice :n ow. .- In this lower clnss there were
three fairly distinct divisions, ·so.n1e ·of- ·the pl.t pils being fully' as
advan~ed as those found in the so-called advan~.ed class. ·.. .. .... .
LINCO~N

SCHOOL.

The Lincoln Evening School, in the Hearst School Building, IIer. mann and Fillmore Streets, has only one foreign clnss, with an
official enro~lment of 63 for the month of ·.1\.;ugust,- ·1916, · and: ·an
· nvernge attendance of 20 persons·· present, based· upon· the three
evenings this class was visited. Last year · thet~e· -was a· .total' enrollment of 200 or more, and two yeara ago there were four flourishing
classes. The board of education consolidated some of th~se classes,
and rather disnstrous results followed. There is crying need for a .
special teacher for the . citizenship class, but ·for some reason this
teacher has not been forthcoming. It is impossible for one teacher
to handle beginners and citizenship . candidates in the ·two hours
allotted to the ~ession. The teacher distribut~ her time to the best
of her ability', but slack periods are unaYoidable, interest lags, and,
the classes can not be recruited to desirable numbers.
!iost creditable work is being done at this school. The principal
and the teacher of the foreign class have sent out -at their own
expense personal invitlltions iri response to the notices received from
the Bureau of Naturalization at Washington in an effort to · give·
· applicants for citizenship some preparation for . thei.r ex~mination~
When her pupils come up for the~r naturalization examination, this
teacher a hvays arranges to be in court with them~
·
Below will be found three notices sent ·out from the Lincoln Schooi
last spring which nre self-explanatory.
I~

SAN ·FnANtrsco, ·CAT••,
Fc1Jr'lm.1·11 29. 1918• ·
DF.AR. Arn: The Lincoln E'!ening Scl1ool, nt tl1e corner of Fillmore nncl IIermnm-• Strt.'l'ts, Snn FI·;lncfsco, is stnrtlng n clm~s estleCinlly for forei~"'lers who
dl~in"' to h•nrn the pt·indples of the Unlteti Stutes GoYel·nment ln view of
bec:·muing citizt~m; of the t:nitecl Stutes.
S('lronl hulds from l\londny to Frhtny, from 7 ·Jl. m. to 1>.15 p. m.
There nre no ehnrges. You ure cortllully invitecl to join our class.
ltespectfully, yours,
FRA.NX FENTON, Principal.

II.
SA-N
I

.

CAr••,
Jf (f !I 21' 1fJ18~
of Fillmore nnd ITer-

FRANCisco.

. DEAR Srn: The Lincoln E"\"'enfng Sebool, nt the ~orner
mann Streets, Rnn Frnnclsco, hn~ n clnss ~pPcially for forei~ners who cteslrP to

learn the principles of the United ·states Go\·ernment ·in · view of becoming .
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CITIZENS of the United Stutes. Yon nre cordin11y invited to join the class,
Sehool holds from 7 until 9.15 each evening from l\1ond.ay to Friday.
There are no charges.
Respectfully, ~·ours,
FnaNK FENTON, Principal.
III.
S4N

FnaNCisco, CAr,.,
Julie, 1916.

DEAn· Srn: You nre cor<linlly invited to join n clnss in AmeriC'nn Oiti;·cmtllip
at the Lincoln EYening School, cor·n~r of Fillmore nntl Hermnnu Sta·ects, San
Ft·nndsco. School every evening from l\lom.lay to Fritluy, from 7 p. m.
9.15 p. 111.
1.'his clnss will teach ~·ou the principles of our Government and fit you to
become an Americnn citizen.

to

1.'/tcrc are no charges.

Uespectfully, yours,
FnANK

FENTON,

Principat

A special text in ciYics 1 has been prepared by the teacher and
printed at her expense for use in this citizenship class. 1\Iuch more.
might be accomplished in citizenship instruction in this school if a
special teacher were available.
Instruction in English is on a higher plane still, for a series of
lessons has been specially de\·ised for usc of the pupils in this school
and in part printed. 2 This book is constructed along the line of the
pupils' interest, and follows the direct method of instruction, besides
containing full and specific directions for using the drarnatic n1cthod.
Hon1e1nade wall charts supplemented the text and stinntlated the
pupils' interest. Such charts a~e extremely vatuable as teaching
adjuncts.
PORTOLA SCHOOL.

At the Portola Evening School, Tiacon and Berlin Streets, a class
for foreigners is conducted on Tuesday and Thursday eYenings, the
other three eYenings of the ·week being given oYer to an ungraded
elen1entary school ch~,ss (sixth to eighth grades). This foreign class
hall an official enrolln1ent of 18 (about eYenly divided between
Hussian Jews and Italians) · for the n1onth of August, lDlG, ~·ith an
a ,·erage attendance of 6. 'Vith n1inor Inodifications the regular dnysehooJ course of study is followed in this class, the first three State
r(\atlers and the State text in history fonning the basis of the reading
tnaterial. The teacher asserted that there was no course of study for
e';ening schools. 3
1

'\Yhl'c>h~l',

Charlotte:
Wlweler, Clull'lotte:
~ Yc•t SI'P Coua·st•s of
Mo<llfications in Course
2

A Few Lessons in Civil Gov<'rllnH'nt,for Foreig-n<'l'S, 1Ul6.
The ? Book. No. 1. Lineoln EvPning School Metho<l, 1016.
Study for the Eyenlng Elenwntnry Schools, .-\ugust, 1907, and
of Study for Elementary Evening Schools, August, 1911.
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SHERMAN SCHOOL.

At the Sherman Evening School, Union and Franklin Streets,
there is one class for foreign pupils. This had an enrollment of 34
pupils in August, 191G, _with an average attendance of 11 pupils.
On the evening the school was visited there were 15 presPnt, all
Italians. A substitute tencher was in charge of the class. His youtli
and lack of -experience called for helpful supervision and wise counsel, which w~re not provided. The lesson of the evening, taken from
the rrgular State series first reader and entitled "The Hen and the
Bag of Flour," was hardly suitable for grown men and women, whatever their adYancement in English. Such material is a reflection on
·
their intelligence.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL.

At the Washington Evening School, Washington and ~lason
Streets, there were three classes for foreigners, with an official enrollment for the month of August, lVlG, of G5, 55, and 52, respectively,
and nn actual attendance when the school was visited of 30, 38, nnd
13. One ~lnss was largely Italians; one was very cosmopolitan in
its make-up; while t!1e third had many ~Iexicans and South Americans, as well as hvo Greeks, one Chinese, and one Bulgarian.
So far as could be learned, ther~ is no systematic classification of
pupils, yet here they are certainly in sufficient numbers to warrant
careful organization on the basis of ability in English. Apparently
reithcr principal nor teache~s . knew of any course. of study for eYenmg schools, altl1ough they were said to be following the ":.;egulnr" course of study. Subsequently it appeared that this meant the dayschool course. The following account of an interview with the principal will sugge~t something of the type of supervision which prevails in this school :
Qtt('st·ion: " 'Vho mal\:es the selections from the day-school course for use ln
the f01·eign clnsses?" Ans1.ver: "I do."
Question: "I~ this done in writing?" Answer: "No."
Question: "How
do the teachers know what to
take?"
Ans·wer: "I tell
.
.
I
tllE.'Ul."
Que.~tion: "Do you do this for every night?" Answer: "No; I map out the
worl\: in general."
Quest·i on: "How did 1\fr. X (nn inexperienced teacher who was in service
the second ni~ht) l\:now what to select for this spelling lesson?" Answer:
"Oh, he <lid it himself. He is trying to find out where they belong."

This young man in question had the making of a good teacher,
but he was woefully in need of careful and ·close supervision.
Aside from the schools noted above, there are no classes for foreigners in any of the pnblic evening schools of Snn Francisco. A
few scuttered individuals may, however, b~ found in some of the
other schools, e. g., one German and two other foreign-born whites
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at the Bernal School; one. Mexican and one Italian at the Monro&
School; one Chinese, one Gern1an, seven Italians, and one othe:r
foreigner at the North Beach School; one Italian, one Spaniard, one~1exican, and four French at the Roosevelt School; two Italians at.
the Sheridan School. All of these speak English more ·or less fiu~
ently, some of them being already citizens of the United States, but,
in no case, ·so far as could be learned, are they gi Yen any work
specially adapted to increasing their lmowledge of American life or
to improving the quality of their citizenship.
LEAVING SCHOOL PROBLEM.

San Francisco, in common with most of the cities of the country~
suffers from irregular attendance in evening-school classes. No
definite figures are ayailable on this point, but according to the most
trustworthy information furnished by the superintendent's office
the average attendance is "approxin1ately 50 per cent." This may
be accounted for in a single phrase: " 'Failure to gi ,~e the pupils what
they "\vant." In the day school, regular attendance Inay be Juain~
tained by the purely objective force of the compulsory-attendance
la \V. In the evening school no such assistance is a vail able. Attend:
ance here is Inaintained entirely through the subjective force ofthe
-pupil's own feeling. If he gets what he wants, he will co1ne. Other~
wise he will stay away.
.
·
Regular attendance at evening school demands a sy1npathetic
teacher, a. well-graded and steadily progressing course of studyt
good Inethods of instruction, a. vocabulary which he can use, subject
matter which is interesting to the adult mind, a. class control and
discipline 'vhich pay due regard to the fact that they in1pose upon
grown 1nen and won1en rather than upon children, a nurriber of
teachers sufficient to allow for considerable indh-iclual instruction,
desks and seats suitable for adult use, hours that cloYetail with their
hours of work, and schools within easy reaching Jistance of their
hon1es.
Son1e of these requirements are found in the classes for iminjgrants
in the San Frnncisco eYening schools. l'vfa.ny of thctn nre not. The
whole proble1n of school attendance resolves itself into this: "~lake
it worth while for the adult foreigner to cotne," and the classes can
be filled and kept fulL One has only to point to the clnbs at the
lVIonroe School or the evening classes in d01nestic subjects at the
Bernal, Irving ~f. Scott, an<l. J enn Parker Schools.. In these latter
schools, classes in cooking, · sewing, and millinery are lin1ited to 25
pnpils each, and in one class there were said to be 75 on the waiting
list. 'Yon1en feel that it is worth while for the1n to come, and
they co1ne. Seasonal variations due to late entry in the fnll and
early leaving in the spring manifestly can not be a voided, but much:
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can be done to eliminate attendance irregularity of pupils actually
enrolled.
OUTSIDE· ORGANIZATIONS-YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.

· Private organizations are acti.1ally coming in contact with more
foreign pupils than are the public schools. In 1015:-16, for instance,
the city superintendent's office reported ::q)proxinlately 700 pupils in
English-for-foreigner·s class~s. During the fiscal year ending May
1, H>16, the Young Men's Christian Association enrolled 1,047 1 pupils
in English classes for foreigners.
·
The following extract ·fro1n the report of the immigration ·secretary will thro'v further light on the work of this organization: '
English. Classes.

l
· 2.
3.
4.
.5.

Number of schools-----------------------------~--------~::__:__:_ ___ ~ __ _:. · · · i6
Number of classes:..._.:. ______________ _: _____ :_ ____________________ _:.____
19
Number enrolled ---:-------..:. ___ . . . ___________ .:_ ______ . .;. _______ .:_ ________ ~ 1, 047
Total attendance ___________ .;.. _____________ ... . :. _______________________ 7; 187
A,.e1·age
attendance _____ :___________________________________ · 158
weel~ly

~. Number of teachers (lG volunteer and 7 paid)---------:-----------'--23
1. Subjects taught: Beginning an<l advanced English, using Robert's system .
.8~

" English for Coming Amedcans."
Nationala1es represented : Austrian, Belgian, Chinese, Danish, English, Filipino,. }~in:cish, I1.,rench, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindu, Irish, Italian,
Japanese, :Mexican, Norwegian, Persian, Poles, Russian, Scotch, Spanish~
S we<llsh, Swiss.

In addition, the association conducts a class in citiz.e-nship which
meets every ~fonday evening throl}ghout the year. In\ 1915-16, 305
pupils were enrolled. ·
Not o~ly does the Young }fen's . Christian Association teach more
foreign pupils than the public e"\~ening schools, but it maintains more
classes, operates more centers where such classes are held, mnploys
more teachers, supervises its work more effectively, and spends more
time and attention in p:J;"eparing tha teachers for their work. All this
·is possible through .the fact that the association employs an iipmigra. .
tion secretary and at lea~t one. regular ass~stant 'fho devote. a~l _their
time to this work. The budget for the in1migration department
.amounts to about $3,000 per year. .
·
In addition to the forn1al instruction in English and citizenship,
the report of the ilnmigration . secretary for 1915-i6 shows ' that
· -other work of a n1ore general educational and social nature was pro:
moted. A citizenship reception was given July 4, 1915, for all who
had attended this school during th~ preceding year; and was primarily intended for those who had applied for their second pape~s
1 1t is Interesting to note the deftolten(>ss of thts information emanating from ·the
teport of the Young ~fcn•s Christian Assoclntlon activities in comparison with "approxi:tnately 700," as furnished by the public-school authorities.
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during the year. Thirty-two lectures were held, with an attendance
of 4,803 persons.
Churches, lodges, settlements,-young people's societies, Young Wo~
men's Christian Association cafeteria, Chinese Young Men's Christian
Association, and the association building proper were utilized for this
purpose. Socials were helLl in the Itnlinn, Chinese, Japanese, and Russian churches pri1narily for the benefit of the pupils enrolled in the
English classes in these centers. The International Club holds regula.r 1nonthly n1eetings. The fourth annual Lincoln's llirthduy ~Iusi
cal and Folk F/estival was held in February, 1V1G, at the Central
Young ~1en's Christian Association building, with about 175 persons participating in the progra1n, who represented 20 different
nationalities. Ten shop meetings have been held-four at the Union
Iron vVorks, three at the Otis Elevator Company Shops, and three at
the Illinois Glass Works-with an attendance of over 2,000.
Although the religious ele1nent was largely don1inant in these shop
meetings, they were nevertheless for the benefit of the foreign workmen. - Although this Young lVIen's Christian Association work is
conducted in as broad a spirit as possible, any sectarian organization
labors under an unavoidable handicap. The very fact that Catholics (Roman and Greek), Orientals, and others of non evangelical
reljgious persuasions can be gathered in its classes and brought into
its lecture halls is striking evidence of the need of the English instruction that is offered. How much greater the chance of success
if this same English and citizenship instruction could be offered
under the nonsectarian auspices of the public schools!
.
Furthermore, class instruction in these Young Men's Christian Association schools is frequently on a fee basis. Yet the foreigner is
willing to pay for instruction here despite the fact that he might
receive similar benefits in the public schools free of charge.
If these -varied lines of activity are possible in the case of a private organization for the benefit of necessarily a limited number of
people (in 1915-16 about 1,300 persons were enrolled in these clnsses), ,
ought one to expect less of a great cosmopolitan city with ·an its non;.
EngFsh-speaking inhabitants as prospective pupils~
SETTLEl\IENTS.

There are two 1 regularly organized settlements in San Francisco,
the Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Association and the Pcop,l~'s ·
Place.
1 The Nurses' SettlE'ment, Nineteenth aptl Iown StrE'<•ts, which wns f'ounrled about 18
years nge IR now clo~erl. Althot~gh It ha~ a WPll-con~tructNl and nrlmh•~tl•l.\' lm·ntPd house.,

the bu~tness of the Ol'gnnlzntlon has bP.en tPrmlnatPd, nnrl the pl·opl•rty ts nhont to be·
sold. From August, 1!)12, untJl .lnnnnry, 1!114, n VE'l'Y snc<'essfnl school wns conduc~rd
here which was patronized la1·gely by Russians who live In the neighborhood and a~e
-employed in the Union Irori Works.
·-
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TELEGRAPH HILL NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION.

None of the regular work of the Telegraph Hill Neighborhood
Association, 1730 St'ockton· Street, can properly be classed as eclucationn 1, sn ,.e in the In rger sense of the word. rhis is prima l'il y a
socinl settlen1ent, with highly important dispensary and clinical adjuncts. It is located in the very heart of the Italian quarter, and
practically all the people it serves either socially or n1edically are
Italians. Classes in sewing, dressmaking, and infant feeding, as
well as a mothers' ·club, have been enthusiastically attended. It has
opened its building to the Young Men's Chr.istian Association for
its English class for foreigners. The following quotation from the
latest published report, January, 1916, is self-explanatory:
1\Iuch to our regret, the class for immigrants conducted here lust year by
theY. l\1. C. A. has been discontinued. There is great need for workers in this
fieltl. The mn.lority of ndults with \Yhom we deal nre unable to either read or
write their own lnugunge. During the pnst rear we have come in contact with
fifteen nationnlities. 'l"his illiteracy is a very serious hnn<licnp to them, ns it
not only pre,·ents their ~etting employment, but does much to wenken their.
influence oYer their children, who feel and show a certnin contemvt for their
ignorance. Grent success is being met with in the South, where negt·oes . of
IHlnmce<l nge are being taught to read in whnt is known as "moonlight
schools." How much less difficult it woul<l be to teach these young mothers
and fathers, who average a much higher grade of intelligence.
PEOPLE'S PLACE.

The People's Place, an incorporated social center, 555 Chestnut
Street, in the North Tieach section, states its chief work to be that
':of an ordinary friendly neighborhood association in a spirit of
helpfulness· in the ordinary affairs of life." It conducted an adt1lt
class in English for foreigners for 11 months last year (now meeting
two evepings per week). Eighteen pupils were enrolled (approximately three-fourths men and one-fourth won1en in attendance), and
instruction was giveh in reading, writing, arithmetic, and citizenship. Its Montessori class for foreign children is also worthy _of
note. Both the adti1t and the Montessori class were started because
the need seemed crying, and the city was doing nothing along those
lines for the people of this neighborhood. Other activities of the
People's Place include thoEe of the ordinary social settlement, but.
these fall outside the scope of this present inquiry. Italians in general, and South Italians in particular, constitute practically all its
clientele.
·
OTHER AGENCIES. ·.

Acrording to the statement of Arc-hbisl1op Hanna, the Catholic
Church is conducting no work primarily for teaching English to
forejgners. All religious organizations 1n the city were badly
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crippled by the great fire, and the regnlar den1ands upon the church
finances are such as to preclude the possibility of such work in the
immediate future. Parochial schools en~·oll a considerable number
of <:hildren fron1 foreign families, but so far as could be learned no
special attempt is 1nade to n1eet the peculiar needs of the for·eigner. ,
The Catholic Church is, howe,~er, -conducting nurseries for children of working n1others, and is teaching children sewing outside
school hours. It also supports a kind of Yisiting teacher who goes
about throngh the hmnes of the children of the parochial schools.
Necessarily this affects the immigrant population in part, but this
work is not undertaken prin1arily fro1n the foreign point of view.
The Portugnese population of the diocese is .largely found out on
the land, while the Italians nre chiefly congrC'gated in the cities. No
effo1:t was made to visit the parochial schools of San Francisco, in
vie'v of the statement of the Archbishop noted above that th~ Church
was making no organized, systematic atte1npt to reach the adUlt
foreigner.
Contact was made with various other agencies such as the labor
organizations, the Young 1\:len's Hebrew Association, the Hebrew
In1migrant Aid Society, the B'nai B'rith, the Japanese Society of
America,. the Italian Chan1ber of Co1nn1erce, and the like, but none
of these organizations is atten1pting any work of Americanization.
About a year ago an effort was made to interest the Hebrew Immigrant . A.icl Society in the problen1 of English teaching, but some of
the 1nore influential n1cmbers of the organization thought that this
was a matter for the public schools to handle, and nothing was done.
The Young 1\Ien's Hebrew Association has recently appointed a new
superintendent from the East who is. now (September, lD.lG) surveying the field preparatory to .expanding the usefulness of the organization, but there seems no hnn1euiate prospect of this association
undertaking English instruction.
.
S01ne of the foreign societies, notably the Lafayette Club
(French)~ haVe interested themselves in preparing n1en for their
citizenship exnn1inntion, but this work is largely due to the interest
nnd devotion of indiYidual n1cmbers rather than to any general, concerted action on the part of the organizations themselves.
OTHER CLASSES AND SCHOOLS.

Desire to preserve the home language is a dominant characteristic .
among so1ne of the foreign groups of San Francisco. Italian classes
are conducted as n part of the regular work in the Hancock, Horace
Mann, l\tionroe, Sher1nan, ·and 'Vashington public elmnentary schools,
where there are
large. number of Italian· children~ Irt the last ·
named, Italian children constitute about 75 per -cent of the pupils~
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with the remninder almost eNclusively French, Mexican; and Spanish. A special teacher is employed for this work. At the
ashing~·
ton School, one of the schools where this foreign language work.,. wns
obser,·ed, instruction is given in ·2}-:hour ·lessons per week. · The
teacher arranges his:_own c'o urse with' no superviaion from.the super-:
intenclent's office.
Although popular demand is appeased by the presence of this instruction, it is doubtful if the progress registered is very materinl,
especially when one .considers the extremely . formal charact~r ()f ·the
work and the brief time allotted. to it. Jtulh\n has-· no place.·On the
regular report cnrd of the s.chool, the . records bemg .gi\Ten .to .the
pupils by the ·t eacher twice a year, at the end of each s~hool term.
The mixture o( .races and .the fact that sexen of' the 45 ·boy~f in on~
of the grades also attend-:the Ita~ian Scho.oflare perhaps _a sufficient
com1nentary on the clos.eness· of grndi.rig. · · ·
· · ·
.French is taught· in four elementary schools, tQ wit: ·Adams, ~llry
ant, Columbia, .a nd Roose"~elt; Gern1an in eight schools~.= · Ada.ms,
Bryant, ·Columbia, ·crocker, Hamilton, Horace Mniui., · 'i:>a-c1fic
Heights,_ and Roosevelt; and Spanish iii two schools: , Adams and
Coh1n1bia.
_
Afternoon French 'classes are· conducted ip. 1_3_~cJ1o9~.s ~ ~.n4 9er~Tiqn
cJasses in 13 schools 3 in various sections of tlie 'City. These are m~in·~
tained outside school hours und~r the auspices of the Alliance
Franc.;aise or the Deutsche ·Schulbund, the use of the public-school
buildings .b eing granted by the board of education to these --·private
organizations. Small feef? are charged for the· ·instruction given
therein. So far as <;ould be learned neither of these organizations
interested in citizenship .instruction, nor do they ..pnt forth any -other
efforts to make the people .of their own colonies more fitted to become
useful citizens of the land of . tbeir ··residen.ce. . Use of public~school
buildings for purposes. of this nature is therefore a question which
should n1.erit careful c~nsideration. .
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School, ·conducted by the Six Companies in their building on Stock~
ton Street ; the Japanese School, 3 Pagoda Place; and the italian
School ( Scuola Italiana), 678 Green Street. All these are con~
ducted outside the hours of the public day schools; so that pupils
in attendance thereat spend an inordinately long time in school pe~
day.
CHINESE SCHOOL.

The Chinese School has 4 teachers and about 120 pupils. Sessions)
are held fi~Om l\!onday to Friday, inclusive, froln 5 to 9 p.
and on Saturday from 10 to 2 o'clock. They have a 10-months'
school year, with vacation throughout the month of August, and
the equivalent of another month scattered throughout the year.
Pupils pay fees of $1 per 1nonth. Although this school is said · for~
merly to have possessed the peculiar characteristics of the schools·
of China under the old regime, to-day, it has taken on a decidedly
modern aspect.

m;;

JAPANESE SCHOOL.

The Japanese School enrolls about 40 children and charges fees
of $1.50 per family per month.
ITALIAN SCHOOL.

The Italian School, tl1e most in1portant of these three; holds its
sessions in the building kno,vn as Fugnzi Hall, G78 Green Stteet.
One tnight ahnost think that one had dropped down in a· school in
the old country, for little but Italian is heard in its classrooms. In
fact, the principal of the school does not speak a word of Engtish,
and one of the oth~r te~chers knows very little of our language;
There are three teachers and about 300 pupils. School is held in two
sessions duily-_one from 3.15 to 4.15, and the other fro1n 4.30
to 5.30.
Each class thus consists of about 50 pupils. In August, 1916, th~
attendnnce ran about 46 or 48 per clnss, although later in the year
this will drop down by one-third. No tuition is charged, but each
pupil who cnn afford it is supposed to pay $5 per year. Expenses
are n1et in part by these fees, in part by (~ontributions from busines~
honscs nnd interested individuals, and in part by a snbsidy ~rom
the Italian Go,·ernnlent. The last item an1onnts to 1,000 lire ($214)
out of n total annual budget of slightly n1ore than $1,800. Children
under 10 years of age are not admitted, and the beginning of c~n~
fir·mntion instrnction in the church practically marks the close ·O~
school life for the individual child.
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While. aJl :the -~boye-mentionecl instruction.in other than th{} English lang11age is striGtly .,optside·. th.~ ·scope of the present inquiry;
these schools seemed to 11ave a sufficiently direct beari~g . upon · t~e:
general problem of iminig.:r.,a nt. education.,in the . city of San ·Francisco to warrant at least passing mention .
.¥0ItEIGN. ~OCIETIES. '

Forejgn societies aie·:·the ·.oi1.tgr(nvth' of . the sanie spirit thai
prompts the.: ~st~?li~lunen't".of ~;r~nch, q~.~ipan.~ and ~pu~is~ classes~r
and the varH~us schools for .teachu~g formgn languages not~cl abo:ve~
They play an itnportant role in the sobialli~e of peoples of : foreigi{.
1
tace Hving · bi San Fran~isco, ._ althotigh' so far· eoulcf be learned
they nre doing noth1rtg to ·promote -~ bette.r."Amet~ca:riism. 1Vheth~r
or not their l11flu:ence
exerted in the opposite ;d.ire'ctl-ort is difficult
to say. Thei;r ·members· would. d~ny this implication·, _arid the denial
would undoubtedly hold; true in the g;refl,t majo*ity ·'o f instances.:
These societies, however, ·posses$ ·niuch.latent ·power for .goo_(J. in the
making of better citizen~ if they ~oulcl only be sti;rred. to action. One
of the problems before San Francisco ·in particular· and the ·nation;
in general is to secure tl}e icoop~ration ~ of these :foreign societies i~
stimulating those of th_eir' members who . propose to . settle . in this
country _permanently to: range ·themselves definitely among the citizenry of the -land~ V~rions types of interest are represented ·: Be:aefit,
benevolen~, educational,'.frntcrnal, i)atriotic, religi<;>us, and social.
The Germans probably have ·more such societies· than all the rest
Of the foreign peopl~~r combined; partly because .the spirit of 'fellow1
ship is highly developed_among Teti~onic : 11eoples, and partly because
the Germans are : nu~ most'numerous foreign ele'rrient .in the . poiJuln)
tion. Over iso German societies may
found -Iistecl in th~ columns
of the Demokrat, a German daily ne,vspnper. Many of. thes~
Ger1nan societies hold their j~at.hering~ ..i_J;l the rooms of the German
House, a fine, well-appointed building erected only a few years ago
in order to provide ·a rallying .center for :the German organizations
of the ·c ity. .Recent ·estilnates indicate a· probable 'membership of
upward of 15,000 in these societie~. ·
The Croatian Unity of the Pacific, ·a benefit organization with some
2,000 members, by no means all of whom live· in San Francisco, includes Croatian, Dahnutian, and Slavonic societies in its membership~
According to ·information gained from the secretary of the organiza:
tion there are probn bly 4,000 to 5,000 people representing these three
races in San F~anc'isco, with .little change in their numbers since
1910. Most of them speak ·Englisli and readily become assimilated:
This statement is substantiated in part by the :f act t4at these people
do not congregate by· themselves, 'b ut merge their identity in the
mass of the population..
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There are many other flourishing societies, especially among th~
Italians und the French, but those cited n1ay perhaps serve as typea
of them all.
··
PUBLIC LIBRARY.

A force possessing many latentpossibilities as tt factor in Ameri~
canization is the public librnry. San Francisco libraries haYe not yet .
recovered frorn the eff~cts of the fire, but a magnificent new building
in the civic center is already well Oll its way toward COnlpletion, ~0that the central section of the city should be well served, at least as
far as the building is concerned. Definite plans for cooperati~h
. between the library and the .school are already in operation. . ;FQr
example, each of the seven br~lnch librar·ians must visit all schoolS
in her library district. Two story-telling hours per 'veek are con~_
ductecl in each branch, one for older and one for younger children,
the attendance in some cases running a~ high as 200 child1·en. Bra.n~h
libraria1~s are in charge of this story-telling.
..
The North Beach branch, in the heart of the . Italian ·quarter; -iS
the s1nallest. in the city, yet during the year July, 1915, to June, 1916,
it had a book circulation of G-!,000, or just a little short of ·20 per card
holder per year. This. particular branch has 7,21G volumes on itS
shelves ( G,300 English and 900 Italian), so that each book circulated
roughly nine times during the year, a most creditable showing.
a rule these Italian parents are anxious for their children to read
English books rather than Italian, but the circulation of the foreigD·
books unquestionably rea_ches· fumilies where English is not the
current speech. 'Vith proper coordination of effort this branc~
library n1ight be a, most Yalnable n1edinm for reaching the Italian
people who are ignorant of English and for attracting them into the
evening schools.

As

LABOR UNIONS.

Although Ia bor unions in various ·parts of the conntry have in~
terested thetnselYes directly in .the Americanization movement, little
has been done on this soore by the Snn Francisco unions. Accord.;
ing to the statement of one of their n1ore prominent members, much ,
of their efforts haYe been deYotecl to a· struggle :for existence, and
they have neither time nor energy :for An1ericanization work. Early
in its career the ~fnrine Firen1en 's Union took in citizens or nori~
citizens indifferently, but for the past 20 years the constitution has
required all applicants to be ci"tizens or to ·have declared their
intention· to becotne citizens, and in any ,case they must be able ~
read and write_ English. This organization is thus ranged on the
right side, so :far as its own men1:bers are concerried, but it is making
no effort to An1ericanize any outside of its membership.
-
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The Al-aska Fishermen's Union does not discriminate against
noncitizens in its me1ubership. For a period of two years; 1!>04-1906,
the union refused to enroll n1einbers who had not at least declared
their intention to become citizens. This silnply resulted in every
·foreigner who wanted to join taking out his first papers, withou't
any inte~tion of really q1~alifying as a citizen. After·two years' trial
the union n1odified its regulation by formal vOte, so· that now can- .
-didates for ndmission ." must be' A~erican citizens or be eligible
.for such citizenship.'' ·They have no :n egro or orientaltnembers at
the present time. As ·a:n organization this uriion is dqing no di_rect
·work in teaching. English to· its members or in encouraging them
to take out citi~enship papers. ,The · sytnpathetic attittide of th~
-secretary, however, would seem to promise much-if organized efforts
were only put forth to secure the cooperation of t~1is body.
Labor unions possess hnportant but undeveloped sources of in~
;fluence as~ affecting the pt_ocess of Americanization. · Especially :ls
this true in San Francisco, for at the -present moment the labor
;forces have 12 of the 18 members of the board of supervisors of the
.city. Any concerted municipal action, therefore; w heth~r exerted
·with or without the direction .of the board of education, must first
·pass the scrutiny of the l~bor party. - Unionism is vitally concerned
in Americanization of the foreigner, for inability to speak English is
·found ahnost exclusively ainong the working classes where unscrupu~
lous agitators are prone to capitalize the language disability of t.h eir
·fellow countrymen.
CONCLUSIONS. ·

San Francisco is to be commended for having th_e .longest e~vening
school term in the country, 1V2 days in 1914-15~ ·It is to be hoped
that no State legislation looking to the shortening of the legal ye~r
for evening schools will operate to cut down the present number of
·evenings in. San Francisco. .
,
·
San Francisco is likewise_to be c<nnmencled for the salary scale in
force in evening schools, higher than in any other school system in
- the country. It should be able to command tlu~ services of the very
best teachers for its schools.
· ·
·
By reason of the ·conditions just referred to, in conjunction. with
the State 1aw under which an evening-school session is reckoned as
.a half day for grant purposes, San Francisco has an unusual opportunity to plnce her e_,·ening schools on an exact parity with her day
_schools in fact as 'veil as in theory. Son1e readjustment of teaching
assignments would be necessary, but no additional ~xpense would be
entailed.
.
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SUl\IMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

In view of the conditions brought to light by this study of the
foreign population of San Francisco, and the unsatjsfactory stat~ ·~f
public facilities for the Americanization . of the foreign born~ th~ ·.
following recon1n1endations are offered:
. _ . . ...
1. A director of evening schools should be appointed, who shoi1ld
also b~ a deputy superintendent of schools. Evening schools should
receive his major-attention, although it would be entirely fensibl~ ii1
a city the size of San Francisco to add to the duties of this .oflic~r
such extra school responsibilities as might be inyolved in the Qrganization and administration of soci~l centers, extension work, and othe.r
kindred activities. It does not. :~yetn advisable tp add playgloun~
direction as well, for .that 1nore p.r 9perly relates itself to the work;(}£
.t he physical director, and directjon of evening schools demands a
.more highly specialized pedagogica1 standard than con1monly .suffices
.for playground 'vork, importan~ though the latter is in :its W~$ •
.Neither is it advisable to assign one of the present staff of: deputie.s
:exclusively to evening-school direction, thereby relieving him· .o-f
son1e of his present duties in the day schools . ( althougli f:ron1· the
evening-school point of view such arrangement ·would be far; preferable to the existing plan where the various schools are parceled out
among the deputies), for in the day schools this would merely impose
.additional duties upon a staff already n1uchoverburdened.
This director of evening schools would thus have .adequate tinie,
for supervision in the classes instead of allowing the schools to drift
along ·with the conventional two inspections per year. The present
~tuff is probably doing as ivell as could be expected under the ex!s.ting system, but it is manifestly unfair to expect the deputy superin.t endents to spend all dny in regular routine work and then expect
them to supervise schools in the evening. 1 .
Mere casual inspection will not suffice. There is need of systematic supervision, which should be more closely followed than for the
:day schools, especially in view of the unusual problems .which evening schools present. Many of the weaknesses of the entire eveningschool systen1. would probably have been avoided had there been ,a
director of evening schools.
2. A new course of study should be drawn up, which should pay
proper heed to racial differences, individual needs, arid educational
principles. Not only is the present course antiquated and ill-suited
1 Evening-school assignment~ for the fall term, HllG, are as follows : Deputy Superintendent Henton, Hamilton, 1; Deputy Supel"intendent De Bell, Horace Mann, Sberman; ·2:
Deputy Superintendent Cloud, Co~mercinl, Jean Parker, Lincoln, 3; Deputy Supe~·~J1·
tendent l\Iagner (Miss), Humboldt, North Beach; Washington Irving, 3; DE>puty Snperin·
tendent Howard, Bernal, Irving M. Scott, Monroe, Navigation, Portola, Roosevelt, Rhertdan, 7.
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to adult conditions; but some . of the teachers do not know of its
. existence.
3. Tewtbooks .s hould be selected which take due cognizance of the
fact that the foreign pupils in the evening schools are practically
all adults. It is preposterous to use for such pupil; State texts de~
signed for children in the lower grades .of the day schools. However ignorant of . English these . foreigners may be, they are adults
intellectually . and have the interests .of the adult n1ind. Some of
these foreigners have been students .in secondary schools, academies,
and even universities in their nativelands.
4. Free tewtboolcs should be .furnished. 1 Public interest .is as
much hivo~vecl here as in .the case of'the day scbools~ The arguments are ns valid in one case as in the other~ . ·
· 5. A;n adequate system of grading . foreign pupils should be introduced. In schools with but a single class this can only be done by
hri:ving two or more divisions in this class. In most of the schools
with two or three classes no such grading was in evidence, nor did
investigation disclose any serious attempt to divide pupils on the
.basis of advancement in English. Criteria of grading necessarily
va'ry according to the number of pupils concerned. Obviously,
ability to speak English gives the first test of grading, with three
divisions where possible: (1) Beginners, (2) intermediate, and (3)
advanced. Degree of literacy offers the second test, and 1nay well be
used in conjunction with the first. - For example, in a school o:f ·
three (or even two) classes graded in accordance with the first test,
each class should be divided into two divisions on the basis of literacy
jn the native language of the pupils. Under the present conditions
in San 'Francisco this gives as narrow a scheme of grading as is
feasible. With more pupils and larger classes other standards might
be a ppliecl, such a~ segregation of nationalities or distribution along
the line of allied racial groups, sex, age, mentality, and the like.
6. Glasses in citiz.emhip, by way of preparation for the naturalization examination~ should be organized tinder public-school auspices.
Only one such class is now ·in effective operation (with one class in
·another school attempting to., do ·some work of this kind), and thnt
is seriously handicapped by the fact that the teacher is compelled to
·divide her time behveeil the citizenship class and another group of
badly graded foreign pupils~ All efforts of teacher or principal
to secure from the board of educntion a teacher for this citizenship
class have been in vain. The board seems to refuse this teacher on
the ground that the . size of the class does not warrant a special
teacher, and yet the class can not grow because the teacher is abso.

.

.

Textbooks are presumably furnished free now, but only so l()ng as ~he reg11lar ·state
texts are used. which are· adapted to .the needs of children in the day schools. · ··
1
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lutely nnnble to keep the citizenship candidates occupied and handle
her other pupils at the sn tne ti1ne. At one ti1ne this school ha-d
four foreign classes, bnt as the teachers dropped out the numbers
fell off~ It is fair to infer that the falling off in attendance was
effect rather than a cause. A priYate organization like the Young
~fen's Christian Association, even 'vith its fees, seems to have .no
difliculty in keeping its citizenship class reasonably full.
· 7~ An adequate systern of record cards should be devised and kept
l:lp· to <late covering .pupils in day a:nd evening schools which should
show, in nchlition to the inforlnation usually ·fottnd thereon: (a) Na:..
t:ivit-y of pnpil ~; (b) nativity of parents; (c) name of employer, if
·any; (d) plnce of etnpfoyment, if any; (e) know ledge of English on
entering schcol; (f) degree of literacy. •The regular card issued by
the deparhnent is. "woefully defective in all these respects, although
in so1ne instances record books which · are . the- personal pro petty of
the teachers supply son1e of these facts. 1\inch of the inforn1agon
relating to foreign. children, as well as foreign adults, can be furnished by the s11perintendent's office only through . special inquiries
in the classrootns, instead of through tnere tabulntion of records
already on file in the offices of the various school principals.
·
8. Special certificates should be required for teucliing evening
classes for foreigners. If such a requirement is not feasible under
existing Stnte lnw steps should be taken to assure that such teachers
of foreigners ha ,-e particular fitness for the work. Teaching English
to adults is ns much a specialty :as kindergartening. Experience and
skill in ·han.d ling first-gn1de children, or even high-school classes, by
no . means guarantees s~ccess with foreign adults. ~ertain criteria
for tl~e - selection of teachers of foreigners might well be suggested
insuLstnntinlly the order of their importance:
·-· . (a.) Pru,·cd ability to teach foreigners who are beyond the compulsory school-attendance nge.
.. (b) Experience in teaching such .foreigners.
--·· (c) Speci~U training for teaching such foreigners.
(d) General teaching ability.
(e) I~now ledge und appreciation of the foreigner, liis conditions,
.and his -national and racial ideals. ,
(f) Sex, i. e., male teachers should be normally assigned to teach
- men~ and fe1nale teachers to teach women.
(g) ALility to $peal~ the language of the pupil.
V. T'raining classes for the preparation of teachers of adults should
be estnlJlished and conducted by the director of e,;ening schools until
auerpuite proYision for the preparation of such teachers can be made
in one or more ofthe existing State normal schools.
. ·10. Systematic efforts should be made by the school authoriti~~- ~o
gather the non-English-speaking population into school. vV1th few
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exceptions ~chools haYe done nothing more than take care of those
pupils who have come to their doors, and these few exceptions reRresent effort on the part of individuals rather than any concerted
action protnpted by the central authorities. A director of C\~ening
schools conlcl furnish the necessary organizing ability and give the
movement the impulse needed. Cooperation of etnployers, and civic,
social, lubot.. , -i ndustrial;· ·and ' religious organizations, as well as interested individuals must be enlisted, for such a tnovmnent is too big
to be carried through successfully by any single force in the community. Last, but not least, is the power of the press, both native
and foreign. No efforts at increasing -evening-school attendance can be fully successful without this ne.w spaper support. ·
11. Sotne prov~sion should be made for work .u·itlt foreign wom~n.
In a su ffrugb Stat~ like California, Americanization of women is u.s
essential as that of n1en. By the same court fiat which innkes d1e
husband, who has confornie<l to the requiretnents of the nutttrnlizution
law, a citizen .. the wife is likewise adtnittcd to active. c;i_tizenship. Site
may neverthe.less be utterly ignorant of English or the fun<hunentl~l
principles of our American iife. Such a state of affnirs should ll~t
be tolerated. '\Vork for won1en means a~ternoon cl~sses. The director ·
of evening schools should arrange for these.
12. The salary schedule for the entire school system should he
re-rised to provide for the employment of teachei·s, principals, and
directors under the following plnns of service: ( l). 1\Iorning a~d
afternoon, (2) morning and evening, (3) afternoon nnd ~vening. .
13. As a matter of principle, it is belieYeu tha.t all ~dncntion of
the foreigner should be in the hands. of the public educati()nn1
authorities, and that private organizations, such as the Young ·
Men's Christian Association and the like, should not feel called upo~
to assume this public responsibility. 'Vh~re s·t~ch public duty h~ts
for any reason been neglected, or where adequat~ opportunity has
hot been provided in the public education systen1, such prin1~e
authorities of whatever type are to be coJnmended for stepping into
the breach. In face of th.e situation now ~xisting in San Francisco~
:t working basis of cooperation should be estnu.l ished between tl1:e
schools on the one hand and the. pri,·ate organizations on the other,
in order that duplication of eft:ort tnay be avoided tt.ncl the educati<>:n
of the foreigner in English. and the principles of. .AJ.uerican denlQcratic life should not be allowed to suffer..
·
14. The board of education should take the neceSsary action .to
put these recotnmendations ~to effect and pro\·idt} the funds for the
.execution. oi . the same.

CHAPTER XVI.
EDUCATIONAL AND ECONOMIC VALUE OF SCHOOL-.
DIRECTED GARDENING.

The object of this study is to collect and interpret facts and
figures in regard to the educational and economic Yalue of schooldirected gardening in the city of San Francisco. Any such study
1nust take into considera·tion the work already accoinplished, th~
amount of land available for expansion, the nlunber of children of
garden age, the present occupations of the children, the· e.ducationaJ
value of gardening, the training of the teachers for the work, and
the econon~ic value of gardening to the horr1e.
The city of San Francisco is the n1arketing, shipping, and manufacturing center of the agricultural products of the whole northern
half of the State. Because of its rail and water transportation, it
forms the center throlJgh which the products of the land n~ust find an
outlet. The prosperity of the city is dependent in a large measure
on the success of the agriculture of the surrounding country. The
products of the fertile Sacra1nento, San Joaquin, Mapa, Sonoma,
nncl Santa Clara Valleys are shipped to all parts of the world from.
San Francisco. The large fruit and vegetable canneries and the
con1n1ission and warehouses are dependent on the welfa~e of the
rural sections. · As the city grows, so 1nust the country grow, and
healthy growth can be assisted through teaching city and country
youths of to-day to be the productive farmers and gardeners of ton1orro,v.
By the 1010 census it is sho,vn that about 60 per cent of the land
area in the country near San Francisco is in far1ns. The average
value of this ilnproved land is about $75 per acre. I_jess than 5
per cent of the land a rea is irtign ted and 13-! per cent of the farms
are provided with irrigating facilities. In the 16 counties neare&t
to San Francisco $6,471,780 worth of vegetables were produced in
1000.
The west coast, with its alternate wet and dry seasons and need
for conserving water and for irrigation, presents' an entirely differ- .
ent probletn in crop production from the eastern part of the United
States. Gardeners with experience under similar conditions can be
570
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imported only from 't he .Qld ·W orld ·countries having Mediterranean
climates. In the immediate vicinity of. San ,Francisco, the garden:ing indtis~-ry ·:,has . bee11 very largely, taken :over by , Italians and
orientals~ · The State of California .. should begin · the systematic
training of her own people for this work, and the city should do her
share by training her young people in agriculture -i n order that .they
may follow the subject· vocationally or at least may have -the knowledge necessary to grow their own food. .
.
Froin · a; geographical standpoint San Francisco presents many
featHres which make it a ¢l~ffi<;~lt city for which to work · out a
'garden plan. . .The COllS()liclaied .. city . a':rid:. ·county, oc·c upying 461
sqnnre miles; is situated on a: peninsula surrounded by 'vater o:n
three sides-the Pacific Ocean on the · west, San Francisco Bay on
the east and north, and the Golden Gate on the north. ;· Cut off a-S it
is, its population will become very dense. · Building-lots now vacant
will be filled ancl the tendency will be for the po-pulation- to be di~
vidcd into classes; ' the poor. who through necessity: ·nl.ilst live near
their work, and · the· wealthy who can ·afford to live· in ·restricted
s11bcliYisions · such ns are now being opened ·b eyond Twin Peaks
Tunnel. By this it is not meant ti1at San Francisco will be com:pletely devoid ~f middle class population, especially to the west and
south, but, of necessity, because the city- stands first in the United
States in the value of land and ilnproven1.ents per capita and because
of its restricted area for expansion, a large part of those who wish
to establish homes · in _more open areas, will be added- to the 50,000
commuters who already l~ve across the bay. This whole east-bay
section will virtually become a suburb of the greater city.
The lund ·area of the city itself is broken by ridges and pyramid~
shaped hills which have interefered with the uniformity of lot plnns
:and often reduced the .home and apartment house grounds to mere
building plats. In the hillier sections outcropping ledges· prevent
the use of son1.e ·of the land, and in the ·sections near· the water the
soil is made up largely of p~~re sand.
·
PRESENT STATUS OF GARDENING.

Although one of the ·deputy superintendents of schools of San
·Francisco has been working many years for the introduction of
gardening as one of the regti.lar· activities of the schools, school and
home gardening has not been given recognition in the school system.
'Yithout recognition and financial aid, it has been impossibte' to
organize anything like a cotnplete city system. In schools where
teachers hny·e become interested in the subject, school gardens are
being conducted, but no lasting results can be attained so long as it
is left to the voluntary ac,tivi~ies of t~achers. Several schools that
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stnrted gardening haT'e given it up because the teachers felt that
their efforts were not apprccinted.
One tencher has well stated what 1nnst be the history of gardening
or any other school subject when recognition and financial assistanc~
are withheld :
\Ye h:ul a school gnrden lnst yenr with some supervision of home gardens.
This ~-e:u· we ha,·e notie. The children of my room report thnt tlley hn,•e some
. 14 gnrdens hut my experience hns tnught me thnt gnr<lens without supervision
nre pt·acticully nothing. I visited only one garden last year that amounted toanything.

In 1nnking the sur,ey of the possibilities for gardening, all sections
of the city were visited to study soil and living conditions. Tim&
did not per1nit an interview with all th~ school principals but many
were seen, and a special effort was made to see the teachers interested
in gnrdening. Practically all the school gardens were visited, andt
in the n1a in, all were alike. Small spnces on the school grounds or
vacant lots had been secured nnd divided into individual plats for
each child or for each clnss. In a few cases the garden work was
done during school hours, under the direction of the room teacher,
and in other schools all gnrdening was done after school hours and
directed by volunteer teachers. ~Iost of the gardens show lack of
·care but the efforts of a few teachers should be commended. At a
small ntunber of schools en1phasis has been placed on home garden_ing, but again no systmnatic plan was worked out; the voluntary
visits of the teachers were irregular and the work collapsed during
vacntion.
·
The superintendent of schools is much interested in the promotion
of garclening in the city and has recoininendecl on several occasi_ons
that a garden department be established in the schools. In his report
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, he makes the following
statements and recomn1endations :
·
The- superintendent's office has been working for several years to awaken an
interest in the subject of home and school gardens. These efforts have been
hindered by a plentiful lack of money. At first the subject was new to the teachers and principals and our efforts were met either with aversion or opposi tion, hut little by little interest has been awakened in the subject of gardening and its educational value fully appreciated by our teaching force. In the
·beginning but one or two schools wanted ·a garden. Now almost every school
would welcome a school garden. In answer to an inquiry sent out this year
tlle sehools requested the establishment of school gnrdens and stated . in strong,
for<'eful lnugunge the educational value to the children.
In cities where the school garden is well established the children are found
working after school hours, nursing the growth of the fl.O\vers, fruits, and
ve~Ptahles.
This city has nbout 60 acres of unoccupied school lands. Much
of tlli~ itlle ground is near enough to schoolhouses to be used as gardens, and .
is at p1·e~ent brin~ing no income, .either financially or educationally. I want
to see these lots put into school ~nrdens. not only for the city benutiful, but
that they may be of aid to the children in the directions of manual training,
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physical exercl.se, and education. I propose to continue my appeal for the
development and extension of this type of school nctivity.
I would recommend that a supervisor of gardening be appointed to assist and
encourage the department in developing and directing this work. ·
· \Ve have a large amount of vucnnt s~hool ground whlch.JDUY be utilized for
gardens, and many of our present buildings have large grounds, a portion: of
which the.· principals petition to have made -into gardens.

Through the efforts of the superintendent and· a depu~y Sl,lperiii.;
tendent, much interest in gardening has been aroused ninong tlu~
teachers. The chairman of the school garden committee, an .enthusiastic garden teacher, makes the following report:
Last spring the city beautiful convention was reorganized. The details of
the reorganization do not belong here. Suffice it to say that the reorganization
was in the interest of efficlepcy. This time they included school gardens lQ
the convention, a~d the writer was made chairman of the committee. This
~ommittee consists of 20 . principals and teachers in the departwent and one
settlement worli:er, 1\Irs. Artie<la, of People's Place. 'Ve are a~l working, according to our several abilities, . to haYe established in San francisco u wellorganized system of school gartlens, In the meantime, we are :umklng .full use
of the inadequnte equipment that we can command. This is a bdef survey of
the work ulremly acc9mplished.
Every schooJ. that has taken-,.lp this worlc at all has emphasized ·tbe home
gardens. Thet·e are gardens organized at school in order that howe gnnlens
owy be enlarged and incrensed. I look forward to a thne when this howegarden work will be p. regular pnrt of the curriculum, tl)e work done unuer
direction, inspected nt regular intervals, and school credit allowed for it.
'Ve nmst give the chiluen of the cities an opporttmity to acquire an ellucntion
that will fit ~hem for the development of Culifornia's greatest in<lustries:~griculture and horticulture. 'Ve must endeavor to stem the mud rush from
the farm to city life aud, through e<lucation, turn the people of - oul~ already
overct·owlled cities back to the more peaceful, contented, prosperous, and
henlthful life of the scientifiC CUltiYator of the SOil•
. When pnrents and children have learned to love these flowers, they will soon
find other means of beimtifying their homes. 'Vithin a few years each schoolhouse should hnve a school gar<len, large if possible, small if need be, but a
school garden of some kind. A gar<len 25 feet .square may serve as u demonstration where children are taught lessons in gai·uening to be applied at their
homes.

An interesting garden-club project was carried on under the direction of the chairman of the school-garden cotnmittee, an account of
the purpose, terms, . and results of which follow :
DRY-FARMING CLUBS.

P11rpose.-To rnise potatoes on vaeant lots in San Francisco by dry-fnrmlng
methods an<l to plant around the margin of the lot drOt~ght resistant · flo\Yers,
sueh ns marigolds, nasturti~ms~ hollyhocl\:s, poppies, petunias, or sweet peas~ .
This will help to improYe the appearance of our city. antl at the . same tii11e
giYe the gardener a crop that pays him for his W9l"k. A business man of San
Frnncisco bas ple<lged the necessary funds to establish the worlc.
Tcnns.---,The materials for the fence, the seed potatoes, rind the tools wUl be
furnish eo. The lots will be plowed. ·The -street cleaning department will
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furnish ~treet swe~pings for fertilizer. The pupil must put up the. fence OJ:
get some one to do it. A set of tools consists of a pick, a spnding fork, .a'
hoe, and rake~ Six gardeners \Yill have one set of tools. That giYeS the set
of tools to each gardener for one day in the \veek. A dry farmer may, if he:
prefers, furnish his own equipment complete. If he wishes to ·enter the -potatO.
contest he must plant the same kind of· potatoes.
.
Good strong tools will be furnished. These tools are the permanent propertY:
of the clubs and must be properly taken care of. Tools that are lost or broken
must be replaced~ A marl~et will be found for the crops. If any dry farmer
wishes to give his crop to his parents, h~ may do so.
·All the dry farmers .will ue required to pay for .their seed potatoes ot~t of their=
crops. If any dry farmer wishes to take a part of · his lot for other vegetableshe may do so, but he niust funish his own seell. All the tap-rooted vegetabfest
such as turnips~ carrots, parsnips, i·auishes, beets, and kohl rabi can be raised
by dry-farmh~g medwlls. The leaf vegetn.bles tlw.t are not sensith·e to cold~
such as lettuce, cabbage, en ulifiower, and swiss chard, can be raise<l by dry.;·
farming methods, ·and, if established early, will be ready for the Il.larket IJy
the time the w~nter rains cease. Gm·den peas, horse beans, and onions planted
before Christmas make very good crops.
In order to develop scientific and skillful methods of cultivation, we will
haYe a potato contest next August, when the potato crops will be l~ea(ly for
the mar~~et. The contest will probably be held on the Exposition gt·ounds;
Prizes will be awar<leu. The potatoes will be jm.lgeu uy a sco1·e card. · The
quality of the potatoes and the yield will be the important factors. Full details will be given,in regal'd to the contest later on.
The University· of California offers a correspoll(lence course on potato culture~
We hope that man:),; of the club members 'vill take up this correspondence com'se~
Thirty-nine boys and orie gid con1pleted. the work. Largest lot was 50xUO;
There were three centers for the dry-farming clubs, Glen Pnrk School, Horrice
:l\Iann Vocational School, and Peoples Place, a College Settlement near Nortll
Beach, 555 Chestnut Street. There was a little mo1·e thnn 2 acres of grouml
cultivated by the clubs. :l\liss vVade, the principal, visited nenrly all of the
plats, as did also Rev. D. 0. Crowley, of the playground · commission. Some ot
the crops were good, .some fair, and some· poor. There was a bitter, blasting
gale of wind that broke the leaves aml vines in the open spaces. Fr'om the
standpoint of the children, the work was successful.
DISTRICT STUDIES.

Because o£ the marked variation in living condition, soil, and
topographic features it has been found more convenient to intensify
this study ·by dividing the city into seven districts. . The short tim_e
available for actual field 'vork n1akes it in1practicable to defirie
sharply the boundary lines of each.
Each district has been studied under five headings, viz, general
a~pects, living conditions; occupations of children, economic value ()f
gardening, and agricultural iriterests of the home that might become
school directed projects. Four tables for each district accompany
the text.
Averages in the totals of district and summary tables, oft~~
referred to in the text, were computed from school and district
averag~s and not from individua1 reports.
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ScbOols: Ilancock, Sarah n. Cooper, .Tcnn Parker, Gnrftchl, Washington Grammar, Wash~
· ington ll·ving, Odental, and U.iigradl'd. · ·

The foreign quarter, conin1only ap~ken of as .:tJ1e North Bench
section, including Chinn.town and th.e Lntin Qutlrb~rs, foi·Ins a city
unto itself. ·· Cut · off us it is by the hay on the notth,nnd east and'
by ridges on the south and . west, this district has a.social life of its
OWn '\V hich merits Careful COnsideration: . .
. ,. . . . .
.
Living condltlons (Table 180} .-Becuus~ · of the nut.u ral barriers to
expansion, this district has become very · congested~ · Flats, teii~
ments, and a partlnents crowd each other· fbr : · spa~e, ··a nd the open
areas are fot1nd in many cuses .to be .on.l y where lligh:banks and outcropping ledges have tnade building too costly. The building lotf:)i11
this s~ction vary in size from 25 by 100 to 30 by 137! feet, but ·
even the backs of the ionger lots are generally .used for some kind
of structure. ·
TABLE

186.-Living · condit~on8, District No. I.

Schools.

dr'n

rzporte<l.

: : IAr' thrn small

NumbE>r
living in

. · Chi!- : vac:mt lots for Ar3 thrnlarge ·
dr ·n wt;10 all e~'lildr n not plats for school
Size of
· cotdd ;
having backgardens? 1
' building have gar·
yarJ space?
lots.
•J"n plats
· .
20 by 2(1 1--"·- " - - - - 1 - - - . . . - - -

flats,

Numbrr
ofchil-

t .n~

mE'nts,

arid
· apart-

m~nts.

. feet. '

·

Yes. · • No.

Yes.

No.

---------1----- 1 -~--1--~--1------l·-----------

Hancock .••••••• ~ ..........
Saran B. Coop . r............

JPan l'arker. . •• . •• • • ••• • •••
Gar.l:>Jd. •• •• • • • • • •• • • • •• •••
Was.1 ingtou l;r.1tnmnr.. •••

Was.1in~ton Ir.ing. .... . ...
OrhmtaL. •••• ••.••••. •. . • •
UngraJed..................

Total.. .. ...•.•••••••

621
312
541
343
577
214:
4-tO

316
195
309 .
195
345
100
344
.2::>

25

1 - - -·: - - 3,0i3

I

1,889
1

25
25
2:i
25
30

by 100
hy 125
IJy I3il
hy 13i!
hy 13;!
25 IJy 100
ao by 131!
2.''> by 100
•••••••

1

~ ••••

65
10
51.
24
47

8
0
0

2U5

3
I
0
2
"1

. .5
9

2
0

3
7

0

9

10
5
11

1

3

u.

1

11
6
: 10
3

2
0

1
I
.0
0

-~-5lj~

'
6

1

52

From teachers' reports.'

A study of the fire insurance map of the district was dece·p tive;
as it shows thn-t, in the 15 blocks surrounding the Hancock School;
there are 319,175 sqnure feet of vncant ground, but a. visit to the
section showed thnt at least half of this area was outcropp~ng ledge
·and steep banks which could not be used for gardening. On this
basis it would not be possible to find plats larger than 10 by ·12 feet
for the G2i children of the upper grades of the Hancock School, and
these lots would be scattered and the gnrdens hard to protect. 'Vithout doubt a more careful study of the whole district \votdcl revea]
enough spac~ for each child to have a small garden since, to the ea.st,
near the Garfield Sc·hool, there are lnrger areas.
Frotn the eight schools of this district reports were received· :from
teachers repre.senting 3,073 children of the fourth, fifth; sixth·, sev-
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enth, and eighth grades. Of this number of children, 1,88!> lived
in apartment houses, tenements, or flats where the back yard, if any,
must be used by two or more fun1ilies. In the case of only 205 chil-'
dren was there as n1uch as 400 square feet of home back-yarcl.space.
Occupations of children (Table 18i) .-In studying the occupations
of the children of the district it was founu that, of the 1,634 boys;
362 ,worked nfter school hours, earning an average of $2.20 per week;
and 277 worked .ditring the ,·acation, earning $3.25 per week. l\fQre
tha_n half of these boys are engaged in selling papers, many being
stationed on 1\Iarket street and other principal down-town sections,
often in bad environments.
·
TABLE

181.-0ccu.pations of children, District No. I.
Children ":orklng at
home.

Children earning money outside home.
Reporting.

..

Doys.

Girls.

0.

"o
C)~

.Cl

C)

C)

rA

I.~·
Hanl"o~k _..... _.••.•••
Sarah R . Cooper ••.•••
Jean Par'ker. __..•..•.•
Garfield ...............
'V~lshingt.on Grammar
1VIlshington lrdng ....
Orirnt.aL. .............
Ungraded ...•.•.•.•..•

~

364
16:l
0
]4~

b.O

...

e

fll

cca>
c;;Q;
j$

s:i
0

~

C)

C)

>

1

·a= .
cc~

J:l

rn

b.O

..

e

2Ji7
149
5H
195

1. 70

34

0

1~3

107
256
19

107
1S4
6

21
34
4

1,439

~2. 37

72
14
0
I

1. ~;
2. 3f)

12.2. :l7
:l;}

2.M

'362,2.20

44
9
0
2:l
148

Q)

Q)

>

... .lid

Q)

...
~

... .lid
C)

s:i

a>

..£

2 . ~0
~.

e

277 13. 2.3

4

Q)

~1 . !)()

1. 00
1. 0'\
1. 75

0
0

......

49

3. 50

0

······

72

1. 76

4;)

3 ~·l
3. 41
3. 00

22
27

t
1
14
7

2.50

......

- - - --

C)

~

b.O

Q)

>

~3.n

.c=:

CCa>
Q;al
~

C)

b.O

O'""

~

>

<

~~

.Cc:..

s~

J::

C)ebi; 'C)

<

5 $4.33
5

6

·iso·
3.50

9.

0
6
......... 14
.5.00
5
3.50
7
10

......

j751

3. 96
I .. .

a>

rn..e.j

~~

0

_g~

~

....

.9

:s~
:!SO

...=-~

-

8

~~

.cC.

a
';)

.Q

· .;,

.a

s~

:g~

=~

Qojt

~El

..::l

::~'-

Q)

C)Q)

~

~_g

es .ca

~_g

---

12
6
0
2
45
0

Girls,

. a

~

::lc;

·a= .

c0

a>

"'....

~

~d
0
~ <
:>"
~ <
<
>
-- ------ --- - - ~
.!:::

577

Total. ••.•.•.... 1,6J4
I

~
·e~

=.!li
·a'-o

....
Q)

8.

0.

g},

00

.

...a>

C)

Schools.

Boys.

~0

~

~

z
<-z
-- 59
.5.
0

34
101
19
9
0

s~

8
7!
7

36

1&

20
38

0

0

4
15
14

20

3

'· 0

227,-9- -133

Of the others who 1vork, the chief occnpations are in stores, as
delivery boys, or work for pri nite families, the latter principally
fron1 the 01·iental School. Se,·enty-two of the 1,43!> girls work after
school, and 75 are en1ployed during Yacntion. 1\fore than half of
this number is made up of Qriental School girls, who are engaged
in domestic service in American families. These girls earn an aver~
age of $1.7G per 've~k after school and_ $3.DG during the vacation.
The city h01ne of the congested qnarter does _not often offer an
opportunity for occupation of the children. Of the l,G34 boys, only
227 haYe definite home duties for which they are paid, and nll are
engaged in hon1e duties on an average of only a little oYer one hour
per day. The 1,43!> girls wo~k at home on an average of 9 hours
per week, and 133 have definite occupations in the home, for which
they are paiu.
·
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E cooomia value of gardening (Table 188} .-In any consideration
of the value of children's gardening to a district, family vcgctul>le
food c·o sts must be considered. The teachers were asked to ascertain
for their district the cost of vegetable foods for a family of five
persons for one year. The estimates received range from $35 to
$81.18, with an average of $57.79.
TABLE
-

-

·- ·· - -··

-· ·~ -- ·- ·

··-

188.-Economic chart, District No. I.

·-

Schools.

Children 1Pav.
ing school to .
Following tlle fruit.
Annual
work.
Average VCgPtable
,daily
Cblldren
food <>.ost
In school. attend- !or
family
Date of Date orre- Num·
ance.
of .five. Num- lea,·lng
turn to
Cause.
bor.
school.
school. · ber.

Han('ock •••••••••••••••••••
Sarah B. Cooper ...........
Jeao Parker••••••••••••••••
Garfield ••••••••••••••••••••
Washington Grammar •••••
Washinf.ton Irving•••••••••
Orienta ••••••• ·••••••••••·....
Ungraded ••••••••••••••••••

640
850

Total ••••••••••••••••

5,167

784
890
761

520

695
27

596

706
713

$76.95
6,1).00

. ................... ..

20

'i£8;;.-jtiile· ·Xtig:; sei>i.

0

Need.•

2

8

Do.

16

Do.
Do.
Do.

68

·o

·· -~

57.65
40.48

20

575
20

81.18

19
50 · July~··· ••• Sept ••••••

0

··?Jai-:;XJ?i-: ·set>i:;o·c·t·.:
............ ............

4,541

57.79

91

Feb ••••••• Oct ••••• .'.

SOt
699
428

46.20
35.00
60.00

--

0

0

Feb. 15•••• Oct 1......

0

20
4

0

--

Several schools were ·v isited and the children questioned on occupn.-·
tion, home interests, etc., and, among others, the question in regard
to the cost of vegetable foods was asked jn ·seyeral schoolrooms. ·As
was expected in most sections of the-city, the children had very little'
idea of the money value of food, but in the upper grades of, the
schools of the North Beach section, quite to the surprise of the questioner, the older girls got out pencil and paper and figured so much
per day, month, year, and in three rooms of different schools an
answer of $68 was received and many ·.other answers varied only
slightly.
·
On further inquiry it was found that the fathers of these children
were often fishermen who were a'vay from home for weeks at a time,
the mother worked in canning and bag factories, and the girls became
heads of the families, being intrusted with the money for the purchase of food, but every cent must be accounted for. These children,
with small carts, go to the wharf as early as 4 o'clock in the morning
to purchase of Italian vegetable gardeners who come across the bay,
and thus the vegetables bought a-re superior in freshness and less in
price·than the same commodity would be if purchased in another part
of the city.
.
In this.section there are many needy families, and from 60 to 70
of the children leave the grades each year just as soon as the age iaw
will permit. About another 100 children leave school in February,
March, and April to. go to fruit-picking camps and do not return to
93815--17--37
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the city to school until fron1 the last of September · to the first of
N oYelnber.
,
Agricultural interests of the home that might become schooldirected projects (Table 189)~-Considering the congestion of this
district, the children report a relatively large number of gardens at
their homes. Of the 3,073 children, 501 state that a garden of flowers
or vcgeta bles is cared for by their parents or by thmnsel ves. N enrly
all of the children state, ho\\eYer, that these gardens are so small
that they ha Ye little economic significance. ~oultry is kept at the
hom€'s of 108 children, pigeons are kept at 115, and rabbits at 67.
In these reports on gardens, poultry, pigeons, and rabbits there are
without doubt duplications canscd by the school attendance of several
children from the same fatnily.
TABLE

189.-Agricultural interests ot the horne thnt rn.-i ght becoine ' scltoo~·
dit·ected projects, District No. I.
Number or children reported.

Number of chlldren banng~

Girls.

Gardens. Poultry. Pigeons. Rabbits.

Schools.

Doys.

TotnJ.

--Hanno"'lr .••.....•.•••••••••••..
Sarah R. Co ·per ................
Jcnn Parker ....................
Garfield ............ ·............
Washington C:rammar.•....•.•.
Wnshinfton lrdng .............
Orienta ..• •.•.•....•..•..•.••••.
Ungraded ••••.•....••••••. . .•..
Totnl. ...•••••••••.•...•..

364

163
0
148

5i7
107
2;)6
19

1,6341

2.1)7
149
5-11

195

621
312

541

133

18

45
114

11
9

f\5

35

Ul:l

2-1
11

0
107

34:l
577
21-t

1~

4-10

6

25

2
4

1,439

3,073

lilO

44

20
8

l5
24
33

7

IS

4

9
14
20

"

0
0

0

s

I
0

108

115

67

NORTH CENTRAL SECTION-DISTRICT NO. II.

Schools: Yerba Buena, Winfield Scott, and Sherman.

The district bounded by the Presidio, Golden Gate, and North
Beach district has enough elements of difference from the territory
to the south to warrant separate consideration. · The soil is a light,
sandy loam, and in most cases is level. Some very productive gardens
were found in back yards and vacant lots.
Living conditions (Table 190).-A study of 12 blocks near '· the
Yerba Buena School shows a total of 3.7 acres of vacant lots and
buck yards that could be used for gardening. In only 4 out of 35
blccks \Yas less than 5,000 square feet of usable ground found, and the
average was over 12,000 square feet per block. vVhile the building
lots are small, averaging 25 by 137f feet, the houses do not" take up as
much space as in many other districts, and thus there is more bac-kyard room.
·
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TABLE

190.·---:Living conditions, District No. II.
Number ,
li~ing
Ill

Schools.
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Children
: reported.

fiats,
tenements,
and
apart..
ments.

Number
of chi!Size of
dren who
build in~
could
lots in the have gardistrict. . den pla.ts
20 by 20
feet.

Are there
small vacant
lots for all
children not
having backyard space?
Yes.

No.

.Are thcro
large ~lats
for s<· ool
gardens?

No.

Yes.

- - - -·
W:iJ1fi.Qld; Seott •••...•.•....
Sherman •.•.•.•.•••..••.••.

Yerba Buena ••••••.• •.•••.

314
141
2J1

113
41
162

25 by 100
50 by 137
30 by 137!

55
37

Total ••• .• ••..•••.••.•.

746

316

...............

137

45

2
0
3

5

3

5

2

1
0
4

4

3
1

--8
- -10
5

Of the 746 children who reported from the three schools of the
district, 316, or 42.3 per cent, lived in flats, tenements, or apartments.
If individual project gardening was stnrted in this district, vacan_~
lots could be found for about one-half of the children. The -teachers
report that 137 of the children have 400 square feet each o£ garden
space in their own back yards. Eleven of the teachers state that
there are enough vacant lots SG that .-g ardens inight be provided for .
all children, and 10 state that there are -not enough :such spaces; .· 14
~eachers report large vacant lots nea,r · the :school that coulu he used
as school gardens.
·
Occupations of childr"en (Table 191).-Tl~e greater number of-boys
who are employed outside the home are engaged in selling ·and delivering newspapers. The next occupation of importance is work in
stores or -delivering goods from the sma-ll -groceries of the· neighborhood. Of the 363 boys who were reported by the teachers of the 3
schools 85 work after school and G3 during vacation, ea:r;ning $2.09
and $3.02 per week, respectively. Only 5 girls work after school,
earning an average of $1.23, and without doubt the same individuals
worked during vacation. Forty-two bqys hud definite home duties
for which they were paid. All of th~ hoys worked an average of 9
hours per week each, .and 45 girls were paid for home 'vork and
worked an ave:v.age -o f 8 hours per week. The home duties of boys
consisted largely ·of errands, care of lawns, and in a few. cases in the
cure of gardens and poultry. · Practically all girls helped · with
housework.
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191.-0cc·upations of children, District- No. II.
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---·-- -·

Children earning money outside;home.
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Children work.
ing at home.
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~
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Economic value Qf gardening (Table 19£).-The average cost .o{
vegetables for a family of five persons for one year, as estimated qy
the teachers of this district, is $78.92. No special attempt was.made:
to obtain estimates of vegetable food costs from housewives, .but.
many of the teachers' reports appear to be based on investigation
and seem to be fairly accurate. Only G children are reported. as
leaving school early to go to fruit-picking camps, and 15 to ·go ..tq.
work. In all cases the cause of leaving school to .work was given as :
" family need."
TABLE

192.-Econo·m.ic chart, District No. 11.
.

Schools.

Following tho fruit.
Annual
Total
vegetable
number Average
daily
food
cost
children attendfor
in
family
ance.
Date of
school.
Dato of
leaving
or five. Number.
return.
school.

Leaving
school to :·
work.

..

..

Num- Cause.
ber.

- -,
Yerba Buena •••••••••.••.•
Winfield Scott •••••.•.••••.
Sherman •..•.•••••••.•••••.

513
2U
575

470
207
498

$6!).00
78.75
93.00

6
0
0

Total ••••••••••••••••

1,319

1,175

78.92

6

July •.•••• Sept .•••..

-...... -..... -......... -.

12
3
0

..... .......
............ . ........ ... - 15
.. ...........

Need.

Do/ ·
Do!

Agricultural interests of the !tome that might become schooldirected projects (Table 193).-In many of the homes of this district
the number of activities of the home that may become educative and
productive projects for children is large. Of the 746 children reporting, some kind of garden is cared fo~ at 203 homes, 66 have
poultry, lG pigeons, and 36 rabbits. Except for the care of indi-
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'11.iclttal :or ·pairs' of animals as pets, the children seem to have little

.part in ·what to them may be ·niade · the most interesting ·feature -of
the home life.
TABLE

193.-Agricultural interests ·of the horne ·that might become school-dilrected
projects.
Number of childre~ reported.

Number of children having-

Schools.
Doys.

'

Girls.

Total.

Gardens. ·Poultry. Pigeons. Rabbits.

Yerha nuena .•••••••••••.• ••••••
Wfilfleld l:icott•••••..••.•••••••.
Sherman •••••••••••••••••••••••

150
68
145

164
73
· 146

314

141
291

61

35

70

18
13

7
3
6

14
16

Total •••••••••• ~ •••• ~ .•.•.

363

383

746

203

66

16

38

72

7

WESTERN SECTION, DISTRICT NO. lll.

Schools: .D"'rancis Scott Key, Lafayette, ~ochambenu; Jefferson, Sutro, Columbus, Laguna
Honda, Frank McCoppin, George Peabody, Roosevelt, Madison, and Parkslde.

This large area, extending from the Pacific Ocean to a line drawn
north and south at the eastern edge of Golden Gate Park, has been
considered as one district. If the ocean side section of this district
·were to. be immediately ·.compared. with the . eastern, ·.marked · vari~ ·
ation would be shown, but, ~s the change in soil and living conditions
from west to east is gradual, the whole falls naturally into ·a single
subdivision. On the west the soil is of a typical sand-dune fortna ..
tion. Very little humus is contained in this soil, and a great quantity of water is now necessary to support vegetation during the dry
summer. Moving eastward it is found that ·the soil conditions
improve naturally or have been improved by man. A study of
the beauties of Golden Gate Park demonstrates that, if the people
were taught to improve the soil and care for growing plants, this
section might be made one of the most productive and attractive
of the city.
Living conditions (Table 19,4).-Near the Lafayette and Francis
Scott J{ey Schools there are large open tracts of sandy land, and
throughout the district there are many vacant lots. Spaces large
enough for school gardens could be found near all of the schools,
·and were all of the vacant· lots of the district turned into gardens,
all the upper-grade children might be given large plats. A study
of the fire insurance plat maps of 12 blocks near the Sutro School '
showed that there were slightly over l l i acres of vacant l~s. The
map used had not been completely broug~t down to date, but . examination of the blocks showed that few of the lots have yet been
built upon. The school department owns n large Jot near the Sutro
· S~hooL which ,: was :: U$ed ; a~ ,a.} sc.hool .: garden for , severa] years, but
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was finally abandoned. Lots within walking distances of other .
schools of the district are also owned by the board of educatio~-,
and at present no use is being made of this land.
~.rAuut

l94.-l.i1Ji 'ltfJ coruUtiorUJ, District No. III.
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The real-estate subdivisions of this whole district have been
divided into building lots 25 by 100 feet. In most cases only a single
lot has been used for a dwelling and the uncovered yard space is
small, especially in the eastern section. Questionnaires were filled
out · by DB children of the Francis Scott l{ey School, of which
number 27 had no yard space, while the other 71 averaged 1,441
square fPet. In the Sutro School answers were received from 73
children, 30 of whom had no yard space at their homes. The other
43 '-' M·~tged 1,317 square feet, but, if a large tract at the home :0l
one ch11J. is eliminated, this average falls to 178 square feet.
The .number of children living in flats, tenements, and apartment
houses .! ncrenses in direct ratio to the distance from the ccean. The
Lafayette, Ft·ancis Scott J(ey, and Jefferson Schools ha ,~e the lowest
percentage of children living in dwellings where the yard must be
used by two or more families, and the RooseYelt and 1\fadison the
highest. Even in the sections at ·the far edge of the city the nutnber
living in flats and apartmen·ts is abnormally high. Frotn figures
furnished by the teacher it is shown that 21.8 per cent of the children .
live where the yard sp.nce is common property, and only 3_0.2 per
cent have space 20 by 20 feet for a back yard of flowers and vegetables.
The tenchers' cstin1ates as to the nun1ber, of vacant lots availa.l.Jle ·
vary markedly. The majority, however, state that there are enough
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vacant lots so that each child could hayc a large gq.rden, and also
that there are large spaces near th~ s~hool~ for conununity school
gardens.
Occup~tiO,ns of cltildren (Tablq 1[)5).-In the study of the occ~
pations ·9f children it was found that of the 2,012 boys in · ~he
schools 3P3 work outside the home to earn money ufter school and
273 during the vacation. _The average enrnipgs per week wer~ $1.78
for afterschool work and $2.95 during the vacation. The largest
number of the boys were ~pgnged in delivering and selling newspapers, and working in stores was the sec()nd employment in im.:- ·
portance. Of the 2,023 girls who were reported, 24 worked after
school, earning o.n average of $1.40, ·and 19 during the vacation,
averaging in earnings $2.09. Of boys, 510, and of girls, 442 claimed
to have some definite home duties. The averl}ge n)lmber· of hours
of home work per week was five .ancl one-half, or less than one hour
per day for .b oth boys and girls.
T~LE

195.-0ccupat-ions of

child":~'

Di.(jtrict No. III.

Children earning mqney outsld~ home.
Ro1>orting. !---------:----~-Boys.
Girls.

Francis Sco.t t :g:ey..........
Lafayette .... ~ ...•..•.••....

Columbu!l ........•.•••.••.•.
Lagnna Honda........ . .....
Frank McCoppin...... •.. . .
George Peabody.... . • . • . . . .

108
61
236
1?8
285
48
303
287
123

Parks ide ..•••.••••••••••..• ~

229
14

· Rochambeau................
Jefferson....................
Siitro .•..•••••.•••.• .'.......

Rooc:c vclt...................
Madison....................

220

Total. ....•.....•.•..• 2,012

96
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290
50
318
268
140
238
207
16

17 $1.83
18 1.32
2. 09
13 1. 00
40 2. 46
3
.70
85 1. 50
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30 · 1. 70
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2. 31

22 $2.25
15 1.83
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3 3:5o
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10 3.10
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0
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5
0
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0
1
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o
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4
0
4
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0
0

0
0

0
0

o

1. 50

2

2. 70

o

2. 00
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athoPl.o.

·

-----=---Boys.
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7
6

17
16

8
6

17
32

2
89
58
9

4
6
3
10

4
92
34
3

62
2

3
7

·so

6
5
6

2!
5
5
8

8
3
4

52 · 6!
30
35
6
29
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5! · 89

54

6

62
0

2,023 3931.78 mr2.95f241.40 19j2.~T·5l,510 ~.-w

Economic value of gardening to the home (Table 196)·.-The
greater part of the vegetables purchased in this section are obtained
fron1 hucksters and .from large and small grocers. The whole section
is interspersed witli small grocery and provision shops. ·'I'he hou_scwives interviewed (the number is too small to base definite conclu-
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·s ion) · in the larger number of cases purchased ··most often .from
hucksters, and · the surplus was bought at local stores. The cost of
vegetables, as averaged from the teachers' reports, for a family of
five for one year was $81.68, the average for the individual schools
varying from $46.50 to $114~80. The housewives placed the vegetable ··c ost between $60 and $112, with about $85 most commonly
: given~ Only 3 children were reported as leaving scho<?l early to go
"to fruit:-picking camps, and· only 24 left school ~t the 'legal age >te
·w ork. In the case of all but one school, the cause given for -leaving
school to work wns "family need."
TABLE

196.-Economic chart, Dilltrict No. III.

lI Children leavi_ng .
Annual
Following the fruit.
I school to work.cost
<if
I
' Chil- Aver- vogeage
drcnin
table
Schools.
daily foods
tho
Date of
for Nnmschool. attendDate
leaving
anco. family
Cause.
ber.
to school.
ber.
school.
of five.
--- ····- --- ---- -Francis Scott Key •.••
251 $76.33
278
0 At close of At opening
0
school
of sChool
Lafayette ••••••••.•••.
211
242
94.40
0 .............. . . . . .. . . ... .
0
Rochamhcau •••••••••
775
704
93.56
0
3 Need.
Jcfft'rson •••••••.•.••••
262
236
72.80
3 ~ iillie
0
Butro •••••••.•••••••••
842
747 102.63
0 ..............
5 Wanted
t~
work; need.
Cotnmb~is .....•••••.•.
220
204
46.50
0 .....
...... •.•••••.•••••• i 0
Laguna Honda .•••••.
799
733
91.44
0
0
.. -.... -... ..
··············
Frank MC'Coppin ••••••
84.50
781
717
0 ..........
-... ..... . . .. .. .. 1 Need.
George J•cabody ••••••
0 ... -.......... .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .
455
427
83.36
3 Wanted
to
work; neecL
Roo~cvctt ••••••••••.••
618
566
69.90
0
12 Need.
.... -.. Madison ••.••••••.•.••
544 114.80
0
588
-...... . . .. ... . . 0
Parkside •..•.•••••••••
54
46
50.00
0 .......... -... . . -...........
0

ofreturnfNnm·
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..

i·:::: :: ·.Aug:ao:::::

-.-

............. ·I

. -..............
.......
. .......
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Total •••••.•••••

-5,9H
- -5,386

81.68

3

.............. ... .......... -

24

Agricultural interests of the home that might beco1'ne schoolr
directed home projects (Table 197).-Because of the more open
character of a large part of this district, the opportunity for home
interests is greater than in most other parts of the city. The study
of the out-of-door activities in which the children might take part
gave the following results : Of the 4,035 children reporting, 1,430 of
the homes had gardens, ~2 poultry, 128 pigeons, and 211 rabbits. :
In this list there is without doubt much duplication, both in· the dif·
ferent interests and also in the case of several children from the
same family.
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197.-Agricttlt1itaz'"intercsts tit ·th~·: home that irduiit :become school-d-irected
projects, District No. III.
..

Number of children repprted.

: Number of children having-

Schools.
Boys.
Francio; Scott Key...............
Lafayette. •.••••••••••••••••••••
Rochant beau •••••••••• -• ••••· .-~ ••
1o1Terson••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•
Sut.ro.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CoJuntbuN ••••••••••••••••••:••••
Laguna Honda •••••••••••••••••
Frank Mccogain •••••••••••••••
George Peab y ••••••••••••••••
R00:0:1.' \'CIt........................
Martison ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Parkside••••••••••••••••••••••••

Total .••••••••••••••••••••

lOR
61·

. .

236
98
28.'i
'48
·303
2R7
123
. 220
229
14

2;012

Girls.

Total.

96 .

89
202
100

438

290

50'

318

268
140 .·
238
207
-16 •

2,023

204
150

.

207
5i5
98
621
555
263
458
436
30
4,035

Gardens. Poultry: Pigeons. Rabbits.
98
62

164
96
219
.51
223
147

47
32
59
42
55
32.

sa. ,.

53

12
3
12
4
· ' 197

21
18

2
4()

16
2
6
37
16

169
159

55

20

0

0

6

6
26
7
1

1,430 ..

472

128

2U:

38
4

6

8

·6

From personal investigation and questions. asked . the children, it
appears that only a small percentage of the .children own or have·
definite duties in caring for the gardens . or animals as an economic
project in the home.. In most cases where plants or animals .are·
reared for profit, :the parents assume complete control and any work
the children may ·-do becomes drudgery through lack .· of . ownership
or pattne~ship.
THE CENTRAL . SECTION; . DISTRICT NO. IV.

Schools : Grant, Pacific IIelgbts, Spring . Valley, Emerson, Rcaamg, llam:Uton Intermediate, Adams, Henry · Dt1rnrit, · Golden Gate, Fremont, Jobn Swett, Andrew Jncksori,.
Dcnmnn, Cro(·kcr Intcrille(Uo.te, 1\Ioulcler,· Dudl~y Stone,, Hearst, McKinley, Gratton,.
Everett, o.nd Douglas.

This district is broken by ridges:and peaks which have divided it·
into sections having considerable individual differences. As seen
from the hills of La Fayette and Buena Vista Parks, however, the
whole has enough points in· common to warrant consideration as onedistrict. The 'vealtliier section is on the northwest, where more·
detached houses are to be found~ The soil of the lower levels is.
sanely, while that o·f the hills and ridges is somewhat heavier.
Living conditions (Table 198) ~-As a whole the district is ratherclosely built. The building lots are 25 by 100 or 25 by 137}. There
are many flats and apartment houses and hotels. Of the 8,316 children reported, 3,00U' live in apartments, flats, or tenements, where
the yard space must be used by two or more families. Play space
for children is only to be found in streets, vacant lots, and parks. A
large nun1her of vapant lots are still to be :found but in the east section so1ne are still encumbered by ruins and basement walls left by
the fire, nnu are not usable for gardening. -Some of the larger lots
would make very satiSfactory gardeils.
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TADr.E 198.-Livinu conditions, Di~trict No., IV.
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2~ by }37!
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. 25 by I20
25 by IOO
25 by 120
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25 by 120
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3
I2
11
5
6
6
8
6
5
11
8
0
4
9
I
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2
0
0
0
1
I
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0
0
3
1
4
3
I
0
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2
3
8
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8
3
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5
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0
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1
0
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3
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:1.
0

0
8
9
0
.0
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The majority of the teachers think it would be impossible to
obtain enough small vacant lots for gardens for all older children,
and also that the money Yalue of the lots is so high that, while there
are enough large plats, they could not be obtained for school gardens.
The back yards are small, and many arc puYecl or board covered. Of
the 8,316 children reported, the teachers estimate. that only l,G27
ha Ye 400 square feet of buck yard space which could be used f<>.r
gardening.
Oc.cupat-ions of cltildren (Taule 199).-Something more than h~lf
Qf the school boys of this district who hnYc occupations outside .t4e
ho1nc nrc engaged in the selling and distribution of newspap~r~.
Other in1portant occupations arc work in stores, principally lo~al
drug and grocery stores, store delivery, and 1nessagc service. The
girls earn n1oney by helping in stores, housework, and curing f<>r
:Slnull children.
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o~~lqren

working
at home.

Children ean$lg money outs~de home.
Number
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Pari fie Heights '.·..•..•...... ' 247
Spring Valley.~ . . . . . • . • . . . • . 251
Emerson.................... 148

Hearst......................

McKinley.. • . . • . . . .. . . . . . .. .
Gratton.....................
Everett. . • . . . . • . . • . . . • • • . • • •

Douglas. . • • • • . • . . . . . . • • • . • .
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~-
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169 28~~1.87
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148 ..26 . 1. 50 .
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49 2. 75
4 $2. 00
.30 2 ..46
1 : 2. 50

~!~~W:n Iiifermeiliat"e::::: ~- ~~~ · ~~ ·1 ~: ~~ 1 ;~

Adams.....................
Henry Duront ._. . • • . . . • • • . • •
Golden Gate................
Fremont....................
John Swett.................
Andrew Jackson............
Denman....................
Crocker Intermediate . . . . . . .
Moulder....................
Dudley Stone...............

....

<
- - - - -<- - - -<- - - - - - - 0

24-R
15()
97
298
304
14
0
28~

56
166
24R
327
275
32~

104

Total.•.•••••••.••••... 4,113
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101 14
206 40.
271 105
7
o.
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0
262 85
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6
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334
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1
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0
0
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6
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0
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0
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0
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2
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7
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0
6
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.3
3
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0
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~7

'8
41
17
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66
35
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4,203- 870!1.721859 2.69 "30jl.69 ~ ~~~~7;3 "6.Tj~

Of the 4,113 boys· from whom statistics were collected · by tho
teachers, 870 worked after school hours, ~arning an average of $1.72
each per weeit, and 850 had vacation employment, earning an average of $2.GV each. Thirty girls who worked in the out-of-school
hours earned an average of $1.GO each, and in vacation 42 averaged
$2.31 in earnings. The average number of hours of en1ployment per
week of boys in the home was 5.3, and of girls, 5.9 ; und 773 boys and
680 girls received small su1ns of money for wor~t at home. In a few
cases this work is such that it requires a definite amount of time
each day, but more often the tasks nre irregular, not occurring
oftener than once a week.
Economic value of gardening.-.The teachers' estimates of the
value of veget_ables. qsed by a family of five persons per year
in this district average $88.18 fo:r · one year. 'Vithout doubt
this estimate is fairly accurate ·as an average for the district. Nine. teen children are reported as earning money by picking fruit, either
leaving school before the close of the school year or returning after
its opening. Of the VV children who left school to work during the
I

.
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past school year, need of the :family,-retardation, ill health, desire towork, and dislike of school were given as the reasons :for leaving.
Agricultural interests of the home that might become schooldirected projects (Table ~00).-0£ the things kept at the homes that
might :furnish definite occupation and form habits .of industry in:
the children, there are 2,1GG gardens, 2G3 homes keeping poultryt
139 keeping pigeons, and 252 keeping rabbits. As is the case in.
many other districts, the number of animals kept :for economic purposes is small, and those kept as pets have a nature study ratherthan an occup~tional value for the children.
TART~E

200.-Ag1·icult'nral intm·ests of the home that might become school-directea·
horne pro.iects, District No. IV.
-

·- ---

-- --

- - ---------

Number of children reported.

--

-

- --

Number of children having-

.·.

Schools.
Boys.
Grant •••••••.. • -•...... . . -- ..•
Pacific Heights •.....•...... •..
Spring Valley ••••.....•.....•.
Emerson .•••••.... _...•.... __ .
Redding •••.••..... __ .... . ... .
Hamilton Intermediate ....... .
Adams .•••••.•.••••••...• - - - . -

Henry Durant .•..•.. -. --. . .. .
Golden Gate ••••.•...... _. . .. .
Fremont .. - ••••••..•..........
John Swett .•.•.••.•........... Andrew Jackson •••... -------Denman .•••••..••.•......... _
Crooker Intermediate •.....••.•
Moulder .••••••• -..•••... . . ~ ••.•
Dudley Stone •.•••.....•......•
Hearst ••• _•.••••••.......•. . ..
McKinley ••••.•.•••.. _- - ...... .
Gratton ••.•.•...••••.......•...
Everett. - ••••.• -•.• --. -- -- ~ • -••
Douglas. - •.•..•.•..............
Total. .... .... . --- .. ---.- ..

Girls.

201
247
251
148
164
204
248
150
97
298
304
14

0
282
56
166
248
327
275
329
104
I

4,1131

Total.

Gardens. Poultry. Pigeons. Rabb.lta•.

169
214
283
148
157
228
252
128
101
206
271
7
350
262
51
147
201
309
262
334
123

370
461
534
296
321
432

111
132
104
76
85
144

500

64

10
15
7
10

6

3
20
2
0

107
313
449
636
537
663
227 i

69
172
20
101
123
240
184
180
70

4,203

8,316 !

2,166

278
198
504
575
21
350

544

53
34
110
88

12
14
4

4

5

29

5

4
11
.44
25
28

9

10
1
0
5
5
9

3
1
9

14:
10

12
7
4

1
. 10.
6

7

t

2
0

. 12

10
2

25

5

5

6

1

.6-

136
12'

15

11

7

2&.
26
27

263

1391

252'

21

14

9'

EAST SECTION, DISTRICT NO. V.

Schools: Rincon, Lincoln, Franklin, Ethan Allen, Marshall, 1\.Ilssion, Patrick Henry, nuenlll
Vista, Daniel Webster, Agassis, Irving M. Scott, Hawthorne, Br~·ant, Horace Mann,
Columbia Cosmopolitan, Starr King, Ilaight, Bernal, Junlpero Serra.

The section east and south o£ Market Street and east of Dolores·
Street as :far south as Islais Creek cJJ,annel has been considered as
one district. Between the Rincon and Lincoln Schools and Bernal
and J uni pero Serra Schools, the methods o£ children's gardening
might well vary from the use o£ large and small vacant lots in the
former to the possibility of obtaining large open areas in the latter.
The most difficult place to obtain land for gardening is in the central
part of the district near the ·. Mission School. The soil is sandy, but .
heavier on the hills and ridges.
Living conditiorus (Table ~01).-Fronl the 19 scho~ls of the (listrict, reports -were received from 6,544 children, of whon1 2,500 live
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in flats, tenements, and apartments. The lots are 25 by 100 or ~~5 by
·137! feet, which permit .o f small back-yard gardens, but preventJarge
economic returns.
·
TABLE

201.-Living conditions, District No. V.

riJ.
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~
... ~
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....

Agassis •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Irving M. Scot.t ••••.••••••••••.•••••••
Hawthorne.................. ·• ••••.••• .
Bryant .••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
Horace Mann ••••••••••••• ."•••.•••••.
Colnmbh\ Cosmopo,lltan ••••••••••••••
Starr King ••••••••••••.••••••.•••.•••
Haight ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••
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2

1

1

1
0

5
3
4
1
1
3
3
3
3
0
2
6
5
4
1
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1

56
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3

0
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3

8
3
0
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Vacant-lot studies were made from the insurance map of the city
at four of the schools of the district. In 12 blocks near the Lincoln
School there were found to be 19! acres of vacant lots. Personal inspection of these lots showed that many were rented as storage places
for contractors' building materials, wagons, etc. Other lots ·were
:still encumbered by basement walls left by the fire. There are, how·ever, enough vacant lots usable and available to give large ·garden
plats to all children of the school. Vacant lots in eight blocks near
the ~fission School totaled 5.6 acres, but ~ less than half the space
·was available for gardening.
Near the Irving M. Scott ·School many back yards are large and
there is much vacant-lot space. In 12 blocks there are 9i acres of
·vacant lots, much of which ~ight be used for gardening. Home
~gardening is being conducted at this school as a volunteer effort of
the principal and teachers. By the aid of. the principal, individual
reports on back-yard-garden space were received from 75 children.
'Thirteen of these children had no garden space, while the average
area for the other children was 381 square feet per child.
'Vithin walking distance of the Bernal School there are large open
:spaces of ·e xcellent garden land. As this land is now under culti-
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vation, a rental would have to be paid for its use as a children's
garden. In many homes near the school, back-yard gardens 20 by
20 feet might be made, as the teachers report that 171 children have
that much or more urea. Small vacant lots could also be used as
there are 35 in the 12 blocks near the school.
Occupations of children (Table ~02).-As in all the central districts of the city, the stre~t trades form the occupation of children.
A large perc~2ntngc of the boys sell papers on the principal downtown streets. ·of 3,291 boys who reported, 732 work after school and
663 worked during the last vacation. The money earned was $1.58
per week after school and $2.54 per week during vacation. The girls
reporting numbered 3,253, of whom GO had employment, earning' an
_aYerage of $1.58 per w·eek, and 66 worked in vacation, earning an
average of $2.62 pe.r week. The boys of the district work at home
an average of six hours per week and the girls seven, and 64.8 :boys
and 724 girls receive some pay for the work they do in the home·:
TABLE

202.-0ccupations of children, District No. V.
-·· ------ -- ---- -- -- - - ---
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Children earning _money outside ,home.
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Pa tric>k Henry ...•....•... __
Bu en a Vista ......... _.... - _
Daniel 'Vebstcr ••.. -- _......
Af!assiz ..• ___ ······-·--·····
Jrving M. Scott ..... . .... ·-.
Ha wthome ..... _....... ____
Bryant·---··········-···---Ho race Mann ..... _...... - __
Co J11mbia <.osmopolitan •....

sa rr 1< ing. __ ...............
I. a lg .t ......•.. -····· .. -- .•.
llc rual ...•............ ···-··

Jun iperb Serra .. _.......... _

7
160
213
.57
171
292
103
48
98
222
172
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148
425
304
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0

3
2
1!-l2 .1)8
189 51
0 29
151 32
248 79
96 •12
47 10
111
233
172
94
171
448
429
70
1413

nB
235

$2.~0

1. 90
1. 91
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2. 52
l. 37
1.13
15 1.05
2811.52
50 ]. 74
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44 1. 70
10 1.00
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71 2.17
I. 30 1.12

Total ...•..•.•.... _. ... 3, 291 3, 2531732
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E...,aonomic value of gardening (Table ~03).-The total enroilment
of the schools of this district is 10,635, of which number 140 leave
,s chool to become employed and 83 lose a part of the school year .by
going to fruit-picking camps. The majority of the pupils leaving
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school to ·work clo sq bec-ause of family need~ bnt li>ss of illterest nnd
retardation ure also giYen as contributing· causes. ·
TABLE

203.-Economic chart, District No, V.

Childl'f'n
ll'ftYlng
Following the fruit.
school to wor~. .
, Aver-1-'\ntmal
al!'e
vege~a; dl'('n in . daily b'~ roodl--,-------:-----1---:-----.-,;..:.--'-: · ·
<'OSt for
·
school. ; .a:ttf'nd- JantUy . Nu~.:
Dat.o of
Date Of
.
ance.
or 5. . ber.'
le.~:tsln~
return to
school.
sebool.
, \hil- :

Schools.

-----'-----1--- - - - Rlnron .•.•••••••••••·•.
J,Jncoln •••••••••••••·••
Franklin •••••• • •••••• ~
JWum Allert ••••••••• ~
Jrlarshnll ••••••••••••••
Jrlission •••••••••••••••
Patrick Henry ••••.•••
Dut1na Vista ••••••••• :..'
Danid Webster •••.•••
A~m!;siz •••••••••••••'••
Irving M. scott ••.•.·. ~·
irawthome •••• _••••••
nryant ..••••••••••••••
Horace Mann •••••••••
Columi.Jia Cosmopolitan.
Starr King .••••••••••.•
I

99
461

773 :

Ill
700
644

4~2

220
396

...

73
37R
620
73

625
5!i6
409

19!)

og.f\7
5! .00

409

33R

624
883
816

71.25
133.00
71.20
59.55

. 312
4~.

63.00
67.'12

68.89
55;29

J.laigbt. • • • • • •.• • • • ~ ~;;. •

330
. 543 .

Bernal ••••••••••••••••

822

716

60.00

1unipcro Serra •• ~.....

811

750

100. 00

Total •••••••.•.. 10,635 . 9,361

·ii8;::::::::: ..............:.
...........•..

59.00
5CUlO
69.!l7
84.33
38.00

460

683
936
890

.............. ........ .....

.
0
0
&.pt~m-.;;;:
11
0
0 .
0 ..............
19 July •••••••. Oct. 15 •••• ~.
0
..
.. ..
0 · -.............
0
".Atig: i".":: :::
3

·64.4!i

362
733
415

Stl!i

--'--::----'----l-----1-- ·J--'-'--~:_.

$75.00

0
19
0
0

.o

10

4

.........
.............. ..................
.........•.
.. . .........................
...
·iie.;· 2o:: :·:::

(1)
.0 .
11 .

·scpi..is:::::
·j;mei·::::::
..................... .. ... .. .. ....-....

6

........... -.- ··········-···

j ...

4)
0
2

0

0
0
20
6

do •••••• Second week,

16

,

·

2

September.

8 ••.•• do. • • • • • Last of Sep-

Do.

Do.

·D o.

·no.

60 N'()t Interested

0 . •·••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••
11· Close of .O.ct.l. ••••••

; ," :·5cnool.

Need.

0

in school;
need.
Need.
Do.
Do~

Lost interest;

nCied;
retardation.

tember.

831-·········.···T····-········

68.651
1

140

A few.

The average cost of vegetable foods for a family of five :for one
year was estimated by the teacher at $68.65. House rents in the district seemed to be relatively high and the use of the available vacant
land in the prodtiction of Veget·ables might well supply needy
families and keep· children in scho·o ilonger..
Agricultural interests of the home that might become schooldirected projects (Table ~04) .-bf the 6,544 children reporting from
this district, 2,065 state that some kind of a garden is cared for at
their homes. In many cases these gardens are only small flower
plats, and in some cases window box·~:S were counted as. gardens.
From answers to questions ·asked parents and teachers, it appears
that a relatively small ·n umber o£ the children haYe garden pints of
their own or have definite work in the home garden. The children
als9 report the following animals kept in the homes, either as pets
or for their economic. vnh1e: Poultry· at ·720 homes, pigeons at 347,
homes, and rabbits nt 447 homes.
' ..
1
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204.-Agricultural interests of the home that might become llchooldlrcctcd projects-District No. ·V. :

T.ADLE

Number of children reported.

Number or 9hildren having-

-

Schools.
Doys.
Rint'on •.•••••••••••••••.••..••.
Lincoln .•••••••••••.•••••.•.....
Franklin •.••.•.•• • ••••••.•..•••
Ethan Allen ••••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•
Marshall •..•.•.•.••••.••....•••.
Mi:J~ion •..•.•.••••••••.•••••••..
Patrick Henry ••••••.•.•••.•.•..
Duena Vista...•..•..••••.••....
Daniel WeiJster•••••••••.•••..•.
Agassit ...•.. ~ ...•.••••••.••••••
Irving M. Scott••.••••••••••••••
Ha \\"thorne .•••••••••.••••••••.•
Bryant ...•.••.•.•••.•••••••••••
Hora<'c Mann ..•••.•.•••••••.•••
Colnmbla Cosmopolitan •••••...
Starr King.••..•.•...•••.•.••••.
Hai~ht .•.....•.•••••••••••••..•
Bernal. •....•..•••.•. -• .•.•••.••.
lunipero Serra...................

425
304
01
170
298
186

Total •••.....•.•.••..·...•.

3,291

7
160
213
57
171
292
103
48
98
222
1i'2
121i
HS

Girls.
3
132
189
0
151
248
96

Total.
10
292
402
57

322
540
199
95
209
455
344
220
319
873
733
161
316

Gardens. Poultry. Pigeons. _ Rabbits.
4
59

104

17

235

421

81
128
73
25
' 79
107
125
34
141
281
245
51
'121
222
168

3,253

6,544

2,065

41

Ill

233.
172
94
171
448
429
70
146
2i8

5i6 ·

0

0

4
20
9
17
39
40

4
15.

6
16
24

6

23

30
9

13
30

:4

8
lt
39
66

17

42

79
108
30
26
98

5
11

13
26

:

1
10

20

24
27
4

9

32
18
49
21

-

42

42
13
18
41

88

35

729

347

u

-

17
68

.41
4(7

-NOE VALLEY SECTION, DISTRICT NO. VI.

Schools: Noe Valley, James Lick, Kate Kennedy, Fairmont, Edison.
.

.

.

.• The fiye schools of Noe ·Valley are shut in by ridges in such a'
way that the district forms a little city by itself. · The floor of th~
valley and ridge to tl1e east and_n<?rth are well co,~ered with ho;mes,
but to the ~est and south there is much open hillside space. The
soil of the district is heavier thai1 that of other districts thus far
considere~ and might :easily be improved to n1a~e a v~ry productive
garden soil.
.
. ·
..
Living conditions (Table 1305) .-The children reported numbered
2,601, of whom 646 lived in apartments, fiats, or' tenements. The
building lots are 25 by 100 or 25 by 120 feet, but as most
the
homes are relatively small and built near the streets each home has
a small back-yard garden space. · In the case of families living in
flats, it would be possible to find vacant lots for children's garden8;
and, as most of the flat buildings are small, some have garden space
on the lots. From the teachers' reports it seems that only 888 chil~
dren . have space for gardens 20 by 20 feet; but in all cases hillside
gardens may be resorted to to supply space for all children. Some
of the hillsides are too steep for gardening and undoubtedly very dry
in summer, but other sections could be easily found which are d~.ir·
able and usable for a part of the year at least.
.
· ·-

of
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TABLE

205.-Living conditions, District No. VI.
1

: :1~. ,

-§ot:J

.S

.S...;

:S ~.Ct

=-=. .

=.r;:;'d
. . .!l

'=
on
- _oo .w

va-

~ ,g~

... g-!
.! 0 1:::1...;

,Sa)
'Q-5

.8 ~ '5

Are there

~ ~~

~~

;:sa

.8...

~ ~~

n

QS

cc"' •
!l
-.!::. G ) ;

~
'=
.... t::o
.. ~

Schools.

!l~

.a ..

~

'0

smnll
"nnt lots for
ull children
not huvh!f
b:wk·v»r

Are thore

lar~e

spa~e?

l----:----

------------l-~--l--~-!-~-ll--~---1-z_§_i_-8_!_1_N_o_. I Yes., No.
Ed !son. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Noe Valley••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,

3S.'i
3.t 1

Fairmont............................

332
902

James Lick ••.• •••••••••••••• ~ •• ~......
Knt.e Kennedy.......................

Total.. •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

25 by 100
25 by 120
25 hy 120
2;} by 110
25 by 110

150

78

114
55
249

641

6

120

66

1

Yea.

7

135
327

3
10
3
6

u

3
10
3
5

888

281

22

.28

240

lJ!Itts

(nr !J<"hool
gardens?

3
2
5

1

3
2
6
13

-----I·-------I------I--------1-----:-----1---1·--2, 601

646 • • • • • • • • • • • •

Occupations of children (Table f06).-Because of . the .distance
from the business section of the city the possibility of the children
obtaining employment is not large. In the reports on occupations
outside the hotne,. the delivery of newspapers and work in local stores
were the most frequent. Out of 1,304 boys, 227 reported that they
had regular occupation after school, earning an average of $1.4G per
week, and 230 worked during the last vacation, earning an average
of $2.36 per·week, Only 15 girls work oft~n and 17 during vncntion,
earning a:n average of 91 cents per week after SG_h ool and $2.5() in ·
vacation. The boys work at home an average of 5.5 hours per week
and the girls G.2. ~ome pay for home work was . received by 255
boys and 24:8 girls.
TADLE

206.-0ccupations of children, District No. VI.
neportfng.

I ·. Children earning money outside home.
Girls.

Boys.

i

&

~

~

G)

fo

~

---------!-- ---Edison ••••• ; ••••••••• _•••• ~.

Noe Valley•••••••••••••••••.

James Lick ••••••••• _•••• ~- ••
Kate Kennedy •••.•••••••••.

Fairmont •• -··-·············
Total ••••••••••••••••••

<

QS

d

G)

fo

.9

e 3
I>
C)

•

...

~
G)

QS

174

23 Sl. 07

28 $2. 24
8

I. 2!)

35~

67

3.8~

lti~
27
416 103

62

1fi.'J

4S6
1,30~

1,297 227

2X7

7

1.50
1.~6

21
l.i9 120

3.03

1.46 239

2.36

I. 08

~

.8
~

...
!12

~

<

:>
~
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

211
Hi2

11l9

Girls.

&

~

OS

Boys.

i...

~

Schools.

Children working
at home.

1. 47

2 $0.50
2
• 75
3 1. 75
1
.80
7 . • 74
15

.91

0 ·••••• 4

2
0
0
15

17

so. 75

0
0
4.36

7

5
6.5
5

63

4

57
21
93

7
6
6

21

2.56 · 5.5 200

8

6.2

49
52
84

25

74

248
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Economic value of gardening (Table 207).-The value of vegetable
foods consu1ned by a family of five persons in one year, as estimated
by the teachers of this district, is $75.22. By intensive gardening
much of this vegetable fcod mjght .be grown in the section.
Five children are absent from school a part of the year "following the fruit ," and about 20 leave school each year to go to work.
TAnLE

207.-Economic chart, Dist·r ict No. VI.

AnnuaJ
Following the fruit.
veg-eChittable
o.~e
dren in daily
food
Date of
Date of
school. attend- cost for Numleaving
retPrn to
a nee. family ber.
of five.
school.
school.

Children leo.vJng
school to work.

Aver-

Schools.

Number.

Cause.

----

................ ...................

Rdfso, ......•••.•.....
No3 Valley ............
James Lick ...........

814

743

634
712
687

$87.50
75.00
68.88

0
0
5

·c· rc> ·;e.(; r·

·xu.g:'ii:::::

6
0
10

Kate Kennedy .....•..
Fairmont •••...•......•

692
1,121

63q
1,034

65.00
79.74

0
0

................ .................
······-······· ...............

0
4

Total...........

708

--------4,0781 3, 7051 75.221

school.

5j .............. j .............. J

Need.

Do.

20

Agricultural interests of the home that m·i ght become school-directed projects (Table 208) .-That there is a good possibility for home
gardening in this district is shown by the fact that 1,000 of the 2,601
children reporting state tliat a garden is cultivated at their homes.
Poultry is kept at 382 homes, pigeons at 181, and rabbits at 222.
TABLE

208.-A.gricultuntl int·crcsts of the home tha.t nl'ight lwcome schooldirected projects-District No. VI.
Number of children reported.

Number of children having-

Schools.
Boys.
Rdiso, •••........ _.......•. •...
Noe VaHey ••...................
James' ick .....................
Kate Kennedy .................
Fairmo::tt .......................
Total ....• . ...............

I
I

211
1521
287
1681
486

1,304 1

Girls.

Total.

Gardens. Poultry. Pigeons. Rabbits.

174
189
35-l
164
416

385
341
641
332
902

130
1R2
237
131
320

1,2971

2,601 1

1,000 I
I

25
ZJ

44
50
89
46
153

18
19
50

60

30
64

33
81

3821

181

1

222

SOUTH SECTION, DISTRICT NO. VII.

Schools : Farragut, Sunnyside, Longfellow, Glenn Park; 1\Iunroe, Cleveland, Visitation
Valley, Portola, Harrison,· Bay View, and Burnett.

The south district contains all land area from the poundary <>f
Districts N cs. 5 and G to the county line. In this territory .there are
many large open spaces. In the low lands the soil is an excellent black
loam and much of this land is being used for gardens, chiefly by
Italian vegetable gardeners. As a whole, this district offers ·the
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greatest possibility. for profitable children's gardening, although it
will be more difficult to market the surplus above the needs of the
home than in any other pa.rt of the city.
Living conditions (Table ~09).-As would be expected fronl. the
. general aspect of the district, a smallet ·percentage of children li~e
in apartments, tenem~nts, and flats, only 233 of the 4,364 living under
such conditions. In anticipation of the building up of the section,.
however, all lot plans have been laid out in 25-foot lots. About half
of the children can have back-yard gardens 20 by 20 feet or larger.
In a study of the possibilities for home gardening at the ·homes of
36 children of the Bay View . School, it was found that 2 had no
space for gardening, 4 had less than 100 square feet, while all others
had 250 or mo;re square feet. The average number of square feet per
child is 1,109. The majority of the teachers state that it would .be
possible to find
the land needed for profitable gardens for all
children.

all

TABLE

· ·.··

209.-Living conditions, District No. VII.

School.

Number
living
Size of .·
Chil- in flats,
. dren · · tene-·-· ' ' bul!ding ·
ments~ · lot~ 1~ the
reported.
and
distnct.
apartments.

Are there
Number
small
Are there
of chilvacation
dren who lots. for all large nlats
for school
·. · ~~~~ · n~f~~~~~~g
gardens?
garden
back-yard
plats
space? ·
20 by 20 - - - - - 1 - - . . , . - feet.
No. Yes. No. Yes.

I

-- ---Sh~ridan ...••. ·•••...•...•.•...•••...•

Farragut ..•........ -· .....•.....•....
Sunnyside •••••.• ~ .. ~ .....•.....•••.•
Lo 1~fello'v ..............•.......•....
Gle:tn Park ••••..••.•.•.....•...•.•..
Mo1roe ••••••.......•.•••••.•.•.•.•..
Cleve1a 1 d •..•.•.............•..••....
Visitatio1 Valley•...•................
Portola •••••....................•.. ·"
Harri3o:t •.....•.• ..•..................
Hay Vie.v•..•.•.......•...•.....•.•..
Burnett .•.•...•.•....................
Total ••••••••.••.•••.....•..•.. j

I

3g7
2g:J
128
241
526
732
307
213
613
87
575
272
4,~64

71

25 by 125 ••

by 137!.
1~ I 25
25 by 100 .•
6
34
47
4
-7
54
0
44
17

25 by 125 .•
25 by 1~0 .•
25 by 125 ••
25 by 10()..
25 by 100 ••
25 by 100 .•
25 by 100 ••
25 by 100 •.
25 by 100 ••

233

·····-~····!

2

184
164
44
147
278
348
144
114
280
62
301
87
2,153

0
0
0
0
3
1
0
6
2
2
0

I

I

161

6
5
4
6
12
9
6
6
7
0
10
4

751

2
0
0
0
0
5
1
0
6
0
3

0
171

3

5
4
6
12
6
6
6
7
2
9
4

--70

Occupations of ,the children (Table ~10).-0f 2,164 boys reporting
323 have employment after school from which money is earned, and
333 work during vacation. The average earnings of these boys is
$1.80 and $2.40, respectively. Only 43 girls have · money-ea;rning
employm~nt after school ancl 47 during vacation. Considering the
greater opportunity fQr employment in the homes of this more open
district, it is rather surprising that both boys and girls are employed
with home duties only nn average of 7 hours per week.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF SAN FRANCISCO.
TAn.LE

210.-0ccttpations ot children, District No. VII.
CWldren working
athome.
·

Children earning money outside home.
Reporting.
Boys. ·

Girls.

-

Doys.

Girls.

School.

Sheridan . •.....•...•••••••. •
Farragut .....•.•.•••.•••.•..
Sunnvside .•••••••••••••....
Longfellow .•.••....•.•.•...•
Glenn JUark ............. . ...
Monroe ..••••••......•.••.•.
Cle,·el:md . . ........•.••••.•.
Vh;itation Valley ............
Portola ..•••...•••.•.•••••..
Harrison .•••••.•.•••••.....•
Bay Vitnv •••.•.•.•••.•.•.••.
Burnett •.•.•••.•.•...•••••••

193
138
66
127
273
362
1;1

92
290

53

273
126

194
145
62
114
253
370
136
121
323
34
302
146

-

44 $2. 5!)
3.30
4 2.2.')
16 2.!.\5
45 2. 62
47 2.23
8 2.31
19 2. 00
32 2.17 .
0
0
61 2.59
9 1.58

33 $1.73
31 1. 75
9 1.65
32 1. 78
42 1.64
34 1.68
18 1. 60
19 2 . 00
32 2. 06
1 3. 00
66 1. 74
6 1.00

TotaL ................ 2, 164 ,2, 200 323

48

-1.80- -333

5 Sl.OO
7
0
4
4

1.00
0
1.50

.50

4
1
2
0
9
2

1. 2.:;
1.13
.50
.85
0
1. 30
.65

43

. 97

5

----2.40

11 $2 ..20
13 1.33
0
0
4 2.00
.50
3
4 1.50
2 I. 55
4 1.00
2 1.50
0
0
3 1.00
1 1.00

9
6
7
7
7
6

5
6
6
12l
7
7l

39
25
9
42
69
74
46
24
61
0
59
49

7 497
47] 1.36 --

8
7

-7
7
8
7

6~

7
5
7l
7
8

41
33

·7
18

84

74
25

1g
46
6
56

60
-7 443

I

Economic value of gardening (Table eiJ).-The teachers of this
district estimate that it costs a family of five persons an average of
$57.29 for vegetables for one year. Thirty-nine children are absent
from school a part of the year because they are away from the city
"following the fruit." Seventy-eight children left school last yeai:
to go to work. In all cases family need is given as the cause of
leaving school.
TABLE

211.-Economio chart, ·District No. VII.

- - - -.. ----- - -.--- .....--- - .....---c--.---- -- - - - -- - - -- -.---- - - - - -

Schools.

Averag-e
Children in daily
school. attendance.

AnnunJ
Following the fruit.
cost of
vegeta- 1---.----- --.----- blo
Date of
Date of
foods Numleaving
return to
for a
b
family ' er.
school.
school.
of

~nm

bor.

Cause.

1lvo. l

Sheridan .•••..••.•...•

584

530

$54. 28

10

Farragut ............. .
Sunny~ifle .••••••••••.
Longfellow •••••••••••.
Glenn J:>ark ......... ..

449
371
729

401
210
342
656

40. 00
51.00
69.R3
69.00

0
0
0

Monroe ........... . ... .
Cleveland •.•.•..••.•..

1, 1.56
561

1,065
500

52.29
37.67

Visitation Valley ......

367

332

47.66

0

60. 00

io

226

Children leaving
school to work.

Portola ••••••••...••••

859

802

Harrison..............
Bay View.............

195
720

1~5

6i2 ""7s~so·

Burnett.... . ..........

500

450

64.00

Total...........

6, 717

6,145

57.29

C Io se

school.

o C Oct. 1. ......

4

Do.
Do.
Do.
Need; nonpromotion..

6

24

0
10 ·c·i~-;<;··ar·

0

Need.

10

1

0

5

15

·soi>i."i::::::

sr1wol.
Durin~ sum- ...............
mer vacation.
Closo or Sept. 10 .....
school.
May20 ......

Close of
school.

2

10
10

An~.

0
20 .....
Sept. 15 .... . Very

few.

.... . ......... . -.- .......... ......

39 .............. ..............

78

Need.
Do.
To · ear•
money.
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Agricultural interests of the home that might become schooldirected projects (Table ~1~) .-The reports of 4,364 children show
that 1,Gl8(){fheJ1_9mcs have some kind of a garden. Poultry is kept
at 1,157 homes, rabbits nt 3GG, and pigeons at 807. If the parents of
this district could be induced to turn over gar'd en tracts or the care
of animals to the children, it woUld be possible to work out hom~
· •projects for many children.
.

.

TABLE

212.-Agricult?n-al interests of tiw home that might become s'chooldircctcd projects, District No. VII.
Number of children having-

Children reported.
Schools.
Boys.
Sheridan ••••••••••••••••••••.•.
Farragut .•••••••••••••••••••••.
Sunnr;side••.•••..••.•..••• ·• ~ ~ ...
Lon~ .ellow ••••••.••.•.•••.• •••..
Glenn Park••·••••.•••••••• : •• ~ •.
Monroe . . ...• ·••••••••.•...••. • •..
Cleveland •••••.•••.•..••.•••.•.
VIsitation Valley •••.....•.• •.•.
Portola ..••••••••.•••••••••.••..
Harrison • • ••• -'· •••• • ••••• ~ ~ . ·••.
Bay Vlew ••••••••••••.••••.•••.
Burnett ••••.•..•••••••••.•••••.
Total •• ~ ••••••••••.•••••. •

19~

138

Girls.

194
145

.273
126

62
114
' 253
370
136
121
323
34
302
146

2,1G.J

2,200

66

127
273
31i2
171
92
290
53

Total.

Gardens. Poultry. Pigeons., Rabbits.

3R7
283
128
241
526
732
307
213
61'3
87
575

124
96
58
124
152
357
107
102.
149

24
15

83

74
42
73
122

11

34
41

221
83

5

~72

219
125

76
108
27
135
107

4,364

1,618

1,157

56

23
15
48

·a

59

88

21

58
71

136
55

M

109

i4

42

20
86
50

366
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TilE JUVENILE COURT.

As without doubt the inability of city children to find employment
for their time in the right kind of occupations and the e1nployment
of many in undesiraLle occupations are contributing influences to
juvenile delinquency, the following facts are here reproduced . from
the report of the Juvenile Court of San Francisco for the year 1915 ::
1

BAN

FRA~CISCO

JUVENILE COURT, REPORT OF PROBATION OFFICER FOB THE YEAB 1911).

During the year 1915, 833 children were, brought to the attention
of this court either because of the inab~lity of their parents to properly care for them, this through poverty, intemperance, immorality,
or other cause, or by reason of the d~ath of on~ or both parents an:d
the lack of proper guardian and means of support.
The following table shows the number of children brought before
the court for such causes :
TABLE

213!1-.-Number of children brought before court tor certain causes.
Childl"en.

Cruelty of parents----------------------------------------~eglect of parents---------------------------------~--~---~
Destitution of parents--------------------~_: _______________
Drink on part of parents-----:-------------------------_:_____

41
195
17'1
150
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Children.

Depravity of parents-----------'----.------------------------- 80
Desertion of parents _______________________________________ 140
Death of parents------------------------------------------

56

Total------~---------------------------------------- 833

During the year 668 boys and 273 girls came before the court be..,
cause of certain delinquent acts co1nmitted by them through the violation of city ordinances or the penal code, or because of immorality
and other causes.
The number of children brought before the court for such causes,
is shown by the following table:
TABLE

213b.-Boys and girls brought before court tor certain causes.
Boys.

Assault ___________________________________________ 40
Burglary__________________________________________ 81
LarcenY---------------------------------'----------- 159
Gaqg . activity, ______ ;_______________________________

Girls.

1
5

2~

Incorrigibility------------------------------------- 6!3
Vagrancy__________________________________________ 33
1\lischief ------------------------------------------ 57
Violation of city ordinance__________________________ 91
Sex immorality------------------------------------ 20
Other causes-------------------------------------- 96

83

140
44

Totals_______________________________________ 668

273

A third group is made up of th.ose who, previously before the court,
again appeared because of the need of admonishing .either the
parents or the children then1selves for their lack of progress.
This group comprises 121 boys and 29 girls; total, 150.
STREET TRADES.

Valuable facts in regard to the juvenile street trades of San Francisco have been collected by the Juvenile Protective Association. Because it has been found in the foregoing district studies that so many
schoolboys are engaged in selling newspapers, the following abstracts of findings and recommendations of this association have a
direct bearing on the educative and noneducative influences of stre"et
trades on schoolboys :
A table compiled for us from San Francisco Juvenile Court records by ) l
student at the University of California shows that 59.5 per cent of the boys
brought to court because of street trades were new:sboys; 52.84 pet.. cent of the
boys brought to court who had street trades in their previous history were
newsboys ; and 53.19 per cent of the boys who went into street trades after
they were delinquent ·were newsboys.
Recommcnclations.-,Ve have pointed out the evil environment of the street'
and its degenerating influence on young boys. We hope that it will lead to a.
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more extensive investigation and to serious consideration of the obvious neces·
sity of raisil-1g the age limit to 14 years.
'Ve recomrilen<.l a city ordinance which shaH establish the office of supervisor of street trades, having as his· sole and only duty the reguhi.tion of
street trades. He should cooperate with the trua.nt officer to secure t•egula.-r
attendance and good. stund,i ng of the boys at school.
'Ve recommend an effective licensing. system in order to secure a legitimate
class of newsboys. Each boy must hav~ a. permit ancl. wear a badge. Before
Issuing the permit, the sup~rvisor of street trades should obtain full information
regarding the boy.

The phrase " following the fruit " has a significance in California
which i~ could not ha.ve in any other· part of the United States. Be~
cause of· the v·a riations· in climate and· horticultural products, it is
always ''picking, time" in some part of the State. As the harvest
season in. any locality is comparatively . short, the pickers, usua1ly .
whole families, move north or south following the ripening fruit.
In scverf)l localities the press of w·o rk in fruit picking and packing
time is so great that both · country and city school vacations are
arranged so that the children may help. At San Jose the vacation
period covers the prune-picking time.
The school authorities in San Francisco have been annoyed by
havirJg children :from certain schools leave in large numbers about
March 1 to go to fruit-picking camps. Very often these children do
not return to-school until the middle of October or the first of November, and thus they be.come very much retarded. Several years ngo an
investigation was made by the superintendent"s office as to the number
of children . ~ho left school to "-foUow fhe fruit," with a view to
changing the. ti~e of the vacation, but when compared to the total
enrollmen,t.the number was so insignificant that no change was made.
From the answer of principals to the question, "How many children leave before the close oi the school year to go to fruit- picking
camps~ " it was found that last year approximately 24G .left school
early or returned late because of "following the :fruit." In most
ca.ses the children are accompanied by one or both parents. The
families move to eanips provided' by the fruit rap.ches and when the .
picking season is at its height a little village is formed. As the fruit ·
gathering season is· short
·m ost sections, this camp site is soo~
aban<loned and the families move to a new field after a few weeks.
The m,oral and sanitary conditions of the fruit camps are often
bad. The children who engage in fruit picking usually come from
homes where there is little real home training and run wild under
the new freedom. As · one girl said, ''I like. it better in the fruit
camp because there ain't no cop to watch us all the time." The .
frequent change from camp .to camp also hns a tendency to fo:rm

m
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roving habits. In a State report on fruit-camp ~onditions, it was
sho,Yn that a large percentage were _insnnitury.
The influence of "following the :fruit" on the life of the child
duriltg the part of the year spent in school in the city is often marked.
Most of these children are v.ery much retarded ·and lose interest in
school, and then; having no definite interest, become .vicious. In most
cities the nu1nber of juvenile court offenses increases in vacatio:n, but
in San Francisco there are about the san1e or even a smaller number,
the cause for which is attributed by the assistant probation officer to
the large nun1ber of "'vorst children" being at fruit camps. .
The Juvenile Protective Association of San Francisco has been.
engnged in studying the evils of life in fruit- picking camps. ,., The
following figures on retardation of children from the
ashington
Irving School who pick fruit, furnished by 1\Ir~. Dert Schle~s~nger;
former president of the association, show conclusively one of the evil
effects.
·
·

'V

REPORT FROM THE WASHINGTON mVING SCHOQL.

In the Washington Irving School the compulsory educational law
is being violated. Pupils are retarded from 3 to 5 years. One week ·
ago (Feb. 20, HHG) the following left to cut asparagus, to return
some time in October; of foreign birth-school very necessary:
TAriLE 214.-Pupils leaving scTtool . .
Age.
12 ••••••••••..•••••.•.•...•...
11 ••••••••••••.••••••••••.•.••
12 ••••••••••••.•...•.••••••••.
11 ••••••••••.••......•••.•••••
12 ••••.•••..••••••••••••••••••
12 •••••.•••..•.••..........•. •
10 •••••.•......•.....•.•..•...

Grade.

Retardation.

4
3

3

8 .•••••.••.....••.•••.•.•.••..

3
4

12 •••••••••• • .•••••••••••••••.
11 ••••••.•••.••••.•••••••·••••.

3

4

7 .••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.

3

4
3
4
5

12 ••••••••••••• • •••••••••• • •••
11 ............................ .
15 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
12 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3
2
1

8 •••••..... ··••••·•···••••••··
8 .••••.•......•••..•... • .•.••.
8 ..•...............•..•.......

3

4
1

13 ••.••.•••........••••.•••...

3

11 ••••••.••••••••...•••.•••.•.

3

8 ••••.........•.• . •.........•.
11 ••••• ~ .......•.••••....... . .

7 •••
•••••••••··•••••••••••••••
12
••••.•••••.•.•••••••••••••
•.

9 •••••..•.••••.....•.•.•.•.••.
11 ••••••••••••••••••• ~ ..••••••

13 ••••..•..••.•....••...••••..
14 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
15 •••••••••••••••••.•.•••.•...

8 •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••

12 ••••••••••••••••••..•••••.• .
14 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
14 ••••••.•.••• • •..•••••.•.•.•.
12 •.••••.•...•••••••.•.•.•....

1
1
1

3
2
3
. 3
5
5
1
2
5
5
3

Age.

1

14 .•••••..•...........•.•.....

4

8 •••••••••••• - . ••••• •••••••••

1
3

8 ............................. .
13 •••••....•••••..•.•.•.•••••.

5
3
4

7 • ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••
10 .•••••••.•.•.•••••••••••••..
12 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2

9 ••••• •;• ...•.•..•..•••.•••••·•.

4 7 ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
2
12 ••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••
2.. 10 ••••••••....••••••••••. ~ ..•.
4

Grade.
1
3
3
1
3
3
3
4
1
1

r

3

1
1
3
1
2
2

2

1
4

} .

1

•
8
1
•
6
8
3

2
2

2
6

2
2
6 .

1
8 .
6

2
1

3

•

All of the above evils of "following the fruit" and more are
undoubtedly real. The children who go to the camps are nearly all
from schools in the congested sections of the city, and in the home
environments undoubtedly encounter all the vices. A child must
have some interest and employment or · all his time will be spent in
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occupations that ·a re not suited to his development. At home in the
city, about-the· only employment open to the child is in the street
trades, and the Juvenile _Protective Association bas condemned these
even more strongly than it has "following the fruit.'~ U ndcr the
present insanitary and imin~ral :conditions of the .camp, the ~l1ild
has an out-of-door life and regular employment and surroundings ·
which are little, if any, worse than those of the city slums~
Under the right direction and condit~ons, fruit picking might be ·
made healthful~ educative, and iucrU;tiYe to the children. I~"ortu
nately, the experiment has been tried by the Boys' and Girls' Aid
Society and has met ·.with marked success. The work of the ·wards
of· this society has been well described by the superintendent for
the society, in his 41st annual ~eport.
CAMP PERKINS.

\Ve moved to Camp Perkins on 'the 5th of June wfth 125 boys, ·traveling in
special cars on the Nodlrwestern Pacific RaihYay to Sebastopol nnd the Petaluma &; .Sa.nta Rosa Electric Railway from Sebastopol to Barlow, where we
found the \Vork of the advance party, under 1\Ir. 'Velch's direction, well performed ttnd a yery complete and perfect camp awaiting us~
·
Unusuui PI_"ecnutions hri.d been taken to make tlie camp sanitary and health·
ful. The kitchen and all toilets "~ere carefully screened against flies; tt new
· hospitt't'l, ·consisting largely of screening, erected; and ·covered garJJage cans
lnstnlle(t
During the ~ummer, when the work p"ermitted, all of the tent platforms under
the boys' Sleeping tents were raised. from the ground from 18 inches to 3 feet,
affording ventilation beneath and making them more healthful.
Here we spend n little over three months picking berries-loganberries,
mammoth blackberries, and Lawton blackberries--over 77,000 trays of them,
nearly 200 tons-and lust year was an off year, with a light crop. The summer's earnings amounted to '$3,895. This large sum was distributed among
.about 180 boys, according to their individual ability at picking. For each t.1ay
every boy is credited with the exact number of trays picked and is paid what
he earns, less 12! cents per day charged for camp expenses. · This does not .
pay· the expense of maintaining ·the camp, only part of the · expense, but ·it does
sen·e to teach the boys thnt part of each day's earning must be used toward
their o\vn support. ··
'
On our return from camp the nccounts are closed and each boy may spend
his earnings us he desires, part being kept in reserve for future use. All of
the boys· invest in suits of clothing for Sundays and special occasions, shoes,
huts~ iincn, and neckwear; many have dentistry done; and a large number
subscribe for· magazines, which are a continued source of pleasure and pr.ofit.
Every boy retains part of his earnings, leaving it to his credit, to be drawn
for .carfare t;tnd spending money on Sundays. This .double process of earning
money at piecework of a nature especially adapted to · boys, as the berrypicking is, arid of expending the money earned, is of great moral and educa·
tional value, teaching the value of ·money and demonstrating to a boy how
much easier and more desirable it is to earn one's money by honest labor than
to acquire it by crooked means.

on
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The economic side of camp life would more than justify its continuance,. for,
in audition to the benefit to the boys, the help afforuell the. berry grower is tnnilunble. 'Ve are unable to furnish pickers for all the growers who apply, :
though this summer 've had a.n enlarged camp and the largest enrolhrieut fir·
the history of the work, 168 boys being the high-water mark. This taxed th~
capacity of our li:itcben to the utmost, but :Mrs. Skinner was equal to the task ·
· and kept the boys well fed. To do this required large supplies of provision$
dai1y and our bills were heavy. About 8,000 loaves of brea<l were consumetl
<::ncb month at the rate of 2GO per day, anll 20 gallons of rich, pure milk were
used, for country air and outdoor work sharpen the appetite of all.
Rccreat-ion.-Hmvever, worli: is not the only activity at camp, for n part of
every day is reserved for recreation, and during June every evening was· spent
in training for the Fourth of July. The gymnasium suits were donne<l by
those who expected to compete in the athletic events on the Fourth, and ·the .
evening wns spent in running and jumping.
But the Fourth was not the only special day, for on August 8 the boys were
the guests of the directors of the Gra venstein Apple Show in Sebastopol, which
was thrown open to them. After the show had been carefully inspected, mnny
of the concessions were opened to them and greatly enjoyed by all.
Sa~urdays were res~rved . for recreation, ?:nd . many a good base~aH . &~we , ,W~.~
. played on our cUammul ...betwee,:l tbe · ~ev~ral . nine~ . ..with an ·· occaslt¥iittl>~gn*t~
with an outside nine.
But the swimming hole was by all odds the most popular place at camp, and ,
to it the squads or working parties wended their way at the conclusion of the
day's picking as often as possible, and always on Sundays for the weekly bath.
:Many boys learn to swim during each summer, for the pool is admirably
adapteu for the purpose, sloping gently down to where the water is 7 feet deep,
and good diving.
The recreation side of the camp life is valuable and makes better boys of all.
Another valuable feature is the opportuniay for a measure of self-government
which is granted the boys.. Each squad of boys elects its own captain and·
l!eutenaut, \vho have charge, under the overseer, untl help in moving tl1e squad
to and from work and in the berry patch, and each company has its own
<:aptain, who has charge of the tent antl assists the night watchman to main·
tain good order.
. ..
.. . ,...
A mayor, clerk, and sheriff complete the boys' organization, in addition 'to'>·
the semimilitary OI~ganization 'vhich prevails. From reveille in . the morning
to taps at night all is done by bugle call, and the be&utiful flags floating
from the tents an<l large flagstaff add to the military effect.
Sunday is a day of rest and after the bathing is attended to is devoted to .
music, reading, letter writing, nnd a religious service in the early evening.
Many come from the neighborhood to enjoy the boys' spirited singing and
to listen to addresses by the Rev. William Rogers, who for 10 years has given
up his Sunday evenings to conducting this service and has won the love and
good will of all the boys by his kindly but forceful pleas for clean, upright.
and gouly 1i ves.
Early in September the berries were harvested a~d on the lOth . w.e , r.etu~:nea... .
to San li"ra~cisco, · a sunburnetl, healthy, and happy bunch of boys, after our:··
twelfth annual camp on Mrs. Barlow's ranch. A pleasant trip to San FrlljB·
cisco and the home and the :Monday following found all of the boys at their
desks in the schoolroom, ready to study and improve their minds, filled witb
renewed zest and earnestness after their three months' outing.
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From ·every standpoint the berry picking camp of the Boys' and
Girls' Aid Society seems to have been success. Very often in our
educational work we have discovered the most valuable projects for
our abnormal and delinquent children. At. the other extreine the
many boys' and girls' camps of the northern part of the United
States are filled with children each summer. Wealthy men feel that
the training their children receive· from 10 weeks of directed camp
life is ·worth from $150 to $250. In San Francisco there are over
11,000 boys and 14,000 girls who have no definite· employment during the su.m.m.er. Child labor laws have taken away from city
children many employments which ,were .harmful to them, but something tnust be found to take the place of these activities. Modern
city education must supply occl.lpations which are educative and
productive.
If "following the fruit'' can be made educative and productive.
for delinquent children, might not it be much more ·so· when normal
boys and·· girls· engage· in it -under the-.right· direction:~
From Janua-ry 1; 1915:, · to January · 1; , 1916; <t:he ·coU1ity ·of ·San
francisco spent $177,907.54 for the care of juvenile court children
by agencies and institutions. The boys of the Boys' and Girls' Aid .
Society earned $3,895· in one summer and returned to the city .
stronger mentally, morally, and physically. In . Districts Nos~ 1, 4;
and 5, where ·gardeni_n g and other educative and productive occupations are almost prohibitive because of the lack of land, the e:£periment of vacation fruit picking merits trial. · This work should be
under the direction of a teacher who can lead the children not only
in the routine of fruit picking, but also in a love of country life
and the vocational study of growing of the fruit. .A large part -o f
the cost of this work might be paid for out of the earnings of the
ehilclren. · This is an educational problem of San FranGiE?co
.that
..
needs much further study to determine the time of year that the
picking must be done,. the extent of the· field; the number of children
who need such training most, and the cost of such a proj:ect to the
school department.

a

.

.

rossmLE PLAN :Fon sci.tooL·DmECTED '''FoLLOWING THE FRUIT."

The following suggestive outline of the cost of taking 20 boys to .
fruit-picking camps has. been prepared in order to show the pos-.
sibilities in a concrete way. Twenty children ha~ been selected
as the unit for one person to instruct, as that number is often. cared
for by a single boys' camp leader. _T he money received by each
child for the summer's work is small, but returns in health and
edncntion would be la-rge as compared to spending a summer in the
"North Dencli. Section." An increase in the amount of · berries. .
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picked would increase the profit and it is. possible that the cost
of the can1p, as given below, might be decreased.
Cost and earnings sheet tor 20 boys following fruit.

Cost

Teacher 3 months (00 dn~~s), at $100 per month ______________________ J~3.00.
Food cost of 20 boys, 1 teacher, 1 cook, at 20 cents per duy ____________ .....~~
Car fare to camp 1 and return, 22 people-------------------,--:----------, ,,., 44
Salary of cook------------------------~---------------------------~9o
Total -------------------------------·- -----------------------

830

Earnings of 20 boys, ut 75 cents a day, for 70 days _____________________ 1, 050
ffilliGATION OF GARDENS.

During a part of the year

~t

is impossible to produce many

t~t~i~ :crops successfully .in San Francisco without irrigation.

vege~

Ac..
cording .t o Bill No. 3GG5, Ordinance No. 3340, Section 5 (new series);.
etc., irrigation for private gardens and private grounds costs $0.00575
per square yard; no monthly charge to be less than 17 cents. ·
Information obtained at the city water department indicates that
when the flat rate charge is made up for a dwelling, the above pr~
vailing rate per square yard is charged whether the lot is bare sand,
lawn, or garden. A home owner who does not cultivate his lot is
therefore paying for water from which he derives no benefit.
A plnn for the use of water to irrigate vacant lots used :for gardening, now being contemplated by another west coast city, might well
be copied by San Francisco. By this plan to :foster the use o:f vacant
lots for the growing of vegetables nn<l flowers, anyone securing permission from the owner to use a vacant lot for gardening may apply
to the city water department to have a water line laid to the
property. The cost o:f installing the line is made against the owner
of the property and carried by the city without interest until a build.
ing is to be erected, at which time the regular charge is collected.
By this plan the water department is enabled to keep a p.niform
working force, water lines to property on which buildings are being
built having priority, and any extra time is given to vacant lots in
the order that requests are received.
Horticulture products and farm. area of San Francisco County anil
10 near·- by counties (Tables ~15 and ~10).-A study of the census
figures on the horticultural products and size of farms in the counties near Snn Francisco was made in ·order to determine the possi-.
bilities of vocational direction by prevocational training in gardening. In the counties nearest the city the number of small farms is
1
Camp equipment to be furnished by grower or to become permanent equipment of
school department.
'
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largest. To state thnt a county produces large quantities of vegetables or small fruits is almost equivalent to stating that there are
many small farms. There are a few large farms growi~g · small
fruits, but in most cases the demands of cultivation and the high
money value per unit are~ require that· each grower · c~nfine .his •·
efforts to a small acreage.
TABLE

215.-Ho:r ticultural products of San Franctsco .·a nd near-by counties.
Counties. ·

San Francisco .•••.••.•••..•.•.•.•...•.•.
Alaml'da •••••••••.••••.•••.•.•.....•.•..
Contra Costa ••••••..•.••.•.•••••••.••••.
Marin .••••.•••...•.••....•..••..•••••••.
Sonoma ••••••.•.....•••......•...••••••.
Napa ....................................
Solano..•.•••.....•••..•.••.••••••..•••• .
Sacramento._..............................
·s an Joaquin •.......•...•••.•••••••..•••.
Santa Clara••••...••••.•••••.•.•.•••••••.
San Mateo...............................

TABLE

y~~e-

table:;.

rotatoes.

ACTe8.

Acres.

Trees.

7,-l!l9

t, 65!;

627,~2-1

4~5

22:l,9:l9
32,2ti8

4fi6

3, (j.ll()
117
9ii-l

428
f>50

6,31i7
6,72~

4,2-11
3,210

F.7

12,6R7

1,105

2,279 1,3fl4, 105
6:30

311

1,40fl
21,313
l,OR5
971

-107,391
1,357,911
501i, 9til
. 3f~-t,290
5,0-l!l,ili6
43,655

Troyt·
ca

Grape-

fruits.

vines.

Trees.

Number.

.·, .1
3,QOO
15,000 2.390,9r>Y
10,5!)7 2,972,13U
3S7
liS, HI~
20,221\ 17, 9:l!J, 972
2:1,251 S,5!l:l,1:l~
~.\Ill _t,2l:l,2li5
84,Rii3 7,ti27,510
2fi.070 1~,371, 7Y4
21-I,02:l 51 fi.~ -1, 4SO
;,2-19
12-1,990

Small
fruits.

Nuts.

ACTea.

Treu.

··-··4oi · . '2-';250
215,249

6

3

212

1, 471
59
12

lR, f.:Jl
2,7fl8
100,239
67,156

M-1

9Y,499

92

1,011

48,398
331

69

210.-Size of farms in San F 'r ancisco and near-by counties.

Counties. '

San Francisco••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••
AlamE>da ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••
Contra Costa •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Marin .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••
Sonoma •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••

fo~~:~·:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
Sacramento •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••.

::~t~(}~~~~--:

Orchard
fruits.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Be.n.Mateo •••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••

Percent
under 3

acres.

.·. 43.9
6.1
1.2
1.2

.9
.9

.5
. .7
.2
1.4
6.9

ror cent

Per cent

acres.

acres.

3 to 9

38.2
24.3
8.0
7.0
19.0
9.0

3. 7

10.4
6.2
16.3
12.1

9 to 19

7.0
16.6
8.0
10.0
18.0
14.0
5.2
14.8
16.1
25.0
8.0

Total.

89.1
47.0
17.0
18.0
37.9
23.9
9.4
25.9
22.6
42.7
27.0

In San Francisco Gounty 43.V per cent of the farms are unde_r 3 ..
acres in size and 82.1 per cent under 10 acres. In Alameda County,
which produces many vegetables, 30.* per cent of the farms are less
than 10 acres in extent and over one-third of the ar_e a of Sonoma
County, which produces much small fruit, is divided into farms of
less than 20 acres.
·
In order to be successful the owners of these small farms must ·
practice intensh·e methods of crop production. Through the use of
the small _back ynru and vacant lot .garden many children moy be
taught these intensive methods which later may be instrtUnental in
the choice of gardening as a vocation.
SHOULD THE CITY TRAIN HER YOUTHS IN AGRICULTURE~

The location of San Francisco, . directly across the bay from the
University of California, with its strong agricultural college, should
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make easy the giving of agricultural courses in the city schoo~ sys:..
ten1. Many of the boys from the city now attend the college of agriculture, whose work would b3 strengthened by prevocational courses
in gardening in the grades and vocational courses in the high school.
'Vere such courses given, many more city boys would, without doubt, .
select agriculture for their life work and receive advanced training
at Berkeley.
The following statistics collected by Prof. B. H. Cocheron show
that more than half of the students .registered in the college of agriculture in April, 1915, came from the city and had had little or no
previous agricultural experience:
QUESTION

1:

,,re1~e 1lU~L brought

up on a fann or ra,nch,
Brought up on
farm.

Not brought up on
farm.

Classes.
Number. Per cent. Number. Percent.
Freshmen ..................................................... .

r~~r~~~~~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Seni ' rs ..... .. ............... . ................................. .
Graduates and specials ................ . ....................... .
Total ............................. . ..................... .

QUESTION

50
46
29
42
21

42.0
43.8
30.7
46.1
45.6

1881

41.31

69
59
63
49
25

53.8
54;3

2651

58.6

5R.O
56.1
69.2

II : Did you come to the un·i1;ersU11 from a home situ.ated on a fann
or 1·anch,
From farms.

Not from farms.

Classes.

----------- -------------------------------1
:rehhmon......................................................

J~~io~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:Number., Por cent. Numbor. Per cont.
-------1------1------

g~ I

~~·~

~~

~~-~

27 '
3190

29:6
34?1~. 93

64
2671

70:3

I

SGenidors.t......d•••• - -.- .1........ .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • •
6578.70·
ra ua es an spec1a s................. . ............ . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
1---------1-----1--Total....................................................
_146 1
32.3
306
67.8-

QuESTION

III: How rnan1r11cars ·or months ·of actual full day's 'u;orlc ltave

you

ever done?
A ·ve'rages.

Freshmen _____________________________
Sophomores ___________________________
Juniors _______________________________
Seniors _______________________________
Graduates and specials ________________
Entire registration _________ __ ______ ____

11 months and 14 days of farm work.
1 year, 4 month!::l, and 18 days.
1 :year, G months, and 3 dn.ys.
2 :rears, 2 months, and 13 (]ays.
2 years, 10 months, and 8 days.
1 :year, 7 months, and 2 days.

As might have been expected, th~ length of work increases with the progre&sion of the classes, but unexpectedly increases fuster than the amount of time
out of , scltool -for vacations - wQulU pet;mit. This has been caused by students
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who drop out of .school for a year or more an<l by students with whom time
mnguities the nmount of worl\: they have done.
~'here are 75 students in the college who state they haYe never <lone n full
day's furm work in their lives. Of these 5 are graduates, 8 seniors, 12 juniors,
10 sophomores, an<l 25 f~·e~hmen.
TEACIIER TRAINING.

When gardening is put on a strong financial basis in San Francisco,)ts perman~nt success will depend on the teaching force. The
cxperien.ce of city school-garden supervisors of the country seems to
prove that the best results can be obtained for the least expenditure
of money by training the regular grade teachers or by appointing
grade teachers who have had garden~teaching experience else,vhere'.
In reply to the question, "Have you a teacher trained to do the
garden work~ " 13 principals answer " Yes" and G7 " No." While
the field work of the survey w.a s in progress most of the teachers
whom the principals consider trained to do, garden teaching .w ere
interviewed. Some of these teachers ha.d taken theoretical courses
in agriculture at the University of California and had also had n1uch
practical experience. All of the teachers were enthusiastic and all
had received some special training for garden teaching. The teachers were uncertain. as ,to the .best .methods of applying .agricultural
knowledge to the teaching of city children, but all would welcome
supervision and direction from a trained leader of garden work.
The garden department should grow gradually from a small beginning to a department that reaches every child of garden age in the
whole city. Thirteen teachers make a good nucleus from which to
start, but these teachers will wish to continue their training, and
other teachers must become prepared to take up and extend the 'vork
each year. Teachers who wish to, become garden specialists should
attend all conferences and classes held by the supervisor of garden~
ing. They should be assigned to practice teaching under the direc- ·
tion of experienced teachers who are also in service as school and
· home-garden teachers.
Another source or practical garden information is the Italian
gardener. Because of the high price of land and demands of ·the
local n1arkets, these gardeners must make every square foot of land
yield its utmost. By observation of the Italian .methods, time of
planting, and succession of cr'ops garden teachers may obtain much
practical information.
Because of the near-by location of the University of California,
with · its agricultural department and many agricultural courses,
teachers in . San .li"'ran,cjsco have 'unusual opportunities for agricultural training. •· C'ou:r~ies · lOOA·, 100'13; 101;::102,. a'rid ·to4 ::are;'uf "special
value to city teachers of gardening.
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CHILDREN.

Economic.-Reports were received from 7,015 children (Table 218)
who could have home garden plats or 400 square feet or more. vVithout doubt many more children could be supplied with space on vacant
lots. If only the 7,015 children were taught to make gardens, how·eYer, and each child grew 10 cents worth of vegetables 1 per square
foot, a total value of $316,000 would be produced on waste lu_nd by
the now wasted tin1e of the children. As one teacher is able to direct
the ·-g arden work of about 150 children, 53 trained teachers would be
needed to work after school, on Saturday, and during the ·summer
vacation. An additional salary of about $250 .would probably be
sufficient for the extra work of each of these teachers, or a total.
·c ost to the sthool department of $13,250.
From a purely financial stand point, an expenditure of $13,250
for·a return of $316,000 should be good business. In case the children
average a net return of only 2! cents per square foot, the return in
food to the comn1~nity would have a value of $79,150, or nearly six
times the cost in teachers' salaries.
II ealtlt.-...1\. grand total of 29,670 children were reported by upper
grammar grade teachers. To improve the health of this army of
-c hildren through out-of-door exercise would be of enough value to
warrant all expenditure for garden teaching. To be mentally strong,
the child must be physically healthy. A child, working with feet in
the soil, head in the sunlight, and lungs filled with fresh air, will
have redder blood coursing through his veins, eat better, sleep better,
-and grow into stronger manhood than one who works in mill or
-shop or idles his time away.
The 10,3GO children who live in apartments, flats, and tenements
need this health-giving exercise most. To play on street and sid~
walk is dangerous to life and to -walk with parents simply for exer~
cise is boredom. The n1ost real of all experiences comes to the child
through accomplishing a worthy, yet difficult, task that has definite
.relntion to his present life and at which he works with purpose.
111ental training.-~iost of the present-day city occupations open
to children very largely cease to be. educative when they become pro- .
-d ucti ve. In the shop and factory, the same thing must be done in
exactly the same way, day after day. In the street trades, there is
very little chance for real occupational growth and the acquiring of the" bnsines~ sense," commonly spoken of, is often really the forma·
tion of habits of taking ad vantage o:f others.
In the garden, on the other hand, conditions are hardly the same
from hour to hour. Each day brings new duties and problems, and ·
1

Now being produced by children ln clUes of eastern and Southern Statel!t.
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each year old .methods mu~t be improved and new .products may be
ndded. Th_e child is not taking advantage of another for his own
guin, but coping with n~ture's forces and learning nature's innumerable lessons, and at the same time contributing much to the comfort
and pleasure of others.
II abita of indu.atry.-0£ the total number of children who reported
(29,679), 10.9 per cent worked du.ring the out-of-school hours and 10
per c~nt · (T~ble 219) were employed in the vacation. The .time of
both boys and girls was.occupied less than one hour per day by duties
in the home. Studies of the out-of-school employment of children
seem to show that, as the city grows in size, the possibilities. for productive occupation decreases and that the dec;rease is in direct r~tio .
to the size of the city.
The boy without . regular work is apt to be father of the man;
without a ,job. San Francisco has too many of the "park bench
type" already. In order that the man may be a successful worker the
child needs real occupation when in the habit-forming period •. . The
productive cultivation of the back yard$ and vacant lots of the city
would furnish regular occupation .for many children who · have .no
occupati<?n .or h~ve been exclude.d from harmful p11rsuits by childlabor laws.
The making of a successful garden must be attended by .daily work.
Weeds hn ve to be subdued, the soil has to be mulched, and crops
harvested at the right stage of ~evelopment. From such regular
work the child forms· early the habit of industry.
·
},f oral ·influenoes.-No other one thing reveals quite so clearly to
tl1e child his place in life's plan as work with living, growing things.
Through the use and· sale of the garden products he learns to value
dollars in terms of labor. To learn to earn one's own living honestly
is a fundamental pasis of morality. .The evils. of community, State,
and nation come not from those who have learned to live by their
own labor, but from those who wish only to profit ·from the labor of
others.
·
NATURE STUDY.

Nature study and elementary science are required subjects in the
graded schools of San Francisco. Enough ·serious consideration has
not been given to· the subject,
however, to work out a con1plete pro\·
gram adapted to the city. In surveying the work of the elementary
schools, 1\tiessrs. McMurry and Withers found the nature study ·Course
ancl teaching unsatisfactory .
.The 1911 cotirse of study inclu4ed nature study for the purpose
of vitalizing other subjects.. ..By. __this .method the subject lost its
identity, ceasing to exist as an independent subject through over.

93815-17---39

.
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correlation. The supplementary course of 1015 tries to remedy this
condition by swinging to the other extren1e and outlining a' defittltEf
nature study and science course from the third to eighth grndes in~:.
clusi,·e, based on 1\iurche's Science Readers. This course in its· dc~fl;.;··
niteness goes so far as to designate the exact 1nnnbcr of pages to be~
co,·ered in each grnde each semester. "''rhe assignment of a · set 'of
renders can not- be regarded as an adequate solution of the problem
of science teaching in the grades. A bookish approach to science is
wrong." 1
·
In the actual carrying out of this course, conditions ·vary· 1n cnch.
school nnd with the individual teachers in the sa1ne school. · llecnus·e
of the time given to the subject, smne teachers n1ust enlarge UJiOrt ,
the work given in 1\Inrche, while others are content to do on(y whut·
is prescribed. The tin1e 'given to nature study and science teaching varies all the way from one 20-ln inute perioll to five
n1ore··ao.:.
minnte · periods per " . eek. Tnble 217. There is dnngcr of some·
teacher -'riding a hobby" while others slight the subject. Thi·~~ 
bunclr·ecl and nirte ·teachers reported on the number of field tHps~
tal{ en in the interest of studying· nature as follows: ExctH'sions were
conducted by 132, while 177 did not .take classes to the. field at nil.·

or

TAnLE 217.-Numbcr of nature-study cxcttr&ion& rcp01·tccl by tca.cher-.

Nature-study excursions reported by tenchcr:
Tcncbers.,
Not fillY---------------------------------------------------_:..:., ____, l'r7
Per week (one) ___________________ .:__-:____________________________
· u·
Per . month- ·
Orte~-- -----------.,;.-----------~-------------;.. __ ...; ____ ...; ___ _.._____

],5 .

T,,-o
Pet· senrOitc____________ _:_____________________________________________

---------------------------------------..!----------------

ll,

'1" \\'0 ______ ,;,.. ______ ~.:. ____ ..;. ________._____________________________

7'

,,.ec_ ---·------------------...;-•------------------------------

·4

TJ

s··

Fcl\11' ---------------.--------------------------------:... ___ .._ _____ ;..

I'" I YC-----------------------------------------------------~--·
Per te•·m-

() 1\U---------------------------------------------------------

..{.~
45

'J'\YO--------------------------------------------------------

20

FcJU r --.- -----------------------------------------------------

4

Tl' t·<...-e-------------------------------------------------------

Five-------------------------------------------------------perlollS per week ns reported by teucher:

Natnr,e-stwl~·

One I•cr

wccl~----------------------- ____________________ _:. ___ ..,;___

Twc, 11er ,,·eeli::...------------------... --------_;--------.:.------------'J'Iti"Pe pPt' wePk-------------------------------------------------Fotlt' JIPr "'eck __ ... _____ ., ___ ..., ______________ _,______________________
Fi ,.e per \veek----------·- -----·--...·- --· ______ _:_____________________
1

Dr. C. A . .Mcllurry ; sec p; 2W.

0

3
14tl:

300
lO:t
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In the cases of .tenchers· who do conduct exctirsions, the number o1
trips varies from one per year·.to . one . per . week. These variations
do not seem to be, uniform · by grad~s, but ~ithout doubt depend on
the interest of the teacher. During _the. exposition the children ,from
all schools 'vere taken to study the exhibits and thus had nn unusual
chance to gain nature-study information. The San Frn:hcisco schooi
board overlooked an opportunity by not securing some of these disphlyS for geography and nuture~study museums .
. In answer to a question on the use of illustnitive material~ in
nature study and science lessons, the most common answer was, "In
. all lessons ''henever rna terhil is a vailu ble. ''
A few of ·tbe teachers' answers in regard to· the use of specimens
and al?parf1tUS in nature· study and science"follow :.
"":re bring ti1e .material into cla-ss .each lesson."
" E,·ery
matm~lal, sunstnnce mentioned in :Murcbe's Science nerider
is m~ed in the Clnss room clurlng the lesson, given: nccortliug to our Cour::;~ of.
Study. . Illustrathe material usually consists of.· drawings ou Lourd. or pictul'es in book~." . · .·· ·. ; .' ·
.
· ·
·.
·
·
"The science· is ~tJll In · its early stnges. The .firsf yenr fs entirely nature
study with lllm:trntive muterin_l in each lesson. Ii1 the other science (of common things) which dents with unture nnd the simplest fads of physics nml
chetuf~tr·y, we alwnys t1·y to show n. relution l>etweeu it nnd lllant 'oa· ·nninutl
life. 1llustrntl\·e nwterlitl is used whenever Jlossihle. Our n)l}ltll"utus is limltet.l but, little by little, the \vorl{ Is tuking n more ucfiulte shape."
"There is no · time for fieJcl trips noll ·the classes nre much too lnr~e and
too young for one teaclle.r tu hantlh~ lnfunnully. Some chiltl hr·iitgs lllustrnth·e
mn t l'l"htl neurty eYery day or· sowe article on the subject without being asked
for it."
" '.fhe seventh and eighth grndes have ' Science ' three times n week. Two
Ies~ons nre de,·otml to the wm·k mentioned nbove anti the thir(l to ph~·f'Jology
or hygiene. 'Ve huve lllustrntlve material for this work wheneYer pussiiJie."
"In m·ery wny possible the mu~trntlve materinl is used, some of tlic work
being mnfle at home. A sumll luhorutory is ill the school. I tun ullowt•tl hy
the rwinetvn.l to make my own course in science. Gus n.nu electricity ure in
my room."
·
"Dnrlng the lessons on wnter nnd mercury (as used in sepnrnttng gold from
its ore) the necessary mnterlnls were on hand in the schoolroom."
"\Ve hn,·e n Yery ~ood mu~eum with specimens colleC'teu by the children
mostly. 'Ve hnve growing plnuts nud Yegetuules in se~tson."
"\Vhenever the textbool{ requires it nnd we bnve the npparntus."
"IInve lnlcl out n flnw.e1· gnrden 1n the snnu lot acl.1otnh1g the school. In this
wny h:l\'e taught the d1i ldr·eu something aiJout practical garucuiug. Thi~ year
will t1·y to raise vegetuiJles."
"'rher·e ls need for nppnr~tus for nlmo~t e~ery science lesson. .At present~
howe,·er·, we hn ,.P 110 nppal~~ttus n.1lll experiments cuu not be performed until
supplies nrc pro,·itle<l."
·

m·tlcle:

In the science clnsscs of the upper grades illustrative material has
been furnished to the three inter1nediatc schools by the boar<.l of education. In se\·ernl other schools the science is taught ns n departmental subject, and son1c nppurutns is n1a<le by the children or furnished by tbe school department. .. Very few of ..the schools ha ¥e
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collections of any kind and when present they are in the principal's
office and not accessible for the children to look at at will. Several
teachers report that they have personally purchased the apparatus·
needed for illustration in their classes, as it was impossible to get
~he material from the board, or, when thus ordered, it was a long
time before deli Yery.
'
If nature study and science teaching are to assume the place of
vital importance in the course of study of the grades that their value
merits, some one with e:xperienee 11nd training must ·be appointed to ·
supervise the work.
The duties of such. a supervisor should be to outline a series of .
topics suited to San Francisco, together with bibltograpliies on each
subject; to train the teacher to select and teach the topics of greatest:
value in the environments of the schools concerned; and to aid theboard of education and teacher in ~electing and obtaining the illustrative material needed for the topics to be taught. 1 Nature study,
elementary science, and gardening have so many points of common
interest that the director of gardening would be the logical person
to pla~e in charge. of all work of this nature. The home garden
would .be the logical center for a very large part of the nature study.
)

PLANTING AND HARVESTING. OF

GARD~N

CROPS IN SAN FRANCISCO.

In order to show the possibilities of crop production under th&
clin1atic conditions of San Francisco, the following monthly pllintih:t
calendars have been compiled: 2
MONTH OF JANUARY.

Vegetable crops that may be pla·nted.

(Last of month.)
Root crops:
Cnrrots.
Turnips, etc.

Salads:
Corn salad.
Lettuce.
Spinach.

Flower crops that mau be planted.

Roses.
Gln(liolus.
l .. ilies.

Sweet peas.
lla rdy
mmuals,
such ns:
Snnpdrngon.

Perennials :
Hollyhocks.
Ga i lin rdias.
Creopsis, etc.
W i I d flower
seeds for
open ground.

Vegetable e1·ops that may be harveBted.

\Vlnter lettuce.
Cabbage.
Kule.
Carrots.
Parsnips.
Turnips.

Potatoes, second
crop.
Swiss chard.
Celery.
Cauliflower.

Flower crops that mau be l1,arvesteil.

In bloom:
Nnrclssus, paper white.
Fr·ee~lns.

'Vtnter stock.
Calendula.

Al~·s~um.
Pnn~ies,

etc.

St>e also Ch. VI.
From lnfnrmotlon furnished hy Ttn.lfnn gnr<l,•ners, complle<l by 1\IIss Louisa !.IeDer·
mutt. und frum lnformntlnn ohtalned from h•u«lln" S11n I•'rnndsco scedRmen, compiled bJ
~r. W. G. llummcl, associate professor of agricultural education, University of CalltorniA.
1

t
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MONTH OF FEBRUARY.

Vegetable crops that may be planted.

Parsley.
Onions.
Lettuce.
Radish.
· Beets.
Turnips.
Cnubnge.
Cauliflower.
Spinach.
Swiss chard.
Kohl-rabi.

·Peas.
Celery.
Potatoes.
Brocolll.
Brussels sprouts.
Garnet Chill potaoes.
Perennials:
IUmbarb roots.
Horse-radish.

Flower crops that ma11 be planted.

Vegatable crops .t hat may be ltarvested.

Same

as January.

Flower crops that may be harvested.

Same as list for January plus dahlias and all hardy annual .. flowers. ·
Perennials may still be plante<}, but
they .will not · flower until August
or September of same yenr.
All flowering, shrubs and trees.

noses.
\Vlnter ftowerlng sweet peas.
Snowfialies.
Almonds.
Calendulas.
Pansies
Duffodlls.

MONTH OF MA.BCH

Vegetable crops that may be planted.

Vegetable crops that may be harvested..

Same as February with beans and
cucumbers added.
Celery.
Artichokes.

Lettuce.
Radish.
Onions.
Carrots.
Parsnips.

Flower .. mc.ops . that ma.'Jl· b.e .. planfctl.
All of those gi ,-en for February plus

Flower crofJ!J that m~y. ~~' · ·h~r'Veft~~d,.

Daffodils.

the half hardy annuals, such a$:
Verbena
Petunias~
Schizanthus.
Snlt)igl·nssls.
Asters, etc.
Centaurea.
MONTH OF APRIL.

Vegetable crops that may be planted.

Same as February, if planting is required.
-No potu toes.
Flower crops that · may . be planted.

annuals · and perenniais except
those which are tender.

All

Veget~ble

crops that may be har·vested.

. Lettuce.
lladlsh.
Turnips.

Young beets.
Kohl-rabi.

Flower crops that may be harvested.

Spanish Iris.
Hyacinths.

Tulips.
Roses.
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MONTH OF :MAY.

Vegetable crops that mav be planted.

Vegetable crops tliat may be ll.arvestetJ.

Same as February, if planting is re-

Spinach.
Swiss chard.
'l'urnips.
Beets.

quired.

No potu toes.

Kohl-rabi.
I'ens.
Lettuce.
Radish.

Flower crops that 1nay be planted.

Flower crops tllat may be harvestctl

All flowers, bnrdy nnd tender.
Cbt·ysantllemum plants.
Be<l.Uing plants.

Tulips.
Iris.
\Vild flowers, nnd annuals planted 1n
early part of :rear.
MONTH OF JUNE.

Vepctable crops that may be planted.

Vegetable m·ops that may be harvested.

Same ns February, if no planting is
rpquit·ed.
No potu toes.

~tring beans.
Cnl'l'ots.
Turnips.
Beets.
Peas

Cnbbnge.
llndish.
En rly potatoes. ·

Lettuce.

Flower c1·ops that m.ay be planted.

Flower 01·ops that may be harvested.

(In hetween scnRons for plnnting.)
Start wil1ter stocks for \Ylnter blooms.

Roses are pasRing, but the garden
shoulu be ripe with all of the
flowers planterl In spring.
Sweet peas are in full bloom.

:MONTII OF JULY.

Vegetable crops that may be plante£l.

Vegetable crops that m.ay be harve8tcd.

February scherlnle of planting and
seconu crop of beans. and potatoes.

String beans.
Carrots.
Pens.
L(.•ttllCC.

Cabbnge.
Splnnch.
Swi~g chard.
Uadish.·

Cu uli1lowcr.
Flower crops that may be planted.

Flower crops that may be harvested.

Stm·t planting perennials for early
blos~oruiug next year.

Lilies.
Laau1olus and · general garden flowers.

MONTll OF AUCUST.

VcgctalJle crops that may be planted.

Vegetable crops tha-t may be Twrvestea.

".,.inter leaf plants and root crops.

Cn nli flower.
lleans.
Pens.
LettuC'e.
CuJJbuge.

Cnrrots.
Cel(lry.
Turufps.
Beets.

·6:15
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Flower c1·ops that mav be · .P.J.~ntea., . F'_lpwer crops that may be harvested.

Continue planth\g perennials; , .also_, · pa~lias• .
freesias tm,· wln.t er tlt>wering and- Sm)fl.o wers. .
Nnrci~SQS, paper white.
Amnr~·llls.
Pansies.
Uudl>eckla.
l\Iou tl>retias.
MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.

crop~ 'that _may _be planted.

Vegetable

Set out celery plants; cabbage, kale,
etc.
Corn salad.

_

.

_

_

Vegetable m·ops: that mav beharvested_

Lettuce.

Cauliflower.
Ben us.
Celery.
Lettuce.
Carrots.

Ji'lou;cr e1·ops tltat may be planted.

Flotvcr crops · tltat 'lnav be . har'Vested.

Wint(lr flowering:
Sweet ·-pens.
Derimuia Easter lllles.
Calendula.

Cosmos.
Golden Rod.
Cllrysauthemum.

Ew11n~.

Asters.
· Dahlias.

MONTH OF OCTOBER.

Vegetable crops that may be planted.
:

'

I

Vegetable crops that mav be harvested~

:

Broad benns sometimes, and sow cnbbuge ·seed for plauts to set out early

Cauliflower.
neaits.
Turnips~

in spring.

Knle.
Cnbhnge.
Celery.

Carrots.
Flou;er

c1~ops

·that · mau · be

planted~

Tlle great planting: mouth for bulbs. '

Fl01rer crops that may be T'tarvcsted.

Chrysantllemum.

MONTII OF NO\EliBER.

Vegetable crops that rnav be. tJlanted.

. Vegetable crops tlwt may be harvested••

Celery.

:Sow hnrdy lenf Yegetnbles for setting
ont aud garden pens.
Onions.

Cauliflower.
Cua·rots.

~'u a·••l ps.

Beets~

rursnips.

Plou:er cro1Js _that ma11 be planted.

Flower crops that may be harvested.

Cln(liolus.
Begonias.

Hnrtly imnnnls
aml pereunlnls.
liONTII OF DECEMDER.

Vegetable pla-nts that rnav be planted.

Vegetable C1"ops that 1nav be harvested• .

Not any planting.

Cnbbnge.
Knle.
Cnuliflower.
Pnrsnlps.

l!'lower crops that

'11WV

be planted.

'C'sunlly cold nnd dry and unfavorable

for plnutlng.
Sweet veus; if not ' planted in
vember.

No-

Cnrrots.
Wintet· lettuce.
Celery.

Flotcer c·rops that mav be harvested.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES.

In San Francisco tomatoes and corn \Vill not ripen; there is not enough
heat. The Italians say every month in the year is planting time, except December ai1d early January. Beans and cucumbers should not be planted before
1\Iarch. 'Vlth these two exceptions, all vegetables may be planted in the
months of Februnry, .M arch, April, 1\fny, June, July, and August. Root vegetnbles slwuld not be plnnted later than August, except the winter radish.
Two crovs of beans can be produced, planting time 1\fnrch and June; also two
crops of potatoes, spring planting February and 1\:I:arch, fall planting in July.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS.
See Tables 218-221.

School and home gardening and elementary agriculture have not
been recognized by the school board as a necessary school · subject
in San Francisco.
The school gardening now being carried on by o. few enthusiastic
teachers is indefinite . and fails to achieve large educational values
or pecuniary returns.
The topography of the city makes gardening difficult in some
districts.
.
The soil is sandy on the level areas but may bo impro-ved by the
addition of hnn1us to make an excellent garden soil. AYailable land
with impro-ved soils is to be found in District No. 7 and in parts
of Districts Nos. 2, 3, 5, and G.
During the sun1mer gardens must be irrigated and helpful city
ordinances are needed to aid the children in productive gar<lening.
The building lots are small, either 25 by 100 or 25 by 137! feet in
size.
TAm.E 218.-Lit;ing

con~dUions.

Are thor(' small
Nut:nbcr of \·artmt Jots Cor Are there large
ch1ldren all children not plats for srhool
Number of lhing in who
haYing backgardens?
chihlren tints. teno- havocould
Districts.
yard space?
garreported. mente::, and den plats
apartWbyW 1-----.----·1----.---ments.
leet.
No.
Yes.
No.
Yea.
-----------1----r-----1-----1--- - - - - - NorthNJ.St... .....................
3,073
1,R89
205
51
9
52
8
North central....................
7-16
316
137
5
10
5
·s
Wl:'stE'rn..........................
4,035
885
1,306
28
63
35
50
Central...........................
8,316
3,900
1.627
128
41
128
42
Enst.............................
6,5H
2,500
1,5U9
72
56
72
59
Noe Vnlley.......................
2,601
6~6
8.~8
28
22
28
24
South............................
4,3&1
233
2, 1.')3
16
75
17
70
1
TotaL ••••••.•. _._ .•.••••••. --29-,-67_9_, ___
10_,-36-.9-l---7-,9_1_5_, _ _
32--8
--;61

Nnmher

276"J---m-

Of 2D,G79 children who reported, 10,3GD live in apartments, flats,
and tenements; thus vacant-lot gardens would have to be found for
35 per cent of the children. Only 27 per cent of the children hav~
)and for large back-yard gardens.
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In Districts Nos. 1, _4, and the central part of District No. 5 it
will be difficult to find enough vacant land to supply large lots for
economic gardening. The time of the. children will have to be occupied by work in individual-plot school gardens .o r in other activities,
'
such as " following the fruit." .
The large number of children who live in flats, apartments, and
tenements, where the home makes no demand on the child's time.,
are the ones who need out-of-school-hours oceupation most.
The city school department has acquired 101 vacant tracts as sites
for future school buildings. Many of these lots . are near ~xisting
schools and would ·make excellent school gardens.
· TADLE

219,:..._0coop·a ·t ians of childr(]n.

Reported.

...
~

... .
rn

' ·

~
0

j:Q
Nort.h£>a.~t ••••••••••

NorLh central ......
\\' estern •••••••••••
Central ••••••••••••
Enst .••••••••••••••
No!! Valley ........
South •••••••••••••.

a

.g i

Districts.

1, fl31
303
2,012
4,113
3,291
1,3U.t
2,164

!=
0

·e~

~

GS8
G)~

I

a
~

G) ·

.!!9

· Girls.

Boys.

~

d
~

...
a
rn

...

i
~ l~ · ... ]~
.c
Q

C/)

.s

~

~8
G)~

G)

~

co

~

:g=

i':

-<

~

0

... ~~
0

- --- -- -- --1,430
3S3
2,023
4,20!J
3,253
1,297
2,200

31i2 $2.20
8.1)
2.09
393 1. 78
870 1. 72
732 1.68
227 1.46
323 1.80

249

~0 .
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~

d
0

•

.c ·~

-G)

g},

~~
1 ~~
a e8;
.9
G)

G);

btl
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]... a
G)

0

75 $3.96
4

19
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66
17

41

Oii-ls.

a

~0

0

.c

•

.C.:.I
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.s

'-8
~~

a
0

.c

...
.s

.8.t 'CI~
ec.
::S-o c.?: ::S-o
C::ep !~
~CJ
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~

~~
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·;

~
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~tl .8
;..
9
!~ z9 · -<tg
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i': !<
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277 $3.25 72 $1.76
63 3.02
5 1.23
273 2.95 24 1.40
859 2.f\9 30 1.69
663 2.M · ' 60 1.58
239 2.36 15
.91
333 2. 40 43
.97

-- --- - -----1.80 2,707 2. 74

Total •••••••• 114, 881 1-1,798 2,992

G)l:t

btl

:a

G)
~

...

G)
~

00

_Boys, ·

8.0
4.46 · 9.0.
2.09 5.5
2.31 5.3
2.62 6.0
2.56 5.5
1.36 7.0

G)

. .Q

.

---

9.0
8.0
5.5
510'"
773 5.9
6-IR 7.0
255 6.2
497 7.0
227
42

- -- - -- --·
1.36 270 2. 76 6.6 2"952 7.0

-

133
45

442
680
724
24 8
443

--5
2,11

Of the 14,881 boys who reported, 11~889 have no definite employment dutside the home after school hours, and 12,174 are unemployed
during vacation.
The average earnings of the boys who work after school
$1.80
n week and $2.74 a week .during vacation.
Of 14,798 girls from whom reports were received, 14,549 have no
employment after school and 14,528 have no money-~arning work
during vacation.
·
The girls who work earn an average of $1.36 a week after school
·
·
and $2.76 per week during vacation.
That tlie average city home does not furnish employment for its
children is shown by the fact that the boys work an average o~ ·only
e.G hours per week and the girls 7 hours per week. Many children
report that they have no definite duties at home.
During the school year 1915-16 the schools were. in session 1871days. The children are out of school nearly one..:half of the days of
the year and fully ·one-half the daylight hours of each school day.

is
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TABLE

Districts.

Total
numhcr
of childrcn in
school.

Northl.'ast ......•....•.
North central. ...••...

5,Hl7
1,319
\Vc~tcrn ..............
5. 914
Ccn tral ................ 12,892

Enst ...........•••..•. 10,f35
Noo Valley ..... ~ ...... 4,078
South .................

6, 717

220.-Econmnic cha1·t.

Childrl'n lca'\'iog
VegeFollowing the fruit.
.school to work • .
table
food
daily
cost
attend- forfam- Num- Date of leav- Date of return Numily of
anco.
Cause. ·
to sc,P.ool.
bcr.
of fivo. ber. ing school.
--- - 4,541 $57. 79
91 February •.. October •.•..
68 Ncod.
1,li5
78.92
6 July ......... September •.
15
Do.
5,3Rfi
81. us
24
3 June 1. ..... Aug. 30 .....
Do.
11,370
88.18
19 Close of September ..
99
Do.
school.
9,361
G8.65
140
83
Do.
6'
·s
·.Aug: ·23::::: 20
3, 705
75.22
Do.
school.
.,
6,145
57.29
78
39 . -............ . .. . .. . . --.
Do.
Avern~e

-c·io·s ··c;r ·

- - - --- ---

Total ••••••••••. 46,722

41,683

72.53

.. .

24li

.............. . .............

444

--

The average cost of vegetables for a year for a fu1nily of five persons was esti1nated at $72.53.
Two hundred and forty-six· children were absent from school a
part of the year "following the fruit."
Under the right direction "following the fruit" has educational
possibilities.
During the year 444 pupils left school to work.
The e:u~se of going to work was in n1ost instances family need.
Children would ren1ain in school longer if money .coulu be earned
at the san1e titne.
TADLE

221.-TTomc interests of children.

Number of ('hildrcn reported.

Numher of children having-

Di~trict~.

Doys.
Northf'~st ..•.••••.••.••••••••••
Norlh l'cnLrul ............... ~ .•.
'Vu~t~rn .....•.•••••••••••...•..

NO<' Valley •••...••••.•••..•••..
South •••.•...•.••••••.•..•.••..

l,f>34
3ti3
2,012
4,113
3,:.?91
1,30-4
2, lli4

Tot;1l. •••••••••••••.••••..

14,t)Sl

('cntral ........•...•••...•.•..•.
F.nst ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Girls.

Total.

Gardens. Poultry . l'igeons.

l!abblts.
67

1,297
2,200

3,073
74li
4,035
8, 3lli
6,5H
2,1"·01
4,3li-1

510
2oa
1,430
2, lliG
2,01 i5
1,000
l,li18

3X:l

1~1

1,157

3UG

807

14,198

29,ti79

8,992

3,177

1,292

2,042

1,439
3~3

2,02:l
4,203

a,2sa

lOS
Gti
472
2ti3
729

115
Hi
12~

139
347

·aa
211
252
447

222

At the present time gardens are made at the homes of 8,002 chilc1ren of 2D.,G70 reporting. I>oultry is kept at 3,177 hon1es; pigeons
at 1,2D2; nnd raLbits nt 2,042.
Under the right direction many children 1night immediately use
their time profitably in hon1e projects with gardens, poultry, pigeons,
nnd raLbits.
l3y profitable occupation of time children might be kept out of the
j UYcni lc court.
llonte ntH.l vacant lot projects could be offered as substitute for
street trades.

SCHOOt-DIRECTED GARDENING.

¥e

Thirteen teachers now in service in. the grades ha recei ve.d ,special
training in elementary agriculture and .garden tenching.
The University of Califor11:ia, College o:f Agriculture, Jrffers academic and practical courses for the tru.ining of other teachers.
'Vhen prcvocational courses , in nature study . and gnrdening have
been worked out vocational high school courses in agriculture should
be supplied.
..
To trniil .many children to cnltiYate intensively small lots and to
lead them to the study of agricnltltre ,•ocntionally in .the high · school
will supply, first, better trained stt1dentsto the di ,·isiotl. o! agriculture
of the State university, and; s~cond; successful agriculturists-a great
need of the Stute.
. · CONCLUSION.
.

.

.

.

·
.

..

.

There is·a great need on the part·of the children of San Francisco
for the proper direction .of their out-of-s.chool hours. No n1n ttcr
how "·ell the classrootn instruction i~ .gi n~n, it will count for little
in the life .o f the. child if liis ant-of-school interests and influences
nrc allowed to uncler1nine his health or character. ·
'Yhen school and hotne gardening or other prodncti\e and e<lucntive occupations are offered to th.e children a.s school-directed subjects, they must be taught in tern1s of the life of the child and not
by overformalized school methods. .
·
SUl\Il\IARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl\Il\IENDATIONS.

1. A director of nature stndy nncl school and hon1e gardening
shonld be appointed to net under the direct ion of the deputy superintendent responsible for vocational education and the 1nanuul arts.
(See Chapter XIV.)
2. It should be the duty of this director to plan a series of naturestudy projects for ench school, adnpted to the age of the children and
the environment of the school.
3. The dii·ector should be held responsible for the working out of
a complete plan of , hon1e nnd school gardening and other hoaneproject activities for .the city. A further study of the out-of-school
activities of school ·children .should be made with a view to 'incorporating in this department agricultural home projects of ·e ducative
and productive value.
·
4. At the rccotnn1endntion of the director, frotn 10 to 15 grncle
tt:'nehers should be appointed nt once us school and home gnrden
t(lachers. 'fhese teachers should do the regular gra<.le teaching during school hours but should be paid an extra salary for teaching·
c:hildren to conduct school and home gardens after school, on Saturday, and during the vacations.
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5. In the schools in which these teachers are the teaching should.
be made departmental to such an extent as will permit them to · teach
gardening in the upper grades during school hours and direct thepractical work out of school hours.
6. The teachers selected should be placed for the first year in
schools in districts where the vacant lots are numerous and back
yards available for gardening, as in Districts 2, 3, 6, and 7.
7. Other teachers interested in garden teaching should be selected
and directed in obtaining training in gardening by courses given by
the director, by courses at the University of California, by observation of the methods etnployed by Italian gardeners, and · by acting
as cadet teachers to the regular garden teachers.
8. Enough garden teachers should be trained and appointed each
year so that at the end of five years there may be enough st~ch teachers
to allow one for every 150 children between the ages of 9 and 15, for
whom .land can be had for gardening either at or within reasonable
distances of the children's homes.

Chapter XVII.
DIG~ST OF SUMMARIES OF· RECOMMENDATiONS AND
CONCLUSIONS.

For the reader's convenience a brief digest of the important recommendations ·which are made in various parts of this report · has
been prep~red. The recommendations in, full, together with the
data and the . discussion on which they are based, will be found in
the chapters bearing ·the corresponding titles.
·
PRESUPPOSITIONS.

In making these recommendations it is assumed:
1. That the ideal ()f education in a democracy demands: (a) That
in any city there shall .be a . single unified system, embracing all
schools supported by · public taxation; (b) that the control ·of the
schools shall· be · vested .in a ·board of school · trustees responsible
directly to the people; (c) that the ·fundamental purpose of the
schools is to produce intelligent, loyal, and independent citizens; and
(d) th{lt the ' scope 'pf the task of the schools is ·nothing less than the
education of ·all the children of all the people with ·substantial
equality of opportunity.
2. That. each type of school (elementary, secondary, special) has
its own particular function to perform and finds its greatest useful- ·
ness in rendering to the people its own peculiar service.
3. That all these forms of service are equally worthy and dignified
if performed equally well.
· 4. That the people of the State and city are both willing and able .
to provide all funds that may be necessary for the adequate suppo'r t
of the public-schqol system and the legitimate wor~ of any part of it.
5. That the schools exist primarily for the children and not for
officers, teachers, or any other employees.
6. That the people ~f San ~ranci_sco desire the best service and the
fullest possible returns from their public schools and are willing to
make at any time such conservative changes in their organization, in
the form and method of their control, in their courses of ·s tudy, and.
in their methods of teaching as
appear cle~rly and certainly to
be necessary or contributory to .thia end.

mny
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7. That the board of education, the superintendent of schools, _and
the civic organizations, at whose request this survey was undertakent
and all taxpayers and citizens of San. Frnncisco desire to hnYe such
a full and frank statement in regard to their public-school systen1 as
will enahle then1 to understand it in its 1nain <'Utlines at least, and·
such con1prchensiYe, constructiYc suggestions for its ilnprovement as
·will enable them to reorganize the.system on a sound basis, to retnedy
its n1ore i1nportunt e,~iis, correlate it with other educational agencies;
adapt its work to the constantly developing life of the city, State,
Nation, and the world, unu to-conduct its affairs wisely, anq insure
it a Yigorous and healthy growth.
8. That all who "·ill read this report know that education is
not us yet un exact science and that 111 nch of w hn t is accepted as~
fundan1ental is not the result of scientific investigation and den1o~~
stration, but rather the consei'tsns of opinion . tested by personal':
obserYu tion and experience, and this opinion is constantly developing and changing.
I. THE CITY OF

S~N

FRANCISCO.

· 1. San Francisco is a young and· vigorous city, situated at one
of the doors of the continent, through which n1ust pass much of the
life nnd business of the continent, inevitably uffcctiug its character,
its growth, and its U.e,·elopnlent. ·
.
·.
2. Few other cities in the ""orld are so able to mnintnin ·their
schools 'and to supply thetn abundantly with nll buildings, eqnipment, and teachers that n1ny be needed for their highest efficiency
-at wlwteYer cost may be necessary.
3. The people of San Francisco and their representuth;es on the
board of education, in the city council, and in the Stute legislature
may nnd should, in planning for the future de,·eloptnent of th~
public-school system of the city, take counsel of perfection.
II. STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE SCHOOL SYSTE3I.

'The statistical tuLles and con1ment presented in Chnpf'er II do not
lend the1nsel ves readily to further sununnry. The reader is referred
direct] y to the text. ·
III. ORGAXIZATION AND AD:\IINISTRATION OF TIIE SCllOOL SYSTEM.

1. The pnblic schools of Snn Francisco can not be happily or sue..;
ccssfully achninistercd until the. pt·escnt method of ndn1inistr:\tioil
n1nkcs wny for n plan of control wltic·h will permit the educntionu.l
forces in the city to <.lo their work p~operly' efficiently' anu well.
.

.StrMMA.BIES o:F·· BECOMMEN'DATIONS.
CHANGES . IN STATE· CONSTiTUTION . AND CITY CHAnTER.

2. The :State constitution ·o f California should be amended so as
to relieve the County. of San Francisco from the obligation of elect-:
ing n county superintendent ofschools.
3. The c~uu·ter of San Francisco should be amended ~o provide
for the ·ct~eation of a hoard of' 'e<:}ucation, which should" be in<:Jepenclent of all other branches . of the city government, . and which :
should ·hnve the full cOntrol · and management, th~·ough its supexin- ·
tendent of schools and his assistants, of all matters relating to . pub~ic- :
school affuirs in ~an :FranCisco, in.' the educntion'a l, business, and
financial dcpnrt~nents of 'the ·s~hool system; the ·members of the·,.
bo'a rd to' sei~ ve without 'c ompensation. .
. ;·
.
.'
4. The hoard of educ.~tion .sl1otild be e.mpow,cred to make its budget . .
ond to detei·lnine the amount
the school fai levy' tinder :the limitation of the Stnie la
5. The :cluii·ter' :of' San Fi~nncisco SllC>ttld be: a~endecl ~ftlrthet . to :
estn Llish bcJ7ond q .u estion the prdper r~hi tion betieen'the bqn.r·u of' ,
edttcation·;arid tlie .stipei·intendc~t· o,i' scl1ools, ·as Its technical ex:p ert, .
. . ..
nnu _:tll of th.e board's en1}jloyees l,Uidcr ' hiJn~ .. , . .
G. . 'rhe·· titsk of anien'cling the chart~r' n'nd .reorganizing lhe publicschool systen1 · shou}~ . be uiidertaJ<"en ind~pCtl<lently of persona] considerutiofis or expediency, .fin(l SQ)e~y ii;l the ligJit '<!f fllll~Ul_~entully .
sounJ principles
of organi~ation
alid· ·adiiiirti~tratiop.. .
.
.
. .
..
. .
. : ' :· . .
:
·. .
. ..

or
..

,v.

.

.

.

.

·;

•

. .

. ·

.

,

on~ ···
~

•·
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7. The bonrcl of edncntion as n corporate body should ·hnve nll the
constitutiounl nnd statutory powers which nre cbnfcrrcd upon ' sitni~
lar coqrot·;1'te bodies by the constitution and - the~ generallnws ·of the
Sta tc o'f Culi fornht . . : ·
'
··
8. The chnrter should be: am~nded .to '·permit the ~ tnx· .Jevy to exceed
the rni''nirnthn tn'x provided by State· law under the .discretion of the
board of education for -the JllCeting of proper emergencies~
D. A new· 'depnrtn1ent · should be ' cren.tcd to haYe :chnrge of buildings nnd · grounds, including· planning, erection,, maintenance and
l'cpnir, n11d ·supervision of the engineer aiul jnnitoriill stnff.
10. The bonrd .o f education should reorgniiizc its systc1n of accounting . by . creating ' a depnrtn1ent of aceounting and stiltistics,
wh ieh should nlso. be responsible for purchnsing und distributing
equipment nnd supplies.
11. All piny-ground 'vork ancl nll recrentionnl nctivities under
puulic an'splt.'l~S in the city are educntionnl in their intent anu pur- ·
pose und sbouhl be under the full' control ·of the boaru of educu tion.
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12. The official proceedings of the
published and made available for the
officers and heads of departments of
information of the public.

board of education should be
inspection u.nd reference· of all
the school system and for the
·

THE BOAIID OF EDUCATION.

13. l\fembers of the board of education, nine in number, repre':"
sentin.g the city u.t large, should be elected by the people of the
city and county of San Francisco, or appointed by the mayor and
con.firn1ed by the board of supervisors, or appointed by the judges.
of the superior court; should serve without compensation, and should
give to the duties of their office such time as the business of the
board of education may require. }!embers of the board should be
not less than 30 years of. age, and should have been residents of the:.
city and county of San Francisco for at least five years prior to their
nppoin tment.
.
14. The board should never be so constituted as to consist of more
than four members of the same political party. The term of offic~ :
of members of the board should be for six years, three members being.
appointed every two years after the first organization.
15. The board should organize by electing one of its members
president, by electing a paid secretary who shall not be a member,
and .by creating two standing committees of four members each,.
one on business, and one on education.
·
16. The board should hold regular meetings once each month, and
special meetings at such times as it may determine.
17. The board of education should elect a superintendent of schools
and determine the amount of his salary. The term of office of the
superintendent should be for at least four years.
18. The board should elect five deputy superintendents on . the·
written recommendation of the superintendent, and one additional
deputy superintendent for each 20,000 pupils in average daily attendance over and above the base number of 45,000 pupils. One rleputt
should be placed in chn,rge of all activities connected with the department of buildings and grounds; one deputy should be placed in
charge of the department of accounting, statistics, and supplies; th~
remnining deputies should be assigned to such administrative, pro- ,
fessional, and supervisory work as the superintendent may determine. The term of office of the deputy superintendents should be ·
for at least four years, and they should receive such salary as the
board of education may determine.
19. All other persons in the employ of the board of education, in
such numbers as may be necessary to a proper carrying on of the·
work in all departments·of the public-school systen1, should be elected,
by the board, on the initiative and written recommendation of the
superintendent of schools.
'
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20. The board of education should have th~ right to dismiss . any
school officer or any other employee of the ·board for insubordination,
or immoral or unprofessional conduct, provided the charges against
such officer or employee shall first be formally presented to the board
by the superintendent of schools, after due investigation, a.nd provided further that such charges shall be passed upon -finally by the
board after due hearing. The board should also have the right, on
the written recommendation of the superintendent of schools, to
disn1iss without a hearing any school officer or other employee for
evident unfitness to perform the duties of his ioffice or position.
21. The board of. education should have the power to establish,
organize, and maintain such classes and types of schools and departments of special work , as it rriay deem necessary, and to change,
modify, consolidate, or discontinue the sam'e as the interests of the
public-school system may require.
22. The board of education should have the power to create or
abolish positions in connection with the educational, business, and
financial departments of the school system as it may determine under
the limitations of the State law, and to fill such positions on the
initiative and written recommendation of the superintendent of
schools.
THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.

23. The superintendent of schools should be definit~ly and officially recognized as the technical expert of the board of education,
employed by the board as its adviser and chief executive officer, . and
charged 'vith complete control of and responsibility for the conduct
of the school system under the board and for carrying out the
policies determined upon by the board.
24. Upon the recommendation of the superintendent of schools
the board of education should adopt such rules as may be necessary
to define clearly the status of all employees.
·
25. The ·. superintendent of schools should be free to determine
the assignment of duties among his deputies and other assistants as
the best interests of the service may require from time to time.
NEW ACTIVITIES.

26. ·T he board of education, in accordance with plans prepared
by the superintend~nt of schools, shoul¢1 provide fo·r the introduction
· or further extension of those newer types of school activities which .
have not yet .received full practical recog1,1ition in San Francisco.
27. The following new special ·departments should be cre·a ted : ( 1)
Evening schools and school extension; (2) school gardens, nature
study, agriculture, and city beautification; (3) attendance; ( 4)
writing.
93815-17-40
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28. Existing special departn1ents should be con tinned or reorganized, as follows: ( 1) The departlnent of drawing, to be called the
"Dcpnrttnent of art education"; (2) the departincnt of rnnsie, as
now; ( 3) the dcpartincnt of home econotnics, to be called the "Departiuent of hotue econon1ics and vocational subjects for girls"; ( 4)
the department of manual training, to be called the " Department
of 111nnual training and Yocational subjects for boys"; (5) the
departinent of pri1nary grades, to be called the "Departlnent of.
prin1nry nnd kindergarten instruction"; (G) the depat'bnent· of
physical education, athletics, social and lecture centers, to be called
the " Depnrtme.n t of health." Activities of the social and lecture
centers should be transferred to the new department )f evening
schools and school extension. The functions of the new department
of health shonld be enlarged.
20. Each of these depurtlnents should haYe at its head n capable,
technically trained ofliccr, called director, who should he gh·en such
technical assistants, cnlled supervisors, and such clerical assistants
as n1ny be necessary for the effective performance of the duties assigned.
EFFICIENCY OF THE STAFF.

30. ·The board of education shonld haYe the right, on the recommendation of the superintendent of schools, to set the st:tndard of
qnalilicntions to be recptired of those seeldng positions in the etlucation ~ll department, and to refuse to aunlit to examination any per~
son who does not fully meet the requirements establishcu.
31. The board of education should crente n board of examiners,
consisting of the superintendent of schools and his dPputies, the
function of which should be to exarnine and certificate all en1ployces
"~ho are rcrptired by luw to be holJers of proper certificates beforo
being eligible to etnployment in the school systern.
.
32. 1~he superintendent of schools shonhl establish eligible lists
of teachers accord.ing .to rules and regulations of the board of education.
33. A plan of tenure of office of employees on the edncational stnff
sh9tllu be adopted by the board of ed.ucation, upon the recon1mendation of the superintendent.
34. The superintendent o£ schools shonhl hn'e the authority to
recon1mend, and the board of education should haYe the power to
con finn, the appointments of persons best ·CJua li Red for tbe service
to be perforn1ed, irrespective of the places of resiuencc of appointees.
35. A record of the efliciency rntings of nil employees should be
kept on file in the office of the snperintenuent of schools.
3G. lTpon the recornmendntion of the supcr~ntendent of schools,
the boa~d of education should make full use of the State law pro•
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viding for those em.ployees "·ho, on account of long service or ad
vanced years, have reached a state when they should be retired from
the schools•.
. 37. The superintendent of schools with his staff of deputies and
special directors should provide that educational and inspirational
leadership which will insure the continued training and professi<n1n.l
advancement of teachers and other employees while in the service. 4

IV. FIN AN CE.

1. A comprehensive building program will soon make heavy de-·
mancls on the bourd of education. The needed funds can be pro-·
cureu only through the further issuance of schoo~ bonds.
2. The board of supervisors in ~ctting the school levy has been ·
obliged to exceed the -liipit of the tax rate as provided in the city
and county charter in order to procure sufficient revenue to support
the schools. The situation thus created should be remedied by
amendment to t'be charter.
·
·
3. The gradual increase in the school budget has no more than
kept pace_'vith tl~ increase in the number of children to be educated,
whereas such expenditures in the country as a whole have increased
more rapidly than the number of children.
.
.
4. In co1nparison with other cities, San Francisco has assumed
almost no finuncinl burden in connection wit'h such auxiliary ngencies
as school libraries, li~rary books,. promotion of health, provision for
school lunches, community lectures, and social centers.
5. The cost of conducting the schools per pupil has remained prac~
tically stationary since i9o~. . General increase in prices of com_m odities during the pn-st nine years and adjustment of the school system
to a reasonab.le degree of improvement in methods and eqniprncnt
should ha.ve caused a greater increase in th,e cost per pupil than has
actually taken place.
G. Con1paring San Francisco and the nine other cities in the same
population class, San Francisco possesses much less than her share of
municipal property devoted to public-school purposes.
7. Snn Francisco ranks fourth in the list of cities in total amount
of indebtedness for all purposes and also in school .indebtedness,
· although sixth in per capita indebtedness in both cases.
.
8. San Francisco ranks considerably below the average of the 10
cities in current expenditures for public schools, although outranking
all the ot:her cities in cost of maintaining the city government, fire
and police departments.
·
9. San Francisco ranks conspicuously ahead of the other cities in
per cent of. fotal governmental . expenditures devoted to expenses of
both pollee and. fire departments, but is lowest in thelist in per cent
devoted to school expenditures. ·
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V. SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND

GROUNDS~

-1. The board of education should be given power to anth~ipate .
needs and purchase school sites of sufficient size and in strategit·
places before actual need drives them into the market.
_2. Sites should be selected upon which it will be possible to er~ct
luildings with east and west exposures for the classrooms.·
,·
3. Larger playgrounds should be provided.
.
· 4. So1ne exceedingly poor construction work has been permitted
on some of the new buildings. Lowell High School is cited as
illustration.
- 5. Gocd fireproofing and better and sa:fer stairways would lessen
need of fire escapes. Fire escapes now in use are not satisfactory.
6. More fan power is needed to insure proper ventilation in classrooms when windows and" doors are closed.
7. Unless sufficient fan p-ower is supplied, it will be better to heat
the buildings by some form of direct radiation and depend on win.;
dows for ventilation.
8. Thermostats should be more carefully supervised, and all parts
of control apparatus connected with them should be installed in
places easily accessible.
9. Plenum chambers and all air passages must be kept scrupulously clean.
·
10. Vacuum cleaners should be so installed that they can be used
easily .and effectively, or not installed at all. The plan of installation now in use is wholly unsatisfactory; these sanitary helps are ·
pragtically useless.
11. All basements should be cleared of all inflammable materials. ·
12. A central warehouse should be used for storage, and all sup..
plies and furniture distributed therefrom as needed and returned
when not in use.
13. Drinking fountains should be set at proper heights for children and kept' in order.
.
14. Toilets. (See specific recommendations concerning toilets in
section under this heading.)
15. Assembly rooms should be placed on first floor above the basement and lighted from two sides.
16. Basement rooms should not be used for classrooms unless
properly lighted, free from ground air and moisture, and lighted
from east or west.
17. Domestic-science rooms should be on the top floor rather than
in basements.
18. Transoms in school buildings are troublesome and should be
dispensed with.
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19. There should be slate .blackboards. in all permanent buildings.
20. Many blackboards are in bad condition and need attention.

21. Set blackboards as follows: First and second grades, 26 inches
above the floor; third and fourth grades, 28 inches; fifth and . sixth
grades,. 30 ·inches; ·'seventh-and eighth ' gra4es,. 32 inches; high scliool,
36 inches.
; · · · .·· ·
·.,_ ·
·
22. Bla~kboard~ should not be ·9ver ~ 42 in~hes wide, except for the
teacher and for an OCCltsiona} ·special room. .
.
.
23. As far as possible· classrooms should receive light from either
the east or west side and from no .other directions. ·
24. Art rooms should have the north light. Laboratories, offices, _
and libraries may receive light from any direction.
25. Classrooms should be lighted from one side only ·· (east or
west) ,; assemb.ly --.rooms from two sides, but not from the front or
rear.
26. Bottoms of ·windows in classrooms should be at least 4 feet
above the floor.
27. Windows; properly placed, should have glass surface equal
to one-fifth the floor space.
.28. · The windows should· be kept clean.
29. Double-hung sash are easiest for women to: handle~
30. Architectural ornamentations of windows introduce difficulties- in lighting. Rectangular windows set as high as possible give
best results.
31. The medical or health inspection should be under the control
of the board of education, rather than the board of health.
32. Full :time is . needed of 5 physicians, 1 specialist in mental
hygiene, 20 nurses, and an efficient corps of dentists.
·
33. More open-air schools are .needed. In all new grammar schools
to be erected provision should be made for open~air classes.
34. More careful segregation of defective children is of immediate
importance, and a more thoroughgoing atten1pt to train them properly should be instituted.
· VI. THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
A. SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

1. Education of children is the fundamental purpose and concern

of the public school; everything else should be subordinate to this
aim.
2. Study of types of school now in operation is needed to determine
comparative efficiency and economy.
3. Division of city into elementary school districts is recommended.
4. Small schools are expensive and sh?uld be abandoned as rapidly
as ne'v buildings cail be provided.
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5. Proportion of men principals should be increased.
6. 1\fo•·c supervision of sp"ciul subjects is needed.
7. 1\Iore adequate provision should be made for education of
feeble-1ninded and backward children and other special classes.
B. COURSE OF STUDY.

8. Newer aims of cdncation should be recognized.
9. A 1nore coanplete up-to-date course of study manual should be
published for usc of officers and teachers and for the information of ·
the public.
· 10. Story-telling and dramatization should be systematically developed in liternture and lnngunge work.
11. The t~nnsual advantuges for study of home geography in San
Francisco should be more fully utilized.
12. "CumnJuti,ye reviews" should give way to a richer treatment of
topics, to cotnparisons, and toreflcctive thinking.
13. Adequute libraries and supplies of supplementary materials
are gren tly needed.
14. Closer correlation and more continuity of thought should
characterize the various subjects running through the grades.
C. DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION.

15. l\fore lively and graphic forms of instruction should be employed in primary grades.
16. In intertnediate and grammar grades ther~ should be more
stimulnting thought nnd less men1oriter work.
17. 1·here should be more systemntic de,·elopment of free oral discussion. in history, geography, nuture study, and literature.
18. l 1"ree und constant use of blnckboau·d by teacher and pupils as
means of expression should be enconrnged.
10. .1-Ioxne geography with excursions and discussions should be
used as a tncans of enriching aU studies.
20. School studies shou)u reflect tnore of renllife.
21. 1..extbooks should be supplemented by material from other
sources.
22. Pupils should be expected ·to put forth more effort in solving
problerns anti in self-relinnt thinking.
2a. 1>~partn1ental tcuehing should be encouraged.
2-l. Definite rnenstu·cs should Lo tnken fot· encouraging growth and
impro,·erncnt of teachers in cJnssroonl methods.
25. Sonll~ classes are too lu.1·ge to permit necessary amount of indi·
· vidual instruction.
·
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D. SUPEllVISION.

2G. The· grcat~st need of school system is for vigorous, ·s timulating
lcadersh i p.

27. llore -adequate school ·records should be kept.
E. SELECTION, PROMOTION; IMPROVEMENT; AND TENURE OF .T EACHERS•

28. System of promotion and retirement should be based . on merit.
29. l\'lore effccti \'e tneusures should be taken for hnproYCn1ent of
teachers in service and for encouraging development of professional
spirit and attitude.
Vll. SUGGESTED BY TESTS OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF PUPILS.
PENMANSHIP.

1. So far as form alone is concerned, the writing of the San Francisco children is good.
·
2. '\"hether this excellence is attained at the sacrifice of spee·d or in
cotnpany with the attainment of a.. satisfactory speed is not established by these tests.
3. 'l"l1e particular type of progress from grade to grade should be
studied critically, since it deviates consid~rably frotn the practice in
other cities.
·
4. Variability among schools should also be-studied carefully. .
SPELLING.

5. The city as a wholernnks considerably above the standard average for n lurge number of cities.,
6. Girls seem to spell uniformly better than boys.
7. Fu.rther tests should be made in all the schools to determine the
causes of the wide variations in achievement.
READING.

8. There is need of standardizing the work in reading for the

system as a whole, so as to secure a more definite· progress in .nl>ility
frotn grade to grade.
·
.
. .
..
D. A reasonable degree of uniformity in progress among the different schools should be sought, to facilitate the transfer and promotion of pupils. _
10. ncnding tests on a much larger scn]e sltould be conducted in
order to determine standards and to assist in · eliminating extreme
variations.
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ARITHMETIC.

11. The San Francisco children made an unusually good showing

in speed, but did not do so well in accuracy, and did not show the
usual increases in accuracy with progress through the grades.
12. More emphasis should be placed on accuracy in all phases of
arithmetic work.
. 13. A study should be made to determine the causes for the apparent inferiority of the seventh grades in several of the tests.
14. A study should be n1ade to detennine the causes of the extreme
variations in ability among the seYeral schools and grades.
15. A study should be made to determine the possibility of excusing certain individual pupils from unnecessary drill.
16. ~1ore emphasis is needed on certain fundamental operations
and on problems involving reasoning.
VIII. THE HIGH SCHOOLS •

. 1. The number o£ high schools reporting to the Bureau of Educa-

tion increased hearly three times as rapidly as the total population
during the period 1890 to 1915, indicating a great popularization of
high-school edncation.
2. Compared with other cities in the same population class, San
Francisco has not shared proportionately in the movement for the
expansion of ·pnblic high-school facilities. which is characteristic of
the country as a whole.
3. r.rhe re;alization of the ideal of a high-school education for practically every normal boy and girl is now believed by many to ·be a
reasonable object of endeavor.
4. The high school should undertake to help all boys and girls in
their efforts to prepare for useful and satisfying careers in many
different directions.
5. The in1portant featuFes of a successful high school are: (a) An
adequate building; (b) ample eqnipment; (c) varied courses of
study; ( cl) adequate and efficient teaching force; (e) efficient admin·
istrative machinery; (f) provision for the physical and social welfare of students and faculty; (g) inspiring leadership. In all
these respects the high schools of San Francisco are deficient to
greater or less degree.
6. The school authorities in San Francisco are to be commended
for the adoption and announcement of the following progressive
program with :reference to the high-school courses of study:
a. Proposed abandonment of the principle of" type" high schools.
b. Virtual acceptance of the principle of the cosmopolitan curriculum.

of
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c. Recognition of the necessity of providing for a variety of aims
on the part of the stude!lt body.
d. Recognition of the elective system in planning four-year programs for students.
e. Arrangement .of ·f$tudies in curricula, or " groups,'-' as . suggestions for the assistance of pupils in planning their . work to accomplish certain .definite ends~ ,
f. Tentative inauguration of a "continuation plan."
7. In the actual administration of this program, however, it is
noted that: ' (a) The high schools are not so located as to provide
equality of educational opportunity to all sections of the city ; (b)
only two of the seven curricula are offered in all high schools; (e)
some important .groups of elective subjects ·are offered in o:nly one or
two schools; (d) in actual practice the "interlocking system a:mo:rig
schools" has not secured for students the advantages. expected of it. .
8. Needed changes in the ·course of study are: (a) The actual
benefits of the" all-inclusive" course of study should be made avail.;.
able to students in each high ,school; (b) at least one modern foreign
language in each high school, and· a.' second· language if :demanded.; .
(c) elective courses in · each high school in freehand drawin_g and
design, and music; (d) :courses in science strengthened and extended,
especially social science;- (e) ~trolig courses in shopwork and draftr- .
ing for boys; home economics :for girls, and commercial subjects for
both boys and girls, in each high school.
·
9. In the revision of high-school courses of study, .due consideration should be given to desirable adjustments to the industrial, commercial, and manufacturing life of the city. ·
10. ·In any school differentiation in ,courses of study should b~
according to definite and predominating needs of the district in which
the school is located~ ·Greater differentiation may be made in the
last two years.
11. Needed changes in material facilities require that additional
buildings be erected at an early date on the land adjoining the High
School of Commerce and the ·Mission High. School, and that new
buildings be provided as early as ·.possible for high schools needed in
Richmond and North Beach. The new schools should at . first be
junior high schools and should be gradually developed into senioi·
high school~. ·
12. High-school districts should be formed with more · definite
boundaries, following the · establishment of high schools in other
parts of the city.
.
13. Both boys .and girls should be adn1itted to all high schools.
14. Each high school should have a good reference library in charge '
of a trained librarian, with an ample appropriation for the purchasa
of reference · books. ·
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15. IIigh-school buildings not provided with individual lockers
for pupils should have such provision n1:ule nt once.
1G. I~vening schools should be opened in all the high-school buildings, with adequate provision for faculty, equip1nent, nnd supplies.
17. Clericnl assistance and suitable office equipment should be provided in each high school.
18. ..All high schools should be required to keep uniform record
blanks of all kinds, permanent student records, and records of
graduates.
·
19. The amount of work done by teachers in all the high schools,
measured by the number of periods per day they are busy, is too
great, and many classes contain too many students for effective work.
20. 'l'he number of teachers should be increased to such an extent
that the usual number of daily periods of classroom instruction per
. teacher shnll not exceed five, and no teacher should be required to
instruct more than six classes a day.
21. The size of classes should be reduced gradually until the usual
maxhnum average attendance does not exceed ~5 pupils per clnss.
Only in exceptional cases should recitation classes be permitted to
exceed 30.
22. A professional spirit among the teachers should be encouraged, .
and principals and bends of departments should be given the
authority necessary for the encouragement and direction of such a
spirit.
23. An . increase should be made in the salary schedule of highschool teachers so as to encourage study, travel, and participation in
teachers' associations and other means of stimulating p1·ofessional
growth. The city should have a high-school teachers' association,
and active membership in this should be regarded as one of the
elements deter1nining promotion in position and salary. ·
24. IIigh-sc.hool principals shoulu be given more responsibility and
more authority.
25. In each high school the. principal and each head of .a department, subject to the a.p proval of the superintendent, should be
charged 'vit.h the direction and work of that department .
. 2G. In each high school there should be advisory committees, appointed by the principnl, for the purpose of assisting students in
the choice of studies and in giving them such special help as they
mny need later.
27. In ench high school there should, be a dean of women and a.
phys_icnl director.
28. The social life of the school should be definitely fostered by
the faculty and directed by the dcnn of women.
20. 1'he dean of women and the principal, acting as dean of men,
should function in the life of the school in many positive and help~
ful ways.
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30. Effort should be made to utilize .the various infonnal agencies
availuLle for the encouragement of a n1ore positive type of ucsil·uble
school spirit among the stuucnts, .a.t:ld for the developtnent of that
fine spirit of earnest enthusiasm \Yhich might · easily characterize
every one of these high schools. .
31.· A community center should be organized at each high .school.
IX. CIVIC EDUCATION.

1. Responsibility for all civic and social education in the public=
school should be centered in one deputy superintendent.
2. Subordinate to this deputy superintendent there should be (a)
a director of health and recreational activities, and (b) a director
of civic education.
3. The director of health and recreational activities should have
supervision over physicu1 education· and athletics, medical inspection
and clinics, playground activities, and the recreational activities of
cotnm unity centers.
4. The director of civic education should be .r esponsible for planning and organizing civics instruction in duy and evening schools,
training and supervision of teachers giving civics instruction, assisting teachers in interpreting current events for instructional purposes,
plnnning and directing cotnmunity forums, and supervision of pupil
participation in ·school affairs and con1munity activities. - ~
5. Pending the administrative reorganization suggested, ·improve-·
ment in civics instruction should be sought through conferences of
principals and teachers.
.
6. 'l'he departments of " history " in the high schools should be
renamed departments of" social study." .
7. Heads of departments of social study in high schools should
assume cooperati 're responsibility for social studies in the seventh
and eighth grades.
8. In arranging schedules of teachers ·of social studies, ampl-e time ·
should be allowed for teachers' prepttrntion.
9. A .comn1ittee should be appointed to reorganize the course of
social studies in accordance with the spirit and suggestions of this
report.
10. Teacl1ets should be supplied with a sufficient number and
variety of. textbooks and materiul for supplementary reading.
1L Adequate libraries of reference.mtitcr-inl should be pt·ovided.
12. Closer cooperation between the schools and the public library
should be sought..
,
13. The courses in :social studies in>e~ening scl1ools should be more
closely adapted to the needs and,· coliditions of students in these
schools.
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14. More adequate and more appropriate evening-school .facilities

should be provided for adult foreigners.
15. Steps should be taken to secure more general and more regular
attendance of adult foreigners not yet naturalized.
16. A course of citizenship instruction should be provided, adapted
to the needs of adult foreigners.
17. Special emphasis should be given to civics instruction in schools
attended by iarge groups of foreign children. , ,_
18. Comn1unity centers should be developeq as rapidly as possible
in schools ministering largely to foreign groups in the population~
19. Community centers should be maintained by the board of education from public funds.
20. Elementary-school pupils should be given a larger share of
responsibility for the conduct of the school life as a means of citi,:;
zenshi p training.
21. Pupil participation in the management and direction of school
activities should be made an important factor in the civic training
of high-school pupils.
22. Pt1pil participation in community activities should be encouraged as a means of civic education, but always under proper
safeguards.
23. Gardening and playground activities should be made factors .in
civic education.
24. Public playgrounds should be administered by the board of
education, rather than by a separate commission.
X. MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

1. The system of music in the elementary schools of San Francisco implies greater regard for music as vocal expression than for
rausic as aural impression. It should be recognized that music ~s
essentially something to receive through the ear rather than to express through the voice.
·
2. The vocal practice of the children is in the main admirable.
3. The segregation of boys from girls for part singing, and the as- ·
_signment of boys to a low-voice part is a mistake. It is the only
serious mistake that is entirely within the control of the music department.
4. The treatment of changing voices in the upper grades is bad.
5. In general, part singing is comparatively undeveloped or ·
poorly treated.
6. Monotones are very competently instructed and cured.
7. The quality of the sight singing is only fair.
8. Theoretical instruction is quite thorough and general.
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9. Th,~ spirit in the singing, both as to its musical and social aspects, and on the part of both pupils and teachers, is .beautiful. .
10. ,';~:here is wise recognition of the worth of the musical inheritance that foreign children possess, and this inheritance is made to
contribute to their development as American citizens.
11. The development of patriotism, national and State, whiclL is
·effected by the singing of patriotic songs, is ·an incidental feature of
·value; especially in a cosmopolitan city like San Francisco.
12. Broadly speaking, the system of practice in the elementary
schools tends to the attainment of general social and humanistio
ends rather than to the development of specific musical culture and
appreciation.
13. The time given to music in the elementary schools is insufficient.
14. The greatest shortcomings arise from conditions that lie partially or wholly outside of the sphere of departmental authority:
a. Orchestral playing receives academic approbation but no material and systematic official support.
b. The children in the elementary schools are on a starvation diet
with regard to the quantity of musical material provided.
e. The number of music supervisors in the elementary schools is
insufficient.
d. Division of authority in the overhead control of _the departInent of music is a serious obstacle to good Work.
15. The adoption of the new course in music for the high schools
is a most fortunate step.
16. Suitable equipment for the musical appreciation classes should
he provided.
17. Close watch should be kept upon the development of the work
in high schools-that now receive only part of the time of a teacher,
and the probable early need for two or more teachers should be
promptly anticipated.
18. The teachers of music in the high schools are not organized as
a corps and methods are likely to become unfortunately divergent in
consequence.
19. The same confusion as to official a_nd unofficial instruction that
disturbs elementary-school work in music disturbs, in like manner,
the high-school :work. -20. Orchestral playing has had ah inspiring history in the San
Francisco high schools, and given new adequate encouragement and
support it should soon reach quite e~traordinary att~inments.
21. Definite official announcement concerning school credit for the
study of l!l-Usic under outside teachers should be made, and steps taken
to encourage what is likely to be, in San Francisco, a notable development qf a valuable phase of school music.
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22. J\fnsic should have greater place in the evening schools, espe~
cially in the social-center 'vork.
·
·
23. Every worthy activity in this and all other divisions. of the
system that ai·ises spontaneously and moves forward without official
support (as was the case with an orchestra in the evening school duro.; .
:ing the past year) should be given official support.
24. The appointlnent of a director of 1nusic whose re~on1mendations
would be follo,Yed would help in large n1easure to develop the sort
of music system that San Francisco deserves and might easily have•
.XI. INSTRUCTION IN ART.

1. The school grounds should be improved, and an expert interior
·decorator en1ployed to improve the i!lteriors of school buildings.
2. In each school building there shoul<.l be maintained n constantly
:growing collection of work done by the children.
.3. Schoolrooms should be furnished with pictures appropriate to ·
the grade of the room in the elmnentary schools and to the subject of
instruction in the high schools.
4. A school library for purposes of art instruction should he started
in every school building.
.
5. Each school building should have a. collection of beautiful
things.
G. The valuable reference material now stored in the various mu•
seums of the city should be made available for usc in the schools.
7. -An orderly and well-defined course of instruction in art should
be fortnulafed for all the schools of the city.
8. During the first six years in school, such a course should empba•
size the i1nportance of putting the chihlren in possession of the tools,
the ch~tnents, and the fundamental processes of delineation.
0. After the si.xth year emphasis should be placed upon exercises
which clenl "-ith the elements of beauty, such as subtlety of proportion, refinement of line, grudation of value, modulation of color, and
hnrn1onious relations of parts calculated to develop discrimination
and taste.
10. The course of study should insist upon a perpetual and vital
interrelation bebYeen all lessons in drawing, design, and color, and
the enjoyn1ents and acth·ities of daily life, and the co1nmon handicrafts.
·
11. Ad Yisory committees of business men, artisans, artists, and
other specially interested persons should be formed . to consult with
the director of art instruction and the supervisors as to the courses
offered.
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12. In the evening schools opportunities for practical instruction
in the drawing related to the- various trades should be greatly.
extended.
13. 'rhe organization of the art department should include: (a). A
director; (b)
corps of at least five broadly trained supervisors;
(a) in all intermediate, high; and evening schools there should be
well-trained· special teachers of drawing and design; (d) in all
other buildings containing pupils above the sixth gr.a de the departmental system should .be extended to include· art instruction; (e)
during the first six school years instruction in drawing should be
given by the regular grade teachers under the oversight of the sut)ervisors; (f) the classes for individual instruction and practice for
tenchers should be continued, and attendance of teachers notably
ineflicient in drawing should be made compulsory.
14. Provision should be made to enable the board of education to
comply ·"?ith the law requiring that" necessary supplies for the use
of the schools must be furnished" free to pupils. ·
15. 1\dequa te provision. should be made for discovering, encouraging, and training specially talented children.
1G•. The possibility of utilizing students i~ -the normal classes at
tl1e Art Institute as special part-time teachers in the public schools,.
under the supervision of the director of art instruction, should beconsidered.

a

\

XII. HOME ECONOMICS.

1. All courses in home economics need reorganization. Instruc-·
tion in this subject should begin in the fifth grade and logical sequence of lessons should be arranged for the fifth, sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades nnd the first year of the high school.
2. Sewing should be introduced in all seventh and eighth grad~
classes and special teachers for this subject should be provided in
th esc grn d cs.
3. Sewing should be given in fifth and sixth grade classes by grad&
teachers or by Lux School students. Provision should be n1nde forgiving grade teachers the preparation needed to enable then1 to teach·
sewing.
4. T'he teaching staff in home economics should be reorganized and!~
plnced under a director who should have control of all home eco-nmnics work in the public schools of the city and the assistance of a
group of not less than four competent supervisors.
5. The teaching staff in home eco~on1ics should be increased nndL
arrangements ·rna de for each teacher to have one afternoon each week
for neighborhood work.
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6. Teachers should be encouraged to take summer-school courses,
and they should be able to do this without loss of salary.
7. Centers of training in housekeeping should ·be provided in a
few carefully selected districts.
8. The nun1ber of night classes in home economics should be increased, and afternoon classes for women and Saturday afternoon
classes for working girls should be opened.
9. Methods of purchasing food supplies should be so changed that
the director and teachers n1ay n1ake all purchases under general rules
and regulations.
10. The director of home economics should purchase all equipment after bids are made and accepted.
· 11. Architects should consult the director of home economics
before buildings in which home economics is to be taught are
planned.
12. Provision should be made for permanent exhibits of home·
econo1nics work and for a traveling exhibit that can be taken from
school to school.
13. The sewing rooms in intermediate schools are not adequately
equipped.
14..AJl food-preparation rooms now in use should be put in clean ·
and sanitary condition.
15. New centers should be equipped for teaching home econo1nics
and practice hou~es should be provided in certain localities.
16. ·In the Polytechnic High School a small practice kitchen and
dining room should be provided by putting in inexpensive pa.rtitions, and classes in household management should be organized.
· 17. In the Mission High School sewing should be taken from the
insanitary places and sewing rooms. Food-preparation rooms and
housekeeping rooms should be equipped elsewhere in the building.
18. In the Girls' High School rooms on the first floor not now used
to advantage would make satisfactory rooms for food preparation
and housekeeping.
19. Provision should be made in the Commercial High School for
work in sewing, food preparation, and housekeeping.
20. In all schools now teaching food preparation and in all schools
hereafter supplied with cooking equipment, teachers' luncheons
should be prepared.
21. The preparation of certain foods in quantities and the sale
of the san1e should be permitted.
22. Cooking and sewing should be scheduled for the same mornin'g
in the seventh and eighth grade classes so that work time may be ex-:
·changed~
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23. Home-economics classes should · not contain more than 20 students, and in cosmopolitan and special schools not more than 12

students.
24. Courses offered in the several schools should be ·varied to
meet the needs of the locality in which given.
25. Cooperation between the home-economics departments of the
public schools and the homes of the children, the business men of
the city, and ,all organizations interested in the social betterment· of
the city of San Francisco should be encouraged.
XIII. MANUAL TRAINING.

1. In grades. one to six not less than one-tenth to one-eighth of

the present school time should be set aside for elementary handwork.
2. In grades seven and eigh~ (and ~ine, if the junior high-school
plan be adopted) the manual arts should receive not less than onefifth to one-fourth of the present school time, five tq seven hours
weekly.
3. A flexible program should be arranged which will permit special
groups of pupils to elect even more than these amounts of time.
4. Elective courses should be offered in all high schools, containing varying amounts of manual arts work.
5. Work in the manual arts should be extended downward
through all the grades in the elementary schools, and upwar'd in all
. the high schools.
6. The primary aim of the manual arts in the lower grades should
continue to be general education.
7. Beginning with the seventh school year the prevocational aim
fo~ most children, and the vocational aim for some children, should
be given definite recognition.
8. The introduction of greater variety in shop equipment~ processes, and materials is regarded as essential if the proposed aims
are to be realized.
'
.
9. Emphasis should be placed on problems in the manual arts
which require constructive thought on the part of the pupil, which
stimulate the developn1ent of ingenuity and initiative in dealing
with new situations, which insure the formation of correct habits,
and which encourage cooperative effort.
10. Supervision should take the :form of training teachers in the
service, directing their reading and study, providing :for conferences,
demonstration lessons, and other specific helps.
·
11. Under one deputy superintendent should be centered responsibility for all activities in the manual arts, vocational guidance, and
vocational education.
93815-17~1
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12. Under the im1nediate direction of this deputy superintendent
should be grouped a staff of trained directors of special subjects, in·
eluding at least : (a) Fine arts~ (b) home economics, ( o) manual
training, (d) vocational education, including vocational guidance.
13. Higher salaries should be paid for teachers · and directors of
special subjects.
XIV. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

(A) VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

1. The work which has been begun in a few centers should be encouraged and extended as rapidly as suitable persons can be found
or prepared to direct it.
2. The work in vocational guidance, the manual arts, and vocational subjects should be developed under a broad progressive policy,
insuring unity of aim and coordination of effort in these closely related fields.
(B)

PREVOCA'l'IONAL EDUCATION.

1. In recognizing the prevocational aim in grades seven, eight, and
nine, there should be provided a variety of activities sufficient to include some rE-presentation of each of the important groups of possible
vocations frvm among which it is assumed that a choice is to be
made.
2. A complete plan, when finally worked out, should include the
introductory phases of each of the main subdivisions of vocational
education: Professional, agricultural, commercial, industrial, and
home making.
3. The existing facilities for manual training, fine arts, home economics, etc., should be utilized as the basis for developing prevocational courses.
4. Experin1ents should be undertaken, especially in the intermediate schools, to determine what types of prevocational classes will
be most helpful.
(C) VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

1. Special vocational courses should be developed in salesmanship,
business methods, carpentry, and automobile work.
2. The development of further vocational courses should be based
on actual experience with these courses.
3. Each vocational course should aim definitely at the achievement
of a certain status f-or the graduate which can be expressed in terms
of ascertained requirements of commercial or industrial establishments.
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4:. The entrance requirements, and the conditions under which the

work is to be done, should be made sufficiently flexible to encourage
the attendance of those who need the instruction and can profit by it.
5. The attempt to prepare students for college through these vocational courses should be definitely ·a bandoned.
6. Instructors in vocational courses should have had successful and
varied experience in the occupations for which it is proposea to prepare the students, and should have special fitness for the work to be
undertaken.
·
7. Advisory com1nittees should be organized to assist in the development of the various types of school and courses of study that
may be determined upon. . These committees should include representatives of employers and workers in each important group of
occupations concerned.
8. Further study should be made of vocational courses ~or the
evening schools, continuation classes, short unit courses, . and dullseason courses.
XV. EDUCA'l'ION Ol•' THE IMMIGRANT.

1. ...\. director of evening schools should .b e appointed, who should
also be a deputy superintendent of schools.
·
2. A new course of study should be drawn up, . which should pay
proper heed to racial di:fference_s, individual needs, and educational
principles.
.
· ·. ,.
3. Textbooks should be selected which are adapted to the rie~~s
of the adult students.
-!. Free textbooks should be furnished.
5. An adequate system of grading foreign students should be introduced.
6. Glasses in citiz~nship, in preparation for the naturalization examination, should be organized under public-school auspices.
7. An adequate system of record cards should be devised, installed,
and kept up to date.
. 8. Special certificates should be required .·for teaching evening
classes for foreigners.
9. Training classes for the preparation of teachers of adults should
be provided until an adequate supply of teachers is available from
other sources.
·
10. Systematic efforts shm.~ld be made by the schoo( authorities. to
gather the non-English-speaking population into school.
·
11. Provision should be made for educational work for foreign
women.
12. The salary schedule for the school system should be revised to
provide for the employment of teachers, principals, and directors
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under the following plans of service: ( 1) Morning and aft.eruonh.
(2) morning and evening, (3) afternoon and evening.
13. All provision for the education of the foreigner shonJo ht
under the control of the public educational authorities.
14. The board of education should take the necessary action to pU1
these recommendations into effect and provide funds for the exe<>.u
tion of the same.
XVI. SCHOOL-DIRECTED GARDENING.

1. The appointment of a supervisor of nature study and schooJ
n~nd

home gardening, to act under the direction of the deputy super·
intendent responsible for vocational education and the manual arts.
2. The duty of this supervisor shonld be to plan a series of nature.
·study projects for each school, adapted to the ages of the chi1ldren
and the environ1nent of the school. .
3. The supervisor should be responsible also for the development
of a complete plan of home and school gardening and other hornP·
project activities for the city.
·
4. Upon the recommendation of the supervisor, from 13 . to 15
grade teachers should be appointed as school and home garden
teachers.
, 5. Special emphasis should be placed on these activities in school!which are organized on the departmental plan.
6. These special teachers should be placed first in those district.~
in which gardening space is most available.
.
7. Other teachers interested in gardening should be encoura~ed t,()
prepare for this special work.
. · ·
8. A sufficient number of gardening teachers should be trained
and appointed so that at the end of five years every school having
a fifth, sixth. seventh. or eighth grade will have a teacher of e-aT·
dening.
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Settlements, work, 558-559. See alao
Community centers, Social centers.
Sewing, instruction in elementary and
intermediate schools, . 445--446. Se,.
also Home econmnics.
Sewing rooms. intermediate schools.
471--472.
Sherman Evening Sehool, classes for
foreigners, 555.
" Six-a nrl-~ix" plH n. rliseu~sion, 10210R
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Act, and San Francisco, 109.
~ocial centers, public schools, music, ·
410-413. . See also Civics, Community centers, Settlements.
Social phases of education, 116-117.
Social studies. See Civics.
Special departments, reorganization,
109-112. .
Special group of children, Instruction,
63-64.
Special schools, 105·.
Special supervisors, 105-107, 227-228.
8pel1ing, elementary schools. 216;
tests, 240-245, 631.
Starr King School, 165.
Stone test, arithmetic. 251-252, 254,
268-270.
Story-telling, meager use in primary
grades, 221-222.
superintendent of schools, powers and
duties, 90-92, 120-121, 125-126; relation to board of education, 88-90;
salaries in ten cities, 28-29; summary of recommendations, 625.
Superintendent of. schools (<:ounty),
election, 123.
superintendents ·of schools (deputy),
powers and duties, 92-93, 121, 125.
Supervision, elementary schools, 225228, 631; need ~f more, 107-1.09.
Supervisors of special subjects, powers
and duties, 93-94.
Supplementary materials, elementary
schools, 217-219. .
:-;upplies, department, recommendations, 115.Ll.16.
~urvey .c ommission, personnel,
6-7 ;
statistics of visits to schools. 7.
1'flx::ttion. statistics. 141.
~with-Hughes
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Teachers, appointment and. promotion
94, 96-97, 122-123; e~ementar,
schools, 200, 228-230, 233; elementary and high schools, statistics, 6475; evening schools, 548-550; examination and certification, 94-95; high
schools, 280-282 ; home economies
447, 474; manual training, 482-487;
number employed, 141, 144; oppor·
trinity for the study of home econ·
omies, 453-455; training.. for g-::~rden 
ing, 607.
Teachers' salaries, elementary schools.
200; .elementary and high schools.
73-75 ; home economies, 448-449.
Test papers, rating, 235.
Time allotment, elementary conrsP of
study, ~02-203.
Toilets, 182-184.
Unit control, recommendations. 117123.'
Vacuum systems, for cleaning school
rooms, 190.
Ventilation an,d heating, 174-180.
Vocational education, general review
and recommendations, 493-530; summa~y of recommendations, 642-643.
Vocational guidance, 526; high schools.
290-291; summary of recommenrlations, 642.
Washington, D. C., enrollment.. hy
grades, 40.
'Vashington Evening School. cJa.sset~
for foreigners, 555-556.
Windows, arrangement, 170-171.
Writing, department, recommended
108, 111, 112 ; tendency toward for
malism, 220.
Young Men's Christian Associattm•
('lasse~ for foreig-m~rs. nn7--."lnR

